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Preface

This book is addressed to physics students, chemists, and

engineers who want to acquire enough knowledge of nuclear and sub-

nuclear physics to be able to work in this field. The book is definitely an

introduction. The coverage is rather broad, but the treatment has been

kept as simple as possible, compatible with a professional understanding

of the subject.

While I have tried to convey as much as possible an intuitive

understanding of the phenomena encountered, it is nonetheless im-

possible to discuss nuclear physics without a moderate use of quantum

mechanics; and it is assumed that the person who wishes to become

acquainted with nuclear physics is also willing to acquire the background

in physics necessary to an understanding of this specialized subject. In

my opinion, the presentation of nuclear physics at the introductory level

should be the same for both the future theoretical physicist and the future

experimental physicist. This account should be useful to a beginner

regardless of his intended specialization.

The book aims at the same level as Rasetti's Elements of Nuclear

Physics and Fermi's notes collected by Orcar, Rosenfeld, and Schluter.

I have drawn liberally from the latter. In the selection of materials I

have followed my personal preferences. This may have resulted in an

emphasis on some parts of nuclear physics better known to me, at the

expense of others equally important. Furthermore most of my own work

has been experimental, and this necessarily affects my outlook. The

permissible length of such a book and my own knowledge of the subject

arc some of the limiting factors. However, I hope that some loose ends

will provide food for thought to interested students and stimulate them

to further reading.

The bibliography appended to every chapter lists for the most part

review articles and monographs suited to more detailed study. Little

of the original literature is included. Although many important and

exciting papers arc thus omitted, the references selected are probably the

most profitable for a beginner. The Selected Bibliography gives the

catalog of a small, basic, personal library for a research worker in the

area covered by this book.

Problems vary considerably in difficulty. Some are simple numerical

applications, and others contain interesting supplements to a discussion

in the text.

In teaching an undergraduate course in nuclear physics, I have found
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it possible to cover in two semesters a large portion of the material in this

book. For a shorter course one might omit completely Part 1 (which is of
interest mainly to prospective experimental nuclear physicists and which
contains fewer fundamentals) and reduce drastically the content of some
of the other chapters. In general, I have tried to make the individual

chapters relatively independent of each other, even at the risk of repeti-

tion. Sections beginning and ending with a heavy black dot may be
omitted in the first reading; these often require a deeper knowledge of
quantum mechanics on the part of the student than docs the rest of the

book.

I want to acknowledge gratefully the help of numerous colleagues

who have read sections of this book and often have given me valuable

advice. In particular, I want to thank Drs. Chamberlain, Fano,
Fraucnfelder, Goldbcrger, Judd, Rasmusscn, Rosenfcld, Shafer, Stciner,

Telegdi, Trilling, and Wu. The responsibility for any errors in this text is,

of course, entirely mine. My thanks also go to Mrs. Patricia Brown,
who patiently typed the manuscript, and to my wife Elfriede Segre,who
compiled the indexes.

E. Segre

Berkeley, California

July 1964
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CHAPTER I

History and Introduction

/\lthough speculation on the nature of matter appears at

the very dawn of Greek philosophy, a scientific study of this subject,

in the modern sense, was not initiated until in the sixteenth century,

when experiment and mathematical analysis, which together constitute

what we today call the '"scientific method," were first used in conjunction

with each other. However, simpler and easier problems had to be solved

before the structure of matter could be investigated scientifically. It is

true that the original steps in the kinetic theory of gases, employing

Strictly atomic models, were taken by Daniel Bernoulli in the eighteenth

century (1738). But the branch of science in which atomic concepts first

assumed a fundamental importance was chemistry. The tremendous

success of the atomic hypothesis (Dalton, 1803), in explaining both

qualitatively and quantitatively the innumerable facts of chemistry, the

construction of tables of atomic weights, the discovery of Avogadro's

law (1811) and of Faraday's laws of electrolysis (1833) all arc major

achievements of the first part of the nineteenth century. They made the

atomic hypothesis highly plausible, and it is surprising, perhaps, that

the very existence of atoms should have remained the subject of a deep

skepticism lasting into the early years of the twentieth century.

It must be pointed out, however, that an explanation of all the facts

of chemistry then known required only a very general hypothesis, one

almost completely lacking any details of the specific properties of atoms,

such as their mass, size, and shape. Detailed knowledge of atomic struc-

ture was acquired only after 1910. In the early history of this last develop-

ment, chemistry, kinetic theory, and the study of electrical discharges

in gases played a very important role. With the advent of quantum theory,

spectroscopy became the main tool for the exploration of the "outer

layers" of the atom. In recent years, the nucleus has come under intense

study, and the burgeoning of a subnuclcar physics is already apparent.

The first experimental discoveries that made possible an attack on

the structure of the atom followed each other in rapid succession. In

1895 Rdntgcn discovered X rays, early in 1896 Becquerel discovered

radioactivity, and a little later Sir J. J. Thomson, Wicchcrt, and Kauf-

mann gave proof of the independent existence of the negative electron.

These were soon followed by the introduction into physics of the idea of

quanta of energy, a concept that developed in a rather roundabout way
(Planck, 1900). Quantum concepts, which originated in thermodynamics,
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were destined to dominate the entire field of the physics of small

objects. Together with Einstein's special theory of relativity (1905),

they form the foundation on which modern physics rests. While it is

impossible to recount here the fascinating history of the interrelations

of all these lines of inquiry, a single example will not be out of place.

Becqucrel discovered radioactivity while at the suggestion of Poin-

care, investigating in uranium salts a hypothetical relation between
optical fluorescence and the then recently discovered X rays. This
relation proved to be illusory, but the pertinent studies opened the gate

to momentous developments. Marie Curie observed that, although the

radioactivity of uranium compounds taken from pure chemicals was
proportional to the uranium content, the ores from which they were
extracted showed much more radioactivity than could be accounted for

by the uranium content alone. She then performed chemical analyses

of the ores and measured the radioactivity of the different fractions she
had isolated (Fig. I- 1). This method, which was, and still is, fundamental
to radiochemistry, led to the discovery of polonium and radium (1898).

Surprise followed surprise when it was found that the radioactive atoms
changed their chemical identity with lime. Intense study of the pheno-
menon led to the theory of radioactive decay (Rutherford and Soddy, 1903

;

von Schweidler, 1905). According to this theory, radioactive atoms of a
certain species will disintegrate spontaneously, the number that disinte-

grate per unit lime being, on the average, proportional to the total

number present but showing fluctuations characteristic of random pheno-
mena. The law is expressed by the differential equation for the average
number of atoms or nuclei, A',

- dN = XNdt

or by its integral

N(t) = N(0)e~^

where the "decay constant" A is a characteristic of the nucleus. Investi-

gation of the rays emitted during disintegration led to their classification

into three types (Fig. 1-2).

Figure 1-1 Apparatus used by Mme M. Curie to

measure the conductivity of air under the influence of
radioactive radiations. AR, plate capacitor; the radio-

active substance is in B; CD, ground connection; E,

electrometer; P, battery; Q, piezoelectric quartz; n,

weight. [Mme Curie, 1899.]



Figure 1-2 Deflection of alpha,

beta, and gamma rays in a mag-

netic field. The nomenclature is

due to Rutherford (1899). [Mmc
Curie, Thesis, 1904.]

Alpha rays are strongly ionizing particles and are absorbed by a

few centimeters of air. The deflection of alpha particles in electric and

magnetic fields identified them as helium atoms with a double positive

charge, or He 4" -
. This conclusion was confirmed by a direct experiment

in which alpha particles were introduced into an evacuated glass tube.

After a sufficient number had accumulated, an electric discharge in the

tube showed the helium spectral lines (Rutherford and Royds, 1908)

(see Fig. 1-3).

Figure 1-3 Radon contained in

the thin-walled capillary tube AB
expels alpha particles through the

walls. Helium accumulates in the

evacuated space Tand when com-

pressed in the capillary V shows,

in an electric discharge, the

characteristic spectrum. [Ruther-

ford and Royds, 1908.]
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Beta rays penetrate aluminum a few tenths of a millimeter thick

and are identical with atomic electrons. They were identified by their

deflection in electric and magnetic fields.

Gamma rays penetrate several centimeters of lead, are undeflected

by electric or magnetic fields, and are high-energy electromagnetic
radiation identical in nature to X rays. Other types of radiation or
particles of great importance to nuclear physics, such as the neutron,

were discovered much later and were not considered in the early days
following the discovery of radioactivity.

The changes in chemical identity resulting from the emission of
particles by radioactive substances were summarized in the displace-

ment law enunciated by Russell, Soddy, and Fajans (1913): A substance

is transformed (1) by emission of an alpha particle, into the substance
that precedes it by two places in the periodic system; (2) by emission
of a beta particle, into the substance that follows it by one place in the
periodic system. The atomic weight diminishes by four units in the first

case, and remains unchanged in the second. An alpha disintegration

followed by two beladisintegrations should, therefore, result in a substance
having a different atomic weight but "occupying the same place"
(isotope) in the periodic table as the "parent" substance. The concept of
isotope thus developed for radioactive elements was extended by J. J.

Thomson and Aston to the ordinary stable elements (1913-1919).

The discovery by von Laue (1912) of the diffraction of X rays

opened up a new field of spectroscopy. In the hands of Moseley it led

to the concept of atomic number Zand to the clarification of the concept
of a chemical element. All atoms having the same atomic number
belong to the same element. A little earlier, in 1911, Rutherford in

studying the scattering of alpha particles by foils of different materials
had found that he could account for the experimental results by a plane-
tary model of the atom. The atomic number Z was then interpreted as

the charge of the nucleus in units of the same magnitude as the charge of
the electron. Applying to this simple model the idea of the quantum,
Bohr (1913) accounted for the hydrogen spectrum with admirable pre-
cision. This discovery was the starting point for the tumultuous develop-
ment of atomic physics that culminated in the late 1920s in the establish-

ment of quantum mechanics (Hcisenberg, Born, de Broglie, Schrodinger,
Pauli, Dirac, and others). The application of quantum mechanics to

atomic phenomena was particularly fertile because, although the frame
of the theory was new and different, the Coulomb law of electricity

was all that was needed to explain innumerable phenomena of spectros-
copy, chemistry, and solid-state physics and, in general, to give a
complete account of the atomic and molecular properties as distinguished
from the nuclear ones. In all these studies it was usually sufficient

to schematize the nucleus as a point charge with a certain mass.
For a while the theoretical study of the nucleus profited only
slightly from quantum mechanics, for the interaction law governing
the nuclear constituents, and even their identity, was unknown. Indeed



present knowledge of the interaction law is still far from complete.
In 1919 Rutherford succeeded in breaking up nitrogen nuclei, by

alpha-particle bombardment and in showing that hydrogen nuclei were
emitted (Fig. 1-4). For these the word proton (irpZtrov = first) was
coined, because it was thought that they were a sort of primordial
universal substance, reviving an old hypothesis of Prout (1815).

Because protons often appeared in nuclear disintegrations, and some
nuclei were known to emit electrons, the most natural hypothesis about
the nuclear construction of a complex nucleus was that it consisted of A
protons and A-Z electrons, where A is an integer called the mass number.
This accounted for the fact that single isotopes have atomic masses
approximately equal to integral multiples of the atomic mass of hydro-
gen. Departures from the exact integral numbers were taken to represent
the binding energy of the nuclei according to Einstein's relation (1905)

E = bmd*

where E is the binding energy and Am the mass defect, or difference

between, the sum of the masses of the constituents and the mass of the

complex nucleus.

However, the hypothesis of a nucleus composed of electrons and
protons proved untenable, for reasons that will be discussed later, and
was replaced by a model now universally accepted, according to which
the nucleus comprises Z protons and A-Z neutrons. The neutron,

discovered in a dramatic succession of events in which Bothe, Joliot,

and Chadwick played a vital part, is neutral and has a mass approximately
equal to that of the proton (1932).

Tn 1934 I. Curie and F. Joliot discovered that many stable elements

under the bombardment of alpha particles became radioactive isotopes

Introduction

Figure 1-4 Apparatus used by

Rutherford for disintegrating the

nitrogen nucleus. The alpha par-

ticles emitted by the source D
were absorbed in the gas used to

fill the box. When the gas through

which the particles passed was
nitrogen, scintillations were ob-

served on the screen /"even when
the absorbing matter between the

source and the screen was suffi-

cient to slop the primary alpha

particles. Rutherford concluded
that the scintillations were due
to protons ejected with great

speed from the nitrogen nucleus

by the impact of an alpha

particle. [Rutherford. 1919.]

M
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of other commonly stable elements (artificial radioactivity). Soon
thereafter Fermi, Amaldi, Pontecorvo, Raselli, and Segre showed that

neutrons could be slowed down to thermal energies and that at low
velocities they were particularly effective in disintegrating other nuclei.

This discovery was followed by the fission of uranium (Hahn and Strass-

mann, 1938), a particular reaction in which neutrons split the uranium
nucleus into two large fragments, with the emission of several additional

neutrons. This opened the way to the liberation of nuclear energy on a
large scale (Fermi, 1942) and to its practical application.

Quantum mechanics in the hands of Dirac had predicted the exist-

ence of a positive electron. The positive electron, or positron, was
discovered by C. D. Anderson in 1932 (Fig. 1-5), and the similar anti-

particle on the nuclear level, the antiproton, was discovered by Chamber-
lain, Segre, Wiegand, and Ypsilanlis in 1955.

In the early 1930s the first particle accelerators (Cockcroft and
Walton, 1931 ; Lawrence, 1931) were invented and built.

The phenomenology of beta decay presented great puzzles, which
were in part overcome by Fermi (1933) with the help of the neutrino

hypothesis of Pauli (1930). This proved to be a step of great theoretical

importance. It furnished the model that inspired Yukawa's theory of
nuclear forces (1935). In his theory II. Yukawa postulated the existence

of a particle (the meson or pion) having a mass intermediate between the

mass of the electron and that of the proton.

Particles of intermediate mass between that of the proton and of
the electron were detected in the thirties by several investigators, includ-

ing Rossi, Anderson, Neddermeyer, Stevenson, and Street. However
they proved to be, not the expected ones (Conversi, Pancini, and
Piccioni, 1947), but another unsuspected type. Nevertheless, the Yukawa

Figure 1-5 Positron. A particle

travels from the lower to the

upper part of a cloud chamber,

as indicated by the fact that it

loses energy in crossing the

central lead plate. Its charge is

positive, as indicated by the

curvature in the magnetic field

applied to the chamber. The
curvature and specific ionization

indicate that it has electronic

mass. [C. D. Anderson, 1932.]



Figure 1-6 A pion from cosmic rays seen in .. photograph emulsion, (a) First observation of the

decay of a pion. [Lattes, Muirhead, Occhialini, and Powell. 1947.] (b) An early observation of the

n-H-e decay. The particles travel in the direction of increasing ionization. The range of the y. is

600 microns. [Courtesy Professor C. F. Powell.]

7
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meson was ullimalely found (Lattes, Occhialini, and Powell, 1947;

Fig. 1-6). There promptly followed the discovery of several other particles

that are still only slightly understood.

In recent years an unforeseen failure of the invariance with respect

to parity transformation in weak interactions (Lee and Yang, 1957)

has created many new problems and perspectives for future work.

This extremely sketchy historical outline has touched upon only

the milestones in the development of nuclear physics, without regard

to applications or techniques. It cannot be emphasized enough that the

whole development bears a resemblcnce to the evolution of a living

being. All parts are deeply and vitally interrelated, and the development

of highly abstract theories is as necessary to progress as the construction

of gigantic accelerating machines.

The influence exerted on other branches of science by the unfolding

of nuclear physics has been deep and powerful: In chemistry artificial

elements have been created (Segre, 1937), and the periodic table has

been extended considerably (McMillan, Seaborg, and others). The use

of isotopes (Hevesy and Paneth, 1913) as tracers in chemistry and biology

has added a tool to these sciences probably comparable in importance

with the use of the balance and the microscope. Similarly the medical

sciences have benefited greatly, and even geology and archaeology have

felt the effect of nuclear methods. And, of course, the tremendous

technological possibilities, both in peace and war, that nuclear physics

has opened up are obvious.

1-1 Units

Nuclear physics employs several systems of units particularly

suited to its problems. In order to be able to use them freely as the

occasion arises, wc shall mention them briefly. The cgs system comes
and is widely used first, but as it is often numerically inconvenient,

different branches of physics have developed their own systems.

Tn atomic physics Hartree provided a system of "atomic units"

in which the charge of the electron,

e = 4.8030 x 10~10 esu (1-1.1)

is the unit of charge; the rest mass of the electron,

m = 9.1091 x 10"28 g (1-1.2)

is the unit of mass; and Planck's constant divided by 2n,

h
n = -- = 1.0545 x 10-" erg sec

2tt
(1-1.3)

is the unit of angular momentum or action. In this system the unit of

length is the radius of the first Bohr orbit, in hydrogen,

tfo =
*»

me*
m 0.52917 x 10-« cm (1-1.4)



the unit of velocity is the electron velocity in this orbit, 9

<?
2

fo = — (1-1.5)
" SECTION 1-1

and the unit of energy is twice the ionization potential of hydrogen, Units

me*— = 4.359 x 10-11 erg (1-1.6)

In practical nuclear physics lengths are sometimes expressed in

fermis (F), 10 13 cm, and nuclear cross sections are generally measured
in barns, 10

-24 cm2
. Energies are expressed in eV or MeV (electron volts,

million electron volts),

1 eV = 1.6021 x 10 12 erg (1-1.7)

Masses may also be measured in MeV by using mc- in place of m. For
instance, the rest mass m of the electron is 0.51 101 MeV, because numeri-
cally mc2 expressed in MeV takes that value. Similarly, momenta may be

measured in MeV/c. To do this, multiply the momentum by the velocity

of light. The result has the dimensions of energy and can be expressed

in MeV. This number then gives the measure of the momentum in McV/c.
The relativistic relation between total energy W (including rest

energy) and momentum p is

c°-p* + m*<* = W2 (1-1.8)

With the two limiting cases

P2

W = mc1 + -— nonrelativistic, or n.r. (1-1-9)
2m

W = cp extreme relativistic, or e.r. (1-1.10)

In the c.r. case, the energy in MeV is numerically equal to the mo-
mentum in MeV/c. In the n.r. case, calling £the kinetic energy,

p = (2o?£)1 '2 (1-1.11)

and the momentum in MeV/c is given numerically by this relation if the

energy and the mass are expressed in MeV, as indicated above.

Velocities arc often measured by taking the velocity of light as the

unit. They are then indicated by the dimensionless quantity

The quantity

/? = - (1-1.12)

J w

is also important.

In theoretical work a system of units in which

* = c = 1 (1-1.14)
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is frequently used. It is then possible to assume as a unit of length the

quantity lijmc, where m is the mass of a specific particle (e.g., the electron).

The rest energy of the particle in question is then taken to be the

unit of energy. In such a system many universal constants disappear

from the formulas.

The lengths Xc = Kjmc are called the Compton wavelengths of the

particles. The Compton wavelength of the electron is 3.8615 x 10~u cm,
of the charged pi meson (pion) 1.413 x 10 U! cm, and of the proton
2.1031 x 10 i 4 cm.

Another unit of length often used is the classical radius of the

electron,

—
- = >-o = 2.8178 x 10 l3 cm

mc*
(1-1.15)

The classical radius of the electron, its Compton wavelength, and the

first Bohr radius are related according to the equations,

at, -
ro

where

a = — = 1/137.039
he

(1-1.16)

(M.17)

is the dimcnsionless Sommerfeld fine-slruciurc constant.

In mass-spectrographic work the unit of mass was one-sixtccnth

the mass of O16
. In 1961 it was changed to one-twelfth the mass of C12

,

(see Chap. 5).

We shall use these different units according to convenience and,

when necessary, shall specify them in detail.

1-2 Terminology and Definitions

A few terms that may not be familiar from elementary physics

arc defined briefly below.

A nuc/eon is a neutron or a proton. A nuclide is a certain species of
nucleus characterized by the atomic number Z and the mass number A.

The terms nucleus and nuclide can often be interchanged without con-

fusion. All nuclides with the same Z are isotopes; all nuclides with the

same A arc isobars; all nuclides with the same A-Z arc isotones. Nuclides

that have the same A and Z but different states of excitation are called

isomers.

One of the most important concepts in nuclear physics is that of cross

section. Consider a beam of intensity /, a beam of protons, for example,

for which / protons cm 2 sec ', cross a region containing target nuclei.

The target contains N nuclei cm 3 of material. A thickness dx of target

will contain N dx nuclei per square centimeter, and the beam crossing

it will be attenuated by collisions. If dl is the change in the intensity,

we expect dl to be proportional to / and to N dx.



dl = - IoN dx (1-2.1) 1

1

The proportionality factor g, which has the dimensions of area, is called

the nuclear cross section, of the target for the particles of the beam.
The reason for this name is that, if we think of the target as extremely
magnified and look at it from the direction of the impinging beam, we
see a picture like that in Fig. 1-7. The irregularly disposed spots represent

the nuclei of the target. Their number is N dx per square centimeter.

The area they occupy is oN dx, and if the particles hitting them are
removed from the beam, the variation of the intensity is indeed given by
Eq. (1-2.1).

Integration of Eq. (1-2.1) gives, for a constant,

I(x) = 7(0)e--v"* (1-2.2)

where 7(0) is the incident intensity and x is the thickness traversed.

The quantity

Na = fi. (1-2.3)

is sometimes used and is called the absorption coefficient; its reciprocal

is the mean free path A. The number

I(x)

1(0)

= Q—NaX
(1-2.4)

is often called attenuation.

Not all radiation is attenuated according to Eq. (1-2.2), because
when the beam changes its properties (e.g., energy) in crossing the target,

<t may depend on x. In such cases we cannot speak of an absorption

coefficient.

We may also make finer distinctions in the cross section. For
instance, we may consider whether the collision is elastic or inelastic,

designating the corresponding cross sections ael and alne i. By elastic

collision is meant a collision in which projectile and target before and
after the collision arc the same and have the same energy in the center-

of-mass (cm.) system. To illustrate, a proton and an aluminum nuc-

leus upon collision are deflected from their trajectories in the cm.
system without change of energy and spin orientation; the collision is

then elastic. If the proton produces a transmutation or leaves the alu-

minum in an excited state, the collision is inelastic.

SECTION 1-2

Terminology
and
Definitions

Figure 1-7 Five nuclei, each of cross section a, arc

shown in a target of unit area. The probability that a

particle crossing the unit area will hit a nucleus is N*
a, where JV* is the number of nuclei per unit area and a

is the nuclear cross section; N* = (number of nuclei

per unit volume) x (thickness of the target).

area = *

no. = N dx
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The number of particles per unit area per unit time scattered

elaslically is given by
- dle i

= Iae\N dx (1-2.5)

The corresponding number undergoing inelastic processes is given by

- dhacl = IoinclN dx (1-2.6)

The total attentuation will be

- dl= - rf/el - dfiaei = I(acl + cinci)N dx (1-2.7)

and we write

Ttot = °Jne' + a<'l (1-2.8)

We may also consider in which direction the particles are scattered

and may define a differential scattering cross section in the direction

(6,q.) by considering the number of particles scattered in the infinitesimal

solid angle dco in the direction (0,<p),

dhu into du> in direction
do(0,q )

9,f)
= IN dx dm

dco
(1-2.9)

In the case of inelastic scattering, we may consider the energy of the

scattered particle and may define a differential scattering cross section

in the energy interval between E and E + dE,

da
disc in energy interval dE = —— IN dx dE

dE
(1-2.10)

From these examples it is clear how to define d2ajdEdw for par-

ticles scattered in a certain direction and at a certain energy. It must be

pointed out that occasionally differential cross sections are written,

not as do/dm, but simply as a(0,<p).

Cross sections are often measured in barns (10~24 cm 2
) and dif-

ferential cross sections correspondingly in barns per stcradian.
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Problems

1-1 In the system of units h = e = 1 we may further assume an arbit-
rary unit or mass. For instance, the mass of the electron is often taken as a
unit. Other derived units are then given by

Customary
Notation Meaning notation Value

m Mass ofelcctron m
m Energy me-

m Momentum nu:

in Frequency v,c- h

I/m Time fi'fmc

1/m Length fi'.mt

«* Fine-structure

constant

c- lie 1/137.04

e*fm Classical radius

of electron

e-jne-

\fmfl Bohr radius oo= ii
?-,me2

Fill the last column, using the units you prefer. For instance, you may use
for energy MeV, for momentum Mev/c, for length fcrmis, etc.

1-2 Make universal curves of pjm, E/mc-, and Ekin/mcz
, using a table

of hyperbolic functions with fi = v/c as the independent variable.

1-3 Calculate the mean free path corresponding to the cross section
of 1 barn per nucleon in liquid hydrogen, air at STP, AI, Cu, and Pb.

1-4 Plot a graph of energy in MeV versus momentum in McV/c for
electrons, pions, protons from E = lO-3 to 103 MeV.

1-5 A nucleus of mass 200 has a scattering cross section dajdw — 0.01

barn at 45
c
in the laboratory system for protons. A beam of protons of 3 cm dia-

meter containing 10 7 protons cm 2 sec"1 falls on a foil of 1 mg cm-'- thickness.

How many protons per second fall on a 10-cm2 surface that is perpendicular
to a line at 45° from the axis of the incident-beam area and that is located
at a distance of 1 m from the scatterer?

1-6 A beam of neutrons has a momentum equal to 10 BeV/c. How far

do the neutrons have to travel before 50 per cent have decayed? (Mean life

of the neutron, 1,013 sec.)
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CHAPTER II

The Passage of Radiations

through Matter

A,iXTHOUGH this subject is really a part of atomic physics

rather than of nuclear physics, the effects of the passage of radiations

through matter are of paramount importance to all nuclear experiments;

in fact, a thorough knowledge of these effects is absolutely indispensable

to the experimental nuclear physicist. Many arguments treated in this

chapter arc primarily applications of electromagnelism; for these (Ja 62)

is an excellent reference.

2-1 Introduction

There are three main types of radiation: charged heavy particles of

mass comparable with the nuclear mass, electrons, and electromagnetic

radiation. For all of them the interactions to be considered are electro-

magnetic. (Neutrons behave quite differently and will be treated in

Chap. 12.) The behavior of mesons and other particles is intermediate

between that of electrons and of nuclei, as will be seen from what follows.

A striking difference in the absorption of the three types of radiation

is that only heavy charged particles have a range. That is, a mono-

energetic beam of heavy charged particles, in traversing a certain amount
of matter, will lose energy without changing the number of particles in

the beam. Ultimately they will all be stopped after having crossed prac-

tically the same thickness of absorber. This minimum amount of

absorber that stops a particle is its range: e.g., the range of polonium

alpha particles, of energy 5.30 MeV, is 3.84 cm of air at STP (15°C and

760 mm pressure). For electromagnetic radiation, on the other hand, the

absorption is exponential. Energy is removed from the beam and

degraded; i.e., the intensity decreases in such a way that

--
f
=i,dx (2-1.1)

where /is the intensity of the primary radiation,// is the absorption coeffi-

cient, and dx is the thickness traversed. Electrons exhibit a more compli-

cated behavior. They radiate electromagnetic energy easily because they

have a large value of e/m and hence are subject to violent accelerations

'7
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under the action of electric forces. Moreover, they undergo scattering to

such an extent that they follow irregular trajectories.

We shall now define a few terms which recur frequently in this

chapter. Consider a parallel beam of monoenergetic particles (e.g.,

protons) moving through an absorber. As they travel, they lose energy.

The energy lost per unit path length is the specific energy loss and its

average value is the stopping power of the absorbing substance. The

specific ionization is the number of ion pairs produced per unit path

length. The specific energy loss and the specific ionization are subject to

fluctuations; hence we define a mean specific energy loss, a mean specific

ionization, etc. The fluctuations in energy loss also produce fluctuations

in range (straggling). A plot of the number of particles in the beam

penetrating to a certain depth gives the curve of Fig. 2-1. The abscissa

i?o of the point passed by half the particles is called the mean range. The
abscissa Ri, the intersection of the x axis with the tangent at the point

of steepest descent, is called the extrapolated range. The difference be-

tween the extrapolated and mean range is sometimes called the straggling

parameter.

The curve showing the specific ionization as a function of the resi-

dual range is known as a Bragg curve. It is necessary to distinguish

between the Bragg curve of an individual particle (Fig. 2-2) and the

average Bragg curve for a beam of particles (Fig. 2-3).

Often the thickness is measured in g cm-2 of absorber. One then

speaks of a mass absorption coefficient, mass stopping power, etc. The

relation between the absorption coefficient p. and the mass absorption

coefficient p.' is found by noting that the thickness x (in cm) is related

to the thickness / (in g cm -2
) by

Px = t (2-1.2)

where p is the density of Ihc medium. Consequently,

nx = — = /* t

p

and hence the mass absorption coefficient is

, A1

¥ -
P

(2-1.3)

(2-1.4)

iV

i|.|i

Figure 2-1 Range curve show-

ing the number of particles in a

beam penetrating to a given

depth.



Figure 2-2 Bragg curve of an

individual alpha particle. Ioniza-

tion of an alpha particle, in ion

pairs per millimeter, as a function

of its residual range, according to

experiments by Holloway and

Livingston. [Phys. Rev., 54, 29

(1938).] In experiment pair =

1.184 mg cm s (15°C, 760 mm
Hg).
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residual range (cm of air STP)

The atomic absorption coefficient y.a
is sometimes employed when

thicknesses are measured in atoms per square centimeter; we have then,

by an argument similar to the previous one,

(2-1.5)

where N is the number of atoms per cubic centimeter.

2-2 Rutherford Scattering

Consider a particle of charge ze traversing matter of atomic number

Z, for instance, a proton traversing a piece of aluminum. Occasionally

the proton will collide elastically with an aluminum nucleus and will

undergo "Rutherford scattering"; i.e., the electrostatic repulsion from

the nucleus will deflect it.

Elastic nuclear collisions give rise to large changes in the direction

of the impinging particle but not, on the average, to significant energy

losses. In a cloud-chamber picture (Fig. 2-4) a nuclear collision is easily

Figure 2-3 Bragg curve for a

beam of protons. In experiment

pK ir = 1.166 mg cm 3
. Ordinate

scale arbitrary. [R. R. Wilson,

Cornell University.]
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distinguishable. In addition there are collisions with the extranuclear
electrons. These constitute the main cause of energy loss at energies
below several hundred MeV, although they produce only an extremely
small scattering of heavy particles. Inelastic nuclear collisions are
treated in Chap. 1 1

.

The effect of a nuclear collision can be calculated classically as
follows: Assume that the scattering center has an infinite mass (in other
words, is fixed) and that it exerts a repulsive electrostatic force on the
impinging proton, given by Ze*/r2

. This force, which has a potential

V(r) =
Ze2

(2-2.1)

produces a motion whose orbit lies in the plane of the fixed center and
the initial velocity vector. If r is the radius vector from the force center
(located at the origin) to the proton and p = m'x, the proton's momen-
tum, Newton's second law of motion gives

P =
Ze 2r

Multiplying both sides vectorially by r, we have

r X p =

(2-2.2)

(2-2.3)

Figure 2-4 Cloud-chamber tracks of alpha rays showing delta rays. The first picture is in air, the
last three in helium; the gas pressure in the chamber is such that the tracks cross about 10 5 g cm"2

of air equivalent. Note nuclear collisions in the section on the rieht. [T. Alper, Z. Physik, 67, 172

(1932).]



Thus angular momentum

L = r X p

is a constant of the motion, since its time derivative is zero.

The total energy

2m r

is another constant of the motion.

The vector

-1

21

(2-2.4)

(2-2.5)

£ = LXB+-
Ze2m r

(2-2.6)

which in the plane of the motion, is also constant in time, as can be

verified by calculating e according to Eqs. (2-2.1), (2-2.2), and the

formula for the vector triple product.

Scalar multiplication of Eq. (2-2.6) on both sides by r, by using the

formula for the mixed triple product, gives

melZ
(2-2.7)

This equation can be interpreted easily by using polar coordinates with

polar axis in the direction of e. Equation (2-2.7) then reads

+ L2

ercoscp = —rr: + * (2-2.8)

or

r =

me2Z

-L*/me*Z

1 — € COS (p

which for e > 1 is the equation of a hyperbola of eccentricity e.

SECTION 2-2

Rutherford
Scattering

Figure 2-5 Orbit of a particle

undergoing Rutherford scatter-

ing. [Original from Rutherford,

Phil. Mag., 21, 672 (1911).] The

notation used here is somewhat

different.
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The angle between the asymptotes not containing the hyperbola
(Fig. 2-5) defines the deflection of the particle 9. It is found by determin-
ing the difference between the values of> = ± n for which the denomina-
tor is zero and taking the supplementary angle to this difference. One
finds

or

1 9
cos Q3] = - = sin -

€ 2

Ze2 9^ = tan
2

(2-2.9)

(2-2.10)

where b = Lj(2mE)Vi is the impact parameter, defined as the distance
between the center of force and the limiting line of flight of the particle,
for large values of r.

We can now calculate the probability of a deflection 9 for protons
crossing a foil of a substance of atomic number Z. We assume that the
deflection is the consequence of a single nuclear collision. This is the
case for large deflections. Small deflections are generally the result of
the combined action of many collisions as will be seen later. We shall
thus evaluate the nuclear-scattering cross section da/dto and the proba-
bility of scattering through an angle between 9 and 9 + d9 in crossing a
foil of thickness x of a material containing N nuclei per unit volume.
The probability P(9) da> for scattering through angle 9 into an element
of solid angle du> is given by

P(9) dui = —Nx dot (2-2.11)

Consider one nucleus of the scatterer and an incident beam containing
one proton per unit surface area. Tf a proton has an impact parameter b
with respect to the scatterer, the deflection is given by (2-2.10).

The number of protons dn having an impact parameter between b
and b + db is 2-nb db = dn, where, from Eq. (2-2.10),

Hence

Ze2 d9
db =

4£ sin2 (9/2)

m _ ,/W»(W

(2-2.12)

(2-2.13)
\2E! sin3 (0/2) '

'

This is the number of particles deflected through an angle between 9 and
9 + d9. They pass with uniform density between two cones of aperture
9 and 9 + d9. The solid angle included between these cones is

dm = 2-n sin 9 d9 (2-2.14)
and

dn_
_ \_ /Ze2

\
2

1

dw ~
4 \2e) shr* (0/2)

(2-2.15)



The quantity dnjdu) is dimensionally an area, and comparison with Eq.

(2-2.11) shows that the differential-scattering cross section is

d° l "W "

(2-2.16)

~dZ
==

4 W/ sin4 (0/2)

This is the famous Rutherford scattering formula (Rutherford, 1912).

Put in convenient numerical form it is

da - -a— °-8139Z2 sing

dd
~ 2n Sm

1^ ~ E2 (MeV) sin4 (9/2)

x 10-26 cm2 per nucleus
(2-2.17)

The experimental verification was carried out in detail by Rutherford,

Geiger, Marsden, and others and led to the formulation of the planetary

model of the atom.

Formula (2-2.16) can be extended to other particles besides the

proton by replacing Z with Zz, where z is the atomic number of the

projectile. Equation (2-2.16) is not relativistic and refers to a fixed center.

Moreover, it considers only Coulomb forces, neglects both the finite size

of the nucleus and specific nuclear forces, and is calculated classically

without regard to quantum mechanics. In spite of all these approxima-

tions, the equation gives excellent results in many practical cases, notably

for the scattering of particles having a computed minimum distance of

approach to a target larger than approximately 1.2 x 10
-13

/t
1/3 cm,

where A is the mass number of the target. The failure of Eq. (2-2.16)

for cases where this distance becomes smaller is evidence that specific

nuclear forces become operative. In fact, it was just such failure that

provided the first indication of the "nuclear radius."

It is possible to generalize Eq. (2-2.16) to take into account the

finite mass of the target. One obtains

da /e*zZ\* 1 {cos 6 ± [1 - (m/M)2 sin2 Of*}
1*

~d~Z
" Vmv2 ) S in4 $

~
[1 - (m/M)2 sin2 0]1 * 2

(2-2.18)

where M is the mass of the target and m is the mass of the projectile.

For m < M the positive sign only should be used before the square

root. For m > M the expression should be calculated for positive and

negative signs and the results added to obtain da/dm. The angle 6 is the

laboratory angle. If the colliding particles are identical, important

quantum-mechanical corrections are necessary, and Eq. (2-2.18) is no

longer applicable (Molt, 1930) (see Chap. 10).

An important limiting case of Eq. (2-2.16), also valid relalivislically,

is obtained when the deflection angle 6 is small compared with 1 rad,

da_

dcu

/2Zz<?2 \ 2 j_
"

I ppc ) ¥
V

|8 = -
c

(2-2.19)

For extremely small angles, which correspond to large impact param-

eters, the nuclear charge is screened by the atomic electrons, and

Eq. (2-249) is invalid. It is this screening effect that prevents the equas

tion from diverging for 8 -> 0. An important practical application of
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Eq. (2-2.19), to the problem of multiple scattering, will be discussed later.
The Rutherford scattering formula can be obtained also by means

of quantum mechanics; in this case Born's approximation (see Appendix
B) happens to give the correct result. The simple derivation is given
here as an example of the application of Born's approximation. The
fundamental formula (see Appendix B) is

da 1 p*

Use of Eq. (2-2.20) requires the calculation of the matrix element
C/p-p- for the potential Ze2/r. We have

// 7 2 f
CXP('7*)(P - P') r

,Upp . = Ze2

J
dr (2-2.21)

This integral is best calculated by transforming it to polar coordinates
with a polar axis in the direction p-p'. Designate by 8 the scattering angle
and by //, the cosine of the angle between r and p p', and observe that

|p| = |p'| and Ip-p'l = 2/; sin (9/2) a kh. In the integral (2-2.21) the
volume element becomes 2* d^r 2 dr, and we have

V pp< (2-2.22)

(2-2.23)

- —2*4u.r*dr
. i J o r

Integrating with respect to M gives

r-, ,. r°sin krUpp . = Ze-'47r ——- r °- dr
J o kr2

This last integral oscillates in value when the upper limit is considered,
but it is easy to prove, for instance, by replacing Ze-jr by (Ze2/r)e-<*r

and after integration going to the limit a -> that we must take as
the value at the upper limit. We thus obtain

ArrZe2 irWZe2

Upp, = —— - =
k2 p2 sin2 (Oil)

and by using Eq. (2-2.20) we find

da

doi

I p2 WZ*e*

4w*A« v2 pi sin4 (0/2)

which is identical to Eq. (2-2.16).

ZV
Aph'2 sin" (0/2)

(2-2.24)

(2-2.25)

2-3 Energy Loss Due to Ionization

In addition to the nuclear collisions mentioned above, a heavy
charged particle moving through matter collides also with atomic elec-
trons. The greatest part of the energy loss occurs in these collisions.

Sometimes the atomic electrons receive so much energy that they become
free and are clearly visible in cloud-chamber pictures (Fig. 2-4, delta
rays). Sometimes the atom is excited but not ionized. In any case, the



energy for these processes comes from the kinetic energy of the incident

particle, which is thereby slowed down. Figure 2-3 gives a plot of specific

ionization versus range. Since the energy spent in forming an ion pair in

a gas happens to be approximately independent of the energy of the

particle forming the ions, this curve approximates the curve of specific

energy loss.

To calculate the rale of energy loss by a particle of charge ze as it

progresses through a medium containing J" electrons cm-8
, we first

consider the electrons as free and at rest. The force between the heavy

particle and the electron is z&\r\ where r is the distance between them.

The trajectory of the heavy particle is not appreciably affected by the

light electron, and we can consider the collision as lasting such a short

time that the electron acquires an impulse without changing its position

during the collision. By this hypothesis the impulse acquired by the

electron must be perpendicular to the trajectory of the heavy particle

and can be calculated by

/•* r dx r
a>

1 dx
A/». = eS\dt =

\ e<f, = ze2
\
— cos (2-3.1)

J.» J v J_x r2 v

where 6 _ is the component of the electric field at the position of the

electron normal to the trajectory of the particle (Fig. 2-6) and v is the

velocity of the heavy particle, which is taken to be constant during the

collision. The integral is easily evaluated by applying Gauss's theorem

to a cylinder of radius b having the trajectory as its axis. Note that the

flux of fS through this cylinder is given by

4 = f <?, 277b dx = 4-rrze (2-3.2)

Replacing the second integral of Eq. (2-3.1) by its value obtained

from Eq. (2-3.2),

2ze*
A/, = - -

bv

The energy transferred to the electron is then

(Ap)« 2 /.<?2 \ 2

(2-33)

(Art* _ 2_ /«-y
(23 4)

2m m \ bv I

and since there are lirjVb db dx electrons per length dx that have a
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distance between b and b + db from the heavy ion, the energy loss per
path length dx is

dE

~dx
= IttjV

I

(Ap)2
b db i-^- = 4tt^—

2m mv2

zV r6»« d&

2o4z'e
= 47r^ —r loS

ftmln 6

Pmax

ffKP Putin
(2-3.5)

This is the stopping power of the absorbing medium. At first, one might
be tempted to extend the integral from zero to infinity, obtaining a
divergent result. To do so, however, would be incompatible with the
hypotheses under which Eq. (2-3.4) was derived ; for instance, distant
collisions last a long time, and the corresponding energy transfer is not
given by this equation.

Equation (2-3.5) also shows that the energy loss due to collisions

with nuclei is negligible compared with the energy loss to electrons. In

considering nuclear collisions we would find a factor Z2 in the numerator
and also the nuclear mass instead of the electron mass in the denomina-
tor. The increase in the denominator is the dominating factor.

We shall now discuss the values of bmax and 6mln which are suit-

able to the problem. For bmax.
we consider that the electrons are not free

but are bound in atomic orbits. The adiabatic principle of quantum
mechanics states that one cannot induce transitions from one quantum
state to another by a time-dependent perturbation if the variation of the

perturbation is small during the periods t of the system. In our case it

can be assumed that the duration of the perturbation is the time b/v
during which the heavy particle is near the electron and that in order to

produce transitions the condition bjv < r = [jv must be fulfilled. This
determines 6max as < »/<">» where <» is an appropriate average of the

frequencies of the atom. Taking relativistic corrections into account, the

duration of the perturbation is shortened by a factor (1 -
j8
2)~1/2

.

The limit for 6max given by the adiabatic condition then becomes

"max = (2-3.6)
OX1 - ,8

2
)
1/2

The limits for bm\n are several: first, in an elastic collision it is

impossible to change the momentum of an electron by an amount
greater than 2mv as can be easily seen if we consider the heavy particle

at rest and the electron impinging on it. This implies, according to
Eq. (2-3.3), a minimum classical impact parameter

ze ze'
<?min cl = r > ; =

mv" mc£
zr (2-3.7)

where ro is the classical radius of the electron, 2.8 x I0
_13cm.

Quantum mechanics gives another limit to bmin inasmuch as the
electron can be localized with respect to the heavy ion only to the



p, MeV/c
10,000
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Figure 2-7 Graph of stopping power vs. energy and of specific momentum loss versus momentum

for heavy particles in copper. In the same figure range-energy and range-momentum relations for

protons in copper. All scales are logarithmic. The figure may be used for other particles. Re-

member -dEjdx = z 2X(v) and the scaling laws of Sec. 2-3.
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accuracy of its de Broglie wavelength; that is,

"mln qm > — =
P

!2\1'2fl

)

mv
(2-3.8)

We must now introduce in Eq. (2-3.5) the smallest value of bmax and the
largest value of bmiB . Over a large velocity interval this gives

dE 4nzW mv*
~ 1TX

=
Tsr-^ ,og

«<,X1 , ^ (2
-3 -9)

The quantity 2w*<v> is a special average of the excitation and ioniza-
tion potentials in the atom of the stopping material. It can be calculated
by using the Thomas-Fermi model of the atom. Bloch (1933) found that
it is approximately proportional to Z,

2"*<»> - / - BZ (2-3.10)

A better semiempirical formula is IjZ = 9.1(1 + I.9Z~2/3)eV for
B > 4. A more precise calculation of the stopping power, performed by
Bethe, gives

dE

7/.v

4«*e*

mv
.A' log

2mv2

1(1 ~ P)
- fl2

/5
s (2-3.11)

A sample of the stopping-power curve is given in Fig. 2-7.

At very low velocities, i.e., when v is comparable with the velocity
of the atomic electrons around the heavy particle (in the case of hydro-
gen, v = c/137), the heavy ion neutralizes itself by capturing electrons
for part of the time. This result is a rapid falloff of ionization al the very
end of the range. On the other hand, at extremely high energies, with
v ~ c, ionization increases, for several reasons. The rclativistic contrac-
tion of the Coulomb field of the ion increases />max according to
Eq. (2-3.6) and decreases bmin according to Eq. (2-3.8). Part of the
energy is carried away as light (Cerenkov radiation). This last effect will
be discussed in Sec. 2-5.

The general form of Eq. (2-3.11) allows us to draw some conclu-
sions of considerable practical importance. We can write Eq. (2-3.1 1) as

dE

~dx
= z*A(s)

or remembering that the kinetic energy of a particle of mass M is

E = M({v), where e is a function of the velocity only, we have, using E
as a variable,

or, using v as a variable,

d£

dx
(E) = z*XE (E/M)

dv z-

-JX^ = M^

(2-3.12)

(2-3.13)

Relations (2-3.12) and (2-3.13) allow us to write the energy loss as



function of energy for any particle, once the energy loss as a function

of energy is known for protons. In particular, protons, deuterons, and

tritons of the same velocity have the same specific energy loss.

Similar scaling relations obtain for the range. Using the velocity as

a variable, one has

f /dv\~ l M rv M
Rv(v) =

J \dx)
=
? J o

[At,(*)1_l * = ^ Pv(T) (2"3' 14)

or, using energy as a variable,

M
Xb(EIM) = — Pe (E/M) (2-3.15)

For clarity we have indicated explicitly the independent variable to be

used in the functions.

Equation (2-3.14) is not exact, for the neutralization phenomena

occurring at the end of the range and other corrections are neglected;

but it is sufficiently accurate for most cases, excluding very low energies.

As an example of the application of Eq. (2-3.15) we can verify that a

deuteron of energy E has twice the range of a proton of energy E/2.

A semiempirical power law valid from a few MeV to 200 McV for

the proton range-energy relations is

£ X
1.8

*« " (£)

where E is in MeV and R is in meters of air.

Sample numerical data on range-energy relations are provided in

Fig. 2-7 and in Fig. 2-8, which presents a nomogram useful for approxi-

mate estimates.

The mass stopping power is more often used than -dE/dx, the

(linear) stopping power. The mass stopping power depends on the

factors ./Vlp and / of the stopping substances. The number of electrons

per cubic centimeter, .A", is roughly proportional to the density p. If

this proportionality were exact, only the dependence of / on Z would

influence the mass stopping power. Actually, vf/p, and hence the mass

stopping power, decreases with Z.

Heavier ions, such as C12
, O16

, and A40
, are slowed down by ioniza-

tion loss in much the same way as alpha particles. The part of the range

where the effective charge on the ion changes is emphasized, and the

maximum stopping power is reached at velocities increasing with Z.

For example, for C12 and A40 the maximum specific ionization occurs at

approximately t-/c = 0.037 and 0.059, which correspond to energies of

8 and 65 MeV, respectively. At lower energies the decrease of the

effective nuclear charge ovcrcompensates the effect of the diminishing

velocity and the stopping-power decrease with energy. In other words,

the behavior is the same, on an exaggerated scale, as that observed at

the end of the Bragg curve for protons and alpha particles (Fig. 2-2).

The extreme case is furnished by fission fragments. Their effective
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charge is large, reaching about 20e at the beginning of the range; and
nuclear collisions are an important source of energy loss. If a fragment
of atomic number Zx crosses a medium of atomic number Z2 and
nuclear mass M2 , the specific energy loss to nuclei is proportional to

Z22

Z,2
M2

(2-3.16)

to

Figure 2-8 Nomogram by R. R. Wilson for range-energy relation. Left scales range in grams per
square centimeter. Middle scale, kinetic energy in MeV. Right-hand scale, atomic number Z of
stopping material and mass of particle. To use, connect range, energy, and Z by a straight line
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Figure 2-9 Range-energy rela-

tion for (a) Ar-io [E. L. Hubbard,

UCRL 9053] and (b) median-

mass heavy fission fragments

{A ~ 140). [C. B. Fulmer, Phys.

Rev., 108, 1113 (1957).]
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whereas the loss to electrons is proportional to

72 Z2

m (2-3.17)

The first equation, (2-3.16), applies to close nuclear collisions where
the entire charges of the fragment and the target are effective. In the case
of electronic collisions only the net charge Z, (

.rf of the fission fragment,
with whatever electrons it carries along, is effective, and the target
electrons have unit charge. The factor Z2 of Eq. (2-3.17) arises from the
presence of Z2 electrons per nucleus. The approximate value of Zlett is
obtained by assuming that the fragment will lose all the electrons whose
orbital velocity in the atom is smaller than the velocity of the frag-
ment itself (see Fig. 2-9).

The two causes of energy loss considered above may be comparable,
but the energy loss due to nuclear collisions is concentrated in few
events, while the electronic collisions are much more uniformly distrib-
uted along the range. The nuclear collisions originate the peculiar
branches observable in cloud-chamber pictures of fission fragments.
The concentration of the nuclear energy loss in a few events is the cause
of the great value of the straggling shown by fission fragments.

2-4 Energy Loss of Electrons

The energy loss of electrons is a much more complicated phenome-
non than the energy loss by ionization of heavy ions, for in addition there
is an energy loss due to electromagnetic radiation (bremsstraklung)
emitted in the violent accelerations that occur during collisions (Fig.
2-10). We shall consider the two effects separately, confining ourselves
here to the energy loss due to ionization. The combination of radiation
and ionization energy loss will be treated in Sec. 2-11. At low energies
(«?2/wc2) the loss by ionization is much greater than that by radiation.
For the derivation of the equations and a bibliography see the article
of Bcthe and Ashkin in (Se 59).

The energy loss by ionization may be treated in a manner similar
to that used for heavy ions, but there are several important differences.
It is necessary to take into account the identity of the particles involved
in the collision and their reduced mass. The formula for nonrelativistic
electrons is

dE Aire^V / »»«2

= —-.,- log
nw-

J log 2 (2-4.1)dx me2 \"° 2/

Except for small factors in the logarithmic term, this formula is the same
as Eq. (2-3.1 1); hence, electrons and protons of the same nonrelativistic
velocity will lose energy at the same rate. For high relativistic velocities
the energy loss of electrons is

dE Aire-i r 2mc°- .

log (I - ppn _ i log 8 + A (2-4.2)dx
jT

mcl

' 2mc*
log —
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Figure 2-10 An electron loses energy by radiation as shown by the sudden increase in curvature

of its trajectory. The emitted quantum makes an electron-positron pair. [Propane bubble chamber,

courtesy Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.]
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dE 4-ne*— = — J/~
dx mc-

log
2mc2

2 log
1

(1 - 02)1/2
- 1 (2-4.3)

At equal values of ft the two expressions differ by less than 10 per cent
up to proton energies of 1010 eV. The difference between the average
energy loss of electrons and positrons is even smaller.

An important practical difference between the behavior of heavy
particles and electrons arises from the fact that the trajectories of elec-

trons in matter are not straight lines, especially at low energies (E ^ mc2
).

For this reason the actual path length of an electron passing through two
points may be appreciably longer than the distance between these points
measured on a straight line, as can be seen in Fig. 2-11. Thus, electrons

of the same energy are not all stopped by the same thickness of material,

and the concept of range has a limited validity.

For practical measurements of electron energy we can use the extrap-

olated range. It is important to note, however, that the geometry of
the apparatus influences the result. Thus, in order to use the data found
in the literature, one must reproduce the experimental arrangement used
to obtain them (Fig. 2-12).

In the case of beta rays the electrons have a continuous energy
spectrum, but it is still possible to find a relation between the upper
limit of the energy of the spectrum E and the maximum range R (in

gem -2 of aluminum) of the electrons (Feather, 1938). A relation fre-

quently used for a rapid determination of E (MeV) is

Figure 2-11 Slow electrons

showing a curved path due to

scattering. A fast electron goes

straight. [Original from C. T. R.

Wilson, 1923.]



200 KE, keV

0.25 0.5 1.5 KE, MeV

kG cm
Figure 2-12 Range of electrons in aluminum. Abscissa on lower scale, momentum in MeV/c and
in Br= c/»/e (3,327 Gem = 1 MeV/c). Abscissa on upper scale, KE in MeV. [(Sc 59).]
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R = r0.542£- 0.133 0.8 < E < 3

io.407£'-38 0.15 < E < 0.8

See Fig. 2-13 for a range-energy plot usable for beta emitters.

(2-4.4)

2-5 Polarization Effects— Cerenkov Radiation

The derivation of Eq. (2-3.11) did not take into account the electri-

cal polarization of the medium in which the heavy ion moves. The di-

electric constant of the medium weakens the electric field acting at a
distance from the ion, causing a decrease of the energy transfer to atoms
located far from the ion, and hence a decrease in the mass stopping
power. Thus, in the case of a medium in two phases of different density,
such as water and vapor, the lower density phase has a higher mass

2 000

1,000 /
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< 200 - /
1 100 -
oo ,w r
E

g
1 50

x"
«
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20-
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<; -

7 /

1

.03 0.()5 0. 1 0. 2 0.5 1 2 5 10

max. KE, MeV
Figure 2-13 Rangc-cncrgy plot of some common beta emitters (logarithmic scales). [(Si 55).]



stopping power. This effect is appreciable, however, only for relativistic

velocities and seldom amounts to more than a few per cent.

Another important effect of the dielectric constant is the production

of Ccrenkov radiation (Cerenkov; Frank and Tamm, 1937). If a charge

moves with a velocity pc in a medium of refractive index n, its electric

field propagates with velocity c/«; and if /3c > cjn, a phenomenon similar

to the production of a bow wave results. Figure 2-14 gives the Huyghens'

construction for the electromagnetic waves emitted by the particle along

its path. At time t = 0, the particle is at O. One second later it is at P
after traveling a distance OP = /3c. The front of the electromagnetic

wave is on the surface of the cone of aperture sin
_1

( '/''£)> which means

that the rays of the corresponding light make an angle 9 = cos l{l/nfi)

with the trajectory of the particle. The intensity of the Ccrenkov light

can be calculated semiclassically [sec for instance (Ja 62)] : for the number

of quantum radiated per unit length with frequency between v and

v + dv one has

dn =
2t7<?2

\ fl2fl*/ C

2ire2
. „ „ dv-— sin* 6

he c
(2-5.1)

He \ nzp,

In the spectral region between 3,000 and 6,000 A Eq. (2-5.1) thus gives

approximately 750 sin2 photons per centimeter. The spectrum is a

continuum.

The light is polarized, with its electric vector pointing in the PQ
direction. The measure of the angle 9 of Cerenkov light may be used to

determine the value of for the particle. The density effect and the

Ccrenkov light arc interrelated, both being functions of the dielectric

constant of the medium.
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2-6 Ionization in Gases and Semiconductors

A charged particle passing through a gas ionizes it. However, only

part of the energy goes into ionizing the gas and into imparting kinetic

energy to the electrons. A sizable fraction is spent in exciting the atoms

below the ionization limit, and some of it is then transformed into

detectable scintillation light. The average amount of energy required

per ion formed, is remarkably independent of the charge, mass, and

velocity of the particle producing the ionization, but depends on the

gas in which the ions are formed. There is no simple physical explanation

Figure 2-14 Huyghens' con-

struction for electromagnetic

waves emitted by a moving

charged particle. Origin of Ccren-

kov radiation.
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of this fact, which is the consequence of the relative importance of a
series of processes. Table 2-1 gives the average energy spent per ion pair
formed in some of the most important gases.

The primary act of ionization results in electrons, some of which
(delta rays) have sufficient energy to produce secondary ions.

If the ions are formed in a gas subject to an electric field, they move
under the action of the field. The average velocity w in the direction of
the field, called the drift velocity, is proportional to the field. The constant
of proportionality /x is called the mobility. We can see the essential factors
involved in the drift velocity if we assume that the ions have a certain
mean free path A in the gas and that their average random velocity is u.

The velocity u may be equal to the velocity of thermal agitation, but it

is not necessarily so. If we think of an electron bouncing between heavy
atoms, we see that it will not transfer much of its energy to the atoms
unless it can excite them by inelastic collision. In the case of noble gases
the required energies arc of the order of 10 eV. Under the action of the
field the electron will acquire a large velocity u, which is randomized in

direction by the collisions until an inelastic collision causes a consider-
able decrease in velocity. If the electric field £ lies in the z direction, an
electron will drift in time t between collisions by an amount

#T2 = l\
(2.61)

2 in 2 m \ul

in the z direction, because it is subject to the force ecf. The number of
collisions per second is u/X; hence the drift velocity is

1 e£ X
w = - = pg (2-6.2)

2 in u
Clearly a low value of the random velocity u increases the mobility

ix. For heavy ions the mobility is of the order of 1 cm sec-1 per volt cm-1

at STP; for electrons it is about 1,000 times larger. In very pure noble
gases the mobility of electrons may be increased by as much as a factor
of 10 by adding a small amount of a polyatomic impurity. The elec-

trons then lose their energy by exciting rotational or vibrational states
of the impurity molecules. This keeps u low and increases A, for the
Ramsauer effect produces an increase in A on decreasing u, and both
effects tend to increase w.

Table 2-1 w = eV per Ion Pair for Different Gases"

He Xe Ar Xc Hi O, X., COj Air

42.7 36.8 26.4 21.9 36.3 32.5 36.5 34.3 35.0 Polonium a particle

42.3 36.6 26.4 22.0 36.3 30.9 34.9 32.9 33.8 Tritium
f!

rays

"Note that extremely small amounts of impurities can effect w noticeably,
especially in helium.



If, between collisions, the electron acquires enough kinetic energy

to ionize the gas, the conditions for a multiplicative discharge are satis-

fied. Multiplicative processes and discharges are of fundamental im-

portance in gas counters, proportional counters, and Geiger-Miiller

counters. For discharge mechanisms in counters, sec Korff in (Fl E).

The energy spent per ion pair formed in solid semiconductors is

about ten times smaller (3 eV) than in gases. A typical mobility is

103 cm sec -1 per volt cm-1
. The application of semiconductors to particle

detection is briefly treated in Chap. 3.
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2-7 Multiple Scattering

Section 2-2 treated the scattering due to the Coulomb force of a

single nucleus acting on a charged particle. In addition to this single

scattering, we must consider the cumulative effect of many small nuclear

deflections thai produce a deviation from the original direction of a

particle. Consider a particle impinging normally on a foil and emerging

with a given deviation 0. This deviation may result from a single scatter-

ing event or from an accumulation of many small scatterings. One

criterion for deciding whether a particular deflection is most likely to

be the result of one collision or of multiple scattering is obtained by

considering an angle 0i such that the particle in crossing the foil is

likely to have only one scatter as large as 6U Then deflections larger than

0i are very likely to be the result of a single scattering; deflections smaller

than 0i, the result of multiple scattering.

Clearly the distinction between deflections due to single scattering

or to the multiple scattering cannot be made solely on the basis of the

deflection angle 0. Large deflections may be caused by a few relatively

wide-angle scatterings (plural scattering). The complete theory (Molierc,

1948; Snyder and Scott, 1949; Nigam, Sundaresan, and Wu, 1959),

however, is beyond the scope of this book. Figure 2-15 illustrates the

relation between single, plural, and multiple scattering.

• In order to give an elementary theory of multiple scattering, we

shall neglect the effects of plural scattering and limit the discussion to

deflections < 0i due to many collisions.

Using an argument similar to the one preceding Eq. (2-3.3), we

consider the collision of a rapidly moving incident particle of charge ze

against a nucleus of charge 7.e and find for the transverse impulse given

to the incident particle

* =
™*

(2-7.1)

p bvp

This expression remains correct for relativistic momenta p. Furthermore

for small deflections we have in a single collision

Ap

P
(2-7.2)
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If a particle traverses a foil, there will be many collisions, each deflecting
the particle by a small angle 6U and the resulting deviation will be the
sum of all the B

t . In this sum naturally one must lake into account the
fact that the Ot occur in different directions, incoherently. Wc shall
designate by the total angular deviation of each particle and by
&x, Qy its projections on two fixed directions perpendicular to each other
and to the direction of motion.

Designating & by the azimuth of the plane of any single collision

giving rise to the single deflection Ou we have, summing over single

collisions,

0* = 2 9i cos ?t (2-7.3)

©i/ = 2 $ sm ft (2-7.4)

10 i

10-2 -

to 7

from which we derive

02 = Z
2 + Qy2 = Q- 0. cos </i)2 + ( y f)( sjn ?

.

y
,

(2.75)
l i

Taking into account that the individual scatterings arc incoherent
and hence that

cos^costv = 2% (2-7.6)

(indicating by the bar the average over collisions), we have

<©2>= <2"r> - l#r (2-7.7)
i i

(indicating by < ) the average over particles). Note that the most prob-
able value of and of Qx or &y is zero but that <0> and <02> are
necessarily positive, whereas <0^> is zero. There arc also the relations

<0*> - 2<©/> - 2<V> (2-7.8)

: -r

18.66 mgem-2 Au

37.28 mgem 2 Au
Figure 2-15 Angular distribu-

tion of electrons scattered from
Au at 15.7 McV. Solid lines in-

dicate the distribution expected

from the Moliere theory for small

and large-angle multiple scatter-

ing, with an extrapolation in the

transition region; dashed lines,

the distributions according to the

gaussian and single-scattering

theories. The ordinate scale gives

the logarithm of the fraction of
the beam scattered within 9.696

xlO-3 Sr. [R. D. Birkhofrin (Fl

E).]



The study of the distribution of Qx for many particles passing the foil

gives a distribution which for small 0* is approximately gaussian. This

approximation will not suffice for the wings of the distribution. Here

a very few large deflections arc much more likely to cause large deviations

than an accumulation of many small deflections. Confining ourselves

to the gaussian region, we shall assume that the probability of finding

a deviation between (dx and (d x ^-d(dx is

P(QX) dQx =
e-e//<e*>

(*<02»1/2
d(d 3 (2-7.9)

To evaluate <02
>, start from Eq. (2-7.7) and replace 6(

2 by the

value obtained from squaring Eq. (2-7.2), taking into account

Eq. (2-7.1). By integrating over the range of permissible values of the

impact parameter b, we obtain

<02 > = IttNx
j"»m.x /2zZe2\ 2

J 6mm \ bvp }
bdb (2-7.10)

where N is the number of nuclei per cubic centimeter and x the thick-

ness of the absorber. It is implicitly assumed that the thickness x is

practically equal to the path length of the particle in the absorber.

Because of the screening of the nucleus by the atomic electrons, the

effective Z depends on b, but we shall take Z out of the integral and

shall take into account the screening effect by a proper choice of hmax .

Then, neglecting the change in v and />, in passing through the foil we

have

,»,N
t*NxZ*z*e* bmax

<®2
> 7-0— lo8

,V-p- Omin
(2-7.11)

As pointed out previously, the effective charge in this formula is a func-

tion of b. At /> max the charge should be completely screened. In a crude

way this can be approximated by choosing

Zl,3
(2-7.12)

where a<i is the Bohr radius. This value may be justified by the Fermi-

Thomas statistical model of the atom. On the other hand, we require

that 6min give a deflection angle (in a single collision) small compared

with I rad. This gives

brain =
2=Ze2

rp
(2-7.13)

Other considerations may govern the choice of bm in, such as the nuclear

radius or the dc Broglic wavelength of the particle. The result is not very

sensitive to the choice of bm ia and bmnx, which appear only logarith-

mically in Eq. (2-7.11). •

-P
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As a very crude approximation of Eq. (2-7.11) pv is, passing from
the nonrelativistic to the extreme-relativistic case, always between twice

the kinetic energy and the kinetic energy of the particle. Neglecting all

other functions of the velocity in Eq. (2-7.11), we can write, remember-
ing Eq. (2-7.7),

<©2
>

Z2

{KEf

and as a numerical example for electrons

(2-7.14)

6 x 10sx

[£(keV)] 2

7000*

(£(keV)p

x = cm of lead

x = cm of air
(2-7.15)

Another formula for <02
> that is practically useful is due to Rossi

and Greisen. They measured the thickness r' in radiation lengths (see

Sec. 2-11) and found

\pv!
(2-7.16)

where £s = (4*- x 137)1/2 x mc2 = 21.2 MeV. See also Fig. 2-16.

A very important and elegant application of multiple scattering is

its use in measuring the pv of a particle traversing a photographic emul-
sion. Indicating by a the average projected angle of deflection in degrees

for a track length t in microns, the approximate formula is

kzfit*
<a> =

pv
(2-7.17)

where k -- 26.0 MeV x degree/(I00/x)i'2 for singly charged particles.

2-8 Straggling

The energy loss calculated in Sec. 2-3 is an average value. For each
particle the actual value fluctuates around the average value, with two
consequences. For a given path length the energy loss and ionization

fluctuate. For a given energy loss the path length fluctuates. The latter

phenomenon is called straggling.

• Assume that in crossing a thickness x the average energy loss is E
and that in a specific case the energy loss is E. We want to calculate

<(£ - £b)
2
>. Remembering that <£> = £ by definition and develop-

ing the square, we have immediately

<(£ - £ )
2
> = <£*> - <2E E} + <£„«> = <£2 > - £ 2 (2-8.1)



Now suppose that many particles, all of the same initial energy,

are sent through the absorber. In crossing the thickness x there will be

collisions for which the energy loss is Er . Their number is vT for a specific

particle; averaged over all the particles it is <>r>. The numbers vr and

<»r> are related by (see Chap. 5)

<("r - <vr »2
> = <Kr> (2-8.2)

which is valid if the numbers vr, found in many trials, are statistically

independent. Considering a large number P of particles, we then have

<£2> - £o2 = 4" 2 2 ("r
(f,£r " <«V>£r)2 = 2 <Vf >£r*

" f-1 r r

Now

<"r> -*/ (Tr rfx

(2-8.3)

(2-8.4)

where or is the differential cross section for energy loss ET and N is the

number of atoms per cubic centimeter in the absorber. Replacing vr in

Eq. (2-8.3) gives

<E2 > - E * = N% j arErz dx (2-8.5)
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o 0.2 0.8 10.4 0.6

x/Ro

Figure 2-16 Multiple-scattering angle (unprojected) vs. fraction of range traversed by protons,

dcutcrons, and alpha particles. [Milburn and Schccter, UCRL 2234 (rev. ed.).]
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Using the results of Sec. 2-3, we can evaluate the sum over r by observing

that

dE 4ttzV edb
- — = N^arEr = - —NZ\ —

ax T mv i J b

Now ET and b are related by

Er =
2zV
mv'-y-

which on logarithmic differentiation gives

dEr _ ldb_

Er b~

Using Eq. (2-8.7), wc have approximately

(2-8.6)

(2-8.7)

(2-8.8)

N 1 OrES = dE = — (£max - Emln) (2-8.9)
r mvA J £mlll /m-2

In this formula we can take £max = 2mv~, which is the classical limit

for heavy particles and for £mln zero. We thus obtain from Eqs. (2-8.9)

and (2-8.5)

A(E2
> - Eo2

) = 4nz*c*NZ
dx

(2-8.10)

This formula was given by Bohr in 1915. Although only approxi-
mate, it gives results in reasonable agreement with experiment. For a
finite thickness Ax Eq. (2-8.10) gives

<£2
> - £ 2 = <(E - £o)2 > = 4m**NZ&x (2-8.11)

If it is assumed that the actual energy loss has a gaussian distribution
around the average value Eq, it follows from Eq. (2-8.10) that this

distribution takes the form

P(E) dE =
dE

exp "[
(E - Eo)2

SnzWNZx
.

(2-8.12)
(S^z2e2NZxy!z

where x is the thickness traversed.

This discussion has considered only collisions with electrons giving
an energy transfer very small compared with the total energy and even
with the energy straggling of the heavy particle. Larger energy losses

such as occur in nuclear collisions are in most cases rare and do not
contribute much to the average loss, but they influence the fluctuations
appreciably, giving to the gaussian distribution a tail on the side of the
high energy losses (Fig. 2-17). This fact sometimes makes the distinction

between average and most probable energy loss important.

The straggling effects are much more important for electrons than
for heavy particles, because an electron may lose half its energy by
simple elastic collision, whereas a heavy particle may lose only a frac-
tion of its energy (of order mjM). Radiation losses add further to elec-

tron straggling. Thus electron straggling reaches values of the order of



0.20 of the total energy loss. Moreover, the most probable energy loss

for an electron is much less than the average energy loss (Fig. 2-18).

For example, for high-energy electrons (£ > 01c2), Goldwasser, Mills,

and Hanson (1953) have found the semiempirical formula for the most

probable energy loss,

Zx I x \AEP = 2wNe*— log - 0.37
mcl \ an Ian

where x is the thickness of the material traversed and aa is the Bohr

radius; h2jme2 = 0.53 10~ 8 cm. The average energy loss according to

Eq. (2-4.2) is

,
NZxl &

A£av = lire*— „ log ——- H

mc- \ Imc1! 1

(compare Fig. 2-18).

i)
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Figure 2-17 Frequency distribution of energy losses of 31 .5 MeV protons in a proportional counter.

Dashed curve, simple theory (Gaussian); solid curve. Landau—Symon theory; circles indicate ex-

perimental points. The energy scale of the experimental points has been adjusted arbitrarily to give

the best average fit with the theoretical curve. (1) Most probable total energy loss; (2) average total

energy loss; (3) maximum possible energy loss in a single collision. [Igo, Clark, and Eisberg, Phys.

Rev., 89, 879(1953).]
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Turning now to the second problem, that of the fluctuations in
range for a given initial energy, we also postulate here an approximate
gaussian distribution.of ranges around the average range 7?

,

P(R) dR = — exp -
2s

The parameter s2 has the value

As2
(R - *o)2

]

dR (2-8.13)

s* = -<(R - RoT-> (2-8.14)

as can be seen by calculating <(/? -/?<,)*> from Eq. (2-8.13). The
quantity s, called straggling (Fig. 2-19), is the difference between the
average range R and the extrapolated range R^ in the case of a gaussian
distribution of ranges (see Fig. 2-1).

The fluctuation in range and in energy loss are related. For a small
thickness dx and a small energy loss dE, the fluctuations in residual
range and the fluctuations in energy loss are related by

where
o 2

-(A£ 2
)** = (— (Ax*W

(A£2)dI = <(£ - £o)2 >

(2-8.15)

(2-8.16)

14.2 14.4 14.6 15.6 15.814.8 15.0

E, MeV
Figure 2-18 Energy distribution of an "unobstructed" electron beam and the calculated and
experimental distributions of electrons that have passed through 0.86 gem"2 of aluminum. (1)
Landau theory without density correction; (2) Landau theory with Fermi density correction; (3)
experiment; (4) incident beam. [Goldwasser, Mills, and Hanson, Phys. Rev., 88, 1137 (1952).]'
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(Ax2) d/? = <(* - *o)
2
> (2-8.17)

is the standard deviation squared for the residual range after an energy

loss dE. For a finite thickness we have, summing the (Ax2
)d£, and re-

calling Eq. (2-8.1 1), which shows that (AE 2)^ is proportional to dx,

<(* - x )
2 > =

J*

*•> (A£ 2
)dl (dE -2

dx \-dx~)
dX

£°(A£2kr /rf£\-3^

dx \ dx!

r(f)
• b I dE\ ~3

—J rf£ (2-8.18)

This relation is also only approximate. For numerical values, see Fig.

2-18. The effects of straggling are much greater for electrons than for

heavy ions, but they cannot be treated in a simple fashion. In the passage,

through matter of very heavy ions, fission fragments, for example, the

phenomena of scattering and straggling acquire great importance,

because there are occasional single collisions of anomalous importance

as discussed in Sec. 2-3. •
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' l I l_l L

1,000100

E, McV

Figure 2-19 Range straggling as a function of energy. Abscissa logarithmic scale MeV. Ordinate

100i«jRo= KXW3/2 2-i'2 <(.K-.Ro) 2
>
1 ' 2 Ro' 1

. [Milburn and Schecter, UCRL 2234 (rev. ed.).]
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2-9 Passage of Gamma Rays through xMatter

The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter produces
three main types of phenomena:

1. Photoelectric effect

2. Scattering on free electrons (Thomson, Rayleigh, and Compton)
3. Electron-positron pair production

Each of these processes is itself fairly complex, being accompanied
by secondary effects such as the emission of Auger electrons and fluor-
escent radiation in (1), the emission of recoil electrons in (2), and the
subsequent annihilation of positrons in (3). The three processes have
different relative importance in different spectral regions, depending
on the atomic number of the absorber, as shown in Fig. 2-20.

Figure 2-20 Relative contributions of various photon interactions to the total attenuation coefficient
for (a) carbon and (b) lead. Abscissa logarithmic scale in MeV. Ordinate fraction of total attenu-
ation due to phenomena indicated on curve. [White, private communication.

J [(Fl E).]



Photoelectric Absorption

In photoelectric absorption the energy of one photon is used to

remove one of the electrons from an inner shell of an atom of the absorb-

er element. Clearly this process can occur only if the incoming gamma

ray has an energy higher than the binding energy of the electron to be

removed. We have thus a series of jumps in the curve of the absorption

coefficient, corresponding to the binding energy of the different orbits

(see Fig. 2-21). These energies are given approximately by Moseley's

law,

(z *>'
3-9.1)E = Rhc

n-

where Rhc = 13.605 eV, Z is the atomic number, a the screening con-

stant, and /; the principal quantum number of the different electronic

orbits. In the K series n = I, in the L series /; = 2, etc. The screening

constant a has the approximate value 3 for the K shell and 5 for the L

shell, but for precise values one must consider the different screening

for the S, P. and other orbits and the spin-orbit interaction. Tables of

X-ray levels are found in (Sc 59), Vol. Ill, p. 270. Figure 2-21 shows the

mass-absorption coefficient for platinum, separating the contributions

of different levels. Figure 2-22 shows the atomic-absorption coefficient

of substances with different 7. for X rays of 1 A wavelength {hoi = 12,398

eV). There arc several semiempirical expressions and extensive tables

for the mass-absorption coefficient. The order of magnitude of the photo-

electric atomic-absorption cross section is ro2Z5/137'.

The jumps in absorption coefficients provide a method for bracket-

ing X-ray wavelengths in small intervals by measuring the absorption
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Figure 2-21 Mass-absorption coefficient of platinum as a function of the wavelength of the incident

X rays. [W. Bothe, in Geiger SchccI, Hanclbucli der Physik. Springer. Berlin, 1933.]
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in elements with adjacent values of Z, one having the K or L absorption
edge above and one having it below the wavelength to be measured.

The vacancy created by the ejection of an electron from the inner
shells is filled by outer electrons falling into it, and this process may be
accompanied by the emission of fluorescent radiation. Alternatively
it is possible that no fluorescent radiation is emitted but that an electron
from an outer shell is ejected. For instance, a vacancy in a K shell
may be filled by an L electron and another L electron emitted with
energy EK - 2EL . Similarly, if the K vacancy is filled by an L electron
and an M electron is emitted, the ejected electron will have the kinetic
energy EK - Eh - EM . Here EK and EL are the binding energies of the
K and /, electrons. These and similar processes are called Auger processes,
after their discoverer.

The emission of fluorescent radiation and the emission of Auger
electrons are competing processes. The number of X rays emitted per
vacancy in a given shell is called its fluorescent yield, indicated by fi.

One can analyze the phenomenon in more detail and distinguish the
fluorescent yields for the different upper and lower levels. One has
obviously

fc- 3KX. Bk:M (2-9.2)

o

X

i

Figure 2-22 Atomic-absorption coefficient of substances of different Z for X rays having A = 1 A.
The atomic-absorption coefficient ha = v-AjpNo. where A is the atomic weight of the absorber and
No is Avogadro's number. [W. Bothc, in Gcigcr Scheel, Handbuch der Physik, Springer. Berlin, 1933.]



where pKi.
indicates the partial fluorescent yields for filling the K level

from the other levels. Figure 2-23 shows the fluorescent yield for the K
level as a function of Z. Fluorescent yields are important in the study

of orbital electron-capture processes.

Thomson and Compton Scatterings

In the photoelectric effect it is essential that the electron be bound.

However, even a free electron in the variable electromagnetic field of

a beam ofX rays is set in oscillatory motion and radiates as an oscillator.

The radiation appears as scattered X rays. A classical theory on this effect

was given by J. J. Thomson as follows: Consider a plane sine wave

traveling in the x direction, with the electric vector polari7.cd in the z

direction and having intensity la (Fig. 2-24). From electromagnetic

theory we have the following relations:

. <E*> <H2>
h = —— c = (2-9.3)

4w 4tt

where E and II arc the instantaneous amplitudes of the electric and

magnetic fields. Now an electron in this field will be subject to the force

eE = eEo sin cot (2-9.4)
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Figure 2-23 Fluorescent yield for K level as a function of Z.
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where to is the frequency of the wave, and it acquires the acceleration

eE
.

a = sin cut (2-9.5)
in

'

Electromagnetic theory shows that a charge e subject to an acceleration
a radiates energy at the average rate

<W>=r-, <«2 > (2-9.6)
3 c6

and in our case the average power radiated, if we recall that<sin'2 tot} = ->-

is

1 2 <?
4 £o2 8tt / & \2

<^> = ::• , -r- = - — /o (2-9.7)
2 3 c3 m2 3 \ me2 /

This power is subtracted from the primary beam, and we can equate
it to the intensity falling on the scattering cross section of the electron
aT. There results from fcq. (2-9.7)

ff7- =

where
mcl 1

8rr

roz

mc2
ro = —

,.
- 2.82 x 10 « cm

(2-9.8)

(2-9.9)

and is called the classical radius of the electron.

The radiation emitted in the case of polarized incident radiation
has the same polarization and angular distribution as that emitted by a
dipole oriented in the direction of the incident field. The intensity must
obviously be axially symmetric around the direction of the field

(z axis)
;
and iff is the angle between E and the direction of observation r,

we know from the classical theory of electricity that the intensity at
distance r decreases as r- and has an angular distribution

r
7° / e*-

\
2

• „

/- \mc1 /
(2-9.10)

Z +

Eo

Figure 2-24 Thomson scattering

of an electromagnetic wave.
Notations.



The scattered rays are polarized with the electric vector in the rz plane.

If the primary light is unpolarized, the intensity of scattered light must be

axially symmetric around the direction of propagation x. The intensity

can be calculated by superimposing incoherently the effects of primary

light polarized in the z and y directions each of intensity / /2. Because

of axial symmetry around .v, let us consider only the xy plane and in it

the direction r' making an angle with x. The beam polarized in the z

direction gives an intensity

r
h

2 (2-9.11)

because for this beam <p = 90°. The beam polarized in the y direction

gives an intensity

/i,
= ^ro*cos*0 (2-9.12)

because the angle between F.„ and r' is (ir/2) - 0. The sum of the intensi-

ties is thus

/ = ^L ro2 (1 + C0S2 0)

The polarization of this radiation is

It- l„ 1 - co s-'

U + h
=

1 + cos8

(2-9.13)

(2-9.14)

Jt will be noted that Eq. (2-9.13) for angular dependence does not con-

tain the frequency of the radiation.

Thomson's theory gives an atomic-scattering cross section propor-

tional to Z; in fact, even before the present atomic model was developed,

the atomic number of the lightest elements was measured by Barkla

and others while observing the scattering of X rays. However, if the

momentum transferred by the photon is small compared with the momen-

tum of the electron in the atom, one must sum the amplitudes of the

X rays scattered by all electrons in an atom. This scattering is called

Rayleigh scattering, and the corresponding atomic-scattering cross section

is of the order

_ 0-70
ro-Z-

Thomson's scattering docs not take into account the quantum

aspects of light and for energies comparable with mc2 or larger gives

results in disagreement with experiment. For one thing, it has been found

experimentally that the frequency of the scattered light differs from that

of the incident light. That this must be the case follows from conserva-

tion of energy and momentum if we interpret scattering as the elastic

collision of light quanta with electrons. Assume that the quanta have

an energy Rwanda momentum Kale directed in the direction of propaga-

tion of light. Conservation of energy and of momentum give the following
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relation between the wavelength of the incident and scattered light
(A and A', respectively) and the direction of scattering:

~ A = — - COS 0) = 24.262 x 10-11 cm = A c (2-9.15)mc mc <- \ i

The change of wavelength or of frequency on scattering is the Compton
effect, named for its discoverer, A. H. Compton (1922).

The recoil electron goes in a direction O such that

cot (0/2) Iko X,
tan * =

and its kinetic energy is

1 + a
a =

mc2 A

£kln = hw
2a cos2

<I>

(2-9.16)

(2-9.17)
(1 + a2

)
2 - a2 cos2 <I>

as shown in Fig. 2-25. The problems of intensity and polarization cannot
be treated by elementary means. We must confine ourselves to stating
the result for the Compton scattering cross section for an electron
(formula of Klein and Nishina).

Oc = 2nro 2
1 4- a r 2(1 + a) 1

I a2 L 1 4
- log (1 -f 2a)

2a a

1 1 J- 3a l

+ X"l0g(l + 2a) - —
2a (I |- 2a)2/ (2-9.18)

Figures 2-26 and 2-27 show a diagram of the angular distribution of
Complon-scattercd X rays for different values of a.

Pair Production

The last mechanism of absorption to be considered is the transfor-
mation of a gamma ray into an electron-positron pair, also called
materialization. The principle of conservation of energy and momentum
prevents this from occurring in free space. There must be a nucleus or
an electron in order to balance energy and momentum in the transfor-
mation. The threshold energy in the cm. system for the materialization
process is 2mc2 = 1.022 McV.

This energy is very close to the threshold in the laboratory system

It u/c
Figure 2-25 Compton scatter-

ing. Notations and diagram
showing ihc conservation of
energy and momentum.



Figure 2-26 Angular distribu-

tion of Compton-scattered X
rays as a function of energy

(a = liojimc2 ).

0.75

0.50'

0.25

30= 60° 90° 120 s 150° 180'

for materialization near a nucleus, which by its recoil ensures the

conservation of momentum. When the recoil is absorbed by an electron,

the threshold required by the conservation of energy and momentum

in the laboratory system is 4mc2
, and there are two electrons and a posi-

tron acquiring appreciable momentum. In a cloud or bubble chamber

they form a triplet (Fig. 2-28). Pairs can also be produced by heavy-

particle collision, by electron-electron collisions, in mesonic decay,

and by internal conversion in some gamma transitions. Some of these

phenomena will be described later.

The atomic-pair-production cross section is of the order r()
2Z2/137,

for relativistic energies.

130° 120" 110' 100' 90° 80° 70 60' 50 40

140° 130° 120° 110° 100' 90° 80° 70" 60
: 50° 40'

Figure 2-27 Polar diagram of the differential cross section per electron for Complon scattering.

Curves labeled according to a = liwimc- of incident photon. Unit of dojdw = 10 -a cm" 2 si- 1
.
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Figure 2-28 Formation of an elcctron-posilron pair in the field of an electron (triplet). Formation
of a pair in the field of a proton (pair). (Hydrogen bubble chamber.) [Courtesy Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory.]
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Figure 2-29 summarizes the main results on the absorption ofgamma

rays and gives the absorption coefficient as a function of energy and Z
in typical examples.

2-10 Radiation Loss by Fast Electrons

As mentioned before, the main cause of energy loss for a very fast

electron (£ > mc2
) traversing matter is the electromagnetic radiation

it emits because of the accelerations to which it is subject (see Fig. 2-10).

At low energy (E <£ mc2
) this radiation loss is unimportant compared

with the ionization loss, but at high energy it becomes preponderant.

The energy loss by radiation is proportional to Z2 of the material and

increases linearly with the electron's energy. The energy loss from ioniza-

tion and excitation is proportional to Z and increases only logarithmically

with energy. Thus, radiation loss predominates at the higher energies.

More quantitatively, the approximate ratio of the two losses is (£ in MeV)
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{dEjdx)t&,\ EZ EZ

1,600 mc2 " 800
(2-10.1)

It is clear that there is an energy Ec. for which the two energy losses are

equal (sec Table 2-2).

The radiated energy appears as X rays and forms the bremsstrahlung,

or continuous X-ray spectrum observed in ordinary X-ray tubes. At

high energy the phenomena accompanying the bremsstrahlung are quite

complicated, and they reach colossal proportions in the formation of

showers containing millions of particles in the case of high-energy

cosmic rays. For the theory of bremsstrahlung, we shall confine our-

Table 2-2 Radiation Length X and Critical Energy

Ee for Various Substances

Substance At. \vi.

.To,

<r cm"
Ee,
MeV

H 1 1 58 340

He 2 4 85 220

c 6 12 42.5 103

N 7 i I 38 87

O 8 16 34.2 77

Al 13 27 23.9 47

A 18 39.9 19.4 34.5

Fc 26 55.8 13.8 24

Cu 29 63.6 12.8 21.5

Pb 82 207.2 5.8 6.9

Air 36.5 83

Water 35.9 93
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selves lo a semiquantitative treatment of a special case, following Fermi.

We shall also, however, give the results for cases where Fermi's hypothe-

ses do not apply.

The main idea of Fermi's treatment (Fermi, 1924; Wcizsiicker, 1937;

Williams, 1933) is to consider the electromagnetic field produced by a

charge in motion, to Fourier-analyze it, and to calculate the effect on
other charges of the single Fourier components. This is simple if the

cross section for the electromagnetic interaction of X rays on the charges

is known.

To take a specific example, we shall consider an electron of velocity

v ~ c passing by a nucleus of charge Ze. However, we shall first use a

system of reference in which the electron is at rest, the nucleus passing

by it, and shall calculate the effect of the nuclear electromagnetic field

by performing a F'ourier analysis and treating the single components
according to Thomson's formula (Sec. 2-9). The result will be the energy

radiated by the electron in its rest system, which ultimately we shall

transform back to the laboratory system.

Tn the rest system of the electron the nucleus moves with velocity

—a. The electric field of the nucleus, E, is contracted in the direction of

motion, and a magnetic field H appears perpendicular lo E and to the

direction of motion. Its magnitude is almost equal to E. These two fields

5 10 20 100 200 500 1,000

Figure 2-29 Total absorption coefficients of X rays by lead and aluminum as a function of energy

(solid lines). Photoelectric absorption of aluminum is negligible at the energies here considered.

Dashed lines show separately the contributions of photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and pair

production for Pb. Abscissa, logarithmic energy scale; iicojmc1 = 1 corresponds to 51 1 kcV.



are indistinguishable from a plane electromagnetic wave when seen

from the electron. This wave undergoes scattering on the electron,

and the scattered quanta, when viewed from the laboratory system,

appears as the brcmsstrahlung.

• The calculation consists of the following steps:

1. Transform by Lorenlz transformation the electric field of the

nucleus to the rest system of the electron.

2. Fourier-analyze the resulting electromagnetic pulse in the

electron rest system.

3. Find the density of photons corresponding to the pulse of electro-

magnetic radiation.

4. Calculate the probability of scattering of these photons, using

the Thomson scattering cross section aT .

5. Transform back to the laboratory frame of reference.

For the sake of simplicity we shall omit most numerical factors,

inserting the correct one in the end result.

Asterisks, indicate quantities in the laboratory frame; symbols

without asterisks, quantities in the electron frame. For the electron

v*/c = fi* ^ 1, and its energy W* is

mc-
W* = ymc- P mc1 (2-10.2)

(I - j3**)' 8

1, The electric field produced by the nucleus at the electron in the

laboratory frame is

(2-10.3)
• 6*

where/; is the impact parameter. The symbol J_ or < means perpendicular

or parallel to v. Lorentz transformation of E gives, in the electron frame,

E_ - £!t, H7
= E*fiy (2-10.4)

where //
?
means the magnetic field in the direction perpendicular to v

and E. If

ft
~ I. y > 1 and E, = Hv y (2-10.5)

as in a plane electromagnetic wave.

2. In the electron frame the region of strong electromagnetic field

extends for a distance of order of magnitude bjy on either side of the

electron in the direction of v. The exact expressions are

y(b - it)

E = eZ

H =

(A2 + -A-/-)
;t z

eZ yb x v

(2-10.6)

(2-10.7)

and they can be Fourier-analyzed, leading to formulas containing Bessel

functions (Fermi, 1924).

We shall simply approximate the lime dependence of E and H by

a gaussian curve of proper width, a procedure which will simplify the
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calculation without affecting its essential point (Fig. 2-31). We thus

assume

yZe
E = H =

A*

g-e'yH'm'

E = H = — /- e-svyay'c' cos w , ^

(2-10.8)

(2-10.9)

(2-10.10)

Hence the spectral analysis of the pulse gives again a gaussian of width

yc/b (Fig. 2-31). The region occupied by the electromagnetic pulse has

the shape of a disk, and we want to find the energy per unit area of the

disk. This is a function of the distance b from the axis of the disk and is

evaluated as follows: At distance b the fields have the value

The Fourier transform of this expression is

Ze a
u /

be N TT j o

as can be seen, it being recalled that

a .

e -X-,2 CQS ux fa _ g K-.2

the energy density is

E = H =

E2 - m
877

Zey

ZV2
-/
2

fr1

(2-10.11)

(2-10.12)

and the thickness of the disk is bjy [Eqs. (2-10.6) and (2-10.7)]. Hence,
the energy per square centimeter of disk surface is

Z%2y2 /,

7
/>'

Z^y
b*

(2-10.13)

•'/"max

Figure 2-30 Integrated brems-

strahlung cross section vs. fre-

quency. Curve 1 refers to an
energy of about 27Z2 eV, curve

2 to an energy of 4.300Z- eV.

Frequency is in units of the

upper frequency limit; <j =

VZHW (Ry/ft) = (Z* Ry/£„)

x5.8 x 10-23 cm2
. [(Fl E).]



3. We approximate the gaussian equation of the spectral analysis

by a rectangle of width ycjb. This is justifiable, because the frequencies

of interest are only those for which v <g mc2/h in the laboratory system;

these are contained within a relatively flat portion of the gaussian. This

rectangular spectral distribution has as a consequence the relation

A** b
= Av* —

yc
(2-10.14)

Now, if we consider the section of the discoid al electromagnetic dis-

turbance at distance b, the energy per unit area is given by Eq. (2-10.13),

which has to be distributed over the rectangular frequency spectrum

having an upper limit ycjb. The number of quanta with a frequency in

the interval Av* is thus

(2-10.15)

4. The mean number of scattering processes for photons of fre-

quency v* occurring at distance b is

aT x (surface density of photons of frequency v*)

yje'ty b &v*

b3 yc hv*

yc
for v* < -

b

yc
for v* >

b

bUc .•*

r'T (2-10.16)

The total cross section per nucleus -(>'*) Ai»* will be the integral of

the preceding expression multiplied by 2irbdb,

XA^* =
ZV A»*

and
he
—-wr
V J ftmin

db
2
-b

ZW Av* 6max
ZAi-* = 2n - - <rr log —

he

(2-10.17)

(2-10.18)
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Figure 2-31 Electromagnetic pulse seen by an electron and its Fourier transform: (a) pulse, (b)

spectral distribution.
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We must now discuss the limits /W and A Illln . For /w there are
at least two limitations, the first being that the atomic electrons screen
the nucleus. It is possible to estimate an atomic radius beyond which
the electrostatic action of the nucleus is completely screened by the
electrons by using the Thomas-Fermi statistical method for calculating
the density of the electron cloud. One finds that

h' —"max - 21 3
(2-10.19)

A second limitation arises from the fact that for a given v* the maximum
impact parameter cannot exceed the limit

b' =
C
-1

max ^ (2-10.20)

since for b > 6 the frequency v* is not present in the pulse; at high
energy /?max < b^x ,

and hence b^AX is the governing parameter. One
estimate of the lower limit />,„,„ is the Compton wavelength of the electron
hjmc.

Using the values of /;max and bm -m and inserting some numerical
factors from more precise calculations, one obtains

*m ** - *£)% n ,og ™ . zf )
f,, at log

j«
Mid v* zllZ \hc) v* Z13

(2-10.21)

5. This must now be transformed to the laboratory system using
the relation

Av* Av
(2-10.22)

which derives immediately from the relation between x* and v. •

Introducing this value in Eq. (2-10.21), we obtain, after taking into
account neglected numerical factors,

*->7-»V (2-10.23)

Before integrating to find the total energy loss, we shall examine the
limits of validity of the result. First of all. an electron cannot radiate
more energy than its kinetic energy; thus an upper limit is set on the
frequencies in the brcmsstrahlung spectrum.

flvmM = mc'-(y - 1) (2-10.24)

Also, the cross-section expression diverges at low frequencies, but the
energy carried away docs not diverge. The total energy loss to photons
of frequency v per path length dx is equal to (energy per photon) x (num-
ber of nuclei em-S) x \Z(v)dv\ x dx. On integration of the frequency



range, even on the assumption of a lower limit equal to zero, the total

average energy loss is given by

\ dx / ra<l "J*J o

hvN -L(y)dv

= 4Z2— ro2/^„,ax log
137 Z 1 J

(2-10.25)

This expression is approximate and is valid for £o > l37mc2Z

~

x/3
. The

formulas valid under different hypotheses differ only in having included

in the logarithm a function of energy.

Further, since an electron may lose an appreciable fraction of its

energy to a single photon, the actual energy loss fluctuates widely from

the average value. The energy distribution in the bremsstrahlung spec-

trum is shown in Fig. 2-30.

There are many detailed questions of great theoretical and practical

importance concerning the bremsstrahlung. We shall mention only the

polarization and angular distribution of the radiation. At low energy

(E 4: mc*) as in ordinary X-ray lubes, most of the X rays near the upper

frequency limit arc polarized with their electric vector parallel to the

direction of motion of the electron, and the intensity has a maximum in

the direction perpendicular to the direction of motion. At very high

energy (£ ^> mc2
) the average angle of emission of a quantum is

=
mc-

(2-10.26)

independent of the energy of the emitted quantum. This distribution

gives the characteristic narrow pencils of electromagnetic radiation

beams observed in electron accelerators.

The electric vector of high-energy bremsstrahlung is prevalently

normal to the plane of the incident electron and the X ray.

If the electron beam generating the bremsstrahlung is polarized,

the polarization of the bremsstrahlung itself is affected. Notably, if the

electron spin is in the direction of motion, the radiation tends to be

circularly polarized with the angular momentum parallel to the spin of

the electron.

Pair production is closely related to the bremsstrahlung. If we
consider pair production as the absorption of a gamma quantum (in

the presence of a nucleus) by an electron in a negative energy state,

which is thereby excited to a positive energy state, and the bremsstrah-

lung as the transition of an ordinary electron from one positive energy

state to another in the presence of a nucleus (accompanied by the

emission of a gamma ray), it is clear that the processes are similar.

Calculation of the pair-production cross section gives for the case

hv > mc2

e l /28 183 2\
"'»"-,,

c
ZW

( 9
'0g

Z>»- 27)
(2-10'27)

which is similar to Eq. (2-10.23).
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The energy of the gamma ray is apportioned between the electron
and positron as shown in Fig. 2-32, and both panicles travel in approxi-
mately the same direction as the gamma ray for E > me-. The average
angle between the direction of motion of the created electron and the
gamma ray is

=
E (2-10.28)

in striking analogy to Eq. (2-10.26).

2-11 Radiation Length, Showers

Bremsslrahlung and pair production combine to produce the spec-
tacular phenomenon of showers. Starting with a single high-energy elec-

tron or gamma quantum, a multiplicative process (sec Fig. 2-33)

<3

Figure 2-32 Division of energy between electron and positron in pair production. Differential
probability of pair production per radiation length of lead for photons of various energies. Abscissa
v = (total energy of one electron divided by energy of primary photon) = E'/E. Ordinate: Ex (prob-
ability per radiation length of producing electron in a unit of energy interval at £). The curves are
labeled according to E in eV. [Rossi and Greisen, Rev. Mod. Phys., 13, 259 (1941).]



produces a number of electrons and gamma rays and forms the.shower. A
precise mathcmaiical theory of showers is very complicated, even when

restricted to average behavior; furthermore the fluctuations from the

average are usually large. Monte Carlo calculations of showers have

been made and arc very useful in practical cases. However, some basic

concepts, such as radiation length, are of great importance in shower

theory as well as in other phenomena. We shall now develop them very

briefly, together with an extremely simplified shower model.

Equation (2-10.25) shows that, on the average, an electron loses its

energy by radiation according to

with

clE dx

I 4X2/V 183
= ro2 02

y» iT7
fc y ] - 1

(2-11.1)

Xo 137 " " Z}

Equation (2-1 1.1) gives on immediate integration,
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(2-11.2)

Figure 2-33 First shower ob-

served by Blackett and Occhia-

lini in a cloud chamber triggered

by counters in coincidence above

and below the chamber. [Proc.

Roy. Soc. (London). 139, 699

(1933).]
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This relation is valid when the radiation loss predominates over ioniza-
tion loss, as is the case for energies larger than a certain critical energy
Ec. The quantity X is called radiation length and depends on Z and p
the density of the medium; it is roughly proportional to \\ZP . The
critical energy Ec is crudely represented according to Eq. (2-10.1) by

£c(MeV) = -
800

(2-11.3)

(See also Table 2-2.)

Similarly, gamma rays have a mean free path for pair production
Xp, which is obtained from Eq, (2-10.28) and is found to be

Xp - z Xa (2-11.4)

Let us now consider the oversimplified shower model. The con-
servation of momentum gives to the whole shower, an axis in the direc-
tion of the momentum of the first electron. The shower spreads laterally

much less than it propagates longitudinally, as is clear from Eqs. (2-10.26)
and (2-10.28). Thus the following discussion will be limited to the
shower propagation in the direction of the initial particle.

An electron of energy £ gives rise in one radiation length to about
three gamma rays, which, in turn, give rise in a mean free path to about
three pairs. The number of particles in the shower, N, starts to grow
exponentially with the progress of the shower,

N(x) = e~i*

Gamma is such that for

xi = Xo + XP N = gVt = 6
but

and hence

Xo + Xp = — Xo

log 6 0.78

(16/7) .To Xo

(2-11.5)

(2-11.6)

(2-11.7)

(2-11.8)

In an actual shower, electrons, positrons, and photons are simul-
taneously present. Furthermore, the number of photons, especially of
low energy, ends by being approximately twice as large as the number
of particles. The number of particles in the shower increases until

energy starts to dissipate, primarily by ionization and the Compton
effect rather than radiation and pair production. At this point the
particles have reached the energy Ee, and if we assume that the average
energy of electrons, positrons, and gamma rays is the same, namely, Ec,
their number is E /3EC . This occurs at a distance

v Xo Eo
X,e — - - log—

0.78 * 3EC

(2-11.9)



from the origin; and

(2-11.10)

This estimate neglects energy losses by ionization, the energy going

into the rest mass of the pairs and other important factors that depress

A'max lo a value nearer J(£o/£V). More detailed expressions for high

energy and low 7. are

and

A-max = 0.31 "(log ° - 0.37)
hc\ t.c

'

-1/2

Xc = \.0\Xo[k:-')

(2-11.11)

(2-11.12)

The results of more precise evaluations are shown in Fig. 2-34. At low

energy, 300 MeV for example, the general treatment becomes very

complicated, in part because the cross sections depend on the energies.

Useful results are obtainable, however, by the Monte Carlo method
(Fig. 2-35). The lateral distribution of a shower has also been studied,

but we must refer for more details to (Ro 53).

2-12 Positron Annihilation

The annihilation process of the positron and electron is of great

theoretical and practical importance. It is impossible to conserve energy

and momentum if only one gamma quantum is emitted in the annihila-

tion of a pair. The simplest possible process, starting from a pair with
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\ 10' = Eo/E

f ^JO*
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10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Figure 2-34 The average number of electrons of energy greater than E in a shower initiated by an

electron of energy £q as a function of depth x (in radiation lengths). Ordinates in logarithmic scale.

Each curve is labeled according to a value of£"o/E. [(Ro 53).]
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small relative velocity v, is then the annihilation into two gamma rays,

each with an energy tun = mc2 and traveling in opposite directions. This
is the most important mode of annihilation; only when this mode is for-

bidden by some special selection rule do more complicated processes
occur, for example, thrcc-gamma annihilation. The cross section for

the annihilation process can be presumed to be proportional to r 2
.

Moreover, the cross section should be proportional to v~K This impor-
tant result is supported by the following argument: A positron crossing

a foil of electron density . f" and thickness x, with velocity ©, has a

probability of annihilation of

a(z).A'x = P (2-12.1)

Now, as long as the velocity of the positron is small compared with the

atomic velocities of the electrons, the probability of annihilation will be
proportional to the time / = xjv spent by the positron in the foil,

because the relative velocity of the positron and the electrons is little

affected by the small velocity of the positron. On changing velocity the

only way in which P in Eq. (2-12.1) can become proportional to t is to

make a — a.lv, with a constant. Then

P = -JTX = xJ-f
v

(2-12.2)

as required. Indeed, a detailed (and advanced) calculation gives

<cr> = Trro2 (2-12.3)

02468 10 02468 10

(a) (b)

Figure 2-35 (a) The expected number of electrons with energy > 10 McV in a shower plotted
against depth x (in radiation lengths = 0.51 cm Pb). The shower is initiated by a photon and the
absorber is lead. The curves arc labeled according to the energy of the primary in MeV. (b) Same as

(a) except that the shower is initiated by an electron. [D. F. Crawford and H. Messel, Phys. Rev.,

128, 2352 (1962).]



where the average is over the two possible mutual directions of the spin;

this is valid if

— mc2 <g T <g mc2

tic

where T is the relative kinetic energy of the positrons.

(2-12.4)

• A positron-electron system bound together as a sort of hydrogen

atom is called positronium. Positronium is unstable because of the

electron-positron pair annihilation giving rise to gamma rays. The
annihilation rate depends on the overlapping of the electron-positron

clouds; annihilation thus occurs mainly in the ground state of the

system. This state has no orbital angular momentum; the spins of the

two particles can be parallel (
3
5i) or antiparallel ('So). It is possible to

prove by considering the "parity" of a two-gamma-quania system and

that of positronium in lSb and 35i states that only the singlet state can

annihilate into two quanta. These are correlated as follows: The gamma
rays, in order to conserve momentum, must be collincar; moreover, if

a gamma ray is analyzed with an apparatus which detects linear polariza-

tion and is found to be linearly polarized in a given direction, its conju-

gate will be polarized in a direction perpendicular to the first. Similarly,

if one is analyzed with an apparatus which detects circular polarization

and is found to be, e.g., left circular, its conjugate will be found to be

right circular. Compare the similar situation in the decay of the neutral

pion (Chap. 14), and for the theory see Bethe and de Hoffmann (BH 55).

For an unbound S state, Eq. (2-12.3) is made more specific by con-

sidering separate annihilation cross sections for singlet or triplet states.

The cross sections for two-quanta annihilation, arc
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CJ2y = l<j

2y = 4irro2 -

V
(2-12.5)

The probability of annihilation per unit time, or the reciprocal of the

mean life, can be written as

- = fSZyJTv (2-12.6)

where ^r is the density of the electrons and v the relative velocity of the

positron and electron. In the bound case ..(•' is the density of the electron

at the positron position, which is given by the absolute square of the

wave function ip at the origin. For the singlet state

1 c 1/ 1 \ 3

= looyVHO) 2 = 47T/-02 - v -(W
(2-12.7)

T9y

1 /e2 ymc* 1 1

sec
-1

.25 x 10 10«3

where cio is the Bohr radius and n is the total quantum number of the

orbit.
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For triplet states the mean life is about 1,115 as Mc/e- times longer,

and in the case of free collisions the ratio between three and two quanta
annihilation is

2
3
«3r

i^-zy 1,115

I

372
(2-12.8)

The positronium atom itself was detected by Deutsch (1949) by
slowing down positrons in freon (CC12F2) and measuring the mean life

of the triplet state that is formed in three-fourths of the captures.

Starting observation 10 7 sec after the arrival of a positron in the gas,

singlet positronium, which is formed in onc-fourlh of the captures, has
already decayed by the time observation begins and is thus not found.
What is seen is only the decay of triplet posilronium, provided that this

is not converted by collisions to (he singlet stale. When the conversion

does not occur, the mean life of positronium is independent of the

pressure of the gas in which the positrons arc stopped.

When capture occurs in the presence of molecules with a finite

magnetic moment, such as O2, the triplet states are converted to singlet

stales by collision and the singlet slates decay in about 10 10 sec. The
apparent mean life is thus Ihe mean life for conversion from triplet to

singlet stales and is proportional lo the pressure of the paramagnetic
gas. The apparatus used and the dependence on pressure of the decay
constant of positrons in freon and in 2 are shown in Figs. 2-36 and
2-37. The interpretation is confirmed by the observation of three gamma
rays in coincidence, corresponding to the annihilation of orthoposi-

tronium (triplet stales), and of the two gamma rays, corresponding to

the annihilation of paraposilronium (singlet states), and of free positrons. •

2-13 Polarization Phenomena

The study of polarization phenomena in electron and X-ray beams
has become of great importance in recent years. As a consequence

1

7777777?}.
'

freon or O2

•/MM//////////,.

Figure 2-36 Apparatus used by

Deutsch to measure the lifetime

of positrons in gases. P, photo-

multipliers; C. sensitive crystals

of Nal (Tl activated); 5, source of
Na—

; y\, y>. 0.51 annihilation

gamma rays. [Deutsch, Phys.

Rev., 83, 866(1951).]



experimental techniques for polarization and analysis have been 71

developed.

The electron has spin i and presents the simplest polarization

phenomena. The polarization of a beam is defined as a vector P in the

direction of the expectation vector of the spin and of length 2<s>.

Operationally P is measured by observing the number of electrons in

the beam that have a spin parallel (N+) or antiparallel (N~) to a given

direction, giving the quantity

N+ - N_
\P\ = — (2-13.1)

The direction in which P is maximum is the direction of P, and |P| is

given by Eq. (2-13.1). Clearly |P| varies between and 1, the former case

corresponding to an unpolarized beam, the latter to that of a beam
completely polarized. The electrons of a beam have a momentum k.

If P and k are parallel, the beam is longitudinally polarized; if k and P
are perpendicular, the beam is transversally polarized. The quantity

Pk
J' k.

(2-13.2)

is often called the he/icity of the electron. If the spin points in the direc-

tion of k, the helicity is + 1 ; if it points in the opposite direction, the

helicity is -1. An ordinary right-handed screw has positive helicity;

i.e., in turning, the relation between the linear momentum with which it

advances and its angular momentum corresponds to a positive helicity

(see Chap. 9).

Beta decay often gives rise to electrons longitudinally polarized,

SECTION 2-13

Polarization
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Figure 2-37 Pressure depend-

ence of the decay rales of

positrons in O2 and in frcon.

[Deutsch, Phys. Rev., 83, 866

(1951).] atm. CClsFs
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with P near 1 ; however, for practical reasons it is generally desirable to

have beams transversely polarized. The rotation of the spin can be
accomplished by deflecting the beam in an electric field. In the non-
relativistic case (assuming the value g = 2 for the ratio of the magnetic
moment in Bohr magnetons and the spin), the spin remains parallel to

itself, while the vector k may rotate (Fig. 2-38). Note that in a magnetic
field the angle between P and k does not vary; therefore if the polariza-

tion is initially longitudinal, it remains longitudinal. For these simple

conclusions the hypothesis g « 2, and the nonrelativistic approximation
arc essential.

Electrons can be polarized by several methods and correspondingly

analyzed for polarization. We shall mention only the methods that have
found practical application. The oldest is coulomb scattering by nuclei

which was originally proposed by Mott and is known as Molt scattering.

This method may be used for both polarization and analysis. Figure

2-39 shows schematically a typical double-scattering experiment.
Figure 2-40 gives the asymmetry to be expected.

In Mott scattering we obtain transverse polarization and observe
only transverse polarization.

Scattering of electrons or positrons on electrons depends on the

relative spin orientation (Meller and Bhabha scattering). In practice it

is possible to partially polarize the spins of the scatterer by using a
magnetized ferromagnetic target. The change in scattering cross section

is observed as a variation of intensity of the scattered electrons. Measure-
ments are always made on a differential basis, i.e., by magnetizing the

target first in one direction and then in the opposite direction. This is

especially necessary because the best electron polarization obtainable in

iron involves only 2 out of 26 electrons, and the resulting effects are very
small.

The annihilation cross section for an electron-positron pair depends
also on the relative spin orientation (see Sec. 2-12). Consequently, the
polarization of a slow positron beam can be detected by passing it

through a magnetized ferromagnetic foil.

Figure 2-38 Spin rotation. Deflection of an electron

beam in an electric field; nonrelativistic approxi-

ation. Dashed lines, elect ric-field lines; short arrows,

spin orientation (5" and S' are initial and final orienta-

tion); T, 7", trajectory of electron; the polarization

changes from longitudinal to transverse.



X rays also show polarization phenomena. For their description

we may use the conventional optical nomenclature and distinguish

between linear and circular polarization. Compton and Thomson scat-

tering depend on the polarization of the incident beam. Thus for planc-

polari/cd X rays the Klein Nishina formula gives for scattering in the 6

direction contained in a plane making the angle </> with the direction of

polarization (Fig. 2-24),

_1 =
r°" A - a - 2 sin* 6 cos2 A (2-13.3)

dil 2 la 7

where a = fiu/mc2 . The variation of the scattered intensity as a function

of indicates the direction of polarization of the incident beam.

In order to analyze circularly polarized X rays, we need a scatterer

with polarized electrons, such as a magnetized ferromagnet. The scat-

tering cross section, analogous to Mailer scattering, is different for

X rays circularly polarized, with their direction of rotation parallel or

antiparallel to that of the electron spin. Therefore circularly polarized

X rays are attenuated differently according to whether they cross a ferro-

magnet magnetized parallel or antiparallel to their direction of propaga-

tion.

The photodisinlegration of the deuteron affords another method

of detecting the linear polarization of X rays, because the proton is

ordinarily ejected in the direction of polarization of the incident beam.

The polarization of electrons and X rays also gives rise to very

interesting and important second-order phenomena in which they are
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p spectrometer

spin rotator

Figure 2-39 Crossed electric and magnetic fields to change electron polarization from longitudinal

to transverse. A beta spectrometer is used to select the energy of the electrons from source S. The

spin rotator changes the spin orientation indicated by s, but has no action on the trajectory

(£ = Bvjc). The gold foil F scatters by 90" the electrons which arc detected by D. The detector and

foil assembly can rotate around SS' to determine asymmetry. [Cavanagh ct al., Phil. Mag., 2, 1105

(1957).]
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Figure 2-40 Polarization in Mott scattering. The asymmetry percentage 200 a in a single scattering

experiment of a totally polarized beam as a function of the energy for electrons and positrons

(Z = 80). Scattering angle 90°. [H. A. Tolhoek, Rev. Mod. Phys., 28, 277 (1956).]

mutually interrelated. For example, the bremsstrahlung produced by a
longitudinally polarized electron is usually circularly polarized in the

same direction as the electron, giving rise to an apparent multiplication

of the angular momentum. It is thus sometimes possible to detect the

polarization of primary radiation by transferring il to a secondary one
and then observing the latter.

Protons may also be polarized by nuclear scattering, especially at

high energies (i.e., above 100 MeV). Detection of polarization is achieved

most frequently by a double-scattering experiment. Energy loss by
ionization occurs without appreciably affecting the polarization of

protons. Low-energy polarized protons are formed in certain nuclear

reactions.
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Problems

2-1 Derive Eq. (2-2.10) for a small value of 6 in the form 6 = Zel\Eb.

Do the same for any value of by considering first the momentum transfer in

any central force and specializing to the particular case of an inverse-square

force.

2-2 What is the probability that an alpha particle of 5 McV energy

crossing a gold leaf of 1 mg cm-2 will be deflected through an angle between

10° and 11"?

2-3 If the alpha particle mentioned in Prob. 2-2 is deflected by 20s
,

what is its impact parameter and distance of maximum approach?

2-4 Prove Eq. (2-2.18) by introducing the relative coordinates of the

colliding bodies and their reduced mass.

2-5 Find the maximum angle of scattering in the laboratory system for

alpha particles impinging on protons.

2-6 Use Fig. 2-7 to find the range in copper of an alpha particle having

an energy of 30 MeV and of a muon having an energy of 75 MeV. What is

their specific energy loss in copper? Estimate the ranges of the same particles
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in aluminum, lead, and hydrogen, by considering the effect of the change in /

(for hydrogen assume / = 14.9 eV). Note that the number of electrons per

gram of absorber is approximately twice as large for hydrogen as for other

substances and hence its mass stopping power is also twice as large.

2-7 Show by a dimensional argument based on the Thomas-Fermi

atomic model that the constant / of Eq. (2-3.10) is proportional to Z [F.

Bloch, Z. Physik, 81, 363 (1933)].

2-8 Justify the following formula used in photographic emulsion studies.

The number n of delta rays having an energy between W\ and Wo, per unit

length of the track, is

2tt./KZ2 / e2 \ 2 hnc1

~T* w/ Km
mc2

\

~wj

where Jif is the number of electrons per unit volume of emulsion and jl and

Z refer to the particle making the track.

2-9 The following equation has been given for the energy loss per centi-

meter by fission fragments,

1 dE

N dx

AttCa

mv-
(Z?)*Z2 log -

1.123/m©8/! 47*4
7- +

log

WZJ8

MiMt

M*lfi
Z, 2Z2

2

. Mi + M-i ZiZze2

where 1 refers to the fission fragment and 2 to the absorber material. The

quantity oSCr is the impact parameter beyond which the energy loss resulting

in nuclear collisions is zero because of screening. The first term refers to

electron collisions, the second to nuclear collisions. Justify and discuss the

equation.

2-10 Show that the probability of an energy loss dE by ionization for

a particle of charge z traversing dx cm of a substance is approximately

e>(E)dE dx = xNZrJ
2mcW dE

8s wdx

where A' is the number of atoms per cubic centimeter, rt is the classical radius

of the electron, and E is the energy of the particle.

2-11 An absorption curve of a sample emitting beta and gamma rays

was taken, using a Lauritsen electroscope, with aluminum absorbers. The

data obtained were:

Absorber Absorber

thickness, Activity, thickness, Activity,

g cm-2 divisions min^ 1 gem * divisions min -1

5.8 0.700 0.11

0.070 3.5 0.800 0.10

0.130 2.2 1.00 0.10

0.200 1.3 2.00 0.092

0.300 0.60 4.00 0.080

0.400 0.28 7.00 0.065

0.500 0.12 10.00 0.065

0.600 0.11 14.00 0.040



(a) Find Ihe maximum energy of the beta spectrum (in MeV). (b) Find 77
the energy of the gamma ray. (c) What would be the absorption coefficient

of this gamma ray in lead?

2-12 Evaluate the angle 0\ of Sec. 2-7 and find

4tt/VZ(Z + I):V
0i

2 = /
/f-v*

where / is in cm . See (Se 59), Vol. I, p. 285.

2-13 Calculate <©*) due to multiple scattering for 100-McV protons

crossing 2 mm of copper.

2-14 The discontinuities in absorption coefficients give a method for

bracketing X-ray wavelengths in small intervals by measuring the absorption

in elements with adjacent values of Z. Consider two absorbers: one with the

K absorption edge above, the one with the edge below the wavelength to be

measured. Plan experimenls to identify by this method the K radiation of

Tc and At.

2-15 A gamma ray is Compton-scattcrcd backward (0 = 180). Calcu-

late the energy of the scattered quantum for a primary quantum having

fioj - 0.01, 0.1. 1.0. 10. 100, 1,000 MeV.
2-16 Calculate limiting expressions of the Klein-Nishina formula for

hui §> mc 2 and hm <^ nu-.

2-17 A gamma ray has the absorption coefficient of 0.6 cm-1
in lead.

Give its mass absorption coefficient and the absorption cross section per

electron. What can you say about the energy of the gamma ray? If you

measured the absorption coefficient in aluminum, what would you expect to

find?

2-18 Electrons of 1 BcV energy pass through a lead plate I cm thick.

Calculate the mean square of the linear deviation of the emergent points from

the geometrical shadow point on the exit surface of the lead plate. What is

the probability that the electron will produce a quantum? Repeat the calcula-

tion for a proton.

2-19 In the annihilation of positronium in the 1 So stale, following the

proof of Bcthe and dc Hoffmann, one finds two quanta with eigenfunctions

LL - RR

Show that the linear polarizations of the two quanta are perpendicular to

each other. Repeat the analysis for the case LL + RR. See (BH 59).

2-20 To reduce the energy of a proton beam by using a copper modera-

tor, what are the required thickness of copper, the fraction of the primary

beam passing through, and the value of <©> due to multiple scattering in

the following cases:

E initial E final

I IScY 100 MeV
100 MeV 30 MeV

3 MeV 0.3 MeV

Discuss the effect of nuclear absorption in all three cases, and also esti-

mate the final momentum spread, A/; 77, in each instance.

Problems





CHAPTER III

Detection Methods for

Nuclear Radiations

I—/xperiments ix nuclear physics depend upon the detection of

nuclear radiations. This detection is made possible by the interaction of

nuclear radiations with atomic electrons, which was treated in Chap. 2.

Here wc shall describe the main instruments which arc used in practice.

3-1 Classification

For reasons of convenience, we shall classify them as shown in

Table 3-1.

The same detector can be used in studies of various radiations,

for the interaction of the radiations with the sensitive part of a detector

may depend on different phenomena. Thus, a gas ionization chamber

may detect heavy charged particles through their direct ionization

effect; gamma rays through the photoelcctrons, Compton electrons, or

electron-positron pairs they produce in the gas or at the walls; high-

energy neutrons through the ionization produced by recoil protons;

and slow neutrons through the alpha particles produced by nuclear

capture in boron or by the fission of U235
. Similarly, a Cerenkov counter

Table 3-1 Summary of Detection Methods

Type Detection of single events Detection of many particles

Electric Ionization chamber

Proportional counter

Geiger-Mullcr counter

Semiconductor counter

Optical Scintillation counter

Cerenkov counter

Photographic emulsion

Cloud chamber

Bubble chamber

Spark chamber

Ionization chamber

Photographic blackening

Chemical detectors

79
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can be used to detect charged particles and also gamma rays if the latter

have enough energy to produce detectable electrons.

Instruments also differ widely in the information they yield. Some
provide accurate determinations of the time at which an event occurs

(say, within I nsec) but give little spatial resolution; a large Cerenkov
counter is an example of this type. Other instruments provide excellent

spatial resolution but no information about the time at which the event

took place. Photographic emulsions used to record tracks of particles

arc a case in point. Instruments that make possible very precise measure-

ments of the total energy released in an event may provide only a moder-
ately accurate time resolution. An example would be a gas-iilled ionization

chamber ora solid-stale counter used to detect theencrgyofalpha particles.

The efficiency of an instrument, i.e., the probability of its detecting

a radiation crossing it, is another important characteristic. This may
vary greatly. For most of the directly ionizing radiations, the efficiency

is 1. In the detection of neutrons the efficiency depends strongly on their

energy, ranging from a few per cent at high energy to nearly 1 for slow
neutrons. There is a similar dependence of efficiency on energy in the

case of gamma rays.

Almost all instruments, after detecting an event, lose their sensitivity

for a certain period known as dead time. This period sets a limitation

on the number of events per unit time that an instrument can count.

It is clear that in order to count with high efficiency the reciprocal of the

counting rate must be very small compared to the dead time.

Space, time, and energy resolution, efficiency, dead time, and other

experimental requirements may depend on the size of the detector.

The requirements often conflict, making compromises necessary in the

choice and design of detectors. Typical numbers for parameters of
different detectors arc given in Table 3-2. Most of the radiation detectors

listed in the table cannot function usefully without auxiliary electronic

Table 3-2 Numbers for Detector Parameters

Time Dead Space

resolution, time. resolution. Volume,
Detector sec sec cm cm3

Ionization chamber 10-s io-= (a) 1-10*

Geiger-Miillcr counter io-° io-« 1") 1-10"

Semiconductor counter 10-8 10-" 0.5 0.1

Scintillation counter 10-* 10 « (<) 1-10*

Cerenkov counter io-» io-» (a) 10-10'

Photographic emulsion 10 * 10*

Cloud chamber 10 - 100 0.05 10'

Bubble chamber 10-3 1 5 x 10-3 10s

Spark chamber io-« 10-* 0.05 5 x 10=

" Depends on the size of the instrument.



equipment, such as amplifiers, discriminators, coincidence circuits, and
scalers. For example, the light emitted by a single particle passing through

a Cerenkov counter can be detected only by a sensitive photomultiplier

tube; the electrical impulse of the photomultiplier must then be amplified

so that it can be used in a coincidence circuit or recorded on a scaler.

In complex experiments, even a computer can be considered as auxiliary

equipment when it is used to record and analyze the data from a system of
many counters or to interpret the data obtained from a bubble chamber.
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3-2 Ionization Chambers

Ionization chambers are one of the oldest types of instruments used

in nuclear physics and are extremely versatile. An ionization chamber
is essentially a vessel containing some substance, usually gas,

which becomes ionized when charged particles pass through it. The
ions are collected with the aid of an electric field, and the ionization

current is measured. We recall from Chap. 2 that it takes about 35 eV
to form an ion pair in air. If the primary radiation loses 1 MeV in the

chamber, it will form approximately 2.86 x 104 ion pairs—a quantity

of electrical charge equal to 4.6 x 10 10 C for each sign. A minimum-
ionizing, singly charged particle produces about 30 ion pairs in traversing

1 cm of air at atmospheric pressure. In general, ionization chambers
are designed to collect all the ions produced in them, and a chamber
is said to reach saturation when such total collection is made. At the

same time, however, ion multiplication by secondary phenomena must
be avoided. If it occurs, the apparatus works differently and is not called

normally an ionization chamber (see Sec. 3-3). A schematic design of a

typical ionization chamber is given in Fig. 3-1.

The rate of collection of the ions is determined by their mobility,

which is defined as the ratio of the ion velocity to the electric field in the

chamber. In air at STP, the ion mobility is of the order of 1 cm sec-1

per volt cm-1
. Values of the mobilities of positive and negative ions arc

listed in Table 3-3.

In cases where one is interested in integrating the current over a

period of time long compared with the time for collecting the ions, the

R

V -

Figure 3-1 Typical ionization chamber. Parallel-plate

ionization chamber with guard ring. R, guard ring;

S, sample emitting an alpha particle; V, battery; C,

collecting electrode.

p (
s

1 *-
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Table 3-3 Mobility of Positive

and Negative Ions

in Gases

Mobility," cm sec- 1 per volt cm-1

Gas + ion — ion

Air 1.37 1.8

Hydrogen 5.7 8.6

Nitrogen 1.29 1.82

Oxygen 1.33 1.80

Helium 5.1 6.3

Argon 1.37 1.7

Carbon dioxide 0.79 0.95

Acetylene 0.71 0.86

Benzene 0.18 0.21

Methyl iodide 0.23 0.23

" At 760 mm pressure and 15"C.

0.3 0.4

Ejp, volt cm-'/mm Hg

Figure 3-2 Drift velocities of electrons in argon-methane mixtures. The ordinate is in centimeters
per microsecond; the abscissa gives the electric field (in volts per centimeter) divided by the gas
pressure (in millimeters of mercury). Curves are labeled according to the percentage of methane in

argon. [Fulbright, in (Fl E).]



mobility is unimportant. However, when one is interested in measuring
the current produced by a single primary particle crossing the chamber,

a short collecting lime becomes desirable. A short collecting time is

achieved by collecting only electrons whose velocity is about 1,000

times greater than that of the positive ions produced. For this purpose

one uses pure noble gases or, better, mixtures such as Ar-COa, or

Ar-CH4 in which electrons remain free and hence, available for rapid

collection. This can be seen in Fig. 3-2, where the electron velocity is

plotted against the ratio of the electric field to the gas pressure. The
comparatively high velocity allows the electrons to be collected in

a time during which the positive ions barely move. As a consequence,

with the usual type of apparatus (Fig. 3-3a) the output voltage depends

on the site at which the ion is formed. In Fig. 3-3a, if only the nega-

tive charge <7 moves, the output voltage A V of the detector is given by

AK=-1*
Cd

(3-2.1)

where C is the electrical capacity of one electrode with respect to the

other. The dependence of AF upon the site of ion formation is often

undesirable and can be obviated by introducing an auxiliary grid, as

shown in Fig. 3-3b. Since the electrons produce a significant output

voltage only when they travel between grid a and the collecting electrode

b, the same signal is obtained regardless of where the electron was liber-

ated between a and c. An application of this method a grid chamber

used to measure very accurately the total ionization produced by alpha

particles— is shown in Fig. 3-4.

Ionization chambers and other detectors depending on ionization

by charged particles can also be used to detect uncharged particles, for

instance, gamma rays and neutrons. Fast neutrons traversing a chamber
filled with hydrogen gas can be detected through the ionization produced

by the recoil protons that arise from neutron-proton collisions. For

slow neutrons one can use a gas, such as BF3 , containing boron nuclei
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(a) (b)

Figure 3-3 (a) Schematic drawing of an ion pair in a parallel-plate ionization chamber; (b) same
as (a) but with an auxiliary grid. V, Ki are the potentials of electrodes c and a.



Figure 3-4 Ionization chamber

for measuring the total energy of

alpha particles. 1, valve; 2,

electrode with source foil; 3,

Plexiglas cover; 4, proportional

counter filament; 5, cylindrical

counter cathode; 6, insulator; 7,

first grid for special measure-

ments of angular correlations; 8,

insulator; 9, collecting electrode;

10, second grid; 11, insulator;

S, sample. [Komar, Korolev, and
Kocharov, Izv. Akad. Nauk
SSSR, 22, No. 7, 824 (1958).]

that disintegrate under slow neutron bombardment emitting detectable

alpha particles. Sometimes the chambers contain substances having

special nuclear properties that make them sensitive only to particular

radiations. For example, if the electrodes of a mullielectrode chamber

I inch

Figure 3-5 Multiple-plate fission chamber. I, lead through insulators (Lucite); 2, gas inlet; 3, heavy
second top plate, to be removed after filling of chamber; 4, aluminum rings supporting uranium-
coated foils; 5, supporting rod and lead; 6, metal spacer; 7, Lucite spacers. [Courtesy C. E. Wiegand.]
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are coated with U 235
, the chamber becomes sensitive to slow neutrons,

which cause the fission of the U 235 nuclei. If the electrodes are coated

with Bi, the chamber becomes sensitive to neutrons with energy greater

than 50 MeV—the threshold for producing fission in bismuth by means
of neutrons. Figure 3-5 gives an example of a multiplate fission chamber.

There arc many possible geometric arrangements for ionization

chambers, ranging from extremely small ones used for dosimetry to

very large ones sometimes employed in cosmic-ray studies. Figure 3-6

shows an example of the first case, in which a small tube the size of a

fountain pen contains the chamber and the electrode. Ionization cham-
bers have also been made by substituting solids or liquids in place of

gases.

Semiconductors have found an important application in the de-

tection of nuclear events. In a pn-typc semiconductor (for example,

Si or Ge, Fig. 3-7) subjected to an electric field, an ionizing particle

crossing the pn junction produces a current pulse and an associated

voltage pulse. A very fast pulse (~ I0_8 scc) results when the ionizing

particle passes through the thin junction region. The pulse amplitude
is proportional to the energy lost in the junction layer over a very wide
range of ionization density. Moreover, the energy required per ion pair

is only about 3 cV compared with 30 eV in a gas. The result is that
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Figure 3-6 Pocket fiber electro-

meter. Victorecn direct-reading

dosimeter. The charging wire

contacts the electrometer string

support for charging only. The
electrometer string is of platin-

ized quartz and moves when the

electrometer is discharged. The
optical system provides for

measuring the displacement of

the quartz fibre. [Courtesy Vic-

torecn Company.]
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semiconductor detectors provide excellent energy resolution (better than 1

per cent) and are especially suitable for experiments involving heavily
ionizing particles such as alpha particles and fission fragments (see
Fig. 3-43). At present, the thickness of the junction is limited to approxi-
mately 1 mm and the area of the counter to 4 cm2

.

3-3 Proportional and Geiger-Miiller Counters

A schematic sketch of a gas-filled cylinder containing an isolated
wire along its axis is shown in Fig. 3-8. When ionizing radiation enters
such a cylinder, the current produced is a function of the impressed
voltage V. At very low voltages, the current is proportional to V;
then, over a certain voltage interval, the current is independent of V.
At this point the apparatus performs as an ionization chamber, and the
current is said to be saturated; i.e., only the primary ions are being
collected.

If the voltage is now increased beyond the saturation interval, the
primary ions begin to produce secondaries by collisions with the gas;
consequently, the primary ionization is multiplied by a factor that
depends on the geometry of the apparatus and on the applied voltage V,
and the device functions as a proportional counter. In this way it is possible

2.2 cm

Figure 3-7 Solid-state detectors: (a) barrier counter
(Au-coated Si wafer); (b) neutron sandwich spectro-
meter using the LP (h,w)H3 reaction. In (b): A, Li^F;
B, silicon wafer; C, Lavitc ring; D, positioning screw;
E, electrical leads. [Courtesy Ortcc Company.]



to obtain multiplication factors up to several thousand. The effective

time of collection which also depends on the geometry and V, can be

reduced to microseconds. We shall not discuss here the mechanism of
the multiplication process. Proportional counters can be used to investi-

gate soft beta rays and also X rays through the photoelectrons they

produce. When traversed by energetic particles, they also provide

information on the ionization density produced by the particles.

Returning to the apparatus of Fig. 3-8, if we increase the voltage

still further, a point is reached (the threshold) at which the presence of

ions in the cylinder triggers a self-sustaining discharge that stops only

if some special device lowers the potential difference across the counter.

This procedure is called external quenching. The current in the discharge

is independent of the primary ionization and the apparatus functions as

a Geiger- Miillcr (G-M) counter. The ultraviolet-light quanta emitted

in the discharge play an essential role in the working of a G-M counter.

However, we shall not describe here the gas-discharge phenomena
occurring in such counters.

Geiger-Miillcr counters are generally filled with argon-alcohol

mixtures at pressures of about 10 cm Hg argon and 2 cm Hg ethyl

alcohol. Occasionally other mixtures, consisting largely of a noble gas and
an organic vapor, are used. The addition of the organic vapor renders

the counter self-quenching; i.e., the discharge stops spontaneously

without the necessity of lowering the voltage across the counter. If

one sends a constant flux of ionizing particles through a G-M counter,

one finds that the counting rate is independent of V over a certain voltage

interval—that is, the counter has a "plateau." An example is shown
in Fig. 3-9. Note that the threshold indicated for the G-M counter is

above the voltage region where the tube works as a proportional counter.

A G-M counter, after a discharge, has a certain dead time, of the order

of 100/isec, during which it cannot register a new pulse. One must
therefore be careful not to send too high a flux through the counter;

otherwise the successive ions arrive during the dead time, when the

counter is paralyzed.

A G-M counter will respond to a single ion formed in the gas;

thus any charged particles crossing the tube is certain to be detected.
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Figure 3-9 Dependence of counting rate of a Geiger counter on applied voltage. A, threshold
voltage; B, limit of plateau. Plateau is 150 Vlong.

X rays, on the other hand, rarely form an ion pair, and their detection
depends on the material of the counter walls from which electrons may
be ejected by the X rays. Generally walls made of materials having high
Z, such as lead, are the most favorable, but even then the efficiency

for X rays or gamma rays is generally of the order of 1 per cent. Typical
constructions of G-M counters are shown in Figs. 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12.

A G-M counter can be rendered sensitive to neutrons byfilling it with
a boron-containing gas, commonly BF3 . It is also possible to embed
such a counter in paraffin (Fig. 3-13) in such a way that its sensitivity

to neutrons is more or less independent of energy in the range from a
few keV to a few MeV.

Figure 3-10 Thin mica-window counter. Window
thickness 3 mg cm-2

. Diameter approximately 4 cm. 1,

wolfram anode wire; 2, metal shell; 3, Kovar-glass
seal; 4, glassbead; 5, glass sleeve. [Courtesy
Radiation Counter Laboratories, Inc., Skokie, 111.]



Figure 3-11 Dipping counter. Thin glass wall. Dia-

meter approximately 2 cm. 1, Container of the liquid

to be assayed (/.): 2, glass wall metallized on the inside;

3, anode wire. [Courtesy Radiation Counter Labor-

atories, Inc., Skokie, 111.] 2 cm

3-4 Scintillation Counters

At the beginning of this century, Crookcs. introduced a device,

which he called a spinthariscope, for counting single alpha particles.

This instrument worked on the principle that an alpha particle imping-

ing on a screen (covered with zinc sulfide containing additional acti-

vating impurities) produces scintillations that can be observed with a

low-power microscope (Crookes; Elster and Geitel, 1903). The dials of

luminous watches owe their luminosity to such scintillations; they arc

made by adding a small amount of a radioactive substance to a paste

containing activated zinc sulfide.

The spinthariscope was an extremely important instrument in the

hands of Rutherford and his pupils, who employed it extensively in

establishing, for instance, Rutherford's scattering law. However, because

the method was extremely laborious, it later fell into disuse with the

development of G-M counters. Recently, modern versions have come to

the forefront through the use of photomultipliers to detect scintillations,

thus dispensing with dependence on the human eye and the accom-

panying labor and uncertainty of efficiency in detection. Many sub-

stances scintillate when bombarded by nuclear radiations, but those

commonly used in practice fall into three classes: plastics, liquids,

and organic and inorganic crystals. Noble gases (Kr, Xc) and liquid

helium have been used for special purposes such as the detection

Figure 3-12 Cosmic-ray Geiger-Miiller counter. Actual counter 30 inches long. 1, Kovar-glass

seals; 2, anode wire; 3, metal cathode. [Courtesy Radiation Counter Laboratories, Inc., Skokie, 111.]
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Figure 3-13 (a) Two neutron
counters designed by Hanson and
McKibbcn with uniform sen-

sitivity (to within ~ 10 per cent)

from 10 kcV to 3 MeV. The
second, or shielded, counter is

designed to operate in a region

of relatively high scattered neu-

tron background. C arc BF3
counters; D, cadmium caps and
shields, (b) Relative sensitivity in

an arbitrary scale versus neutron
energy of the shielded long

counter with (1) and without (2)

holes in the front face of the

paraffin. [A. O. Hanson and
J. L. McKibben, Phys. Rev., 72,

673 (1947).]
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of fission fragments or alpha particles. Tabic 3-4 gives typical charac-

teristics of a few scintillating substances. The scintillation light is emitted

for the most part over a continuous spectrum with a maximum between

4,100 and 4,500 A. When the scintillations occur in the extreme ultra-

violet, one uses a light shifter, i.e., a substance that, when excited in the

extreme ultraviolet, fluoresces in a more convenient spectral region.

It is possible with modern photomultiplicrs to detect a particle

that loses only 4 keV in a scintillator. This is a practical figure and takes

into account the problem of the collection of light. A phototube gives

one electron at the cathode for about 20 light quanta, and the tube itself

multiplies the electron by a factor of 108 in a period of a few pico

seconds. The electron avalanche striking the anode may last ~3 x 10~9

sec. The fluctuations in this period depend on the structure of the photo-

multiplier tube. An example of a photomultiplicr tube is shown in

Fig. 3-14.

The density of ionization in some scintillating mediums influences

the time dependence of light emission. If the ionization density is low,

the light is emitted faster than if the ionization density is high. This

effect has important applications in distinguishing different types of

particles such as protons and alpha particles entering a scintillator. A
very striking case is that of neutrons and gamma rays. The first act

through recoil protons, the second mainly through Compton electrons.

By measuring the total amount of light emitted in a time interval of

the order of 0.5 /xsec and the maximum instantaneous intensity (at about

0.1 /xsec after the excitation), it is possible to distinguish clearly between

scintillations produced by X rays and those produced by neutrons

(Fig. 3-15).

Sodium iodide crystals activated with thallium are especially

valuable for detecting X rays. They can be made nearly 100 per cent

efficient, and the amount of light emitted can be related to the energy ofthe

impinging radiation. This, however, may require a pulse-height analysis,

like the one shown in Figs. 3-16 and 3-17, and an interpretation of the

various peaks.
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Table 3-4 Characteristics of Scintillators

Density, Refractive Decay constant, Light Wavelength
Substance gem 3 index nscc (anthracene = 100) of max A

Anthracene 1.25 32 100 4,470

Stilbcnc 1.16 1.62 4 60 4,100

Plastic" 1.04 1.58 3 36 4,500

Liquid" 0.88 1.50 3 40 3.820

Nal(Tl) 3.67 1.77 250 230 4,130

ZnS(Ag) 4.09 2.36 200 300 4,500

1 Polystyrene + 16 g liter ' /i-terphcnyl.

' Toluene +3 g liter
-1 2-5-dyphcnyl oxazolc.
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Large liquid scintillators, loaded with cadmium or boron and having

a volume of hundreds of liters, are among the most efficient neutron

detectors. Efficiencies greater than 95 per cent are possible.

Plastic and crystal scintillators can be made in all shapes and sizes.

They are sometimes put in direct optical contact with a photomultiplier.

However, for convenience they may be connected to the photomultiplier

by light pipes. These are highly polished pieces of plastic (Plexiglas) in

which the light travels by multiple reflections from the walls. The attenu-

ation in light pipes is generally small (in the visible spectrum), but it

must be remembered that it is not possible to funnel the light from a
large scintillator to a small photocathode surface without an attenuation

incident light

\
faceplate

semitransparent

photocathode
internal

conductive coating

grid No. 2

photocathode

metal-flange terminal

grid No. 3

1-14: dynodes

15: anode

Figure 3-14 Schematic arrange-

ment of a photomultiplier tube

(RCA 7046). The electrons

emitted from the illuminated

curved cathode are directed by
fixed electrostatic fields provided

by grids No. 1 and No. 2 to the

first dynodc 1 (secondary emitter).

The electrons impinging on the

dynodc surface produce many
other electrons, the number de-

pending on the energy of the

impinging electrons. These

secondary electrons are then

directed by fixed electrostatic

fields along curved paths to the

second dynode 2, where they

produce more electrons. This
multiplying process is repeated

in 14 stages until electrons emitted

by the last dynode, No. 14, are

collected by the anode and con-

stitute the current utilized in the

output circuit. Total multiplica-

tion 2xl0 7
. [Courtesy RCA

Company.]



of light that is at least in the ratio of the surface areas at each end of the

light pipe.

3-5 Cerenkov Counters

The Cerenkov counter works on the principle that radiation is

emitted by charged particles whose velocity /8c exceeds the velocity of

light in a given medium, i.e., when /3 > \jn, where n is the refractive

index of the medium. The intensity of Cerenkov light in the visible

spectrum is about 100 times weaker than typical scintillation light in a

plastic. A particle moving with velocity c in a medium having n = 1.5

emits about 250 light quanta per centimeter of path (see Sec. 2-5).

Even though Cerenkov light is comparatively weak, Cerenkov

counters are very useful in high-energy nuclear physics because of the

directional property of the light. That is Cerenkov radiation is emitted

in a cone of half angle 6, the axis of the cone being the incident-particle

direction. The angle B is given by the expression

cos = —

-

«J8
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1,000 -TV r

Figure 3-15 Light emission as a

function of time for a scintillator

(quaterphenyl) excited by neu-

trons or gamma rays. Ordinatcs

arc on a logarithmic scale. Open
circles, gamma rays; closed

circles, neutrons. [R. B. Owen,

IRE Trans., NS-5, 198 (1958).]
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Figure 3-16 The pulse-height

distributions for Zn65 on I !r by
1-in. (S curve) and 3- by 3-in.

crystals (L curve) of activated

sodium iodide. Ordinate is num-
ber of pulses on a logarithmic

scale; abscissa, pulse height. The
peaks observed are: A, back-
scattered radiation; B, annihil-

ation radiation (0.51 MeV); C,

primary radiation (1.12 MeV).
[P. R. Bell, in (Si 55).]

Thus transparent Cerenkov radiators, coupled with optical devices and
photomuitipliers, make useful velocity selectors for high-energy par-
ticles. An example is given in Fig. 3-18.

Cerenkov counters can also be used to detect high-energy X rays.

In this application a large block of heavy glass is employed as the Ceren-
kov radiator. The X rays produce a shower in the glass, and one can
gain some idea of the energy of the X ray from the total amount of
light emitted by the shower. Glass especially suited for this purpose
can be obtained in large blocks with good transparency. A typical

glass has the composition shown in Table 3-5. This particular glass has

Table 3-5 Glass Composition

Compound Xa 2 K aO PbO Si02 AszOa

Percentage by weight 1.0 3.4 C1.7 33.1 0.8
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a density of 4.49 gem-3
, n = 1.72, and radiation length X = 2cm.

An example of such a glass Ccrcnkov counter is shown in Fig. 3-19.

3-6 Photographic Emulsions

The blackening of photographic plates was the first effect of nuclear

radiation ever observed (Becquerel, 1896), and the blackening of plates

or films is still a very important detection method. It is interesting to

note that the reciprocity law according to which the blackening of a plate

by X rays depends only on the product I t (I = intensity, t = time of

exposure) is valid in most cases. Special film for X rays is being manu-

factured currently and is used with or without reinforcing screens,

which increase the photographic action of the primary radiation by

emitting secondary light or electrons.

Single particles are detectable in special photographic emulsions

rich in silver bromide. This old technique (Kinoshita, 1912) has been

recently perfected and is now very useful. A typical modern emulsion

(G-5 of llford) is described in Table 3-6.
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Figure 3-17 The response to the

two gamma rays of an Na'24

decay for the \\- by 1-in. (5

curve) and 3- by 3-in. crystals

(/. curve). Ordinate is number of

pulses on a logarithmic scale;

abscissa, pulse height. A, back-

scattered radiation; B, annihil-

ation radiation; C, 1.38 MeV
primary; D, pair production

with escape of both annihilation

photons; E, pair production with

escape of one annihilation

photon; F, primary 2.76 MeV.

[P. R. Bell, in (Si 55).]
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10 cm
(a> (b)

Figure 3-18 Schematic diagram of the velocity-selector Cerenkov counter: (a) side view; (b) front

Til f'u
ra
^

iat°r; M
'
cylindrical mirrors

: **: plane mirrors; D, detectors (photomultiplicrs);
B, black baffle; P, incident particles. [O. Chamberlain and C. E. Wiegand, UCRL 9288.]

] glass

H plastic

gamma rays
A

12 inches

Figure 3-19 A large glass block used as a Cerenkov counter for high-energy gamma rays. The
instrument can be used as a spectrometer. The schematic arrangement of the spectrometer, shows the
glass, phototubes, and magnetic shield, as well as the anticoincidence counter, lead converter and
coincidence counter. These two scintillation counters ensure that the electron showers which are
pulse-height-analyzed, start in the 6-mm. lead converter C, and thus all begin at the same place in
the system. F, iron magnetic shields;^, plastic scintillator in anticoincidence with B and D- B plastic
scintillator in coincidence with D; C, Pb converter 6 mm thick; G, glass Cerenkov radiator- D
detectors (photomultipliers). [Brabant, Moyer, and Wallace, Rev. Sci. Instr., 28, 421 (1957).]
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Tabic 3-6 Data on II ford G-5 Emulsion ° 97

Density, g cm"3 3.007

Moms, cm 3 8.12 x

Mean A 28.98

MeanZ 13.17

Mean Z* 456

Radiation length, cm 2.93

1Q22

Ag, 1.85 gem"
Br,1.36gcm-»

I, 0.024 g cm-'

C, 0.27 g cm 3

H, 0.056 gem 3

0,0.27 gem :'

S, 0.010 gem"'
X, 0.067 g cm 3

" The emulsion considered inthctablcisassumedtobe

in equilibrium with air of 50 per cent relative humidity.

A minimum-ionizing single charged particle produces about 30

developable grains per 100 /x of path length. The grain density is propor-

tional to - dEjdx and can thus be used to measure the velocity of a

particle, at least so long as v <£ c and the grain density does not reach

saturation. Saturation occurs at - dEjdx ~ 10^ MeV g" 1 cm-'-'. For

such a high specific energy loss and the consequent high specific

ionization, all grains on the track arc developable: a further increase

of the specific ionization cannot increase the grain density. The

determination of the specific ionization is often accomplished in practice

by measuring the length of the gaps, i.e., of the regions free of

SECTION 3-6
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Figure 3-20 Graph for deter-

mining the specific ionization by

measuring "gaps." Variation with

gap length / of the number of

gaps of length equal to or

greater than /, for particles of

different specific ionization.

[(PFP 59).
1

2 4 8 10

gap length in scale divisions

(1 scale div. = 0.83 /<)
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developed grains along a track (Fig. 3-20). The range of a particle

traversing a photographic emulsion is also a function of the particle

energy and can be found in range-energy tables (Fig. 3-21).

For velocities near c, it is still possible to measure the quantity pfi

(where p is momentum) from the multiple scattering. One has approxi-

mately

/ / \W z
<a> = K —— — (3-6.1)

where <a> is the projected angle between chords of successive track

segments of length / (in microns). For / - 100 /i the constant K is 25.
8°

for single charged particles and for pfi in MeV/c (Fig. 3-22). The density

of delta rays along a heavily ionizing track provides another means

of measuring the energy of the particles.

Emulsions can be loaded with elements such as B, Bi, and U for

special purposes; they can also be assembled in relatively large "stacks"

range, y-

10" r
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Figure 3-21 Nomogram for

range, momentum, energy, and
mass to be used in emulsion

work. It relates to four variables

by laying a straight edge across

the scales. [Courtesy W. Barkas.]



(for example, 30 by 20 by 10 cm thick, with single layers 600/x thick)

and subsequently disassembled for development. Each emulsion is then

mounted on a glass plate and observed separately. With suitable mark-

ings, it is possible to follow the individual tracks through the successive

emulsion layers. Figure 1-6 shows the historic photograph in which the

pi meson was discovered.
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3-7 Cloud Chambers

C. T. R. Wilson observed that a supersaturated vapor tends to

condense on ions and that the resulting droplets become visible under
bright illumination. He developed the first cloud chamber in 1912,

with which he obtained the beautiful pictures of Fig. 3-23.

A cloud chamber is essentially a box, filled with a gas and a vapor

(for example, air and H2O). that can be expanded rapidly by a piston

or a moving wall. Adiabatic expansion cools the gas and makes the vapor

supersaturated. The saturated vapor pressure p* on a drop of radius r

having an electric charge e is greater than the saturated vapor pressure

on a plane surface/? according to the formula

1
P

log =
P prR

M ( e* k - I \
2t (3-7.1)

where M is the molecular weight of the vapor and p, t, and k are, re-

spectively, the density, surface tension, and dielectric constant of the

liquid. The vapor will therefore condense around charges, forming

droplets that grow rapidly in size. The expansion ratio necessary to

obtain suitable condensation conditions varies with the gas and vapor:

for example, for air-alcohol mixtures at 20'C, a suitable expansion

ratio is 1.31. The initial supcrsaturation, i.e., the pressure of the alcohol

vapor divided by the pressure of the saturated alcohol vapor at the

temperature immediately following expansion is then 5.7.

Figure 3-22 Values of the

scattering constant as a function

of cell size for different values

of /3. The scattering constant is

measured in units such that if

the value of <x> is given in

degrees per 100 y., K!(%) gives

the value ofp$ for singly charged

particles in MeV/e. For multiple

charged particles of any mass,

the scattering constant given by

the curve labeled £ — 0. 1 may
be taken. But note the term

z in the relation /?/8 = Kzj(j£).

l(PFP 59).]

50 100 200 500 1,000 2.000

cell length, v-
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The cloud chamber remains sensitive for about 0.1 sec after expan-
sion, and the ions must be swept away by an electric field before a new
compression-expansion cycle begins. Cloud chambers are usually

illuminated by electric flashes in xenon, and the tracks are photo-
graphed stereoscopically in order to be able to reconstruct the event in

three dimensions.

Magnetic fields of about 2 x 10* G are often applied to the chamber
to measure the momentum of the particles producing the tracks. The
accuracy of the measurement of curvature is limited by turbulence in

the chamber and by the unavoidable multiple scattering in the gas.

The first effect can be avoided by careful construction and operation.

As an example of the cloud chamber see Fig. 3-24.

The expansion mechanism of a cloud chamber may be triggered

at regular time intervals or in synchrony with the output of an artificial

source such as an accelerator. It is also possible to arrange around a
chamber counters or other devices that will trigger the chamber only
when they detect a particular event. This is feasible because the chamber
retains the ability of forming the tracks for long enough to allow the

motion of the parts determining the expansion (Blackctt and Occhialini,

1933; see Fig. 2-33).

It is also possible to build continuously operating cloud chambers
which do not need any expansion mechanism. These are boxes having

Figure 3-23 Original pictures of alpha particles

obtained by C. T. R. Wilson in 1912.



a vertical temperature gradient, with the top warm and the bottom cold,

and containing a mixture of gas and vapor. A layer is formed in which

the vapor is supersaturated and in which tracks can be produced. This

type of chamber can be operated with different mixtures of gas and

vapor and at pressures up to several atmospheres. Demonstration cham-

bers can be built very easily (Fig. 3-25).
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3-8 Bubble Chambers

A recent important development (Glaser, 1952) in the art of detect-

ing nuclear radiation has been the bubble chamber. This is a chamber

full of a liquid at a pressure and temperature such that it is below the

boiling point. The pressure is then suddenly lowered, thereby lowering

the boiling point, and the liquid starts to develop bubbles, which form

preferentially around ions. The bubbles are, like the droplets in a cloud

chamber, visible under strong illumination. Bubble chambers are

sensitive for times of the order of 10 msec. They have been operated

Figure 3-24 Top view of a cloud chamber with magnetic field. M, magnet; C, coils; /.illumination;

P, photography. The rubber diaphragm T moves between the holey plates t/and Kwhcn previously

compressed air is released through E by opening valve TV. [Thompson, Burwcll, and Huggett,

Nuovo Cimento, Suppl., 4, 286 (1956).]
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with various liquids, including hydrogen, deuterium, helium, propane,
and xenon. Their great advantage lies in the fact that the detecting mater-
ial is much denser than the gas in cloud chambers and of simpler

composition than photographic emulsions. For instance, in a hydrogen
bubble chamber, hydrogen has a density of 0.07 g cm-3 at the boiling

point under 1 aim pressure, whereas the density of the gas is

0.0899 x 10-3 g cm -3 at °C and 1 atm.

A hydrogen bubble chamber of very large dimensions has been
developed by Alvarez and his co-workers. Figure 3-26 shows their

chamber, which is 72 in. long and contains ~500 liters of liquid hydro-
gen. It is especially suited to the study of the complex phenomena that

occur in the interactions of high-energy particles with hydrogen. Several

of the illustrations in this book, notably those in Chap. 15, show the
power of this method.

The cloud chamber and bubble chamber give a picture of the event

being studied that must be analyzed to extract the pertinent information.

The event is first reconstructed in space by using two or more photo-
graphs taken from different angles, i.e., a stereoscopic projection. The
momenta of the particles involved arc measured either from their range

or from the curvature of their trajectories in a known magnetic field.

The analysis is laborious and is greatly assisted by computing machines.

The reader is referred to the literature for this special subject (see

Rosenfeld, Chap. 3 Bibliography).

3-9 Spark Chamber

The spark chamber, a device based on old principles but developed

^^H , « i % « • *t

A .1

coo i
12 inches-

Figure 3-25 A simple, contin-

uously sensitive cloud chamber.
W, window; V, velvet pad; G,

glass rings; A, counters; DI, dry
ice; //, healers. [E. W. Cowan,
Rev. Set. Instr., 21, 991 (1950).]



only in recent years (Cranshaw and De Beer, 1957;Fukui and Miyamoto,

1959), combines some of the features of counter arrays and of the bubble

chamber. In its simplest form a spark chamber is an array of thin con-

ducting plates. The even-numbered ones are grounded, and the odd-

numbered can be brought to a high voltage. The gaps between plates

are filled with a noble gas at atmospheric pressure. The gaps are about

8 mm wide, and a voltage of about 10 kV is applied across them for a

short time (~ 0.2/^sec) at a chosen moment. The chamber is sensitive

for about 0.5 /*scc preceding the application of the voltage. Any
charged particle passing through the chamber during this period pro-

duces along its path a visible and audible discharge which can be located

by photographing and by acoustical or electrical methods. A clearing

field is applied between the plates to sweep away unwanted electrons and

ions.

From this description it is apparent that the chamber can be triggered

with counters by applying the sensitizing field. The short interval

during which the chamber is sensitive allows it to photograph the de-

sired events without a serious background even when the flux of
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Figure 3-26 Longitudinal cross section of the 72-in. hydrogen bubble chamber. [Lawrence Radi-

ation Laboratory; Alvarez group.]
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3-27 Spark-chamber picture of rr~+p 2°+JC reaction and subsequent rcacti
' + y; A° -*/*++ ir"; K > tt 1 +tt~\ y -*• e+ + e~. The spark chamber is in a field of appr
13.5 kG. [Courtesy A. Roberts.]
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particles is several million per second. Ordinarily two cameras at right

angles to one another are used to photograph an event in order to

reconstruct the tracks in space (Fig. 3-27).

3-10 Electronics

In addition to actual detecting devices a wide variety of electronic

apparatus and techniques form an integral part of nuclear instrumenta-

tion. Their detailed description falls outside the scope of this book.

We shall confine ourselves to little more than a catalogue including

some performance data. Many of the devices are now commercially

available.

Almost all detecting devices include amplifiers, i.e., apparatus that

multiply the voltage applied by the primary detector until it becomes easily

measurable. The ratio between the output and the input voltage of the

amplifier is called voltage gain, or simply, gain. It is often important that

the gain be constant over a wide range of the input voltage. An appara-

tus with constant gain is called a linear amplifier. The constancy of the

gain in lime is another important characteristic: a gain drift of less than

1 per cent in 24 hours is a usual requirement.

Direct-current amplifiers are required for ionization chambers in a

steady stale. They are essentially different from pulse amplifiers, and

their significant parameter is current sensitivity: 10 15 A is measurable

to an accuracy of a few per cent,

For pulse-detecting instruments the output depends not only on

the maximum voltage applied but also on the time dependence of the

input voltage. A common way to characterize the time response of an

amplifier is to give its rise time. If wc suddenly apply a voltage v to the

input terminal, the output will rise from 0.1 to 0.9 of its maximum value
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Kigure3-28 Inputand output voltages in an amplifier vm = maximum output voltage; vy = 0.1t;m ;

t2 = 0.9um ; us = vm ',e; 7i = rise time; Tt = decay time.
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within the rise time. The decay lime of the amplifier is defined as the time
taken to return to l/e of the maximum value of the input voltage (Fig.
3-28). Rise times of 2 x 10 9 to 10 6 sec are used in practice. Decay
times are usually 1 to 100 times as long as rise times. Generally speaking,
speed of the amplifier and linearity of the output are mutually exclusive
for high-gain devices.

Another important characteristic of an amplifier is its noise. The
voltage at the output fluctuates, even in the absence of a signal, in an
irregular fashion. Thermal agitation (Johnson noise) and the fluctuation

in current due to the finite charge of the electron (shot effect) are un-
avoidable causes of noise. In a detector the signal-to-noise ratio must
be kept as high as possible. For this reason, amplification of the primary
signal is often performed in two stages: a first stage comprises a pre-
amplifier of modest gain (5 to 10) but of very low noise. Its output is

then fed through a transmission line, if necessary over a distance of
many meters, to the amplifier proper. Another reason for using a pre-
amplifier is that one can adapt it to any special purpose desired and join

it lo a main amplifier of standard design, the same for a variety of appli-
cations. The output voltages of common amplifiers are 10 to 100 volts.

A typical high-gain amplifier is illustrated in Fig. 3-29 and its frequency
response in Fig. 3-30. A typical preamplifier is shown in Fig. 3-31.

It is often important to register pulses following each other at
very short intervals. This is accomplished by decreasing the decay lime
of the amplifier by various tricks, such as reflection of the original
pulse on a terminated line. In this way dead time is minimized even for
large saturating pulses.

In many applications it is also important to have automatic appa-
ratus that will record the number of pulses applied to them. Such
apparatus are called scalers. Their primary component is a flip-flop

circuit (Fig. 3-32). This is a circuit with two stable states of current.
An input pulse changes il from one slate to the other. A switch manually
operated every time that a pulse occurs is the most primitive kind of
flip-flop circuit. Imagine, now, a device that produces a pulse when a
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Figure 3-29 Wide-band transistor amplifier. [R. Scarlett.]



Figure 3-30 Frequency response

of the wideband transistor ampli-

fier shown in Fig. 3-29. Abscissa

in logarithmic scale.

x>—

10 I J_ _u

10"s 10* io- 1
1 10

frequency, Mc
100

flip-flop circuit passes from state b to state a, but not when it passes

from state a to state b. A series of flip-flop circuits connected to each

other by the device mentioned above forms a scaling circuit, as shown

in Fig. 3-33. Assume all the circuits to be initially in state a. Then each

successive pulse will bring the scaler to the states indicated in Fig. 3-33.

It is clear that, if we interpret a as and b as 1, the state of the boxes

after n pulses will be given by the number representing n in a binary

system of numbers, e.g.,

10 11
will indicate

(1 x 1) + (0 x 2) + (0 x 4) + (1 x 8) + (I x 16) - 25

if we put, as is usual with scalers, the highest power of 2 to the right.

The most important characteristic of a flip-flop circuit is its speed,

i.e., how many times per second it can change from one state to the

other; 106 limes per second is a representative figure. It must be remem-

bered, however, that this refers to equally spaced pulses. Random

pulses occurring at the average rate of n per second arc counted with

input £100 K
75 n<

r 4=0.1
i—

—

all tubes are 6AK5

Figure 3-31 Preamplifier circuit containing feedback.
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output

input V^iy-
D

^50K

Figure 3-32 Flip-flop circuit (Higinbotham circuit). Tts principle of operation briefly is as follows:
Suppose that tube Tj is conducting, T2 is nonconducting. A negative signal of sufficient height, fed
to the cathode of the twin diode D, will pass through only the upper half of D, since the anode of the
lower half is at a potential much lower than the cathode. If the cross-coupling capacitor between
the anode of T2 and the grid of ft is sufficiently large, the signal will cause ft to be momentarily
cut off, making ft conducting by way of the cross-feed capacitor between the anode of ft and the
grid of ft; ft will then remain nonconducting. The perfect symmetry of the circuit shows immedi-
ately that the action of the next pulse consists in flipping conductivity from 7'

2 to ft.

2°

"

2s 23

a ( •

b b

a a

3 13

a \ .a

H

Figure 3-33 The functioning of a scaler on the arrival

of successive pulses. The arrows show when a flip-flop

circuit passes a pulse to the next circuit in the chain.
Each box has the property of changing from gray to
white or from white to gray on arrival of a pulse.
Furthermore, if, and only if. a box changes from white
to gray, it passes a pulse to the box at its right.
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an approximate fractional counting loss /it, where t is the minimum

time required for a change from state a to state b, or vice versa. Generally,

the voltage pulses (output of an amplifier) need be counted only if

thcyare above a certain threshold. This is accomplished bya discriminator

circuit. Discriminators are triggered only by pulses above their threshold

and, once triggered, mostly, give a pulse of amplitude and duration

independent of the triggering input. A typical discriminator circuit is

shown in Fig. 3-34.

One of the most powerful electronic tools used in nuclear physics

is the coincidence circuit (Rossi, 1930). Here we have an apparatus that

responds only to two simultaneous input pulses. By "simultaneous"

we mean within a very short time interval (resolving time), for example,

10~8 sec. After a pulse the circuit remains dead for a time of the same

order of magnitude as the resolving time. The output for pulses occurring

separately is appreciably smaller than the output for simultaneous

pulses and will not trigger a discriminator. Thus the whole apparatus

responds only to coincident pulses. Conversely, it is possible to form a

circuit that responds only to separate pulses, but not to coincident

pulses (anticoincidence). In all coincidence and anticoincidence circuits

the input pulses must be similar in shape and amplitude in the two

channels. The classical Rossi coincidence circuit is shown in Fig. 3-35.

The fundamental circuits described above may be combined into

extremely versatile and complicated instruments, such as multichannel

pulseanalyzers. In such an instrument thcinput pulsesarc sorted according

to their magnitude and counted in different channels (up to 4,000

channels are commercially available). A crystal scintillator connected
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Figure 3-34 Discriminator of the Schmitt trigger-circuit type. Its principle of operation briefly

is as follows: Normally only the right-hand tube T<i is conducting, since the grid potential of T\ is

lower than that of T%. A positive pulse of a magnitude equal to or larger than the difference of the

two grid potentials will cause a complete transfer of the current to tube 7i, thereby producing a

positive signal at the plate of Tz. This condition persists until the potential at T\ is lowered sufficiently

to make Tz conducting.
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to a multichannel pulse analyzer gives at once the whole gamma-ray
spectrum emitted by a source.

Besides the fundamental apparatus mentioned above, a number of
indispensable auxiliary apparatus are used in nuclear measurements:
regulated power supplies of high and low voltage, electrostatic volt-
meters, pulse generators for calibration purposes, and gating circuits

that make a detector sensitive only for an assigned time after a given
type of event are examples of the many circuits available.

We cannot give more details of these elaborate electronic tech-
niques, which are in a state of continuous development. In recent years
the use of transistorized equipment has greatly reduced the bulk and
power required. Moreover, tunnel diodes (Esaki, 1958) are radically
affecting such circuits as discriminators and scalers.

3-11 Complex Nuclear Instruments

The detectors described thus far are the fundamental components
of the more elaborate instruments used in nuclear physics. It is obviously
impossible to describe these in detail. In fact every experiment requires
its own combination, and the design of such combinations is an important
part of the experimental art. We shall confine ourselves to a few typical

examples.

output

i nput 2

Figure 3-35 Rossi coincidence

circuit. Normally both solid-

state Zener diodes Zi, Z* arc

conducting, and R is made large

compared with the resistance r

of the diodes. If large, positive

noncoincidcntal pulses are

applied to one of the diodes

only, the current through it will

be cut olf There will result a
small voltage rise at the output

of

AV = VR
__r

= Yj^a
2(R+r) 2 R

where VR is the drop across R
when both diodes are conducting.

If, however, both tubes arc

simultaneously cut off by two
coincident signals, the voltage

rise will be

AV = VR

and can consequently be much
larger than AV.



A powerful auxiliary in all counting methods is the use of coinci-

dence counters (Rutherford, 1912; Bothe, 1928). A single example will

illustrate this method. Suppose that a radioactive substance emits a

beta radiation and a gamma radiation and that we want to know whether

the gamma radiation is emitted within a very short time of the beta

disintegration, as would be the case if the nucleus were left in an excited

state by the beta decay, or whether the gamma ray is uncorrclated

in time with the beta decay, as would in fact happen if it preceded the

beta decay. We could solve this problem by arranging a beta-ray counter

(e.g., a thin-window G-M counter) and a gamma-ray counter (e.g.,

an Nal scintillator) as in Fig. 3-36. We count the single counts in the

two counters and also the coincidences between them, i.e., the times when

both counters register a pulse within a very short time interval t. We
assume now that the beta emission precedes the gamma emission by a

m
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Lucite lining

n

2 cm

(a) (b)

baffles

solid-state detector/

amplifier

Be window

Nal crystal

photomultiplier

(c)
gate pulse signal pulse

to

multichannel

pulse-height analyzer

Figure 3-36 Types of coincidence measurements, (a) Simple coincidence arrangement, not suitable

for gamma-gamma coincidences, because scattered quanta may produce spurious coincidences, (b)

Coincidence arrangement for beta-gamma and gamma-gamma coincidences. The probability of

scattering of electrons or soft gamma rays from one counter to another is reduced by the lead shields

Pb. 5, source; A, absorber, (c) Schematic diagram of an alpha spectrograph arranged for alpha-

gamma coincidence studies.
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time, on the average, <^ r and that the emission of the beta and gamma
rays is isotropic and uncorrelatcd in space. The number of counts
per second registered by the beta counter is

'V = "'n/i (3-n.i)

where V/l is the efficiency of the counter, i.e., the probability that a beta
ray emitted by the source is counted by the detector, and v is the rate
of disintegrations in the source. The number of counts per second regis-
tered by the gamma counter is

"r - "Vy (3-11.2)

and the rate of coincidences if the p and y emission are practically
simultaneous, as happens when the beta ray precedes the gamma ray, is

"e = •"//>?,, (3-11.3)

From these three equations it is possible to find v, V/!, and Vy . This
example is extremely simple, but it illustrates the principle of the coinci-
dence method. The time r plays an essential part. In particular, when we
use the terms "uncorrelated," "coincident," and so on, it is always
with reference to r,

Let us now consider what happens if the gamma emission precedes
the beta emission. We may assume that the time between the two is on
the average much larger than r. The rate of coincidences is then the rate of
"random," or "accidental," coincidences, which we evaluate as follows.
Let us consider the number of times per second in which the beta counter
is activated. This is given by Eq. (3-11.1). Similarly for the gamma counter
we have Eq. (3-1 1.2). Now, every time that the beta counter is activated,
the apparatus will register a coincidence if the gamma counter is also
activated within a time t

/;
. The time r

fi
is the time during which the

"gate" opened by the beta count stays open. During this time we shall
have on the average vr,

7Tfi
gamma impulses, and thus we have a rate of

random coincidences, in which the beta ray precedes the gamma ray,
given by

"fif = **nrVfiTfi (3-11.4)

where the index pr indicates a random coincidence initiated by a beta
ray. Tn the same way we compute the rate of accidental coincidences,
in which the gamma ray precedes the beta ray,

V = "2VyV^ 7 (3-11.5)

Their sum gives the total rate of accidental coincidences. If, as often
happens, Tfi = Ty = T, then

"fir + "
yr = "r = 2v2VyV/iT fl

= 2vflVyr (3-11.6)

Note that the rate of accidental coincidences is proportional to i>
2

,

whereas that of true coincidences is proportional to v.

In measuring coincidences the rate of accidental coincidences must
be considered as a background and subtracted. A good way to check



the rate of accidental coincidences is to use two separate sources, one

for the beta counter, the other for the gamma counter, giving the same

rate vp, vy as the single common source. The coincidence rate obtained

from the two separate sources is the rate of accidental coincidences.

Coincidence can also be used to locate events in space. Thus the

coincidence between two counters can be used to trigger a cloud chamber

located between them, which will show the particles that did the trigger-

ing. A system of this kind allowed Blackctt and Occhialini (1933) to

detect showers in a cloud chamber (Fig. 2-33).

The coincidence system can be refined to show the time of flight

between two detectors, a system that was used for the identification of

the antiproton and one that is frequently used in neutron spectroscopy.

Correlation between the direction of emission of two particles can also

be detected by coincidence methods. For instance, two-quanta annihi-

lation of positrons with electrons at rest produces coincidences between

two gamma-ray detectors only when these lie on a straight line with

the source in between them.

The effective operation of a coincidence system depends mainly

on its electronics. The important Rossi circuit mentioned previously

has undergone many variations, but its principle is still the basis of

most coincidence circuits. Anticoincidence circuits also have important

uses. It is required of them that only one counter, not both of a pair,

register a pulse. For example, if we want to be certain that a particle

has stopped in a certain absorber, we can insert two counters in anti-

coincidence, as in Fig. 3-37.

"3
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Figure 3-37 Method for selecting particles of a given

range, i.e., stopping in A; Si, S2, scintillators; A,

absorber; particle 1 triggers scintillator 1 but not 2;

particle 2 triggers scintillators 1 and 2. Particle 1 of the

desired kind is registered as Si Si; particle 2 as Si S2.

The bar on S2 means that scintillator 2 does not give the

signal.

SiSi
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3-12 Chargcd-Particle Spectrographs

A large group of instruments is devoted to the measurement of
the energy of alpha and beta particles. These instruments almost always

involve a magnetic field, which deflects the trajectory of the particle;

the degree of curvature gives the momentum according to the equation

Br = - p
e

(3-12.1)

For electrons

Br = (3.335 x l(fl)p (3-12.2)

where Br is in gauss cm and p in MeV/c.

The spectrographs are mainly of two kinds, according to whether high
resolving power or high luminosity is the most important characteristic.

One of the simplest of the first type is used in measurements of electron

energies and is shown in Fig. 3-38. It focuses the electrons at 180° from
the source, as indicated. The actual detection can be made by a photo-

graphic plate or by counters. The preparation of the source is extremely

important, because its thinness, absence of back scattering from the

support, and small dimensions determine primarily the quality of the

spectrum (Fig. 8-7). For electrons spectrographs of high luminosity are

often of the type illustrated in Figs. 3-39 and 3-40. The current in the

magnet is varied and the counting rate in the detector is given as a
function of the current in Fig. 3-41. Apertures up to 1 per cent are

obtainable with Ap/p ~ 0.005.

Alpha spectrographs generally follow the lines of beta spectro-

graphs, except that much higher magnetic fields arc ordinarily required.

Figure 3-41 shows a spectrograph and a spectrum. Under the most favor-

able circumstances the absolute energy of alpha particles can be measured

Figure 3-38 Rutherford's and
Robinson's design for a beta

spectrograph. Electrons from the

source S, passing through the

entrance slit V, arc focused on
the photographic plate J'; L is

a lead shield; C are bailies to stop

scattered electrons.



Figure 3-39 The principle of helical spectrometers. Coils C produce a uniform magnetic field B.

Electrons emitted by source 5. having different momenta, arc focused in i\, F<, etc. When the focus

coincides with the entrance of counter D, one has a maximum in the counting rate. By changing the

current in C one obtains the peaks corresponding to different momenta.

to a few parts in 10'1 . The planning of spectrographs is a problem in

electron optics, and we shall not explore it further.

Alpha-particle spectrography can be carried out by magnetic spectro-

graphs and also by a refined use of the ionization chamber through the

measurement of the ionization produced by single alpha particles. About

50 lo 100 keV can be resolved by this method (Fig. 3-42). Semicon-

ductor counters have given even better results, as shown in Fig. 3-43.

Gamma rays and X rays arc often measured through their conversion

electrons; thus beta spectrographs also provide information on electro-

magnetic radiation. If internal conversion is used, extremely precise

results (1 keV or better) can be obtained. External conversion is much
less precise and generally can be used only for qualitative work.

Figure 3-40 Axial section of the first intermedia tc-imagc, beta-ray spectrometer. S, source; C,

coils; P, pump; R. shutter; G-M, detecting counter. A first ring image is formed at Ro. Remember
that in both Figs. 3-39 and 3-40 trajectories ofelectrons are not plane curves. [K. Sicgbahn and H. Slatis.]

ir 5
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3-13 Gamma-Ray Spectrographs

Spectrographs that measure the wavelength of gamma rays directly
are of the crystal type, based on the Bragg equation

nX = 2 d sin (3-13.1)

where A is the wavelength to be measured, n is the order of the spectrum,
d is the lattice constant of the crystal, and is the angle between the
beam and the reflecting surface.

The main difficulty arises from the smallness of 6: for instance, for
annihilation radiation (510.9 keV) A = 0.0243 A, and for a lattice con-
stant of 3.02 A (calcile), we have in the first order 6 = 3.96 x 10~3 rad,
which means that special spectrographs have to be built. Conspicuous
examples of precision instruments based on bent quartz crystal have
been built by DuMond. The X rays are delected by counters.

<n energy
©

Figure 3-41 Beta spectrum of
ThB taken with a spectrograph
of the type illustrated in Fig.

3-40. On the abscissas: current

in the coils is in amperes; Br in

gauss cm; energy in MeV.



Figure 3-42 The characteristic

alpha spectrum of natural ura-

nium obtained by pulsc-hcight

analysis. The alpha particles of

natural uranium (U238
, U235

,

U234
) are visible in their natural

abundance. [Baldingcr and
Hubcr. Ilelv. Phys. Ada, 22, 365

(1949).] McV

104- 1 1 T
-

5 x I03 Am" 1 alphas

i— i i—

r

5.477 McV

15.5 keV

Figure 3-43 Energy spectrum

of the alpha particle of Am241

obtained with a SiO> semi-

conductor detector. [F. S. Gould-

ing, UCRL 11302.]
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magnet pole tip

Figure 3-44 Electron-pair spectrometer for gamma rays having an energy up to 650 McV. The
converter C thickness is 0.1 to 0.4 g cm-2; S, plastic scintillators. [Cence, Lind, Mead, and Mover
Phys. Rev., 131, 2713 (1963).]

At high energies (hv > mc2
) pair production makes it possible to

measure the energy of the primary X ray. The kinetic energy of the
electron and positron in the pair is at the relativistic limit cp±. The
corresponding radii of curvature of the orbit of the electron and positron
in a magnetic field are

and the sum

c p-
r± = -l—

e B

r+ + r~ =
hv

~eB

(3-13.2)

(3-13.3)

where p+, r ' are the momentum and radius of curvature of the positron
orbit and p~, r~ are the same quantities for the electron orbit. For high
energies the electron and the positron move initially in the line of flight

of the X ray, as required by the principle of conservation of momentum,
and a pair spectrograph measures r+ + i- (Fig. 3-44).
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Problems

3-1 How much current would one obtain in an ionization chamber

full of argon at atmospheric pressure traversed by 10 9 protons sec
-1

? The

energy of the protons is 300 MeV. the depth of the chamber 10 cm.

3-2 With the chamber of Prob. 3-1 what would be the current produced

by I0 9 gammas per sec if the energy of the gammas is 5,000; 10.000; 105
;

and 107 cV? Neglect the effect or the walls. What would you do to make the

wall effect negligible?

3-3 How would you measure the energy and intensity of a beam of

protons in the energy domain from 100 KeV to 10 BcV? Indicate how to iden-

tify the particles, and devise appropriate systems for each energy region con-

sidered.

3-4 The same as Prob. 3-3 for electrons or positrons.

3-5 The same as Prob. 3-3 for gamma rays.

3-6 The same as Prob. 3-3 for neutrons from 0.01 eV to 10 BeV. Pay

special attention to the differentiation from gamma rays.
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3-7 Plan an experiment to measure the p-p scattering cross section at
100 MeV. Plan counters, target, beam geometry, etc.

3-8 Plan an experiment to detect the rare modes of decay
• e+ + vand it"

1

>TT°+ e'~ + V

having the branching ratios lO"4 and 10" 8
, respectively, compared with the

decay n+ ->
fj.' + v .

3-9 Plan an experiment to measure the spontaneous fission of U238
.

Consider all possible causes of background, the thickness of your sample, the
time of observation, etc.

3-10 Plan an experiment for the precision measurement of the energy
of the electron-positron annihilation radiation.



CHAPTER IV

Particle Accelerators

T,HE subject or this CHAPTER is a branch of clcctromagnctism

and mechanics. However, accelerators arc an indispensable tool of

nuclear experimentation, and a brief report on them is in order.

4-1 Introduction and Classification

The development of particle accelerators specifically designed for

use in nuclear experiments began in the late 1920s. Several of the early

accelerators involved the production of high voltages applied to an

evacuated tube (Breit, Tuve, Lauritsen, Van de Graaff). The first nuclear

disintegrations with artificially accelerated protons were achieved in

1930 by Cockcroft and Walton at the Cavendish Laboratory. Their

apparatus, which accelerated protons to 300 keV, produced Li 7Q?,2x)

reactions.

The great difficulties connected with high voltages (arcs and corona

discharges among others) prompted the invention of machines that do
not require high electric fields and in which the high energy of the pro-

jectile is achieved by multiple accelerations or by electromagnetic induc-

tion. The first multiple accelerators were built by Widcroc in 1928 and,

on the same principle, by Lawrence and Sloan in 1930. These machines,

however, had no important practical applications at the time.

All the accelerators mentioned so far used only electric fields.

The cyclotron (Lawrence, 1929) was the first accelerator to employ a

magnetic field, which by bending the orbit of the particle in a spiral

forces it to pass many times through an accelerating electric field.

It is thus possible to achieve great energies with a relatively compact

apparatus. The idea of the cyclotron occurred independently to several

physicists (Thibaud, Lawrence, Szilard), but the development of an

effective machine from small models into large cyclotrons was the work

of E. O. Lawrence and his associates at Berkeley. Accelerators have

had a major effect on the evolution of nuclear physics.

The cyclotron has inherent limitations that prevent it, in its simplest

form at least, from accelerating particles to rclativistic energies. These

difficulties have been circumvented by the ingenious schemes of Veksler

(1945) and McMillan (1946), which involved "phase stability" and made
possible proton energies of 7 x 10° eV. Christophilos ( 1950) and, indepen-

dently, Courant, Livingston, and Snyder (1952) invented a method
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(strong focusing) that has raised this limit to 3 x 1010 eV by means of
very large but still practical machines.

At present, the cost of accelerators appears to be the main obstacle
to the achievement of still higher energies.

The cyclotron and its derivative apparatus accelerate light nuclei.

Electromagnetic induction was used by Kerst (1940) to accelerate elec-

trons to many MeV. Kerst's apparatus is called the betatron. In later

developments the betatron principle was combined with other accelera-

tion methods (synchrotron).

All accelerators require an ion source. For electrons a hot filament

is universally used; for nuclei many types of discharge tubes have been
developed. As an example, we mention an ion source in which electrons

coming from a hot filament oscillate in a volume occupied by hydrogen
and ionize it by collision. The ions are "pulled out" by an electric field

generating ion currents of the order of milliampcrcs (Fig. 4-1).

We shall limit our discussion to certain types of accelerators that

are widely used and practically important, and for these we shall give

only a summary of the principles, without technical details. To classify

accelerators we shall divide them according to Table 4-1, partially

illustrated in Fig. 4-2.

4-2 Potential-Drop Accelerators

The simplest accelerator, in principle, is an electrostatic machine
connected to a discharge tube. The Van de Graaff accelerator (Fig. 4-3)

is a modern realization of such an apparatus. A moving belt, charged
by corona discharge, transports the charge inside a large conducting
sphere. There another discharge removes the electricity from the belt,

transferring it to the sphere. The sphere is the high-voltage electrode
connected to the accelerating tube. The whole system is usually enclosed
in a pressurized tank containing nitrogen, to which a few per cent freon

gas inlet

magnet field

ion outlet

Figure 4-1 A typical positive-ion source. Electrons emitted by the filament /-"at -1 00 V oscillate
between it and the anode A, while they curl around the lines of force of the containing magnetic
field. The electrons form positive ions by impact in the gas present in the chamber. The mixture of
positive ions and electrons, called plasma, fills the shaded region. Positive ions are extracted from
the plasma through the aperture. [R. S. Livingston and R. J. Jones.]



yoke
7
doughnul

Figure 4-2 Diagrams of some of the most important circular (magnetic) accelerators, with typical

dimensions: (a) cyclotron, (b) betatron, (c) electron synchrotron, (d) synchrocyclotron, (e) proton

synchrotron (or electron race track) . [Nuclear Engineering Handbook, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1958.]
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I24 Table 4-1 Classification of Accelerators

Typical

CHAPTER 4 Particle energy,

Accelerator accelerated E H Orbit McV
Particle

Accelerators Electrostatic, or

Van de Graafi"

e, p, d, a Constant Xone Straight 12

Multiplier circuit, e, p, d, a Constant Xone Straight 4
or Cockcroft-

Walton

Betatron e Xone Variable Circular 300
Cyclotron P, d, a Fixed co Constant Spiral 25
Synchrocyclotron P Variable co Constant Spiral 700

Synchrotron e Fixed co Variable Circular 103

Proton synchrotron
t> Variable co Variable Circular 10*

Strong-focusing P Variable co Variable Circular 3 x 10'

Linear accelerator,

rf

Linear accelerator

p,d co ~ 200 Mcps None Straight 30

e co ~ 3000 Mcps None Straight 103

Heavy ions, Linac C'2, ()">,

etc.

co ~ 70 Mcps None Straight 10 x A
of ion

(CCI2F2) has been added. The purpose of this choice of gases is to prevent

discharges and destructive fires.

The maximum attainable voltage is about 10 MeV and may be
measured by special voltmeters. Fixed points on the voltage scale

section of accelerating tube
Q Q P Q

O 5—S—B—3—

E

target

[

motor
charging supply

30 kV
pressure tank

Figure 4-3 A Van dc Graaff accelerator.



are given by certain sharp nuclear thresholds or resonances; for example,
Li 7Qv7)Be? at 1880.7 ± 0.4 keV or Li 7(/?,y)Be8* at 441.2 ± 0.3 keV.
The voltage produced is quite constant (within 1,000 V or less), and
currents of the order of lOO^A are obtainable. An interesting device

to double the energy attainable by an electrostatic accelerator is used
in tandem accelerators, in which the charge of the ion is changed from
negative to positive by electron capture (Fig. 4-5).

Another method of generating energies of about 106 cV involves

voltage-multiplier circuits (Greinacher, Cockcroft, Walton), in which a
transformer feeds alternating current of a certain voltage into a rectifying

and multiplying apparatus (Fig. 4-4). The voltages obtainable are given

in Table 4-1. Apparatus of the type described here arc often used
as injectors for larger accelerators.
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4-3 The Betatron

As its name indicates, the betatron accelerates electrons. The
particles circulate in an evacuated doughnut and the accelerating force

is produced by electromagnetic induction rather than by an applied
electric field (Fig. 4-6).

To keep a particle in its orbit in the doughnut, we need a magnetic
field Bo (at the orbit) such that

- B R = p (4-3.1)

where R is the radius of the orbit and e and p are the charge and momen-
tum respectively, of the particle. This equation is relativislically correct.

Figure 4-4 A Cockcroft-Walton

accelerator. The general layout

is shown in (a). The multiplica-

tion principle is indicated in (b).

Alternating current travels up the

line of capacitors to the left and
is distributed to all the rectifiers

R returning to ground through

the capacitors to the right. The
d-c flows through the rectifiers

in series. When no current is

drawn at V the potentials on the

capacitors to the right arc con-

slant and have the values indi-

cated on the figure. The potentials

on the capacitors on the left

oscillate between the limits indi-

cated on the figure. The voltage

V is four times as large as the

peak input voltage v.

ion source

electrodes

4v = V

2v: 4t

0;2f

-?•; -v

transformer target
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When the radius of an orbit changes slowly, i.e., when &R/R per
revolution <gl, wc shall speak of an instantaneous orbit and an instan-

taneous radius, meaning by this the orbit corresponding to the radius of
curvature at lime /.

If we increase the flux <p of B linked with the orbit, the particle

experiences an electric field such that

f ^ J - ] d(f

and hence its momentum increases according to

dp I e dti— = eE = (4-3 j.\

dt c IttR dt
( *>

Introducing now <Z?>, the average value of B over the area enclosed
by the orbit, wc have by definition

9 - <£>»JP (4-3.4)

and, keeping the radius of the orbit constant.

d<p „.,d<B\— = ttR*—
dt dt

which combined with Eq. (4-3.3) gives

dp e R d<_B>

dt' c 2 dt

(4-3.5)

(4-3.6)

9

acceleration tube
Tor + ions

pressure vessel
acceleration tube

for - ions

Figure 4-5 Two-stage tandem accelerator. 1, source or positive ions. 2, electron-adding canal.
The ions are passed through gas at low pressure where they capture electrons and become negatively
charged. 3, the negative ions are preaccelcrated to 80 kcV and injected into the Van de GraafT accelera-
tor, where they acquire an energy of 5 MeV. 6, the ions are stripped of electrons and charged
positively by passing through gas at low pressure. 7, the positive ions are accelerated to 10 McV. 8,
deflecting and analyzing magnet. 9, switching magnet. [Courtesy High Voltage Engineering Corp.,'
Burlington, Mass.]



On the other hand, if we want to keep the radius of the orbit con-

stant, Eq. (4-3.1) requires that

e cIBq dp

c dt dt

and comparison with Eq. (4-3.6) gives

„dB d(B>

dl dt

(4-3.7)

(4-3.8)

which is the fundamental condition for the betatron. The final momentum
obtained by the electron is given by integrating Eq. (4-3.3),

P - Po = M i<F° " f)
~c

(4-3.9)

where (fo and po indicate, respectively, the initial momentum and initial

flux associated with the orbit. Note that it is possible to choose inde-

pendently the flux tf and the initial guiding field Bo. For the biased

betatron in particular the sign of 9-0 is opposite of that of 7;, and such a

machine may give, for the same magnet, about twice the momentum
obtainable with a machine in which 90 is nearly 0.

The electron gains energy as it travels in its orbit. In the case of
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(a) cross section of

vacuum chamber

Figure 4-6 A betatron : (a) cross

section; (b) plan view. The

accelerating flux passes chiefly

through the central gap. /, in-

jector; T, target. (b)
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most betatrons the energy gained per turn is of the order of a few hundred
eV. Hence, a large number of turns is required, and the beam must be
focused. Otherwise it would spread out and dissipate by hitting the walls

of the doughnut.

The focusing in the betatron, which is similar in many respects to

that of other accelerators, will now be briefly discussed. Let us call the

circle of radius R the desired orbit. This orbit thus has a constant radius

in spite of the change of momentum as long as the betatron condition

of Eq. (4-3.8) is satisfied. The field B at the orbit has two components:
a z component, in the direction of the axis of symmetry of the machine,
and a radial component Br, in the radial direction. The plane of the

orbit has z = 0. To achieve stability of particle orbits with respect to dis-

placement in the z direction, there must be a restoring force, in first

approximation, proportional to such a displacement.

We write the equations of motion of the electron subject to the

Lorentz force (see Appendix H), ,

F = - e\E - v x I

in cylindrical coordinates as

—•Pr - mrO* = - e-BB t
at c

d e .

pt = rOBr
at c

(4-3.10)

(4-3.11)

where by m we indicate the rclativislic mass and by/;,, and pz the momen-
tum components in the r and z directions.

The equation for the component of the canonical momentum pg
(0 is the azimuthal angle in our cylindrical coordinate system) is

pe s mr s rA — constant
c

(4-3.12)

A is the vector potential that points in the direction. A depends also

on the time and - (l/c)(9A/9i) gives the accelerating electric field.

However, in our consideration of the focusing action we do not need
to consider the time variations of A.

The z component of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the equilib-

rium orbit is described by

Bz = Bo
,R

(4-3.13)

where n is the field index and is positive. Equation (4-3.13) can be ex-

panded to give in a first approximation

B z = B 1 - «
r - R
R H (4-3.14)



Br can now be determined from Maxwell's equation V x B = 0,

which in our case gives

8Br _ 8BZ

~dz ~ ~8r
(4-3.15)

Hence, remembering that Br = for z = 0, we have

8Br nz „*—5
---

f* + -

Introducing new variables,

r - /?

P =
R

and '-T

(4-3.16)

(4-3.17)

we substitute the expressions of Eqs. (4-3.14) and (4-3.16) for Bz and Br

in Eqs. (4-3.10) and (4-3.11). Neglecting the change in mass during the

motion considered here and quantities of the second order in p and £,,

we obtain after some reductions

mcmc

mc

For the equilibrium orbit Eq. (4-3.1) gives

eB

(4-3.18)

(4-3.19)

mc
= COQ (4-3.20)

where coo is the angular velocity of the electron in this orbit, i.e.,

coo = - = * (4-3.21)

For this orbit the approximate azimuthal velocity r6 is given by

rd a R6(l + P) ^ v (4-3.22)

whence
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^ = -r (1 - P) = «o(l - p)
K

(4-3.23)

Combining Eq. (4-3.?3) with Eqs. (4-3.18) and (4-3.19) and neglect-

ing higher terms, we obtain

p + coo2(l - n)P = (4-3.24)

I + coo2«c: = (4-3.25)

For Eqs. (4-3.24) and (4-3.25) to describe oscillations, the coefficient

of p and f must be positive, that is, 1 >n > 0. This means that the field

must decrease from the center to the periphery; or in other words that

the lines of force must be concave toward the axis of the machine.

This decrease, however, must not be too rapid {11 < 1).
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The oscillations described by Eqs. (4-3.24) and (4-3.25) are called
betatron oscillations, and they are naturally damped as (he field grows.
The frequency of the radial oscillations is

^radial = (I n) ] /2
co

That of the vertical oscillations is

cu z = n l -too

(4-3.26)

(4-3.27)

and hence both frequencies are always less than a, . In the cyclotron
radial oscillations are relatively unimportant. In the betatron the
amplitude of both radial and vertical oscillations must be small, because
if the oscillations exceed the dimensions of the cavity, the beam obviously
strikes the walls and is lost.

In a betatron the energy necessary to energize the magnet travels
between the magnet and a large bank of capacitors. The exchange occurs
with a frequency of about 60 cps. Hence the magnet must be laminated
in order to avoid loo large eddy currents.

Electrons are injected with a special gun at energies of the order of
50 keV. After acceleration the orbit is either expanded or displaced and
the electrons strike a target, producing a beam of brcmsstrahlung
(sec Chap. 2). If the target is thin, this beam has a small angular aperture
of the order of mc2JE and can be very intense. For example, a 300-MeV
betatron may give 15,000 roentgens min-1 at 1 m from the target.

The practical limit of betatron energies is about 300 McV. The
electrons traveling in a circular orbit radiate electromagnetic energy.
The resulting energy loss per turn is given by

4tt e2

3 R Woe2
,

E \
4

2 * (4-3.28)

Inserting numbers for R = 100 cm, one obtains 8.91 eV per turn
at 100 MeV. These losses, increasing with E\ very quickly become pro-
hibitive for electron accelerators, whereas they are negligible in all

proton machines. The energy is radiated in a continuous spectrum that
has a maximum for frequencies near

"max
2\macV

6O0

~2^ (4-3.29)

For a 100-MeV betatron having R = 100 cm, the maximum occurs in the
visible region and the corresponding light has been observed.

The radiation loss forces the electrons to spiral toward the center
of the betatron where they can be caught by a target that "scrapes"
the inner side of the beam.

4-4 The Cyclotron

In the Lawrence cyclotron a constant magnetic field guides the ions
(nuclei) in a spiral path. The acceleration is imparted by an electric field



that has the correct direction any time that the particle is subject to it

(Fig. 4-7).

For the apparatus to function, it is essential that the particle arrive

at the place where the electric field is applied at the right time. The two

dees oscillate electrically with a period of Itt/oj. A particle between the

dees at time will again cross the slit between the dees at time

nr

v
(4-4.1)

where r is the radius of its orbit. At that time the electric field must be

reversed from what it was at time 0. That is, t must be tt/co. We thus have

(4-4.2)

or, recalling (4-3.1),

eB

o>

= to

nic
(<*-4.3)

This is the fundamental equation of the cyclotron. In any case m is the

total relaiivistic mass. Note that >• does not appear in the equation;

hence the orbit may spiral (variation of r) while B and o> are kept

constant in lime. This is at least true as long as m is constant (non-

relativistic energy).

From Eq. (4-4.3) it is apparent that, for a given frequency and field,

a cyclotron can accelerate different particles having nearly identical

values of ejm, such as deuterons and helium ions. In fact, by tuning the

apparatus for different masses it has been possible to accelerate a

number of ions up to carbon and nitrogen.
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rr oscillator

Figure 4-7 Essential parts of a cyclotron (not including the magnet), showing dees (hollow semi-

circular accelerating electrodes), dec stem insulators, resonant circuit with an rf power source, and

deflector plate D. The path of the ions from the source at the center J to the point of emergence at

B is shown schematically.
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Tn the cyclotron the ions must be focused, and the magnetic field of
the cyclotron provides a weak focusing action as described for the beta-
tron (Fig. 4-8). In addition, on crossing the gap between the dees there
are vertical components of the electric force. Their main effect is focusing
if the particle crosses the dee while the electric field is decreasing.

Radial oscillations are less important for the cyclotron than for the
betatron. After the particles have spiraled out toward the edge of the
magnetic field, they are usually deflected electrically into a channel and
may be brought out of the machine.

A cyclotron of this type can generate a circulating current of several
milliamperes and a deflected beam of the' same order of magnitude.
Its energy is limited by relativistic considerations; for as the mass of the
particle increases as it moves toward the edge of the magnetic field,

we should also increase B in order to satisfy Eq. (4-4.3), with w constant!
This, however, conflicts with the focusing conditions, requiring that the
magnetic lines of force be concave toward the symmetry axis of the
machine. Relativity thus sets a limit to the maximum energy of a con-
ventional cyclotron. For protons this limit is, in practice, about 30 MeV.

To reach higher energies, it is possible to introduce a magnetic field

that increases with /• (which, as we have seen, defocuses the ions), but
to overcompensate for this defocusing action by making the magnetic
field dependent on 8 in such a way as to have a strongly focusing action.

This possibility was indicated by L. H. Thomas in 1939, and there are
now machines based on this method of focusing.

Another possibility is to vary the electrical frequency applied to the
dees in order that a particle will always be in step with the accelerating
field. This is accomplished by using the principle of phase stability

(Veksler, 1945; McMillan, 1946).

4-5 Phase Oscillations and Stability

In any accelerator operating on the multiple-acceleration principle,

it is essential that the successive impulses be imparted at the proper

median plane;

z ^0

Figure 4-8 Restoring forces for particles in orbits above or below the median plane in the radially
decreasing magnetic field of a cyclotron. The flat pyramidal shims shown in the shimming gaps
are arranged to provide a small radial decrease in field in the center of the gap between holes. Ring
shims at the periphery increase the region of useful field.



time. When an extremely large number of accelerations (many thousands)

is required, the problem of keeping the circulating particles in step with

the accelerating field appears to be formidable. Actually there is a

mechanism that makes this possible. With suitable arrangements of

fields the particles tend automatically to cross the accelerating gap at

a time at which they receive the right energy necessary to keep them in

resonance with the electric field. This is the principle of phase stability.

To understand the phenomenon qualitatively, let us consider first

a particle circulating in an orbit through a constant magnetic field

and passing a gap with an applied alternating electric field. Assume that

the velocity of the particle is such as to cross the gap when the electric

field is 0. and neglect radiation and other losses. The particle will circu-

late indefinitely in this orbit, at a constant velocity. The energy, frequency,

and radius of this orbit are denoted by the adjective synchronous.

Suppose now that another particle arrives at the gap at time fi, a

little earlier than a synchronous particle (Fig. 4-9). It will then gain energy

in crossing the gap. Having gained energy, its angular velocity (which is

related to the energy by

eB
O) =

mc

eBc
(4-5.1)

where E = total energy) will be lowered, and the particle will next

cross the gap at time f 2 , a little later in phase than it did the first time.

This process continues until the gap is crossed at the time when there is

no electric field. However, the energy by now will be higher than that

required to reach the gap at zero field, and after more turns the ion will

cross the gap in the decelerating part of the cycle. Thus the particle will

lose energy and hence its frequency will increase. This process will con-

tinue in the decelerating part of the cycle. However, the situation is now

reversed, and the particle gains in frequency and loses energy until it is

returned to the zero-phase position.

Thus the phase, frequency, energy, and radius of the orbit of a

particle oscillate around the equilibrium situation. A group of particles
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Figure 4-9 Variation of accelerating potential with time, showing origin of phase oscillations.
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forms a "bunch" in the orbit, and each particle migrates back and forth
within the bunch, requiring many thousands of revolutions to complete
the cycle.

We may now take advantage of this property of the orbits in order
to accelerate the particles by increasing the magnetic field very slowly,
keeping the frequency constant. In the case of a rclativistic particle
(electron), the momentum increases as the radius of the orbit oscillates

slightly around the equilibrium value. This is the principle of the synchro-
tron. Conversely, we may keep the magnetic field constant and slowly
decrease the frequency of the accelerating field. The radius of the orbit
then increases, along with the energy of the particle. This is the principle
of the synchrocyclotron.

We may also keep the radius constant and slowly change both the
frequency and the magnetic field (proton synchrotron). In every case
the energy oscillates around the synchronous energy, which slowly
increases with time.

Wc shall now consider this subject more quantitatively in a special
example. Let us put the line 9 = at the gap between the dees of a
cyclotron. Call the potential difference at this gap

Fsincoer (4-5.2)

and define the phase ^ of a particle as the angle

f = - + 9 - w et (4-5.3)

where is the azimuthal angular position of the particle.

The particle has an instantaneous angular velocity to = IttjT.

If co remains equal to a>„, the phase is constant and the particle is a
synchronous particle. On crossing the gap the particle is subject to an
increase of potential

or
V sin (ir - f) at 9 = (4-5.4)

V sin (2tt - <p) at 9 = tt (4-5.5)

In conclusion, a particle of charge e increases its energy by

A£ = eV sin <p at each gap (9 - or - tt) (4-5.6)

Equation (4-5.6) shows the importance of the phase concept: the phase
determines the increase of energy per revolution. For a synchronous
particle having tp - or tt, A£ is 0. For a synchronous particle the
radius rs and the energy are determined by the relations

eJBgc
<J>s — OJe = (4-5.7)

c « c
r, 1 -

'MQCXiS-lIff

(4-5.8)

and the energy increase per revolution [Eq. (4-5.6)] may be rewritten by
using Eqs. (4-5.7) and (4-5.8) as

2e V sin <ps =—T, = i- '_*1 (4-5.9)
dt u>. dt

K
'



• We shall now prove that, for a particle having the parameters r, u>,

etc., near synchronism, the phase oscillates around a fixed value. This

fact is of the greatest importance, because it tells us that it is not necessary

to adjust all parameters in strict synchronism (a practically impossible

task), but that the motion itself takes care of keeping the particle in phase

(phase stability). Also by slowly changing B (increasing) or o> e (decreasing)

the synchronous energy increases, and hence the particles that are locked

in the synchronous orbit are accelerated.

Let us indicate by

E - Es = BE T -Ts = 8T etc. (4-5.10)

the difference between the energy, period, etc., of a particle and the

corresponding quantity for a synchronous particle. Let us begin by

finding some relations between 87", BE, Br, 8,8, and Bp. Starting from

2irr
(4-5.11)

(4-5.12)

we obtain by logarithmic differentiation

BT Sr _ 3j8

T ~ ~r fi

We want to express Brjr and 5£//3 through SEfE. Assuming a field in

accordance with Eq. (4-3.13), we have

cp = eB r "/•' «• (4-5.13)

from which we get

&p

P

(1 - ti)8r
(4-5.14)

On the other hand, the relations cp = ££ and E = £ (1 - P2
)
-1 '' 2 give

BE

~E>»>
Bp _ 8p

7" p
4 (4-5.15)

*1

3

(J3
2 _ i)8E

(4-5.16)

Eliminating Bp/p, S/3//3, and Br/r between Eqs. (4-5.14) and (4-5.16),

we have, from Eq. (4-5.12),

5L.[i-_!L.J»£-jrM (4-5.17)

T L P{n - 1) J E E

The quantity in brackets reduces to (1 - /i)
-1 for fi

= 1. Moreover, if

< n < 1, as is required for vertical and radial stability, K > 1. Taking

the time derivative of Eq. (4-5.3), using Eq. (4-5.17) and the relation

BE = u)ers Sp, one finds

s
5T

*-, 2
Bp

<p = g> — w« = ow = — w8 — = — J\rsws
c— (4-5.18)
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We return now to the problem of establishing the phase variation
in time. The canonical equation gives

2eV
p = external torque = —— sin q> (4-5.19)

in which we have replaced by a continuous torque the impulsive torque
which the particle undergoes on crossing the slit between the dees.

Writing the expression for pB, we have

— [mr 2&
dl.

e \ e
- rA„\ = — Ksin w
c I ir

(4-5.20)

This equation, for A„ constant in time, states that the gain in energy
per unit time is equal to the work done by the external electric torque.
If A„ contains the time explicitly, the gain in energy is determined by
the sum of the external electric torque and the induced emf (betatron)
acceleration. The equation neglects energy loss by radiation, which is

unimportant for protons; it could be taken into account by subtracting
L/2tt from the right side, where L is the energy lost, per turn, by radiation
[Eq. (4-3.28)].

For a synchronous particle Eq. (4-5.20) is valid provided that we use
the synchronous quantities pt, rs , etc. In order to see how a particle
oscillates in a synchronous orbit, we "linearize" the problem by taking
the difference between Eq. (4-5.20) and the corresponding equation for a
synchronous particle. Recalling the definition of § [Eq. (4-5.10)], we
have, to the first order,

d

dl
8(mr*&) + - S(rAe) = — K(sin tp - sin ys) (4-5.21)

Now, if At does not contain the time explicitly, the quantity in brackets
is

pSr + r bp 1- - S(rA,) (4-5.22)

This can be simplified by observing that /; = -(ec)Br = —(e <)

[a(M,)/?/-j
;
from which p 5r - -(e/c) 5(rA 6). We thus obtain

!*«-T K(sin ip - sin (p s) (4-5.23)

Taking r, 8p from Eq. (4-5.18) and substituting it in Eq. (4-5.23), we have

d_( <?ES

dt
(
*g«

\wJJC
1 F(sin cp - sin <p„) > (4-5.24)

Here <p is the unknown function of t and Es , co,2
, K, and V are to be re-

garded as constant to the first approximations. Equation (4-5.24) then re-
presents an oscillatory motion. If cp - >p„ = e is small, Eq. (4-5.24)
can be approximated by

«
2A-

e -\ e cos cps =
77

(4-5.25)



which gives the frequency of the phase oscillation as

leVK \1'2ieVK \«

= «.( cos,,) (4-5.26)

The root is always <1, because eV 4 E„ and hence the phase oscilla-

tions are slow compared with the synchronous frequency. •

Even if phase oscillations arc not small, Eq. (4-5.24) may easily be

discussed on the basis of the mechanical model shown in Fig. 4-10.

The correspondence between the parameters of the model and the slowly

varying quantities in Eq. (4-5.24) is given in the caption of the figure.

It is clear that, if <f m3X > w, the motion loses its oscillatory character.

The phase oscillations are accompanied by oscillations of radius, energy,

etc. Equation (4-5.24) may be generalized to take into account radiation

losses, and it may be transformed in various ways suitable for the

synchrotron, linear accelerators, etc.

The main differences between the operation of the ordinary cyclo-

tron and the synchrocyclotron are that:

1. In the latter the particles may turn around 105 times before

reaching the maximum energy, instead of 102 times, as in the ordinary

cyclotron. Thus the potential applied to the dees needs to be 10 ~° of

the maximum obtainable energy.

2. The frequency is modulated.

3. The ions form "slugs" that circulate in the machine and come

out in spurts lasting about 50 /*sec and repeating at the rate of 100 sec l
.

The variable frequency is obtained by inserting in the radio-

frequency oscillator a capacitor that periodically varies its capacitance

either by a rotary mechanism or by a vibrating reed.
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4-6 The Synchrotron and Proton Synchrotron

The synchrocyclotron requires magnetic-pole pieces of the diameter

of the orbit. The maximum momentum obtainable is

or T* - 2m c2T = W-R1- Br = p
c

(4-6.1)

Figure 4-10 The weight mg gives a torque mgl sin <p

with respect to O, which is opposed by the constant

torque Ft. In the equilibrium position 9 = 9*. The

equation of motion is

lij> = #(sin <p — sin q>f)

and it is identical to F.q. (4-5.24), if

1" it E,
W*

Pin in and <p,i,ax represent the minimum and maximum
values of <p in an oscillation.
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where T is the kinetic energy. Since B is limited in practice to about

22 x 103 G, the radius and hence the cost of the machine becomes pro-

hibitive for protons above about 700 McV.
The advantage of a ring-shaped machine is obvious, and the

synchrotron is just such a machine. Its characteristic is a constant

radius of orbit. The ions move in a doughnut-shaped, evacuated channel,

to which is applied a magnetic field necessary to maintain the ions in an

orbit of the proper radius. The accelerating electric field is provided

in one or more gaps. For electrons, which are extremely relativistic,

it suffices to increase the magnetic field and keep the frequency of the

electric field constant. For prolons, which are not extremely relativistic,

it is necessary to increase the frequency as the magnetic field increases.

In large machines, to avoid the problems of an extremely weak magnetic

field at injection, it is necessary to inject the ions at an energy of many
MeV. The injection is accomplished by auxiliary accelerators. The
orbit of a large machine always has some fieid-frce regions through

which the ions move in a straight line. These regions are necessary

for injection, acceleration, and deflection.

Figure 4-11, with Table 4-2, gives a description of a proton syn-

chrotron; Fig. 4-12 shows an electron synchrotron.
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4-7 Strong Focusing

In order to reach higher and higher energies, it is necessary to

increase the radius of the accelerator, since B is limited by practical

considerations. It is clear that it is then imperative to keep the ions in

their trajectory with great precision, because in their extremely long path

they could easily strike the wall of the doughnut. Moreover, the smaller

the cross section of the tank, the cheaper it is to build and supply power

Table 4-2 Bevatron Characteristics

Maximum proton energy 6.2 BeV
Number of protons per pulse 3.2 x 10 14

Steel weight 9,500 tons

Air-cooled copper coil 350 tons

Magnetic field at injection •122 G
Magnetic field at 6.4 BeV Ifi.OOOG

Power required 5,400 kW
Coekcrofi Walton injector voltage 4G0 ItV

Linear accelerator (proton injection

energy to Revairon) 19.6 McV
Starting accelerating frequency 445 kc

Final accelerating frequency 2,500 kc

Average voltage gain per turn 1,500 cY
Time of acceleration 1 .75 sec



Figure 4-12 Cutaway view of the original Berkeley synchrotron. The laminated-iron magnet yoke is

rectangular in outline, with a rectangular hole in the center through which pass the vertical "flux bars"
that give the initial acceleration by betatron action. The magnet poles, coils, and vacuum chamber
are circular. At the left is the rf oscillator, and at the far side of the vacuum chamber is the X-ray
target, with an X-ray beam indicated by a straight arrow. The curved arrow is the path of an electron

leaving the injector on its first trip around the orbit. [E. M. Macmillan in (Se 59).]
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to the magnet. These considerations put a premium on keeping the

amplitudes of the radial and vertical oscillations small.

This requirement is related to keeping the oscillation frequencies

high. For instance, if at injection the ions start with z = 0, i(0) different

from 0, the vertical oscillation will have the amplitude

Zmax —
*(Q)

tt>z

(4-7.1)

as can be seen immediately. Now w z = w («)
1/2

, according to Eq. (4-3.27),

and a large /; is required to keep the value of zmax low. However, we know
that radial stability requires n < 1, and it seems that the situation is

hopeless.

Christofilos (1950) and, independently, Courant, Livingston, and
Snyder (1952) found a way out of the difficulty. The magnet is built of
successive segments having, alternately, n large and positive and n
large in magnitude but negative. The first segment focuses vertically

but defocuses horizontally. The opposite happens with the second seg-

ment. However, the sum total for both vertical and radial motion is

focusing. This fact, unexpected at first sight, can be qualitatively under-

stood by considering two optical lenses, one convergent and the other

divergent. Wc have indicated in Fig. 4-19 the rays through a system

of two magnetic lenses showing the resultant focusing action.

In an actual accelerator the vacuum tank is surrounded by a

1
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Figure 4-13 (a) A succession of

focusing and defocusing lenses as

arranged in a strong-focusing

accelerator, (b) Two cases of the

displacement of the beam along

s showing focusing and de-

focusing actions. [Green and

Courant, (Fl F).]
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succession of magnets having alternately large /; positive and negative.

The magnets can be so arranged as to have a net focusing action. In

Fig. 4-13 we show the trajectory in a section of the magnet. The whole

ring is made by the periodic repetition of the elementary section. The
precise arrangement must be calculated by taking the stability of the

orbit into account. The combination of strong focusing and the principle

of the proton synchrotron has made it possible to accelerate protons

to energies of approximately 3 x 10 10 eV. Figure 4-14 shows a section

of the Brookhaven alternating gradient machine.

4-8 Linear Accelerators

The principle of multiple acceleration is also used in linear accelera-

tors. The trajectory of the ions is approximately straight, however.
There are many types of linear accelerators, for electrons, protons, and
heavy ions such as C12

. We shall describe briefly only two types, one for

electrons of very high energy, and the other for heavy ions.

As we have previously mentioned above a certain energy radiation

Figure 4-14 View of the alternating-gradient proton synchrotron of Brookhaven National Labor-
atory, showing a few of the 240 magnet sections. [Courtesy Brookhaven National Laboratory.]



losses become prohibitive for circular electron accelerators. In this

respect linear accelerators have an obvious advantage. For heavy ions

q/m is often low, because the atoms forming the ions are only partially

ionized. A magnetic field would bend the trajectories of these ions only

slightly, and it would be more costly to use a circular machine than a

linear accelerator. At present energies of the order of 10 McV per nuclcon

arc secured for heavy ions by means of linear accelerators.

A linear accelerator of historical interest is shown in Fig. (4-15).

The even and odd electrodes are connected to opposite poles of an oscil-

lator. In the gaps between the drift tubes located on the axis of the cavity

there is an electric-potential difference

V — Vq cos ait (4-8.1)

An ion in the gap is subject to the related field. An ion traveling inside

a drift lube docs not feel any field. If an ion crosses the gaps at the appro-

priate times, for example, at 0, T — 2~j<», 27", etc., it receives multiple

accelerating impulses. The distance between gaps must increase if the

ion is to cross the gap at the right time.

The distance L between gaps must be such that an ion enters a drift

tube when the tube is negative and leaves it when it is positive, hence

L =
vT

T (4-8.2)

where v is the velocity, in the drift tube. Nonrelativistically, after crossing

j gaps, v is

lie
.

Hence

lie \
1/2

/ 2e \i«r

(4-8.3)

Relativistically, for electrons of high energy, v -> c, and the distance

between gaps is constant,

cT
(4-8.4)

The type of accelerator illustrated in Fig. 4-15 was actually built and

used by Lawrence and Sloan (1931) but has had little use in nuclear

physics.
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Figure 4-15 Linear accelerator,

Lawrence Sloan type. Drift tube

3 has a length L3 = [3(2<?//n)K
]

1;:i

(Til).

-fW

to rf

source
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Modern accelerators make use of waveguides to establish the

electric field. High freq uencies of up to 3,000 Mc are currently employed.
A waveguide is a pipe of conducting material in which an oscillating

electromagnetic field is established. The electromagnetic field can form
a standing wave in the cavity, which then acts as a resonator, or it

can form a traveling wave. The standing wave may of course be con-
sidered as the superposition of two traveling waves progressing in

opposite directions. An ion that moves with the same velocity as the
traveling wave is subject to a constant accelerating force.

In the case of high-energy electrons moving at a velocity very
near c, the electromagnetic wave must move with a phase velocity c.

Such modes of oscillation are achieved by inserting partitions in the
cavity and exciting it at the proper frequency. Such a cavity is shown
schematically in Fig. 4-16. The conducting disks give to the line the
desired characteristic phase velocity.

In the Stanford electron accelerators, the wavelength used is of
the order of 10 cm, and the disk spacing is one-fourth the wavelength.
The power is supplied in pulses of 2-/isec duration, 60 pulses per second.
The maximum energy reached thus far is 1 BeV.

As another example we mention the heavy-ion linear accelerators

used to accelerate heavy ions (e.g., C, N, Ne) to energies of about 10 McV
per nucleon (Fig. 4-17). Positive ions of small charge are first accelerated
in a Cockcroft-Walton type of accelerator having a potential drop of
about 400 keV. On emerging from this accelerator, the ions are
"bunched" so that they can be injected into the next section, a linear

accelerator of the standing-wave type. In the second section the ions
acquire an energy ofabout 1 MeV per nucleon. It is then possible to ionize
them further by collision with mercury vapor and thus obtain a higher
value of e/m, which is desirable for the next acceleration. The part of
the machine where this process takes place is called the stripper. The
ions now enter a new section, also of the standing-wave type, where
they are further accelerated to an energy of about 10 MeV per nucleon
(v/c - 0.15).

Linear accelerators, like circular accelerators, have phase stability,

the most important difference being that phase stability in the former
is achieved during the part of the cycle in which the potential increases,

Figure 4-16 Structure of disk-

loaded accelerator, showing im-
portant design dimensions.
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rather than during the decreasing potential part of the cycle used in

ordinary weak-focusing circular accelerators.

The ions are focused to prevent spreading of the beam by magnetic-

quadrupole lenses (see Sec. 4-9) or other devices.

4-9 Beam-Transport Apparatus

For experimental purposes it is frequently necessary to generate

beams of particles originating from a target. The art of producing and
controlling such beams is rather similar to the art of optics. The optical

components, lenses and prisms, are replaced by magnetic lenses and
deflecting magnets.

One of the most useful magnetic lenses is a quadrupole (Fig. 4-18).

In the vicinity of the axis of the quadrupole B has the form

Bx = by

By = bx

Bz =

(4-9.1)

(4-9.2)

(4-9.3)

satisfying Maxwell's equations and deriving from a scalar potential

V = - bxy.

An ion moving in a region near the z axis and at a small inclination

to this axis is subject to the forces
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Fx = — vbx (4-9.4)

pulse line

pulse-line room

firing equipment

rf driver room

I

kenotron room

control
room

alpha 2 transformers

poststripper cavities

prestrippcr cavity ^ amplifiers
f targel

stripper

bunchcr A- line

ion source

Cockcroft-Walton machine

drift tubes

bending magnet

Figure 4-17 Plan view of heavy-ion linear accelerator of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in

Berkeley.
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y = -vby
c

In our approximation

d

It

from which we have

Fi

Fz =

d
= v —

dz
and

d2

It2
= V

d2

dz2

or

d2x

'dt2

d*x

dz2

ev
bx = %

mc

d 2x

dz2

= - k2x

where k2 = (efcp) (ciBw/dx).

Similarly one obtains
d2y
Ite2

= +k2y

(4-9.5)

(4-9.6)

(4-9.7)

(4-9.8)

(4-9.9)

The difference in sign in the x and y equations shows that a lens focusing
in the xz plane defocuses in the yz plane and vice versa.

If dx/dz = 0, x = xo, dyjdz = y = at the entrance of the
quadrupole (z = 0), and the quadrupole has length /, the ion crosses
the z axis at z = / + (l/k) cot kl, as can be verified by integrating Eq.
(4-9.9). Figure 4-19 shows that the action of the quadrupole in the xz
plane is the same as that of a lens of focal length

, 1

/ =
, . .

,
(4-9.10)

k sin kl
y '

copper coil

Hron yoke

Figure 4-18 Quadrupole mag-
net, showing the cross section,

to scale, of one of the most
satisfactory quadrupole varieties.

[O. Chamberlain, Ann. Rev.

Nucl. Set, 10, 161 (I960).]



and having its principal plane at a distance - (1 - cos kl)/(k sin kl)

from the image end of the quadrupole.

In the yz plane the quadrupole acts as a diverging lens because
Eqs. (4-9.4) and (4-9.5) have different signs. It is possible to combine two
or more quadrupoles in such a way as to give a real focus in both the
vertical and the horizontal direction (Fig. 4-19). Generally such foci

do not coincide, and the system is astigmatic. This, however, is not always
undesirable in practice. Stigmatic systems may also be built, but they
often have different magnifications in the x and y directions.

The combined action of several quadrupoles may be calculated by
the following method. Consider first the x direction. A ray is then charac-

terized by x(z ), xXz ), where dx/dz = x'. The quantities x(z), x\z) are

linear functions of x(z ), x\z ), the coefficients a, b, c, d, being functions

of 2.

x(z) = ax + bx' (4-9.11)

x'(z) = exo + dx' (4-9.12)

We can usefully represent this relation in the matrix form,

- C 2)Q
- x - mx° (4-,- ,5)

The matrix M depends on the apparatus. For instance, for a free beam
moving a distance b,

M -C3 (4-9.14)

Quadrupole lenses in the focusing and defocusing directions are repre-

sented between entrance and exit end by

cos kl sin kl
k and

- A: sin kl cos kl

- sinh kl)
k

cosh kl
(4-9.15)

respectively.

A system is represented by the matrix product of the matrices cor-

responding to the components in the same order in which they are
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Figure 4-19 Double focusing by
a pair of matched magnetic

lenses in which the direction of

the magnetic gradients is re-

versed. [From M.S. Livingston.]

SBylex
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traversed by the beam. For example, if the beam traverses components
Mi, M2> M3 , etc., the matrix describing the apparatus is M3, Mi, Mi,
etc. = M.

The matrix technique is also useful in calculating, for example,
the effect of a series of magnets in an alternating gradient machine.

Experimentally rays traversing a complex system may often be
traced by using a wire held under a tension T through which a current i

passes. Such a wire in a magnetic field (Fig. 4-20) assumes the con-
figuration of the orbit of an ion of charge e and momentum p provided
that

1 e

pc
(4-9.16)

The magnetic systems thus far considered focus all particles having
the same charge and momentum. Tn many experiments it is important
to select particles of a given momentum and mass. This is accomplished
by a combination of magnetic arid electric deflection. In the Lorentz
force

<
E+ r*B) (4-9. 17)

the magnetic part depends on velocity, and the electric part does not.

This permits distinguishing particles of the same momentum but of
different velocity. A common method is to use electric arid magnetic
fields perpendicular to each other and to the direction of motion of the
particle. When the electric and magnetic fields are in the ratio EjB = v/c,

the particle traverses the velocity selector without deviation. Such an
apparatus is called a Wien filter. Figure 4-21 shows a practical realization

of a deflecting magnet, often used as a momentum selector. Figure 4-22

is a section of a Wien filter and Fig. 4-23 shows a complete setup for
selecting a beam of particles having a given rest mass and velocity.

wire positions are

accurately measured
in these two planes

quadrupole magnets

Figure 4-20 Arrangement for measuring focal properties of a pair of quadruples. 1 to regulated
current source. T, known weight; F, focus point. [O. Chamberlain, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci 10, 161
(I960).]



Figure 4-21 General-purpose

deflecting magnet. This arrange-

ment, with so-called "window-

frame" construction, has proved

very useful because it provides a

very uniform field, even close to

the coils, and may be used at

high-magnctic-flux densities. [O.

Chamberlain, Ann. Rev. Nucl.

Sci., 10, 161 (I960).]

Q copper coils

A iron yoke
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Problems

4-1 The loss of energy by an electron to radiation, given by Eq. (4-3.28),

is associated with a radiation reaction force on the particle, given by

L v

Fl= --— -
2,-nr v

The components of the force that are transverse to the azimuthal direction

produce damping. Calculate the e-folding time for this damping for electrons

that have an energy of 109 eV and move in a magnetic field of 12 kG. Also

calculate the power radiated per electron.

4-2 Linearized equations of motion for betatron oscillations, such as

Eqs. (4-3.24) and (4-3.25), may be generalized by taking into account the

slow changes in such parameters as mass, magnetic-lield strength, orbit

radius, and angular frequency which may occur during acceleration in various

types of machines. Such changes are called adiabutic and lead in general to

adiabatic damping of the oscillation amplitudes. It can be shown that the

action integral J\, given by

Ji =
<j> Pi dot

(integrated over one cycle of an oscillation and neglecting slow changes)

remains approximately constant when such changes occur. Assuming this,

show that the amplitude of betatron oscillations in a betatron or electron

synchrotron varies as the inverse square root of the magnetic-field strength

So, for both nonrclativistic and rclativistic particles.

4-3 Show that Eq. (4-5.24) for phase oscillations in a synchrocyclotron

can be obtained from the hamiltonian function

eV
, . «•** oH = (cos q> + <f sin <ps) m>2

•a Et

in which the canonically conjugate coordinate and momentum arc rp and w,

respectively. Sketch some of the curves of constant H in the w — <p "phase

plane," locating the two points at which both <p and w arc zero, and the bound-

ary, or separatrix, between regions of closed (phase-stable) and open (un-

bounded) curves. The variable w is the difference between actual and syn-

chronous values of the function
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W{E) =
j

* dE

W is used because E itself is not canonically conjugate to the phase-angle
coordinate <p, while w is introduced to display only changes relative to steadily
varying synchronous quantities. Some advantages of this representation arc:

(1) it enables all phase motions to be visualized; (2) the adiabatic invariance
of area contained within a closed curve (the action), referred to in Prob.
4-2, can be applied; and (3) the range of possible energies and phases within
the phase-stable region at any energy can be readily determined. For further
discussion see, for example, H. C. Corben and Philip Stchle, Classical Mechan-
ics, 2nd ed., Wiley, New York, I960, Sec. 98.

4-4 Plan a magnetic quadrupole lens having a 6-in. aperture. What is a
reasonably attainable focal length for protons having/? = 400 MeV/c?

4-5 Plan a separator for protons and K mesons. The momentum of the
particles is 500 MeV/c. The angular separation required is 0.01 rad and the
maximum field obtainable is 5 x 104 V cm-1 .

4-6 Make a general plan for a 10-MeV proton cyclotron. Estimate
the diameter of the pole pieces of the magnet, the frequency and power or the
oscillator, and the thickness of the shield. From these data make an approxi-
mate cost estimate. Add the cost of the building. Also estimate what crew
will be needed, the power bill, and the yearly costs of operating the machine.



CHAPTER V

Radioactive Decay

H<-KRE we shall treat the laws of spontaneous radioactive

decay, independent of the emission accompanying the transformation.

This can be done because it happens that the law of decay is independent

of the mechanism of the transformation. The results thus acquired

apply to a great variety of cases and provide a phenomenological expla-

nation of a vast category of experimental facts.

First, in Sec. 5-1 we shall neglect the fact that every substance

contains an integral number of atoms and shall treat this number as a

continuous variable. This procedure is legitimate if we deal with proc-

esses involving a great number of atoms. The continuum theory of

radioactive decay is precise in the sense that, if we treat many systems

of radioactive atoms initially identical, the average number of atoms

contained in the various systems at any subsequent time is given exactly

by the theory. On the other hand, each system may depart from the

average, and for the study of these departures it is necessary to take into

account the discontinuous, atomic nature of matter.

The decay law of radioactive substances was first clearly formulated

and applied by Rutherford and Soddy as a result of their studies on the

radioactivity of various substances, notably thorium, thorium X, and

the emanations, although in more or less explicit form, it had also been

known to earlier investigators.

5-1 Continuum Theory One Substance

The fundamental law of radioactive decay can be formulated as

follows: Given an atom, the probability that it will decay during the

interval dt is A dt. The constant A is called the decay constant. Dimcn-

sionally it is a reciprocal time, and it is characteristic of the given sub-

stance and of the mode of the decay. The constant is independent of the

age of the atom considered and, as we shall see later, being a nuclear

property, is not affected by any of the usual physical agents. This type of

law is characteristic of "casual" events and applies to all types of

radioactive decay—alpha, beta, gamma, orbital electron capture,

spontaneous fission—and also in the atomic process of light emission

by excited atoms.

The simplest application of this law involves a single radioactive

substance that has initially, .V(0) atoms. N(0) is a large number, by

'53
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hypothesis, so that we may consider N{t), the number of atoms at time t,

to be a continuously variable quantity. Then, according to our funda-

mental law, -dN, the increase in time dt of the number of atoms, is

given by

- dN = XN dt (5-1.1)

which, integrated with the condition that initially wc have A/(0) atoms,
gives

N(l) = A'(0)e-" (5-1.2)

Equation (5-1.2) is another formulation of the fundamental law of
radioactive decay.

In practice one uses, in addition to the decay constant, its reciprocal

t = 1/A, called the mean life, and also the lime 7\ in which the number of
atoms initially present is reduced by a factor 2. T is often called the

period, or half-life, of the substance. The period is related to the decay
constant and to the mean life by

e-A T = e
~ T /r = i

or XT = - = log2 = 0.6931472

(5-1.3)

The term mean life is applied to r because it is the average lifetime

of the atoms. In fact, if we have initially A/(0) atoms, wc shall have
N(t) = JV(0)e-« at lime t, according to Eq. (5-1.2). Of these N{t)Xdt
will decay between times t and t + dl. The mean life is obtained by
multiplying the last number by t, integrating with respect to dt between
and oo, and dividing by the inilial number of atoms present, A/(0):

' - w, .C
x 'm "' -m P.

m,r"x ' "'

' i
(5-'-4)

140

T
280 420

days
560 700 I

Figure 5-1 Decay of a radioactive substance.



It is also easily seen from Eq. (5-1.4) that, if a radioactive substance

continues to decay at its initial rate A'(0)A, it will all disappear in a time

t (Fig. 5-1).

Graphically, if we plot N(l) versus /, wc obtain an exponential

and the tangent to the curve at t = intercepts the t axis at a time t.

If wc plot log A'(') versus /, we obtain a straight line:

log A(0 = log A'(0) - A/

The slope of the straight line gives -A. This second type of plot made

directly on semilogarithmic paper is the most convenient and the most

commonly used.
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5-2 Continuum Theory—More than One Substance

Very often one radioactive substance decays into another that is

also radioactive. The two substances are then said to be genetically

related; the first is called the parent, or mother, substance, the second,

the daughter substance. This relation is not limited to parent and daughter

but extends sometimes over many "generations." Sometimes one sub-

stance can decay by two processes, e.g., by alpha and beta emission,

giving rise to two different daughter substances: this occurrence is

called dual decay, or branching.

Examples of long chains of radioactive decays are offered by the

natural radioactive families (sec Fig. 5-2) and also by the chains of

successive beta decays typical of fission fragments.

Figure 5-2 shows that four alphas arc expected from an atom of

RdTh (Th228 ) before reaching Th B (Pb- 12
) and their emission in suc-

cession is beautifully illustrated in Fig. 5-3. An atom of RdTh (Th228)

is embedded in a photographic emulsion, and each alpha particle emitted

by it leaves its track in the emulsion.

Wc shall not consider in this section the case of branching, but we

shall solve the following problem: Given that at time / -= we have

Ai(0), A2(0) atoms of the radioactive substances 1,2,... etc., which

are genetically related, find the number of atoms A'i(r), A2(f) . . .
present

at any subsequent time.

Substance 1 decays according to the law expressed in Eq. (5-1.1):

dMi = - AiA] dt. For every atom of substance 1 that disintegrates, an

atom of substance 2 is formed. Hence the number of atoms of substance

2 varies for two reasons: it decreases because substance 2 decays, but it

increases because the decay of substance 1 continuously furnishes atoms

of substance 2. The net change is given by

dNi

dt

= AiAi - AoA'2 (5-2.1)

where h and Ag are the decay constants of the first and second substances,

respectively. For a third substance wc have, in a similar way,

dNi
= \2 N., _ A3A3 , etc. (5-2.2)

dt
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Figure 5-2 The natural radioactive families of U238
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This system of differential equations can be solved by putting

Ar

i = Ane-M

Ar

2 = A2\e~ x
- 1 + A%%e~ x * %

A3 = Az\e~ Xil + A32e~ x' 1 + Azze~ x ' c

*57

(5-2.3) SECTION 5-2

Nk = Akie~ x,t + Ak2e~ x,t + •* + Akk-e~ Xtt

The constants A k t arc to be determined in such a way that the expressions

of Eq. (5-2.3) satisfy the differential equations and the Ar

t(0) have the

prescribed initial values. Substituting the expressions of Eq. (5-2.3)

into the differential equations (5-1.1), (5-2.1), (5-2.2), etc., we have

Att = At-y,i .

Xt
'\ (5-2.4)

Ak - Ai

This recursion formula is sufficient to determine all the Am with the

exception of those with equal indexes. 1 These are determined by the

' If two or more of the decay constants involved should accidentally be equal,

Eq. (5-2.4) cannot be applied and Eq. (5-2.3) has to be modified by replacing the

exponentials with equal X with terms of the form le'". t'e ". etc.

Continuum
Theory-
More than

One
Substance

* <£
4?*9 '•^T^-'L.
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Figure 5-3 Radiothorium stars: The four tracks correspond to the alpha particles emitted byTh228
,

Ac224
, Em-20

, and Po21G
. [Powell and Occhialini, Nuclear Physics in Photographs, Oxford University

Press, London, 1947.]
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initial conditions

Nk(Q) = Aki + A k% + •" + A» (5-2.5)

It will be noticed that in each of the expressions of Eq. (5-2.3) we have a

sum of exponentials containing the decay constants of all the substances

in the family preceding the one considered.

Some special cases of initial conditions are in practice very important,

notably that in which only substance 1 is initially present and has

A'i(O) atoms initially. We have then, by a direct application of Eqs. (5-2.3)

through (5-2.5),

M(0 = M(0)<? M

N2(t) = ATi{0)
1

(e-*'« - *-*•*)
A:: A

j

N3(l) - ^(OJAiAgf.—
\(A2 -

»-M r>— Aji

+

V(A2

(A, - A3)(A2 - A3)

A1XA3 - A,) (A3 - A2)(A, - As)

(5-2.6)

This case occurs quite often, for example, in the active deposit of radium,

where Nx, Nz, N3 represent, respectively, the number of atoms of RaA,
RaB, and RaC.

It is also important to see what happens to a mixture of radioactive

substances left undisturbed for a long time. In Eq. (5-2.3) there will be

terms containing the exponential with the smallest decay constant As

of the mixture. All atoms of species 1, 2, ..., j in a relatively short time

become atoms of species .?, and Ns itself is given by Ns(t) = .A"e- Xd ,

where./F = M(0) + ••• + N„(Q). If /is large enough (/ > 1/AS), we have

NiQ) = NzQ) = Ns-i(t) =

N«(t) = JTr**

Aji-i — As

(5-2.7)

The ratio of the amount present of each of the substances following

substance s to the amount of substance s itself is independent of time

and is given by

A sA s_i ... Xt-i
(5-2.8)

(A«+i - A.,)(As+2 - As) ... (Xt
- As)

All substances decay according to the same lime law, e~ Xd . When this

situation obtains, we speak of transient equilibrium.

It happens sometimes that As is very small compared with A* of all

the substances following s in the radioactive family and that, during

the interval under consideration e~ x,t ~ 1. Then we write

Nt

Ns

A,

A<
(5-2.9)



and we speak of secular equilibrium. The interpretation of Eq. (5-2.9) is

immediate: the number of atoms of substance s, s + I, etc., disinte-

grating per unit time is the same, and hence the number of atoms present

is inversely proportional to the decay constant. This situation occurs

in ores containing uranium. The decay constant of U23R is extremely

small compared with those of the products following it in the radio-

active families, and the ores have been undisturbed for a long enough

time to attain radioactive equilibrium. For all practical purposes the

number of atoms in such an ore is independent of time as long as we

limit ourselves to periods of no more than a few thousand years, and

Eq. (5-2.9) holds for the radioactive families. However, it must be pointed

out that the inactive lead isotopes that terminate the radioactive families

are not necessarily present in an amount corresponding to the age of the

mineral, because geochemical processes may have removed either the lead

or the uranium in a different way.

A brilliant experiment on radioactive equilibrium is the following:

Suppose that we have a solution containing U238 in equilibrium with its

daughter product UXi(Th 23:
). which has a period 24.1 days. By a

chemical procedure we separate, almost instantaneously, UXi from U.

The UXi fraction then decays with the period 24.1 days. On the other

hand, since this fraction and the mother solution, when considered to-

gether, must remain in equilibrium, an amount of UXi must grow in

the mother solution exactly equal to the amount disappearing from the

separated fraction. This example was studied quantitatively by Ruther-

ford and Soddy, and it helped to elucidate the theory of radioactive

decay. The decay and growth curves (Fig. 5-4) were incorporated in Lord

Rutherford's escutcheon.

Another important case occurring in practice is that of a radio-

active substance (initially absent) formed at a constant rate. The dif-

ferential equation for this process is
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Figure 5-4 The original figure

of decay of separated U and of

the recovery of the activity in the

mother solution. [Ei. Rutherford.]
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dN

If
= Q - XN (5-2.10)

where Q is the number of atoms formed per unit time. Its solution when
A'(0) _ is

N(l) = Q
(I - «-*«) (5-2.11)

where QjX represents the number of atoms that one would obtain for

/ -> co it is sometimes called the saturation number of atoms and is

indicated by Nv..

5-3 Branching

Several radioactive substances decay by more than one mechanism,
for example, £- and 0- emission, alpha and beta emission. Let us con-
sider alpha and beta branching and call the probability of alpha emission
by one atom, in time dt, X x dt and the probability of beta emission by
the same atom X

fi
dt. Then the total probability of decay of the atom in

time dt by either alpha or beta disintegration is (Xx + X
fi
) dt. Hence

dN
X.)N (5-3.1)

and the mean life of the substance, defined as the time in which the
amount initially present is reduced from 1 to l/e, is

i

(5-3.2)

The ratio of the number of alpha to beta particles emitted during a
certain time is called the branching ratio and is equal to XJX p . Some-
times the quantities tx - l/Aa and r

/3
= ]jX

fl
are used; these are called,

not too accurately, the mean life of alpha and beta decay, respectively.
From Eq. (5-3.2) it follows immediately that

1 1 I

+ —
T n

(5-3.3)

A similar terminology is used for other types of branching. Figure 5-2

gives some examples of alpha and beta branching.

5-4 Some Units Used in Radioactivity. Dosimetry

The number of atoms disintegrating per second in a given sample
XN is often called the activity of the sample. Activities are generally
measured in curies (abbreviated Ci). A sample undergoing 3.7 x 1010

disintegrations per second is said to have the activity of 1 Ci. The
millicurie and the microcurie are lO"3 and !()-« Ci, respectively. The
origin of the number 3.7 x 10 1 " is as follows: Tn the early days of re-

search on radioactivity the unit of activity was the amount of sub-
stance in equilibrium with 1 g of Ra and was called the curie in honor



of P. and M. Curie. The unit was practical and convenient as long as

all radioactive substances belonged to the Ra family. Later an attempt

was made to determine the number of disintegrations per second in 1 Ci
of a substance and, in particular, in I g of Ra. The results of many
measurements gave approximately 3.7 x I010 disintegrations per second.

The definition of the curie was then changed to the number of disinte-

grations per second so as to make it applicable as well to substances

that do not belong to the radium family.

Another approach to the definition of units of radioactivity con-

siders the effect of the radiations instead of the number of disintegrations

per unit time. We can speak, for instance, of I g radium equivalent for

a MsTh sample, meaning that under certain conditions of filtration of the

gamma rays (5 mm of lead) the ionization produced in a certain instru-

ment by the two substances is the same. It is clear that this type of defini-

tion is dependent on the filtration of the radiations emitted by various

substances and on the instrument used to detect the radiations. For this

reason it must be used cautiously and with proper specification of the

experimental conditions. However, it is often the only usable definition

if the efficiency of the measuring instrument for the particular substance

studied has not been determined. From this point of view it is possible

to measure the ionizing action of a radioactive source emitting gamma
rays by specifying that it produces a certain number of roentgens per

hour at a distance of I m (Rhm). The roentgen (R) is defined as "that

quantity of X or gamma radiation such that the associated corpuscular

emission per 0.001293 g of air produces in air ions carrying 1 esu of

quantity of electricity of cither sign." The mass of air referred to is the

mass of 1 cm3 of dry air at O^C and 1 atm pressure. If we assume that

an average of 32.5 cV is expended to produce a pair of ions in air, we find

that I R corresponds to the absorption of

32.5 x 1.60 x 10 Vl

or

4.80 x 10 "»

0.108

1.293 x 10"3
"

= 0.108 erg cm 3 of air (5-4.1)

= 83.8 erg g 1 of air (5-4.2)

or 6.77 x 104 MeV cm"3 of air.

For several substances whose decay schemes are known it is possible,

by using the data of Fig. 5-5, to calculate the Rhm corresponding to 1

disintegration per second and hence to deduce from an ionization meas-

urement the activity of the sample. For example, Ra in equilibrium with

its product gives 0.96 Rhm g
_1

, without any filtration of the radiations;

0.25 mm of Pt reduces the Rhm to 0.88 per gram of Ra.

In practice, measurements of roentgens arc obtained by using small

air ionization chambers, the walls of which behave with respect to beta

and gamma rays very much like air at very high pressure (see Fig. 3-6).

One can then use an approximate theorem of Gray and Bragg, which
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states that the ionization produced by the gamma rays in the chamber
is unaffected by the walls and is the same as would be obtained in an
equal volume of an extended gaseous medium. This theorem is valid if

the linear dimensions of the cavity are small compared with the range
(in the gas-filling cavity) of the secondary corpuscular radiation (elec-

trons) produced in the wall of the cavity. Chambers satisfying this con-
dition, with walls made of suitable plastics, are called air chambers
and arc commercially available, being extensively used for medical
X-ray dosimetry.

The Gray-Bragg relation can be written in the form

E
J = (5-4.3)

pw

where J is the number of ion pairs produced per unit volume of the gas,

P is the ratio of the stopping power of the walls to the stopping power
of the gas for the equilibrium radiation, E is the energy absorbed per
unit volume of the walls, and w is the energy required to produce one
ion pair. For an ideal air chamber p is simply the ratio of the densities

of the walls and gas.
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Figure 5-5 Energy flux per roentgen as a function of the energy of gamma radiation. [(Se 59).]



The energy flux required to produce 1 R depends on the frequency

of the radiation considered. It has been calculated for a large energy

interval, and the results are summarized in Fig. 5-5.

It must be borne in mind that to use this curve correctly the thickness

of the wall must be great enough to establish equilibrium between the

primary and secondary radiation; thus for 10 McV about 4 g cm -2

of wall thickness is required. The ionization depends on the chemical

composition of the walls, and according to the definition of the roentgen

the walls should be of air. The data are computed for w — 32.5 eV.

Photographic dosimetry has been in use for many years. It is based

on the blackening of photographic film under the action of radiations.

For X rays it has been shown that the density obtained - that is, log {lojf),

where I /I is the ratio between the incident and transmitted light for the

film in question— is a function of the total dose to which the film has

been exposed and not of the lime distribution of the dose (reciprocity

law). Photographic film is valuable in the dose range from about 10~2 to

101 R; it is available in a variety of emulsions and can be used for beta

and gamma radiation. Radiation dosimetry, although of great importance

in biological work, has not yet attained a fully satisfactory state of

accuracy.

The roentgen as defined above is a perfectly precise unit, but it

is not always a very convenient one. The definition specifically refers

to air, and in most cases the irradiated objects arc not air. In biological

research, for example, it is often more convenient to define the dose as

the number of ergs absorbed per gram of substance. From a beam deliver-

ing 1 R, 1 g of soft tissue will absorb approximately 93 ergs; from the

same beam a different substance may absorb a different amount of

energy—for instance, 1 g of air would absorb 83.8 ergs. The dose

corresponding to the absorption of 93 ergs g
_1 of soft tissue is called the

roentgen equivalent physical (Rep). A similar unit of radiation is the

rad, which corresponds to 100 ergs g
_1

.

The biological effects of radiation are a function not only of the

dose and type of radiation but also of the organ and tissue receiving the

radiation. Whereas the measurement of the energy spent by the radiation

is a relatively simple problem in physics, the evaluation of its biological

effects is a much more difficult one, and one that is not even very well

defined, because two radiations that arc equivalent in producing a given

biological effect may not be equivalent in other effects. Nevertheless,

some tentative evaluations of relative biological effectiveness (RBE),

have been made by the National Committee on Radiation Protection

for various types of radiations; these are summarized in Table 5-1.

It has been found convenient in practical biological work to express

doses of radiation of different specific ionizations in terms of a unit that

incorporates both the magnitude of the dose and its biological effective-

ness. This unit, the Rem, is defined by the relation

1 Rem = 1 Rep x I RBE (5-4.4)

Tolerance doses for safe conditions of work have been elaborated over
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Table 5-1 Recommended Values of the Relative Biological Effect-

iveness (RBE) of Radiation of Different Specific Ioniza-

tions Applicable to Exposure to Radiation from External

Sources"-6

(X rays, electrons, and positrons of any specific ionization:

RBE = 1)

Heavy ionizing particles

Average specific ionization,

ion pairs /*-' of water RBE"

Average linear energy transfer

(LET) to water/

kcV /x ' water

100 or less

100-200

200-650

650 1,500

1,500-5,000

1

1-2

2-5

5-10

10-20

3.5 or less

3.5-7.0

7.0-23

23-53

53-175

" Present knowledge of the biological effectiveness of radiation of different

specific ionizations does not warrant fine distinctions. Therefore ranges rather

than individual figures arc given in this table. For any range of specific ioniza-

tion it is safer to use the higher of the two values ofRBE given for that range,

but a value obtained by linear interpolation is acceptable.

The critical organs and effects considered are: skin with respect to

cancer, blood-forming organs with respect to leukemia, gonads with respect

to impairment of fertility, and lenses of the eyes with respect to cataracts.

c Specific ionization is expressed in ion pairs per micron of water in terms

of its air equivalent.

* RBE is in terms of the permanent biological effectiveness of ordinary

X rays for which the average specific ionization in the tissue of interest is

assumed to be 100 ion pairs per micron of water.

'Linear energy transfer is given in keV per micron of water, using

35 eV per ion pair.

a period of years. Figure 5-6 summarizes these results graphically.

The important tolerance dose to remember is 0.3 R per week for total

body irradiation.

Cosmic rays at sea level and latitude 50° produce about 1.7 ion

pairs per cm3 sec-1 , or 5 x 10~3 R per week, which corresponds to

about 1.7 per cent of the tolerance dose.

5-5 Fluctuations in Radioactive Decay. General Theory

At the beginning of this chapter we spoke of radioactive decay

from the point of view of a continuous change in the number of atoms.

Since this number is obviously an integer, it is clear that the theory

previously given is only approximate. Although it holds exactly for the

average values in the limit ofa very large number of atoms, we may expect

departures from it in cases in which the actual integral numbers of



atoms or events are considered. It is the purpose of this section to treat

the fluctuations or differences between the actual number of decaying

atoms n and the average number </? >.

The first problem is the following: We have a substance with an

extremely long life (so long that we can neglect its average decay in the

time considered) and emitting on the average <« > particles per second.

What is the probability P(n) that in a given second it emits n particles?

This classical problem in the theory of probability is solved by PoissorCs

formula:

/>(„) = - - g-<n>
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n\
(5-5.1)

To prove this equation, we divide the time interval of 1 sec into K
equal parts. K is an arbitrarily large number.

The probability of a disintegration occurring in any one of the K
subintervals is then (ny/K, and the probability that no disintegration

A. 300 mRcm per week«M*>.<»»

to lens of eye. (Lens of eye

considered to be at depth of

3 mm.) Significant volume is

volume of entire lens.

B. Limit to entire body of 1,500

mRem per week if the half-

value layer in tissue is < 1 mm.
(Thus rule applies especially

to low-energy beta radiation.)

Eye dose must not exceed

300 mRcm per week.' 1 '-*"

C. 600 mRem per week<*>-<»> to

skin of total body. Basal

layer of epidermis considered

to be at depth of 0.07 mm.

D. 1,500 mRem per week to skin

of head, neck, hands, fore-

arms, feet and ankles

—

provided exposure to eyes is

not over 300 mRcm per week.

In the case of X- or gamma-
ray dose, the permissible

1,500 mR per week includes

backscattcr. Significant area

is 1 cm! in region of highest

dose rate.

E. 300 mRem per week' 2 '-'31 to

portion of body inside 5 cm.

F. 300 mRem per week' 8 '-'3 ' to

blood-forming organs. These

organs considered to be at

depth of 5 mm. Significant

volume 1 cm3 in region of

highest dose rate.

G. Dose measured in air. Maxi-

mum permissible weekly dose

ofX or y (£ < 3 MeV) radia-

tion may be 300 mR«>-<«>

measured in occupied area.

(1) The 300 mR per week of X or y radiation measured in air (when E< 3 MeV)
may be increased to 450 mR per week to the lens of the eye, and about 400 mR
per week to the bone, and to other tissues more than 5 cm inside the body with
exception of the gonads, which arc limited to 300 mRcm per week until after age
45.

(2) When the exposures arc continued over a period of several years, the in-
tegrated dose should not exceed one-third of the value indicated by these rates

i.e.,

rate di

(basic permissible exposure rate) x time

(3) An alternate rule is application of rule G to measurement of X or y dose in
air.

Figure 5-6 Basic permissible occupational exposure rates to external sources of ionizing radiation.

[Natl. Bur. Standards (U.S.) Handbook 59.] [Figure from Ethcrington, Nuclear Engineering Hand-

book. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1958.]
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occurs in any specified interval is 1 - ( </? }!K). The probability of a disin-

tegration occurring in n, and only n, specified subinlervals is

K K
(5-5.2)

The first factor in Eq. (5-5.2) results from the requirement that n specified

subintervals contain a disintegration and the second from the require-

ment that the remaining intervals (K — ri) do not contain a disinte-

gration. If we now abandon the condition that the disintegrations must

occur in specified subintervals and retain only the requirement that

they must occur, we must sum Eq. (5-5.2) for all possible choices of the

specified subintervals. These are equal in number to the combinations of

K objects taken /; at a time:

K\ K(K - 1) -(K - n + 1) K\

n

We thus have

Hi n\(K-n)\

"t-ewm-^
K n

(5-5.3)

(5-5.4)

This formula (Bernoulli distribution) can be reinterpreted in a more
general way. We repeat many limes a certain experiment that must have

one or two results, £or F, which are mutually exclusive. The probability

of E occurring in each trial is p; the probability of F occurring

is 1 - p = q. What is the probability, in K trials, that E occurs n times

and hence that /"occurs K — n limes? The answer, as seen above, is

\pnqK n (5-5.5)

Note that Pi<(n) is the term containing p
n
q
K ~n in the binomial develop-

ment of (/; + q)
K

, and hence

K

2/s(«) = (P + q)
K = 1 (5-5.6)

Equation (5-5.6) shows that the probabilities Px(n) are normalized

correctly.

Before considering certain limiting cases of formula (5-5.3), we shall

calculate the average </?> of the number of times that event E occurs

in a series of K trials. Intuitively we expect it to be </?> = Kp, and this

is borne out by direct calculation. By definition,

K
<«> = S nPn(n) - 2 ii[

" )&&-
n Vfl

On the other hand,

:

:

(, , * - : s (

K
cp op n ,

(,\n

K
pnqK-n m 2 n\

" \pn-\qK~

n

(5-5.7)

(5-5.8)



and hence, upon using Eq. (5-5.7), 167

<«> - p (P + q)
K = pK{p - q)"'1 = Kp (5-5.9)

<P

because p -r q — 1 •

We now calculate the average value of (n - </;» 2
, i.e., <(/i - Kp)-).,

which is called the variance by statisticians. Its square root is the stan-

dard deviation indicated by a. We have first

a2 = <(„ _ pKfy = <n2 > - 2pA:<«> + />
2a"2

= </j2> - /MP = <«*> - <w>8 (5-5.10)

and <«2 > is evaluated, in a way similar to that used above for <«>, as

follows

:

<«2> = 2 #»*/»«(«) = (/>*— + /» -) S I )/>«<7
K*

n-o \ qp8 cp/ n . \n/

1 * f/>/
(5-5.11)

from which, remembering thatg = 1 - p, we get

G2 = <„2> _ pijp = _ Kp i :_ #,, m Kpq (5-5.12)

a = (Kpq)1'2 (5-5.13)

The last expression for the standard deviation is of considerable impor-

tance.

Wc now make use of the fact that K is an arbitrarily large number,

and we pass to the limit for K lending to infinity. We apply the well-

known formulas

1\«[K\ Kn
a ,. / 1 \

K
hm = — and hm I + — =
K>x\n I n\ k .x \ A /

or

Koffl \ K I

K-»
= e< ~n>

Substituting these values in Eq. (5-5.4), wc have

P(n) =
<«>»

/>.:

»-<n>

(5-5.14)

(5-5.15)

where for K -»-oc, we have dropped the index K. This is the famous

Poisson formula; it is illustrated in Fig. 5-7. From Eq. (5-5.15), remem-

bering the development in power series of en , we also sec immediately

that

X P(n) = e <»> E-^-f =1 (5-5.16)

n-0 n-0 «'

which verifies that the sum of the probabilities for all possible numbers of

disintegrations in a given time interval is 1.
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If <«> is a large number, P(n) has a sharp maximum in the vicinity

of n = </7> and we may develop log ?(/;) in a power series of n - <«>.
Using Stirling's asymptotic formula, log {x\) = x log x - x + i log 2-nx

+ • • • we obtain for Eq. (5-5.15)

log P(n) = n log <n > - <»> - /i log n + n - - log 2-rrn (5-5.17)

and, taking the first and second derivatives with respect to n,

— = log <n > - log n - —
Art 2/7

</2 log P 1 1

(5-5.18)

(5-5.19)

The zero of the first derivative confirms the existence of the maxi-

mum 1 near n = <w > (neglecting terms in 1/n with respect to log n and
terms in l/n- with respect to terms in \jri); the second derivative can be
used to write the first terms of the power series for log P{n),

log P(n) - logP(</7»

= - -log 27

(n - <«»*

(«> -

2!

(» - <«»2

2<«>

^ l0gPW
n <»>

(5-5.20)

'In a better approximation the maximum is near n («>- J.

v.*tj

1 \ Poisson

1 1

s scries

1

0.16

/ = 4 A \<" ' = 6

0.14 -

/ \ /\\<"> =

/ \/ \ V^?
8

= 10
0.12

r-*<«> = '2

0.10

0.08

0.06
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/>o / / \ / \

/ -a / # / -• y , .. \ /

\ /-•• \ -J \ *
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(MM h A /* At y \'fJ \ \
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oi £^^ T^<s j>-^-^rt3^2
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n

Figure 5-7 Poisson's formula : P(n) - ««>B//i!) e-<"> for different values of <w>.



from which, passing from logarithms to numbers, we immediately get

the famous Gauss formula.

/»(«) =
c
,-(n-<n»'/2<»>

(5-5.21)

(2ir<«>)'

(Examples of Poisson and Gauss distributions are shown in Fig. 5-8.)

Recalling that

we readily see that

f e~x' dx = 771,2

[
P(n) dn = 1

(5-5.22)

(5-5.23)

which expresses again the normalization of the probability. Here we

remember that <«> > 1, and that the contributions to the integral

for n < are therefore negligible.

From Eq. (5-5.13), (5-5.15), or (5-5.21) it is possible to compute

the root-mean-squarc (mis) deviation or standard deviation defined

by Eq. (5-5. 10). From Eq. (5-5.13), if A: tends to =c, p tends to and g to 1

;

then Eqs. (5-5.13) and (5-5.9) give directly

„2 = Kp = </j> (5-5.24)

The same result is obtained if we insert for P(n) the Poisson formula and

use the identity

00 /flXn

no n\ (5-5.25)

which can be easily proved by comparing coefficients of equal powers cf

</7 >. Finally, the same result comes from the definition of g- contained in

Eqs. (5-5.10) and (5-5.11) and the gaussian distribution [Eq. (5-5.21)]

if we remember that

.v-Y'-z' dx = - »rl/2 (5-5.26)

-co 2f
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Figure 5-8 Comparison of

Poisson's law for n = 20 with

Gauss's law.
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These expressions say that the average value of the square of the deviation
from the average number of disintegrations to be expected in a certain
time interval is equal to this same number, and hence

- <n>^ (5-5.27)

a is known as the standard deviation of the distribution in n. Thus, if we
have on the average 100 disintegrations per minute, we may expect
deviations from this average, in every one-minute interval, such that the
mean square of the deviations is again 100. Very often it is of great
interest to know the relative standard deviation that results from Eq
(5-5.27),

£> - <*W (5-s -28)

The relative standard deviation is inversely proportional to the square
root of the number of counts used and is a measure of the precision
of the determination.

One can also arrive at an estimate of a by starting from its definition,

Eq. (5-5.10), in which, however, we have not distinguished <«> from the
''true" value of </j>, which would be obtained from, for instance, an
infinite number of observations. Let us indicate the true value of <«>
by <«<>. In a sample giving m counts in each of N equally long time
intervals, we should actually form

ofr)" = - 2 {m - 0»t»2 (5-5.29)

Since the value <« £ > is actually unobtainable, wc replace it with

N *-] (5-5.30)

and we assume, for the square of the standard deviation of the single

measurement.

aHn) =
1 £

N - 1 i=,i

<«» a

and, for the square of the standard deviation of the average,

ff
2(<«» -

1

A'l'V - 1) i x

S (rit <"»2

(5-5.31)

(5-5.32)

The replacement of N in Eq. (5-5.29) by N -
1 in Eq. (5-5.31) com-

pensates for the fact that </j t>, the true value, has been replaced by <«>.
For large values of N, Eqs. (5-5.31) and (5-5.29) tend to coincide, and
it is not actually important to distinguish between them, because, as a
matter of fact, the difference between them is of the order of magnitude
of the error in a2 . Justification of Eq. (5-5.31) and of the last statement
will be found in standard books on probability and statistics.

Of course, the values of o-
2 thus obtained are themselves only

approximate; we may have examples in which a2 as calculated by



Eq. (5-5.31) comes out anomalously small. Tn fact, a cannot be less,

for our case, than <n>1/2
; if our scries of measures has given a lower

value than this, we still must assume that the standard deviation is

</7>
1/2 and that we have obtained the lower value by accident. On the

other hand, if we have found a standard deviation much larger than

</»>
1/a wc may suspect the existence of some cause of accidental errors.

Wc shall now illustrate these concepts by an actual example. A
uranium sample was counted, and the number of alpha particles emitted

in 1 min was recorded in 10 intervals each of 1 min duration. The first

column of Table 5-2 shows the actual number of counts observed; the

second column, the difference between the average number of counts

and the specific 1-min count; and the third column, the square of the

numbers written in the second column. The average count for a 1-min

period is 35,946.4, with the standard deviation of any single measure-

ment given by (31 1.740/9)" 8 = 186. If, according to Eq. (5-5.27),

a = </i>i« wc find a = 189, a satisfactory agreement. The average

counting rate is 35,946.4 counts per minute, and the standard deviation

of the average is given by 189/(10)
1/2 = 60, where 10 is the number of

observations and the standard deviation of one observation is 189. In

conclusion, the average counting rate of our sample is 35,946 ± 60

counts per minute.

The question may be asked: What is the probability that, in the

case of a counting rate A with a standard deviation a, the deviation

from the "exact" result A* will be larger than etr? The exact result is

defined, as above, as the one obtained by repeating the measurement of

A a very great number of times. The answer to this problem in the case
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Table 5-2 Numerical Example of Counting of

a Sample

n » - <n > (*- <»»*

36.076 130 16,900

35.753 -193 37,249

35.907 - 39 1
,52

1

36.116 170 28.900

35,884 - 62 3,84 \

36,136 190 36,100

35,741 -205 42,025

35,640 -306 93.636

36,124 178 31,684

30,0(17 1 LI 19,881

<n> = 35,946.4 £4

/3U,740\''
2

S3 11,740

<7(») =h )

'= 18b
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of a gaussian distribution is given in tables contained, for instance, in

the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. We quote here a few pertinent
numbers.

The probability P of observing a counting rale differing from A* by
more than eu is given in Table 5-3. It will be noted that the probability

of observing a counting rale differing from A* by more than 0.6745cr is

0.5. This quantity is called the probable error.

If we want to know ihe standard deviation of a function /of two
or more independently observed quantities Xj and .v2 affected by the

standard deviation a\ and a2 , we use the fundamental formula of the

propagation of errors,

a, = jfy
a?

5f)

-J
C2'

1/2

(5-5.33)
\dxil \CXzl

Of frequent application are the formulas for the standard devia-
tions of the sum, difference, product, and quotient of two quantities.

If the observed quantities are numbers of counts, Eqs. (5-5.27) and
(5-5.33) give

and

o(«i ± >H) = (m + *&*
a(mn-i) = [«i/?2(«i + n*)]1

'-

of*) = («- + *TW) \«2 2 «23 /

a(n\no) o(niln->)

2 vi i nil

1 \
1;2

(5-5.34)

(5-5.35)

(5-5.36)

(5-5.37)
n\n% nijm

where m and n2 are the observed numbers of counts. Expressions of the
type of Eq. (5-5.36) are most rapidly obtained by use of the relation

o(log/) = <f)

f
(5-5.38)

which is an immediate consequence of Eq. (5-5.33).

5-6 Fluctuations in Radioactive Decay. Applications

We shall now make some applications of the principles stated above,
either in order to illustrate them or because the results arc of practical
importance

:

1. Suppose that we have counted a sample that gives n\ counts in

Table 5-3 Probability of a Given Multiple of the

Standard Deviation

e 0.6745 1 1.5 2.0 2.5

P 1 0.5000 0.3173 0.1336 0.0455 0.0124

3 3.5 4

0.0027 0.00046 0.000063



a certain counter in time tx\ the background of the counter gave n2

counts in time h. We want to know the counting rate of the sample

and the background counting rate of the counter. The times t\ and h

are exactly known. For the background we have

(5-6.1)
«2

v2 = — ±
h

(The expressions following the + sign are always standard deviations.)

We have, for the activity plus the background,

for the net activity,

Hi,--± m1 '2

h
(5-6.2)

(5-6.3)v = vi — V2

and, for its standard deviation according to Eq. (5-5.33),

Now we may ask: What is the best way to apportion a fixed counting

time r = t\ + h between the counting of the sample and the counting

of the background ? From Eq. (5-6.4) we obtain

VI vi
CT2(„) = — +

fl T-h
(5-6.5)

(5-6.6)

and, by minimizing with respect to ti,

v« h*

2. We want to check the existence of an effect that slightly changes

the counting rate of a device. When can we reasonably conclude that

the effect is real?

Counts in conditions a, m ; counts in conditions b, nz\ with counting

time the same for both conditions and equal to /,

Vl _ v2 =
m - m

ct(ki - VZ) =

The effect is probably real if

(m + « 2 )
1/2

(5-6.7)

(5-6.8)

3a(vi — V2) < (vi - vz)

or

«i - /?2 > 3(«i + nz)
,1/2 (5-6.9)

More precisely the probability P that \v\ - v2 |
> ea(ci - v2) is given by

Table 5-3. For « = 3 we have P = 0.0027; hence, the probability that

the effect is not due to a statistical fluctuation is 1 - P - 0.9972. This

last number is often called the confidence level of the result.
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3. A certain sample gives v counts per second on the average. What
is the probability of finding an interval of t sec without counts? Equa-
tion (5-5.15) gives the answer if we make n = and (n) = vt,

p(0) = <?-"* (5-6.10)

4. Counting-loss problem. Assume that a counting device is unable

to register a pulse for a period t after having registered a previous pulse

(dead lime). If we try to measure a sample giving rise to an average

true counting rate vq, the device will show a counting rate v < vo,

because some of the pulses will occur during the dead time t following

each registered pulse and hence will not be registered. We want the

relation between v and vq. The total dead time per second is vt; the

counts that should occur during this time but that cannot be registered

are vqvt, and from this

V = CO — VQVT (5-6.11)

or, upon assuming vo - v < v,

v = v(l + vt) (5-6.12)

The practical procedure for correcting counting losses is to count two
or more samples separately and then count them together. The count

obtained from the sum of the samples is smaller than the sum of the

counts obtained from the single samples because of the counting losses,

and if Eq. (5-6.12) applies, the counting loss co - v is small compared
with v and the proportionality constant is determined empirically as

stated above. It is not safe to correct for counting losses if these amount
to more than about 20 per cent of the counting rate; it is better to sub-

divide the samples, reduce the solid angle of the detecting device, or
otherwise arrange to use lower counting rates. If we go to the other

limiting case of a pulse rate^o > 1/t, the apparatus is blocked and the

counting rate decreases with increasing vo or it counts at a counting rate

I/t according to its detailed construction. Under these conditions the

apparatus is obviously unsuitable for making measurements.

5. Fluctuations in ionization current. Let us consider an ionization

chamber containing a sample that emits alpha particles each of which

gives a potential v to the collecting electrode. On the average v particles

per second are emitted, and we take a reading of the potential of the

electrode every T sec. Wc compensate for the average charging effect of
the source by using a leak resistor or by balancing it with another

ionization chamber in opposition and an identical alpha source. The
average potential reading </?> is then zero, but there are residual

fluctuations of potential. Wc can calculate <p*> from Eq. (5-5.24).

Calling n the actual number of particles emitted in time T and vT its

average value, we have from b"q. (5-5.10)

<0 - </>»2
> = <(/» - m7)M> = tWT (5-6.13)

or, since </>> = 0, owing to the compensating device,

O2 ) = v*vT (5-6.14)



if the main effect is compensated with a resistor; or

</>
2 > = "h&vT (5-6.15)

if we have two balanced chambers. In this equation </?
2
> and T are

directly measurable, and an experiment of this type can be used to deter-

mine the quantity w.

Equations (5-6.14) and (5-6.15) are mainly qualitative because they

do not consider the differences between the amounts of ionization pro-

duced in the various ionization acts and the electrical characteristics of

the measuring instrument.

The fluctuations of p have been the object of several studies in

which the influence of the electrical characteristics of the detecting

apparatus has also been considered. Although most of these studies were

performed with long-period electrometers and experimental devices

that are now obsolete, the method of evaluating the results has wide

applicability. If a particle emitted at time produces in the instrument

a deflection at time t indicated by /(/), where the specific function

depends on the characteristics of the apparatus, and if the apparatus

is linear, the deflection at time T produced by k particles emitted at

times h,h,t», ... is given by

</> = 2/(7"-/,)
k

(5-6.16)

Now from the deflection of the apparatus at time T in a scries of

many experiments, we can obtain an average deflection <<£ >. To calcu-

late this quantity and its standard deviation, call v the average rate of

emission of the particles. In a small time interval t the probability of

emission of a particle is vr.

The contribution 8(4>y to the average deflection due to particles

emitted in time r is

S<^> =f(T - t)vr (5-6.17)

and, upon passing to the limit,

<^> = 2 8<<£> = f vf(T - t)dl (5-6.18)
J o

The standard deviation of <<£> is obtained by using the theorem of the

calculus of probability contained in Eq. (5-5.13), which states that the

square of the standard deviation of the number vr is vr multiplied by

the complementary probability 1 - vr. Moreover, since the number of

particles emitted in the single time intervals r are statistically indepen-

dent, the contributions to the square of the standard deviation from the

various time intervals are to be added. We have then for the standard

deviation of the deflection

(*- <#»*= Svt(1 -vr)P(T-l)

or, upon passing to the limit for r -> 0,

<(*- <#»a> = f'/KT- t)dt

(5-6.19)

(5-6.20)
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Equation (5-6.20) can be applied to specific cases; e.g., if /(f) = for

/ < and /(0 = ve n for t > 0, we have, for T P 1/y,

V-v
<(4- <0»2

> = -r
2y

(5-6.21)

which is similar to Eq. (5-6.14).

Equation (5-6.21) is often applied in the determination of the condi-

tions under which a heavily ionizing radiation (e.g., fission fragments)

can be measured over a background of an intense radiation the single

particles of which ionize only slightly (beta rays). If the resolving time

of the instrument, including the effect of the electronic components, is t

and the number of ions obtainable from the heavily ionized particle is F
whereas each of the weakly ionizing particles, occurring with the fre-

quency v, produces /ions, we must have

f > {yry-iy (5-6.22)

This relation, however, can be used only for qualitative estimates,

because a detailed study of the experimental setup is required for more
precise evaluations.

5-7 Method of Maximum Likelihood

Often, in order to measure a half-life, we measure the time at which
the nuclei in a sample disintegrate, and then analyze the data by plotting

a histogram of the number of decays in successive equal time intervals.

This practical procedure does not extract all the information available

in the experiment, and one wants a method that puts to best use all the

information collected. This purpose is achieved by the method of maxi-
mum likelihood, which we shall illustrate by an example. We must
emphasize, however, that in order to use it we must make an a priori

hypothesis that drastically affects the results. For instance, in the fol-

lowing example it is essential lo assume that we have only one radio-

active substance present and that the decay law is a simple exponential.

Under these hypotheses, having observed M disintegrations at

times tith, ..., 1m < T = total time of observation, we want to know
the most probable value of the decay constant A of the substance. We
proceed as follows: For each disintegrating nucleus of the substance

the probability of observing a decay between time / and t + dt is

G(X,i)dt = Xe~^dt(\ - e-* 1)-1 (5-7.1)

where the denominator takes into account the (inite time of observation

T.

The probability of observing decays at limes h,h, -, tM is then
proportional to

M
G{\j hli , ..., tM) = A-* n g-*«<i - e-A*)-i (5-7.2)



This quantity is a function of the parameter A, and we ask for which

value of A it has a maximum; the corresponding value of A is the most

likely one.

Explicitly we may look for the maximum of log G. We have then

for the maximum

=
£ log G(X,li,t2, ..., /m)

cX

= - --[S Xtt + A/ log (I - e- XT) - MlogA] (5-7.3)

SALi-i J

o = s /( + Afr(^ r - I)-1 - —
(-1 A

(5-7.4)

This equation may be solved for A by iteration. In the limiting case where

XT > 1 it gives the obvious result
u

I = T = ^_ (5-7.5)

A M
As a figure of merit for the value of the parameter A obtained by

solving Eq. (5-7.5), it is reasonable to assume

<?(A) =
£2 l 1/2

- -^logC(A,fi, .... tM )
(5-7.6)

We verify this result in the case in which G considered as a function of A

has a gaussian distribution with standard deviation a,

G = Ke <*- x °)tn<r
'

Then

and

log G = log K —
(A - A„)2

2*2

c"- log G 1

(5-7.7)

(5-7.8)

(5-7.9)m a2

Tn this case <g of Eq. (5-7.6) coincides with the standard deviation of A.
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5-8 Methods of Measuring Decay Constants

The simplest way to measure a decay constant is by direct applica-

tion of Eq. (5-1.1) or (5-1.2). This is very simple if t is a convenient

interval of anywhere from about 1 min to a few years. Outside this

range practical difficulties arise. Even if t is convenient, however, it may

happen that the radiation emitted in the decay is difficult to detect (for

example in RaD), in which case it is sometimes possible to measure, not

the decay of the substance under investigation, but the production of a

daughter product, from which one can calculate r of the mother

substance.
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If t is very short, it is still possible to employ mechanical methods
in making the measurements (such as the container propelled by com-
pressed air, used in piles), down to intervals of approximately 1 sec.

For intervals of this duration, flow methods arc effective if the substance

is gaseous. The substance is produced in a certain place at a constant

rate and is blown through a tube in a stream of gas with velocity v,

measurable from the area of the tube and the rate of flow of the gas.

The activity of the gas in the steady stream in the lube is measured at

two points at distance rffrom each other. These activities are in the ratio

e-divr^ from which t can be obtained. Sometimes in experiments of this

type the formation of an active deposit can be observed, and r of the

gas can be obtained from the distribution of the active deposit on the

walls of the tube. Classical experiments by this method were performed
by Rutherford. There have been many modifications of the method;
noteworthy is the artifice employed by Jacobsen in which the velocity

of recoiling atoms imparted by the emission of a particle is used.

In recent times electronic methods have been used for the direct

measurement of very short lifetimes, down to t ~ 10~9 sec. The principle

of the methods requires that the decay to be studied be preceded by
another event, which is used to actuate an electronic gate and establish

the origin of time. The gate stays open for a time t. The probability of
a count in the gate is then

k [ Xe-^d$ = k(l - e~«)
J

(5-8.1)

in which we have included in k geometric and efficiency factors, which,

however, are constant. The apparatus is arranged to count the number
of gates formed, and also the number of gates during which a particle

is detected. By measuring the ratio between the number of times a

particle is delected while the gate is open and the total number of gates

formed as a function of / one obtains A, from Eq. (5-8.1).

One may also keep the duration of the gate / constant but small

compared with t and vary the time T after the first triggering pulse

at which the gate opens. This procedure is called measurement ofdelayed
coincidences. The number of delayed coincidences per disintegration is

proportional to e~ AT(l — e A<
) or, for ; -^ 1/A, to A/^-*7 ' (Fig. 5-9).

Sometimes it is possible to feed the pulses of the detector into a

cathode-ray oscilloscope with a calibrated time sweep. Pulses appear
characteristically in pairs. By measuring the number of pairs correspond-

ing to a time interval between / and t — At as a function of 1, one
obtains an exponential curve e~Xt , or, more directly, if one can neglect

the background, the average time interval between the pulses gives r.

For values of r up to a few years, direct measurements are still

practicable. For larger t, direct measurement of the number of disinte-

grations undergone by a weighed amount of radioactive substance is

generally used. Aside from the necessity of starting with a chemically

and radioactively pure substance the method is easily applied to alpha



emitters where the absolute counting of the alpha particles does not offer

great difficulticsand where oncalpha particle is emitted per disintegration.

Finally the condition of secular equilibrium [Eq. (5-2.9)] between

two genetically related substances can also be used for the determina-

tion of the ratio of their decay constants. A classical example is that of

radium and uranium: in an old, unaltered ore the ratio is 3.66 x 10 7

by weight (Boltwood's number).

The precision that has been attained up to now in measurements of

A is of the order, in the most favorable cases, of a few parts in 10,000,

but the great majority of radioactive decay constants are not known to

within 1 per cent.

Extensive collections of data on radioactive decay are available in

tabular and graphical form. For instance, an excellent table of isotopes

is given by Strominger, Hollander, and Seaborg; General Electric has

also published a useful isotope chart (see the Bibliography).
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5-9 Chronological and Geological Applications

Radioactive decay has found very interesting applications to the

problem of establishing dates of events remote in time.

Figure 5-9 Delayed coincidence

resolution curve F(x) for the

158-keV gamma ray of Hg"»
with a prompt curve P(.x) for

comparison: (a) logarithmic

scale: (b) linear scale. The half-

life of the gamma ray can be

measured by the slope of the

right-hand part of log F(x) in (a)

or by the shift of the centroid of

F(x) to the right in (b). The

result is TU2 = (2.35 + 0.20) x

nscc. The standard deviations of

the points arc indicated by ver-

tical bars. [R. L. Graham and

R. E. Bell, Can. J. Phys, 31, 377

(1953).]

4 8 12

x = inserted delay, nsec
16 20
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On the archaeological scale this has been established by CH dating.

Cosmic rays in the atmosphere continuously form C14 by nuclear re-

actions. C14 itself is chemically combined with oxygen and finally finds

its way into all organic material. Carbon in a living plant or animal has

the same isotopic composition as atmospheric carbon. When the animal

or plant dies, its exchange of carbon slops and in due course C 1 ' dis-

appears with a half-life of 5,570 years. Thus coal or petroleum has lost

all its C 14
, whereas the carbon in a young tree has the same activity as

atmospheric carbon (15 dis g
-1 sec-1). It is thus clear that one can date

an object containing organic carbon by measuring the specific activity

of the carbon. The sensitivity of the method sets a limit of about 30,000

years to the determinable ages. Older samples are too inactive to be

accurately dated. A calibration curve is shown in Fig. 5-10. (There are

some indications that carbon in wood produced today has a little lower

specific activity than carbon derived from wood of a century ago. This

has been attributed to the dilution of atmospheric carbon by inactive

carbon originating from fossil fuels.)

On the geological scale, radioactivity has given the most reliable

information on absolute time. The substances commonly employed are

uranium and its isotopes, thorium, potassium, and rubidium.

We shall briefly describe some of the methods used. First, how-
ever, let us define what we mean by the age of a rock. We do not know
what has been the early history of our planet, but at a certain time rocks

reached their present composition, crystallizing and segregating their

different components. A slow process of metamorphosis continues even

today. Radioactive dating refers essentially to the time of formation of
rocks. If at formation a rock contained a certain amount of uranium,

it accumulated in it the helium produced by uranium decay. For each

atom of U 238 that becomes Pbzo °, eight alpha particles are formed, and
if these do not escape from the rock, the ratio between the uranium

Zct(P)

Hemaka(C)

1,000 2,000 3.000 4,000

historical age. years

5,000

Figure 5-10 Calibration curve of

C14 method. Curve calculated

from T = 5.568 r 30 years. Key:
Samples of known age: (C),

Chicago dates; (P), Pennsylvania

dates (Ralph). [W. F. Libby, in

Lea Prix Nobel en 1960, Stock-

holm, 1961.1



present and the helium accumulated gives the age of the rock. A similar 181

procedure is applicable to thorium. The most important consideration

is always to make certain that no helium or uranium has escaped the

sample during the life of the rock. The uranium-lead ratio may be used Problems

in a similar way and is less subject than the helium methods to errors

caused by differences in diffusion or escape from the rocks of lead and

uranium. Other methods use the Pb208/Pb207 isotopic ratio of radiogenic

lead or the ratio of radiogenic lead to Pb204 . Finally K/Ar ratios and

Rb87/Sr87 ratios are also used and are becoming increasingly important.

Occasionally it is possible to date the same rock by several methods;

the results show reasonable agreement.

The oldest surface rocks have an age of about 2.7 x 10 9 years.

The same methods have been applied to the determination of the age of

meteorites and the oldest of these are 4.5 x 109 years. This should be

the age of formation of the earth, as distinguished from the segregation

of the surface rocks.
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Problems

5-1 Calculate the volume of 1 Ci of radon at
CC and 760 mm Hg

pressure.
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5-2 Calculate the weight of 1 Ci of Pu23D
.

5-3 A piece of gold 1 mm thick is bombarded for 15 h by a slow neutron
beam having 10 6 neutrons per sec. How many disintegrations per second of
Au19S occur in the sample 24 h after the end of bombardment?

5-4 Ba 140 decays into La140 with a half-life of 12.5 days. La140 has a
half-life of 40 h. A sample initially contains pure Ba110

. Call this amount 100
in arbitrary units. Using semilogarithmic paper, plot the amounts of Ba and
La formed (as a function of time) over a period of 15 days.

5-5 An atomic explosion forms isotopes of U238 by successive neutron
capture. The capture cross sections are <x(238), <r(239), etc. The (lux of neutrons
through the material is $?, and it lasts a short time /. How much U250

is formed
per atom of U238 ?

5-6 As light a shield as possible is required for a very large source
(1,000 Ci) of a beta emitter having beta rays of 2 MeV, in order that a person
can work near it safely. Give your suggestions.

5-7 Prove that for a Poisson distribution <>;
2> - <n>2 = <«>.

5-8 One milligram of iron does not emit any fission fragment for a
month. The decay constant of iron for spontaneous fission has an even
chance of being smaller than A. Find A. assuming every A in a dX interval a
priori equally probable.

5-9 A certain sample that gives a counting rate of 107 counts per min
on a Geiger-M tiller counter has been observed for 23 min. The background
of the counter is 42 counts per min, based on an observation lasting 40 min.
Find the probable net counting rate of the sample and its probable error.

5-10 In a given time T you want to measure the absorption coeffi-

cient of a substance for neutrons. The approximate value of this absorption
coefficient is /.to- The beam gives approximately A' counts per sec in the
detector, with no absorber. Determine the thickness of absorption you will

use and the apportionment of the time between measurements on a purely
statistical basis. Consider also the case of a background of approximate value

«o counts per sec.

5-11 A Geiger counter, after counting one particle, becomes dead for a
time t. A counting rate v is observed for a certain sample; the true counting
rate c is often calculated by the formula i»a = #(I + pv). Justify the formula
and find the relation between j8 and t. The formula is an approximate one,
valid if v is close to va .

5-12 Two ionization chambers are mounted in opposition on a com-
pensating circuit. A certain sample is put in one chamber and gives a deflection

of 180 arbitrary units per min.Two samples identical to it are put in the two
chambers and the deflections obtained in l-min periods arc observed. The
results arc 0, +40, -12, -19, +48, -31, -25. How many ionization events
occur in the chamber per minute, assuming that all ionization events give equal
deflection?

5-13 In polarization measurements one scatters protons on a target.

The protons may go to the left or right of the target. One is interested in the
"asymmetry," that is, pi. — pH = e, where pL and pR arc the probabilities of
scattering to the left and right. One measures the actual numbers scattered
to the left, A'/., or to the right, NR . Calling

Pl =
Nl+ Nr

Pr = Nr

Ni. + N

,
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«' = p'l~ p'r
one has approximately

Pl ~ Pr =
Pi. ~ Pit

In setting up an experiment it is desired that |e' — e < 0.005 with 95 per

cent probability, or, as one says, a confidence level 0.95. How many counts

should one collect?

5-14 Set up the equation for finding the value of a in an angular correla-

tion distribution. Gamma rays are emitted in a cascade of 2, and we know

that their angular correlation is given by

W(p) = 1 + a cos2 <p

M pairs have been observed making the angles rp\, -,<?M -

Problems
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CHAPTER VI

Elements of the Nuclear

Structure and Systematics

In order to obtain a picture of the nucleus in the ground

state, we must first measure its "global" properties; charge, mass, radius,

spin, magnetic moment, and so on. Some of these, such as charge and
mass, require refined techniques but present no conceptual difficulties.

We cannot take too naive a view of the radius, thinking simply in terms

of the radius of a macroscopic object, but we must be careful about its

definition. Spin is quantized and, apart from being a quantum-mechani-

cal vector, it offers no special conceptual difficulties. Magnetic and

electric multipolc moments in a quantum-mechanical system must also

be defined; here the main idea is to take their expectation value for the

case of maximum orientation in an external field. In this chapter we shall

describe briefly the techniques used for these measurements.

The empirical findings must then be interpreted, although both

historically and conceptually the two processes of accumulation of

empirical data and of their interpretation go hand in hand. Having

established the fundamental fact that nuclei consist of protons and

neutrons, one might hope to repeat the feat accomplished by atomic

physics in the interpretation of the atom, where the application of quan-

tum mechanics to the Rutherford-Bohr models solved virtually all

problems. We could set out to find the force between nuclcons and from

that derive all nuclear properties. This program is at present impossible

for two reasons: first, the force between nuclcons is not as simple as the

Coulomb force and is not known precisely. Second, the mathematical

problem of solving the Schrodingcr equation for a nucleus is beyond our

present powers, nor arc there approximations that offer hopes of quanti-

tative results of a precision comparable to that attainable in atomic

problems.

The usual remedy in a situation of this kind is to introduce models

that simulate, more or less accurately, nuclear behavior, and when neces-

sary to introduce empirically parameters that help in the description.

From the systematics of the results one then tries to improve the model.

This procedure is very commonly employed in all experimental sciences.

As a consequence of this approach, wc may find useful various

models, depending on the properly under consideration and also on the

187
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mass number of the nucleus studied. The models, however, are not inde-

pendent of each other. Ultimately they are all facets or approximations

of a theory that does not yet exist. For this reason the study of limiting

cases and of the relations between the models is especially important.

Some of the models, for example the liquid-drop static model, are

very simple and require relatively few experimental data; however, they

do not give detailed information, although they are valuable for over-all

systematic studies. Other models provide detailed information but only

in special mass intervals or on special properties.

In this chapter we discuss the models as soon as the relevant empiri-

cal material has been treated. This parallels to a certain extent the

historical development. The interrelations between the models are set

forth in Fig 6-1, which also includes models, such as the optical model,

to be discussed in later chapters. Although the knowledge of nuclear

reactions is necessary for an understanding and appreciation of some of

these models, they are included in Fig. 6-1 for completeness.

6-1 Charge

The Rutherford planetary model of the atom made possible, very

nuclear reactions

(medium energy)

nuclear spectra

(low energy)

potential

well model
Chap. 1

1

,
optical

model
_^_^ compound-nucleus

Chap. 11 model Chap. 11

independent-particle

models
,
Fermi gas

model Chap. II

strong-interaction

models

shell model
Chap. 6

unified

model chap, <$

single-particle

shell model
many-particle

shell model

j-i coupling

model

spherical-core

model

liquid drop
model Chap . 6

collective

model
alpha-particle

model —
rotational

model

Figure 6-1 Models of the nucleus. The models arc treated in different chapters as indicated in the

figure. [From Moszkowski, in (Fl E).]



early, an interpretation of X-ray spectra of many elements obtained by

Moseley in 1912. It was apparent from the spectral data (Fig. 6-2), that

the nucleus has a positive charge Ze, where Z is the atomic number and

\e\ = (4.80298 ± 0.00007) x 10 10 esu is the magnitude of the charge

on the electron. The atomic number Z is exactly an integer; subelectronic

charges have never been observed. The fact that single atoms arc exactly

neutral has been checked with great precision by sending a molecular

beam of cesium or potassium atoms through an electric field. The total
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±
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square root of frequency 10
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Figure 6-2 Original figure, from a paper by Moseley [Phil. Mag., 26, 1024 (1913)] showing the

relation between Z and vVi of X rays.
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charge of the atom that resulted from these experiments is less than
10~18 electron charge. Furthermore, the electron-proton charge differ-

ence has been determined to be less than 5 x 10 in electron charges and
the charge of the neutron less than 2 x I0-16, in the same units. Experi-
ments on the average charge of atoms or molecules set limits about 100
times smaller. The identity of all electrons is further proved by the

applicability to them of Pauli's exclusion principle. Namely, it has been
verified that electrons emitted in beta decay cannot enter orbits already

occupied by atomic electrons. This is an absolutely stringent test and
rules out, for example, the possibility of a difference between orbital

electrons and electrons emitted in beta decay. The identity of all protons
has also been verified (see Sec. 6-4).

6-2 Mass

The study of atomic masses by the mass spectrograph shows that

each nuclear species has a mass nearly equal to an integral multiple of
the proton mass. The integer in question is called the mass number A.

In 1961 the International Union of Physics and Chemistry adopted as the

unit of nuclear mass the twelfth part of the mass of the atom C12
, and we

shall use this unit consistently. Its absolute value is

1.660420 x IO-21 g = 93i.47g ± 0.004 MeV
The unit of mass ordinarily employed by physicists until 1960 was one
giving 1G = 16. The chemists used a unit of mass in which the average
mass of the natural mixture of oxygen isotopes was 16. These two units

and the new unit C12 = 12 are in the ratio

1 mu(C 12 - 12) = 1.000317917 mu(O'0 - 16) = 1.000043 mu(0 = 16)

In Table 6-1 we give a few important masses in units of C12
/ 1 2 and MeV.

The quantity A - M, where M is the exact mass of the atom, is

usually called the "mass defect," the quantity M - A = AM is usually
called the "mass excess," and the quantity

M - A
—j-'t («••)

is called the "packing fraction" (Fig. 6-3).

Table 6-1 Some Important Masses

C? 12 MeV

C'*/12 1 931.478 + 0.004

1 MeV 1.07356 x 10 > I

Electron 5.48597 x 10-« 0.511006 ± 1.4 eV
.Neutron 1 .0086654 939.550 + 0.004

Proton 1.0072766 938.256 ± 0.004

Deuterium atom 2.01410 1.876.093

TTclium atom 4.00260 3,728.33



If, by a nuclear reaction, atoms I and 2 of masses M\ and M% com-

bine to form a third atom of mass A/3, then (A/i + M% — MzY"1 is the

binding energy that has escaped from the system, perhaps as gamma

radiation, during the synthesis. Conversely it might be necessary to

supply energy to atoms 1 and 2 in order to combine them.

These energy relations are expressed by the equation

M\ + A/2 = M3 + Q (6-2.2)

a positive Q meaning that we obtain work by combining A/i and A/2

into A/3, and a negative Q meaning that it takes work to combine Afi

and A/2 into A/3. For instance,

n p --- d - O Q = 2.225 MeV (6-2.3)

A neutron and a proton at rest combine to form a deutcron, the excess

energy of 2.23 MeV escaping as a gamma ray and as recoil energy of the

deuteron formed.

By convention the tables of masses give atomic masses. To obtain

nuclear masses, one must subtract from them Z electron masses (/»«)

and, to be exact, must also add the binding energy of the electrons. For

instance,

Af(hydrogen atom) = M(proton) + m e - 13.60 eV

In most equations the use of atomic or nuclear masses gives the same

result except for the small and often negligible differences of electronic

binding energy; if positrons are involved, however, the orbital electrons

must be taken into account.

Thus, if an atom of mass M(A,Z) undergoes a beta decay, we have

M(A,Z) = M(A, Z + 1) + Q
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Figure 6-3 Mass-decrement

(A = M-A) and packing-fraction

f*s(M-A)IA curve, based on

mass-spectrographic and nuclear

data for beta-stable nuclei. Cir-

cles represent experimental data

points. The smooth curves arc

based upon an empirical mass

formula. Ordinates arc in milli-

mass units. [A. S. Green, Rev.

Mod. Phys., 30, 569 (1958).]
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In this case M(A, Z -- ]) contains the rest mass of Z + 1 electrons, and
Q is the maximum kinetic energy of the escaping electron (the neutrino

then docs not carry away any energy). If we have a positron decay,

M(A,Z) = M{A,Z - 1) ••- 2m e I Q (6-2.4)

where Q is again the maximum kinetic energy of the positron. Clearly

unless

M(A,Z) > M(A,Z 1) I 2/77,. (6-2.5)

positron emission is impossible (see also Chap. 9).

There arc several methods for determining the mass of a nucleus.

The most important arc by means of the mass spectograph and by energy
measurements in nuclear reactions.

The mass spectrograph connected with earlier experiments by J. J.

Thomson (1912), was developed by F. W. Aston (1920) and has been
brought to a high degree of perfection. In order to determine the mass
m of an ion of known charge ze, it is enough to determine zejm. As is

well known, a magnetic field produces on a charge ze moving in it a force

F,

ze
Ffl

= — v xB (6-2.6)

where B is the magnetic induction and v is the velocity of the particle.

An electric field E gives a force

Fb = zeE (6-2.7)

The orbit of a particle is affected by both fields, and a combination of
these fields can be used to determine any two of the following three

quantities: momentum /; of the particle, velocity c, and its kinetic energy
T. For instance, if we have a magnetic and an electric field perpendicular

to each other and to the velocity of a particle and of magnitudes such
that

E
~B

(6-2.8)

then the particle moves in a straight line, since the electric and magnetic
forces compensate each other. Adding two slits to the system, we have a
"Wien filter." Panicles that have passed through such a Wicn filter must
all have the same velocity v. If we now pass the beam through a uniform
magnetic field B and measure the radius r of the circular orbit described

by the particles, we obtain the momentum of the particles. We then have

r =
cp_

zeB
(6-2.9)

The momentum and velocity yield, the rest mass, m = p/v, or

relativistically.

m -
yv

(6-2.10)



where

' - [' - (t) 1

2-1-1/2

(6-2.11)

There are many combinations of electric and magnetic fields suit-

able for mass spectrographs. Of particular importance arc the focusing

properties of the arrangement: it is desirable that particles emerging

from one point into a small angle converge on one point or one line.

It is even possible to obtain double focusing, whereby particles emerging

within a small angle from a slit and having slightly different velocities

converge in an image. Figure 6-5 shows a modern type of double-

focusing mass spectrograph and Fig. 6-6 the lines obtainable. An in-

teresting variation of these arrangements is the timc-of-flight method,

in which the velocity of an ion is determined by its period of revolution

in a magnetic field.

Mass spectroscopy has many applications. Of greatest immediate

interest to nuclear physics are precise mass determinations and the

identification and abundance measurements of various isotopes.

The isotopic composition of an element as found in nature is usually

fixed, because the different isotopes behave identically from the physico-

chemical point of view. This is not always precisely true, although
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departures from the normal composition are generally minute, except
when radioactive-decay phenomena are involved, as in the case of radio-
genic lead. For all practical purposes chemical inseparability of isotopes
is absolute and forms the basis of the important tracer method.

Mass determinations are now precise to the order of I part in 108
.

The quantity directly measured is the mass difference between two ions
of approximately the same ze/m, one has:

H 2
' - H, 2 - 1.54825 + 0.0010 millimass units

H3
2 - KC, 12

) = 42.3065 ± 0.004 millimass units (6-2.12)

(C, 2 H*u) - Cy c = 36.38594 ± 0.0002 millimass units

It is just by the study of these three doublets that the masses of H', H2
,

and O16* have been determined with reference to CVi - 12. The pro-
cedure may be extended to many other nuclei and thus a table of atomic
masses is built. Moreover, it is possible to integrate the mass spectro-
scopic data with data derived from nuclear reactions. Thus, for instance,
the mass of the neutron may be found by the measurement of the energy
of the gamma rays emitted in the reaction

K1 - H 1 = H2 + y (6-2.13)

if the mass of the deutcron and proton are known. In this case, if the
neutron is captured at rest, we have

n l + H1 - H2 = Q = fiu, +
2mcc2

(6-2.14)

where the last term is the recoil kinetic energy of the deuteron. As another
example, consider an atom of mass A/i and kinetic energy T\ colliding
with an atom of mass M at rest. The reaction products are an atom of
mass M2 , which escapes with a kinetic energy T» at an angle 9 to the
direction of the impinging particle and an atom of mass M3 , with a
kinetic energy T3 at angle tp. The conservation of energy and momentum,
in nonrelativistic approximation, gives on elimination of <p

fi
=

- M3 M3 - Mx 2(MiM2.TiTz}M
T% - —

—

Tl . . cos 9M3 Ms M*
(6-2.15)

where

Q = Mo + Mi - M2 - M3 (6-2.16)

In Eq. (6-2.15) 7i, T2 , 9 are directly measurable from the experimental
conditions. A typical reaction, which can be treated by Eq. (6-2.15), is

Lie + H 1 = He3 + He* + Q Q = 4.023 MeV
(6-2.17)

Relativistic corrections are of the order of TjMc1 and are sometimes
necessary. The masses of many stable and unstable isotopes have been

* In the notation X,a. X stands for the chemical symbol. A for the mass
number, ;; lor the number of atoms in the molecule, and the whole symbol for
the molecular mass.



measured with high precision by a combination of mass-spectrograph ic

measurements and measurements of energy in nuclear reactions.

Other branches of physics have also contributed to precise mass

spectrometry. Microwave spectrometry in particular often permits the

precision measurement of mass ratios of isotopes.

Another important application of mass spectrometry is the deter-

mination of the relative abundances of isotopes in a mixture. This

measurement of the natural mixture of isotopes, combined with the

masses of the single isotopes, allows ordinary chemical atomic weights

to be found with a precision generally superior to that of chemical deter-

minations. Even extremely rare isotopes with an abundance of only a

few parts in I04 , have been detected, and for many undetected ones low

upper limits of the abundance have been set. In this field other branches

of physics have contributed in a notable way: the important isotopes

H 2
, C 13

, N 15
, and O18 were discovered speclroscopically, and He3 in

the atmosphere was discovered by using the resonant properties of the

cyclotron.

F.verling, Konig, Maliauch, and Wapstra have calculated an exten-

sive table of masses, taking into account all available experimental data

and adjusting them by a least-squares procedure. All of these data are

of importance for the development of nuclear systematics. Some of the

more striking results are as follows:

1

.

Nuclei with odd Z have only one or two stable isotopes.

2. Nuclei with odd Z and even A are unstable (the only exceptions

are H2
, Li

6
, B 10

, N" and Ta ls0
).

3. In any group of isobars with A and Z odd, there arc only one or

two nuclei stable against beta decay.

Table 6-2, which refers to stable nuclei, shows the preference for

the Z-even-y4-evcn composition. A similar conclusion is reached by a

study of nuclear abundances.
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The definition of a nuclear radius is somewhat arbitrary, because

the result of a measurement depends on the phenomenon used to define

the nuclear radius; however, all the results agree qualitatively and to a

certain extent quantitatively also. This is especially remarkable con-

sidering the variety of methods used. Here we consider first the scatter-

ing of alpha particles, neutrons, and protons of widely different energies.

Table 6-2 Number of Stable Nuclei

A even A odd

Z even

Zodd
156

5

48
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The dominant force in these cases is of nuclear origin. Next we mention
electron scattering, the isotope shift of optical spectral lines, mu-mesic
atoms, and the electrostatic term in the nuclear masses. These involve

only electric interaction. The concordance of the results shows among
other things that at least approximately the bulk of nuclear matter has
a constant specific charge, although there may be variations on the

surface of the nucleus.

Historically the first measurement of nuclear size was made by
Rutherford and Chadwick, who determined the angle of scattering at.

which the scattering cross section of alpha particles from a nucleus starts

to show departures from Rutherford's law. There is a minimum distance

of approach in a collision that corresponds to this angle, and the fact

that the scattering law based on the pure electric Coulomb interaction

breaks down is interpreted as evidence that at this minimum distance

specific nuclear forces become effective. The alpha particle and the

target nucleus have "touched" each other. In this way it was found
by Rutherford that the nuclear radius of light elements could be repre-

sented by the formula

R = roAva with ro = 1.2 x 10-" cm (6-3.1)

Although the method is a crude one, the result has been confirmed by
later studies.

Using neutrons instead of charged particles as projectiles, we find

the range of the nuclear forces directly, disregarding the Coulomb field.

There are many such measurements. However, at low energies, where
the de Broglie wavelength of the neutron is comparable to or larger than

the nuclear radius, these measurements are not usable; and, at very

high energies, nuclei are transparent to neutrons. Hence, intermediate

energies (10 to 20 MeV) must be used. Figure 6-7 shows a graph of the

nuclear radius obtained from neutron measurements. Here we use the

relation

a = 2irR* (6-3.2)

where a is the total nuclear cross section. The justification of the factor 2

o

5

1
i

' theoretical

1 1

4
1

experimental /
-
1

B 3

-D
2

-

a tot»v •/

-

1

->*c^5^^*^"
i 1 1 -J 1

3 4
jut

Figure 6-7 Experimental and
theoretical total and nonelastic

cross sections of 14-MeV neu-

trons as a function of A 1/3
.

[S. Fern bach. Rev. Mod. Phys.,

30, 414 (1958).]



in Eq. (6-3.2) comes from the so-called diffraction scattering (see Chap.

11).

Diffraction scattering itself gives another method of determining the

nuclear radius. If we assume for the sake of simplicity that the nucleus

is a black disc of radius R, diffracting the dc Broglie wave of the incident

particle according to the laws of optics, 1 we should obtain a differential

scattering cross section

da _ 4tt2/?2

doj sin2
<"-) (6-3.3)

where 7i(.v) is the Bessel function of order unity and A = hjmv is the de

Broglie wavelength of the incident particle. The function /](*) has the

first zero at

x = 0.610 x 2tt

and the asymptotic form for large x

2 \
1/2

(6-3.4)

*»-(«) sin
(*"T)

(6-3.5)

The first minimum of scattering thus occurs for an angle such that

sin0 = 0.610 x 2tt — (6-3.6)

and from its measurement we have another method of obtaining R
(Fig. 6-8).

In addition to the specific nuclear methods mentioned above, it is

,siblc to deduce the nuclear radius from the scattering of high-energy

xtrons on the assumption that the electron is subject to electromagnetic

iteractions only. This gives the distribution of the electric charge of

ihc nucleus, and the result is again approximately represented by Eq.

(6-3.1), with r = 1.2.

It will be noted that Eq. (6-3.1) is an approximation, in that the

nucleus is not a homogeneous sphere but has a density distribution

decreasing gradually near the surface. An electric-charge density distri-

bution (Saxon) that is widely used and is in agreement with experiment

is

pfr)-
pi

with

exp [(r - C)/Zi] + 1

C = I.07i41/8 x 10"13 cm and

pi is determined by the normalization condition

= f p(r)4nr2 dr
J o

(6-3.7)

Ze

Zi = 0.545 x 10-13 cm
ON

(6-3.8)

(6-3.9)

1 Sec, e.g., Jenkins and White, Fundamentals of Optics, McGraw-Hill, New York,

1957, or(Ja62).
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(Fig. 6-9). This formula is valid, with small variations of C, for any

nucleus having A > 30. A measure of the surface thickness is provided

by the difference of the radii for which p(r) is 0.1 and 0.9 of its maximum
value. For the Saxon distribution this is 4AZ\ ~ 2.4 x 10-13 cm.

Electron-scattering measurements give probably the most detailed

information at present obtainable on the nuclear-charge distribution.

Using high-energy electrons (1 BeV), one has a dc Broglie wavelength

A = 1.95 x 10 _14 cm, small enough to start exploring the nuclear

structure.

The experimental data obtained are do/du) as a function of the

scattering angle 0; we shall consider only elastic scattering. The calcula-

tions may be carried out to various degrees of approximation. In the

simplest case, including the spin of the electron and recoil effects, one

has for a point nucleus

da

dco

: cos" (Ofl)

point
- (—)'

\ 2E J sin4 (0/2) 1 + (2Eo/Mc*) sin2 (0/2)
(6-3.10)

where is the laboratory scattering angle, £o the total energy of the

electron in the laboratory, and M the mass of the nucleus. Here the last

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

lab angle, deg

Figure 6-8 Experimental and
theoretical dilTcrential cross sec-

tions for 14-MeV neutrons

scattered from Sn, Cu, Fe, and
Al. The experimental data pre-

sented arc not completely cor-

rected for multiple scattering,

nor have angular and energy

resolution been taken into

account. IS. Fern bach, Rev. Mod.
Phys., 30, 414 (1958).]



factor originates from the kinematics of nuclear recoil. Equation (6-3.10)

naturally cannot give any information on nuclear size, since the nucleus

has been assumed to be represented by a point charge.

However, the finite dimensions of the nucleus affect the scattering.

For zero magnetic moment and an extended distribution of electric

charge, we show in Appendixes B and C that the differential scattering

cross section is given by

do da

,---T \

F(q)\2 (6-3.11)
Cl co tiut point

where, for elastic collisions,

|P - P"
q =

2 9
- F- k

'l = ^ sin
2

(IPl = |P'|) (6-3.12)
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0.25

r. F

Figure 6-9 Nuclear charge density as a function of distance from the center of the nucleus found
by electron scattering methods. Ordinates unit: 1019 coulomb cm 3

. [R. Hofstadter, Ann. Rev. Nucl.

Set., 7, 231 (1957).]
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is proportional to the momentum transferred. The function F(q) is called

the form factor, and its expression is, in Born approximation,

H4) = -zr
f
/,(r) exp

' [(k " k ') ' T]dr (6-3.13)

where the integral is extended over the volume of the nucleus and p is the
electric-charge density. Note that Fi is normalized so as to give Fi(0) = 1

.

A hypothetical charge distribution can be tested against experiment
by comparing the observed do/dco with the one calculated through
Eqs. (6-3.11) and (6-3.13) and the assumed charge distribution.

The proton and the neutron are of special interest. Even for them it

has been possible to measure form factors. But in order to obtain mean-
ingful results, it is also necessary to take into account the magnetic
moments of the particles. Let us first consider a "Dirac proton" with
spin } and magnetic moment ehjlMc. Its electron scattering has been
calculated to be

Xdco) a \t
1

/ hq
\
2

(-r-T-l 2tan2 -
\2Mcl 2

(6-3.14)

'do'

\dw/ point -

where {da/dco)point is given by Eq. (6-3.10), with Z = 1 . The second term
in the brackets reflects scattering due to the magnetic moment.

The next step is to introduce the anomalous magnetic moments
(see Sec. 6-6) (Rosenbluth, 1950), obtaining

' da\ ( I hq

Wtu/jjoscnbluth
1 + .)> Kf tan2 - + K2

i/oj/pointl \2Mc

(6-3.15)

where K is the anomalous part of the magnetic moment: K = 1.79 for
the proton, - 1.91 for the neutron.

We can now consider extended nucleons, introducing appropriate
electric and magnetic form factors. For the electric form factor we use
Eq. (6-3.13). For the magnetic form factor we use the analogous expres-
sion

FM - -j^Wcxp /(k - k')-r dr (6-3.16)

where /j.(r) is the density of the anomalous magnetic moment. Thus

Fg(0) =
J
^(r) dr = 1 for the proton (6-3.17)

The generalization of Eq. (6-3.15) to an extended source is then

hqdc
Fi2 +

2
-

2(Fi + KFip tan2- + K2F2
2

dc

du> \du> /pomt I
' \2Mc

(6-3.18)

This formula reduces to Eq. (6-3.15) for Ft
= Ft = 1.

Hofstadter (1955) and others conducted experiments on the scatter-

ing of high-energy (500 to 1,000 MeV) electrons by protons and measured



the angular distribution of the electrons. Similar scattering experiments

on deuterons give information on the neutron by subtraction procedures.

Such studies clearly have important implications. They reveal directly

the "meson clouds" (see Chap. 14) surrounding the nuclcons. They also

show that the charge and magnetic moment densities have different and
complicated radial dependencies. The use of higher electron momenta
and hence smaller de Broglic wavelengths is likely to yield further

information on this important subject.

As a first approximation, the electric-charge density of the proton
may be represented by an exponential,

P - P(0) e-r<* (6-3.19)

with a = 0.23 x lO -13 cm. The root of the mean-square radius for this

distribution is V'2 a = 0.8 x 10 ,3 cm. The value of this density

distribution formula is chiefly qualitative. The detailed study of proton
and neutron form factors has become very important for panicle physics

(see Part III of this book). For this purpose it is more convenient to use,

instead of the quantities F\ and F> mentioned above, the combinations

/"charge = F\ - (hq/2Mc)°-KF2 and Fmagnel ic = (Fi + KFi)j{\ + K).

These arc shown as functions of? 2 in Fig. 6-10 (a) and (b).

In addition to the direct methods mentioned above, variations in

the nuclear radius can be found spcctroscopically by a study of the

isotope shifts in atomic spectra. It is well known that in the case of hydro-

gen the spectral lines of isotopes are slightly displaced, because the

reduced mass of the electron enters in Bohr's formula. In fact, observa-

tion of this isotope shift was used in 1931 by L'rey, Brickwedde, and
Murphy to discover deuterium. Other light elements show an isotope

effect of similar origin, but it was found by Schiiler, Kopfcrmann, and
others in 1931 that heavy nuclei, for which the mass effect is negligible,

show an isotope shift. Here the important effect is the nuclear volume.

Within the nucleus the electric potential varies not as \jr but, in the case

of a uniformly charged sphere, as r 2
. The conditions of continuity for

field and potential at r = R (nuclear radius) give for the potential <p,

for/- < R,

.. / 3 1 r2 \ Ze

Two isotopes have slightly different radii, and hence the corresponding

potentials show a slight difference, 8q>. The energy difference for the

atomic levels is then, according to standard perturbation theory,

S^= e
\
Whtfdr (6-3.21)

where i//*^ is the density of the atomic electrons in the nucleus. In the case

of a single s electron, neglecting relativistic corrections (which, however,
are important in practice), we can evaluate Eq. (6-3.21), assuming that

4i*<p is constant and equal to !^(0)|'-. We obtain
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S*f = — Ze2
|<A(0)|

2 J? S/? (6-3.22)
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Figure 6-10 Neutron and proton
form factors as derived from
electron scattering. The abscissa

is the square of the momentum
transfer q - (2p!fi) sin (0/2).

ijq = 10 1^ cm corresponds to

a momentum of 197 MeV/c.
The forms factor /"charge and

/"magnetic arc connected to F\
and F2 of Eqs. (6-3.13) and
(6-3.16) by Fehante = *i~
(liq!2Mc?KFt and Fmagnetlc
= (F, + KF.2)l(l + K). [Courtesy

R. Hofstadter.]
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This equation relates 8W to the change in nuclear radius and, if we
assume constant density for nuclear matter, to the difference in mass

number.

After relativistic corrections and other refinements have been made,

it is possible to compare the observed isotope shifts with those calculated

on the basis of a model. This type of consideration is clearly only

approximate, as shown by the observation (Sumner Davis, 1959) that

there is an "isotope" shift even between isomeric states of the same

nucleus. If we want to ascribe this isomeric shift to a change in nuclear

volume, we must consider finer details, such as the specific orbits of the

constituent nucleons.

Nuclear radii are also obtained from the study of the departure from

the simple Bohr hydrogen-atom formula that is observed in the mu-
mesic atoms. These atoms are similar to a hydrogen atom but arc formed

by a nucleus and a mu meson. The meson orbit is about 200 times

smaller in radius than the corresponding electron orbit. For sufficiently

high Z the bulk of the meson wave function is inside the nucleus and

thus permits us to probe the electric potential within the nucleus.

For more details see articles quoted in the Bibliography of

Chap. 13.

Another line of evidence concerning the nuclear radius derives

from measurements of the electrostatic energy of the nucleus due to the

accumulation of the positive charge in the nuclear volume. If all the

charge were uniformly distributed over the surface of the nucleus, this
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Figure 6-11 The proton and
neutron charge density distri-

butions given by the Fourier

transforms of the form factors.

At the origin an additional

very narrow peak (practically a

delta function) has been omitted.

It contains about 0.3 of the total

charge for the proton and

neutralizes the total charge for

the neutron. [R. Hofstadter and

R. Herman, Phys. Rev. Letters,

6, 293 (1961).]
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energy would be ZWjlR. Assuming that the charge is uniformly dis-
tributed in the nuclear volume, we obtain

3 „. e*
- 2- — = electrostatic energy (6-3.23)

Now there are pairs of nuclei having the same A such that either
nucleus can be obtained from the other by transforming all the neutrons
of one into protons and all the protons into neutrons. Examples of these
"mirror nuclei," as they are called, are H8 and He3

, Bu and C11
, C13

and N», and S2° and P*>. There is reason to believe that the specific
nuclear forces acting in such nuclei are practically identical and that the
energy difference, apart from the different rest mass of neutron and
proton, is entirely of electrostatic origin. When the nuclei differ by one
unit inZ, Eq. (6-3.23) gives for the difference in their electrostatic energy,

3 (22 + I)g8

5 ^ = A£ (6-3.24)

and if they have also Z = {A ± l)/2, respectively, as, for example, CM
and B 11

, we rewrite Eq. (6-3.24) as

5 R

3 e

5 r
(6-3.25)

if, as we have repeatedly assumed,

R = r Av*
(6-3.26)

From this relation it is clear that a plot of AE versus A*'* should give a
straight line. From its slope we obtain r = 1.30 x 10 13 cm (Fig. 6-12).
The departures from the straight line are due to finer effects (shell
closure), which will be discussed later on. All these methods give results
in agreement with Eq. (6-3.1), with constants r varying between 1.2 and
1.5 x lO-13 cm for all but the lightest nuclei.

Equation (6-3.1) and its refinements cannot be properly applied
to the proton, neutron, deuteron, or to the lightest nuclei. We have
already mentioned the case of the proton. The deuteron will be discussed
in detail in Chap. 1 0; it has an especially loose structure, and its "radius,"
defined in Chap. 10, is 4.31 x 10~13 cm.

6-4 Nuclear Statistics

Systems containing identical particles show, according to quantum
mechanics, a peculiar behavior that affects many of their properties. We
shall treat here the simplest cases of direct interest to nuclear physics.

Given two identical particles (e.g., iwo alphas, two electrons, two
protons, etc.) we write the Schrddinger equation for the system

:

ffl

(v? + vl) w(n,r2) + [E- Vinsz)] w(n,r2) = (6-4.1)1m
or, symbolically,

H(l,2)u(n,rs) = EiKnss) (6-4.2)



indicating by r\ or 1, n or 2, all coordinates, including the spin of
particles 1 and 2.

We now find that the solutions are degenerate. That is, if u (n,ro)

is a solution of the problem for a certain eigenvalue, so necessarily is

u(i'2,ri) for the same eigenvalue. This follows from the fact that

«(U) - 7/(2,1) (6-4.3)

because of the indistinguishability of identical particles. Hence a linear

combination

U(ru r2) = y-u(rhn) + pu(rt,r\) (6-4.4)

is also a solution for the same eigenvalue. The choice of constants

ot = + ft real has the important property that if a = ft

If a = -ft
t/(r,,r2) = U{r.2jl ) (6-4.5)

U(rur2) = - U(r2,n) (6-4.6)

In the first case, the eigcnfunclion is symmetrical with respect to the

exchange of the particles; in the second, it is antisymmctrical. If the

system is initially described by a symmetrical or by an antisymmetrical
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Figure 6-12 Experimental

Coulomb energy differences for

mirror nuclei as a function of

I A 2
'

3
. The dashed-and-dottcd line

shows the simple classical

approximation for ro — 1.30 F.

The curved lines are based on

more refined models. [Kofoed-

Hansen. Rev. Mod. Phys., 30,

449 (1958).]
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eigenfunclion, it will be described by the same type of eigcnfunction

forever, because the change of the eigcnfunction is determined by a
symmetrical hamillonian, and this ensures the preservation of the

symmetry or antisymmetry. In order to see this, observe that according

to Schrbdinger's equation

hd»b
: = H4

i St
(6-4.7)

and hence the change in time of &, <4!ct is a symmetrical orantisymmet-

rical function together with //</>. But since H is symmetrical, H4j has

the same symmetry as </> and consequently the time variation of </< also

has the same symmetry as </<. Observation demonstrates that natural

particles have eigcnfunclions that are either symmetrical or anti-

symmetrical with respect to the exchange of two identical particles.

For instance, electrons, protons, neutrons, and, in general, particles

with spin J all have eigenfunctions which arc anlisymmctrical with

respect to the exchange of the coordinates, whereas particles with

spin 0, 1, or, in general, with integral spin, as the alpha particles or

deuterons, have eigenfunctions that are symmetrical with respect to the

exchange of the coordinates. These facts are among the most important

in quantum mechanics and have far-reaching consequences. For
instance, consider two noninteracting identical particles. The hamil-

tonian then separates into the sum of the two terms

(6-4.8)

If

H(\) + H(2) = #(1,2) = //(2,1)

W1 (1), W,(1),«3(1),...

ki(2), Ka(2), h3(2), ...

are the eigenfunctions of //(l), /7(2), etc., corresponding to eigenvalues

Ei, E2, E3, ... and normalized in such a way that

«i|- ch —- \u%'1 dr = 1 (6-4.9)

then the eigenfunction of #(1,2) belonging to the eigenvalue En + Em
is degenerate and has the form

««m(l,2) = — - [w»(I)iiw(2) ± m«(1)m»(2)]
V2

(6-4.10)

where we must take the plus sign if the eigenfunctions arc symmetrical

or the minus sign if they are antisymmetrical.

If only antisymmetrical solutions are admissible, for m equal to n,

«(1,2) vanishes. Hence it is not possible for two identical antisymmetri-

cal particles to be in the same state. This is the original formulation of

Pauli's exclusion principle.

In statistical mechanics, particles having antisymmetrical eigen-

functions are governed by Fermi-Dirac statistics, and particles having

symmetrical eigenfunctions by Bose-Einstein statistics. For this reason,

particles having antisymmetrical wave functions arc called fcrmions,



and particles having symmetrical wave functions arc called bosons.

Whether a particle is a boson or a fermion depends on its spin.

The empirical evidence accumulated over a long period of years shows

that bosons have integral spin and fermions have half-integral spin.

This striking connection between spin and statistics has very deep

theoretical reasons which were finally elucidated by Pauli (1940).

Before Pauli's argument it was important to establish empirically

whether a given nucleus was a boson or a fermion. This can be done

in several ways. One of the historically most important and most

ingenious methods is based on the analysis of alternating intensities

in the rotational spectra of homonuclear diatomic molecules.

• Consider the eigenfunction of a diatomic molecule having identical

nuclei. It can be factored, approximately, into four eigenfunctions:

one containing the electronic coordinates, a second the relative distance

of the two nuclei and corresponding to the vibration of the nuclei, a

third the rotational coordinates of the nuclei, and a fourth the nuclear

spin coordinates:

U = WelMvitiHrolWspIn (6-4.11)

where ue\ depends on the coordinates of the electrons, and its symmetry

character on the exchange of the nuclei can be analyzed by a detailed

study of the molecule. For the sake of definiteness, let us assume that

it is symmetrical. The Mv ib factor is symmetrical because it depends

only on the magnitude of the distance between the nuclei. The rotational

part of the eigenfunction is the eigenfunction of a free rotator in space,

Mroi = Pim (cos 0) e'"<? (6-4.12)

where 8 and y are the colalitude and the longitude of the axis joining the

two nuclei. The function wroi is symmetrical for even /and antisymmetri-

cal for odd /. This follows from the fact that /V"(cos 8) e'"1? is a spheri-

cal harmonic of order / that is r~ l times a polynomial in x, y, z, of

degree /, homogeneous and harmonic. The interchange of the nuclei

corresponds to a change in the variables of the function: goes to

n-8 and <? to n+<p', or, in cartesian coordinates, x, y, z change sign.

This leaves the function unchanged if / is even or changes its sign if

/ is odd.

In order to analyze the fourth factor we need spin eigenfunctions.

For spin i the functions have only two values (spin up or spin down),

indicated as a = spin up or ^ = spin down. The particle considered

is indicated as the argument of the function. Thus, a(2) means spin

up for the second particle. For a complete explanation we refer the

reader to texts on quantum mechanics. In the case of two spin \ par-

ticles, the last factor concerning the nuclear spins can then be written

as follows: If the two spins are parallel, the eigenfunction msp i„ has

one of the three following forms corresponding to the three triplet states:

*(1)«(2); -^:[<m2) + «(2Ml)V, 00)0(2) (6-4.13)
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If the spins are antiparallel, Ihe eigenfunction has the form

-^r«(W(2)-a(2)/J(l)] (6-4.14)

The triplet states are therefore symmetrical, and the singlet state is

antisymmetrical with respect to the exchange of the spins only. If the

whole eigenfunction has to be antisymmetric with respect to the ex-

change of the nuclei, it is clear that eigenfunctions with / odd must
be associated with triplet states. Conversely, stales of even / are all

associated with singlet states. It follows that the statistical weights

of states with /odd are three times as large as those of states with /even.

In the emission or absorption of electromagnetic radiation the

symmetry character of the level must be preserved, as shown at the be-

ginning of this section. Moreover, electromagnetic radiation, in practice,

produces transitions that change only the factor of the eigenfunction

containing ordinary coordinates. It follows that spectral lines are divided

between those connecting states that are symmetrical with respect to

the exchange of ordinary (not spin) coordinates of the nuclei (symmetric

lines) and those connecting states antisymmetric with respect to the

exchange of ordinary coordinates (antisymmetric lines). The intensity

of the spectral lines, other things being equal, is proportional to the

statistical weight of the states. From this it follows that, in a band in

which the rotational states do not change, we find a characteristic alter-

nation of intensities. In the example considered above lines corres-

ponding to / odd would be three limes as strong as those corresponding

to / even. It is clear that in this argument it is essential to assume that

the two nuclei are fcrmions; if they were bosons, the lines with even /

would have been stronger. Similar alternations of intensities are shown
in the Raman effect of homonuclear diatomic molecules. An example
(N 2

14
) is shown in Fig. 6-13.

The reasoning may be generalized to include the treatment of

Figure 6-13 Alternating inten-

sities in the Raman spectrum of

the Nau molecule (as observed by

F. Rasetti).



an arbitrary nuclear spin. The statistical weights of neighboring ro-

tational stales are in the ratio

*-LL = p (<M.15)

For fermions the greater weight belongs to the states that are antisym-

metrical with respect to the exchange of the spatial coordinates (spin

thus excluded) of the identical nuclei. For bosons the smaller weight

belongs to the same type of slate. The ratio of the intensities giving

p of Hq. (6-4.15) may be used to determine /. Note that for / = 0,

half the levels are missing. •

The main results of this and other methods are that all nuclei with

A even have an integral spin and arc bosons; all nuclei with odd A
have a half-integral spin and are fermions. These rules have been

of great importance in establishing the model of the nucleus formed

by neutrons and protons.
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6-5 Liquid-Drop Model

We arc now in a position to discuss a crude nuclear model that

has the advantage of great simplicity combined with the ability to re-

produce many of the salient features of nuclear matter. Until about

1931 nuclear models treated the proton and the electron as fundamental

constituents of the nucleus. These particles were the simplest known

to exist in the free state; and electrons, since they arc ejected by nuclei

in beta decay, could reasonably be expected to be present inside nuclei.

A nucleus of mass number A and charge Z was supposed to contain A
protons and A — Z electrons. This hypothesis accounted for the charge

and mass of the nucleus, because electrons arc very light and the Z
electrons did not greatly affect the nuclear mass. It was the most

natural hypothesis in many respects, but two very serious stumbling

blocks were discovered about 1930. It was shown by Raselti in 1929

(Fig. 6-13) by a study of the Raman spectrum of the N214 molecule

that N 14 is a boson (see Sec. 6-4) and hence must contain an even number

of fermions. Later the same was shown to be true of H'2 . Now it is

clear that according to the electron-proton hypothesis N 14 contains

14 protons and 7 electrons and Hz contains 2 protons and 1 electron,

that is, 21 or 3 fermions, respectively, in contradiction to experiment,

which requires them to contain an even number of fermions. A second

difficulty arose from the fact that a nucleus supposed to contain an

odd number of fermions such as N 11 was found experimentally to have

an integral spin instead of the expected half-integral spin.

In addition, the confining of the electron to a region in space of

nuclear dimensions (10 _I3 cm) presented serious difficulties because,

through the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics, it implied

an implausibly high kinetic energy for the electron.

All these difficulties were removed by Chadwick's discovery, in
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1931, of the free neutron, of mass nearly equal to that of the proton.
Immediately thereafter Ivanenko and Heisenbcrg independently pro-
posed a nuclear model containing neutrons and protons as fundamental
constituents. This model assumes that the neutron is a fcrmion of
spin \. Nuclei contain Z protons and A - Z = N neutrons and thus,
in the case of N14

, 7 neutrons and 7 protons, i.e., an even number of
fermions, which agrees with the boson character of N*'1 and with its

integral spin. Moreover, the relatively large mass of the neutron and
proton removes the difficulties created by the uncertainly principle.
The neutron-proton model of the nucleus has been universally accepted
and forms the basis of all studies of nuclear structure.

If we plot the number of neutrons contained in the nucleus as a
function of Z for all stable nuclei, wc obtain the diagram of Fig. 6-14,

sometimes called the "Segre chart." Postponing the consideration of
fine points, we sec that there is a relation between Z and N, because
representative points are restricted to a small region, one would say
almost a curve, of the ZN plane. An important requirement for a
nuclear model is thus to account for this regularity.

Figure 6-3 shows the packing fraction and mass decrement as a
function of A. The packing fraction and mass decrement are smooth
functions of A. If the packing fraction were zero, the binding energy
per nucleon would be about 7.6 McV, this being the average mass
excess of neutron and proton. The actual values found indicate that the
average binding energy per nucleon varies between about 6 and 8
MeV, as shown in Fig. 6-15.

The fact that both the binding energy per nucleon and the density
of nuclear matter are almost independent of A shows the resemblance
of nuclei to liquid droplets, where the heat of vaporization and the
density of the liquid arc independent of the size of the droplet. Pursuing
this analogy rather literally, we shall try to express the mass of the stable
nuclei as a function of A and Z, in agreement with the experimental
facts.

The largest term in the mass will clearly be

ZMV + NMn = (A - Z)M„ + ZMP (6-5.1)

However, since nuclei are bound, the nuclear mass must be smaller than
this quantity. Since the binding energy per nucleon is almost constant,
for a first approximation wc should subtract from (A - Z)M„ + ZMV
a positive quantity proportional to A in order to represent the total
binding energy. Thus we add to Eq. (6-5.1) the quantity

-a\A = Mi a i > (6-5.2)

The droplet analogy suggests the possibility of the existence of
surface effects. Actually a nucleon near the nuclear surface is not
expected to be bound as strongly as a nucleon in the interior, because
it has nucleons only on one side instead of all around. In subtracting
aiA, wc have thus ovcrcorrected, and we must add a term proportional
to the number of nucleons on the nuclear surface, We know that the
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Figure 6-14 Chart of all /J-stablc nuclei in a Z-N plane.
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nuclear radius is proportional to A 1 '3
, hence, the nuclear surface is

proportional to A 2/3
, and this surface effect will give a contribution

to the mass, -rcizAm , of opposite sign from —ciiA. We thus add a

term

M% = azA2/s a* > (6-5.3)

If we examine Fig. 6-14, we see that there is a tendency for Z to

equal N, at least for light nuclei. For heavy nuclei Z becomes smaller

than N, because the Coulomb repulsion requires energy to accumulate

charge in the nuclear volume. We want to express the fact that there

is a tendency to favor N = Z. This can be done by adding to the mass
a term proportional to A and depending on /V'/Z, with a minimum for

N — Z. Wc want this term to be proportional to A by analogy with a

liquid in which, given the composition, the energy is proportional to

the amount of liquid. A simple expression satisfying these conditions

is

M3 - \a3A
[1 ~ {ZjN)Y

[I + (Z/N)f
= \a$

(AT - Zf [(Ajl) - Z)f
; = «3 : «3 >

(6-5.4)

Another term takes into account the Coulomb repulsion between
the protons in the nucleus. It will be positive and of the form

Mt = €
Z?&

(6-5.5)

where £ is a number depending on the radial dependence of the charge
distribution; e.g., for a uniform density £ = |.

We prefer to write

M& = —aAZ*

A.v*
a.i > (6-5.6)
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Figure 6-15 Binding energy per nuclcon of the most beta-stable isobars as a function of A. Points
refer to even-even nuclides, crosses to nuclides of odd mass, flic positions of magic numbers are

indicated. Insert detailed picture for the lowest masses. Here the four known beta-stable odd-odd
nuclides are indicated by oblique crosses. [From A. II. Wapstra.]



Finally there is a term B(A - Z, Z) which takes into account the in-

creased stability when N and Z are even, as opposed to cases where

cither Z or N or both are odd (see Sec. 6-2). The final formula for the

atomic mass neglecting the binding energy of the electrons is thus

M(A,Z) = (A - Z)Mn + ZMP + Zm e - aiA + a2Ai/3

+ 03
[(A/2) - Zf aiZ*

Avz
+ S = 1.008665(/1 - Z)

+ 1.007825Z - aiA + a2A 2 '3 + a3
[(A/2) - Z)f aj&

A U3
+

(6-5.7)

Equation (6-5.7) is called the "Weizsackcr mass formula."

The determination of the constants ay, a*, 03, a\ must take into ac-

count as many facts as possible. For instance, one could take all the

measured masses and fit them by a least-squares adjustment of the

constants. Considerable effort has been spent on this determination.

Green (1953) has calculated a set of constants that is often used (Table

6-3). The units are millimass units (1 mmu = 931.478 keV). h(e,o)

means 8 for A - Z = N even, Z odd, etc.

To study the 8 term further, consider isobaric nuclei, which can be

transformed one into the other by beta decay (A constant, AZ =4-1)

or by orbital-electron capture or positron emission (A constant, AZ =

— 1). If Eq. (6-5.7) contained all but the last term, as in the case for A
odd, where the 8 term is zero, the masses of a series of isobars, con-

sidered as a function of Z, would have a minimum for a certain value of

Z = Zo and would lie on a parabola on a ZM plane (Fig. 6-16). The

only stable nucleus of mass A would then be the one with Z = Zo.

Rarely, it may happen that two neighboring nuclei with Z - Zo and Z
+ 1 or Z = Zo and Zo - 1 have very nearly the same energy;

thus whereas one is stable the other has such a long life as to be semi-

Stable. Strictly speaking, however, only one nucleus of a given odd

A is expected to be stable. On examining a table of isotopes we find

that this is true.

The situation is different for nuclei with even A. Here wc find that

there may be several stable isobars, which however have values of Z
differing by at least two units. The last term of Eq. (6-5.7) describes

this situation. If N and Z are both odd, the masses are increased by 8

above the dotted line (Fig. 6-17), which represents Eq. (6-5.7) without

the 8 term. If ;V and Z are both even, the mass is decreased by 8 and
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Table 6-3 Constants for the Weizsackcr Mass Formula

ax 12 "3 at SM 8(0,*)
]

&[',') 8(0,0)

16.710 18.500 100.00 0.750 -36A- 3 •'

|

36A-"'*
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lies on the lower line. It is clear from the figure that under these circum-
stances there may be more than one beta-Stable isotope of mass A, and
also that such isotopes must differ by at least two units in Z. These
stability rules account for, among other things, the fact that there
arc no stable isotopes of elements 43 (Tc) and 61 (Pm).

The average accuracy of Eq. (6-5.7) is about 2 MeV except at
places where there arc strong shell cfTects (sec Sec. 6-4). Figure 6-18
shows the differences between the results of Eq. (6-5.7) with the Green
constants and the actual experimental masses.

An interesting application of the mass formula is the determination
of the nuclear radius by using it as a parameter in a> and aA and fitting

the constants to the experimental masses. Green obtained a value
determined solely by mass measurements of r {)

= 1.237 x 10"13 cm
which is in excellent agreement with the other methods previously
mentioned.

Equation (6-5.7) is very useful any time that a panoramic view
of nuclear properties is needed. For instance, it gives the relation
between A and Z for stable nuclei: by setting (c)M,/dZ)A = 0, we obtain
the Z for which a series of isobars has the minimum mass. Using Eq.
(6-5.7) we have

-0.000840 -
2a

- (—
A \2

- Z + « '% - ° (6
-5-8)

which, recalling that A = Z + N, we can interpret as the equation
of the "curve" of Fig. 6-14. Other interesting applications of Eq.
(6-5.7) involve the calculations of the energy released in the fission of
heavy nuclei and the calculations of the limits (Fig. 7-7) of alpha stability
(see Chap. 7).

42 43
Mo Tc

• P radioactive

o stable

_J
44
Ru

45

Rh

even-odd

46

Pd
47

Ag

Figure 6-16 Energy (in McV) of
nuclei of mass number 101. The
zero poinl on the energy scale is

arbitrary.



Seeger (1961) has used a semiempirical mass formula to compute
and tabulate 7479 atomic masses. The formula used is basically similar

to Eq. (6-5.7) with a slight modification in the third term but is further

corrected to take shell effects into account. The differences between

the observed and tabulated masses arc shown in Fig. 6-19. This table

of masses extends to many nuclides as yet undiscovered.
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6-6 Spin and Magnetic Moments I

Definitions and Interaction with a Magnetic Field

Many nuclei show an intrinsic angular momentum, or "spin."

This is always a multiple of h for nuclei of even mass number and always

an odd multiple of hjl for nuclei of odd mass number, as is to be ex-

pected if the nucleus consists of neutrons and protons. The spin in

h units is indicated by the vector I. Wc must remember here that I has

the properties of a quantum-mechanical angular-momentum vector.

In particular the measurement of I2 always gives the result /(/ + 1),

and the measurement of one component of 1, say Iz , can give as a
result any of the numbers 1, I - I, ..., -I. A component of I, such

as Iz and I2 can be measured simultaneously, but lx and Iz or two other

different components of I arc not compatible observables. The vector

I can be treated by the "vector model" as L,S, and J in atomic physics.

Figure 6-17 Energy (in MeV) of

nuclei of mass number 106. The

zero point on the energy scale is

arbitrary.
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Its main quantum-mechanical properties are embodied in the commuta-

tion relations:

(6-6.1)

(6-6.2)

lx'u ~ Ii/Ix — liz

Ttl* - Ph =

eigenvalue of/2 = /(/ + 1)

eigenvalues of h = /, / - 1, ..., —

/

Associated with the spin is a magnetic moment. The magnitude of

the magnetic moment /xi is not quantized and can take any value.

The natural unit for measuring magnetic moments is the nuclear magne-

ton

\ell

2Mvc
i— = fin = 0.50505 ± 0.00002 x 10-23 erg gauSs-i =

fJ-B

1,836.09

where Mp is the mass of the proton. In addition to the magnetic mo-

ment wc shall often consider the nuclear gi number, defined by

— = Igt (6-63)

and the gyromagnctic ratio yj, defined by

tx, = yjhl (6-6.4)

Note that by convention gi > means nuclear spin and magnetic

moment parallel to each other. By a similar convention we call, the

magnetic moment due to electrons hjIpb = ^g-J- The gj are mostly

negative. For instance, an electron in an s stale has gj = -2 (Fig.

6-20). The sign conventions used in the literature vary.

Historically nuclear spins and magnetic moments were first postu-

lated by Pauli in 1924 to explain the hyperfine structure of the atomic

spectral lines. The spin \ of the proton was recognized by Dcnnison

in 1927.

Proceeding to establish systematically the static electromagnetic

properties of nuclei, wc consider in general the electromagnetic held

produced by a nucleus outside a region containing the nuclear charge.

The electric potential produced by a system of charges confined to a

region of space can be developed in spherical harmonics. In the special
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case of a nucleus we shall lake advantage of the fact that the charges are
axially symmetrical around the direction of the spin I. Actually it

may be considered that the rapid rotation around this axis averages the
charge distribution (Fig. 6-21).

The potential outside a region containing the charges obeys the
Laplace equation y2V = 0, which we shall express in polar coordinates.
We shall choose as the z axis the axis of rotation (direction of I). The
potential at a point P outside the nucleus is a function of R and 0, the
symmetry around the z axis precluding <p dependence. The potential

V thus satisfies the equation

V2F =
8 8V

*2—
dR

+
I

sinfl
cV

= (6-6.5)
J?2 BR \ BR/ R2 sin 39 \~"

dO

Now the general solution of Eq. (6-6.5), with the prescribed symmetry,
is

V(P)= V(R,6) = \ t^PnlcosS) (6-6.6)

where P„(cos d) is a Legendre polynomial and the a„ are constants
dependent on the system of charges producing the potential. The
Legendre polynomials may be defined by the identity

co / r \ n£ - P,
t{cOSQ)^

1

(/-//?)* - 2(r//J)cos0]'««=0 \A/ [1

with /- < R. The first three are

Po(cos 9) = 1 /'.(cos 9) = cos 9 P2(cos 9) = -
I +

All Pn have the properly

(6-6.7)

cos2

(6-6.8)

(6-6.9)Pn(l) - 1

In order to find the a,„ consider the potential at a point 5 on the z axis.

Using Eqs. (6-6.6) and (6-6.9) we have

Figure 6-21 Notations relevant

to the calculation of the electric

potential produced at a point P
by a system of charges located

near the origin.
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we can aiso calculate '(d) airecuy [see rig. o-tij,
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or, using Eq. (6-6.7),

J rsQ
(6-6.11) S/?//z aw/

Magnetic
Moments I

V{S) = Z fp(r) ^-/>,,(cOS0)</t (6-6.12)

where ./? = OS, from which by comparison with Eq. (6-6.10) we obtain

an =
J POO'" -P«(C0S 0) rfr

Remembering that r cos = z, we see immediately that

(6-6.13)

aQ = p t/r = Ze = charge (6-6.14)

fli = pz clr = electric dipole moment (6-6.15)

az = [lp(3z2 - r2)dr = \eQ (6-6.16)

Equation (6-6.16) defines the quantity Q, dimcnsionally an area,

which is called the magnitude of the nuclear electric quadrupolc moment.

Similarly, if we consider the electric currents in the nucleus, we can

calculate the magnetic vector potential outside the nucleus; this will

contain terms corresponding to a magnetic dipole in the nucleus and

other, higher terms, which we usually neglect. Experimentally the

electric charge, the electric quadrupole moment, and the magnetic

dipole moment have been observed and measured extensively. Some

examples of magnetic octupolcs are also known.

An electric dipole moment cannot appear if the state has a definite

parity, that is, when u,,(x,y,z) = ± u„(-x,-y,-z). Then the expec-

tation value of z,

<z> = Znn -/ Un*ZU„ dr (6-6.17)

is identically zero. Although definite parity is a sufficient, but not a neces-

sary condition for the vanishing of the electric dipole moment, current

theories predict a vanishing electric dipole moment for all nuclei.

The condition that all motions in the nucleus arc "time reversible" (see

Chap. 9) is sufficient for this.

We shall now discuss the determination of some of the quantities

mentioned above. The electric charge is most directly seen in X-ray

spectra or in Rutherford scattering (Sec. 6-1), and we shall not discuss

it further. The electric dipole moment of the neutron—according to the

results of a direct measurement (Smith, Purcell, and Ramsey, 1957) is
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equal to the charge of the electron multiplied by ( 0.1 ± 2.4) x 10-20

cm. Hence, this moment could be exactly zero, in agreement with

present theory.

The magnetic dipole moment manifests itself in many phenomena,

most directly in the hyperfme structure of spectral lines. Atomic spec-

tral lines, when examined by means of high-resolution apparatus,

often show splitting of the order of magnitude of a fraction of a wave
number (Fig. 6-22). We have already seen in Sec. 6-2 that different

isotopes may radiate light at slightly different spectral frequencies

(isotope shift). However, we arc concerned here with structures shown

in the spectra of monoisotopic substances. The energy levels giving

rise to them show what is called a "hyperfme" structure (hfs), to dis-

tinguish it from the fine structure due to the electron spin-orbit coupling.

The hfs is attributed to the magnetic energy of the magnetic moment of

the nucleus immersed in the magnetic field due to the atomic electrons.

This magnetic energy is given by

WmaR - -u./-H(0) (6-6.18)

where H(0) is due to the atomic electrons and possibly to an external

field, and the nuclear magnetic moment is considered to be concentrated

in a point at the origin of the coordinates. We shall first consider the

case where the external field is absent. For the atomic electrons the

contribution to the magnetic field by a single x electron is especially

important (sec Tabic 6-5). The field 11 at the nucleus is antiparallel to

the electronic resultant angular momentum J. Using the vector model
of the atom (Fig. 6-23) we expect the nuclear spin I to couple with J to

give a resultant F. The vector F is fixed in space and takes the values

F = I + .1.1 J - I, ..., / - J\ (6-6.19)

These are 27 - I or 2/ I 1 values, whichever is smaller. Terms with

different F vectors have slightly different energies and form an hfs multi-

ples There is a close analogy between an ordinary multiplel in Russell-

Saunders (spin-orbit) coupling and an hfs mulliplct. The vectors

correspond to each other, as in Table 6-4.

The energy levels of the hfs multiple! arc given by

&W,,j = -[F(F+ 1) /(/+ 1) J(J + 1)] (6-6.20)

Tabic 6-4 Correspondence between

Fine Structure and HFS
Multiplets

Ordinary multiplet

/.

S
J

Ills multiplet

J
I

F



Figure 6-22 Hypcrfine structure

in the visible spectrum of tan-

talum. Isotope structure in the

visible spectrum of tungsten.

[Original from Harvey E. White.]
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which is exactly analogous to the ordinary spin-orbit multiplct. Equa-

tion (6-6.20) derives from Eq. (6-6.18) as follows: Since H(0) is pro-

portional to J, we can write it as //(0)J //; similarly

fill

Substituting in Eq. (6-6.18) wc have

-M///(0)AW =
I.I

I.J = -/*,//(()) COS IJ

(6-6.21)

(6-6.22)

In order to calculate the quantum-mechanical value of cos //, we note

that

F = I -f J (6-6.23)

or, squaring and isolating J«I,

M = //COS// = \ (A- - P - J-) (6-6.24)

The quantum-mechanical vectors F, I, and J give as expectation value

for F 2 the numbers F(F + 1), etc. Substituting in Eq. (6-6.24) we find

for the expectation value of IJ cos IJ,

(6-6.25)l[F(F + 1) - /(/ + 1) - /(/ + 1)] = —

Equation (6-6.25) inserted in Eq. (6-6.22) gives

-n /7(0)MVr,j = F(F + 1) - /(/ + 1) - /(/ + 1)] - - C

with
"(0)

A = " M/
IJ

(6-6.26)

(6-6.27)

Figure 6-23 Vector model for an atom having nuclear

spin. J is the total angular momentum of the electrons,

I the nuclear spin, and F the total angular momentum
of the atom.
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The sign of A is such that when H(0) and J are antiparallel, as usually
happens (because of the negative electron charge), then for a positive
nuclear moment the energy is lowest when pi is parallel to H(0) and
hence antiparallel to J.

If we introduce in Eq. (6-6.26) the values of /"given by Eq. (6-6.19),
we obtain the levels of the hfs multiple!. These obey the interval rule^
which states that the intervals in an hfs multiplet are in the ratios

/ + J: I + J - I ••;/- J\ - 1 (6-6.28)

Tt is clear that the analysis of an hfs multiplet will give the value of 7
simply by counting the number of components if J > /; if/ < /, appli-
cation of the interval rule or measurement of the intensity of spectral
lines gives I if J is known.

The calculation of H(0) is a problem of atomic physics; the solution
is simple in the case of a single s electron outside a closed shell, as, for
instance, in the ground state of an alkali atom. This case is of prac-
tical importance. One obtains

//(0) = -ZvubMO)? (6-6.29)

where ftB is the Bohr magneton. 1
- Equation (6-6.29) can be made

plausible by a semiclassical argument as follows: We assume that
the Schrodinger ifi is associated not only with an electric-charge density
but also with a magnetization intensity; an element of volume dr has
associated with it a magnetic moment -pB\Hx)\* dr k, where k is a
unit vector in the spin direction. We must now calculate the field

produced at the origin. To obtain the correct answer, we cannot use
the scalar potential but must use the vector potential. The physical rea-
son for this is that the electron spin corresponds to a current loop and
not to a permanent dipole.

• The vector potential from our electron distribution is given by

-liB
J

Mr)|* k x V - dr = A (6-6.30)

To calculate

V x A = H (6-6.31)

we exchange the order of integration and differentiation in Eqs. (6-6.30)
and (6-6.31) and use the vector equation

Wc have then

V x a dr = - f a x - da (6-6.32)

H = /x/j

J
|<A(r)P (kxV-)x- da (6-633)

1 The minus sign means that the direction of the spin and of J are antiparallel.



with da = r2 d£l and V (1/r) = - r/r3 . The rule for the double vector
product

(Vl X V 2 ) X V3 = V2 (Vl'V3) - Vl(v2 -V3)

gives

Introducing unit vectors i, j, and k,

we obtain

- = sin 8 sin pi + sin 6 cos <?j + cos 8 k

(6-6.34)

(6-6.35)

(6-6J6)

k -
2
(k-r) = k(l - cos2 8) - i sin 8 cos 8 cos 9=

- j sin 8 cos 5 cos q> (6-6.37)

Integrating in dQ. = sin <rt? dtp over a small sphere containing the

origin, the terms involving i and j vanish and the k term gives

H = k/xfl T |0(r)|z 2n sin3 <# (6-6.38)
J

Performing the integration and then replacing </-(>•) by 0(0), we obtain

W) = - y/*/#(0)|
2 (6-6.39)

It is useful to express 0(0) in a simple way that is a fair approximation.
Such an expression [see, e.g., (Ko 58)] is

ira3 n*eit
(6-6.40)

where a is Bohr's hydrogen-atom radius, Z is the atomic number of the

nucleus, z is the degree of ionization of the atom, and /; erf is the effective

quantum number. The accuracy of this formula for 0(O)|2 is of the order

of 10 per cent. •

As an example we give in Table 6-5 some values of H(0) for the
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Table 6-5 Magnetic Field at the Nucleus Produced

by the Atomic Electrons

*&«, //(0). //(0), «(0),
Atom R gauss 'i gauss gauss

H 1 1.74 x I0--' Vw »ftn
Li 2 1.3 x 10'

Na 3 4.4 x 10» 3 4.2 x 10' 2.5 x 10*

K i 6.3 x 10' •1 7.9 x \0* 4.6 x 104

Rb 5 1.3 x 10' .") 1.6 x 10' 8.6 x 10'

Cs S 2.1 x I0« 6 2.8 x 10' 1.3 x 10*
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ground state of the alkali atoms where the field is due to one s electron

and also for the 2P states where the field is due to a p electron.

Thus far we have considered the nucleus as interacting only with

the atomic electrons, in the absence of external fields. It is important

also to consider how the hfs multiplet is affected by the perturbation

caused by a constant external magnetic field JIe . We must distinguish

two limiting cases in which the external field is such that

\finHj3-H,
> 1 or <^ 1 (6-6.41)

|(i/. H(0),

The first case corresponds to the atomic Zeeman splitting of a level large

compared with the hfs splitting; the second corresponds to the Zeeman
splitting small compared with hfs splitting. For the first limiting case

(strong field) the vector diagram is that shown in Fig. 6-24a, and the

magnetic energy is

AW = (-miginn ~ mjgjfirdlle (6-6.42)

where the first term is negligible compared with the second. To the

magnetic energy must be added the energy of the interaction between
/ and J. The approximate result is

AW =* - mjgjfinHe + Am,mj (6-6.43)

In the second case (weak field) the vector diagram of the atom is given

by Fig. 6-24b. The hfs multiplet undergoes a Zeeman effect with a
magnetic energy given by

AW = - HeF cos FHe[(J/F)^Bgj cos JF + (JlF)p«gi cos IF]

- ~ nngFmFHe (6-6.44)

where mF indicates, as usual, F cos FIIe . The second term in paren-

theses is about 2,000 times smaller than the first and can be neglected.

(a)
<b)

Figure 6-24 (a) Vector diagram

of an atom with nuclear spin in

a strong magnetic field. The
interactions I-H« and J-H e are

large compared to the 1-J inter-

action. / and J preccss inde-

pendently around H e . (b) Vector

diagram of an atom with nuclear

spin in a weak magnetic field.

The interaction between J and
He is small compared to the J.

I

interaction. / and / preccss

around F, which in turn pro-

cesses around He-



Using the quantum-mechanical expression for the cosines, we can then

write

F(F + 1) +J(J + 1) - /(/+ 1)
gp = gj

2F{F + 1)

Figure 6-25 gives the magnetic energy, calculated exactly, also for inter-

mediate fields.

The atomic magnetic moment can be defined by

dW
Mcff =

SH.
(6-6.46)

This is given in Fig. 6-26 for the cesium atom. For a given hfs

multiplet the atomic magnetic moment is a function of F, mp, and //,

and, for certain values of the field, it may vanish.

Radiative transitions between different hfs levels are subject to

selection rules similar to those governing ordinary multiplets (refer

to Fig. 6-27). In the case of electric dipole radiation (see Chap. 8), in

the absence of an external field, we have

AF= ±1,0 (6-6.47)
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m, nij
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+
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Figure 6-25 Variation of energy levels with magnetic field H of an atom in a zSi/z state for a nuclear

spin of §. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the levels arising from the states F = 2 and

F = 1, respectively. The parameter x is (-/j-jj+prl) HIAW~hbHJMV, where LW is the energy

difference between states F = 2 and F = 1 at zero magnetic field: MV = (^/2)(2/+l) [see Eq.

(6-6.20).]
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In the presence of an external magnetic field, if the field is weak, we
have

AmF = (6-6.48)

for components polarized parallel to the field {it components) and

AmF = ± 1 (6-6.49)

for components polarized perpendicular to the field (a components).

In the case of a strong field we have

Ami = (6-6.50)

Amj - for tt components (6-6.51)

Amj = ± 1 for cr components (6-6.52)

In every case the parity must change. All this is shown in Fig. 6-27.

For magnetic dipole radiation we have the same selection rules, except

that the parity must not change.

6-7 Spin and Magnetic Moments II

Methods of Measurement

In the preceding section we briefly outlined the spectroscopic

method of measuring spin and magnetic moment. This method was

the first to be used and it is still important. However, over the years

different techniques have been invented. In particular, O. Stern, I. I.

Rabi, and others have developed methods based on the application of

M = 2

Figure 6-26 Dependence (on the

magnetic field) of the magnetic

moment of an atom in a 2Si/2

state with a nuclear spin of f.

The solid lines refer to M levels

of the state F = 2 and the

dashed lines to F — 1 levels.

x has the same meaning as in

Fig. 6-25.



molecular beams. These are beams of molecules moving in a vacuum

(Fig. 6-28); as the figure indicates, the molecules leave the oven O, are

collimatcd by the slit 5, and are finally detected at the detector D.

The detector may have a variety of forms; for instance, it may be a

hot wire that ionizes impinging molecules, or a Pirani manometer in

which the molecules are trapped and which shows an increase in pressure,

or it may be a detector of radioactivity if the substance used is radio-

active. The molecule in the free beam can be subjected to forces and

hence can be deflected. In the original experiment of Stern and Gerlach

silver atoms were sent into an inhomogeneous magnetic field and

were deflected in the z direction by a force

F = pell
dz

(6-7.1)

where oHz/dz is called the inhomogeneity of the field. This force pro-

duces a deflection that can be calculated from elementary mechanics;

we have immediately

SH Z 1

Z = Meff —— —
cz M (6-7.2)
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*Pi 1

mj = 3/2

-i

-2
-I

I

-I
-I

I

I

nu

-1

Figure 6-27 The line 8Si/z—V3/2 (5890) of N'a as observed in absorption. The nuclear spin / = f
splits the terms as indicated in the right side of the figure. Note that in the 2/,3/2 term the hfs is so

small that the strong external field case applies always. The observations have been made for various

values of an external field H as indicated in the right part of the figure. [D. A. Jackson and
H. Kuhn, Proc. Roy. Soc. {London), 167, 210 (1938).]
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z = fyctl :f (6-7.3)

dHz 1

~Zz~ M\
where x is the length of the field, M the mass of the molecule, and v its

velocity.

Now, if molecules are deflected from the beam, the beam intensity

decreases and this is experimentally detectable. Subjecting the mole-
cules to a magnetic field Hz having an inhomogeneity dHzjdz thus
results, in general, in a decrease of intensity in the undeflccted beam.
However, if Hz is such that MerrC#z) = 0, the intensity does not decrease
and, as a function of H, it has a maximum value because the beam is

undeflccted. The field value at which this occurs can be seen in Fig.

6-26 for a special case. This experiment thus gives Hr/&1V or A. In
order to find fir, we still need information about the atomic field of the
nucleus, according to Eq. (6-6.26).

There are other methods, developed by Rabi and his group, which

^1 s^***''^ a

1 *

8z

1.

S l^s> ^*

B

rD

pumps

PumP pump
Figure 6-28 Schematic diagram of a molecular-beam apparatus. The two solid curves in the upper
part of the figure indicate the paths of two molecules having different moments and velocities
and whose moments are not changed during passage through the apparatus. The two dashed curves
in the region of the B magnet indicate the possible changes in path for one of these molecules if its

component or magnetic moment has been either increased or decreased in the region of the C field.
The motion in the z direction has, in each of the curves, been greatly exaggerated. [J. B. M. Kellogg
and S. Millman, Rev. Mod. Phys., 18, 323 (1946).]



dispense with this requirement. These involve measuring the interactions

of the nucleus with an externally applied, directly measurable field.

The method is illustrated in Fig. 6-28. A beam is deflected in the in-

homogeneous magnetic field A and refocuscd on the detector D by the

inhomogeneous field B. Between the A and B fields is a C field that has

a constant component Hz and a component perpendicular to it, variable

in time, proportionally to sin cot. This component induces transitions

between various levels of the hfs multiplet according to the selection rules

given in Sec. 6-6 when the frequency w is such that resonance occurs

—

in other words, such that the energy difference between the levels is

equal to the energy of the quanta of the field, hot. Equation (6-6.42)

gives, for instance, in the case of strong field, the resonance condition

hot = grn„HzAmr (6-7.4)

When such transitions occur, the B magnet may not refocus, because
the molecule has changed magnetic moment and the beam arriving at D
is weakened. As can be seen from Eq. (6-7.4) the gj factor can be
determined solely from the external field, Hz , and o>.

This method can give extremely precise results. In particular, the
diatomic molecules of the hydrogen isotopes have been analyzed in

great detail by this method (Kellogg, Rabi, Ramsey, and Zacharias, 1934).

The same principle has also been applied by Alvarez and Bloch (1939)
to the free neutron; and recently many radioactive nuclei also have
been investigated by it. In the latter instances the molecular-beam
intensity was determined by measuring the radioactivity deposited
on a catcher target.

Another method for measuring magnetic moments, developed by
Bloch and Hansen (1946) and independently by Purcell (1946), employs
bulk amounts of matter. A simplified, schematic version of the form
developed by Bloch is as follows (Fig. 6-29). Suppose that we have
some ordinary water and that we consider the hydrogen nuclei in a
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Ho
l

Figure 6-29 Schematic diagram of spin precession in

a magnetic field and the Bloch method of measuring
magnetic moments.
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constant magnetic field //o in the z direction. Because of the Boltzmann

factor there are more protons oriented with their magnetic moment
parallel than antiparallel to the field. This gives rise to a very small

average magnetization of matter in bulk, given by Langevin's theory,

„ H I + 1

P = Ny.fi— —j- = xoHo (6-7.5)

where N is the number of nuclei per cm3 and Po, the magnetization, is

the magnetic moment per unit volume. This magnetization would be

imperceptibly small if we tried to measure it by a static-field method.

If, however, we apply a field that rotates in a plane perpendicular to

Ho, we can render it observable. Consider classically the mechanical

angular momentum per unit volume M associated with P ; according to

Eq. (6-6.4) it is

yM = Po (6-7.6)

with y equal to the gyromagnctic ratio.

The equation of motion for M (per unit volume) is

—- = torque = yM x H
at

(6-7.7)

Bloch showed that Eq. (6-7.7) is also valid in quantum mechanics if

we interpret M as the average value of the angular momentum and yM
as the average value of the magnetic moment.

For constant Ho we have, taking the dot product of both sides by

M that d(M 2)/dt = or Mz = constant; similarly taking the dot

product by H we have M*H = constant. The conclusion is that M
precesses around Ho with a period T such that [Fig. 6-29 and Eq.

(6-7.7)]

TyMHo sin = 2-nM sin 6 (6-7.8)

i.e., with a circular frequency

yHo = wz (6-7.9)

If we use a reference system with the z axis on Ho and rotating

around Ho with a frequency taL, the motion is the same as that which

would occur without Ho in a nonrotating system (Larmor's theorem).

Now add a small field Hi normal to Ho and rotating with a frequency co.

If co -/. uiL, the field Hi will sometimes tend to increase and will

sometimes tend to decrease it, having on the average no effect. If

co = co/,, this field will follow the vectorM and will act on it as a constant

field, tending to vary the angle 0. Thus for ^ = coL the angle 6 after a

while will become large, and M will precess on cones of increasing

aperture, executing complete rotations about the z axis until it becomes

antiparallel to z. From there it again starts to precess until it once more

becomes parallel to the z axis, and so on (Fig. 6-30). In practice the small

field H is not a rotating field but an alternating field in the y direction,

varying as Hi cos wl. This field is equivalent to two fields of amplitude



£Hj and rotating at angular frequences of + w and — to around the zaxis.

Of these only one is effective if to = cuL ; the other can be neglected

because for it w = -uil and hence is out of resonance. When M
forms a large angle with Ho, it can induce an emf of frequency

coL in a fixed coil lying in a plane parallel to Ho and perpendicular to

Hi. The induced emf is detected, and from the value of Ho and of the

frequency coL one finds, using Eq. (6-7.9), the value of y. In the Purcell

method the resonance is detected by measuring the radiofrequency

energy absorbed in the material placed in a magnetic field. This absorp-

tion has a sharp maximum when the radiofrequency coincides with

the uiL .

Tn this oversimplified description we have not yet considered the

very important role of the relaxation times of the substance. The

study of relaxation times and other peculiarities of these phenomena has

extensive ramifications in chemistry, in studies of molecular structure,

and in solid-stale physics. The method has undergone many develop-

ments and is now extensively applied even in the measurement of mag-

netic fields (using the known magnetic moment of hydrogen). Figure

6-31 is a diagram of a typical apparatus for measuring magnetic mo-

ments by the Purcell method.

The methods described above give the spin and magnetic moment
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Figure 6-30 Trajectory of the end point of the magnetic polarization vector of hydrogen nuclei

subject to an alternating field at the resonance frequency. The strong field is in the z direction, the

alternating field in the x or y direction. The relaxation time is infinite. [From (Fl E).]
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of stable and radioactive nuclei. Another group of methods applies

only to radioactive nuclei, and especially to short-lived states (see also

Chap. 8). We shall explain them by a simplified example that will show
the essential principles of the method. Suppose that the nucleus has three

levels connected by two gamma rays in cascade and that the interme-

diate state has a mean life r. With two counters in coincidence we find

the probability that the two gamma rays of the cascade will form an
angle between and 6 + dd. This probability has the form

P(0) clO = A + B cos2 9 + ••
(6-7.10)

a series with even powers of cos 6. For the sake of simplicity we shall

stop at the term in cos2 0. The existence of an angular correlation is

explained by the fact that in the first gamma emission the nucleus is

left with its spin in a direction correlated with the direction of the out-

going gamma. For instance, in a macroscopic dipole radio antenna the

quanta are emitted preferentially in a direction perpendicular to the

antenna. Thus the emission of the first quantum gives some information

on the nuclear orientation. The second quantum is then emitted aniso-

tropically with respect to the first, because an oriented nucleus emits, in

general, gamma rays in a pattern which is oriented with respect to the

spin.

Now introduce a magnetic field H perpendicular to the plane in

which we measure the correlation. This field will force the spins of the

intermediate state to precess with an angular velocity

H
o>l = giy-n

h
(6-7.11)

and during the mean life of the intermediate state r the spin will rotate

through an angle oj/t. The angular correlation will thus change, the

angle 6 being replaced by - oj/t, and at the same time a damping of

Figure 6-31 Principle of a Purcell apparatus for observing nuclear precession motions: 1, low-
frequency generator; 2, high-frequency generator; 3, bridge; 4, high-frequency amplifier; 5, high-

frequency rectifier; 6, low-frequency amplifier; 7, oscilloscope; 8, Helmholtz coils; 9, solenoid on
sample.



the correlation occurs, because different nuclei emit the gamma rays at

different times. P{6) is replaced by

CT at I r
T at

P(IIAT) = P(6 - unt) e-<" — e-v— (6-7.12)

JO T/ J o T

where T is the time during which the apparatus is sensitive after the

emission of the first quantum. By varying T and H, it is possible to

determine, in favorable cases, both r and gr . The method has many

variations. It is useful in dealing with problems in solid-state physics

because in the field H one must also consider crystalline fields. It has

been applied to Cdm and several other radioactive nuclides (Fig. 6-32).

Finally it has become possible, in some cases, to observe the nuclear

Zeeman effect directly by using nuclear "recoilless" emission (see

Chap. 8).
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6-8 Electric Quadrupole Moments

The first indication of nuclear electric quadrupole moments came

when it was found that the interval rule did not apply to the hfs multiplet

(Schmidt and Schuler, 1935). We shall now calculate classically the

energy due to an electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus. The

electric field due to the atomic electrons has J as a cylindrical axis of

symmetry. The nuclear charge has a cylindrical symmetry axis in /.

We introduce two coordinate systems, the atomic one with the 2 axis

parallel to J and the nuclear one with the £ axis parallel to /.

yi

y*

-/ =0

/ = 2

(a)

Figuie 6-32 Example of a directional correlation measurement: (a) level diagram; (b) apparatus:

S, source; FC, fixed counter; MC, movable counter; CC, coincidence circuit; (c) result.

[H. Frauenfelder in (Si 55).]
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The electrostatic energy of the nucleus is

Pn<> (6-8.1)

where epn is the nuclear electric-charge density, <p is the potential due

to the atomic electrons, and the integral is extended over the nuclear

volume. We have thus

Pndr = Z (atomic number) (6-8.2)

Call <p(0) the potential at the origin of our reference system, which is at

the center of the nucleus, and expand this potential in a power series

in the vicinity of the origin. Wc have

WE = e[ P„[</,(0) + (V ?0-r + 5(</WC2 - 2,fzyxy + )]dr (6-8.3)

where cpxy = 8*f/9x Sy, etc. The first term is clearly the term that would
occur if the nuclear charge were all at the center and the nucleus were a

point. The second term is zero because nuclei have no electric dipole—

the third term is the interesting one.

In order to evaluate Eq. (6-8.3) we consider it first in the atomic

coordinate system. Here terms containing <pxy , <fxz, <pyz vanish because

of the rotational symmetry of the atomic charge around J. We thus

have

Wq = -(Qxx'Pxx + Qyyfyy + Qzz<[iz) (6-8.4)

Qxx = f PnX2 dr, ClC. (6-8.5)

and x, y, z are taken in the atomic system of axes. We define also

Qrr = Qxx + Qyy + Qzz (6-8.6)

Equation (6-8.4) simplifies further, when we remember that

V*tp = (6-8.7)

if we neglect the charge of the electrons at the nucleus. (This approxi-

mation is valid, as a more detailed discussion would show.) The axial

symmetry gives

<pxz = <Pyy

We then have

<Pzz = ~2(pyy = -2<Pxx

These last relations, inserted in Eq. (6-8.4), give

• -Sp.JV-r*W = n dr

(6-8.8)

(6-8.9)

(6-8.10)



• In this formula it is desirable to express the integral as a nuclear

integral referred to the nuclear coordinate system. We shall call

Q =
J*/>„(3£2

- r^dr = 36« - Qrr (6-8.11)

the nuclear quadrupole moment, and we use it to express the integral of

Eq. (6-8.10). Observe first that, the nuclear-charge distribution being

symmetric around £, we have

and
Qu= Q ':•

(6-8.12)

G«, = e fC = fi« = (6-8-13)

where the Q u , etc., are defined as in Eq. (6-8.5) with x, y, x interchanged

with g, 77, £. The relations between the x, y, z and f, 17, £ give

whence

Moreover,

with

? + r,2 + £
2 = jc

2 + y2 + z2 = r2 (6-8.14)

(6-8.15)

(6-8.16)

cos2 fz + cos2 i)z + cos2 £z = 1 (6-8.17)

Calculating z2 and Q„ by using Eqs. (6-8.5), (6-8.12), (6-8.13), and

(6-8.16) we have

Qrr = Qxx + Qyy + Q zt = 0,, + Q„ + Q

z = | cos £z + ij cos i?z + £ cos £z

Qzz= Qtti\- r2) + e«r2 (6-8.18)

where

y = cos £z = cos // = cos d (6-8.19)

From Eq. (6-8.17) we obtain, by Eqs. (6-8.12), (6-8.10), and (6-8.15),

3g zz - Qrr = e(*y* " = QPzicosO) • (6-8.20)

Equation (6-8.18) inserted in Eq. (6-8.10) finally yields the expres-

sion for Wq,

eQ
Wq = -j-q; zz P2(cos0) (6-8.21)

The quadrupole moment of a nucleus, Q, vanishes obviously for

a spherically symmetrical nucleus. Quantum mechanically we must

define Q in a more precise way as the expectation value

<3z 2 - r2 >

for a given wave function. The wave function to be chosen is the one for

which Mr = /, that is, the one corresponding to the maximum align-

ment of the total angular momentum along the z axis. We see then

that according to quantum mechanics Q vanishes also for / = J, as

can be found by calculating its average value, mentioned above. In

order to do this note, using laboratory coordinates, that
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z =
r-I xlx - yly + zh

(6-8.22)
/ /

Equations (6-6.1) and (6-6.2) for 7 = i give

h2 + V - U = /(/ - 1) = I

U = /,/
2 = U = J

/*/j, + /y/* = 0, etC.

Using these relations in Eq. (6-8.22) wc find

1 4 r2

which implies 3z2 - rB - 0, or using Eq. (6-8.11),

=

A positive Q indicates a cigar-shaped nucleus and a negative Q a
lens-shaped nucleus.

Equation (6-8.21) is scmiclassical, and the spherical harmonic
Po (cos 8) can be written

(6-8.23)

(6-8.24)

(6-8.25)

IP'JY- 1 §(c* - 2/*/*
)

2 V 77 / 2 47V=

To transform it into a quantum-mechanical expression (Casimir, 1936),
the spherical harmonic must be replaced by

Pz(cos 8)

iC(C + 1) - 2/(7 + !)/(/ + 1)

(6-8.26)
7(27 - 1)7(27 - 1)

where C is given in Eq. (6-6.25) as F(F + 1) - /(/ + 1) - 7(7 + 1) =
21 -J. We have, in conclusion,

BiC(C +•!)- 21(1 - 1)7(7+ 1)WQ =

with
7(27- 1)7(27- 1)

(6-8.27)

B = «Q9>m(0) (6-8.28)

Equation (6-8.27) seems to give an indeterminate result for 7 = i or
7 = \, but in these cases WQ = because either (!zz or vanishes.

In order to obtain O from the energy, we need to know ^(0).
This is an atomic problem for which, to date, only approximate solutions
have been found.

The spectral terms of an atom having a nucleus with Q jt arc
shifted by the amount WQ and thus do not follow the interval rule.
A detailed spectroscopic study, either in the optical or in the microwave
region, can give values of B and, if r,«(0) can be calculated, of Q.
Other methods using matter in bulk, similar to the Bloch-Purceil meth-
ods for fij, can also be applied to find B (Dehmelt and Kruger).

Molecular-beam methods have also been extensively applied, and
through them Q of the deuteron has been measured with great precision.
We have limited our discussion to methods for directly measuring



magnetic moments and electric quadrupole moments of nuclei, making

no assumptions from the nuclear model. There are other methods, which

we shall not describe but which allow us to relate certain experimental

data (such as the cross section for Coulomb excitation; see Chap. 8)

to nuclear moments, provided that a given nuclear model is valid.

These methods can be used cither to check the model, if one measures

all the quantities involved, or to measure the moment, if one accepts

the model.
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6-9 Nuclear Polarization

Nuclei with / ^ may be oriented in such a way that the substates

with different m have different populations. For instance, in the case

/= J we may have am nuclei with spin pointing up and a-1/2 nuclei

with spin pointing down relative to an external magnetic field. We
call the expression

fli/2 — tf-1/2

(6-9.1)

(6-9.2)

etc.

(6-9.3)

P =
am + a-1/2

the "polarization" of our system of nuclei.

For arbitrary values of / we consider the quantities

/1 - - 2miamt
l mi

/2 = ~[ 1mi*ami - i 1(1 + 1)1
i-

5 L mi

/» - 4"
I I«/S - 1 (3/2 + 3/ - 1) 2miam,]

where the ami are normalized so as to make

~2,am, = 1 -J< w</
in,

The number fk is called the "degree of orientation of order k." If

all ami are equal, all /* = 0. For spin /, only the /* with k < 2/ may
differ from zero. In particular, for / = \, fi is the polarization. For

larger spins one may have

am, = a-m,
(6-9.4)

for every mi, but am, ^ am; (m/| ^ \m',). When this occurs, all fk
with k odd vanish, but some of the fk with k even are different from

zero, and the system is "aligned." For instance, a system of deuterons

all with mi = is aligned but not polarized.

The energy differences associated with nuclear orientation are

generally of the order of magnitude y.nH, where H is an external mag-

netic field. The thermal agitation determines energy fluctuations of

order kT, and when kT is comparable with UnH, the nuclear orientation

will be destroyed by the thermal agitation. For H = 20 x 104 gauss,
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UnH/kT ~ 10-3/7; which indicates the necessity of using temperatures
in the range of 10"2 to 10"* °K. These may be achieved by methods
of adiabatic demagnetization. The simplest method, often called the
"brute-force" method, is to cool the material in a magnetic field (Gorter
and Simon, 1934).

For spin \ nuclei, the ratio of the number of nuclei oriented parallel

or antiparallel to an external field H at a temperature T is given by
Boltzmann's law,

01/2

0-1/2

= eg,^HIkT

and the polarization obtainable is approximately

/-/

f\ = gift*
2kT

(6-9.5)

(6-9.6)

The nuclear relaxation time, often inconveniently long, and the low
temperature required make this method technically difficult.

Indirect methods (Gorier, 1948; Rose, 1949) proceed by
polarizing the atomic magnetic moments of paramagnetic salts. These
are about 1,000 times larger and easier to polarize than the nuclear
moments. They produce, in turn, oriented magnetic fields of the

order of 106 gauss at the nucleus, and these last fields produce the
nuclear orientation.

It is possible to obtain alignment but not polarization by using the

anisotropic properties of crystals; at sufficiently low temperatures,

the nuclear moments set themselves parallel to a crystal axis, but without
producing any net polarization. For instance, the nuclear electric

quadrupolc moment will align with an ionic local electric field due to

the lattice of the crystal. Methods of this type have been tested success-

fully in several cryogenic laboratories (Pound and Blcaney, 1951).

There arc also dynamic processes of orientation that make it

possible, when the appropriate electromagnetic radiation is applied,

to increase the population of one of the substates of an hfs multiplet

and thus achieve a nuclear polarization. This field is being rapidly

developed, and we must refer to current literature for more details.

If the oriented nuclei are radioactive, the alignment or

the polarization may be checked by observing the anisotropy of the

radiations emitted. The technique is one of great and increasing im-
portance.

6-10 Values of Spin, Magnetic Moments, and Quadrupole Moments

In Table 6-6 we summarize some of the results of the measurement
of spins, magnetic moments, and electric quadrupole moments. Note
the striking rule that all even-even nuclei in the ground state have zero

spin and hence no magnetic moment or electric quadrupole moment.
For this reason they have been omitted from Tabic 6-6.



Table 6-6 Selected Examples of Values of Nuclear Spins,

Magnetic-Dipole Moment, and

Electric-Quadrupolc Moment

Dipolc Quadrupolc

moment moment

Z clement A Half-lifc Spin ." Q

n 1 11.7 m
1

-1.91315

1
It 1 1 2.79290

2 1 0.85741 0.00274

3 12,1 y J 2.97884

2 He 3 I -2.12755

3 Li (>

7

1 0.82201

3.25631

-0.002

-0.1

4 Be 9 n 1.1771 0.03

5 B 10 3 1.8008 0.06

9 F 19 1 2.6285

11 Na 22 2.6 y 3 1.747

23 I 2.2176 0.10

L3 Al 27
1

3.6414 0.155

15 Ci 35 1
0.82181 -0.078

36 3 x 10* y 2 1.2854 -0.017

19 K 39 I
0.39146 0.11

40 1.3 x 10" y 4 -1.2981 -0.006

11 3
0.21517 0.1

12 12.5 h 2 -1.137

43 22 h i
0.163

55 Br 7G

77

17 h

57 h

1

i

0.5480 0.26

79 i 2.1056

S2

0.33

= 0.11

80 18m i

80™ 4.5 h 5

HI i
2.2696 0.28

= 0.13

82 35.5 h 5 1.626 0.77

43 Tc 99 2.1 x KPy •: 5.6805 0.3

49 In 109

110-"

4.3 h

5.0 h 7

5.53 1.20

111 2.8 d •i 5.53 1.18

113 >10"y 5.5232 1.14

113" 1.7 b \ -0.2105

114* 50 d 5 4.7

115 6 x 10" y I 5.5344 1.16

115" 4.5 h 1

116'" 54 m 5 4.3

55 Cs 127 6h I 1.43

57 La 138 1 x lO'iy 5 3.706 0.9

71 Lu 176 4 x 10 ,o
y 7 2.8 8

72 Hf 177

178

178™ 4.8 s

?

i!

0.61 3

179
1

0.47 3

180- 5.5 h 8
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Table 6-6 (continued)

Dipole Quadrupole

moment moment
Z element A Half-life Spin /' Q
73 Ta 181 j 2.1 6

80 Hg 197 65 h i 0.5240

197™ 24 h (¥) - 1 .032 1.5

199
J 0.50267 0.4

92 U 233 1.6 x 10»y :

I 0.52 3.4

235 7 x 10" y 3 0.34 4.0

94 Pu 239 24,300 y 1 0.27

241 460 y t 1.4 4.9

° The unit of magnetic moment is the nuclear magneton. The
elcclric-quadrupolc moments are measured in units of 10-M em-. A
recent, complete table of the same quantities, containing references to

the original literature, is given by l.indgren in (Si 65). The symbol fi

represents magnetic-octupolc moment in units M . X 10_2< cm.

Turning to the nuclei with A odd, beginning with the proton,
we should expect the proton to have, according to Dirac's theory
the magnetic moment of exactly 1 nuclear magneton, but instead we
find an experimental value of 2.793, and for the neutron, which should
have no magnetic moment whatsoever, the value is - 1.91. It is interest-

ing to note that the difference between the magnitudes of the magnetic
moment of the neutron and the proton is approximately 1 nuclear
magneton. This might be explained, qualitatively at least, by the hy-
pothesis that the magnetic moment of the proton is composed of two
parts: one a Dirac moment, of 1 nuclear magneton for the proton and

for the neutron; the other an additional moment resulting from
mesonic effects. The part attributable to the mesonic effects is then
2-79 - 1 = 1.79 for the proton and -1.91 for the neutron. This may
be qualitatively explained as originating from the virtual dissociation

of the nucleon into a "bare Dirac nucleon" and a meson. The mesonic
orbital motion gives rise to a magnetic moment of +/*„ if the meson
is positive and of -/x„ if the meson is negative. We now write the

dissociations of proton and neutron as

P -* II + TT+

n -*-p + ir~

and the fraction of the lime during which the nucleon is dissociated

as t. We then have, indicating by Mv„ p,, the magnetic moments of
proton and neutron:

r*J» - + /*.T + (1 - t)1 = (M , - 1)T + 1

n„ = (1 - h„)t

This relation would give

Pv + fn = 1



whereas experimentally one finds

Mj> + H-n = 0.88

The agreement is surprisingly good for such a simple argument. One

of the problems of meson theory is to account precisely for the magnetic

moment of the proton and neutron.

The deuteron has a magnetic moment which is almost exactly the

algebraic sum of the magnetic moment of the proton and neutron.

Remembering that the deuteron has spin 1 and that it is composed of a

neutron and a proton with parallel spins and no relative angular momen-

tum (s state), one should not be surprised at the result for the magnetic

moment. The next problem is to study why the magnetic moment is

not exactly equal to the sum of the two moments. The discrepancy is

reasonably accounted for by the admixture of d states into the ground

state of the deuteron, as will be seen in Chap. 10. Turning to heavier

nuclei, we find in several cases values of the magnetic moment that are

fairly easily explained. For example, in the case of He3 and H3 we

should expect to find the magnetic moment of a neutron in the first and

of a proton in the second, because the identical nucleons have opposite

spin and the only effective nuclide is the unpaired one.

A general regularity has been observed by Schmidt (1937) and can

be explained by assuming that odd-/4 nuclei are composed of a core

forming a closed shell plus one nuclcon. The closed shell must contain

an even number of neutrons and an even number of protons and has no

angular momentum or magnetic moment. To this shell we now add one

nucleon with angular momentum / and spin \. Clearly the total / of

the nucleus is then equal to / ± \. According to the vector model 1

and \ combine to form I. Each one processes around I independently,

and the magnetic moment in nuclear magnetons along I is

H-r = gi
II si

(6-10.1)

The scalar product of 1-1 is given by

s2 = I
2 + I2 - 21-1

or quantum mechanically by

II _ /(/ + 1) + /(/ + 1) - s(s + 1)

~F
~

21(1 + 1)

and a similar expression is obtained for (s-I)//2 . Inserting them in Eq.

(6-10.1) we find

/(/ + 1) + s(s + 1) - /(/ + 1)

gi = gt

(6-10.2)

•i (6-10.3)

+ gi

21(1 + 1)

/(/ + 1) + /(/ + 1) - s(s + 1)

21(1 + 1)

From this formula we obtain for I = I + \

M/ = igs + Igl

(6-10.4)

(6-10.5)
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21 - 1 (/ 1) (2/ ~ 1)

2/ + 1

The two formulas can be combined to give

W = / * ±
2/ + f

fc - *)

(6-10.6)

(6-10.7)

where the upper sign is valid for 1=1-,
The g-j and #s values arc given in Table 6-7.

The experimental values of nuclear moments are plotted in Fig.

6-33, together with the values predicted by Eq. (6-10.7).

The observed values do not fall exactly on the Schmidt lines but

lie between them. Several explanations have been offered to account for

this deviation. For instance, it has been assumed that a neutron and a

proton in the nucleus do not have the same magnetic moment as they do
when free. It is not surprising, however, that a theory based on such

a crude model fails to give quantitative results; in fact it is rather en-

couraging to find that the agreement is as good as it is.

6-11 Shell Model

In the liquid-drop model we have emphasized the properties of
"nuclear matter" and have said nothing about single nucleons. This
is a great departure from the atomic model, where the emphasis is

on the motion of the electrons in the field provided by the nucleus.

The atomic model, however, has been so successful that one is

tempted to find a way to extend at least some of its features to the

nucleus. Indeed, there are reasons for suspecting that nucleons have
well-defined individual orbits. For certain numbers of neutrons or
protons, called "magic numbers," nuclei exhibit special characteristics

of stability reminiscent of the properties shown by noble gases among
the atoms. In the latter case the closure of a shell (K, L, M, ... shells

for 2, 10, 18, ... electrons) is responsible for the peculiarities of the

noble gases, such as their chemical inertness, diamagnctism, and high
ionization potential. M. Mayer, and Haxel, Jensen, and Suess (1949),
surmised that nuclear shells might close at some magic numbers that

are revealed in nuclear phenomena.

Table 6-7 g Numbers for

and Proton

Neulron

Neutron Proton

g, o

g, -3.826
1

5.586
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We shall mention here some of the evidence supporting the "magic"
character of the numbers: 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126. The fundamental
fact is that the 3rd, 9th, 21st, 29th, 51st, 83rd, and 127th nucleons are
especially loosely bound. The decrease from the average binding
energy of these nucleons is approximately 1 or 2 MeV (see Table 6-8).
We can note this effect by observing the jumps in the differences between
the experimental values of the masses and the values predicted by the
semiempirical mass formula. The differences are particularly large for
values of A that correspond to magic numbers of neutron and proton
(Fig. 6-18). An exaggerated example is He*, in which the second neutron
or the second proton is bound with an energy of about 20 MeV and a
third neutron or proton is not bound at all." Other shells at low magic
numbers present less-marked anomalies, but the doubly magic O 16

Table 6-8 Binding Energies of Neutrons and Protons in the Region
of Closed Shells"

Neutron

excess

Binding energy of odd neutron, MeV

(N - Z) N = 15 17 \\) 2] 23 25 27 29 31 33

I 8.47 8.65 8.84 8.37
2 7.73 7.93 8.57 7.79

3 6.44 6.60 7.02 6.64 7.94 8.79 9.11 9.29 9.00 8.91
4 6.54 6.11 7.37 8.91 9.13 9.10 8.40 8.64
5

6
5.01 5.96 7.43 8.02 7.93 7.64 8.51

6.91 8.21 7.30 7.26 7.50

Neutron

excess

Binding energy of odd neutron, MeV

(N - Z) N = 41 43 45 47 49 53

10 6.94 7.32 7.81 8.95 8.39 7.64
11 6.12 6.48 6.98 7.49 8.41 7.16 7.09 7.37
12 7.07 7.81 8.70 7.32 7.19
13 5.86 6.88 6.93 6.60 6.96 6.91
14 6.79 6.11 6.71 6.91

Neutron Binding energy ofodd neutron, MeV

(iV - Z) N = 75 77 79 81 8:j 33

23 6.45 6.51 7.81 6.00
24 6.45 6.73 5.82
25 6.99 6.82 5.74
26 6.36 5.14
27 6.30 5.24
28 6.84 5.57
29 5.96 3.57

6.40



Table 6-8 (continued)

Ncuiron Binding energy of odd neutron, MeV
excess

(N - Z) N =121 123 125 127 129 131 133

42 5.25 6.76 6.85 5.13

43 7.31 6.73 4.55 5.09 5.55 5.97

44 6.54 4.67 5.10 5.56 6.21

45 5.54 3.87 4.32 4.59 5.33

Neutron Binding energy ofodd proton, MeV
excess

(N - Z) Z = 23 25 27 29 31

5.14 4.60 3.91 1.50

2 6.80 6.44 5.76 4.34 3.79

3 6.83 6.55 6.34 5.50 3.97

4 7.84 7.73 7.10 5.63 5.12

5 8.09 8.16 7.15 5.84 5.13

<* The binding energies of the last odd neutron in the regions JV = 20, 28,

50, 82, and 126 are shown in the first four tables for various neutron excesses.

In the fifth table the odd-proton binding energies near Z = 28 arc given. The

tabulated neutron binding energies arc defined by BE(iV + \,Z) — BE(iV,Z),

where BE(A',Z) is the total binding energy of the nucleus with Z protons and

N neutrons. A similar definition holds for the proton binding energies. (From

R. D. I.awson.)
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is well known for its stability. The evidence for the magic character

of the higher numbers is less direct. To cite some of the relevant facts,

nuclei with 50 protons or 50 neutrons are especially abundant, and

isotones with 28, 50, or 82 neutrons extend over a larger range of Z
than the neighboring isotonic series. Similarly, tin (Z = 50) has the

greatest number of stable isotopes, 10.

The magic character of the number 126 for neutrons is strikingly

shown in alpha decay (Fig. 7-11). When alpha emission separates

the 126th neutron from a nucleus—necessarily together with the 125th

neutron—the energy of alpha particles is markedly lower than

when the 128th and 127th neutrons are ejected. This is explained

by the sudden decrease in binding energy for neutrons after the 126th.

Similar phenomena occur in beta decay. Consider the energy re-

leased in beta decay, during which process the difference between the

number of neutrons and the number of protons in the nucleus decreases

by two units. We find rather regular curves if we plot this energy as a

function of A for a given value of N - Z in the original nucleus. How-

ever, obvious jumps appear in the curves when a nucleus with a magic

number of neutrons or protons is involved (Fig. 6-34).

Neutron-capture cross sections arc particularly low for nuclei

containing 50, 82, or 126 neutrons, because the neutron to be captured
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will be only slightly bound and this indirectly decreases probability of
capture (Fig. 6-35).

The phenomena mentioned above are consequences of the jumps
in binding energy shown in Table 6-8; moreover, the spin and magnetic
moment of nuclei, as we shall see presently, also are related to the
shell structure of the nuclei. There are many more facts in nuclear
physics that affirm the shell structure or find a plausible explanation on
the basis of this model.

However, we immediately encounter a serious difficulty of principle;
there is no obvious fixed center which provides a potential for the
nucleons, as the nucleus does for atomic electrons. However, one may
postulate that all the nucleons together could provide a potential well
in which the nucleons move and that by some mechanism, not yet
fully analyzed, the sum of the interactions between the single nucleon
pairs (which are known by direct proton-proton and neutron-proton
scattering experiments) is equivalent to a potential well. While an
analysis to demonstrate this equivalence has been the goal of compli-
cated investigations by Brueckner, Watson, Bethe, and others, the
result can be stated very simply: Each nucleon is subject to a potential
V{r) that— in extremely oversimplified form—can be represented by a
rectangular well,

Figure 6-34 Beta energy of the reaction

zXn+\a *-

j8"

- z+iAV 28 < Z < 64
/S+capture

The lines are labeled according to N-Z before and after the decay. The decay energy varies regularly
on a line except when N or Z = 50, when there is a jump. [From (MJ 55).]



V(r) - - Vo

V(r) =

r =S R

r > R
(6-11.1)

If we assume that the nucleons move in this well, we can establish a

series of levels. But with the potential of Eq. (6-11.1) or with simple

modifications of it, we find that the shells do not close at the magic

numbers. To account for the experimental results it is necessary to

introduce the additional hypothesis of a strong spin-orbit coupling.

This is an interaction between nuclear orbital angular momentum and

spin; it is formally analogous to the well-known spin-orbit interaction

of atomic electrons (Jensen and Mayer, 1949). However, the nuclear

spin-orbit coupling is different from one commonly present in atoms

{L-S or Russell-Saunders coupling), where the orbital angular momenta

of all electrons combine into a total L and all spins into a total S, and L

and S combine to form J. In nuclei ihc interaction between the spin

and the orbit of a single nucleon is usually greater than the interaction

between orbital momenta or spins of different nucleons; thus, each 1

and s combine to form a j. All j thus gives the resultant total angular

momentum (J-j coupling). There are also other types of coupling but for

more details we refer to the original literature.

We must also note that, whereas the electron Coulomb interaction

is repulsive and has a long range favoring states of minimum spatial

symmetry, the attractive nuclear interaction favors a maximum of

spatial symmetry. Moreover the short range of this interaction gives

special stability to each pair of identical nucleons coupling to zero

angular momentum [pairing effect; compare the 8 term in Eq. (6-5.7)].

If nucleons couple as described, we expect and find that ground states

of most odd-A nuclei have / equal to they of the last bound nucleon.

This is verified in odd-A nuclei that have nearly closed neutron or
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Figure 6-35 Neutron capture:

cross sections as a function of

neutron number of target nucleus.

Ordinate, logarithmic scale. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120130
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proton shells. Finally, for nuclei with even Z and even A, I must equal
in the ground state, a striking empirical regularity.

The order of levels shown in Fig. 6-36, with spin-orbit coupling
taken into account, is fundamental to the interpretation of nuclear
phenomena according to the shell model. Actually there are minor
differences between the case of an unpaired neutron and of an unpaired
proton. However, one may neglect them in a first approximation and
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Figure 6-36 Energy levels of a nucleus. At the left side, in the limiting case of a parabolic potential
we have the harmomc oscillator levels; at the right side, the limiting case of a square well- in the
center, the nuclear case. The integral number on the level gives the number of sublcvels contained
in it (statistical weight). The numbers in parentheses are the total number of sublevels below the
energy indicated by the level, in other words, the number of nuclcons in a nucleus necessary to fill
all states below, and inclusive to, the level considered. The half-integral numbers give the angular
momentum j = l±} of the nucleons in the level. A magic number corresponding to a closed shell
appears whenever the jump between adjacent levels is particularly large. The actual filling of orbits
in nuclei differs somewhat from the scheme of this figure. First, the neutron and proton levels are
slightly different, because the Coulomb repulsion is present only for protons. Furthermore the
splittings of levels may differ from those of the figure and produce alterations in the order of appear-
ance of the levels. [From (MJ 55).]



use Fig. 6-36 for neutrons and protons alike. Then the 1 and j of the

extra nucleon outside the closed even-even shell arc predictable from

the shell model (Fig. 6-36), and thus the systcmatics of nuclear spins

and magnetic moments is accounted for by the shell model, because the

spins are simply the spin of the unpaired nucleon and the magnetic

moments are obtained from Eq. (6-10.7).

For example, O17 has an extra neutron, the ninth, that should

be in a state ds/zl and the spin of 17 is 5/2, as expected. Its magnetic

moment, lying very close to the Schmidt line, also confirms this inter-

pretation.

The shell model can also be used to give information on the spin of

odd-odd nuclei. We require here the "Nordheim rules." Define the

Nordheim number as /V = jp - lv + j„ - /„, where p and n refer to

the odd proton and neutron, respectively.

The rules say that if jV = 0, then / = \jn - jv \
and that if N = ±1,

/ is either |y'„ — jv \ or jn +jp- There are exceptions to these rules, how-

ever, especially among light nuclei.

It would be desirable to derive the shell model, which is clearly

successful, from fundamental facts such as the nuclcon-nucleon inter-

action. Even without going into this complicated subject we must point

out a serious difficulty in the shell model. How can a nucleon move

in an orbit in nuclear matter? The mean free path of a nucleon would

appear to be short compared with the distance it would have to travel

before we would be justified in speaking of an orbit. A partial answer

to this difficulty is given by the fact that collisions within a nucleus are

inhibited by Pauli's principle; the final states that the colliding nucleons

should reach arc already occupied.

We close with a remark on the potential V of Eq. (6-11.1). The

nucleus, with its strong central force, gives rigidity to the atomic struc-

ture. In a nucleus there is no fixed center of force. The surface tension

(compare Sec. 6-5) tends to make the nucleus spherical. However,

the fractional increase in surface of an ellipsoid of rotation over a

sphere of equal volume is of the order of the square of the fractional

differences of the axes and is thus small in practical cases. The nucleus

as a whole then, is, fairly easily deformed and nonsphcrical nuclei are

well known.
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6-12 Collective Nuclear Model

The shell model has been most successful in explaining a number of

nuclear features, some of which have been mentioned and some of

which will be considered later. However, it does not provide a complete

description of the nucleus. It is particularly successful in the case of

nuclei composed of a closed shell plus one or a few additional nucleons.

In the closed-shell configuration the nucleus is spherical. The addition

of one or more nucleons produces only small deformations. However,

midway between closed shells the situation is different. The nuclei
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depart appreciably from the spherical form, and collective motions
involving many nucleons become important.

This is clearly seen, for instance, in nuclear quadrupole moments
(Fig. 6-37). Near a closed shell the values obtainable by ascribing
the quadrupole to a single particle outside a shell agree reasonably well
with experiment; but in the middle of the shell the quadrupole moments
are many times larger than can be accounted for by a single particle.

Rainwater (1950) suggested that the single particle deforms the whole
nucleus, and that the observed quadrupole results from the collective

deformation of many orbits. Very crudely, the effect would be similar
to that produced by a small heavy ball rotating inside a rubber balloon.
The pressure produced by the centrifugal force of the small ball would
determine the deformation of the rubber envelope. The nucleons
then move in a potential that is not spherically symmetrical. We thus
have two types of motion: motion of the entire nucleus as though
all the nucleons occupied an ellipsoidal box that might rotate or even

ZR*

-5 -

-10 -

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

no. of odd nucleons

Figure 6-37 Reduced nuclear

quadrupole moments as a func-

tion of the number of odd
nucleons. The quantity QiZR2

gives a measure of the nuclear

deformation independent of the

size of the nucleus.



deform itself by vibrations; and motions of the nucleons inside the box.

The two types of motion are coupled more or less strongly to each

other. The mathematical development of these ideas (A. Bohr, B.

Mottelson, and others from 1952 on) is the basis for the "collective

model," which has been particularly successful for A ~ 24, 150 < A <

190, and A > 230.

An example of this type has long been known in the case of diatomic

molecules, the motions of which are naturally classified as rotational,

vibrational, and electronic in order of increasing energy. As typical

magnitudes we may take 0.005 cV for a rotational level spacing, 0. 1 eV

for a vibrational level spacing, and 2 cV for an electronic level spac-

ing. The motions arc clearly separable and, correspondingly, the wave

function can be factored into rotational, vibrational, and electronic

terms. Mathematically this means that the hamillonian is composed of

three additive parts containing: (1) electronic coordinates, (2) vibrational

coordinates, and (3) rotational coordinates. The wave function is then

the product of three wave functions (compare Sec. 6-4), each containing

the respective coordinates.

In the nucleus we can attempt a similar separation of the motions.

We consider first a central "core" containing the nucleons of a closed

shell. Outside of this core there are n nucleons forming a "cloud."

If n = +1 (we consider one nuclcon missing from a closed shell as

n = - 1) we have the case to which the shell model applied best. For

such a nucleus the excited states are given by the excited levels of the

single nucleoli of the cloud (Fig. 6-38).

For larger even values of n the nucleons in the cloud arc subject
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Figure 6-38 Spectra of lead

isotopes. The figure shows the

observed levels labeled for the

experimentally determined spins

and parities. The configuration

assignment is shown in paren-

theses. Pb2°<» (X = 126. Z = 82)

with both kinds of nucleons in

closed shells represents a core

spectrum. Pbzo? with n = — 1

gives a single-particle spectrum.
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to two types of forces: short-range forces responsible for orienting the
spins of pairs of identical nuclcons. Under their influence nuclei tend
to a spherical form and zero spin; and long-range forces which tend to
produce an overlap of the eigenfunctions of all n particles. If the latter
forces predominate they push the nucleons in certain special directions,
thereby deforming the cloud.

In this case the potential in which the nucleons move ceases to be
spherically symmetrical, as Fig. 6-39 shows. Corresponding to this
change of potential the energy levels of the shell model lose their de-
generacy and shift as shown in the examples of Fig. 6-40; the corres-
ponding wave functions have been extensively studied by Nilsson (1955).

A spherical cloud is subject to vibrations around its equilibrium
shape. Excited states corresponding to one, two, or three vibrational
quanta in the cloud are often found. They arc equally spaced and
their angular momentum and parity are 2~; 0'\ 2>, 4+, and 0, 2, 3, 4, 6+
They are most easily observed when n is small (Fig. 6-41).

Deformed nuclei corresponding to large even values of n show
prominent rotational levels. These have the spacing

characteristic of rotational levels. However, for J one must consider

region I:

closed
shell

nuclei

region II:

nuclei somewhat
removed from
closed shells

region III:

nuclei far

removed from
dosed shells

oblate deformation prolate deformation

Figure 6-39 Potential energy V(0) as a function of deformation for even-even nuclei near closed
shells, a few nucleons removed from closed shells, and far removed from closed shells where the
nucleus is stabilized in a nonspherical shape. The curves are schematic only, and all of them refer
to the potential energy of the ground state.



Figure 6-40 Energy spectrum

for single-particle motion in an

ellipsoidal potential. The spectra

are drawn as a function of the

deformation 8 = ARjR. For

8 = 0, the potential is spherical

and we have the usual sequence

of orbitals corresponding to a

spherical shell model, that is,

l.fi/2 (which comes lower than

the lowest orbit drawn in this

figure), l/; 3 ,'2, l/n/2,- ldsm 2*i/2>

lc/3/2, and then a little above

the region covered in the figure

I/7/2. For 8 ^ the states are

labeled by the quantum numbers

K and parity, which are indicated

on the right. A complete charac-

terization of the states requires

additional quantum numbers be-

sides K and parity and these are

given in the square brackets.

Each of the orbits is doubly

degenerate. [From S. G. Nilsson,

Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab,

Mat.-Fys.Medd.WNo. 16(1955).] 0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 3
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Figure 6-41 Examples of vibrational levels of nuclei of even A.
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not the total moment of inertia of the nucleus, which we shall call Jo,
but that part associated with the nuclear deformalion. For a spherical

nucleus J is zero. The angular momentum / is an even integral number
(Fig. 6-42).

For odd n the situation is more complicated. If the odd nucleon

is added lo a deformed cloud the result is a rotational spectrum of

a single particle in a nonspherical well (Fig. 6-43). If the odd nucleon

is added to a spherical cloud, the cloud is excited.

The levels considered thus far arc relatively low (several MeV
at most). At much higher energies the core itself may be excited.

Such levels are found up to about 20 MeV, at which level gamma absorp-

tion may cause vibration of all the protons against the neutrons (see

Chap. 11). There are other ways of exciting the core, for instance, by
electron or alpha particle bombardment. (Figure 6-44 summarizes

in an idealized fashion the energy levels discussed above.)

The distinction between the different types of motion in nuclei

is not always clear-cut, because the coupling of the motions is often

strong. In other words, if. for example, the energy difference between
vibrational levels is not large compared with that between rotational

levels, it is not possible to consider rotation as a structure superimposed
on vibrations. Consequently, the expression of the wave function as a

product of the functions of the different coordinates is not always a

good approximation.

Wc shall now discuss the rotational levels in somewhat greater

detail. Single particles in the nucleus having an axis of rotational

symmetry z possess angular momenta that prccess rapidly around z',

preserving, however, a constant component Qp in this direction.

The values of Qp are half-integral numbers, positive or negative. States

with Dp differing only in sign are degenerate because they correspond

to rotations differing only in sense. The sum of all ilp values is called

Th*

790

12* T? -r- 1,100

10+-

8+

i- 785

-522

6 +—;k—

,

309

«+— 148

2+ _-£n!- - 44 -7

o+

Figure 6-42 Examples of rota-

tional levels observed in even- /I

nuclei of heavy elements by the

Coulomb excitation process.
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Figure 6-43 Energy levels of Pu239 with associated levels of rotational excitation.
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core spectrum

1-

giant resonance

20

2'
/' - 12

quadrupole dcforniaiion

A
^

T - 0, 3" 2.6

octupoic deformation

I

Figure 6-44 Schematic idealized representation of core, single-particle, and cloud spectra. Note

typical energy scale. [V. Weisskopf, Phys. Today, 14, No. 7 (1961).]
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£2. In ihc ground state of even-even nuclei the nuclcons are paired,

in couples, with Q.p numbers of opposite sign so that i\ = 0.

The rotations of a symmetrical nucleus are described by quantum

vectors I, K, and M (sec Fig. 6-45). The first is the angular momentum.

Vector K is the component of I along the symmetry axis z' and M
is the component of I in a fixed arbitrary direction. The component of

I perpendicular to K is called R, and is due to the rotation of the nucleus

as a whole. In the rotational ground state of nuclei K = SI.

The energy levels of the system are those of a symmetrical top,

but the moment of inertia J that appears in the formula does not

necessarily correspond to the entire nucleus, considered as a rigid body.

It is better left as a parameter to be determined experimentally.

With reference to Fig. 6-45 we see that the rotational energy levels

are given by

(6-12.1)£*= ^ <R2>

but I = j + R, and therefore, by the cosine rule and insertion of the

quantum-mechanical expectation values, we have

</?'-> = [/(/ + 1) +j(J + 1) - 2/,-yV - llviv ~ 2Ixjx]
(6-12.2)
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Figure 6-45 Coupling scheme

for deformed nuclei. Strongly

deformed nuclei still have an

axis of symmetry (indicated by

z'). The angular momentum
properties are characterized by

three vectors, constants of the

motion: I, M, and K. I and M
are the total angular momentum
and its components along a

fixed axis r. K is the component

of the angular momentum of a

single nuclcon (j) in the direction

of z . It is thus the same as Q.p

of Sec. 6-12 and is also the

component of I in the direction

of the nuclear axis of symmetry

z . The collective rotational angu-

lar momentum R is perpen-

dicular to z' . Since there are no

collective rotations around a

symmetry axis, K is a constant

in a rotational band and repre-

sents an intrinsic angular

momentum. For even-even

nuclei, K = in the ground

state.
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The quantity Iz . ft> is simply K2
, as is apparent from Fig. 6-45. The

last two terms give zero except in the important case, where K =
J.

If K ¥* h we then obtain for the rotational part of the energy the
well-known formula

El0t=
2S

I{f+ l) (6-12.3)

In this formula, we repeat, J represents an empirically determined
moment of inertia associated with the nuclear deformation.

In the ground state of an even-even nucleus LI = 0, as we have
seen above, K is also zero and hence / vanishes, as has always been
found. Furthermore, by exciting the lowest rotational slates, we find
only even values of/. This can be justified by considering the Sommer-
feld quantization rule §p dq = 2-nnh, where the integral is extended
over one period of the motion. In the case considered here, the angular
momentum and the angle of rotation arc the conjugate variables and the
period of the motion is a rotation by ir, not by 2-, because such a rota-
tion about / is sufficient to restore the original configuration. This
symmetry thus has the consequence that / can take only even values;

/ = 0, 2, 4, ... with even parity. We show in Fig. 6-43 the energy levels

corresponding to nuclear rotation for some even-even nuclei. These
levels are given with excellent approximation by the formula (6-12.3),
and thus for / = 0, 2, 4, 6, etc., the rotational energies are in the ratios

hk:E,\:Ef>:Es = 6:20:42:72 (sec Fig. 6-42).

In odd-,4 nuclei with K ?- \, or in excited states of even-even nuclei
with Ci ^ 0, the ground state has

/o = K = LI (6-12.4)

and the rotational spectrum has

/ = To, h + 1, To + 2, etc. (6-12.5)

as shown in Fig. 6-45. The case K = \^
is more complicated, and we

omit it here.

We have said repeatedly that the effective moment of inertia appear-
ing in the rotational levels is due to nuclear deformation. We can now
try to account for its values by models. For instance, we could con-
sider the nucleus as a rigid body or as a liquid in irrotational motion
within the nuclear surface. It is at once clear that a deformed nucleus
will have an electric quadrupole moment, and thus a connection between
./ and Q is apparent and affords a test of the model. This test is espe-
cially interesting considering that the large values of certain electric

quadrupole moments were the starting point of the idea of collective

motions. The first step in evaluating J is to express the nuclear de-
formation by a deformation parameter j8, defined through the expansion
of the nuclear surface in spherical harmonics. Calling R(6) the nuclear
radius in a direction at angle 6 to the symmetry axis, we write

Biff) = *o(l + PY2o(cos6) -r •••) (6-12.6)



or, stopping at Y20,

R(6) = R I
- '£)" cos2 e - i) (6-12.7)

For instance, in ellipsoidal nuclei the deformation parameter is approxi-

mately related to the difference between the semiaxes Ml by

A/? 3/5
R -\£T>fi = 8 (6-12.8)

Early theories attempted to relate the moment of inertia J to

the deformation parameter by the model of an irrolational fluid,

giving J proportional to j8
2

, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 6-46.

As the data on actual deformation (obtained from electric quadrupole

moments and transition probabilities) accumulated, it appeared that

the moment of inertia to be used in Eq. (6-12.3) lay between the values

predicted by the rigid-body and the irrotational-tluid models. Moments

of inertia close to experimental ones have now been calculated by using

wave functions of single nucleons, with correlations between different

nucleons (see Fig. 6-47). To connect the nuclear deformation with the

electric quadrupole moment remember that we must find the expecta-

tion value

<pn(3z
2 " '•2)> =

f
**(3*a " *# dr (6-12.9)

To compute it we must state which <£ are to be used. In Sec. 6-8 we

specified that we must have Mj = I, that is, maximum alignment of the

nucleus as a whole. This gives the quadrupole moment Q.

It is interesting to compute the expectation value for a nonsphcrical

nucleus in two steps. We define an intrinsic quadrupole moment Qo

with respect to the rotational-symmetry axis by using as the eigenfunc-

tion, not the complete eigenfunction, but only the factors that do not
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Figure 6-46 Empirical moments

of inertia of deformed nuclei,

expressed in units of the rigid-

body moment, are plotted against

the nuclear quadrupole defor-

mations. The dashed curve

indicates the curve expected in

the case of irrotational flow of

a liquid in rotational motion,

which is evidently far from the

actual situation.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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involve the rotation of the nucleus as a whole. In the classical limit
Qo is simply

Qo - j Pn(3P - r*) ch

For example, for a rotation ellipsoid it has the value

or, introducing
,8,

Qo = - ZR &R

4 3 / 5 \
1/2

(6-12.10)

(6-12.11)

(6-12.12)

Next we pass from Q to Q, multiplying QQ by a "projection factor"
that is a function of / and K. This projection factor depends on the
model chosen.

By using the coupling scheme of Fig. 6-45, a rather complicated
calculation gives

Q = Qo
-'
3*2 - /(/ + 1)

(/+ 1)(2/ + 3)
(6-12.13)

0.10

0.05

1 1 1 r

Am*. Am2"

IJ23S PU230

o experimental deformation of even-even nuclei
• experimental deformation of odd-/i nuclei

-*- calculated deformation of odd-/t nuclei 208

J 1 1 1 J I L_ _1 I Xl
I

150 155 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 205 210225 230 235 240 245 A

Figure 6-47 Comparison of equilibrium ground-state nuclear deformation calculated from Nilsson
wave functions with experimental values. The solid line represents calculated values of the equilib-
rium deformation for the odd-/l nuclei along the valley of beta stability. The experimental data
corresponds to S values obtained by means of the equation

go = f8Z/*o8(l + }8 +•••)

using measured Q values. The latter are based on observed £2 transition probabilities, and their
experimental uncertainty is usually of the order of 10 to 20 per cent. Values of S corresponding to
odd-/f nuclides are denoted by dots. Even-even nuclei, denoted by circles, are included for com
pletencss. The deformations of the americium isotopes are obtained from hfs measurements. [From
B.R.Mottelson and S. G. Nilsson, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, Mat.-Fys. Medd., 1, No. 8 (1959).]



which in the ground state, when K = I, reduces to

7(2/ - 1)

Q = 0o
(/+ l)(2/+3)

(6-12.14)

Measurement of Q provides thus means of finding directly the

deformation parameter /3 of Eq. (6-12.8). We can then compute the

value of ./ to be expected for a rigid body, or for a fluid in irrolational

motion contained in an ellipsoidal surface and compare the result with

the experimental values of J.
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Figure 6-48 Schematic summary of various experimental conditions leading to the intrinsic nuclear

quadrupole moment Qo, and the theoretical concepts involved to obtain Qq from its experimental

manifestations. [G. Temmer, Rev. Mod. Phys., 30, 498 (1958).]
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The intrinsic quadrupole moment manifests itself not only through

Q but also in several other phenomena, such as the isotope shift of

spectral lines, the nuclear scattering of electrons or protons and, most
prominently, the probability of exciting low rotational levels of a

nucleus by the electric field of a heavy particle passing near it (Coulomb
excitation; see Chap. 8). This probability is proportional to Qo 2

, which

is the same for the initial and final rotational states, in agreement with

the definition.

Equation (6-12.14) again shows that, for / = \, Q is zero even for

a finite Qq. Physically this is due to the fact that if Q cannot be oriented

with respect to the total angular momentum /, it averages out to zero

owing to the nuclear motions. This result is shown in another form

by the argument given in Eqs. (6-8.22) to (6-8.25). The interrelation

between the phenomena in which Q or <2o play an important role is

illustrated in Fig. 6-48.

We close this incomplete outline of current ideas on nuclear models

200 N

Figure 6-49 A schematic representation of a Z-vcrsus-iV chart of the nuclides showing the neutron

(vertical lines) and proton (horizontal lines) closed-shell lines. The outer, irregular boundary en-

closes those nuclei having a half-life longer than 1 minute. The line of beta stability runs approx-

imately down the center of this area. The groups of nuclides where rotational spectra of the type

predicted for deformed nuclei have been observed are indicated by shading. Additional regions

where it may be possible to find such nuclei are also indicated by dashed lines. [I'rom Marshalck,

Person, and Sheline, Rev. Mod. Plry.i., 35, 108 (1963).]



showing in Fig. 6-49 the regions to which the different models are

applicable, and with a general remark.

The study of the nuclear shell model introduces into nuclear physics

many ideas familiar in atomic physics. Similarly the collective model
introduces into nuclear physics ideas familiar in molecular physics,

and ideas borrowed from the solid-state theory of super conductivity

have found their application in nuclear models. Table 6-9 illustrates

the point.

Even stereochemistry has inspired an interesting and simple model,

although one of limited application. This is the alpha-particle model
applicable to light nuclei having the same number of neutrons and
protons, this number being a multiple of 4. Evidently one can think of

these nuclei (Be 8
, C12

, O 16
, etc.) as being composed of He 4 nuclei. The

interesting feature here is that such a simple idea can be used to predict

successfully several properties of these nuclei (sec Fig. 6-50). We
cannot further enlarge upon these rapidly developing subjects. However,
it is noteworthy that they demonstrate once again the formal relations

existing between apparently remote branches of physics.
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Figure 6-50 Level schemes of Be 8
, C12

, and O 16 and a comparison with the alpha-particle model.
[From (Fl E).]
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Tabic 6-9 Intrinsic and Collective Motions in Metals, Molecules,

and Nuclei (from Moszkowski, with some changes)

Property Metals Molecules Nuclei

Single-particle state

occupied by Electrons Electrons Nuclcons

Slowly varying pa-

rameters that afTect

motion of single

particles

Nuclear lattice con-

stants

Nuclear positions Form of the nucleus as

a whole and its de-

formations

Intrinsic motions The electrons move
in the periodic

field of the lattice

The electrons move

in the field of the

nuclei

The nuclcons move in-

dependently in the

field formed by the

nucleons themselves

Energy levels Brillouin zones Electronic levels Shell levels

Collective motions Lattice vibrations Vibrations and ro-

tations

Energies of nucleons in

deformed potential

Energy levels Specific heat Energy localized

in nuclei

Rotational and vibra-

tional energy of the

collective motion

Coupling of intrinsic

to collective motion

Weak Strong Moderate to strong

<ucoll/t"Part >1 <l < 1
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Problems

6-1 Show that ions of the same charge starling from rest in static electric

fields follow the same trajectory, irrespective of their mass.

6-2 Show that ions of the same charge starting from rest in any com-

bination of static electric and magnetic fields follow the same trajectories if

their mass is multiplied by a fixed number K while all electric fields are

multiplied by l!K and the magnetic fields are left unchanged.

6-3 From the mass doublets given in Sec. 6-2 find the masses of Hi1

and Dia .

When neutrons are captured by Hi 1 to form Di2
, gamma rays of 2.230 ±

0.005 MeV are observed. Find the mass of the neutron.

6-4 The following two nuclear reactions have been observed:

N u + He-1 = O 17 + H 1 - 1.26 MeV

O' 6
-t- H2 =N 14 + He 1 + 3.13MeV

Bombarding O 16 with H2
, O 17 + H 1

is also formed. Calculate the energy of

the protons ejected at 90
;

and at 0" with respect to the direction of the deu-

terons, in the laboratory system, as a function of the deuteron energy.

6-5 Find the threshold for the (y,n) reaction on NM from the following

data:

N 13 is a positron emitter with an upper energy limit of 1.2 MeV.

Mass of N"'1 = 14.00307 Mass of C13 = 13.00335

6-6 Find the threshold for the p,n reaction of Cu 03 given that

Cu o:! + H = Zn<13 + n

Zn«3 = CuM + e* + v

and the upper limit for the positron energy is 2.3 MeV.

6-7 At what value of Z docs the lowest Bohr orbit of a /x meson just

fall inside the nuclear radius'.'

6-8 Given that the proton has a root-mcan-square radius of 0.8 F, and

assuming a uniform charge distribution (a) calculate the radius R for the proton,

(b) what value of momentum transfer (express as Jiq in MeV/c) is required to

observe a decrease from the point-charge cross section by a factor of 10? What

is the minimum electron energy required to produce this effect?

6-9 The form factors in electron scattering can be written as

I\q)
Ze)

pe-idT c/t

Show that for a spherically symmetric p{r) this reduces to

4tt r"
F(q) = — pr sin (qr) dr

q Jo



Further, show that 26q

q* <r2 >
F(q) = 1

-
o

where

6-10 Calculate F(q) for the distribution

P = po < r < R

P = r > .R

6-11 In order to find F{l(q) and 2̂
2
(^) [Eq. (6-3.18)], measurements

of dajdo) at different values of 8, but at the same value of q, are useful. One
procedure is to measure the quantity in the braces of Eq. (6-3.18), called R,

and plot curves with Fi as abscissa and F2 as ordinate for constant q, giving

the number R. Vary 6, at constant q, and consider a new curve for the new
measured R. From these measurements F\ and F-> are found (with some ambi-

guities). Discuss the algebra of the problem.

6-12 Show that two identical nuclei of spin / give rise to (2/ + l)2

linearly independent spin cigenfunctions. Of these /(2/ + 1) arc antisymmetric

and (/ + 1) (2/ + 1) are symmetric with respect to nuclear exchange. Apply

to the case / = 1 and construct the cigenfunctions.

6-13 Show that the electrostatic energy of a uniformly charged sphere

of radius R is |(62
//?), where Q is the total charge of the sphere.

6-14 Apply the mass formula to the isobaric pairs (Cd-In) 113
,
(Os-Re)187

,

(Sb-Te) 123 and discuss what types of activities you would expect.

6-15 With the mass formula calculate the energy to be expected in a

uranium fission. Compare the instantaneous energy release to that due to

beta and gamma activity of the fission products. Ass ume that U splits into equal

fragments.

6-16 Calculate the magnetic field at the nucleus of a hydrogen atom

and of an atom of Fr in their ground states.

6-17 Discuss methods for producing elements with Z > 100, taking

into account a, j8,and spontaneous fission decay. Use a table of masses for

the new isotopes.

6-18 Calculate the surface energy of a nucleus, assuming that the bind-

ing energy of a nucleon B is the surface energy corresponding to the small

bulge produced in the nuclear surface by a nucleon before it escapes the

nucleus.

6-19 Suppose we consider a proton as a uniformly dense sphere of

radius R = 1 x 10

~

13 cm. (a) What angular velocity is needed to give it an

angular momentum of (3/4) 1/2#? (b) What rotational kinetic energy docs this

correspond to? (c) How many amperes are going around the axis of rotation

of the proton?

6-20 (a) Consider two particles of masses mi, ni2 revolving in a circular

orbit about their common center of mass. If their charges are ei, ei respectively,

calculate the gyromagnctic ratio of the system; neglect spins, (b) Apply this

result to the calculation of the orbital g factor, gi, for the following systems:

(i) The neutron and proton in a deuterium nucleus, (ii) A p.- meson (charge

e~, mass = 207/« e) bound to a proton.

Problems
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6-21 Back and Wulff [Z. Physik, 66, 31 (1930)] measured the hyperfine

structure of the line 3775, 7.v-5i/2 — 6p'iP\/z of Tl205 and found three com-

ponents, as shown in the figure below.

II)

intensity

0.405 0.708

v, cm

Deduce all that you can about the spin and magnetic moment of the nucleus.

The 2P\:i has a larger term splitting than 8
5i/a. Calculate theZeeman effect of

this hyperfine structure.

6-22 Show that for an atom having J =
J, the hyperfine-struclure

energy levels in an external field H are given by

W.v = - MY
2(2/ + J) /

AW l

~2 \
I I

Am
-x + .v

2

1/2

2/+ 1

where AW == (X/2)(2/ + 1) = W(F = / -- i) - W(F - I - .*) - 2irS A v
,

x = [(—pjiJ) + (jijil)]ltjAW, and the upper sign is used for F = I + »-,

the lower for F = I —
i- (Hrcil-Rabi formula). Show that this exact relation

has as limiting cases Eqs. (6-6.43) and (6-6.44). Calculate from the Brcit-Rabi

formula ii el! .

6-23 Figure out how the apparatus of Fig. 6-31 works.

6-24 An atomic-beam experiment was performed to measure the spin

of 3.2h Ag112
. A resonance of the flop-in type, that is a transition from a state

/.-' = /•-' = / + £, MF = -/ + \, to MF = - / - \ was observed for a fre-

quency of 5.825 Mc/scc. In the same beam Rb88 gave the same type of resonance

for a frequency of 4.685 Mc /sec. / of Rb85
is $. Find / of Ag112

.

6-25 With the same substances, Ag" 2 and Rb85
, one observed, at a higher

magnetic field than in the previous problem, the same type of transition at

frequencies 91.739 Mc/scc for Rb88 and 204.920 Mc/sec for Ag112
. Calculate

a and Av for Ag112
. g., = -2.00238 for Rb and - 2.00233 for Ag.

6-26 For Ag 107
, Av - -1,712.56 Mc/scc. / - I, g, = -0.2261 nuclear

magnetons. Find using the previous results gt and m lor Ag112
.

6-27 Show that for a homogeneous ellipsoid of semiaxes a, a, b the

quadrupole moment is given by Q = \ (bz — a'-).

6-28 The nuclear electric quadrupole moment due to one proton is

defined as the expectation value of Qz3 - r- > — Q for the state in which

Mi — / (which is the state of maximum alignment).

Giving an explicit form to the eigenfunction of the proton,

/?(/) Yt\0,9yj.

where R is the radial function, Kj* the spherical harmonic, and a the spin

function, show that for / — I + L,

2/ 2/ - 1

Q = <r8 > = </-2 >^
2/+ 3 21+ 2

K
'



The same expression of Q as a function of / is valid for / = / - J.

6-29 Show that the values of

forMj^I are given by
Q(M) = Qz* - r2 >

3M2 - /(/ + 1)
Q(M) = Q{I)

1(2/ - 1)

6-30 Show that for a rotational ellipsoid of small eccentricity and
uniform charge density Q = \ ZR &R and that the parameters p, 8 and the

eccentricity of the ellipsoid are connected by

+ e =
U2_J2|l/2 /2Ai?\i'2 mi 3/5\i/2

(-*-) ^- 8 = 4(;)
'

where 2a is the length of the rotational axis and 2b the length of the other two
axes. Signs are such that for a cigar shape e > 0, for a lens shape e < 0;

&R = a- b.

6-31 Calculate the alignment coefficients/1,/2 for a system of deutcrons
at T = 10 2 °K in a Held of 10 5 gauss.

6-32 A dynamic scheme of proton polarization envisages hydrogen
atoms in a magnetic field giving levels as illustrated below, where the magnetic
moment of the electron is opposite to H in (I) and (2) and the magnetic
moment ofthc proton is parallel to H in (I) and opposite in (2). Find the orienta-

tions of these moments in levels (3) and(4). Nowconsider a tuned radio frequency
(calculate its frequency) that, given sufficient intensity, equalizes the popula-

tions of states (2) and (3). Calculate the populations of states (1) and (4) taking
them to be in thermal equilibrium with (3) and (2), respectively. From this show
that the nuclear polarization is -tanh (8/2*7) x -8!2kT.
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j/(3)
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/
/
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(1)

/

5

\
\
\

\ <

(4)

6-33 Consider two particles with magnetic moments /zi and ^2, each
having the same spin s. Calculate their total magnetic moment in a state of
zero orbital angular momentum and total spin I. (Express the result in terms
of mi, fit, s, and /.) What is the magnetic moment when / = 0?

6-34 (a) Suppose that we try to interpret the oHe3 nucleus (spin i) as a
two-body system consisting of a deuteron bound to a proton, in a state of
zero orbital angular momentum (s state). From the known deuterium mag-
netic moment (0.857/a„) and proton moment (2.79/z„), calculate the 2He3
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magnetic moment expected on this model, (b) What is the Schmidt model

prediction for aHe3
, assuming the odd nucleon to be in an s\iz state? (c) Which

agrees better with the measured value of —2.13 j*»?

6-35 For the following nuclei the spins and parities of the ground stale

are given. Justify the observed values by shell-model considerations:

He3(i+) Ne»(*+) A1 27
(S + ) K»(3+) Ga66(l+) Ga69(;-)

Bi*»(}-) Bi*">(l-)

Remember that s, d, g nucleons have 4- parity and p,f, etc., have — parity.

[From (P 62).]

6-36 Show that Nordheim rules forbid the existence ofodd-odd nuclei with

ground states 0+ or 1 — . Find some exceptions. [From (P 62).]

6-37 Describe the physical conditions under which / = K -> co or

/ _». oc, with K constant and small, and explain why in the first case Q = Qo
and in the second Q= —Qo/2. Note in the second case the opposite sign of

Q and gu and explain it.



CHAPTER VII

Alpha Emission

1 >l uclei subjected to nuclear bombardment are known to

emit many types of heavy particles, such as neutrons, protons, alpha

particles, and deuterons. We shall not consider bombardment in this

chapter but shall concentrate instead on spontaneous processes, that

is, processes arising from metastable slates that have a relatively long
life. These involve only the emission of alpha particles and spontaneous
fission, as far as heavy particles are concerned. The emission of delayed
neutrons is really an instantaneous process; its apparent slowness is

caused by the fact that it must be preceded by the emission of a beta

ray. The emission of delayed neutrons will be treated in Chap. 1 1.

The study of alpha-particle emission is a rather large and important
chapter of nuclear physics. The accumulation of experimental material,

which continues to increase at a rapid pace, has helped considerably

in the formulation and refinement of nuclear models. The theory still

leaves many interesting problems unsolved, mainly those of trying to

understand the hindrance factors (see Sec. 7-2) and to correlate them
to specific models.

7-1 Introduction

Why arc alpha particles emitted by nuclei? Why do we not have
a proton or dcutcron radioactivity? The answer to this question is

found in the release of nuclear energy accompanying the reactions.

The alpha particle has such a large mass defect that emission of an
alpha particle is energetically possible when proton emission is not.

This feature is clearly shown by the semiempcrical mass formula given
in Sec. 6-5. It is also apparent from the formula that alpha radioactivity

is expected only for heavy nuclei; however, the sharpness of the boundary
of the zone of alpha radioactivity at Z = 83 is an effect of the shell

structure of the nucleus (see Sec. 6-11). A few alpha emitters—Pt190
,

Hf"4, Gd1S2
, Sm»', and Nd14 '1—occur at lower Z(Fig. 7-1).

If wc want to treat alpha emission by classical arguments, we face

the following paradox: by scattering alpha particles on heavy nuclei

and observing whether or not they follow Rutherford's law, it is possible

to map the electrostatic potential to which the alpha particle is subject

as a function of its distance from the center of the nucleus (Fig. 7-2).

We thus find a potential energy

273
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Ze
for /• > R (7-1.1)
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For r < R, nuclear forces become effective, and the potential is not
simply the electrostatic one. However, we might try to represent the

attractive force that retains the alpha particle in the nucleus by a poten-
tial well of suitable depth. The total energy E of the alpha particle is

known, because we can measure its kinetic energy directly once it leaves

the nucleus. If we try to reconcile these facts with classical mechanics,
we confront a paradox. We know that alpha particles remain in the

nucleus a long time—a very long time compared with the period neces-

sary for them to cross it if they are moving with a velocity corresponding
to their kinetic energy outside the nucleus. One would conclude that if

the potential barrier preventing their escape is low enough they should

be emitted in a time of the order of magnitude of the nuclear radius

divided by their velocity. Conversely, if with the energy available, the

potential barrier is insurmountable, they should never be able to leave

the nucleus.

This paradox was resolved by Gamow and by Condon and Gurney
(1929), who, treating the problem quantum mechanically, showed that

there is a finite probability of escape even in the case for which classical

mechanics would predict an absolutely impenetrable barrier and hence

NIZ

160 200
mass no. A

320

Figure 7-1 Nuclear stability limits predicted by the liquid-drop model. The curves are calculated

from the semiempirical mass formula of Chap. 6. [After G. C. Hanna, from (Se 59).]



Figure 7-2 Llectrostatic

potential energy of an alpha

particle as a function of the

distance from the center of the

nucleus.
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nuclear stability. In order to show the essential points of the argument
without becoming involved in mathematical difficulties, we shall proceed

in several steps. First, we shall use a semiclassical argument developed

by von Lauc, which will give an estimate of the decay constant of an
alpha emitter. Second, we shall study some important characteristic

features of the quantum-mechanical problem.

It is known that if we try to find a stationary solution to the one-

dimensional problem of a potential energy barrier (Fig. 7-3) we find

that even a barrier higher than the total energy of the particles has a

finite transparency.

Assume a barrier of the form shown in Fig. 7-3 with width a. We
shall consider only the case of interest to us, V > E. A set of solutions

to Schrbdinger's equation

d2u 2m

in zones I, II, and III is

«i = Aietkx + B\e~ikx

un = Ane iKx + Bu e~Kx

"in = Aiueikx + Buie ikx

with

k =
(2mE)w _ p

(7-1.2)

— co < x < (7-1.3)

< x < a (7-1.4)

a < x < co (7-1.5)

1

=

A
(7-1.6)

Figure 7-3 A barrier of thick-

ness a, corresponding to the

potential energy V. The solutions

of Eq. (7-1.2) for the zones F,

II, and HI arc given in the text.

potential

V \

V

I a
1

UI E
^-

II
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K =
{2m\E - V\y/Z

(7-1.7)

where p is the momentum and A the de Broglic wavelength. We must

determine the A\ and fi's in such a way that

u and u =
du

dx
(7-1.8)

are continuous, as known from elementary quantum mechanics. More-

over, in region III we want to have only particles moving to the right,

which means

Bui =

The calculation gives at x — a

Ajitetka = AueKa + fine Ka

ik A iueUa = K(A neKa - Bu(rKa)

Solving for An and Bu one obtains

An - A in

fin =

2

Am

1 +

1
-

ik

~K

ik

g(lk K)a

Aik 1 K)a

At the other side of the barrier for x - one has

Ai -I- fii = An + fin

K
Ai - Bi = {An - Bn)

ik

(7-1.9)

(7-1.10)

(7-1.11)

(7-1.12)

(7-1.13)

(7-1.14)

(7-1.15)

We should eliminate An and Bn between Eqs. (7-1.12), (7-1.13), (7-1.14),

and (7-1.15), and find the relation between A\, amplitude of an in-

coming wave; fir, amplitude of a reflected wave; and Am, amplitude of

a transmitted wave. In practical cases Ka > I, and this condition,

equivalent to small transparency of the barrier, permits us to simplify

considerably the formulas. In fact, if Ka > 1, we can neglect An com-

pared with fin and obtain

Am I .
ik

2Ai = Bn 1
- K_

~Tk
1
-

K

K
ik

e<.ik+K)a

The ratio

1 in

\Au*

l6k*K* exp(-2Ka)

(** + a:
2
)
2

e 2K" = T

(7-1.16)

(7-1.17)

gives the "transmissivity" of the barrier, that is, the flux transmitted

for unity incident flux. To calculate the reflectivity

R
|fiiP

M.I
2

(7-1.18)



one must use the exact solution of the problem. As is to be expected,

one finds

R - T = 1 (7-1.19)

In the case of a variable potential the transparency is approximately

expressed by a simple generalization of Eq. (7-1.17),

2 f-
T = exp - I \lm\E - V )"* dx] =

" J it

c-2C (7-1.20)

The integral is to be extended through the region in which E - V <0,

that is, to the forbidden region of classical mechanics.

Passing to the tridimensional case without angular momentum
and for the Coulomb potential,

zZe2-

V = (7-1.21)

we have
zZe"-

E =
r\

(7-1.22)

where E is the kinetic energy of the alpha particle for large separation.

We also define the barrier height as

B =
Zze>-

R
(7-1.23)

We can then calculate G explicitly, finding

«» (2mZze2n)12(2/h) 1 2
f' (Zze*

L(—- E
)

'"-

arccos
(R \i'2 [R /?2\

1/2
1

(,,)
-(--

r7)
(7- , -24>

This formula may be rewritten using x = Rjn = EjB and v =

(2£//j01/2 as

C = (—j
(—\ zZe1 [arccos (x 1

'

2
)
- xm (1 - .*)" 2

1

or

with

r(x) - arccos (x12 ) - j**(l - .v)
1 ' 2

(7-1.25)

(7-1.26)

The function y(x) has been tabulated and is found, for example,

in Bethe, and in Perlman and Rasmussen. For x ^ 1 it is approximately

y(x) -> (1/2)tt - 2xVi + ••
. For x = EjB ^ 1, G can be crudely ap-

proximated by

G w — -(2-Z»i/?)"2 (7-1.27)
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From the transparency we pass to the decay constant of the nucleus

by assuming that an alpha particle moves inside the potential well with

a certain velocity va and hence hits the wall Vo}2R or, in a tridimensional

case, z'o/'R times per second. At each "hit" it has the probability T
of leaking out; hence the decay constant

A =
i

R
,-2G (7-1.28)

Here ^0 and R can be inferred crudely from the velocity of the alpha
particle outside the nucleus and from any estimate of the nuclear radius,

but the really important factor is e -&.

The velocity vo is of the order of 10 9 cm/sec, and R is about 10 12

cm. Hence, the alpha particle may make 1021 attempts per second to

escape; e~2G must range from 10 13 to 10 3S to encompass the decay
constants of short-lived substances such as ThC'(Po212

) with a period

of 3.0 x IO-7 sec, and long-lived substances such as U238 with a period

of 4.5 x 109
years. The factor v /i? might vary a little from nucleus

to nucleus, but it is clear that a variation of 26 powers of 10 can come
only from the transparency, where 2(7 in the exponential is a function

of R and E.

Tn the one-dimensional model the angular momentum is auto-

matically zero; however, in the real case the centrifugal potential

energy h2l(l + l)jmr2 (Ih is the angular momentum) must be added

to the Coulomb potential. Its effect is generally very small in the case

of the alpha decay, and it has been neglected in the previous analysis.

Using the approximate expression of G[Eqs. (7-1.24) and (7-1.27)],

we can write, for EjB <^ 1,

-(2m5)»'»
log A = - — R

n

/S\l'2

-t log
R

(7-1.29)

where we have neglected terms containing positive powers of EjB.

Remembering the dependence of B on R [Eq. (7-1.23)] and the fact

that R is proportional to Ai/3
, we recognize thai for a scries of isotopes

we can expect that log A will be approximately a linear function or E~m
(Fig. 7-4). A numerical formula for the half-life T (in years) given by
Taagepera and Nurmia is

logio r- 1.61 (ZE - 1 '2 - Z2 '3
) - 28.9 (7-1.30)

E is in MeV and Z refers to the daughter substance. It is derived from Eq.

(7-1.29) using suitable semiempirical formulas for the dependance of R on
Z. One can use Eqs. (7-1.25) and (7-1.28) to calculate R from the experi-

mentally known decay constants and energies of the alpha particles. This

has been done extensively and one finds that the R value calculated from
ground transitions of even-even nuclei show great uniformity, correspond-
ing to values of about 1 .5 x 10 l3Av3 cm. Nuclei below the neutron closed

shell of 126 show rates slower by an order of magnitude, hence they

give effective R values somewhat smaller than other nuclei do. Decay



rates of odd nuclei tend to be smaller than would be predicted by

systematics of even-even rates.

This method of determining the nuclear radius was one of the

earliest used. It gives a value higher than others by about 20 per cent.

It should be remembered, however, that the definition of nuclear radius

used here applies to a special model. One could argue that the radius

measured is near the sum of the alpha-particle radius plus the nuclear

radius itself.

Gciger and Nultall as early as 1911 had plotted the logarithm of the

half-life versus the range of the alpha particles, observing a remarkable

regularity (Fig. 7-5). The range is in fair approximation proportional

to E1 -5
, and hence the old Geiger-Nuttall plot is in principle similar to

the plot of Fig. 7-4. It shows in a striking way the importance of energy

in determining the decay constant.
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7-2 Fine Structure of Alpha Spectra

Alpha decay usually involves a nucleus in the ground state. How-
ever, many alpha emitters show a line spectrum of alpha particles

(Rosenblum, 1929), owing to the fact that there are several final levels

for the alpha transition. This explanation is confirmed by the fact that

5 6 7 8 9

energy, MeV

Figure 7-4 Plot of logarithms of partial alpha half-lives for ground-state transitions vs. the inverse

square root of the total alpha-decay energy (alpha-particle energy + recoil energy). The points are

experimental, and the straight lines arc based on a least-squares analysis of the points where energies

have been determined by magnetic spectrographs. The prints arc numbered with the last figure of

the mass number. [C. J. Gallagher and J. O. Rasmusen, J. Inorg. Nuel. Chem., 3, 333 (1957).]
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one finds gamma rays of energy corresponding to the energy difference

between the alpha lines. An example of this situation is given in Fig.

7-6. It will be noted that the lower levels of U 234 have angular momenta
0, 2, 4 and energy separations in the ratio expected for rotational levels

of a rigid rotator, as was mentioned in Sec. 6-12.

The different alpha lines have intensities determined primarily

by their energy, which affects the transparency of the barrier, and to

a lesser extent by the influence on the barrier of the angular momentum.
Other factors, not all clearly understood, alter in specific cases the

decay constant expected in the simple penetration picture.

In the case of Po212 (ThC) and Po21,,(RaC') we have the instance

of a structure in the upper level. The alpha decay is so rapid that it

can compete with the gamma transitions between the upper levels.

We thus have "exceptionally long range alpha particles" (Figs. 7-7 and
7-8). They are very rare, and they are interesting because they afford

a method of measuring gamma-decay rates, if one knows the alpha-decay

rate. One has for the upper state

(7-2.1)
Ay _ Ny

K ~
' Nir

The ratio NYjNiT is the same as the ratio NJNir between the number
of normal and long-range alpha particles, because each gamma ray is

immediately followed by a "normal" alpha particle. The ratio NJNir

AcA,

Figure 7-5 Original figure of

Geiger and Nuttall showing the

connection between range and
decay constant in alpha-particle

decay. [From Rutherford, Chad-
wick, and Iillis, Radiations from
Radioactive Substances, Cam-
bridge University Press, New
York, 1930.]



Tm = 89.6y

Figure 7-6 Decay scheme of

Pu*B8 showing alpha transitions

starting from one level and
ending in different levels. [From
F. S. Stephens in (AS 60).]

(0,8, +)499

putt)s

(0,6, +) 296.4

(0,4, +) 143.31

(0,2, +) 43.50

^(0,0, +)

a intensity K 1 * E, keV
LJ23J

may be measured directly. The probability per unit time of alpha emis-

sion by the excited state, A,, may be estimated from the energy of the

transition and other factors, and Ay is then obtained from Eq. (7-2.1).

The Ay obtained in the case of ThC are of the order of 10 12 sec l
. The

Aa arc about 0.21 x I0 7 sec
-1 for the ground state and 0.9 x 108 sec

-1

and 1010 sec- 1 for the states at 0.73 and 1.8 MeV. The method is not

quantitative, but it is interesting and historically important.

7-3 Systematics of Alpha Decay

The great accumulation of experimental material on alpha decay

Figure 7-7 Lixcited states of

alpha emitters: long range from
RaC and alpha rays from RaC.

[K. Philipp, Naturwiss., 14, 1203

(1926).]
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in the last decade has allowed the development of an elaborate syslem-

atics of alpha decay.

The ground states of even-even nuclei show the largest decay con-

stants, corresponding to simple barrier penetration with no change in

angular momentum (Fig. 7-9). Other transitions are "hindered" in

varying degrees. The hindrance factor is the factor by which the observed

half-life is greater than one calculated according to certain prescriptions

based on the behavior of even-even nuclei. To arrive at definite stand-

ards, semiempirical formulas such as

log T = AE~™ - B (7-3.1)

are used. The constants A and B taken from tables like Table 7-1.

The introduction of hindrance is thus equivalent to considering a

"reduced half-life" in which the energy effect is taken into account.

It is very similar to the// values and reduced gamma widths used in

beta and gamma decays (see Chaps. 8 and 9).

One factor in hindrance is the change of angular momentum /,

which adds to the Gamow factor G a term

(7-3.2)
/(/ + 1)£3

This term for / = 4 increases the mean life for the case R = 9.3 x 10-13

cm,Z= 88, A = 226 by a factor of 6.7. It is thus relatively unimportant.

The study of hindrances is useful in connection with nuclear models.

Even-even nuclei, between ground states, where both states have / =

Bi21 -

(0.018)

(0.002)

(3.2)

(2.3)

(0.0035)

,—

^

o
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o "° © o
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*~^
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'
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E, kcV Im

1,800 +
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1,620 1 +
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727
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Figure 7-8 Level scheme and decay scheme of Po21z
. £„ in MeV and £ in kcV. All intensities (in

parentheses) relative to 100 Po212 ground-state transitions. [G. T. Emery and W. R. Kane, Phys.

Jfey.,118, 755(1960).]



and are even, have, by definition, a hindrance of 1. Even-even nuclei

often have "rotational levels" 2+ , 4+ , 6+ , etc. The hindrances for

transitions to these increase rapidly and are only in part accounted for

by the effect of angular momentum.
Even-odd nuclei, when they depart from sphericity, show more

than one system of rotational bands. Among the levels there are then

some that correspond to the same configuration in the upper and lower

states, except for the additional alpha particle in the upper state. In

this last case the transition to the base level is practically unhindered,

and it is believed that it does not involve the unpaired nucleon at all

(Fig. 7-10).

A factor which might be important in determining hindrances but

which is hard to estimate is the probability of finding a preformed alpha
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alpha-decay energy, MeV
Figure 7-9 Alpha-decay energy (in MeV). Experimental values of half-life vs. alpha energy for

even-even nuclei.
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Table 7-1 Constants for

Eq. (7-3.1) a

Z of parcni

clement Az Bz

84 Po 129.35 -49.9229

86 Em 137.46 -52.4597
88 Ra 139.17 -52.1476

90 Th 144.19 -53.2644

92 U 147.49 -53.6565

94 Tu 146.23 - 52.0899

96 Cm 152.44 -53.6825

98 Cf 152.86 -52.9506

a For precise work E is nol [lie

energy of the alpha particle E* but the

energy of the disintegration. Cor-

recting for the recoil ofthe disintegrat-

ing nucleus and for the energy given

to the electron cloud, one has E = E»A-

(A - 4) + 6.5 x 10-5Z"' 5 MeV.
T is in seconds.

t-, 1(523)
Am2" 1—

n
—

In, K

V—. i

V
keV Ea MeV,% , wave

225 5.314,0.015 / - 4, 6

l-.l

*-,t

* + ,*

l+.f

C-J

Si

in

1

5

00
CO
as S

s Q
CI 1

5
MP rt «**
oJ Cy

'

"- O ^
t/-v S <^
0. *> w §(n c*v

Np*

158.6 5.379,1.4 1 = 1

103.0 5.433, 13.6 1 = 2

59.57 5.476, 84.3 / = 0, 2

33.20 5.503, 0.24

5.535, 0.42

Figure 7-10 Decay scheme of Am2 '11
, illustrating particularly the favored alpha decay to the 5/2

band. The / values are the alpha waves believed to contribute to the population of each member of
the favored rotational band. [From F. S. Stephens in (AS 60).]



particle in the nucleus. Indeed the striking probability of Eq. (7-1.28)

might occasionally be considerably overestimated, because the nucleons

might not be in the proper configuration corresponding to an alpha

particle. The influence of this effect is shown conspicuously in the

branching ratios of the fine structure of the alpha decay of Po2U (Mang,

1957), where the probability of finding an alpha-particle configuration

can be calculated to a good approximation by using the shell model.

Departures of the nucleus from the spherical form may also produce

hindrance.

Finally, huge discontinuities in the energy-mass number diagram

occur in connection with closed shells for all nuclei in which 7. < 84,

A' < 128, or both (Fig. 7-11). These discontinuities, however, are

explained by energy changes due to the shell model and do not involve

any anomaly in the alpha decay.
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7-4 Virtual Binding

We shall now give a supplementary treatment of the problem of a

particle in a well that will show qualitatively features sometimes called

"virtual binding." Although the example we shall treat is oversimplified,

we shall try to preserve the essential physical features of the phenomenon,

which is very important in several phases of nuclear physics (see also

Fliiggc and Marschall).

We shall again treat a one-dimensional problem, with a potential

as shown in Fig. 7-12. At x = and at x = / we have infinitely high

potential walls. At x = a we have an extremely thin but very high wall,

such that

2m ra * c
1— V(x - a) cix = -

" 2 J a-c 8
(7-4.1)

[V(x) is a delta function of Dirac; elsewhere V = 0.]

The Schrodinger equation

„- + -^?(£- V)u~0

gives, on integration over a small interval containing x = a,

2m rae

(7-4.2)

2m rae
"a - "I I

A
.r
J

[E ~ K* " «)]"(*) dx = (7-4.3)

, Uifl)

"11 - «x =—
8

(7-4.4)

where u'v u'n are the derivatives of u(.v) left and right of a. Wc thus have

a discontinuity in u\x) at x — u. We also have the boundary conditions

for u(.v),

and

«i(0) = mii(/) = (7-4.5)



a
r:

=

ASjous i<uD3p-Bi[cl[B
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In general,

with

«i(a) = uu(a)

u(x) = A sin kx + B cos kx

(2m£)1 ' 2
1

k =

(7-4.6)

(7-4.7)

(7-4.8)

and

with

We can satisfy the boundary conditions for u(x) by putting

ui(x) = A sin kx x£a (7-4.9)

un{x) = 5 sin k(l - x) x > a (7-4.10)

sin /c#

B = A (7-4.11)
sin &(/ - a)

The condition of Eq. (7-4.4) gives the eigenvalues of k. We find from

Eqs. (7-4.4) and (7-4.6)

cot ka + cot k(l - a) = -- or (7-4.12)

kg

k sin kl = —(\/g) sin /ra sin A:(/ — a)

These relations give the eigenvalues of k and the relative amplitudes of

A and B. Instead of discussing them in general, wc shall treat the case

kg < 1, which corresponds to a small transparency of the barrier. If

kg = exactly (7-4.13)

we have two separate compartments. The boundary conditions then

require that u(x) be zero at 0, a, I, and we have for the eigenvalues of A;,

sin k„a = (7-4.14)

k - —
a

sin km (l - a) =

(7-4.15)

(7-4.16)
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Figure 7-12 A box of length L
divided at a by a barrier of the

form of a delta function to give a

simple example of virtual binding.

V(x)
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km =
tmr

I - a
(7-4.17)

with n, in integral numbers. 1 The normalized eigenfunctions corres-

ponding to Eq. (7-4.14) are

/2\
in n-nx

ui = (- sin «n =W a

whereas those corresponding to Eq. (7-4.16) are

-(ih)"ii
mM - x)

sin
/ - a

ui =

(7-4.18)

(7-4.19)

Equation (7-4.18) asserts that the particle is somewhere in the left

compartment, and certainly not in the right compartment. Equation

(7-4.19) asserts that the particle is not in the left compartment, but

somewhere in the right one. The two compartments are completely

separate, and the energy levels of the whole system are the ensemble of

the energy levels of the two component parts.

We shall now consider the case of kg ^ 0, but small. We shall also

make the assumption that / > a, which implies that the levels corres-

ponding to Eq. (7-4.18) are widely separated, whereas those corres-

ponding to Eq. (7-4.19) almost form a continuum. The model thus

has the essential features of a nucleus containing an alpha particle

(zone /) confined by a barrier of small transparency. The nucleus itself

is contained in a large box, / $>a, the purpose of the box being only to

avert mathematical complications arising from the continuous spectrum

of eigenvalues that occurs for an infinite /.

Wc arc mainly interesled in what happens to Eq. (7-4.18), which

corresponds to the physical conditions of an alpha particle in a nucleus.

The eigenvalue k of Eq. (7-4.14) is now changed to

kn a > = k„ + €« = --+ «»
CI

(7-4.20)

and wc determine e„ by satisfying the condition expressed in Eq. (7-4.12)

up to terms in e,,.
2

. This gives

nng k»
-T- $
a L a

(7-4.21)

The corresponding eigenfunction in the left compartment is

u\(x) = A sin kn a)x = ^(sin k„x - e„x cos k„x) (7-4.22)

It joins smoothly with the eigenfunction in the right compartment:

khOO - A(-l)»-
««a

sin*fl(/-c,)
SinA:" (/ - X)

sin k„(l - a)

1 To avoid complications we assume k„ # k„.

(7-4.23)



These eigenfunctions represent a stationary state in which there are

currents from the left to right and from right to left in both compart-

ments. The eigenfunction is large in the left compartment and small

but finite in the right one.

The amplitude in the left compartment is approximately A; in

the right compartment

Ak ng

sin k„(I - a)
(7-4.24)

The amplitude in the left compartment is hence much greater than the

amplitude in the right compartment. However, this situation represents

an exceptional case. The eigenvalues of A: for which this situation obtains

as pointed out before are widely separated, the distance between them

being approximately 77/a, as seen from Eq. (7-4.20). There arc also

the eigenvalues of k that correspond to Eq. (7-4.19), which are quite

frequent, being spaced approximately -// apart. For them the amplitude

is large in the right compartment and small in the left compartment.

For energies

tfk2 _ rfi /rm

2m 2m\ a
.

(7-4.25)

or energies in their immediate vicinity, the ratio of the probabilities

per unit length of finding the particle in the left rather than in the right

compartment is the order of l/kPg*. For other energies this ratio is k2g2
.

The states corresponding to the exceptional energies E = (ffijlm)

(mrja)1 are called "virtual states."

Suppose now that in a virtual stale we could suppress the wave

travelling from right to left in the right, large compartment, leaving the

other waves unaffected. The state would not be stationary any more,

and the amplitude in the small compartment must decrease, because

it is not replenished by the incoming wave. The decrease in amplitude

in the left compartment is such as to maintain the current from left

to right in the large compartment.

The initial situation would be described by

ui = A sin k„x

and

i/n - -A(-\)n gkn g-iKV *>

sin k„(l — a) 2/

(7-4.26)

(7-4.27)

where Fq. (7-4.27) is obtained from Eq. (7-4.23) by writing the sin k(l- x)

as the sum of two exponentials and suppressing the one corresponding

to the incoming wave.

The outgoing flux corresponding to uu(x) is

9 =
IAW (^) (7-4.28)
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where we have averaged over sin2 kn(l — a), replaced it by

the relation

fikH
vn =

m

i, and used

(7-4.29)

This means that we consider a small interval of k in the neighborhood of

k„. The level k„ is indeed broad, as will be seen later, and this justifies

our procedure.

We now consider A slowly variable with time, corresponding to the

leaking of the particle from the small compartment to the large one.

The principle of conservation of matter requires that the outgoing flux

<p be equal to the rate of decrease of the probability of finding the particle

in the left compartment:

and

or

d f°
A 2 sin2 k&x dx = <p

at J o

dA- Vn
} ~r = i A2g2kn2 -

at a

(7-4.30)

(7-4.31)

dA* v— =g*kn*-dt
A~ a

This last formula can be easily interpreted semiclassically. dA 2/A 2dt

is the decay constant of the particle in the small box, and this is equal to

the number of collisions on the wall per unit time via multiplied by the

transparency of the barrier, here g2k 2
. We return thus to the point of

view expressed in Eq. (7-1.27), but with considerably deeper insight

into the situation.

The fact that the amplitude decreases exponentially in time can be

expressed mathematically by writing the complete Schrodinger function

as

>l>(x,t) = «(x)e-<«W<r-»/2>* (7-4.32)

or by formally considering a complex eigenvalue of the energy E - iXh/2,

where A is the decay constant.

A more elaborate, complete, and rigorous treatment, which brings

us to the same result, is to construct, out of stationary solutions by

superposition a >/'(.x,0) that is zero outside the small compartment and

then to follow its evolution in time by using the lime-dependent Schro-

dinger equation. It is noteworthy that, in order to construct the initial

>P(x,0), it is necessary to superpose states of different energies, lying

in an interval of order of magnitude A£' around the virtual state, with

AE connected to the decay constant A by

A
'

(7-4.33)



The relation of Eq. (7-4.33) to the uncertainty principle is clear. 291

We have at our disposal for measuring the energy of the virtual state a

time t of the order of 1/A = t and hence tA£" = fi.

In practice, for many natural alpha emitters, t is of the order of

seconds or more. Hence A£ is of the order of 10 27 erg, which means

practically an infinitely sharp energy interval. But in nuclear reactions

one meets situations where r is extremely short and thus produces large

A£. For example, A£ = 1 eV corresponds to t = 6 x 10~ 16 sec, and

times as short as 10 22 sec occur.
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Problems

7-1 Consider a particle of mass M and energy E in the potential

v= v < x < a

x < or x > aV =

Show that transmission through the potential barrier is approximated by

„ 16£ r -2a 1J = ttxphr (2MKo),/2
J

7-2 Show that for constant V, Iiq. (7-1.20) gives approximately the

same result as Eq. (7-1.17).

7-3 In beta decay, the emission of low-energy positrons is inhibited by

the Coulomb barrier. Show that for very low energy positrons (£ ~ 100

keV), the inhibition factor is approximately e~2"Ze'' hv
, where i' is the positron

speed and Z is the atomic number of the daughter nucleus.

7-4 The considerations used in alpha-decay theory also apply to nuclear

reactions in which charged particles coming from the ouside must penetrate

the Coulomb barrier to interact with the nucleus. Compute the penetration

probability (i.e., the transmission) of a 1-McV proton through the Coulomb
barrier surrounding a 92U23a nucleus.

Problems
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7-5 The centrifugal force of a spinning nucleus makes il more stable with
respect to alpha decay. Show by a drawing of the potential barrier why this

is the case.

7-6 84Po212 decays by emission of an 8.8-MeV alpha particle with a half-

life of 0.3 x 10- 6 sec. Estimate the probability that an 8.8-McV alpha
particle, in a head-on collision with a 82Pb208 nucleus, will penetrate its

Coulomb barrier.

7-7 The nucleus 81Po216 has a half-life of 0.16 sec for the emission of an
alpha particle of energy 6.77 MeV. From the theory of alpha decay and
these measured quantities, estimate the radius of this nucleus.

7-8 Compute the hindrance factors for the rotational band in and
compare with the experimental numbers of Fig. 7-6.

7-9 Justify Eq. (7-1.30) including its numerical coefficients.

7-10 Prove Eq. (7-4.20).



CHAPTER VIII

Gamma Emission

G,'amma rays were discovered very early among the radia-

tions emitted by nuclei and their electromagnetic nature was established

at the same time as that of X rays (von Laue, 1912). The study ofgamma
rays has always played an important role in nuclear physics. They
yield information on the energy and quantum numbers of nuclear states;

and for this reason they are, like other nuclear radiations, a powerful

tool in analyzing nuclear phenomena. In particle physics we iind that

some particles, the neutral pi meson, for instance, can convert themselves

into pairs of gamma rays. This fact is sufficient to give considerable

information about the original panicle, as we shall see in Chap. 14.

Itis thusclearthat the study of electromagnetic radiation is very important

in nuclear or particle physics. We must here distinguish two aspects

of this study: one is essentially electromagnetic theory, the other its

application to nuclear problems. In this book we are mainly concerned

with the second aspect; however, we shall also treat some areas that are,

in the main, the subject of electromagnetic theory. For further details

and a reference book on electromagnctism consult, for example (Ja 62).

8-1 Introduction

We shall start with a semiclassical description of the radiation

process. We imagine that the nucleus consists of a charge-current

distribution confined to a region about the nuclear origin and under-

going periodic motion, whose frequency w is related to the energies

involved in a nuclear transition between two levels by co = (£i - E>)lh.

Wc shall, as far as is possible, apply to the radiating system concepts

taken from classical electromagnctism, which wc shall translate into

their quantum-mechanical equivalents. A rigorous but less intuitive

theory is arrived at by starting from the quantum theory of radiation.

As wc shall sec shortly, it is important whether or not the wave-

length of the electromagnetic radiation considered is large compared
with nuclear dimensions. In the case of long wavelength, which obtains

for gamma-ray energies up to several MeV (i.e., for most nuclear

gamma rays), the treatment is much simplified by using the "long-

wavelength" approximation. Even so, a fairly exact treatment is possibly

only for the dcuteron. which will be treated in Chap. 10; nuclear photo-

reactions will be considered in Chap. 11. Here we shall deal primarily
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with emission and absorption of gamma rays occurring in transitions

between nuclear levels of low or moderate excitation.

Remember that for a system of periodically moving charges,

located at the origin of the coordinates, we can distinguish a zone for

which r <§ A = c/w, in which the electric and magnetic fields can be

calculated from the instantaneous velocity and position of the charges,

and a radiation zone for r > A, where retardation effects must be con-

sidered. Here r is the distance from the radiator, A = 2ttA is the wave-

length of the emitted radiation, w is the angular frequency of motion,

and c is the velocity of light.

In the radiation zone, the electric and magnetic fields 3 and jfP

in gaussian units are related by the following fundamental equations:

\8\ =
|

#e
|

& • <$ = £ • r = .30" - r = (8-1.1)

Moreover, they decrease as l/r and give rise to a Poynting vector,

S = (8-1.2)

decreasing as l/r2, which ensures a flow of energy toward infinity.

A detailed study of the electric-dipole radiation gives the following

expressions for £ in the radiation zone: £ is directed along the merid-

ian, and its magnitude is

sin 8 .. ( r

re2 \ c
(8-1.3)

where p is the retarded value of the electric dipole moment directed

in the z direction and located at the origin. The dipole varies in time

according to p = po cos cot and 6 is the angle between r and the direc-

tion of the dipole. 2/£ is equal in magnitude to & and is directed along

the parallels (Figs. 8-1 and 8-2). The average power radiated according

to Eq. (8-1.2), with dil the element of solid angle, is

{w) -Ur2 '(Sx3^)ci^l
f sin

(8-1.4)

Figure 8-1 Schematic diagram of the electric dipole

field in the radiation zone for a given (r, 9, t). The field

has a cylindrical symmetry with respect to the z axis.

The direction of the electric field is the tangent to a

meridian, while the direction of the magnetic field is

the tangent to a parallel for the sphere of radius r.



This is a particular case of Larmor's important formula,

W) = I
'<('#>

(8-1.5)

which is valid for r < c.

Consider now two identical dipoles oriented in the z direction,

having the same frequency u> but opposite phase, and shifted with

respect to each other by a length Aat 4, A. The system is called a quadru-

ple (Fig. 8-3). The dipole moment of the system is zero at all times,

but the system nevertheless radiates energy. The field <f^ generated

by the quadrupole at each point of space is equal to -(8<?/dx)&x = <?q,

where & is the field produced by one of the dipoles alone. It is easily
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(a) (b)

Figure 8-2 Hertz's original figures. Electric field lines produced by an oscillating dipole at various

times as a function of rand 6. These pictures show mainly the induction zone(r <^ A) and the transition

to the radiation zone (r p A).
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seen that on the x axis the quadrupole field is e?(Ax/A) and that the same
relation obtains as an order of magnitude in all directions. Hence the

ratio of the energy radiated by our quadrupole to that radiated by one
of the constituent dipoles alone is of the order (Ax/X)a. However,
the angular distribution of the intensity per unit solid angle is radically

different from that of the dipolc. For a nuclear system Ax/A is a number
of the order of magnitude of the nuclear dimensions divided by A.

Using the relations

* - -
197

and

we find

•Emcv
x 10 13 cm (8-1.6)

R = 1.2A™ x 10-13 cm

— = 6.1 x io-3 /fi'3£: (Mev) (8-1.7)

For low levels with E = 0.1 - 1 MeV and for A llz of several units, the

ratio R/K is of the order of 10 2
. The quadrupole radiation is thus 104

times weaker than the dipolc radiation and is important only if the

dipole radiation is forbidden (i.e., has intensity zero).

The very important condition Ax/A <^ 1 can be transformed to

illustrate another aspect of ils physical meaning. For a nucleon moving
in a nucleus of radius R we have the order-of-magnilude relation

v

~R
(8-1.8)

(8-1.9)

where v is the velocity of the nucleon and hence

Ax v

~A~~ c

Returning to dipolc radiation, its emission is determined by the

electric-dipolc moment of the radiating system, which is a vector of
components

"Lex, "Zey, and Zez (8-1.10)

+ <

-0
Ax

+ Figure 8-3 A configuration of electric charges having

a net electric quadrupole but no monopole or dipole.



where the sum is extended to all the nuclear charges. To calculate

the transition probabilities quantum mechanically, the quantities x of

the classical formulas must be replaced by matrix elements,

X ->X tf =
J"

</-/**</-idr (8-1.11)

where </</ and fa are the wave functions of the final and initial states,

respectively.

Thus, for example, Eq. (8-1.5) gives the average power radiated

by a linear dipole as

<wy =
3d3

.*«/. (8-1.12)

Note that p 2 has been replaced by 2e2 |jT(/|
2

.
1 Dividing by the energy

content of one quantum hot, we obtain the radiative decay constant

»r-S?°W (8-1.13)

It is possible to jump from one quantum-mechanical stationary state

to another by different types of electromagnetic radiation, but it turns

out that, if A > R, only one or two types of radiation are important. The
particular type depends on the angular momentum and "parity" of

the stationary states considered. We thus have selection rules, which

we shall discuss shortly.

We shall now develop the classical theory by looking first at the

electromagnetic field and afterward at its source.

The main purpose of the analysis of the electromagnetic fields in

electric and magnetic multipoles is to separate the different parts with

definite parity and angular momentum so as to be able to establish

1 This was done because we should Fourier-analyze the coordinate x and write

it as

+ a>

where x* = a--„* because x is real. When we calculate (x) 2
, we find

(*)-' = S <uV=.ro.x„-<?'<u * u'"

and making the lime average, we find that only terms with u> = — <u' contribute,

giving

<(*)»> = i: ««;;c|» = 2 X -•ijc-t
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In Eq. (8-1.1 1) xu corresponds to x*, and hence we have Eq. (8-1.12).
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selection rules with the help of the conservation theorems. Using
this approach, we derive from Maxwell's equations in vacuum the
vector equations for the electric and magnetic fields. Let 8 and ZC
be the electric and magnetic time-dependent fields,

and
(x,y,z,t) = E(x,y,z) e~{-iul

(8-1.14)

(8-1.15)3^{x,y,z,t) - H(x,y,z)e *•*

Maxwell's equations as shown in electricity give the relations

V2E + fc2E = and V2H - k*H = (8-1.16)

where k = co/c, with the subsidiary condition V • E = V • H = 0.

We try to solve these equations in polar coordinates. The procedure
is to obtain a complete set of solutions of the vector equations by solving

first the simple scalar equation

V2$ + Ar
2 = (8-1.17)

This is accomplished by setting

*>7(rM - Kkr) YC« (0,?) (8-1.18)

where ji(kr) is the "spherical Bessel function," defined in terms of the

ordinary Bessel function of half-odd-integer order as

/ 77 \i /2

Mkr) = [~j Jm;z{_kr) (8-1.19)

and Yim(6,<p) is the spherical harmonic. Note that the spherical har-

monics form an orthonormal set obeying the relation

/
y*,M'(o,<p) Yim(e,9) dil = Sn 8„

Application of the operators

L = - i(r x V) and

to <i>i
m gives the vectors

(VxL)

(8-1.20)

(8-1.21)

F/OT
C> = L<Dj* and

—j
Fb„<« =-(VxL) *i» (8-1.22)

K
which are solutions of Eq. (8-1.16) if we put

HZM = - Fto <°» Eim = Flm <»

for an electric multipole El or

nlm = FJm tt) E(m = Fto «»

(8-1.23)

(8-1.24)

for a magnetic multipole Ml.

The calculations necessary to show these results are found in

(BW 52) and (Ja 62). Note that the operator L is essentially the angular

momentum operator of quantum mechanics.



The relation between the fields of an electric multipole and those of

a magnetic multipole is simple. We pass from one to the other by

interchanging electric and magnetic fields and changing the sign of the

electric field. This transformation is called a "dual" transformation

and is expressed by

8' = - tf #P = & (8-1.25)

where the primed field is the dual of the unprimed one.

We can now determine what kind of source located at the origin of

the coordinates would give a field described by Eqs. (8-1.23) and (8-1.24).

We would find in the case of Eq. (8-1.23) that an electric 2' pole is

necessary, whereas the field of Eq. (8-1.24) would be generated by a

type of source which we have not yet considered, but which is necessary

to account for the most general radiation field: a 2 l magnetic pole.

We can think of an oscillating magnetic dipole as generated by a small

loop of alternating current or by two magnetic poles changing their

distance periodically (Fig. 8-4). The field outside a sphere containing

the system of currents or of magnetic poles is of course identical. From

the magnetic dipole we can pass to the magnetic quadrupolc in the

way we did for the electric multipoles, etc. The field created by an

electric dipole is designated £1 ; the one created by an electric quadrupole,

£2. Tn general, the field created by an electric 2' pole is commonly

designated as El. Similar nomenclature applies to the fields created by

magnetic multipoles.

El and Ml fields have different symmetry properties, and this fact

is extremely important in establishing selection rules. For example,

let us consider an £1 and an M\ field. These arc generated by charges

or currents, and wc shall consider the fields produced at a time t and

at a point r(x,y,z) by a distribution of moving charges having the

coordinates sj.
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*t %
(a)

lU*
*

(b)

-<Q^

(d)

•n .;•?"

Figure 8-4 Dual fields of electric and the magnetic dipolcs. (a) and (b) show the electric dipole

field and illustrate its symmetry properties on reflection of the source, or of the observation point

through the origin, (c) and (d) show the magnetic dipole field in like manner. Comparison of (a)

with (c) shows how the dual transformation changes the £1 field into the H\ field and vice versa.
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The fields are a function of r and s, where the s are all the coordi-

nates of the charges. We can thus write <?(r,s), .#*(r,s). Now suppose

that we change the coordinates of the charges from s to -s, which means
that we reflect the position of the charges with respect to the origin.

For an electric-dipole field we have (cf. Fig. 8-4a and b)

*(r,s) = - S(r, - s)

^(r,s) = - jr(r. - s)
(8-h26)

If, on the other hand, wc look at the same electric-dipole field at

points r, -r without changing the source, we have (Fig. 8-4a and b)

<?(r,s) = +*(-r,8)

^(r,s)=-^(-r,s)
(W -27)

Fields obeying Eqs. (8-1.26) and (8-1.27) are called odd.

On the other hand, for a magnetic-dipole field we have (cf. Fig.

8-4c and d)

(8-1.28)

(8-1.29)

<f(r,s) = <?(r, - s)

,^(r,s) = ^(r, - s)

because reflection through the origin does not change the sense of
rotation of the charges. Changing r to -r (Fig. 8-4c and d) gives

*(r,s) = -<?(-r,s)

J^(r,s) = +3f(-r,s)

Fields, such as the magnetic-dipole field, that obey Eqs. (8-1.28) and
(8-1.29) arc called even fields. From Eqs. (8-1.26) to (8-1.29) it follows

that for all radiation fields, even or odd,

<?(r,s) = -<?(-r, - s)

*M - *-<-r, - s)
<**>

Equation (8-1 .30) is a consequence of the fact that the combined opera-
tion r-> -r, s-> -s is an inversion of all coordinates. S, a polar

vector, then changes sign, whereas Jg", an axial vector, or pscudo vector,

does not. (See also Chap. 9.)

From the definition of Eqs. (8-1.23) to (8-1.25) it follows that dual
fields have opposite parity.

The classical oscillating electric multipoles, located at the source,

which generate the fields of Eqs. (8-1.23) and (8-1.24) have expressions

of the form

and

Mim = -

Qim = j p(r)ri Yf*(6,<p) dr, for El (8-1.31)

f r' Yf*(0,<p) V • (r x j) dr for Ml (8-1.32)
c(l + 1)

where p^e-*"" is the electric density, j is the electric-current density

connected to p by

imp = V • j(r) (8-1.33)



at r, and the integral is extended to the whole region containing the

charges. The continuity equation (8-1.33) necessarily connects a time

variation of p with a current density. Hence, electric and magnetic

radiation are present together. However, they cannot be of the same
order, as we shall see presently.

Let us first consider electric-multipolc transitions. We shall assume
that we have only one charged particle of coordinates r. The results

obtainable in this very special case are true in general. To obtain

the transition probabilities in quantum mechanics, we replace p{r) by

e<fif*(r)>fii(r) (8-1.34)

In the special case of El, it is easily recognized that Eq. (8-1.31)

gives, apart from constants, the matrix elements of Eqs. (8-1.12) and
(8-1.13). To see this it suffices to replace the spherical harmonics by
their expressions in cartesian coordinates. This equivalence is true

for any /.
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8-2 Selection Rules

If, for a certain order of multipole, the matrix elements that deter-

mine the transition probability vanish exactly, the transition is forbidden

and that multipole component of the electromagnetic field is absent.

Wc thus have selection rules.

A simple selection rule derives immediately from the property of <ji

for any central system expressed by

-/•(r) = ±««-r) (8-2.1)

This relation results from the fact that, for a system in which the poten-

tial depends on |r| only (central system), the hamiltonian does not

change if we change r into -r. If a solution of the corresponding

Schrbdinger equation is not degenerate, we then have

H(r)«/,(r) = E-A(r)

H(-r)</<r) = E^(r) (8-2.2)

H(r)0(-r) = E^(-r)

which implies that i/<(r) = k>p(-t), with k constant. If we now perform

the operation of inversion (change from r to -r) twice, which obviously

gives the identity, we have

</<(r) -> k <K - r) -> k2 >P(t) = ifi(r) or k = ±1 (8-2.3)
Isl Inv. 2nd lnv.

If k = 1, the eigenfunction is called even, or of parity +1; if k = - 1,

it is called odd, or of parity - 1. If the eigenfunction is degenerate, one
can always form linear combinations ^(r)±i/r(— r) that have the property

indicated in Eq. (8-2.3).

The parity of the product of two even functions or of two odd
functions is even; the parity of the product of an even function

multiplied by an odd one is odd. The integral over all space of
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an odd function is zero, because the contributions to the integral of
elements of volume at r and - r cancel each other out.

The function r l
Yim(6,cp) is itself even or odd, according to whether /

is even or odd, irrespective of in (see Sec. 6-4).

Assume now that ^(r) and </-/(r) have the same parity. Then the

integrand in Eq. (8-1.31) will have the parity (-\) 1
, and the integral

will vanish for / odd. Similarly, if <jn and <\>j have opposite parity,

the integral will vanish for / even.

Wc thus have the selection rule that El radiation for / odd (even)

is accompanied by a (no) change of parity in the eigenfunction. Wc shall

designate by £m = 1 (or yes), Avr = (or no) a transition with or with-

out a change of parity.

In addition to the selection rules connected with the change of
parity, there are very important selection rules associated with the

change of angular momentum of the nucleus. Wc cannot give here a
general proof for these rules, but we shall give examples to show how they

arise, and then state the general case.

Assume that the initial and final states of the nucleus have angular
momenta /' and /", respectively, with / integer, and z components of the

angular momenta m' and m", respectively. The initial and final states

will thus have eigenfunctions of the form

and
ut = fnr(r) Yv™\6,?) (8-2.4)

wnn = /»-Kr) Yi-m"{6,9) (8-2.5)

If we consider electric-dipole radiation.(£l), the matrix elements will be
given by Eq. (8-1.31) and will contain integrals of the type

J
Yrm"*(0,?) Y^o-ifBtf) Yvm\B,?) dil (8-2.6)

It suffices then to remember that Fi -- 1 arc proportional to cos 6,

sin fie1 '?, and the general form of Yf1 to see immediately that the inte-

grand will contain a factor e*<»»'-»»">9 or e" (W-a**)±H» an(j thus that

the integral will vanish unless

m = m'
or

m = m 1

(8-2.7)

(8-2.8)

Similarly one finds that the integral vanishes also unless

v = r ± i (8-2.9)

by using properties of Yj'n(0,?>) mentioned in Problem 8-8. Now, if

we recall the meaning of / and m, we see that in the emission of clcctric-

dipole radiation the total angular momentum of the nucleus changes
by one unit and that its z component changes by zero or one unit.

This argument may be extended to noninteger spin and arbitrary

radiation, with the result that for El radiation we must have

\r -r\<i**r+j' (8-2.10)



In this chapter J', J" arc the total angular momentum in the initial and

final nuclear states. [For the proof refer to (Ma 57) or (BW52).] Equation

(8-2.10) has the geometrical interpretation that it must be possible to

construct a triangle of sides J', J", and /. The principle of conservation

of angular momentum suggests that the outgoing wave of El light carries

an angular momentum of magnitude /with respect to the center of mass

of the nucleus. This is borne out by direct calculation of the density of

angular momentum for the quantized electromagnetic field.

Thus far we have been concerned only with electric multipoles.

Magnetic multipoles arise from the electric currents caused by the

motions of the charges in the nucleus and from the intrinsic magnetic

moments connected with the spins. Remember in this connection that

the neutron, although neutral, has a magnetic moment. In the simplest

case of the dipole due to the motion of a spinless charged particle, ther

component of the matrix element for magnetic radiation is proportional

to

J
<//*(*/>* - ypx)<l>i dr (8-2.11)

because the operator xptJ
- ypx = Lz is proportional to the component

of the magnetic moment produced by the electric current associated

with the transition. This is to be compared to the elcctric-dipole matrix

clement given by Eq. (8-1.11). We shall shortly see the effect of the

intrinsic magnetic moment.

In the specific case mentioned above, the M\ matrix element is

not zero only if </'/*» </-( have the same parity, because the operator Lz

does not change the parity of </> ( . Moreover, as with E\ transitions,

selection rules for Ml arc A/ = ±1 and Am = ± 1, 0, as can be easily

verified.

The selection rules for magnetic radiation can be generalized and

can be interpreted as representing conservation of angular momentum
if one associates with Ml, Ml, MZ radiation 1, 2, 3 units of angular

momentum, just as in the case of El, E2, and £3. In fact, from the

relation between the fields of El and Ml expressed by Eqs. (8-1.23) and

(8-1.24) and the expression for the density of momentum p in an electro-

magnetic field,

p = — (8-2.12)
477-c

we see that the magnitude of the density of momentum of El and Ml is

the same, and hence the magnitude of the density of angular momentum
is also identical in the two cases.

We can now make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the relative

importance of electric- and magnetic-dipole radiation. The amplitude

of the electric-dipole field produced by a charge e confined to a volume

~Ra is proportional to eRlrtf according to (8-1.3). The uncertainty

relation applied to the coordinate of the charge gives

Rmv a K (8-2.13)
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R =
mv

(8-2.14)

where m and v are the mass and velocity of the charge. Hence, the

electric field due to the electric dipole is of the order

S(E)
eh 1

mv rX2
(8-2.15)

The nuclear magnetic moment originating from the same system of

charges is of the order ehjmc. The associated electric field is therefore

proportional to

<§'<Af)
eh 1

mc rA2

(fW)

(8-2.16)

(8-2.17)

which means by comparison with Eqs. (8-1.5) and (8-1.9) that the

electric field due to the magnetic dipole is comparable to that due to

the electric quadrupole. This estimate is also true for higher-order

multipoles and is not altered by taking into account the intrinsic

magnetic moment, which is of the same order of magnitude as the

orbital one.

In Table 8-1 we sum up the results for the lowest-order radiation

possible between two states of angular momentum J', J" and parity

77-', it". It must be remembered that the triangular relation [Eq. (8-2.10)]

must always be obeyed. Hence, the table gives conditions that are

necessary but not sufficient for radiative transitions. Thus, for

example, transitions from J' = to J" = are always forbidden, and
transitions J' =

-J-
to J" = J, Aw = cannot occur as E2, because

the triangular relation is violated. Transitions from J' = to J" =
can occur only by mechanisms different from electromagnetic radiation,

namely, by the emission of conversion electrons or by the formation

of electron-positron pairs.

Table 8-1 Selection Rules for Electro-

magnetic Multipole Radiation

E\ E2 £3 m

\\J\ <
1

1 2

1

3 4

M\ .1-/2 m A-/4 . .

.

Att

IA/K 1

1

2 3

1

4



In practice the types of radiation observed up to now arc FA to £5
inclusive and A/I to A/4 inclusive. In almost all cases, except the

pairs E2-M\ and EI-A/2, only a single type of radiation occurs in a

given transition.

8-3 Transition Probabilities

Generalizing the results obtained in Sec. 8-2, the structure of the com-
plete formulas for the transition probabilities will appear plausible to

the reader. The detailed calculation (BW 52) yields

8w(/ + 1) /"A 21-1

A««(/,#n) =

A<-">(/» =

«/[(2/+ l)!!]8

8-(/ - 1)

(f)

! !1
2 \ c )

Am - jtji (8-3.1)

•-//,,„ : uTJ" (8-3.2)
fil[(2l + 1)!!P

Here / is the order of the transition, and/?!! means l«3«5---«. The first

formula is valid for El and the second for Ml radiation. 9im and
J(im are the parts of the matrix element containing the ordinary

coordinates, and 3.'im anaJt'im are the parts of the matrix elements

containing the intrinsic magnetic moment.
We can write them formally as

(8-3.3)

(8-3.4)

2J MA'-/->'/'"*(^ J
9'A-)V-(0/*rA- X ak4,t)dT (8-3.5)

"" ~ " / + 1 2A/c

eh
^' - —

2A/c
(8-3.6)

Here the symbols have the following meanings: / and /indicate initial

and final states; k is the number of the nucleon: 1 to Z for protons,

Z + 1 to A for neutrons; <fi refers to the cigcnfunclion of the whole

nucleus; the vector operator Lk is — it* x VA-; the /x* arc the magnetic

moments of the nuclcons in units elijlMc; the oarePauli matrix oper-

ators. The spherical harmonics are evaluated for the position of each

nucleon in turn. The A(/,/n) averaged over the initial /?;' states and
summed over the final m* states correspond to the average transition

probability from an unpolarizcd source irrespective of the polarization

of the emitted radiation. We call

B(l,J,,Jf) (8-3.7)

the expression

or

4- 9 ' 12ulm\14. (8-3.8)

(8-3.9)
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averaged and summed up as indicated. We introduce correspondingly

the symbol

and we have

A(/) =

A(/) =

1

2Ji + 1

8tt(/ + 1) f

2 I A(/,m)

mi rn;

21-1
J

re
•//)

(8-3.10)

(8-3.11)
l[(2l + I)!!]2 \

If we need to distinguish electric and magnetic transitions, we shall

use A(£/), B(El), etc.

The evaluation formulas such as Eqs. (8-3.3) to (8-3.11) would
clearly require a detailed knowledge of the nucleus such as is not avail-

able today. Calculations are possible only for some simple models;
a notable case is that of only one nucleon radiating. In particular

we shall consider a nucleus of odd A according to the shell model.
Its angular momentum is then due to the odd nucleon alone, and we
assume j—j coupling. The radiation is emitted only because the

single nucleon changes orbit. We write the interesting part of the

eigenfunction as

</'< = R*i(r)<l>j,i,m(6,<p) (8-3.12)

and a similar one for ipf-

By inserting Eq. (8-3.12) into the multipole formulas (8-3.3) to

(8-3.6), the parts containing the spherical harmonics can be integrated

and factored out. They give a result that we indicate by

S{Ji,Jf,l) (8-3.13)

The numerical value of this expression has been explicitly calculated
(Moszkowski, 1951) and tabulated. In general, it is of the order of
magnitude of unity. The matrix element 2, 2.' and J(, Jt' have the
dimensions of er l and (ehjMc) rl~\ respectively. The integrals expressing

them arc extended over the nuclear volume; thus the variable r appear-
ing in them has the order of magnitude of the nuclear radius R. This
suggests introducing dimensionless quantities

JQ {El,JiJf) = (.2 + &)leR} and

Wl(MlJiJ/,) = (^ + ~#')l[{eiilMc)R 1- 1

]

One then obtains for the transition probabilities

w-£l' + '

and

V
^)V/+ 1)S|Q(23)|»

(8-3.14)

e2 \ / + I

"••On [(2/ + 1)

/^.RX 2 ' / re \2

(8-3.15)



and

In the case in which a single proton changes state in the transition,

£(£/) = p R,(r)
(j)

Rj*(r)r* dr (8-3.16)

3R(Ml) = (^ -
/
--^y)

J""
Ri(r)

(-^
)'

X

Rf*{r)r* dr (8-3.17)

where /x,, = 2.79, the magnetic moment of the proton in nuclear magne-

tons, and Ri and J?/ are the radial eigenfunctions of the initial and final

states. For the single-neutron case

£(£/) =

because the neutron has no charge, and

(8-3.18)

. '-i

9H(M/) - unlj Ri(r) (-^-) Rf*(r)r*dr (8-3.19)

The radial integrals may be approximated by assuming R„i(r) =

constant = (3//?
3
)
1/2 from /• = to r = R, as required by normalization

and zero for r > R. We then have immediately, for example,

Q(£/) = j Rf*(r) jt

Rt{r)r* dr =— (8-3.20)

and similar expressions for the other matrix elements

On the usual assumption that R = r AVi the transition probabili-

ties have been evaluated. They are shown in Fig. 8-5. The transition

probabilities depend strongly on the energy of the transition through

the factor a> z ' n and on A, which enters through the radius R at the

power 21. The approximations involved are crude, and one cannot

expect good numerical agreement. Important effects such as the recoil

of the rest of the nucleus except the nucleon considered have been

entirely neglected, and an oversimplified model has been used. We gain

an impression of the measure of agreement between the experimental

results and our schematization, comparing the values of the experi-

mental mean life for gamma transitions with the values predicted by

Eqs. (8-3.14) and (8-3.15). To facilitate the comparison, we use the

"reduced mean life," or "comparative mean life," i.e., the mean life

corrected by the factors due to transition energy and nuclear size

(Fig. 8-6).

Experimentally the mean life of a gamma emission can be meas-

ured directly down to approximately lO-10 sec. Indirect measurements

involve the observation of Coulomb excitation (see Sec. 8-7) and the

observation of level width either through resonance fluorescence or

otherwise. Here one can reach values of about 10 12 sec.

To show the influence of the type of motion on the gamma transi-

tion probabilities, we shall mention a case almost opposite to the one-

particle model: the liquid-drop model. According to this model,

neutrons and protons in a nucleus arc bound in such a way that the local

composition of nuclear matter is practically constant. The electric
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Ey. Mcv
,0 °

(a)

Figure 8-5 The transition probability for gamma-ray emission [as a function of the transition

energy E-, (MeV)] based on the single-parliclc model. Pari (a) plots the transition probability for

El radiation (1=1,..., 5) for nuclei of mass 20, 50, 130, and 220 according to the formula

1, Ey ,21,14(/ + ) / 3 \-7 Ey \««
A (EI) =_ I—

f ) (
A™*

l[(2l + I)!!]2 \3 + // \ 140/

mc-

/[(2/ + 1)!!P \3 + I ) \140/ ft

Part (b) plots the transition probability for Ml radiation (/ = 1, . . ., 5) according to the formula

0.088(7+1) / 3 \l/ft\W + l ./|tj / \.*mA

/[(2/+ l)!!] a \2 + // \140/ \ 2 /+ 1

mc-
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0.01
Ey, MeV

(b)

10.0

The formulas neglect the factor S(Ji,J/,l) of Eq. (8-3.13) and assume

R = 1.40-4»'3 F

The curves represent the additional contributions to the total transition probability by the

internal conversion process. [From Condon and Odishaw, Handbook of Physics, McGraw-Hill, New
York, 1958.]
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Figure 8-6 Comparison of experiment with the "reduced half-life" of gamma transition. The
"reduction" should eliminate the influence of energy and A/. [M. Goldhaber and J. Wcncscr, Ann.

Rev. Nucl. ScL, 5, 1 (1955).]
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center of charge then has the same coordinates as the center of mass

and cannot move under the action of internal forces, because of the

principle of the conservation of momentum. It follows that the electric-

dipole moment is zero, and dipole radiation is strictly forbidden. This

situation exists in many low-energy transitions in which the dipole

radiation is much weaker than would be expected on the basis of Eq.

(8-3.14).

At high energy (-20 MeV) there seems to be a different type of

motion, in which all protons together oscillate relative to all neutrons.

This motion gives rise to a large electric-dipole moment that enables the

nuclei to absorb electromagnetic energy strongly in that frequency

range and hence gives rise to large cross sections for the (y,n), (y,p)

reactions. The absorption has the character of a broad resonance,

sometimes called the "giant" resonance, and will be treated in Chap. 11.

Finally, special types of surface motion in the nucleus occasionally

favor electric-quadrupolc radiation (see Sees. 6-12 and 8-7).
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8-4 Internal Conversion

In the preceding section we have considered the transition of a

nucleus from one level to another by emission of electromagnetic

radiation. This and, given sufficient energy, pair production would be the

only ways to execute the transition for an isolated nucleus deprived of

all its atomic electrons. The presence of the electrons makes possible

a different process: the nucleus can lose its excitation and transfer it

directly to one of the atomic electrons which is ejected with a kinetic

energy equal to the energy of the gamma transition minus the binding

energy of the electron. Electrons ejected by this mechanism are called

"conversion electrons," and one speaks of conversion in the K shell,

in the L shell, etc., according to the shell vacated by the conversion

electron. The conversion coefficient

!0l (8-4.1)

is the ratio between the average number of electrons and the average

number of gamma rays emitted in connection with a given transition.

It is possible also to distinguish "partial conversion coefficients" accord-

ing to the shell from which the electron is taken. Thus one has

<xK + a/, ••• = a (8-4.2)

where aK , aL , etc., are the partial conversion coefficients (Fig. 8-7).

The possibility of decay of an excited state by internal conversion

adds to its decay constant; thus the total decay constant A is equal to

the sum of the partial decay constants A
y
and A g for gamma emission

and conversion electron emission. As a consequence of Eq. (8-4.1)

one has

A = Ay + Ae = A
y(l

+ a) (8-4.3)
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A direct experimental proof of the last relation is given by the decay of

an excited state in Tc", which proceeds with a slightly longer mean

life if some of the surrounding electrons are removed by chemical

bonding.

If there are two radioactive emissions in rapid succession, e.g.,

/3 (negative electrons) and gamma emission, the energy of the con-

version electrons tells which emission is the first. Starting with a nu-

cleus of atomic number Z, if the beta emission precedes the gamma emis-

sion, the binding energies of the conversion electrons correspond to an

atom with atomic number Z --
1 and not Z (L. Mcitncr and H. J. von

Baeyer, 1919). Similar considerations obtain for alpha emission or

orbital electron capture associated with gamma emission.

The internal conversion coefficients depend on the atomic number

of the nucleus, on the energy, and on the character of multipolarity of

the transition, but not on the specific nuclear model. Thus their study-

is a powerful aid to the classification of nuclear levels. Their values

as a function of the energy, of the type of radiation, and of A have been

extensively tabulated. We shall now calculate one of the simplest

possible cases, which will bring out the essentials of the phenomenon.

Suppose that the nucleus is in an excited state from which it can

pass to the ground state by the emission of £1 radiation. The nucleus

can then be compared with an electric dipole of frequency w. The

presence of this dipole may induce transitions from the ground state of

the atom to an excited state; specifically, the K electrons, which are in

a \s state, can be brought by dipole radiation to a p state, possibly in

the continuum. The probability of this transition is calculable with

golden rule No. 2,

In. „ <*•"
w-

}i

\M<r
dE

(8-4.4)

We have to evaluate the matrix element M/f and the density of the

accessible final states. Call the initial eigenfunction of the electron in

the \s stale

-Mr,/) = «,(/•) exp(- -j-tj

and the final eigenfunction of the electron in the continuum

iEfMr.') = "/(r)exp(- —
/j

(8-4.5)

(8-4.6)

The transition from the initial to the final state is induced by the electric

field of the nucleus, which is described as an electric dipole of moment

P directed along the z axis and varying in time with frequency u>. The

electric potential of this dipole is

V(',t) = Po^- cos wt = p
COS

2
- - (<?'"» + <?-<"') (8-4.7)
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where 6 is the angle between r and the z axis. The matrix element of the

induced transitions is

Mtfm e|#*(M)^r,()<fr (8-4.8)

Mif is of appreciable magnitude only if

\Ei - Ef\ = hot (8-4.9)

Moreover, since m corresponding to an s state does not contain 8,

while V contains the factor cos 9 = /^(cos 0), tjif*, when expanded in

spherical harmonics, will contribute to the integral only through the

term containing also Pi(cos 0), all the other terms being orthogonal to

utV. This shows that the transition will occur only to p levels. The
density of the final states in Eq. (8-4.4) must thus be limited to the

density of the p stales.

At this point wc can already see the important qualitative con-

clusion mentioned above. The probability of internal conversion and
the radiation probability are both proportional to po2 ; hence this

quantity will disappear from the internal conversion coefficient. The
internal conversion coefficient is a function of the energy of the transi-

tion and of the atomic number of the atom, because they appear in the

initial and final wave functions, but not of the complicated nuclear

wave functions. For other multipole fields the same qualitative con-

clusion obtains: the internal conversion coefficients depend on the

character of the radiation El or Ml, the atomic shell in which it occurs,

the atomic number, and the energy.

Note that this result is not absolutely exact. There are some
additional effects depending on nuclear size and internal motions, which

in special cases affect the conversion coefficient appreciably. In the

main, however, it is correct to assume that the internal conversion co-

efficient is a purely atomic property.

In order to take the calculation a little further in our simple example,

we take as the wave function of the final state that of a free electron and
expand it in spherical harmonics (see Appendix D). We are, however,

interested only in thc/?-wave component, because all other components
give zero matrix elements with the initial J state. We thus write

cos

(kr)1/2

or, asymptotically for large kr,

Uf = — N cos
irk 2r

1<2

cos kr

(8-4.10)

(8-4.11)

We have indicated by TV a normalization factor, which we evaluate by
enclosing the system in a very large sphere of radius R and using the

asymptotic expression for the eigenfunction. We find

N = k(- -|
\4R

(8-4.12)



For the initial state we take the hydrogen-type s-wave function

1 /Z\3/2 / Zr\ .
ft
2

m = —- exp with flo = — (8-4.13)
w1/2 \ flo / V ao I me2

The matrix element is then

3 \i /2

(3 \
1/z IZ \ 3/z r00 / Zr\

cos 9 J3ii(kr)
cos 6 dr

/47r sl/2

with

(Arr)i'*

/ Z \
a/i!

(8-4.14)

(8-4.15)

,_f«p(-^)^.* (S-4..6)
Jo \ flo / (kr)v2

The density of the final states must be limited to p states only.

From the asymptotic expression [Eq. (8-4.1 1)] and the condition itj{R) =
we find the quantization condition

kR = (/J + i) rr (8-4.17)

with /; an integral number. Thus in the k interval AA: there are

Ak
R = tUf

IT

states. From this equation we get

P =
dE

R
hrrv

(8-4.18)

(8-4.19)

Combining Eqs. (8-4.15) and (8-4.19) we obtain for one of the K elec-

trons

z \3/28tt 4e2k2

A« = -rP<r —z— (
z

\ tl

On the other hand Ay is given by

4/? 2 <"3

7
=

3 ftc3

(8-4.20)

(8-4.21)

according to Eq. (8-1.5) or (8-3.1) and hence the internal conversion

coefficient is, for the two K electrons,

4tt k2e2 tZ\*<?

v \ flo / cu3
« = - — -J2 (8-4.22)

ft v \ flo / wa

A closed-form evaluation can be obtained in the special case of flo/Z >

]/k, which means that the energy of the transition is very large compared

with the electron binding energy. We shall assume, moreover, that the

ejected electron is not rclativistic. To be consistent, then, we assume

for the electron that mv*/2 ~ (hk)zl2m ~ ha>.
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The integral / can be calculated by elementary means on the

assumption that e~Zrlaa — 1 , and we have

Replacing in Eq. (8-4.22) with the approximations mentioned above,

we have
8 e*m1/2 / Z \ 3 c8

„3
«X = 7

/i(2fo)1,z Vflo/ ">

~
2 W I /;*.

(8-4.24)

This formula, valid under the hypothesis mentioned for dipole radiation,

may be extended to El radiation, giving

/ /2mc2 \ '-5'2

= z5(0r ho
(8-4.25)

The approximations used here are too crude to give valuable

numerical results. However, it is possible to obtain good accuracy

by employing relativislic wave functions and other necessary refine-

ments. The extension to higher electric and magnetic mullipoles be-

comes increasingly cumbersome. Typical numerical results are shown

in Figs. 8-8, 8-9, and 8-10. Extensive tables of internal coversion

coefficients are reported in the literature, for instance in (Se 59).

103 =

0.5 1.0 2.0

k = Ejmc*

5.0

Figure 8-8 Electric (a/,) and

magnetic (8/,) conversion coeffi-

cients for the K shell and for

Z = 64. Energy scale gives

Ejmc* = k. [From (Si 55).]



The measurement of internal conversion coefficients is performed

by counting the number of gamma rays, for instance, with a scintillation

counter, and the number of conversion electrons with a Geigcr-Miiller

counter or photographically, often with the help of beta spectrographs

(Fig. 8-10). The measurement of the ratios of the conversion coefficients

for the different X-ray levels «*:a&x:«z,xi, etc., can be made with a beta

spectrometer without measuring gamma rays. The ratios by themselves

give valuable information for classifying the type of radiation.
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8-5 Nuclear Isomerism

The selection rules described in Sec. 8-2 can slow down electro-

magnetic transitions to such a point that the excited state has a very

long mean life, "very long" meaning from 0.1 sec to years. Tn this case,

the excited state is called a "metastablc" or an "isomeric" state in anal-

ogy with the chemical isomers. It is clear from the definition that the

limit of 0.1 sec is completely arbitrary. There are gamma transitions of

mean lives ranging from 10 16 to 108 sec; thus the point at which one

starts to call a state mctastable is arbitrary.

Figure 8-9 Electric and magnetic

conversion coefficients for the

Lj subshcll and for Z = 55. For

clarity the electric and magnetic

curves have been separated by

using the separate energy scales

(in units of E!mcz
) given at the

bottom and top of the figure.

[From (Si 55).]

0.4

^(magnetic)

1.6 1.2 0.8

0.8 1.2 1.6

A'(electric) = Ejmc*

0.4

r



a-l Lu Z = 85

electric multipoles

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

k = E/mc*

Figure 8-10 Electric conversion

coefficients for the Lu subshell,

Z = 85. Energy scale in E;mc2 .

[From (Si 55).]

The phenomenon of nuclear isomerism was discovered in Pa234
by O. Hahn (1921). The explanaiion in terms of forbidden gamma
transitions is due to von Weizsackcr (1936).

Often nuclear isomerism accompanies beta transitions, as indicated
schematically in the typical level diagrams of Fig. 8-11. In Fig. 8-1 la
the isomeric transition between levels a and b is very probable com-
pared with the beta transition between a and c. If \Ul < \

fib , the sub-
stance exhibits the beta spectrum typical of level />, with the decay con-
stant X ia .

Br80
is an example, and its level diagram is illustrated in Fig.

8-12. In other cases (Fig. 8-1 lb) levels a and b decay as independent
substances, because A;„ <^ \

fib
.

(a) (b)

Figure 8-11 Types of isomerism. In (a) the upper level decays prevalently by gamma emission to
the ground state, which decays by beta emission. In (b) upper and lower states decay independently
by beta emission.
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Isomeric transitions, being highly forbidden, must correspond

to large A7 and small energy. Both circumstances favor high internal

conversion, and this is another characteristic of isomeric transitions.

In fact, the large internal conversion may be used to separate chemically

nuclear isomers. In the case of Br80 , for instance, the 4.4-hr excited

level emits a gamma ray of 49 keV, which is highly converted and leaves

a vacancy in an inner shell subsequently filled by an outer electron. This

process proceeds until one of the valence electrons is used. If the Br80

atom is bound in an organic compound, loss of the valence electron

sets it free as a Br ion, which can be chemically separated by precipi-

tation of AgBr. It is thus possible to separate the nuclei that have

undergone isomeric transition from the others.

To be metastablc an excited level must differ from lower energy

levels by three or more units of 7; the radiation emitted is thus £3, M3,

or of higher multipolarity. The condition mentioned is satisfied only

for A > 39, and there are no isomers of the light elements. Even at

higher A, nuclear isomeric states are not spread uniformly among all

nuclei but are preferentially concentrated in "islands" of nuclei with

Z or jV just below the magic numbers 50, 82, 126 and even A. Isomers

with both N and Z even arc very rare (Fig. 8-13).

These facts are accounted for satisfactorily by the shell model.

First, in an even-even nucleus, the excitation of a nucleon involves

the pairing energy, which is too large to allow the formation of isomers.

Second, the islands of isomerism are explained by a study of Fig. 6-36.

For low A up to 40 nucleons the orbits involved have j < 5/2, and

there are no possibilities of large spin differences between energetically

close orbits. Shortly before the numbers 50, 82, or 126, there are ener-

getically neighboring orbits withy = 1/2, 9/2; 1/2, 11/2; 1/2, 13/2 and

these give rise to the "islands of isomers."
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Br 8

4.5h
0.048
0.037

2McV

1,5

stable Se 80

0.5

stable Kr80

Figure 8-12 Energy-level diagram for Br80
,
illustrating isomeric transition. All energies in MeV.
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8-6 Angular Correlations in Gamma Emission

Often, when two gamma rays are emitted in rapid succession

by the same nucleus, one finds that the directions of emission of the two
rays are correlated. This means that upon assuming the direction of the

first gamma as z axis, the probability of the second falling into the

element of solid angle dco is not constant but depends on the angle 8

between the two directions. This type of correlation, already men-
tioned in Chap. 6, is not restricted only to y - y emission. The prin-

ciples that wc shall repeat here may be generalized to other cases.

Suppose that wc have nuclei emitting light quanta through clectric-

dipole transitions. We place the nuclei in a magnetic field, which
orients them in such a way that the electric dipole is along the z axis.

We know that no quanta will be emitted in the direction of the z axis

and that the maximum probability of emission will be in the xy plane.

Conversely, in the absence of an orienting field, the fact that a gamma
quantum is emitted in a certain direction tells us that that direction is

not the direction of the electric dipole and makes it a priori more prob-
able that the electric dipole is perpendicular to the direction of the first

240

230 J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l_

220 _
210 •

200 m t
—

190 —
180

•
• .
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28 50 82 126
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odd nucleons or )

Z(-)

Figure 8-13 Distribution of

long-lived isomers of odd
mass number A plotted against

the number of odd nucleons

(N or Z). (Isomerism islands.)

[M. Goldhaber and J. Weneser,

Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., 5, 1

(1955).]



A = (8-6.2)

quantum. A second quantum is thus less likely to be emitted in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the first quantum than in any other. This argu-

ment can be made quantitative. For the probability P{6) of successive

emissions having an included angle 6, one finds

P(0) do* = A{\ + cos2 6) da> (8-6.1)

where du> is the element of solid angle and

_3_

16tt

is a normalization constant.

The quantum-mechanical treatment of the correlation for more

complicated cases shows that P(B) is a polynomial of even degree

in cos 8. This is apparent from the fact that P(6) and P(tt - (?) must

be equal, if parity is conserved, that is, if the correlation is not altered

on reflection through the origin, as is the case for electromagnetic inter-

actions. The degree of the polynomial in cos2 9 and its coefficients

depend on the spins of the three states involved and on the character

of the two radiations connecting them.

We have already discussed in Chap. 6 the effect of a magnetic field

on angular correlations. A typical apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 8-14.

Despite the apparent simplicity of the equipment, considerable care

must be exercised in order to avoid the numerous sources of error, such

as scattering of radiation from one counter into the other, finite solid

angles, efficiency of counters, etc. (See also Fig. 6-32.)
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8-7 Coulomb Excitation

Nuclear levels can be excited by bombarding nuclei with charged

brass

lead

Permalloy

Figure 8-14 Apparatus for

measuring angular correlations

of gamma rays. PA, pre-

amplifiers; A, amplifiers; C,

coincidence circuit, 0.1 -/x sec

resolution; S512, scale of 512;

Cr, crystals; S, source.
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heavy particles such as protons or alpha particles. This method of

study is experimentally preferable to the use of electrons where there

are background difficulties from the bremsstrahlung. Keeping the

energy of the heavy charged particles below the nuclear Coulomb
barrier, we avoid specific nuclear reactions, and the backgrounds due

to unwanted effects are small. Projectiles used have some MeV of

energy; the levels excited, some tenths of MeV of energy. The electric

field of the projectile induces transitions in the target, and the effect

can be calculated scmiclassically by considering the field produced

by the projectile moving in its hyperbolic trajectory as a perturbation

on the nucleus. The matrix elements involved arc the multipole electric

moments of the nucleus connecting initial and final states. The calcula-

tion is rather involved, but the underlying physical concepts are simple.

For the method of calculation to be valid, the orbit concept must be

applicable, and hence the de Broglie wavelength A of the projectile must
be small compared with the distance of closest approach to the target.

Now calling a half this distance, one has

a =
ZiZ2e

2

mv£
(8-7.1)

where Zi, Zs arc the atomic numbers of projectile and target and m,
v are mass and velocity of the projectile. The condition a/A > 1 is

then

" S
A
= Z!Z2£2

> 1 (8-7.2)

Furthermore, the collision must be nonadiabatic; otherwise no transi-

tion occurs. This means that the collision time ajv must be short com-
pared with the nuclear periods t to be excited, where

1 h
(8-7.3)

and A£ is the excitation energy of the target. Indicating by E the kinetic

energy of the projectile the condition of nonadiabatic collision gives

t _ a AE _ ZlZ2e2 AE
(8-7.4)

When both conditions [Eqs. (8-7.2] and (8-7.4)] are satisfied, calcula-

tion gives for the total cross section for Coulomb excitation the approxi-

mate result for AE/E -4 1:

"I:

and

R = (-—-)* <r2'-2 B(El,Ji

°mi= (j£-f<r*MB(MlJi

Jf)f»i(0

Jf)fMl{Z)

(8-7.5)



Note that the transition is characterized by its multipolarity and that

the matrix clement in B is the same as the one entering into the spon-
taneous emission formulas (8-3.11) and (8-3.15). The function /(£)
takes into account details of the orbit and is tabulated. For

i<h //*> = 1 (8-7.6)

One of the most important cases of Coulomb excitation is that of

£2 excitation of rotational levels 0", 2~, 4~, etc., in even-even nuclei with

XJ = 2 (8-7.7)

The matrix elements derived from experiment are sometimes many
limes larger than can be accounted for by single-particle models and are

due to collective motions. They are connected with the intrinsic

quadrupolc moment Qn of such nuclei; e.g., for a 0' -> 2 transition.
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B(E2) = — 0o2

16?r
(8-7.8)

We see here a connection through the intrinsic quadrupole moment
between the moment of inertia, the transition probability, and the ob-

servable clectric-quadrupole moment (cf. Sec. 6-12).

8-8 Nuclear Fluorescence

In atomic physics, resonance and fluorescence radiation are im-

portant and easily observed phenomena. We would also expect to

observe resonance radiation from nuclei; however, many early attempts

to delect it failed. The reason for this is that the nuclear absorption lines

are very narrow and thus absorb very little radiation from a continuum.

On the other hand, if one tries to excite resonance radiation by the

corresponding emission light as in the optical case, the recoil of the

emitting nucleus shifts ihe light out of resonance with the absorber.

Let us first consider a strictly monochromatic line. If the initial excited

state has an energy £ above the ground states in the laboratory system,

we have, by the principle of conservation of energy and momentum,

with

hw + f— = E
2m

(8-8.1)

fio> = pc (8-8.2)

where o> is the frequency of the light emitted and /; and m are the recoil

momentum and the mass of the nucleus supposed initially at rest.

These relations give approximately

hw = £(l - —- \
\ 2mc°-

1

On the other hand, for absorption we need

hm = £(l +
\ 2mcl

(8-8.3)

(8-8.4)
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to conserve energy and momentum. We see that, to have resonance,

we must multiply the frequency of emission by

(
1 + Jr)

o r

1 +
m<*

(8-8.5)

(8-8.6)

to find the necessary absorption frequency.

However, spectral lines have a natural width So> associated with

the mean life t of the excited state by

. 1

6o> = —
T

(8-8.7)

If this width is large compared to kuP/mcz the emission line will overlap

sufficiently with the absorption line so as to produce resonance radiation.

This is the usual case in visible light. If, however, the natural width is

insufficient to produce the desired overlap, as is the case in nuclear

gamma rays, one can still modify the frequency, as seen by the absorber,

with the help of the Doppler effect. If the source moves toward the

absorber with velocity

v =
mc

(8-8.8)

the Doppler shift compensates the recoil effects and resonance is ob-

tained. For instance, in the case of Au198
, hoi = 0.41 McV, and v must

be equal to 0.67 x 105 cm/sec, which is attainable by mechanical means

or by thermal agitation in a hot vapor. Actually nuclear resonance

radiation has been observed (Moon, 1951) by using a source of radio-

active gold 198 in rapid motion with respect to a mercury resonator.

The study of the intensity of the resonance radiation as a function of

velocity of the source can be made to yield information on r, which,

in the case of Au198
, is of the order of 10-11 sec.

Resonance absorption has been demonstrated in Ir191 by Mossbauer

(1958) by a different system. He used an Os191 source and Tr191 as the

absorber, both cooled at low temperature. The source decays by beta

emission to an excited state at 129 keV of the stable lr191 . The half-life

of this state is 1.3 x 10~10 sec and its natural width (Sw/«;)nat = 3 x 10"11
.

The recoil energy of the free nucleus would be 0.047 eV, corresponding

to a Doppler shift (Aw/w)i>oppier = 3.6 x 10 7
. However, when the

nucleus is bound in a crystal its motion may be crudely compared to

that of an oscillator. If the recoil energy is insufficient to raise the

oscillator from its ground state to the first excited state, no energy can

be transferred to the crystal lattice, and we speak of recoilless emission.

Thus, if we replace the crystal by an ensemble of oscillators of

frequency cog (as in Einstein's theory of specific heat), there will be



recoilless emission only if fiwE > fi?co2/mcz (sec Fig. 8-15). The momen-
tum hw/c is always transferred to the lattice, but if the emission is

recoilless the mass receiving it is practically infinite and no energy is

delivered to the lattice. The actual spectrum of the lattice vibrations is

much more complicated than in the Einstein schematization and as

a better approximation we use a Debye spectrum, replacing Hue by

kQ, where is the Debye temperature. At temperatures higher than

absolute zero, crystal oscillators are excited and the probability of

energy transfer to the lattice increases. The development of these ideas

in a quantitative form gives a formula for the probability /of recoilless

emission:

/ = exp -

- ex P - ir

(3 &ai*/2m<* r

12 ke I

3 H*afi/2mc*

2 k~Q~

1 + 4

2

TV C
e/T xdx

1 +urn
ex - 1 . J

(T< 0) (8-8.9)

The first term is independent of temperature and shows that, even at

absolute zero, the fraction of recoilless decays is large only if the recoil
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Figure 8-15 Relative probability

for a gamma-ray transition simul-

taneous with the excitation of

1, 2, . . ., n oscillators in the

crystal lattice. The figures refer

to two values of the ratio

between the recoil energy A£
and hws, T = 0°K (after R. L.

MOssbauer). [Lex Prix Nobel en

1961, Stockholm, 1962.]
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Figure 8-16 Fraction of recoilless transitions in iron or rhenium as a function of the temperature.

[R. L. Mossbauer, Ann. Rev.Nucl. ScL, 12, 123 (1962).]

energy of the free nucleus is small compared with k<d. The probability

of recoilless decay decreases with increasing temperature and it is negli-

gible for temperatures large compared with (Fig. 8-16). Similar

effects occur in the absorption process.

The experiments usually involve a source and an absorber of the

same substance and measure the amount of radiation absorbed. If one

moves the absorber with respect to the source, the frequency of the

absorption line changes by an amount

XI

c
(8-8.10)
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Figure 8-17 Experimental arrangement: A, cryostat of absorber; S, rotating cryostat with source;
D, scintillation detector; M, region in which the source is seen from D. [R. L. Mossbauer, Naturwiss.,

45, 538 (1958).]
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A£, 10-« eV

Figure 8-18 Fluorescent absorp-

tion in Ir191 as a function of the

relative velocity between source

and absorber. The upper scale

on the abscissa shows the Doppler

energy that corresponds to the

velocity on the lower scale.

T = 88
C
K. [R. L. Mossbaucr,

Nalurwiss., 45, 538 (1958).]

v, cm sec -

-0.4% -

-0.8% r

-1.2% -

and less radiation is absorbed, because the overlap of the emission

and absorption curves is less complete (Figs. 8-17 and 8-18). It is thus

possible to analyze the structure, or form, of a line by using "Doppler

spectrometry." Some lines are so sharp that Doppler effects due to

velocities of a few tenths of a millimeter per second are visible. Even

sharper lines probably exist, but are difficult to detect.

4
5K

120°K
300'K

120 16040 80

E - Eo, mcV

Figure 8-19 The absorption cross section per nucleus in a crystal of natural iridium, for a mono-
chromatic gamma-ray beam and phonons having a Debyc spectrum. The arrows give the cross

section at zero relative velocity for the temperatures indicated.
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Figure 8-20 Decay scheme of Fe57 . The data to the

left of the levels are their spins and parities, those to

the right their energies. The times shown are the half-

lives.
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Figure 8-21 Fluorescent absorp-

tion in Fe57 showing hyperfine

structure. Plotted is the observed

relative transmission as a func-

tion of the velocity between

source and absorber, (a) Ran-
domly oriented magnetic field in

source and absorber, (b) Source

and absorber fields aligned paral-

lel to one another, (c) Source and
absorber fields aligned perpen-

dicular to one another. [Hanna,

Littlejohn, Perlow, Preston, and
Vincent, Phys. Rev. Letters, 4, 1 77

(I960).]
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A quantitative illustration of the form of an emission line as a

function of the temperature of the lattice is given in Fig. 8-19. For

an absorption line one would have the same figure, but it would be

reflected on the spike of the line, corresponding to the frequency of the

recoilless transition.

The absorption of the radiation is naturally accompanied by the

emission of fluorescent radiation from the absorbing nucleus and also

by the connected emission of conversion electrons, etc. One of the

examples of recoilless radiation most often studied is afforded by a

line of 14.4-kcV energy emitted by Fe57 in an Ml transition. It has a

mean life of 10~ 7 sec and hence

(—
)

"\ w / nat

3 X 10-13 (8-8.11)

The Dopplcr effect corresponding to this width is achieved with a

velocity of 0.1 cm sec
-1

(Fig. 8-20).

Such an unprecedented degree of monochromaticity has already
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Figure 8-22 Absorption spectra for metallic Fe57

between room temperature and the Curie temperature.

The single-line source (Co57 in Cu) was at the tempera-

ture of liquid nitrogen. [Preston, Hanna, and Heberlc,

Phys. Rev., 128, 2207 (1962).]
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permitted the observation of the nuclear Zeeman effect (Fig. 8-21)

and it is an important tool in several fields of physics (gravitational red

shift and solid-state investigations, for example Fig. 8-22).
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Problems

8-1 Calculate from Eq. (8-1.5) the mean life of a nuclear excited state

that may decay by electric dipole radiation. Develop a numerical example

and compare it with atomic radiation.

8-2 Draw the figures corresponding to Fig. 8-4 for the electric quad-

ruple indicated in Fig. 8-3.

8-3 An almost spherical surface defined by R(6)=R [1 + £/>2(cos 6)]

has inside it a total charge Q uniformly distributed. The small parameter p
varies harmonically in time with frequency co. Keeping only lowest-order terms

inland making the long-wavelength approximation, calculate the nonvanishing



multipole moments, the angular distribution of radiation, and the power 331
radiated. [From (Ja 62); compare Sec. 6-12 for collective nuclear motions.]

8-4 Suppose that part of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by a nu-
cleus arises from an intrinsic magnetization: Problems

M(r',f) = MJt') e -'<"' + complex conjugate

(a) Obtain the general formula for the total radiation rate from such a system.
(b) Show that the electric dipole contribution from this magnetization is

zero.

8-5 Let us assume that we can crudely represent a nucleus as two oscil-

lating currents in opposite directions, as shown in the figure below.

/ = /» sin ut I\ sin a>/ = /

* *-

R R

(a) If /1 =2 (ew/c), h = eco/c determine the multipole nature of the radia-

tion, and obtain expressions for the angular distribution and the total decay
rate, (b) Do the same for h = h = ew/c. (c) In part (b) let R = 5 x 10"13

cm, ha> = 1 MeV, and determine the mean life of the excited state of the

nucleus.

8-6 2gNi60 has an excited state that decays to a lower excited state and
then to the ground state in two successive electric quadrupolc transitions.

On the basis of this information, what are the possible spin and parity

assignments for these two excited states of the Ni nucleus?
8-7 The lithium nucleus Li 7 emits a0.48-McV gamma ray in a transi-

tion that goes from an excited state with angular momentum £, odd parity,

to the ground state with angular momentum §, odd parity, (a) What are

the possible choices for the multipolarity and nature of the emitted radia-

tion?^) Of these possibilities which one is likely to be the principal con-
tributor to the transition? (c) Estimate the lifetime of the excited state.

8-8 Using the formulas

/ 8tt \ i'2 r(/ + m) (I + m + 1) I"*
I IV Yf-1 = YMm
\3 L (2/ + 1) (2/ + 3) J

"[
(/ -„)(/_ m + i) -|i 2

Yi-f
(21+ 1)(2/-1) .

/4tt\1'2 r (/+ ])2 _ m2 -.1/2

( Yi° Ylm =
tf+,«

I 3/ L(2/+ 1)(2/ + 3)J

r p _ W2 -I i 2

+ Yi-i
L(2/ + 1) (2/ - 1)J

/8t7\1'2 r(/-jfi)(/-m+ 1)1"*

V 3 / I (21+ I) (21+ 3) J(2/+ 1)(2/+ 3)

+ m) (I -

(21+ 1)(2/

-

_ r (l + m)i i + m+ i )
->i*

I (21+ 1)(2/- 1) J
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calculate explicitly the integral (8-2.6) entering £1 radiation. Prove the

formulas given above from the definition of Yim (0,<p) and properties of

Pt(x) as given in (Sc 55).

8-9 Discuss the conditions of energy and quantum numbers under

which a nucleus can decay by electron-positron emission.

8-10 YM has an excited level 0.915 MeV above the ground state; it decays

to the ground state with a half-life of about 1 6 seconds. The initial state has spin

f, the final state spin \, and there is a parity change in the transition, (a) What is

the lowest multipole order which can contribute? Calculate the expected rate

and compare it with the experimental result. (/>) Suppose that we wanted to check

whether, in the ground state, there was any mixture of other angular momenta

than £ (i.e., check angular momentum conservation). Set a rough upper limit

to the amplitude of an angular momentum = f component in the final state,

using as experimental data only the measured lifetime and transition energy.

Assume strict parity conservation.

8-11 Plan an experiment to measure the internal conversion coefficient

Tor the lines of Br80 .

8-12 In a mu-mesic atom the transition from the 2/? to the lsmesic orbit

may occur by radiation or by an Auger process, in which an electron of

the atom is emitted. Estimate the ratio of the probability of the second

process with respect to the first one. Note the analogy to internal conversion.

8-13 Draw a diagram illustrating why the correlation between two -/ emis-

sions can depend only on even powers of cos d.

8-14 Three states having spins J\,J-z, Ji are connected by two gamma rays

-A, yz having an electric or magnetic multipolarity A, /». Show (or make a

plausible argument) that the angular correlation between them docs not

depend on the energy of y\ and yz or on their electric or magnetic character.

Moreover, the cascade /i Ji» J% A* Ja gives the same correlation as the

cascaded h+J-ih+Jy. If Jz = 0, there is no correlation.

8-15 Usingprotons or alpha particles one produces Coulomb excitationin

a thin target. Adjust the velocities of the projectiles so that they have the

same £ in both cases. What is the ratio of the cross sections and how does

it depend on the electric multipole order?

8-16 Consider the resonance absorption of the 0.014-McV gamma ray

from Fe57 . (a) If there were no Mossbauer effect, and resonance absorption

were to be observed by moving the source with respect to the absorber, how
large would the relative speed have to be? How well controlled would it have

to be; i.e., what speed variations would destroy the effect? (b) Considering

the Mossbauer effect, suppose that the excited state has a magnetic moment

of 0.5 nuclear magnetons, the ground state has none, and the nucleus is in a

field of 105 gauss. For what values of the relative velocity of emitter and

absorber will absorption peaks be observed? (c) Would you expect the

0. 136-M.eV gamma ray from the higher state of Fe57 to give rise to recoil-free

emission? If not, why not?



CHAPTER IX

Beta Decay

B,>eta decay is a nuclear transformation accompanied by the

emission of an electron. The same name has been applied to other types

of transformations, notably the emission of positrons or the capture by

the nucleus of orbital electrons. During nuclear transformations, elec-

trons may be emitted by an atom for different reasons, for instance, as

conversion electrons in a gamma transition. Beta decay does not refer to

such secondary emission of orbital electrons.

9-1 Introduction

In the early studies of radioactivity there was considerable confusion

as to the origin of the electrons observed in nuclear transformations.

A clear distinction between nuclear electrons, or beta rays, and conver-

sion electrons was made in 1919, when Chadwick showed that, besides

the monoenergetic line spectrum of conversion electrons, there was also

a continuous spectrum of disintegration electrons. This continuous

spectrum at once presented a serious difficulty: the decay is a transition

between two definite states, yet the kinetic energy of the electron is not

always the same. Now, to uphold the principle of energy conservation,

it is necessary to account for the energy which does not appear as kinetic

energy of the electrons. Many hypotheses were formulated to account for

this missing energy; for instance, it was suggested that an associated

gamma emission carried off the energy missing in the beta spectrum.

Careful investigations, with calorimeters that should have observed

any known radiation, failed to reveal any energy besides that visible in

the continuous beta spectrum.

It was also found that the beta spectrum has a definite upper energy

limit corresponding to the total energy available in the disintegration.

For instance, if we consider the transformation of H3 into He3, the mass

spectrographs data for the nuclear masses of the two substances shows

us that the reaction

H3 = He3 + e + Q (9-1.1)

balances exactly if we make Q the upper limit of kinetic energy of the

electrons of the continuum. Similarly, there are several cases of sub-

stances that decay as shown in Fig. 9-1. Now the sum of energy of

the alpha particles plus the upper limit of the beta energy, not the en-
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334 ergy of the single beta rays, is equal in the two branehes of the disintegra-

tion diagram.

Beta decay presents other grave difficulties as well, because it ap-
CHAPTER y parently violates not only the principle of conservation of energy but also

Beta Decay the principle of conservation of angular momentum and the rule for the

statistics of a composite system. For example, if the beta decay were

H3 -* He3 + e

the angular momentum of H3 is \ and the angular momentum on the

right hand is or 1 from the spins, plus an integer from a possible or-

bital angular momentum; but in any case the total is an integer. As
far as the statistics are concerned, H3 is a fermion and the system He3 + e

is a boson.

All these difficulties are eliminated by assuming the existence of an
additional undetected particle which accompanies the electron in beta

decay and carries off an amount of energy equal to the difference between

the observed energy for a given electron and the maximum energy of the

beta spectrum. This new particle, postulated by Pauli as early as 1930,

is the neutrino.

To preserve not only the principle of energy conservation but also

the principle of conservation of electric charge and of angular momentum
and the rules governing statistics, we must ascribe certain properties to

the neutrino. First of all, conservation of charge requires that the neutrino

be electrically neutral ; also, if the particle were not neutral it would leave

a detectable ionization. This last consideration ensures that the particle's

magnetic moment, if present, must also be extremely small (actually

< 10-6 //„) The balance of energy in the case of the H3 -> He3 trans-

formation shows that the neutrino rest mass is less than 500 eV. A limit

of ~ 200 eV is derived from the shape of the beta spectra. In fact, its rest

mass is, in all likelihood, exactly 0, as will be shown by arguments to be

discussed later. The balance of angular momenta in beta decay requires

a spin I for the neutrino; and in order to satisfy the statistical require-

ments, the neutrino must be a fermion. This can be seen from the fact

that H 3 and He3 are both fermions and transform into each other by the

emission of an electron, which is a fermion, and a neutrino, which there-

fore must also be a fermion. Relativity requires the relation E = cp

between energy and momentum of any zero-rest-mass particle. Thus in

beta decay it should be possible to measure neutrino momentum by
observing the nuclear recoil from the combined neutrino and the electron

emission. This in fact is the case.

All these properties of the neutrino were ascribed to it in order to

preserve the validity of some of the fundamental conservation laws of
physics. In addition, a particle with these properties can be made to

account quantitatively for the phenomena of beta decay (Fermi, 1934).

At this point we shall anticipate some results, the importance of
which will be shown later. A neutrino is a fermion of charge and as

such has an antiparticle that may or may not be identical to it. The
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Figure 9-1 Cycles in which the energy of the alpha particles, plus that of the upper limit of the

beta spectrum, balance, along two different paths, (a) Decay scheme of the radium active deposit

of rapid change. Details of the complex radiations are not shown. The total disintegration energy

of each mode of decay is given in MeV. (b) Decay schemes for the principal transitions in the

"thorium active deposit" ThB ^ ThC% . . . Note that the short-range alpha rays of ThC are alpha

transitions to excited levels, while the long-range alpha rays of ThC arc alpha transitions from

excited levels. Note the origin of the very important and useful 2.62-MeV gamma ray, which is in

cascade with a preceding 0.58-MeV gamma ray and the beta transition. When all alpha- beta-, and

eamma-ray energies are summed, the total disintegration energy is the same (11.19 MeV) in the

two competing branches: ThC 4. ThC'4 ThDandThC4. ThCV> ThD. The angular momentum

and parity assignments in ThD arc as determined by Elliott and co-workers. [From E. K. Hyde,

"Natural Radioactivity of the Heavy Elements," UCRL 10612.]
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particle-antiparticlc relation assigns to the anlineutrino the same mass,

spin, charge, and magnitude of magnetic moment as those of the neutrino.

Moreover, in all processes where a neutrino is emitted, an antineutrino

can be absorbed with the same result, and vice versa. By definition the

antineutrino is the particle emitted in beta decay, for instance, when a

neutron becomes a proton; the neutrino is the particle emitted in posi-

tron decay or in orbital-electron capture.

At first sight it might appear that the neutrino and the antineutrino

are strictly indistinguishable. The question of whether neutrino and anti-

neutrino are the same particle or not can be solved only by experiment.

Experiments to be described later answer this question in a startling way.

The spin of the neutrino is always antiparallel to its momentum; the spin

of the antineutrino is parallel to its momentum. This property gives to

the neutrino a "handedness" (in the sense that a screw has), introducing

a fundamental asymmetry in its behavior. It is clear, then, that neutrino

and antineutrino are different.

The handedness of the neutrino is best described by using the con-

cept of hclicity. Hclicity is the scalar product of the spin and the momen-
tum divided by the product of the modulus of these quantities:

J? = hclicity =
IpIW

(9-1.2)

For the neutrino the helicity has the value —1, which means
that its spin vector is antiparallel to its momentum direction. To compare
it to a screw, it has the sense of a left-handed screw (ordinary screws are

right-handed). The antineutrino has helicity + 1 and may be compared
to an ordinary right-handed screw.

One consequence of the fixed helicity of the neutrino and of the anti-

neutrino is that the rest mass of both must be exactly 0; thus they

always move with velocity c, and it is impossible to overtake them by
transformation to a faster-moving frame. If this were not so, a neutrino

would have opposite helicity in systems moving with a velocity greater

or smaller than that of the neutrino itself, contrary to the hypothesis of

fixed intrinsic helicity.

If we assume the hypotheses of (1) mass for the neutrino and anti-

neutrino and (2) hclicity of neutrino and antineutrino, -1 and +1,
respectively, it is possible to develop a two-component theory of the neu-

trino (Weyl, 1929; Lee and Yang; Landau; A. Salam, 1957) which is

based on a degeneracy of Dirac's theory for a spin-i particle occurring

when the rest mass of the particle is 0. In the ordinary Dirac theory there

are four components, corresponding to two possible spin orientations

of positive or negative energy (or particle and antiparticlc). According to

the two-component theory, half the states are suppressed, and the particle

is associated with one helicity {M = - 1), the antiparticle with the other

(«3f = +1). This theory describes a particle having the two properties

listed, and in many respects it is the simplest of the theories that account

for the known phenomena of beta decay. It requires nonconservation



of parity, as will be explained, and was rejected until this fact was experi-

mentally demonstrated.

9-2 Experiments on the Neutrino

The neutrino is the most elusive of the nuclear particles, and most
of the evidence concerning it is indirect. We have already mentioned how
its energy appears in beta decay as a deficit in the electron kinetic energy.

Associated with this energy is a momentum that can be determined by
measuring the vector momentum of the decay electron and the vector

momentum of the recoil nucleus. Their sum must be equal and opposite

to the vector momentum of the undetectable neutrino. On the assump-
tion of rest mass for the neutrino, as indicated above, the momentum
of the neutrino is EJc and is calculable from the energy of the other two
particles. The main difficulty in experiments of this type is that the mo-
mentum of the recoil nucleus is of the order of 1 MeV/c, and hence the

recoil energy, even in favorable cases, is only about 100 eV. This makes
accurate measurements very difficult.

The recoil experiments have been performed with the neutron,

He 6
, Be 7

, Ne19
, Ne23

, A35
, and Eu 152

. In some cases attempts have been

made to observe the nuclear recoil in a low-pressure cloud chamber.

A picture obtained with He 6 is shown in Fig. 9-2. Most of the measure-

ments require very difficult and ingenious techniques, involving the
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Figure 9-2 Recoil of He6 in beta decay. [J. Csikay and A. Szalay, Nuovo Cimento, Suppl., Padova
Conference, 1957.]
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further acceleration of the recoil nucleus in an external field. Figure

9-3 shows an experimental arrangement used and Fig. 9-4 the results

obtained.

In the case of K capture the recoil situation is simpler than in beta

decay. Only a monoenergetic neutrino is emitted, and hence the recoil

nuclei all have the same momentum. However, even in a very favorable

case, the transformation of Be 7 to Li7
, the recoil energy is only 57.3 eV.

The properties ascribed to the neutrino to satisfy the conservation

laws of momentum and energy are verified by the recoil experiments.

This verification is of fundamental importance, but it does not add to

our knowledge of the neutrino. After all, the particle was initially postu-

lated in order to satisfy the conservation laws.

Another type of experiment, in which the direct interaction of the

free neutrino is observed, was performed by Cowan and Reines in 1953.

HaO vapor

.

ion source
for testing

150 liters sec

in reactor

electric deflection

Figure 9-3 Experimental apparatus. The He6 produced in a reactor by the Be9(«, <x)He6 reaction

is carried by a continuous stream of water vapor to the laboratory where the vapor is removed
and the He6 is left to decay in the conical source volume. A proportional counter monitors the source
activity. Recoil Li6 ions undergo magnetic and electrostatic analysis and arc detected by a secondary
electron multiplier. Three stages of differential pumping reduce the background of atoms which
decay near the detector. [From Johnson, Pleasonton, and Carlson, Phys. Rev., 132, 1149 (1963).]



It demonstrates properties of the neutrino which go beyond those re-

quired by the conservation laws and which are implied in Fermi's theory.

In this sense it gives independent proof of the existence of the neutrino.

The reaction

n -*/? + e + v (9-2.1)

may be inverted by bombarding protons with antineutrinos, causing the

protons to emit a positron and become neutrons.

v + p, -> n + e+ (9-2.2)

This reaction was observed with a nuclear reactor as the source of anti-

neutrinos. A large vat containing a hydrogenous substance with Cd
added was bombarded by antineutrinos and the following sequence of

events was recorded: The positron is emitted, and its annihilation radia-

tion, which follows rapidly (~ 10~9 sec), is observed. The neutron itself
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Figure 9-4 Spectrum of singly

charged Li6 ions from the beta

decay of He 6 as a function of the

average recoil energy of the ions

transmitted by the analyzers.

Ions were accelerated to about

twice their recoil energy before

analysis. Uncertainties from

counting statistics arc less than

the point sizes.

The form of this spectrum

depends on the angular correla-

tion between the momenta of

the electron p and of the neutrino

q. In the case of He6 the correla-

tion is approximately P(p, q)

ilEdw = const. pEq2
[1 + a(c/>/£)

cos 0] dE du>, where £ is the

total energy of the electron,

is the angle between p and

q, and doj is the element

of solid angle. The constant a is

important because its value indi-

cates the type of interaction

effective in the decay (see Sec.

9-8). The theoretical curve is

plotted for a = —1/3 with the

normalization constant and the

end point £o chosen to give a

good fit of theory to experiment.

[Johnson, Plcasonton, and Carl-

son, Phys. Rev., 132, 1 149 (1 963).]

0.4 0.8 1.2

recoil energy, keV
Eo 1.6
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diffusing
neutron
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H»0 + CdClu
(target)

7.5 cm

target proton

@ liquid scintillation detector

annihilation
gamma

Figure 9-5 Schematic diagram

of neutrino detection. An anti-

neutrino from a reactor produces

a neutron and a positron by the

reaction P + p-+n + e~. The
positron is detected by its anni-

hilation with an electron. The
neutron is detected by the gamma
rays emitted upon its capture.

[After C. L. Cowan and F.

Reincs.]

is captured much later (10
-5

sec) by the Cd and capture gamma rays

arc then seen (Figs. 9-5 and 9-6). This sequence is sufficiently character-

istic to be unmistakable. The cross section for the process indicated by
Eq. (9-2.2) can be estimated by detailed balance (see Chap. 11) from
the observed mean life of the neutron (17.3 min) and is expected to be

of the order of 10 *8 cm 2 for antineutrinos originating in fission. This

number agrees with the experimental observations of Cowan and Reines.
Note that the cross section is energy-dependent; at energies of several

BeV it reaches values of the order of 10~38 cm2
. This increase follows

merely from the increased density of final states, which varies as p?.
Finally the question of the identity or nonidentity of neutrino and

antineutrino has been tested experimentally in two other ways, aside

from the determination of the helicity. The emission of a neutrino

always has the same consequences as the absorption of an antineutrino.

If neutrino and antineutrino are identical, we have the further fact that

Figure 9-6 Sketch of detectors

inside their lead shield. The
detector tanks marked 1, 2, and
3 contained 1,400 liters of liquid

scintillator solution. The scin-

tillations were viewed in each

tank by 1 10 5-in. photomultiplier

tubes. The white tanks A and B,

about 28 cm deep, contained 200

liters of water-cadmium chloride

target.
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absorption of a neutrino has the same consequences as absorption of the

antineutrino. For a concrete application (first assuming the neutrino and

antineulrino to be distinct), consider three nuclei such as Sn124
, Sb124

, and

Te 12 '1
. Their masses are such that Sn12 '

1 (Fig. 9-7) could conceivably

transform into Te18*, with the simultaneous emission of two electrons

and two antincutrinos having 2.3 MeV of energy. The whole process, a

second-order process with respect to the beta decay, is highly improbable.

The mean life would be of the order of 1022
" 2 years, and the two electrons

would not balance the momentum between them.

Now consider the antineutrino as identical to the neutrino. Sn 124

may then transform directly into Te124
, with the emission of only the

two electrons, which balance the momentum between them. Wc may
think that, in the second-order process giving rise to this transformation,

the antineulrino was emitted and reabsorbed, the reabsorption counting as

the second emission of the previous case. Under this hypothesis the half-

life turns out to be much shorter than in the previous case, 1016-2 years.

The only certain case of double beta decay is demonstrated in a mass

spectrographic experiment by Inghram and Reynolds. They found a

mean life of I020 years for Xe130
. Experiments on this substance and on

Zr96 , Nd 150
, Sn 124

, and Ca48 favor the nonidentity of the neutrino and

antineutrino. Furthermore, if and only if the antineutrino is identical to

the neutrino, the reaction
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v + CI" -> A37 + e~ (9-2.3)

,0.019
/0.0.2

0.528

._!_. .__L o+^-i^
(b)

Figure 9-7 Level diagrams for double beta decay, (a) A = 124; 50Sn -»- 5iSb ->- 52TC (b) A = 130;

Te -* I -> Xc. Energies in MeV. [From G. F. Dell' Antonio and E. Fiorini, Nuovo Cimento, Suppl.,

17, 132 (1961).]
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342 is the inverse of

CI37 ->A37 + e~ -M (9-2.4)

and therefore the bombardment of CI37 with antineutrinos should be
Beta Decay effective in producing A37

. Again the experimental results are against

the identity of the two particles (Davis, 1955). Thus the v and v appear to

be two different particles.

Neutrinos appear, not only in beta decay, but also in the decay of
pi mesons, mu mesons, and other particles (see Chap. 13). The question

then arises whether all neutrinos are identical or whether there are differ-

ent species. The example of the electron and the mu meson points to the

possibility of particles that have the same interactions and the same
spin and charge but which differ in some other way, in the electron-

muon case, in the mass. In other words, there seems to be some other,

still unknown property (see Chaps. 12 and 13), which is needed to charac-

terize a particle completely. Experiments (Lederman, Schwartz, Stein-

berger, ct al., Brookhaven, 1962) have indeed shown that the neutrino

of beta decay is different from the neutrino arising in pi-meson decay.

The latter type of neutrino was used to bombard aluminum in a spark

chamber. It was found that the pi-meson neutrino can produce mu
mesons, but not electrons. If there were only one species of neutrinos,

electrons and muons would be produced in about the same abundance.

Hence, the result of this experiment is taken to indicate the occurrence

of at least two different kinds of neutrinos. (In what follows, "neutrinos"

always mean a neutrino arising in beta decay, unless otherwise indicated.)

9-3 Energetics of Beta Decay

Before proceeding to develop the theory of beta decay, we shall

point out the energetics of the reactions involved. We shall consider the

emission of electrons, the emission of positrons, and the capture of

orbital electrons separately. We shall use atomic masses Mz and nuclear

masses Nz- The relation between the atomic mass and the nuclear mass is

Mz = Nz + Zm - Bz (9-3.1)

where Bz is the binding energy of the totality of the atomic electrons and
m is the mass of the electron. This binding energy and, especially, the

difference between binding energies that will appear in the final equations

are generally small compared with the beta-ray energies.

The energy balance for beta decay of a bare nucleus is

Nz = Nz+i + m + Q (9-3.2)

where m is the electron (or positron) mass and Q the kinetic energy of

the electron, neutrino, and recoil nucleus, the last being almost always

negligible. The equivalent form for atomic masses is

Mz - Mz-ri + {Bzn - Bz) + Q (9-3.3)



The energy balance for positron emission is

Nz = Nz-i + m + Q (9-3.4)

or, with atomic masses,

Mz = Mz-i + 2m + (Bz-i - Bz) + Q (9-3.5)

Finally the energy equation for orbital-electron capture is

Nz + m - BzK = Nz-i + Q (9-3.6)

or

Mz = Mz-i + (Bz-i - Bz) + BzK + Q (9-3.7)

Here BZ
K means the binding energy of the K electron if the electron

captured by the nucleus is in a AT shell. It is apparent that if

BzL < (Mz + Bz) - (Mz -! + Bz-}) - Q< BzK (9-3.8)

the case might present itself in which K capture is impossible but L

capture might occur. Tn orbital-electron capture Q is the energy of the

neutrino plus the very small recoil energy of the nucleus. Figure 9-8

shows the neutrino energy spectrum in a case when all three, positron

emission, K and L capture, occur.

9-4 Classification of Interactions. Parity

In physics there are four types of forces acting:

1. The electromagnetic interactions—familiar from macroscopic

and atomic physics and responsible for phenomena such as Coulomb

scattering and gamma emission.

2. The specific strong nuclear interactions- responsible for phenom-

ena such as neutron-proton scattering.

3. The weak interactions—responsible for beta decay and allied

phenomena.

4. The gravitational interactions, which are negligible and will

not be considered here.

The electromagnetic interactions are treated by Maxwell's equations

and the quantum-mechanical generalizations of these equations. The

charge of the electron is the universal constant that appears whenever
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Figure 9-8 Neutrino spectrum

from combined /S
+ decay and

K and L capture. Abscissa,

momentum or energy of neutrino.

W means total energy. W is

the disintegration energy in mc2

units. Wt= Wo corresponds to

the upper limit of the positron

spectrum; W'„= 1 corresponds to

positrons at rest. [From (Se 59).]

qK W + l



344 electromagnetic interactions are considered. Instead of the elementary

charge, one often considers the dimensionlcss quantity e2/hc ~ 1/137

as representative of the coupling strength of the electromagnetic inter-

CHAPTER y action. The ordinary photons are the quanta of the electromagnetic

Beta Decay field; they are bosons of zero rest mass.

The most typical example of a strong interaction is the Yukawa
interaction

:

N -> N + tt (9-4.1)

in which a nucleon transforms into a nucleon and a pion. Whenever this

type of interaction occurs, another universal constant appears which

performs a role similar to the electric charge in the case of the electro-

magnetic field. This constant, expressed in a dimensionless fashion as

f2
/ftc, has a value close to one. The strong interactions have a short

range; that is, their force acts within a characteristic distance of the order

of 10 1:i cm. This fact, as Yukawa pointed out, forces the quanta of the

field to have a finite rest mass; the quanta arc identified with pi mesons

which arc bosons of spin zero.

Weak interactions are characterized by the participation of four

fcrmions in a given process. Examples are:

n -> p + e~ + v (beta emission) (9-4.2)

Cii _> B11 + e+ + v (positron emission) (9-4.3)

Be7 + e - -> Li7 -f v (AT capture) (9-4.4)

/jt -* e " + v + v (//-meson decay) (9-4.5)

Weak interactions have a coupling constant G or, in more complete

theories, several coupling constants which, expressed like those used for

strong and electromagnetic interactions, are of the order of G2/fic

= 10-14 . In all the cases cited, beta decay, positron emission, orbital-

electron capture, and mu-meson decay, we find a neutrino or anti-

neutrino participating. However, there are also weak interactions, such

as the decay of a K meson into pions, which do not involve a neutrino

or antineutrino.

In 1956 the study of certain mesons (then called t and 0) presented

a great puzzle. Experimentally they were found to have the same mass,

half-life, and spin, which suggested that they were the same particle.

On the other hand, they decayed into pion systems of opposite parity;

hence, if parity was conserved they had to be different. The acutencss

of the dilemma led Lee and Yang to question the conservation of parity

in weak interactions. It was then found that all weak interactions seem
to have in common the nonconservation of parity (Lee and Yang, 1957).

This is a major difference between weak interactions on the one hand and

strong and electromagnetic interactions on the other.

Conservation of parity can be described at different levels of sophis-

tication. In the simplest terms it can be defined as follows: If the mirror

image of a physical phenomenon represents another possible physical

situation, the phenomenon is said to conserve parity. All phenomena



involving strong and electromagnetic interactions alone do conserve

parity. An example, shown in Fig. 9-9, will make the meaning of these

statements clear. The upper half of the figure shows the intensity of beta

emission from cobalt placed in a magnetic field generated by the coil.

The magnetic field orients the nuclear spin of cobalt in such a way that

the current of the solenoid and the current in the nucleus generating its

magnetic moment are parallel. The lower part of the figure gives the

mirror image of the upper part, which is not what is observed. In fact

the lower part of the figure can be realized experimentally as far as

solenoid and nucleus are concerned by simply inverting the direction

of the current in the solenoid. What happens then is that the maximum
intensity goes from left to right and not from right to left, as indicated

by the dashed arrows in the figure (mirror image of the upper half). Thus
parity is not conserved. Conservation of parity would require equal

probability of emission of beta rays to the right or to the left of the figure.

This is what happens for gamma-ray emission.

The invariance on mirroring was assumed, incorrectly, to have a

logical necessity a priori, such as is usually accepted for the invariance

of the result of an experiment repeated in different places, in different

orientations in space, or at different times. The experiment shows that

this invariance on mirroring is not verified in beta decay.

We now present these remarks in a different form by noting that

the vectors used in physics are of two different kinds. The distinction

becomes clear when we consider the same physical quantity in two co-

ordinate systems derived from each other by reflection through the origin,

x -> -x' y -> -y' z -> -z' (9-4.6)

If a vector such as displacement, velocity momentum, acceleration,

electric field, etc., has components
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Figure 9-9 (a) Beta decay of

polarized cobalt, (b) Mirror

image of experiment (a). This

is not what happens in fact,

because if the current in the

solenoid is reversed [which is

equivalent to going from (a) to

(b)], the beta rays go preferen-

tially to the right. On the other

hand, if one observes gamma
rays, the probability of emission

at an angle 6 ov n—O with the

axis of the solenoid is the same,

and thus parity is conserved for

gamma emission.

(a)

(b)

mirror plane

^^^
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346 X Y Z
in the first (unprimed) system, then in the second system the reference of

the same vector has components

X' = -X F = -Y Z' = -Z (9-4.7)

Vectors of this type are called polar vectors. Consider now the angular

momentum

L = r x p (9-4.8)

and remember the definition of vector product. In components one has

Lx = ypz — zpy and the similar formulas for Ly and Lz . In the primed

system both r and p change sign. Hence the components ofL in the primed
and unprimed system are the same. This result derives also from the

geometrical definition of vector product, which involves the convention

of the right-hand thread rule or its equivalent.

A vector such as L is called a pseudovector or axial vector. Torque,

angular momentum, spin, magnetic field and magnetic moments are

examples of pseudovectors. Vectors and pseudovectors behave in the

same way for translations or rotations of the coordinate system; it is

only on inversion that they behave differently.

The scalar product of two polar vectors or of two axial vectors is a

number, invariant upon reflection of the coordinate system, and is called

a true scalar, or simply a scalar. The scalar product of a polar vector and
an axial vector is a number that changes sign upon inversion of the co-

ordinate system. Such numbers are called pseudoscalars.

The result of a physical measurement is always a number, which,

however, may behave as a scalar or as a pseudoscalar. The mirror

reflection mentioned above leaves true scalars unchanged, but it changes

the sign of pseudoscalars. Hence if the image and the object must be

indistinguishable, all pseudoscalars must vanish. The observation of

pseudoscalars different from thus implies the breakdown of parity con-

servation. On the other hand, until a pseudoscalar has been observed,

no information on the conservation of parity is available.

It was pointed out by Lee and Yang in 1956 that all experiments on
weak interactions performed upto that time were not designed to observe

pseudoscalar quantities. Actually Cox in 1928 had observed a longitudi-

nal polarization of the electrons in beta decay; i.e., the quantity

v-cj (9-4.9)

had not been 0. This observation was disbelieved at the time and later

forgotten.

In 1956 an experiment specifically designed to detect a pseudo-

scalar in beta decay was set up by Wu, Ambler, Hayward, Hoppes,

and Hudson. Using polarized cobalt-60 nuclei, they found that the direc-

tion of emission of electrons in the transformation to nickel-60 is prefer-

entially opposite to the spin direction. Thus the expectation value of the

pseudoscalar <v • 1>, where I is the nuclear spin and v the electron veloc-

ity, was measured and found to be different from 0.



The discovery of this startling phenomenon was made by the experi-

ment illustrated in Fig. 9-10. The cobalt nuclei were oriented by cooling

in a magnetic field (Chaps. 6 and 10). The extremely low temperature

(0.0 1°K) required was obtained by adiabatic demagnetization, and the

degree of orientation ascertained by observing the anisotropy in the emis-

sion of the gamma rays. The beta rays were then counted, with the results

shown in Fig. 9-1 1 . If parity were conserved the intensity pattern should

be symmetrical with respect to a horizontal plane passing through the

source, as the gamma-ray pattern is.

Mathematically, the principle of conservation of parity rules out

certain terms in the expression of the hamiltonian, which is the operator

that governs the time dependence of the wave function, because these

terms would not be invariant on a reflection through the origin or, more

explicitly, if x,y, and z were changed into -x, -^,and -z, respectively;

thus the parity of the wave function would be changed as time went on.

For example, in the expression of the energy of the electromagnetic field,

terms like H2 and E2 (scalars) are permissible, but a term such as E • H
(pseudoscalar) would change sign on inversion of the coordinates

and is not permissible if parity is to be conserved. In strong and
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Figure 9-10 Schematic diagram

of lower portion of the cryostat

used for polarization of Co60

nuclei, the specimen used. The

beta particles arc detected by a

thin anthracene crystal ~ 2 cm
above the Co60 source. The

scintillations from the crystal

are transmitted through the lucitc

rod to a photomultiplier tube

above. The two Nal counters

(one in the equatorial plane and

one near the polar position)

were used to measure the gamma-
ray anisotropy and thus the

amount of polarization of the

Co60
. [From Wu, Ambler, Hay-

ward, Hoppes, and Hudson.]
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electromagnetic interactions, terms that do not conserve parity are absent

from the hamiltonian. By analogy all terms that do not conserve parity

were omitted in writing the hamiltonian for weak interactions until

experiment showed that they must be present.

9-5 Fermi's Theory of Beta Decay

In constructing his theory of beta decay, Fermi was guided by the

analogy to electromagnetic gamma-ray emission. In the latter, a nucleus

passes from an excited stale to the ground state, creating a photon. In

beta decay, a neutron is transformed into a proton, and an electron and

an antineutrino arc created. The object of a theory of beta decay is to

give a dynamical description of this process.

Fermi assumed the conservation of parity, but his calculations

1.3

1.2-

s

I 1.1

2
« 1.0

00
c

0.9

0.8

0.7

gamma anisotropy

A - equatorial counter

B - polar counter

o o o & X x

(a)

Ar
y
(ir/2) - Ny(0)

A'y(W2)

for polarizing

field pointing

up or down

Figure 9-11 Gamma anisotropy

(as determined from the two

Nal counters) and beta asym-

metry for the polarizing field

pointing up and down as a

function of time. The times for

disappearance of the beta and
gamma asymmetry coincide; this

is the warm-up time. The warm-
up time for the sample is approxi-

mately 6 minutes and the count-

ing rates for the warmunpolarizcd

samplearc independent of the field

direction. [From Wu, Ambler,

Hayward, Hoppes, and Hudson.]



involved onlyscalar quantities, and it turns outlhat the results of his theory

still stand in large measure, in spite of the fundamental changes produced

by the discovery of the nonconservation of parity.

The main results of Fermi's theory arc the explanation, by the

introduction of only one new parameter (the g coupling constant) of:

1. The form of the beta spectra, i.e., number of electrons per

energy interval.

2. The relation between the maximum energy of the decay and the

mean life.

3. The classification of beta transitions and the establishment of

selection rules.

The fundamental ideas of Fermi's theory are general enough to be

easily adapted to changes of the interaction (e.g., to parity nonconserva-

tion), still preserving the validity of many of his results.

The starting point is golden rule No. 2 (Appendix A), which gives

the transition probability

w = —\Hi^P
n

(9-5.1)

To apply this formula we need to know the expression for the matrix

element between the initial and final states and to calculate the density

of the final states:

P
- (9-5.2)

The last assignment will be performed shortly.

It is found that the density of final states completely determines

the form of the beta spectrum, the matrix clement in allowed transitions

being a constant independent of the energy of the electrons. The matrix

element must be guessed at and this, of course, represents the most

difficult part of the theory. We postulate that the wave functions of the

four particles intervening in the reaction appear linearly in //,/. This

postulate, which excludes the appearance of higher powers or derivatives

of the wave functions, is justified by experience and suggested by analogy

with the electromagnetic field. Relativistic invariancc is assumed. The

matrix element, by definition, has the form

Hi, = f vW/tym ch (9-5.3)

Here H is the operator representing the unknown interaction. This

operator is more general than the ordinary operators of nonrelativislic

quantum mechanics, because the initial and final states do not refer

to the same particles. The operator must be able to "destroy" the initial

particles and "create" the final ones. The initial wave function ^in = m
describes the nucleus before decay; the final cigenfunction fe„ is the

product of it/ (describing the nucleus in the final slate) times </-« times

>ji-, the wave functions of the electron and antineutrino appearing in
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35° the final stale. The unstarred states are destroyed in the transition, and
the starred states are created. Moreover, the emission of a neutrino and
the absorption of an anlineutrino of opposite momentum are equivalent,

and we may replace <//,* by <p y to make the equations more symmetrical.

Beta Decay To a good approximation (for exceptions see below) <pe and if/v are
constant throughout the nuclear volume.

The matrix element is then tentatively written as

CHAPTER 9

Ihf = g I Uf*Ui<Pe*h dr (9-5.4)

Here the integral is extended only over the nuclear coordinates and the

nuclear wave functions take into account the transformation of a neutron
into a proton in the nucleus. Thus it would be simply ^e*<l> v if a neutron
became a proton, without any other appreciable change in the nuclear

wave function, as, for example, in the H3 -* He3 transformation. A more
formal description of the nuclear integral is obtainable with the help of
the isotopic spin operators (see Chap. 10), but we shall omit this develop-

ment.

The new universal constant g, characteristic of beta decay, has the

dimensions ofenergy x volume. Its numerical value can be determined by
experiment, as we shall see shortly, and is of the order of 10~49 erg cm3

.

To get an idea of its size, we divide g by the volume corresponding to the

nuclear radius; the result is about 1 eV. The nuclear potential between
neutron and proton for a well of the same radius is about 10 7 times

greater.

In this first study we shall assume that the wave functions of the

electron and the neutrino have the form (neglecting spin)

Wr) =
flS**** WE = ^he

~avt k = P/* t9-5-5)

where D. is the volume of a big box in which we enclose the system for

normalization purposes. The use of a nonrelativistic expression for a
neutrino of mass is certainly objectionable. Nonetheless the results

obtained are, in spile of this inconsistency, useful for orientation, and
they represent a first approximation to the relativistic theory. By assum-
ing the plane wave form for the wave function of the electron and
neutrino, we have neglected their possible interactions with the nucleus;

this is an exceedingly good approximation for Ihe neutrino, and a fair

approximation for the electrons, which are actually subject to electro-

magnetic forces from the nuclear charge. The correction for the latter

effect is mathematically involved but docs not offer difficulties in prin-

ciple; it will later be taken into account numerically.

We now observe that for the momenta occurring ordinarily in beta

decay,

kr1 - - ~ 2 X 1

0- 11 cm (9-5.6)

P



is large compared with the nuclear dimensions over which the integrals

appearing in the matrix element extend; we can thus write
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and the second term will be, in the nuclear region, between 0.1 and 0.01.

We then stop with the first term of the expansion unless it should happen

that the corresponding matrix element becomes exactly 0, in which case

we must consider higher terms. This classification generates transitions

of various orders (allowed, first forbidden, etc.) closely analogous to

the multipolc expansion of electromagnetic radiation. We shall consider

only allowed transitions, for which we then write, according to Eqs.

(9-5.4) and (9-5.5),

Mi,
(9-5.8)

We have represented by M if the integral fw/*Ht dr, about which we shall

make no hypothesis at present, and have introduced a volume ii in

which the system is enclosed in order to simplify the normalization. M
is dimcnsionally a pure number.

What we have said up to now concerning H\f is still vastly over-

simplified. We mention here the necessary improvements: (1) The m,

"/, ^«. 4>v must be treated rclativistically with Dirac spinors. This brings

about the possibility of several different interactions (cf. Sec. 9-8).

(2) //;/must cover not only electron emission but also positron emission

and orbital-electron capture. This is achieved by adding to //(/its hermitian

conjugate. (3) The interaction as written is parity-conserving; in order to

describe transitions that do not conserve parity, further terms have to

be added to it.

Leaving these points for the present, we must now consider the

density of final states, i.e., the number of states per energy interval of the

total energy W. Three bodies participate in the disintegration: the final

nucleus, the electron, and the neutrino. Energy and momentum must

be conserved. The momenta of the three particles are generally of com-

parable magnitudes and balance to 0, but the energy taken up by the

recoil nucleus is very small compared with the energy of the electron and

the neutrino, and we can neglect it.

We can thus say that the sum of the energies of electron and neutrino,

Et and E„ is equal to the total disintegration energy W, without worrying

about the energy imparted to the nucleus by conservation of momentum,

W = cp„ + (»iV + c2pe
2
)
V2 = E„ + Ee (9-5.9)

We now want the number of states of the electron having a momentum in

the interval between p e and pe + dpe irrespective of the momentum of the

neutrino. The number of states in which the neutrino has a momentum
in the interval dp„ and the electron has a momentum in the interval dpt is

dNe dNv
= -——- p/ dp„ p e

2 dpe (9-5.10)
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35 2 We eliminate dp v and p v from Eq. (9-5.10) by noting that for constant

p e Eq. (9-5.9) gives

CHAPTER 9 .
W - Ee = Ea = cpv (9-5.11)

and
Beta Decay

dW = dE„ = c dp, (9-5.12)

which, replaced in Eq. (9-5.10), yields

, dNy
16^02

This is the density of final states, for which the electron has a momentum
between p e and p c + dp e irrespective of the neutrino momentum, while

the total energy is between Wand W + dW. It is the appropriate density

to be used in Eq. (9-5.1), which then gives (for the probability of a dis-

integration yielding an electron of momentum between p e and p, + dpe)

2tt (4tt)2 (W - F )
2

"(p.) dp, - - flMtf^;
l
- --j— pt

* dp e (9-5.14)

The volume Q disappears, as it must, by cancellation in Eq. (9-5.14).

We may ask also what the total decay rate A is, irrespective of the

electron momentum. This is obtained from Eq. (9-5.14), by integrating

with respect to dpt from to the maximum possible momentum of the

electron,

Pe max = - (W2 - m2^2 (9-5.15)

giving

g2 Mif 2 rv,rna.\

A =iw J
[w ~ ('"2c4 + CW2JW dP° (9

-5-16)

It is convenient to measure energies in units of mc2 and momenta
in mc, putting

Ee - emc2 (9-5.17)

pe = -qmc (9-5.18)

W = e mc2 (9-5.19)

Pemax = r)a mc (9-5.20)

Equation (9-5.14) takes the form

Hv) dn = -

2
— \Mtf\i (co - <)V dr, (9-5.21)

Oi-

ghn^c11

W(V) dr, = —-
-
- \Mv\i

[(1 |- r,<,
2y>2 - (1 + r/2)i/2]2 ^ c/r] (9-5.22)

Actually we have oversimplified our discussion on several counts

besides the matrix element. For instance, we neglected the Coulomb
interaction between nuclcons and electrons when we assumed a plane



wave for the electron [Eq.(9-5.3)]. This can be corrected by introducing

the ^«
2(0) calculated numerically with the eigenfunctions of positive

energy (continuous spectrum). The factor thus obtained is a function of

the product of the charge of the particle emitted, ± e, multiplied by the

nuclear charge Ze of the final nucleus and E. We shall call it F(Z, «) for

electrons. For positron emitters Z must be taken as negative.

An approximate expression of F(Z, e) is

F(Z,e) = 2irn[() - exp (-2mr)] ' (9-5.23)

where n is Ze2/five, and ve is the velocity of the electron far from the

nucleus. For /; small compared with 1, F(Z, t) is unity.

Equation (9-5.21) is thus corrected to

&m*c*\Mif\*
Hv) dr, =

or its equivalent

w(e) de =

2w»A7

g
2m5cA

F(Z,e)(e - e)2 r,
2 dV

2^/P
\Mif\?F(Z,e){e - e) 2 eV de

(9-5.24)

(9-5.25)

Since Mtf is independent ofpe and p„ (at least for allowed transitions),

we have from Eq. (9-5.24) the "form" of the beta spectrum; that is, the

probability that an electron is emitted in a momentum interval dt\

around 17 and from (Eq. 9-5.25) the similar expression for the probability

of emission in an energy interval de. This form is shown in Fig. 9-12.

Often one plots

-^-J versus (e -e) (9-5.26)

From Eq. (9-5.24) it is clear that this plot should give a straight line

(Kurie plot, Fig. 9-13). Departures from the straight line are attributed

to a dependence of Af,y on p e such as occurs in forbidden transitions

according to Eq. (9-5.7) (Fig. 9-14).
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Figure 9-12 Momentum spectra

of Cu64 electrons and positrons.

Circles are experimental points,

solid curves are theoretical.

Curves not normalized. [C. S. Wu
and R. D. Albert, Phys. Rev.,

75, 315 (1949).]
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Figure 9-13 The Kurie plots

of the Cu64 beta spectra. Both

positron and electron spectra

are shown. End points are at

571 keV for e~ and at 657 keV
fore"1

". Points are not normalized.

[G. E. Owen and C. S. Cook,
Phys. Rev., 76, 1726 (1949).]
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Figure 9-14 (a) The conventional Kurie plot for CI36 beta spectrum is given, (b) Forbidden Kurie

plot for CI30 beta spectrum. The correction factor used in this case was
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4 + (10/3)(<2 - 1)(« - <r)

2 + (e2 - l) 2

(curves not normalized). [C. S. Wu and L. Fcldman, Phys. Rev., 76, 693 (1949).]
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In this discussion we have assumed that the neutrino has a zero rest

mass. If this were not the case, Eqs. (9-5.9) to (9-5.13) would be slightly

different, and the form of the beta spectrum, especially near the upper

energy limit, would be characteristically affected (Fig. 9-15). The experi-

mental data from this type of information helps to put an upper limit

on the neutrino mass of ~ 200 cV.

The decay constant A is obtained by integration of Eq. (9-5.24)

from to 170 [or integration of Eq. (9-5.22) for F(Z, «) = 1]. The result

for F(Z,«) = 1 is

4

\Mify(va)A =
InW

(9-5.27)

where

fivo) = P Id + nftm - (1 + *i)
V2Y 1

2 dr,

J

1* _ 1

3 + ±V0
S + I (1 + ,,02)1/2 log [VQ + (1 + ^2)1/2]

4 12 30 4

which has the limiting forms

and

fivo) S qIjo
5

Aw) a
rol
V

170 > 5

jjo < 0.5

(9-5.28)

(9-5.29)

(9-5.30)

For quantitative calculations and Z not too small the Coulomb correc-

tion of the electron wave function must be considered. From Eq.

(9-5.25) we have, on integration,
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Figure 9-15 Upper end of Fermi plot for H3 compared with curves for different neutrino rest

masses. [L. M. Langer and R. D. Moffat, Phys. Rev., 88, 689 (1952).]
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where/(Z, eo) is now a complicated function which includes the Coulomb
correction. Figure 9-16 shows a typical example of/(Zeo).

Equation (9-5.31) could be used to determine g or G from the

energy and decay constant of a beta emitter if j/W,/ 2 were known. To
anticipate a result to be discussed later, in some simple cases the expres-

sion \Mif\
z may be evaluated and from this one obtains, by using the

experimental values off/\, a value of g of the order of 10 49 erg cm3
.

A more quantitative treatment must take into account various types of

interactions, as will be seen later.

9-6 Matrix Element

To obtain from mean-life experiments a more quantitative insight

into the beta interaction we must reduce the data in such a way as to

separate the influence of the energy of the transition, the atomic number
involved, etc., from the relevant nuclear data.

Equation (9-5.31) can be rewritten as

const
= f(Z,e )t (9-6.1)

where t is the half-life of beta decay. On the right we have directly

measurable quantities, t and/, which arc functions of Z and e ; on the

3
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...J

Z =0>;

*Z = 80

//,w
4

1

1

(b)

Figure 9-16 The quantity log /as a function of atomic number and energy for electrons (a) and

positrons (b). e is the total energy of the upper limit of the spectrum. [E. Feenberg and G. Trigg,

Rev. Mod. Phys., 22, 399 (1950).]



left we find l/\Mq\*, which depends on the nuclear structure. Equation

(9-6.1) allows us to extract from the experimental data, which is affected

by the energy of the decay and Z. the information about \Mif
\

z that is

relevant to the nuclear problem. Some examples of values of/j for typical

decay arc given in Table 9-1. The quantity ft is sometimes called "com-

parative half-life." Nomograms for the rapid evaluation of/> are given in

Fig. 9-17.

From the table it is apparent that ft varies over a great range of

values and that small values of//, that is, large matrix elements, occur

only if

A/= ±1,0 (9-6.2)

This is strongly reminiscent of the selection rules of electromagnetic

radiation. A qualitative nonrelativislic argument gives some insight into

the situation. In the interaction [Eqs. (9-5.4) and (9-5.8)] ^(0) and</rr(0)

appear: these are different from only for states having j = i. Non-

relativistically we could say that only s states have ^i(O) different from

zero.
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Table 9-1 Some Typical Beta Decays

Initial Final

De- spin spin

caying and Product and E max, Log,

nucleus parity nucleus parity r/2,scc McY ft
1 Mar 1 M>|»

n l -
l H i

i 1 1.7 ±0.3 m 0.782 3.0744 3 1

H* i' He* i -

2 12.4 y 0.0194 3.03 3 1

He6 0+ Li" 1- 0.813 3.50 2.77 2

o« 0' X"* 0+ 71.1 1.811 3.4873 2

AIM* MgM <)• 6.60 3.202 3.4843 2

CI3 -1 <JM o- 1.53 4.50 3.4928 2

C" 0+ \ 1- 5568 y 0.155

Ar35 I
K3» 3 ,.

i 265 y 0.565 9.03

C138 2 Ar3S 37.3 in 4.!)1 8.15

Na" 3- Ne« n 2.6 y 2.40 11.9

Be 10 0' RIO 3+ 2.5 x 10s y 0.56 12.08

K=" 4- Ca« 1.3 x 10'

y

0.63 15.60

In" 5 . Sn«" i -
i

6 x 10 IJ
y 0.50 23.0

The first Tew nuclei in the table, from the neutron to CI 34
, have allowed transitions.

Moreover, the matrix elements may be computed on the basis of simple and reliable

models.

C" shows an allowed transition with an exceptionally small matrix element.

Ar38 and CI 38 with A/ = 2 and parity change arc first forbidden transitions.

Their spectrum departs from the simple rermi form, and their// value is high.

Na22 and Be 10 with AA = 3 and no change in parity are second forbidden transi-

tions.

K 1 " has A/ = 4 and change in parity and is a third forbidden transition.

In 115 has the largest known ft value.



Figure 9-17 Rapid method for calculating logio (ft) values. [From S. A. Moszkowski, Phys.Rev.,

82, 35 (1951).]

The following figures permit the rapid calculation of log (ft) for a given type of decay, given energy,

half-life, etc. The notation is: En for 0- emission is the maximum kinetic energy of the particles in MeV;
Eu for K electron capture is the disintegration energy in MeV. When a 0+ emission and K electron capture

go from and to the same level, Ee for K capture = Eu for fi* emission + 1.02 MeV. Z is the atomic number
of the initial nuclei, / is the total half-life, and p is the percentage of decay occurring in the model under
consideration. When no branching occurs, y> = 100.

Procedures fur obtaining log {ft):

1

.

First obtain log (Jot), using part (a). Eo is read off the left-hand side of the Eo column for K electron

capture, and off the right-hand side for $- emission. Put a straight edge over the given values of Eo and /

and note where it crosses the column of log (fot) values.

2. Then read off log (C) from part (b), (c), and (d) for £-, j8
+

, and K electron capture, respectively.

3. Get A log(/>) from part (e) if p < 100. When p = 100, A log(/» = 0.

4. Log (ft)
= log (for) + log (C) + A log (ft).

For details concerning the construction, signilicance, and range of usefulness of these graphs, reference

should be made to the original paper.
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Relativistically / is no longer a good quantum number; however,

j is, and it must have the value J for both antineutrino and electron in

order that 0(0) # 0.

Since electron and antineutrino are emitted without orbital angular

momentum coming from practically a point source (R/\ <^ 1, with R
the nuclear radius and A the de Broglie wavelength of the lepton), they

carry away no total angular momentum if they are emitted with spins

antiparallel (singlet states) or a total angular momentum of 1 if they are

emitted with parallel spins (triplet states). In the first case, the spin of the

nucleus cannot change at all in beta decay. We thus have the selection

rule due to Fermi,

M = (F selection rule) (9-6.3)

In the second case, the vector difference between initial and final

angular momentum must be 1 ; thus

M = ± 1 or 0, but no -> (GT selection rule) (9-6.4)

This selection rule is due to Gamow and Teller. In both Fand GT cases,

the nuclear eigenfunction must not change parity.

The interactions that give rise to F and GT selection rules arc differ-

ent. However, experiment shows that there are allowed transitions of

the type

M = 1 (9-6.5)

that obey GT selection rules but are forbidden by F selection rules.

Such is the decay

He6 -> Li6 + e~ + a (9-6.6)

There are also allowed transitions of the type that are allowed by

F selection rules but forbidden by GT selection rules. For example,

Q14 ->NM* + «• + V and A ]26 . y Mg*26 + e- + „ (9_6#7)

and

Q34 ^s*34 + e* + v (9-6.8)

Hence we must conclude that both types of interaction arc operative.

Of course, many transitions arc allowed by both selection rules and are

not mutually exclusive, for example, n ->p + e~ + v.

Forbidden transitions occur because the finite extent of the nucleus

requires us to consider not simply 0(0) but also the of the electron and

neutrino throughout the entire volume occupied by the nucleus. Thus

p, d, and higher waves become evident. In other words, the higher terms

in the plane wave development,

(k-r)2

2
(9-6.9)

are to be considered even though they are of order R/X or smaller.
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Another reason for the occurrence of forbidden transitions is the rela-

tivislic effects in the nuclear wave functions, which are of the order of

v!c ~ 0.1. When the higher terms of the plane wave are considered,

in forbidden transitions, they introduce powers of p,. and />„ into the

matrix clement A/,/. As a consequence the form of the beta spectrum

changes, and the ordinary Kurie plot departs from a straight line. The
plot can be reduced lo a straight line by introducing the proper factor,

which takes into account the dependence otMij on p,:
(Fig. 9-14). If the

ordinary Kurie plot is not straight, the transition is not allowed; for

possible and still uncertain exceptions consult the literature. The con-

verse, however, is not always true, and special types of forbidden transi-

tions may give rise to straight Kurie plots.

Selection rules for forbidden transitions depend on the term of the

interaction producing the transition. For instance, if a transition is

caused by the second term of Eq. (9-6.9), the leptons are emitted in a

wave having / = 1 and changing parity. The Fermi selection rules then

give as second approximation A/ = ±1,0 (except ->0); change of

parity, yes. The Gamow-Tcllcr rules, on the other hand, give A/ = ±2,

i 1, (except -> 0; A > A ; > 1); change of parity, yes. It turns out

that the inclusion of terms of the first order in vie gives the same selection

rules. Transitions forbidden by the selection rules (9-6.4) and (9-6.5) but

allowed by the rules given above are first forbidden.

For more details on forbidden transitions we refer to the literature.

Some typical numerical examples are given in Table 9-1. Note that

for forbidden transitions the evaluation of/r must take into account the

proper form of the spectrum, which, as pointed out before, may be

different from the normal Fermi spectrum.

Up to now we have accounted for two main results: the form of the

beta spectrum and the relation between energy and lifetime (// values).

We shall now consider other, more refined experiments, most of which

have been performed since 1956.

9-7 Further Experiments on the Beta Interaction

Further experiments relevant lo the analysis of the beta interaction

are those on

:

1. The asymmetry of beta emission by polarized nuclei.

2. The measurement of the helicily of the neutrino.

3. The observation of a«»p« (helicity of the electron).

4. The observation of the electron-neutrino angular correlation.

5. The observation of circular polarization of gamma rays which

follow beta decay and arc emitted in a certain direction with respect to

the electron.

6. The simultaneous measurement of the angular correlation of

neutron spin direction, electron momentum, and anlineulrino momentum
in neutron decay.

We shall limit ourselves to qualitative arguments and to the main



points, without following the historical order. (1) The first experiment

demonstrated the nonconscrvation of parity and has already been dis-

cussed. (2) We shall discuss an experiment that has established an im-

portant fact, namely, that the neutrino has helicily - 1, or is left-handed

(M. Goldhabcr, Grodzins, and Sunyar, 1958). The experiment (Fig. 9-18)

is as follows: Eu152m undergoes K capture to become Sm152
. The K

capture is followed by emission of a gamma ray of 961 keV. Eu 152m and

the ground stale of Sm 182 have spin 0. The angular momentum carried off

by the neutrino and by the gamma ray must therefore balance the angular

momentum brought to the nucleus by the K capture, whose magnitude

is £. Let the axis of quantization be the direction of motion of the gamma
quantum, and my , m„ and />?# represent the components (in this direc-

tion) of the angular momentum of the gamma ray, of the neutrino, and

of the captured electron. Clearly, then,
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m.. - ± I m„ = ±\ m K = ±... ! (9-7.1)
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Figure 9-18 The Goldhabcr-Grodzins Sunyar experiment to determine the hclicity of the neutrino.

(a) The experimental arrangement. The analyzing magnets select a circular polarization of gamma
rays. The S1T12O3 scatters preferentially nuclear fluorescence radiation into the sodium iodide detector.

(b) Level schemes of samarium 132
. The radiation following K capture excites the 961-keV state of

Sm 152 as indicated by the double arrow. This state decays emitting lines of 961 and 839 keV which

arc observed.
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We also have
m

y
+ m„ + ma =

and this leads to two possibilities:

or
my

— 1 rn„ = -i m& =

(9-7.2)

(9-7.3)

m
y
= -

1

m, = I mK - i (9-7.4)

Observation of the circular polarization of the downward, 960-keV

gamma ray indicates that

m
y
= -1

m. = + 4

(9-7.5)

or 2nvpy
- 1 (9-7.6)

To determine the helicity of the neutrino, we still have to find its

momentum. It will be shown shortly that momentum is opposite to that

of the gamma ray. We conclude from this that the helicity of the neutrino

is negative:

3? = 2p„-m„ = - 1 (9-7.7)

To show that the momentum of the neutrino is opposite to that of the

gamma ray, we note that nuclear resonance scattering of gamma rays

occurs only if the source moves toward the scattcrer (cf. Chap. 8) at

the time of the gamma emission. This happens only if the preceding

ejection of the neutrino has occurred in the opposite direction, because

then the nuclear recoil moves the nucleus in the direction of the gamma
ray. The use of gamma rays that arc resonance-scattered by an Sm
target ensures the condition mentioned above. A helicity — 1 for the

neutrino is thus directly proved.

On the basis of indirect arguments, we believe that the helicity of v

is + 1, i.e., that the antineutrino is right-handed. This is consistent with

an intrinsic difference between v and v, as discussed in Sec. 9-2.

For point 3, helicity of the electrons in beta decay, several measure-

ments have been made on P32
, Co60

, Na2Z
, Ga66 -6 ", Au198

, and others.

The result is a value for the helicity of +v/c for positrons and of -vjc
for electrons in all cases examined. The experimental errors of these

measurements are, however, rather large. The principle of the most direct

experiments [see, for example, Ullman, Frauenfelder, Lipkin, and Rossi,

Phys. Rev, 122, 536 (1961)] is to scalier beta rays of chosen momentum
on a thin foil of magnetized iron. Two electrons of each iron atom are

oriented parallel to the magnetizing field, which is parallel or antiparallel

to the momentum of the impinging beta rays. The electron-electron

scattering depends on the mutual spin orientation being greater for

antiparallel than for parallel spin. The same is true for electron-positron

collisions in the relativislic case (Fig. 9-19).

It is therefore possible by changing the direction of magnetization

in the iron to determine the degree of longitudinal polarization of the

beta rays. Experiments of type 5 support this result, Wc thus have the

important results summarized in Table 9-2.



Table 9-2 Hclicities

Panicle V i e c>

Hclicity -1 1 -p/e VjC

These helicities are the maximum possible for v and v, and they are

consistent with the two-component theory of the neutrino (see Sec. 9-8).

Hence we can define the neutrino as a left-handed particle and the anti-

neutrino as a right-handed particle.

Experiments of type 6 show that in beta decay electrons are generated

together with antineutrinos and positrons are generated together with

neutrinos. The relation of this fact to the angular correlation between

positron and neutrino momentum may be seen in the case of a beta

transition occurring without change of angular momentum. The neutrino

and the positron, having helicities of opposite sign, must tend to move
parallel in order not to carry away angular momentum; hence they will

show an angular correlation. Similar qualitative arguments are valid in

other cases.
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9-8 Theory of the Beta Interaction

We now come to an important point of the theory of beta decay,

which, of necessity, can be explained only by the use of fairly advanced

quantum-mechanical methods. Rather than leave this argument un-

touched, we shall try to give some idea of the subject, referring for more

complete treatment and proofs to the modern literature. A simple

treatment of the quantum mechanics needed for this section is available

in, for example (Ma 57), and a good review, with applications to beta

decay is given by Konopinski and by Lipkin's papers listed in the bibliog-

raphy of this chapter.

Figure 9-19 Basic arrangement for the measurement of electron and positron helicity by Moller

and Bhabha scattering. 5, source; M, monochromator; F, thin iron foil magnetized in the direction

of arrow; D, detectors; C, coincidence. Electrons scattered by polarized electrons of the foil are

detected, using the coincidences between the two electrons. The cross section depends on the mu-
tual orientation of the spins. A change of the direction of magnetization in the foil thus affects the

scattering cross section if the incident electrons are longitudinally polarized. [Frauenfelder et al.]
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We have already pointed out that the matrix clement of beta decay

contains four wave functions linearly. Now the panicles involved are all

fcrmions of spin |, and their eigenfunctions should be four-component

spinors in rclativistic (Dirac) theory. This is certainly the case for the

nucleons and the electron; the fact that the neutrino has a mass and

that the beta interaction is not parity-conserving makes possible a simpler

description of that particle (with two components only). We shall touch

on this description later. For the time being, if each particle is described

by a spinor and we want the interaction hamikonian to be a scalar, we
must combine the four spinors two at a time in forms that may be a

scalar, vector, tensor, axial vector, or pseudoscalar; then we combine
two of these pairs of scalars, vectors, etc., in such a way as to form a

scalar.

In his original work Fermi explicitly chose a form in which the beta

radiation is generated proportionally to the leptonic current. This choice

was suggested by the analogy with electromagnetic radiation, which is

also generated in proportion to the electric current.

»Thc four-current producing the transition in Dirac's theory is written

as

where the y,, are the 4x4 Dirac matrices defined by

y5
2 = y,,

2 = 1 y^y, + yvy„ = 23
/((

, /v - 1 • • • 4

r&Yfi + y ;,y5 =
or explicitly, for instance:

/A: -
- iff*

iff*

k =1,2,3 yt =
1

-1
ya =

0-1

-1

(9-8.1)

(9-8.2)

(9-8.3)

where the ak arc the 2x2 Pauli matrices and 1 is the 2x2 unit matrix.

The i/f,), i/>„ arc the proton, neutron four-component Dirac wave functions,

and \p is yp' y.\ where \p
+ means the hermitian conjugate of i/'.

Fermi then assumed as the hamiltonian for the beta-decay inter-

action

11 = S (<f'pY,<'pn)(>[>ey,A) + hermitian conj. = gV (9-8.4)

The factors in this interaction arc four-vectors; hence the name vector

interaction. This form of interaction produces the F selection rules. Since

there are allowed transitions obeying GT selection rules, we must have

other terms in the interaction to produce them. One of the other possible

choices is

H = gfohfldj&rtffilte + b.c a gA (9-8.5)

The factors in this interaction arc axial vectors, hence the name axial-

vector interaction.

A linear combination of these two is also admissible. There are

other possible choices, e.g., scalar, giving rise Lo F selection rules, and



tensor, giving rise to GT selection rules (see Fig. 9-20). But these choices

predict a wrong angular correlation between the direction of the neutrino

and the direction of the electron. Therefore we discard them. To see

this point, at least qualitatively, consider the fact that in an F transition

a right-handed antineutrino (helicity + 1) must be accompanied by an

electron of opposite spin, because together they carry off zero angular

momentum. Electrons, according to Table 9-2, are generated with negative

helicity; thus the momenta of electron and antineutrino must tend to be

parallel, as predicted by calculations based on vector interaction.

Calculations based on scalar interaction favor antiparallclism between

the momenta and make the interaction unacceptable. •
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In GT transitions electrons and antineutrinos have parallel spin,

because together they carry away one unit of angular momentum. The

antineutrino has helicity +1, the electron is generated with negative

helicity, and hence they must tend to have opposite momenta, as cal-

culations based on axial-vector interaction predict. Calculations based

on tensor interaction favor parallelism between the momenta and make

the interaction unacceptable.

The situation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 9-20 and Table 9-3.

Experimental verification is secured by measuring the electron momentum
and the nuclear recoil. The neutrino momentum is then calculated on

the principle of momentum conservation. When the electron and

aniineutrino tend to move parallel to each other, large values of the

(8- decay

GT interaction

M =
1

U
A:\ - --cos<

3 c

1 «
T:\ + --cos 1

3 C

F interaction

/ = -»/ =

V:\ + -cos 9
c

5:1 cos
c

p • decay

GT interaction

M = 1

A A — — - cos
3 c

H
v
= -1

T:\ + - - cos
i c

F interaction

/ = -> / =

V: 1 + - cos e
c

5:1 - -cosfl
c

Figure 9-20 Correlations of neutrino helicities and beta interactions. The interactions and helicities

realized in nature arc framed in squares and represented by solid lines; other alternative interactions

not realized in nature are unframed and represented by dashed lines. Angle is the angle between

p„ and p e .
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Momenta of e i

and v or v Parallel Opposite

OT Tensor Axial vector

Fermi Vector Scalar

nuclear-recoil momentum arc favored. When the electron and antineutrino

tend to move in opposite directions, small nuclear recoils arc favored.

Observing the recoil nucleus energy or momentum distribution in

the pure GT transition occurring, for example, in He6
, and comparing it

with the calculated one, we conclude that GT transitions are associated

with the axial-vector interaction (see Fig. 9-4). From similar arguments

and experiments for Ar35
, for example, we conclude that F transitions

arc due to the vector interactions.

A linear combination

g(CAA I CrV) (9-8.6)

is also admissible.

Expression (9-8.6) for the hamiltonian, is not, however broad

enough to describe beta decay, because the expression is parity-conserv-

ing. Lee and Yang have generalized Eq. (9-8.6), obtaining parity violation

by writing

H = g Ztf'pOtfnM'eOiiCi + Q'n)#»] + c.c. (9-8.7)
i-V,.\

where Ov is the V operator of Eq. (9-8.4) and A is the A operator of

Eq. (9-8.5). This hamiltonian brings about parity nonconscrvation by
the simultaneous presence of the two terms in the square brackets. If

either C or C' vanishes, the hamiltonian conserves parity.

Consider now the behavior of// when we perform the operation of

space inversion (P), when we replace a particle by its antiparticlc (charge

conjugation C), or when we invert the direction of time (T).

Investigation of Eq. (9-8.7) shows that these operations leave its

form unchanged except for the coefficients (complex numbers) C and

C'. These are changed by the transformation indicated in Tabic 9-4.

There is an important theorem, due to Schwinger, Liiders, and Pauli,

which states that under very broad conditions, and certainly for theories

developed up to now, the hamiltonian is invariant under the operation

CPT (the order of C, T, P is unimportant). This theorem is trivial for

electromagnetic and strong interactions, where the hamiltonian is in-

variant for each operation, but becomes very important in weak inter-

actions, where invariance for P is certainly violated. Wc shall postulate

that in this case invariance under lime reversal is preserved, and hence

that invariance for the product CP is also preserved. Its meaning is easily



Table 9-4 Changes of Coefficient of C and C under

Different Transformations
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Transformation C c of Eq. (9-8.7)

Theory of the
Spate inversion {P) c -c C = or C = Beta
Charge conjugation (C) c* -C* C real, and C' imag. or

C imag. and C real
Interaction

Time reversal (7") c* c* C, C both real

TCP c c Automatically satisfied

illustrated with reference to Fig. 9-9. Part (b) of this figure becomes correct

as drawn, provided cobalt is replaced by its charge conjugate, i.e., by a

nucleus derived from ordinary cobalt by replacing each proton by an

antiproton and each neutron by an anlineutron. Although this experi-

ment is at present practically unfeasible with nuclei, similar experiments

with positive and negative mesons support CP invariance.

The decay of mesons is similar to beta decay and here two pairs of

charge-conjugate particles arc known: the positive and negative pion

and the positive and negative muon (see Chaps. 13 and 14). For each pair

the decay process of particle and antiparlicle are mirror images of each

other. Thus in these cases the CP transformation gives a result in agree-

ment with experiment. This, together with the CPT theorem, proves the

T invariance in these cases.

Because T invariance is very likely to be correct in general and be-

cause it simplifies further discussion appreciably, we shall make use of

it. If it should be found experimentally that time-reversal invariance is

violated, a more elaborate discussion would be needed. Such discussions

are available in the literature.

Time-reversal invariance requires, as stated above, that coefficients

Ca, Ci and Cv, C\'. be real. Another important relation among the

Ca.v coefficients derives from the hclicities given in Table 9-2. These

values produce the relations

Ca — C, Cv = Cv (9-8.8)

which is equivalent to accepting a two-component theory of the neutrino

in which the neutrino eigenfunctions arc obtained by applying the

projection operator (J) (I ± ys) to the ordinary ip v . One has then

i(l ± Y5)<P V = <p
- (9-8.9)

The upper sign gives left-handed, and the lower sign right-handed

neutrinos. The experimental finding, that only left-handed neutrinos

(right-handed antineutrinos) exist, indicates that only the upper sign in

the operator \{\ ± y$) is realized in nature, and in turn this produces

CA = + c; cv = + c; (9-8.10)
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H = g2.Ci($pOi<l>„)[$eOt(l + ys)^J + c.c. (9-8.11)

To complete the analysis we must next find the ratio Ca/Cy and the
Beta Decay universal constant g. A study of the beta decay of the neutron and of

some other especially suitable nuclei answers these questions.

9-9 Quantitative Study of Some Matrix Elements

To obtain numerical results, we first introduce a considerable sim-

plification by treating the nuclear part of the matrix element in a non-

relativistic approximation. This is permissible because o«/c is relatively

small. We need to consider, then, only the two large components of the

four-component nuclear eigcnfunclions. The matrix elements corres-

ponding to vector interaction in this approximation are simply

f

I

Ufm dr = My (9-9.1)

whereas those corresponding to axial-vector interaction arc

uf*au ( dr - A/gt (9-9.2)

where a is an axial-vector operator whose components are the Pauli

spin matrices.

Transitions of the first type, having nuclear matrix element My,
are Fermi transitions; those of the second type arc Gamow Teller transi-

tions. It is clear from the orthogonallity of the nuclear wavefunctions

that My vanishes if initial and final states are different (e.g., have different

I values) except for the transformation of a neutron into a proton and

that A/gt requires also a spin flip in order not to vanish. In particular,

the initial and final state (in each case) must have the same parity.

Here we see how the parity-nonconserving beta decay imposes a

condition on the relative parity of the initial and final nuclear slate.

We may go one step further and try to evaluate My and M(jt in

specific cases. We note also that for practical purposes one needs an Mif,

where the bar indicates average over initial and sum over final z com-
ponents of angular momentum.

The simplest cases are those in which a single neutron becomes a

proton, or vice versa, without any other change in the cigenfunction.

Examples are the decay of the free neutron without spin flip and the

decay of O14 to an excited state of N 11
, both having 1 = 0. For the first

case My 2 = 1 ; for the second, \My\2 = 2. For the decay of the free

neutron with spin flip

Marl2 - 3 (9-9.3)

The evaluation of these matrix elements follows from Eqs. (9-9.1) and

(9-9.2), but we shall not develop the relevant calculations. We have



assumed that the interactions operative in beta decay arc of the ,4 and V
type only. The first gives rise to GT selection rules, the second to F
selection rules.

Under this assumption we can calculate (gCv)
2 from a transition

allowed only by F selection rules and for which \Mg\9 is calculable. Such

is the decay of O 14
. One then has

g2G.2 =
2tt3 «? 1

|AfP|* /jiV ft

(9-9.4)

which gives with \MF Z = 2 and with the observed// of 3,071 sec (see

Table 9-1)

gCv - 1.41 ± 0.01 x 10-19 crgcm3

For the neutron we can write similarly

1 2tt3A'

ft --
I

(9-9.5)

(9-9.6)

with A/[.:
2 = 1, |A/Gt|

z = 3, and with an observed ft of 1,187 sec (sec

Table 9-1). The ratio between// (neutron) and// (O 11
) then gives

2CV

or

Ck2 + 3d"

CA
*

- 0.381

CV 2
= 1.42 = 0.08

(9-9.7)

(9-9.8)

The study of neutron beta decay also gives information as to the relative

sign of Cy and C..|.
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reactor face

V/ coil brass

shields

copper window

0.005 in. thick

\

beta counter

magnetic shield

photomultiplicr

plastic

scintillator

15 ft

u V*1

monitor

proton counter

to pump
special dynodes

dynodc structure

of photomultiplicr

cobalt copper mirror aluminum
mirror surface backing mounting bar

12 in.

Figure 9-21 Horizontal section through the center of the apparatus used for studying the decay of

polarized neutrons. [Burgy, Krohn, Novcy, Ringo, and Telegdi, Phys. Rev., 120, 1829 (I960).]
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It has been possible to measure experimentally the pc-I and
p,,-I angular correlation in neutron decay (Figs. 9-21 and 9-22). A beam
of polarized neutrons (see Chaps. 10 and 12) passed into an evacuated
tank, and both the electrons and the recoil protons coming from the decay
in flight are observed. It is found that there is a very small negative

angular correlation between I and pe and a strong positive correlation

between I and pv . This is evidence that the coefficients CA and Cv have
opposite sign, as indicated in Fig. 9-23. Their magnitude is not very

different: one has

\Ca\
(9-9.9)

\Cv\
= 1.19 + 0.02

The g constant derived from the Ou, AF, and C1M ft parameter

has the value

g= (1.41 ± 0.01) x 10-49 ergcm3 (9-9.10)

We summarize in Table 9-5 some of the most important experiments

relevant to beta decay, their immediate interpretation, and their theoreti-

cal consequences.

9-10 Conservation of Lcptons

We assume that the reader knows the nomenclature and some of the

relevant facts about muons and other particles discussed in Chaps.

13 and 14. In particular, recall that "lcptons" are fcrmions, which are

lighter than the nucleon (i.e., the ncutrinos,clectrons,and muons and their

grid *2
+ 4,900 V

first dynode x|

of proton

grid #1
-,6,500 V

\jneulron
beam

scintillation

crystal
-j

of beta

counter

/
lead shield

(grounded)

tank wall (ground)

Figure 9-22 Detector arrange-

ment for measurement of the

correlation between the direc-

tions of neutron spin and anti-

neutrino momentum. This is a

cross section of the detector part

of Fig. 9-21.



charge conjugates or antiparticles). For the time being, no distinction

will be made between the two kinds of neutrinos (sec Sec. 9-2). Each

particle is assigned a leptonic number as follows:

/ = 1 for e~, ix~, v = vi. (helicity = - 1)

/ = - 1 for e •
,
p+, v = vR (helicity = + 1)

/ = for all other particles

(9-10.1)
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Table 9-5 Main Features of Beta Decay

Experiment Immediate consequence Theory

Form of beta spectrum Three-body decay

Cobalt 60 asymmetry

Inverse beta decay

// of O"* (0 ->0 •)

transition

yiofirc:«(0- - 1-) tran-

sition

// of neutron (1+ -r J-)

Recoil spectrum in E

transition (Ar**)

Recoil spectrum in GT
transition (He 6

)

Recoil in K capture

Eu1M -*Sm»«
Electron polarization

measurements:

Co", Na*», CI* etc.

Decay of polarized

neutrons"

A = -0.11 ± 0.02;

B = 0.88 ± 0.15;

D m -0.04 ± 0.07;

a = 0.09 ±0.11

Nonconscrvation of parity

and no charge conjugation

invariance

Distinction between neutrino

and antineutrino

F selection rules

GT selection rules

Allowed by E and GT selec-

tion rules

Angular correlation cv

(1 + ay{v c) cos B,.J) with

ar = +1

Angular correlation tv

(1 + (1(:t(v'c) cos Brv )
with

Oct = - I

Helicity of v = — 1

P = +«»/« for«*-

P = — a/e for e

Intensity ~ 1 + aq'v.'e +
l'[A{v/e) + flq +
Dfyje) x qj

Spectra of B 1 * and N' 1 * Form of spectra

Neutrino mass, statistics,

spin; general form of

theory

Interaction V and or S

Interaction T and or A

Cot - |Cf|» = 1.42

Interaction V

Interaction A

Cs = -Cs ; Cy = C,'
(

Cr i — C'r ; CA = C.t

D = time-reversal

invariance

Values of A, I) give

Cy = Ca ; other

C, and C'
(
=

a = gives

|C\,|* = \C, -

Conserved current

theory

" I = neutron spin, q = unit vector in the direction of neutrino velocity, v =

electron velocity.
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n -+p -J- e~ + v

7T+ -*•/*+ + 1/

/x+ -> e^ + v + v

M~ + p -> n + v

K+ -»jU+ + V

7r+ - > e r + V

p -> n + e~ + v

TT~ ->
fj.~

— V

/i"-»r + v-ri'

/x+ + n ->/>+ + i/

K~ -* /j.- + v

tt~ -> e~ + v

(9-10.2)

e+ + e~ -> 2y

it appears that the number of leptons on the right side of the equation
is equal to that on the left. This equality is called the law of conservation
of leptons. It is valid regardless of the interaction operative in the re-

action.

The leptonic number of one particle, the e~, say, is arbitrary. But
once it is decided that /for e~ is - 1, the conservation of leptons assigns

to v -defined by the first of Eqs. (9-10.2)— the leptonic number -1,
and to v defined by the second, the leptonic number +1, because e v

according to the last equation (9-10.2) has/= - I. Similarly, other leptonic

numbers are uniquely determined. Equations (9-10.2) have a physical

content; e.g., the helicilies of neutrino and antincutrino differ and
the consequent angular correlations are sometimes observable.

+

the spin (axial vector A
)

corresponds to

the rotation as indicated

Figure 9-23 Angular correlations in neutron decay, ft, spin direction; A
, momentum direction.

The physical significance of the relative sign of V and A is indicated. The combination A-V shows
no angular correlation p e I« and a strong positive correlation p; • I„. In the combination A + V
(in dashed square) there would be strong negative pc • I„ correlation and no p. • I„ correlation.



The origin of the law of conservation of leptons, as well as of the

similar law of conservation of nucleons, is unknown. Although no

exception to lepton conservation is known, one fails to observe certain

reactions that one would expect if the assignments in Eqs. (9-10.2) were

correct and complete. For instance, the reaction

lir -* er + y (9-10.3)

would be obtained from

yr -> e~ + v + v (9-10.4)

by the suppression of the neutrino-antineutrino pairs. In fact the branch-

ing ratio is less than 10 ". This raised the suspicion that there might be

more than one kind of neutrino. Direct experiment (see Sec. 9-2) has

now shown that this is the case.

The discovery of two types of neutrinos, vg and v
H , complicates the

classification of leptons because Eqs. (9-10.2) give ambiguous results

unless, in addition to fixing the leptonic number of the electron, we make
some further assumption. There are several competing schemes for

assigning additional quantum numbers; and they are experimentally

distinguishable, although the experiments are difficult. One of the

simplest is to introduce, besides the leptonic number as defined in Eq.

(9-10.1), a muonic number of + 1 for /x and v
f, - 1 for /x~ and i>

t
„ and

for all other particles. If we assume that leptonic number and muonic
number arc separately conserved, some of the reactions in Eqs. (9-10.2)

are written

/x- -> er + v, + v."
(9-10.5)

n ->p - e + ve n~ + p -* n + v
/t

It is also apparent that the reaction p- -*e~ + y is forbidden because

the muonic number is not conserved.
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9-1 1 Universal Fermi Interaction

It has been noted by many physicists thai the phenomenon of the

decay of the mu meson into an electron and a v + v pair is closely

analogous to ordinary beta decay. For instance, the decay of the meson
may be described in a manner very closely resembling the description

of neutron decay if we replace

by
e IV

(9-11.1)

(9-11.2)

P "

e~ ii

and use an interaction of the form

g{V- A)

The value of g in mu-meson decay differs no more than 3 per cent

from the value derived from neutron decay, provided that we write

the interaction for the neutron as

'("-IN •»§-'- 1.19 (9-11.3)



374 It is then very tempting to assume Eq. (9-8.11) as the fundamental law
of beta decay. It is possible that there are enough subsidiary corrections

in the beta decay of the neutron, due to mesonic effects, to account for
CHAPTER y the different coefficients of Fand A appearing in Eq. (9-1 1.3).

Beta Decay Feynman and Gell-Mann have developed some theoretical argu-

ments to explain why the coefficient of Fis unaffected in passing from
the system pnev to the system new, whereas the coefficient of A is modi-
fied. The change is attributed to pionic effects that cancel out exactly for

the J' part and affect only the A part.

The Feynman and Gell-Mann hypothesis, called the "conserved

vector current" theory, gives an especially elegant formulation of the

beta interaction, based on analogies with electromagnetism, and yields

automatically the V-A form of the weak interaction. Important experi-

mental support for this theory has come from recent experiments by
Lee, Mo, and Wu (1963). They have shown that the bela-ray spectra in

the decays of B12 and N12 to C12 take a form that can be accounted for

quantitatively by the conserved vector current theory.

Other detailed information is obtained by studying the energy dis-

tribution of the electrons coming from muonic decay. This distribution is

given by

JV(e) dt = 4<f2[3(l - e) + |p(4e - 3)] de (9-11.4)

where e = EfEmdM and p is a parameter (Michel, 1949) having the value

if two identical neutrinos are emitted in the decay. If different neutrinos,

or if a neutrino and an antineulrino, are emitted, p assumes the value f,

close to the experimental values found, which range from 0.69 to 0.79.

This evidence confirms the assignment of Eq. (9-10.4) in the case of

muon decay.

The similarity between mu and neutron decay has suggested that

four fermions, chosen according to the rule shown in Fig. 9-24, always

interact with the V-A form of the Fermi interaction. Up to now calcula-

tions of known phenomena uphold this hypothesis, at least for the inter-

actions considered in Puppi's triangle (Fig. 9-24). One side of the triangle

indicates beta decay, in which the four fermions

n -> p + e~ + i"e

(«./>)

Figure 9-24 Puppi's triangle. Fermions at the vertices

of the triangle interact with the universal Fermi inter-

action. The pairs (n,v,,)(e,ve) correspond to the mu decay,

the pairs (/',>',,)(«,/?) correspond to the capture of a mu
meson in a nucleus, the pairs (e,ve)(n,p) to the beta

(**, v) <A "«) decay.



participate. The second side indicates muon decay, with /x~ -> e~ + ve

+ v
lt

involved. The third side, with n-yp + n' + v,, involved, corres-

ponds to the capture of a /u~ by a proton, which becomes a neutron,

while a neutrino is emitted.

Every process mentioned has several variations depending on the

electric charge of the particles involved: thus in beta decay we include

positive- and negative-electron emission and orbital-electron capture,

etc.

The decay of the pi meson according to the equation

tr+pr + tj (9-11.5)

may be thought of as a two-step process involving an intermediate

virtual nucleon-antinucleon state

->n + p -+!*.- + v (9-11.6)

Particularly instructive is the comparison of the normal mode of

decay, Eq. (9-11.5) with the rare mode of decay

r--+e + ve (9-11.7)

which occurs about 10 A as frequently as the normal decay (Fazzini,

Fidecaro, et al., 1960). We may think of this process as being due to the

two-step process

n- -> n + p -* e~ + ve (9-11.8)

perfectly analogous to Eq. (9-11.6). In calculating the branching ratio

between the decays in Eqs. (9-1 1.5) and (9-1 1.7) we first have to include

a statistical factor depending on the momentum space available for the

final state. This factor for a two-body decay is

UN

~d~E

4-rrp2 dp
1

(9-11.9)
(IrthfdEo 2irWc\ +Vfc

and clearly favors 'the rare mode of decay. In fact considered alone it

would give for the ratio of the decay constants Ae/A^,:

Ml + v/c),
= (m,* + mj) (m* - me

2
)
2 _

A/
2U + v/c). (m,» + m„2

) (/».« - mW " (9-11.10)

The second-order matrix element is more complicated to compute;

however, it contains essentially two factors : one corresponding to the first-

step dissociation into the nucleon-antinucleon pair. This factor is common
to both modes of decay and cancels out in the branching ratio. The second

factor depends on the two legs of Puppi's triangle involved in the transi-

tions, and for a V-A interaction it is proportional to 1 - (v/c). Expressing

this factor through the masses of the particles involved, the branching

ratio results:

A„ \mj
me \- (m„2 - in/) 2

2N2
„,.„, (m n

2 - mf)

in excellent agreement with experiment.

= 1.3 x 10-1 (9-11.11)
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37^ The calculation of the absolute decay constant of the pion, which is

beyond the scope of this book (sec, for instance, Konopinski, 1959)

confirms the universal Fermi interaction.
CHAPTER J Another rare and particularly interesting mode of decay of the pion

Beta Decay is

77 • > 77° -f e+ + vf

If we compare the particles involved to

n -> p + e + ve

the analogy with ordinary beta decay is apparent. This decay, which
has been observed, has a branching ratio of the order of 10-8, to be

compared with the result of an exact calculation, based on the con-

served-current hypothesis, giving 1.2 x IO-8 . The precise measurement
would be important as a test of the conserved-current hypothesis.

The problem of whether or not all other weak interactions involving

the so-called "strange particles" (see Chap. 15) can be fitted into this

scheme or in a generalization of the Puppi triangle remains unsolved.
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Problems

9-1 Suppose that the cross section for the interaction or neutrinos with

cither protons or neutrons is 10 l3 cm- per nucleoli. Taking the mean density

of the earth as 5 g cm 3 and the radius as 6 x I06 m, what is the probability

that a neutrino will pass through the interior of the earth without interac-

ting along the way?

9-2 The nucleus 3oZn 6 - can decay either by positron emission or by K
capture. The maximum kinetic energy for the positron is 0.66 McV. («) Cal-

culate the maximum neutrino energy in positron decay, (b) Calculate the neu-

trino energy emitted in A.' capture. Neglect recoil and electron binding-energy

corrections.

9-3 (a) A certain number of nuclei can decay by electron emission, by

positron emission, and by electron capture. Give arguments to show that

only odd /., even A nuclei can have this property, (b) 2»CuM is such a

nucleus. From the atomic masses given below, calculate (i) the maximum

B- and B~ kinetic energies, (ii) the neutrino energy in electron capture, and

(iii) the kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus in electron capture. Relevant

atomic masses:

29Cuw 63.92976 amu
...jNi" 1 63.92796 amu

30ZnM 63.92914 amu

9-4 In what energy interval is L capture possible, A' capture impossible?

See whether you can find any example of this phenomenon.

9-5 Re187 decays by electron emission into Os187
. The energy of the decay

is 2 kcV. As a consequence, the interactions between the decay electron and



37" the atomic electrons (negligible in ordinary cases) significantly affect the
decay constant. Estimate the effects.

9-6 Calculate the allowed energy distribution of beta-decay electrons,
CHAPTER 9 assuming that the neutrino has a very small rest mass m„. Show that for

Beta Decay energies near the upper limit, the shape of the distribution changes markedly
from that obtained in the case of m v

= 0.

9-7 Estimate the difference between the decay constants of neutral Be 7

and twice-ionized Be 7
, using even crudely approximate wave functions.

Suppose that it were possible to produce Bc7 -+- What would be its mean life?

9-8 Show that the muon and neutron decay give the same value of g.
9-9 Suppose we want to show that in beta decay only one neutrino is

emitted (and not, say, two). Calculate the electron momentum distribution

when two neutrinos are emitted. (Note: In this case, the momentum of the
electron does not determine the momenta of the two neutrinos, and in the
phase-space distribution both the electron momentum and one of the neutrino
momenta enter as variables. To get the expected electron distribution, it is

necessary to integrate over values of the neutrino momentum.)
9-10 Plot the form of a beta spectrum as a function of momentum or

energy. How docs one pass from the data obtained directly from a magnetic
spectrometer to a Kurie plot?

9-11 Calculate the GT-matrix element for the neutron and show that
it is 3.

9-12 Calculate the F-matrix element for the neutron and show that it

is 1.

9-13 Show that from Fig. 9-12 one obtains the Kurie plot of Fig. 9-13.



CHAPTER X

The Two-Body Systems

and Nuclear Forces

ILn this chapter we shall begin to deal wilh specific nuclear

forces. The nature of these forces is still incompletely understood, and it is

impossible to present them in- a closed deductive form, as one can

electromagnetic forces. We shall use instead a semiempirical approach,

starting from the simplest facts. The scattering of neutrons on protons

and the binding of the nuclei show immediately that nonclectromagnetic

forces must be involved. Scattering experiments show also that these

forces have short range; that is, their "sphere of influence" has a radius

of the order of 10~ 13 cm. Their intensity over such short distances

is large compared with that of electric forces, otherwise nuclei would

disintegrate under the Coulomb repulsion of the protons.

The facts, summarized in the semiempirical mass formula of

Chap. 6, also allow us to draw several other conclusions in regard to

nuclear forces, most notably that the binding energy of a nucleus is pro-

portional to the number of nuclcons and that the density of nuclear

matter is approximately constant. This leads us to conclude that

nuclear forces have a "saturation property" similar to the one exhibited

by the forces that act between molecules in solids and liquids.

The Yukawa theory postulates that nuclear forces arc due to a

field, the quanta of which are the pi mesons. From this point of view

the first step in studying nuclear forces should be the investigation

of the pion-nucleon interaction. One should then be able to derive the

nucleon-nucleon interaction. This program has not been completed

as yet, and it involves a number of complications.

To surmount the various difficulties one at a time, we shall start

with phenomenologically the simplest problem: the interaction

between two nuclcons. The study of the neutron-proton system, in

which there are no complications raised by electromagnetic forces (the

purely magnetic spin-spin interaction is negligible) or by Pauli's principle,

will be our first step. We shall at first neglect spin, although later we shall

be forced to introduce it in order to account for the experimental facts.

The comparison of the results for the neutron-proton system wilh those

for the proton-proton system will lead us to introduce the concept of

isotopic spin. Finally we shall consider the extension of the results

379
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obtained to systems containing more than two nucleons. The treatment
will be essentially phenomcnological. The connection with meson
theory will be sketched in Chap. 14.

10-1 The Deuteron

The empirical facts about the deuteron are: binding energy, 2.22452

± 0.00020 MeV; spin 1; magnetic moment, 0.85741 nuclear magne-
tons; electric quadrupolc moment +2.74 x I0-27 cm2

. Moreover, we
have extensive and precise data on the neutron-proton scattering cross

section and on the photodisintegration of the deuteron over a large

interval of energies.

The simplest possible model of a bound neutron-proton system
(that is, of a deuteron) is obtained by considering an attractive force

between them, having a square-well potential of radius m and depth Ko.

The binding energy makes necessary a relation between ro and Ko
(Fig. 10-1).

Because we shall find that the potential depends on the relative

spin orientation, we shall indicate its depth by Vt for triplet states and
by Vx for singlet stales.

The value of the spin of the deuteron and the value of the magnetic

moment, which is nearly the sum of the magnetic moments of the proton

u = ri/i

MeV
for potential

Figure 10-1 Potential well and eigenfunction for rectangular well, s, singlet-state eigenfunction,

zero energy; r, triplet-state eigenfunction, zero energy normalized as indicated in text; gs, ground-
state eigenfunction (not normalized). B - 2.226 MeV.

radius of well n = 2.04 F Vt « - 25.5 MeV
radius of well rs = 2.37 F Vs = - 16.6 MeV
y-1 = 4.32 F



and neutron, show that the orbital motion in the ground state of the

deuteron has angular momentum 0, and that the spins are parallel.

Thus, we expect the deuteron ground state to be a 3Si state. However,

this assumption cannot be strictly true, because it would rule out an

electric quadrupolc moment, the expectation value of

<?Si\3z2 - r2
|

35i>

being for a spherically symmetric eigenfunction. We must conclude

that our assumption is only approximately correct. In fact, the eigen-

function of the ground state of the deuteron assigns a probability of

0.07 to finding a 3Di state and a probability of 0.93 to finding a 3Si

state.

There might also be a finite probability of finding a 3Pi stale of

opposite parity, because weak interactions do not conserve parity,

but quantitatively this effect is negligible.

The Schrddinger equation for the system in a 3Si state is then

d2u 2m
(10-1.1)

where m is the reduced mass MPM„!(MP + Mn) ~ M/2, u = /•</<(/•), and r

is the distance between the nucleons. If E is negative, the state is bound

and -£" is the binding energy. The solution of Eq. (10-1.1) for the

square-well potential is

u = A sin ktr

u = Be ><•'-'">

r s£ ro

r ^ ro

kt =
h
[M(E - Vt)\

m

y =
\ (A/|£,)"2
ft

(10-1.2)

and the continuity condition (which requires that u and u' arc continuous)

applied at ;• = ro gives

and also

u(r )

= ki colktro = —y

A = B E- Vj
(10-1.3)

The binding energy of the deuteron immediately gives [Eq. (10-1.2)]

y = 2.32 x 1012 cm '

The relation between the binding energy and ro and V% gives Vt

if m is known. Experiments on neutron-proton collisions at an energy

of several MeV give an approximate value of ro of the order of 10 13 cm
= 1 F. Electron scattering experiments have given (see Chap. 6)

a radius of the same order of magnitude. For the sake of definitcness

we shall assume that ro = 2.8 F, which corresponds to twice the

Compton wavelength h!m r c of the pion. This is a reasonable value from

the point of view of meson theory (see Chap. 14).
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Insertion of this value in Eq. (10-1.3) gives

Vt = -21 MeV (10-1.4)

The normalized eigenfunction corresponding to somewhat better

numerical values is plotted in Fig. 10-1. The normalization requires

4w/l2 sin* krdr UB* r
-.' A'

e-Z7(r r ) & = j (10-1.5)

With the values of ro and y as given above, the second integral is about
twice as large as the first. Hence, the nuclcons in the deuteron spend

only one-third of the time within the range of the nuclear force; two-

thirds of the time they arc at a distance larger than ro. A crude but simple

approximation to the normalized wave function is

u(r) -
ITT

V-l

(10-1.6)

\jy can be called the "radius" of the deuteron (4.32 F). This cal-

culation was made with a special form of the potential well. However,

a good part of the results obtained are independent of this special

form. An elegant mathematical development without unnecessary

assumptions about the form of the potential well will be found in

Appendix E.
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Figure 10-2 Total cross section of hydrogen atoms for neutron energies between 104 eV and

100 MeV. The total cross section in this energy interval is practically identical to the elastic cross

section. At low energies the clastic cross section tends to 20.3 b and the capture cross section

is 0.33 [2.200.X'(m Scc-i>] b, until one reaches energies comparable to the energy of the chemical

bond of hydrogen (I eV). Log-log plot. Energies and cross sections in the laboratory system.



10-2 Low-Energy Neutron-Proton Scattering

We can use the value (obtained above) of the depth of the potential

well to calculate neutron-proton scattering at low energy, i.e., under

conditions such that only .v waves are important (A > ro). Numerically

A = 9.10/£ 1/2
, where A is in fermis and £is the laboratory kinetic energy

in McV.
Measurements of the total n-p cross section have been made at

many energies because they arc practically and theoretically important.

Figure 10-2 gives the results. The substances employed are always

hydrogenous compounds or liquid hydrogen: it is impractical to use

atomic hydrogen. As it turns out, when the energy of the neutrons is

smaller than or comparable to the energy of the chemical bond of the

hydrogen atom, the molecule acts as a whole and the scattering cross

section is increased, approximately by a factor of 4, over the value that

would obtain for a free atom. The reason for the fourfold increase will be

discussed in Chap. 1 2. To avoid complications due to the chemical bond,

we shall compare cross sections at energies of several electron volts.

In this region we have a value of 20.3 barns for 1 < E < 1,000 eV,

constant within 1 or 2 per cent. Here A is still very large compared

with the range of nuclear forces, a condition which ensures that there

is only s-wavc (/ = 0) scattering. The result of the comparison is

that the experimental scattering cross section seems incompatible with

the potential well given above for the ground state (
:,

Si) of thedeuteron.

However, Wigner has pointed out that in /;-/; scattering the 'So state

is also important, and it is possible to reconcile the results of the scat-

tering experiments with the dcutcron binding energy if we give to the

potential well in the lSo state a depth of I 1.5 McV, instead of the 21

McV found for the triplet slate, assuming the same value of the well

radius n>. This means that the n-p force is strongly spin-dependent.

The following will justify the statements made above. Using a

result of scattering theory (sec Appendix D), we have

a = 4t7A-' sin'-' S () (10-2.1)

where So is the .v-wavc phase shift. This can easily be calculated for a

square well. If E <^ K(r), we can approximate the wave function with

two sine curves, one of which will correspond to the inside of the well

and will have a wavelength much shorter than that of the exterior

part of the wave function. In other words, inside the well (/• < ro) the

wave function will be curved. Outside the well (/• > ro) it will become

practically a straight line. The slope of the straight line at r = ro is

obtained by writing the function u for r < r where it obeys Eq.

(10-1.1) for zero energy (E—>0).

u" -
-JJ-^'

w - -Vi = 2\ MeV for r < r (10-2.2)

Its solution is
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with k t
-

(-2uK,)' =

n

u = A sinfttr

(21)"'

"
4.5 x I0- ,:)

...cm 10" cm (10-2.3)



3&1 The index / on k and V reminds us that we arc referring to the triplet

state (ground state of the deuteron).

For r > /•(> the wave function in the limit of zero energy is C(r - at);
CHAPTER 10 j t t |lus intercepts the ;• axis at abscissa r = at. The quantity en is called

The Two- the (triplet) "scattering length." (Some writers use a definition of scattcr-

Body Systems ing length differing in sign from this one. This is especially true of recent

and Nuclear work in high-energy physics.) Joining the two functions at ;• = r
,

Forces we have
"'('•(0

. , 1—
N
= kt cot k,r = (10-2.4)

or

at = ro - — tan fc<r = ''o (1 - — - tan ktra) (10-2.5)
Kt \ k t ro I

Now consideration of Fig. 10-1 shows that the phase shift 8 is simply
<v,/A. The straight line representing u is the limit for A > oo of a sine

curve with wavelength 2ttA; and this sine curve starts, not from the

origin, but from a point of abscissa «/. The sine function is thus

«u
(a

- T)
(10-2.6)

which means a phase shift

So = r
i
— (10-2.7)
A

and hence a limiting value for A -> cc of the cross section

at = 47rA2 sin2 S -* 4nar (10-2.8)

Using the value of kt corresponding to the potential derived from

the binding energy of the deuteron {V, =21 McV) and the usual r =
2.8 F. we obtain a = 4.4 barns, instead of the experimental value

of 20.36 ± 0.05 barns. Reasonable variations of ro do not modify this

result appreciably. Wc have, therefore, an apparent contradiction.

The way out was indicated by Wigncr (1935), who noted that the

scattering occurs not only in the triplet state, but in the singlet state

as well. The binding energy of the deuteron gives information only

about the triplet state; if the forces are spin-dependent, the singlet

potential may be different from the triplet one. We use then the observed

cross section to determine the singlet potential.

In collisions where the statistical weights determine the relative

probability of singlet and triplet states (that is, for unpolarized beams on
unpolarized targets), the singlet and triplet states are represented in the

ratio of I :3, as shown in Sec. 6-4. The cross section will then be

<r = .} <t,v + \ a t (10-2.9)

where a„ and er, indicate the cross section in singlet and triplet states.

We can use the calculated value at -— 4.4 barns and the experimental

information on a to calculate a 3 , and hence Vs. To fit the experimental

data, we must have (in barns)

20.36 = I (4.4) + \ «s (10-2.10)



from which <r„ = AttOs2 = 68 barns and a»\ = 23.6 F. This value of as

can be inserted in Eq. (10-2.5) or better, in its equivalent for alt to

find

ks =
{2^X^!1 = 5.28 x lOia cm i and V, - -11.5 MeV

*
(10-2.11)

The sign of ag is not determined by the simple measurement of the

cross section, which gives only a,8 . To obtain the sign, one uses inter-

ference effects appearing in scattering from ortho- and parahydrogen,

and one finds that a s is negative, whereas the sign of at is positive

(sec Chap. 12).

The scattering-length concept can be extended to energies other than

by defining the scattering length through the relation

-ka(k) = tan 8 (10-2.12)

which for k > agrees with Eq. (10-2.7). With this definition of a(k),

Eq. (10-2.8) gives

4-
I 4-rr

o = —
fc
8

1 - cot 2 So k2 + a Hk)
(10-2.13)

Equation (10-2.13) is convenient and shows that the knowledge of a(k)

is sufficient to determine completely the i-wave scattering.

In general a(k) can be approximated by a simple and important

formula that is the generalization for k -/ of Eq. (10-2.7).

1

= -kco\ So =
I

-lro^ + (10-2.14)

a{k) "
fl(0)

where r is called the "effective range" of the potential (see Appendix E).

Equation (10-2.14) is only approximate, but its next term would be in

/fro3 with a small coefficient ( ~ 0.10). The physical meaning of the

effective range corresponds- to the mean distance of interaction be-

tween neutron and proton. The effective range is not to be confused

with the width of a rectangular well [r of Eq. (10-2.5)] or the length

parameter in other forms of the potential, although for a given potential

the two quantities arc related and often of nearly the same magnitude.

It is noteworthy that in this excellent approximation the whole neutron-

proton scattering at low energy is described by two parameters: scat-

tering length and effective range. Low-energy measurements cannot

provide more than these two numbers.

The effective range approximation has been generalized to extend to

waves with 1^0 and to systems other than the nuclcon-nucleon. It is

a powerful way of describing many scattering phenomena. It can

also be formally extended to the bound state of the dcutcron, for which

y [Eq. (10-1.3)] corresponds to \Ui,(k), as Fig. 1 0-1 shows. For the

bound stale k is imaginary and equal to i\y , and Eq. (10-2. 14) becomes

y = a- 1 + iroy2 + ••• (10-2.15)
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If the last term is negligible compared with the others, then the radius

of the deuteron is equal to the scattering length. This refers, of course,

to the bound triplet state.

Detailed comparisons with experiments with all refinements on the

approximations have given the following values for the a's and ro

(Engelke el al., 1963):

at = 5.400 i 0.01 1 F

a s = -23.677 ± 0.029 F

ro.i = 1.732 + 0.014 F

;•(),, = 2.46 ± 0.12 F

These values summarize all the information obtainable from low-energy

(< 10 MeV) neutron-proton scattering. The value of y = 0.232 x 1013

cm-1
is obtainable from these data and Eq. (10-2.15). Figure 10-3

shows the separate contributions of singlet and triplet scattering com-
puted from the above constants and the experimental total cross section.

10-3 Proton-Proton System and Scattering

In passing from the neutron-proton to the proton-proton system

we find two main differences: (1) to the specific nuclear forces we must

add the Coulomb repulsion; (2) the identity of the protons entails

some quantum-mechanical complication (Mott. 1930). We shall first

consider point 2.

A first important consequence of Pauli's principle for the proton-

proton system is that it can exist only in states of 'S, 3P, XD. etc. To
prove this statement, consider the spherical-harmonic part of the

cigenfunction. On exchange of the protons, or. which is the same, on
changing into n - 8, the spherical harmonic is multiplied by (-1)',

3 4

£..>., MeV

Figure 10-3 The neutron-proton

scattering cross section anp has

two components: the singlet

scattering (.|o-.s) and the triplet

scattering (Joy). The two contri-

butions, as well as their sum, are

shown on the figure for the follow-

ing values of the parameters:

triplet state, at = 5.40 F, r <
—

1.73 F; singlet state, as = —
23.7 F, ros = 2.5 F, Ordinate in

log scale. [From (BW 52).]



where / is the orbital angular momentum. As a consequence the spin

eigenfunction must be singlet for / even or triplet for / odd so that the

complete eigenfunction can change its sign as required by Pauli's

principle.

Furthermore, we have seen that the scattering cross section is

related to/(0) of Appendix D by

ClOJ

(10-3.1)

Consider now two distinguishable particles of the same mass. In the

ccntcr-of-mass system, the probability that cither will be scattered

through an angle is

l/WI2 + l/(" - 0)l
2 (10-3.2)

(see Fig. 10-4). However, if the particles are identical, their waves

interfere; and instead of summing the squares of the amplitudes, we

must first sum the amplitudes and then square them. Moreover, the

eigenfunction must be symmetrical or antisymmetrical with respect

to the exchange of the particles, according to whether they arc bosons

or fermions (see Chap. 6). The portion of the eigenfunctions containing

only spatial coordinates, without spin, will then be

M ± fa ~ 9) (10-3.3)

Exchange of the two proton coordinates means exchanging 9 with -n — 6,

as shown in Fig. 10-4. If the plus sign is used in Eq. (10-3.3), the expres-

sion is symmetrical with respect to the exchange of the coordinates; if

the minus sign is used, the expression is antisymmetrical with respect

to the same exchange. We have already seen that the spins give a symmet-

rical eigenfunction in the triplet state and an antisymmetrical eigen-

function in the singlet states |Eqs. (6-4.13) and (6-4.14)]. For protons
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Figure 10-4 Scattering of iden-

tical particles. Incoming particles

1 and 2 move in directions

marked /, outgoing in directions

marked o. Classically one can

follow the trajectories and dis-

tinguish case (a) corresponding

to scattering by an angle from

case (b) corresponding to scat-

tering by an angle * — 0. Quan-
tum mechanically, trajectories are

meaningless. One must consider

wave functions symmetrical or

antisymmetrical with respect to

the exchange of the particles.
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the total eigenfunction must be antisymmetrical; hence the triplet

states will be associated with

f(0) - fa - (?)

and the singlet stales will be associated with

f(6) + fa • S)

The scattering cross section in triplet states is thus

~r = iyi") - /(* - #)i
2 - \m 2

• l/c* - »)i
2 -

and in singlet states it is

(10-3.4)

(10-3.5)

2 Rc\f(0)f*(n - 0)]

(10-3.6)

do*

doj
= U(0) + fa - 0)|* = 1/(0)1-' I 1/(77 - 0)}> + 2 Rc[Mf*(" ~ °))

(10-3.7)

At very low energy the Coulomb repulsion is the most important
force acting in the p-p system because the nucleons do not approach
sufficiently to feel the nuclear forces. The scattering can then be cal-

culated exactly, but the method of partial waves (Appendix D) is not
applicable, because the potential does not decrease rapidly enough
with r.

We shall present only the result of the calculation of/(0):

m -B?£fmm»{- *****% (,0-, -8)

with -q = e*ffiv. M is the proton mass and v the relative velocity of the

protons. Replacing Eq. (10-3.8) in Eq. (10-3.6). we obtain a a, and a at.

These must be added with the statistical weights 1 and \, as in the n-p

case. The final result, in the center-of-mass system, is

fda\ =
/ e2 V

2 r_ J_ 1 cos[r/ log tan2
(0/2)]-|

\dw)~ \Mv*-J UinW/2)
+

cos ;i(0/2)
"

cos«(0/2) sin* (0/2) J

(10-3.9)

The first two terms on the right represent ihe classical Rutherford
scattering; the third term is a quantum-mechanical interference term.

A similar term, but of opposite sign, occurs in the scattering of alpha
particles in helium, as was demonstrated experimentally by Chadwick,
Blacken, and Champion (1930). Note that the numerator of the third

term is nearly 1 for protons of energy larger than I MeV and for angles
not too close to or 90

;

. A striking example of the effect of the identity

between target and projectile is shown in Fig. 10-5. For nonidenlical
particles the third term of Eq. (10-3.9) would be missing and the

equation would give the classical Rutherford scattering.

Thus far we have neglected specific nuclear forces. To include

them, at low energy, we need consider only s waves or, more precisely,

singlet ,v waves, since the triplet s slate is ruled out by Pauli's principle.

If they were the only ones present, without Coulomb force, the cross



section would be given by an equation similar to Eq. (10-2.8). The
amplitude f(0) is then modified by the Coulomb force to

m - M.
e 1 exp [- h\ log sin'-(0/2)] /

--(**«•- 1)
sin 2

(0/2)

From this we calculate the cross section, obtaining a term (chidoj)c

as before, a term linear in sin 2So and a term containing sin 2 So:

[da\ (da\ I e2 V' \2hi- sin 2S /2fe\2 1

tfaj
=
taJ. - bsrj liT24*-9

+ \-+)
sm28o

J

We have here assumed that the argument of the exponential is small

(E > 1 MeV for 0.1 < 6 4= n). This can be compared with experiment

to find 5 .

The experimental data arc analyzed further along lines similar to

those used in neutron-proton scattering but are complicated considerably

by the presence of the Coulomb force. A scattering length and an

effective range for the 'So stale arc derived, and then one asks the

interesting question: What value would they have if it were possible

to suppress the Coulomb interaction, leaving the specific nuclear force

unchanged? The result would be

Scattering length: -17.2 ± 0.3 F56
(10-3.10)

Effective range: 2.65 + 0.07 F
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ccnter-of-mass angle, deg

Figure 10-5 Carbon-carbon elastic scattering. Typical angular distributions for C12 elaslically

scattered from carbon at a cm. energy of 5 McV. The Rutherford and Moll scattering predictions

(solid and dashed curves) differ only in that the latter includes the quantum-mechanical interference

term arising from the identity of the incident and target nuclei. [From Bromley, Kuchncr, and

Almqvist, Phys. Rec. Letters, 4, 365 (I960).]
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These values are very close to the corresponding values for the n-p

system. Indeed the similarities between n-p and p-p scattering were

among the first indications (Breit, 1936) that the n-p and p-p nuclear

forces might be identical.

It must be noted lhat the negative scattering length implies that,

even apart from the electrostatic repulsion, the 'So state of the p-p

system is unbound, as is the corresponding state of the n-p system.

This conclusion extends to the n-n system if the n-n force, apart from

the electrostatic repulsion, is the same as the /;-/; force.

10-4 Charge Independence of Nuclear Forces

The virtual identity of the n-p and p-p forces, shown in the low-

energy scattering experiments mentioned above, manifests itself also in

the properties of mirror nuclei, such as H3 and He3
, Li 7

, Be7
, etc., which

arc obtained one from the other by transforming all neutrons into

protons, and vice versa. It is true that Coulomb forces are necessarily

different in mirror nuclei, but apart from that, the nuclear levels show a

remarkable similarity, as seen in Fig. 10-6. If we examine mirror nuclei

of N = Z ± 1, we find that, once correction is made for the electrostatic

energy, the nuclei have the same mass. More precisely, we should

expect, for the mass difference between two nuclei with N = Z ± 1,

AM -
6e*Z

5R
(10-4.1)

6c2Z
5/-0/4' 3

where R is the nuclear radius. That this is indeed true is shown in Fig.

10-6. Strictly speaking, the similarity of the levels of mirror nuclei

of the type N = Z ± \ tells us only lhat there is equality between n-n

and p-p forces. More convincing are the arguments derived from nuclei

with A even, such as He 6
, Li 6

, and Be6
; Li8 , Be8

, and B8 ; or C 10
, B 10

,

and Be10
; some of their energy levels are shown in Fig. 10-7. The

correspondence between levels is clear, and the differences in energy are

accounted for mainly by Coulomb effects.

Facts of this type have suggested to Hciscnbcrg and to Condon

and Cassen (1932) that the specific nuclear forces should be considered

'"charge-independent." The forces between n-p, p-p, and n-n, apart

from electromagnetic effects, are assumed to be the same. This assump-

tion is stronger than the assumption of charge symmetry, which postu-

lates the equality of n-n and p-p forces but says nothing concerning n-p

forces. There are many other phenomena supporting the charge-in-

dependence hypothesis and extending it to pi-meson physics as well.

On the other hand, we must remember lhat charge independence is

only approximate, because it obviously does not take into account

electromagnetic effects or the neutron-proton mass difference.

To exploit the hypothesis fully we treat it by the isotopic spin for-

malism, which is its appropriate mathematical formulation. A nucleon

is endowed with another degree of freedom besides the ordinary ones of
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coordinates and spin, and the corresponding internal variable, called

isotopic spin, isospin, or i spin, can take only two values, i.e., is "dicho-

tomic." The nucleoli is a proton or a neutron, depending upon its

value.

We already have a model of dichotomic variables, the ordinary

spin for a particle of spin A in the Pauli treatment, which, we shall assume,

is known to the reader. The /-spin function can take two values, which

we shall write as

I

0!

=

and the /-spin operators are

or

n = = i
-/

+ /

T3 =

(10-4.2)

1

0-1
1
=

(10-4.3)

They obey the same commutation relations and are a perfect analog to

the spin matrices of Pauli. The state |£| corresponds to a proton, the

state |J, to a neutron.

It is easily verified that

(ti - irz)
11 1

1

(10-4.4)

.9.3

16.0

3.4

8.37 T = 1

5.663

1.5

[3.1]

7.40.7" = 0,,,
777777/7/777/7

6.63 T = 1

1.71 2* 5.35 T = \///, Li s + n

4.653
4.52... ,„,2 +

He4 + pi.Wb

3.560 0-He4 + n + p 0.6

jp = o+Vvv
He« V\

r = i

2.184 3 1

Li* + p

Be8

i y-
i drv 3 -5l5\
1 MoV \
T \

7=0

J'- = 1-

Figure 10-7 Nuclear levels in He8
, Li°, and Be .



Ol + /t2)

T9

=

— 1.

(10-4.5)

(10-4.6)

and similar relations. The operator t^ transforms a neutron into a

proton, and the operator t transforms a proton into a neutron. The

third component of the i spin has the value + for the proton, - \ for

the neutron.

If we take two nucleons, the total / spin of the system is composed

of the i spins of the individual nucleons, as it is for ordinary spin. We

have, therefore, a total / spin T = t(1) + t(2). The eigenvalues of T2

are T(T + 1), where t(1) + t(2) ^ 7> ,t(I) - t(2)|. In our case T is

1 or 0, and T2 =• 2 or 0. Recalling the vector model, wc shall refer to

the two stales as triplet, or T = 1, and singlet, or T = 0. Similarly for

the third component of T wc have 7"
3 = t3(1) + t3(2) :

with eigenvalues

1,0, -1.

The corresponding eigenfunctions of T2 and T3 arc

•aw?)
1

KIM2) + A2HD)

,<1K2)

72
WiM2)-#(i)l

= 1

for T- = 2 Tz = (10-4.7)

= -1

for P = Ti - (10-4.8)

The complete eigenfunction for the two-nucleon system is now

wrillen/(r,Si.S2.ti.t2 ), with r the relative coordinates of the two nucleons,

si, S'» their spins, and ti. U their i spins. This expression can be factored

as Mr)fa(SiM)fj(ti,U) if we neglect, in the hamillonian. interactions

between i spin and spin, spin and coordinates, etc., and in general be-

tween degrees of freedom of a different kind. The functions fa and /,

take the forms of Eqs. (6-4.13), (6-4.14), (10-4.7), and (10-4.8).

Pauli's principle may now be formulated by saying that the eigen-

functions must be antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of all

coordinates, including /-spin coordinates.

For a p-p or an /;-/; system the /-spin factor of the eigenfunction is

7r(l)7r(2) or v(IV(2), symmetric with respect to the exchange of 1 with 2.

Hence the remainder of the eigenfunction must be antisymmetric with

respect to the exchange of spatial and spin coordinates and we thus

have the usual requirement of Pauli's principle for identical particles.

As an application to the n-p system, note that, for the dcuteron in

the 3
5i state, /r(r)/;(s,,Sv) form a function symmetrical with respect to

interchange of nucleon 1 and 2. Hence

/

T has the form of Eq. (10-4.8) and

is antisymmelrical. It belongs to the singlet state of / spin. It is easily

shown in somewhat more general terms that for a two-nucleon system
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where / is the orbital angular momentum, S the spin, and T the i spin

of the system.

The total charge of a system of nucleons is related to the eigenvalue

of 7-3, 7*3 by

Q = r + ±
e

'' 2
(10-4.10)

where A is the mass number or the number of nucleons.

The total isolopic spin has the remarkable properly of being a

constant of the motion for specific nuclear forces, in the same way that

the total angular momentum is a constant of the motion for an isolated

system. Although this conservation principle is only approximate
(being violated, for instance, by electromagnetic interactions) it never-

theless proves to be most important, especially in pion physics. At
present its foundation is empirical.

Coming back to nuclear forces we sec thai the collision experiment!*

demonstrate that these forces arc the same in the lSo slate for proton-

proton and neutron-proton systems, both of which correspond to

T= I, but each of which corresponds to different 7s. We postulate that

the forces depend on T but nol on J'j.

This postulate is the mathematical formulation of the principle of

charge independence of nuclear forces and can be generalized with use-

ful results. It is obviously an approximate principle, because electro-

magnetic forces are neglected and neutron and proton do not have
identical mass, but it is valid, so far as present knowledge extends, for

specific nuclear forces. In nuclear physics proper the postulate gives

rise to approximate selection rules that forbid transitions between slates

of different / spin under the action of nuclear forces. A remarkable

example is afforded by comparing the results of deuteron and proton
bombardment in the light nuclei. In deuteron bombardment the isotopic

spin cannot change, because the deuteron has an / spin of 0. In proton
bombardment the / spin can change by i. If we bombard N14 [in its

ground state (T - 0)] with protons or dcutcrons, it is possible to excite

the stale at 3.95 MeV, which has i spin 0. On the other hand, the slale

al 2.35 MeV, which has /spin I. can be excited by proton bombardment
(initial i spin

J, final i spin I ± |) but not by deuleron bombardment
(initial / spin 0, final / spin 1).

Similarly it is impossible to form B 10 in a slate at 1.74 MeV which
has 7" —

1 by bombarding C12 with deutcrons, but the same stale can
be reached by bombarding C13 with protons. In the first case the i spin

of C 12 and deuleron is 0, in the second the / spin of proton and C13
is I

.

Even in gamma transitions the /' spin gives rise to special selection

rules, which have been experimentally verified. Thus for A'l transition,

we have the selection rule

&T = ± 1,0 (10-4.11)

and in the case of self-conjugate nuclei (i.e., nuclei that are unchanged



by transforming all neutrons into protons, and vice versa, such as He 1
,

C 12
, etc.)

A7 = ± 1 (10-4.12)

Transitions are found in O16 which arc strongly inhibited by this specific

selection rule.

As another nuclear example, consider n-p scattering as shown

in Fig. 10-8, where 8 is the angle of scattering of the neutron in the

ccnler-of-mass system. The /-spin eigenstates are given by Eqs. (10-4.7)

and (10-4.8). The physical situation of the initial stale v(l)7r(2) is thus

a superposition of two eigenstates corresponding to T = 1 and 0,

v(l>(2) - 7r(l),(2)/n n ,
2> 2

[-K1 H2) + 7r(lH2)
K1M2)= -[ — +

2l/2
(10-4.13)

This scatters into a final state having the same /-spin part of the wave

function. If the scattering amplitudes for 7" = 1 and 7—0 are //(#)

and /«(#), respectively, the scattering amplitude derived from Eq.

(10-4.13) is

K/i - /.) a -4-")

and the corresponding differential scattering cross section is

°{0) -
.1 ]f,(0) ! MO) '-'

(10-4.15)

For scattering through an angle n-0 the final state can be obtained

from Eqs. (10-4.13) and (10-4.15) by interchanging /; and p. We then

have the relation

a(,r-0)= \\f0)-M8)\* (10-4.16)

Equations such as (10-4.15) and (10-4.16) give rise to important

inequalities. For instance, from Fig. 10-9 we derive

[««*r-*)P* + [onJmm > WvW\m
Aanp (90°) > app (90 )

(10-4.17)

Another very interesting type of application of the /-spin concept is

indicated in Figs. 10-6 and 10-7. It will be noted that a level with a

certain value of T occurs in 27 i I isobars, corresponding to the

possible values of 73. For example, the ground level of Li
fi has 7 —

and occurs only in this nucleus, but the excited level at 3.56 MeV has
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Figure 10-8 Neutron-proton

collision in center-of-mass sys-

tem. Definition of angles.

n, p, direction of motion of

neutron and proton before the

collision; /;', p' same after the

collision. 6 = scattering angle.
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T = 1 and occurs in three nuclei corresponding lo the ground levels

of He6 and Be 6
. All corresponding levels with the same T have also the

same / and parity, irrespective of 7~
3 , as is to be expected from the

hypothesis of charge independence of nuclear forces. An extensive

classification of the low levels of light nuclei in •"supcrmultiplets," based

on the concept of/ spin, was among the first applications (Wigner, 1940)

of / spin. However, we cannot discuss this very important topic here.

There are many other examples of /'-spin applications in nuclear

physics proper. However, the concept of /' spin finds even more useful

application in meson physics, where il helps to clarify a great number of
quantitative relations (see Chap. 14).

10-5 Spin-Dependent and Tensor Forces

Thus far, forces between two nucleons have been assumed to admit

a potential function of the distance between the nucleons. This gives

rise to central forces. We have seen that the forces are spin-dependent.

This is best expressed mathematically with the help of the Pauli matrices

a - 2s and by using the operator ai-a2 , which we shall meet on several

occasions. It is interesting lo note its effect on the singlet or triplet

cigenfunctions. The cigenfunctions of (ai i a2 )
2 and a\ z + a2t are

also cigenfunctions of oi-c2 ,
with eigenvalues -3 and 1. In fact,

considering that ax2 =
<fy

8 = cz
z = 1, we have

(Ol + CT2)2 = <*1
2 - 0'22 + 2oi-02 = 6 - 20f02

Now the eigenvalue of (a, 4- a2 )
2 for triplet states is 8. For singlet states

the eigenvalue of (a] + a2)
2

is 0. Hence

8 = 6- 2ai-a2 oi-o> = 1 for triplet states

= 6 + 2oi-02 oi-02 = -3 for singlet states

For an immediate application of this result we write the most general

central force potential as

Ki(r) + Y>(r)oi-o, (10-5.1)

where V-[,i{r) are functions of the distance between the nucleons and
<tj,2 arc the spins.

\f> ~ ft\ = 2[o„p(w - 0)]l,-3

I/' +/.| = 2[<T,U,((I)]"-

Figurc 10-9 Triangular in-

equality. Graphical representa-

tion of the relations given in

Eqs. (10-4.15). (10-4.16), and
(10-4.17).



It follows then that the potential for singlet or triplet states are given

by
V, = Vl

- W2

and
Vt = Vx + V2

respectively.

In 1941 Wigncr and Eisenbud showed that the most general nucleon-

nucleon potential (under the restrictions that the potential depends

only on the distance r between the nucleons, and on their spins, so that

the total momentum, angular momentum, and parity are constants of

the motion) has the form

with
Vi(r) + ^(r)o!.o2 + K3(r)512

Ya(r)Si2 m Va(r) d . az

(10-5.2)

(10-5.3)

The third term is identical in structure to the term that would represent

the interaction between two magnetic dipoles at distance r. Naturally it

depends on the orientation of the two spins with respect to r.

The actual presence of the third term [Eq. (10-5.3)] is demonstrated

by the finite quadrupolc moment of the deuteron. The argument runs as

follows: If the eigenfunction of the deuteron were exactly a 3Si state,

i.e., spherically symmetrical, the electric quadrupolc moment would
be 0. With a potential such as Eq. (10-5.1) for two nucleons, parity,

/ 2 - (L + S)'1 , lc , L2
, Lz , S'z, Sz are constants of the motion, as can be

directly verified. Thus, a 3Si state would not mix with any other slate,

and the electric quadrupole moment of the deuteron would be 0. The
term VtffiSn leaves only parity, I*, Iz , and S-. but not /.'- and Lz , as exact

constants of the motion. [(For proofs of these statements see (El 59).]

This has the consequence that the ground state of the deuteron will have

as its eigenfunction a mixture of 35i and 3A, the latter being the only

state with the same parity and / as 3S\. The average value of the electric

quadrupolc moment is not 0. because of the terms

<1»s,\3z* - r*\4i*D,> (10-5.4)

which appear in its computation with the complete eigenfunction.

The admixture of the 3D\ state also influences the magnetic moment
of the deuteron. An analysis of all the data leads to the conclusion

that the eigenfunction must have approximately the form

0.96^s, + 0.26^/j, (10-5.5)

with considerable uncertainly about the value of the admixture. This

means that the deuteron in the ground state spends about 7 per cent of

the time in a*2>i state.

There is no a priori reason why the forces acting between nucleons

may not be velocity-dependent. In fact, there is good experimental

evidence for a potential

Vi(r)l-S with 1 = r x p, S = a, + o2 (10-5.6)
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between a nucleon and a nucleus, where the velocity appears through the

momentum p. There are no other possible terms, linear in p, which

satisfy the usual conservation laws.

10-6 Nucleon-Nucleon Forces. Exchange Forces

It is highly desirable to be able to account for the main properties

of the nuclei, as embodied, for instance, in the mass formula, by deriving

them from the nuclcon-nuclcon interaction. This program has been the

object of very extensive and difficult investigations (Brueckncr, 1955),

which up to now have been only partially successful. The difficulties

are twofold: our imperfect knowledge of the nuclcon-nucleon force, and

the mathematical complexity of the multibody problem.

However, w:e can sec at once that simple attractive potentials

between nucleons arc inadequate for the explanation of nuclear binding.

Consider a nucleus of mass number A. The total energy of this nucleus

would be 7+ U, where T is the kinetic energy of all nucleons and U
their potential energy. Under our hypothesis of attractive potentials

between each nucleon pair, the potential energy would be equal to the

number of nucleon pairs, which is A(A — l)/2 - times a function of the

average distance between nucleons. On the other hand, the kinetic

energy is dominated by the exclusion principle. If we enclose a gas of

fermions in a sphere of radius R, the particles in their lowest quantum

state will occupy the lowest levels, one per level, according to the

exclusion principle. For each level there is a kinetic energy, and the

whole assembly will therefore have total kinetic energy, which is easily

calculated and which we find to be proportional to A^R l (see Chap.

II).

In the ground state T (/will be minimum, and we determine the

only parameter available, the nuclear radius R. by this condition. For
large A the potential energy is proportional to A2

, and the kinetic energy

is proportional to A 5 :t
. If we choose R so as to minimize the potential

energy, on varying R the corresponding increase of kinetic energy will

be insufficient to counterbalance the increase of potential energy, and

the binding will be maximum near the value of R that minimizes the

potential energy (i.e., for R equal to the range of nuclear forces, irres-

pective of A). In other words, the terms proportional to A 2 prevail

over those proportional to A b/i
, and it is enough to minimize the poten-

tial energy in order to obtain the ground stale. All nuclei would have

the same radius, approximately equal to the range of nuclear forces.

This is contrary to experiment, because we know that the nuclear radii

are proportional to A 1 :! and not constant for large A. Moreover, the

total binding energy for large A is proportional to A, and not to A'1
,

as one would conclude from the arguments given above.

Nuclear forces must have a property (similar to that of the chemical-

valence forces), which brings about "saturation." Such a force would

attract a small number of nucleons but become repulsive for a larger



number. This type of interaction can be achieved in the simplest way
by assuming a force which is strongly repulsive at a very short distance

(repulsive core) and attractive at a suitable range of distances. There

is good evidence for the existence of such forces, with the repulsive core

having a radius of about 0.4 F. This core is in fact chiefly responsible

for the constant density of nuclear matter.

However, in addition to the repulsive core, there are other mecha-

nisms which produce saturation. Chemical forces show very clear

examples of saturation: two hydrogen atoms combine to form a hydro-

gen molecule, but a third atom is not bound by such a molecule. The
quantum-mechanical reason for this effect is well known. In the hydro-

gen molecule the two electrons overlap, or belter, are in the same spatial

orbit, although with opposite spin. A third electron cannot occupy this

orbit, as it is prevented by Pauli's principle.

This situation suggests some analogies to the case of nuclei. The
strong binding (28.11 McV) of the alpha particle gives important

qualitative indications on this point. Consider, hypolhetically, that

each nuclcon has bonds qualitatively similar to chemical-valence bonds.

In the case of I), H 3
. and He 1

, we have, respectively, two particles and

one shared bond, three particles and throe shared bonds, and four

particles and six shared bonds. From the mass defects we find the energy

associated with each bond to be 2.20. 2.78, and 4.69 MeV. A fifth par-

ticle is not bound at all, both He5 and Li5 being unstable. The fact

that saturation is reached for a structure of four nuclcons. two neutrons,

and two protons can be interpreted as indicating a strong interaction

when the nucleons have the same and hence overlapping eigenfunction

as far as space coordinates are concerned, irrespective of spin, because

Pauli's principle allows two, and only two. protons, two, and only

two, neutrons, each with the same space eigenfunction but with opposite

spin.

The strong binding of alpha particles was also used by Wigncr

to show the short range of nuclear forces. His argument was that

(I) having three bonds per nucleoli, the nucleons come closer together

than in the other light nuclei and (2) being closer together and the

nuclear forces having a short range, the nuclcons interact more strongly.

"Fxchangc forces" can produce saturation. They are typically

quantum mechanical in nature, and they occur as follows: The eigen-

function of a neutron and a proton can be written

>!'(rhu, r>s-.) = 0(1,2) (10-6.1)

where nj\ are the coordinate and spin of the neutron and r-i, s> are

the coordinate and spin of the proton. The expectation value of the

potential is obtained by the usual rule.

I = M( 1 .2)* U( 1 ,2)0( 1 ,2) chi (/--> (10-6.2)

where the possible spin dependence of the potential is taken into account

because c*'(l,2) = U(riSi, rzst). However, one may also replace the
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potential U by more general operators which exchange the two particles.

The expectation value of the potential energy will then be, not

<£/> = W(1,2)*(/(1,2)<K1,2) drx dr, (10-6.3)

as for ordinary forces, but

JY/(2, 1
)* U(l,2)<p{ 1 ,2) dn drs (10-6.4)

The ordinary function U is replaced by the operator UPrr, where Pn
exchanges the particles, or, formally, the coordinate and spin variables

of the first and second particles. For the case of a neutron and proton,

this can be naively interpreted, in the meson theory of nuclear forces,

as the exchange of a charged pion. This pion in turn is the quantum of
the field of nuclear forces (sec Chap. 14).

One can still think of the possibility of operators that exchange, not

both spin and coordinate of the particles, but only the coordinate and
not the spin or only the spin and not the coordinate. These operators

give the following explicit results:

Pn4i{r\S\, r-ts-j) = ip(ros->, r*si) Heiscnberg (10-6.5)

PgiMflSi, r>s->) = iJi(r2Si, rxsg) Majorana (10-6.6)

Pn>l>(r\Si, r2s>) •= <KnSi, esSj) Barllett (10-6.7)

named after the physicists who first suggested them. Ordinary forces

are generally called Wigner forces.

It is possible to show that some exchange forces can give rise to

saturation. More specifically, of the three types of exchange forces

mentioned above, the Heiscnberg forces would give special stability to

the deuteron, and the Majorana forces to the alpha particles; the Bartlett

forces do not give saturation. We conclude that exchange forces, at

least in part of the Majorana type, must be present.

The existence of exchange forces can be shown directly by high-

energy neutron-proton scattering, as was pointed out by Wick (1933).

Experiments on n-p scattering at 90 MeV showed that neutrons im-

pinging on protons give rise, preferential ly in the forward direction,

to protons (Figs. 10-10 and 10-11).

Calculating classically, with an ordinary force, we estimate the

maximum momentum transfer in a collision between two particles of
the same mass to be (average force) x (duration of collision). If the

radius of action of the potential of depth U is r, the duration of the

collision is rjv (where v is the relative velocity of the particles) and the

average force is Ujr. The momentum transfer is of the order of Ap =
V/v. If the neutron stops and the proton escapes forward, Ap ~ 2p,

where p is the momentum of the impinging neutron. However, U/v

< p. if we assume that V = 20 MeV, Mv2 ~ 500 MeV as in the experi-

mental conditions. This contradiction is removed by the hypothesis that

during the collision the particles exchange their charge and that the real

momentum transfer for the protons escaping forward is very small.

The same result is obtained in quantum mechanics by considering



the collision in Born approximation. Here the scattered wave has the
form/(0)(<?'*7r), with

Ae) = -~£ j e-*r«J7(r) e**n dr (10-6.8)

where m is the reduced mass r = n - r2 and 6, k,, kf are in the center-
of-mass system.

The integral for a short-range U(r) is appreciable only if k* - k, ~
0, because otherwise the function exp [i(kj - k,)r] oscillates so rapidly
over the region for which U(r) is appreciable that the result averages to 0.
Now k t - k/ = indicates forward scattering. We thus find again
that the impinging neutrons are scattered forward, contrary to experi-
ment. Upon introducing an exchange force, instead, the potential U(r)
is replaced by U(r)PM , which gives, in place of Eq. (10-6.8),

W) = 2^5-
J
e-^T C(r)e'k.T dr (10-6.9)

because the PM operator changes particles 1 and 2 and hence transforms
r into - r.

The/e(0) due to exchange forces is thus large when

k/ + ki = (10-6.10)

i.e., when the neutron is scattered backward and the proton forward.
The experimental result of Fig. 10-10 demonstrates clearly two maxima
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in the forward and backward directions at high energies. We must

conclude that both normal and exchange forces are present and that

they are of comparable intensities.

Exchange forces have the interesting feature of changing sign

according to the value of the angular momentum of the two nucleons.

To see this, consider the eigenfunction of the two nucleons in the

center-of-mass system (neglecting spin and noncentral forces),

MJti-ffi Y/H.8,9) (10-6.11)

The operator Pm changes r into — r, which is the same as leaving r un-

changed, but changing 6 into tt - 8 and <j> into tp + -n. This has the

result of multiplying Yt'"(9,cp) by (-1)'; hence

Put = (- 1)'<A (10-6.12)

and the result of any calculation involving U(r)PM is the same as that

obtainable from (-l)'6/(r), where / is the angular momentum of the

operand on which U(j)Pm operates.

Taking into account the spin, we must distinguish the operators

Pm, Pu, and Pb- They give the following potentials

:

UP* = {-iyU (10-6.13)

UPH = (-l)ls+] U (10-6.14)

UPr = (-l>S'i£/ (10-6.15)

where .9 is the resultant spin of the two nucleons. •

The operators Pi(i M, H, B) can also be written explicitly, using

the operators a and r relative to spin and / spin. For instance,

Pu = |(1 + 0,-02) Pn = -&1 + t,-t2 ) = -PT (10-6.16)

100,
MeV"

9.7

19.8

29.4

31.8

70

95

170-429 170-460
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30 60
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90

Figure 10-11 Experimental

values of the differential proton-

proton cross section at various

energies up to 460 McV. Cross

sections and angles refer to the

center-of-mass system, energies

to the laboratory system.



where P is the operator exchanging i spins. Assuming charge indepen-
dence and remembering that parity i spin and S* are always constants
of the mot.on, we can classify the velocity-independent forces. Consider
separately, ordinary and tensor. Each type has its own dependence on r
according to the even or odd parity of the state and to the total spin and
i spin of the state. However, tensor forces do not exist for singlet spin
states, because the operator S» applied to a singlet eigenfunction gives
identically zero. We thus have six functions of r to be determined. If
we include also IS forces (operating only in triplet states), we have
eight functions.

These have been determined, at least approximately, by fitting a
large number of empirical data such as the properties of the deuleron and
the results of measurements on nucleon-nuclcon scattering including
polarization (see the next section). When possible, meson theory has
also been used, mainly to determine the outer fringes of the potentials
by the so-called one-pion exchange theory, or OPEP (Gammel, Thaler;
Signcll, Marshak; Breit and Yale group). The results are illustrated by
the example in Fig. 10-12. These potentials do not yet give results in
perfect agreement with experiment nor arc they based on an exact theory;
nevertheless, they reproduce fairly well the experimental collision data
up to 200 McV. Their qualitative features are important for explaining
nuclear models in terms of nucleon-nucleon forces. An important
characteristic of these forces is the strong dependence of the forces on the
parity of states involved. The force is stronger in even states than it is

in odd states. The spin dependence of the central force is relatively
weak. Both central and tensor forces have a central repulsive core of
about 0.4 F in radius and an outside attractive region of 1 to 2 F in radius.
The spin-orbit potential has a much shorter radius.
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Figure 10-12 (see overleaf) Yale nucleon-nuclcon potentials. A potential (Yale) that reproduces
the scattering experiments and phase shifts in nucleon-nucleon scattering. The form used is

V = Vc + VTS12 + KisCL • S) + V„[(L • S)2 + L • S - L2]

The last term is omitted in the figures. Vc is different for even and odd states and depends also on S.
We thus have four curves for Vc . VT and K,.s are different from zero only for triplet states and also
give four curves, depending on the parity of the states, (a) The singlet even-parity potential iKc+,
as a function of x = rmre/fi. The short vertical line is at the hard-core radius corresponding to
x c = 0.35. The potential is + 00 for x < xc . Different scales are used for x < 1 .0 and x > 1 .0. (b) The
singlet odd-parity potential ' Ve . as a function of x. Other conventions as in (a), (c) The triplet
even-parity central potential 3fe+, as a function of .v. Other conventions as in (a), (d) The triplet
even-parity potential function of .v, *YT+, which multiplies the tensor operator S12 . Other conventions
as in (a), (e) The triplet even-parity potential function of x, a K,..s--, which multiplies the spin-orbit
operator L • S. Other conventions as in (a), (f) The triplet odd-parity central potential »K#-, as
a function of x. Other conventions as in (a), (g) The triplet odd-parity potential function of x,
3 KT ,

which multiplies the tensor operator Sl2 . Other conventions as in (a), (h) The triplet odd-
parity potential function of x, *Vls , which multiplies the spin-orbit operator L • S. Other conven-
tions as in (a). [Courtesy of G. Breit.]
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Brueckner and his collaborators, and numerous other investigators,

have been able to derive from the forces described above the properties

of a hypothetical nuclear matter. Assume this to consist of a very large

assembly of neutrons and protons interacting with each other according

to the nuclear forces described above; however, the electrical repulsion

between protons is neglected. The assembly is so large that surface

effects may be also neglected. The results of the calculation show that

the average binding energy per particle would be approximately 15 McV
and the average distance between neighboring nucleons d = 1.8 F

and hence the density d'3 = 0.17 x 10s* nucleons per cm 3
, or 2.85 x

10" g cm- 3
. Note that d = 1.61r (r of Eq. 6-3.1).

A simplified account of the arguments used, according to Weisskopf,

follows. In this nuclear matter, nucleons would move almost as free

particles (compare Sec. 6-12) because the Pauli principle inhibits low-

energy collisions leading to final stages that are already occupied.

Therefore, nuclear matter can be crudely approximated by a degenerate

gas occupying the nuclear volume. A simple calculation (given in

Sec. 11-9) enables us to evaluate the average kinetic energy per particle in a

Fermi gas. One obtains

„ B . . „ 3 B'»ir*''W
T = _ Wlth B = T,3l

^- (10-6.17)

or, numerically,

T(MeV) =
75

rf
2

(d in F)

However, in the nuclear case the hard core of the nuclear potential

gives an effect reminiscent of the "covolume" in the van der Waals

equation of state, and one gels in closer approximation

B
r = with c ~ 0.22d (10-6.18)

(d - C)2

The potential energy per nucleon £/, assuming that the nucleons

form an almost perfect gas, would be given by

4t7 Vh3

- U = —
3 d3

(10-6.19)

where the V is the depth and b is the range of the even central forces,

which are the most important ones and can be taken from Fig. 10-12.

We justify this equation by considering V as a perturbation on the

unperturbed wave uniformly occupying the volume d3
. A better expres-

sion for the potential energy is obtained by multiplying Eq. (10-6.19)

by an f(d) and writing —11 = Cf(d)/d3
. Summing the two expressions

we can find the energy per particle:

D

(10-6.20)E =
(d - cf rf3

yv '

and hence the value do for which the energy is a minimum. It has been



pointed out by Weisskopf that, near d = do, f{d) is approximately

aid/do). From Eq. (10-6.20) we find, by setting to zero the derivative

with respect to d, the equilibrium do and the average binding energy per

nucleon (15 MeV).

Equation (10-6.20) also allows us to calculate the compressibility

irf z (d2e/dd2) of nuclear matter and the "symmetry energy":

1 £2e N - Z
with v =

2,r- ' N + Z
The compressibility is about 100 MeV and the symmetry energy 30 MeV.

These calculations are important because they connect the nuclcon-

nucleon force to observable properties of nuclear matter; however, they

are not precise and they depend on the potential chosen, which is not

uniquely determined.
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10-7 Polarization. High-Energy Nuclear Scattering

High-energy nuclear scattering, for a laboratory kinetic energy

above 50 MeV, involves, besides s waves, increasingly higher order

waves, with / = 1, 2, 3, etc. The angular distribution is no longer spheri-

cally symmetrical, and analysis of the experimental data becomes in-

creasingly complicated. It is possible to obtain a description of the scat-

tering through phase shifts (see Appendix D). However, to obtain the

phase shifts it is not enough to measure angular distributions of the scat-

tering only: it is necessary to consider the polarization of the beams as

well. A complete treatment of this subject is beyond the scope of this

book, and we shall limit ourselves to the simplest ideas and facts.

We treat first the scattering of a nucleon on a spinless center, which

is much simpler than nucleon-nuclcon scattering and provides an experi-

mental tool for many polarization experiments. Nuclcons may be po-

larized, or polarized beams analyzed, by clastic scattering on a spinless

center provided that the interaction producing the scattering is spin-

dependent, as when it contains a term l-o, where 1 is the orbital angular

momentum and \a the spin. To polarize a beam of protons, we may

scatter it on a target (which for simplicity we shall assume to be spinless

and very heavy compared to the proton) and select the beam scattered

under angle B\. By scattering this beam a second time on a target, under

an angle 02, we find that the scattered intensity depends not only on 02 but

also on angle q. between the two planes of scattering, and that it has the

form

/ = ~A(02) + B(8z) cos <f
(10-7.1)

The quantity B vanishes, unless the beam incident on the second target

is polarized. To define <p precisely, consider the vector momenta of the

incident and scattered particle in each scattering and call

n, = Pi x Ps

|P< x P«l

(10-7.2)
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where the index 1, 2 means first, second scattering, and I and s incoming

and scattered. Wc have then

II] -112 = cos (p

We define the beam polarization as the ratio

P= N
'

'

(10-7.3)

(10-7.4)
N+ + N-

where /V + means the number of particles with spin up and N~ the number
of particles with spin down. The direction up-down is here assumed to be

perpendicular to the direction of the plane of scattering. This defini-

tion is equivalent to saying that P is the expectation value of the com-
ponent of o in the direction n. If we scatter an unpolarized beam on
a spinless target, the beam scattered under an angle 9 acquires, gener-

ally speaking, a polarization P that is a function of 6, of the energy

of the beam, and of the particles involved. This polarization is often

called the polarizing power. In other words, P is the polarization,

after scattering, of an initially unpolarized beam.

Let us indicate by p( +L + ) the probability that an incident particle

with spin up will be scattered to the left with spin up and by p( +L-) the

probability that the same particle will be scattered to the left with spin

down. We have eight similar probabilities altogether. These, however,
are not independent, as we can see by observing that rotation by 180 ;

around the incident-beam direction brings p(-rL-) into p{ — R — ), and
hence the two quantities must be equal.

Also, in the specific case of a particle of spin -}• scattering on a spinless

center, the spin component normal to the scattering plane cannot flip, or

p(+L-) = 0.

As a consequence wc can write for our case

/'(+ '-) =p(-R~) = J(1 +P)
p(-L + ) = p(+R-) -0
K+L-) = />(-/? + ) =

p(-L-) = p(+R+) = 1(1 -P)
To measure the polarization of a beam, consider first the scattering of an
unpolarized beam on a spinless center (Fig. 10-13). The number of par-

ticles scattered left and right with spin up or down is given in Table 10-1.

The intensity left or right, after the first scattering, will be the same,

but the polarization of the beam scattered to the left will be

(1 + />,) _
(1

_ Pl)
= Pi (10-7.5)

(1 + /»,) + (1 - /»!)

On a second scattering of the "left" beam, the intensity of scattering

to the left and right will be different. If in first and second scattering,

energy and 8 are the same (Pi = Pz = P), we shall have an intensity

to the left proportional to

L = (1 4 P)z + (1 - Pf = 2(1 + P 2
) (10-7.6)



Table 10-1 Beam Intensities in Simple

and Double Scattering

Beam Spin Intensity"

Incident Up + i

Down — '

Scattered once left (I.) — Mi(l +^>)
- iMi -ft)

Scattered once right (R) + \ln (1 -/>)
- }/-l(l + ft

Scattered twice left (I.I,) + }/'./<* + ft)(l + ft}
-

J /'.Mi - ft) (i -ft)
Scattered twice—first left,

1 } />./<* (1 + ft)(l - Pt)

then right (LR) - IAiMI - ft) (• + ft)

"l>
and P are functions of energy and $ (see Fig. 10-13).

and on the right an intensity proportional to

Hence
R = 2(1 + P){\ - P) = 2(1 - P2

)

L - R 2 + IP1 - 2 + 2P"-= . = />2

L + R 2 + IP2 4- 2 - 2/,z

(10-7.7)

(10-7.8)

The quantity t is called the asymmetry. This ratio (L - R)/(L + R) is

directly measurable, and therefore we may obtain P' from it, although
not the sign of P. The sign may be determined by studying the inter-

ference of nuclear scattering with Coulomb scattering, or by slowing
down the polarized beam and using some processes of low-energy nuclear
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= 180°

©<l + /»)(i - p)
©d - P)U + P)

*D Llt

Figure 10-13 Scattering of spin i particles by spinless center. The unpolarized beam 1 is scattered

by scatterer Si. The intensities scattered in directions 2 and 2' are identical, but the scattered beams
arc polarized. Beam 2 scattered at Si now has different intensities in beams 3 and 3'. The number
of particles with spin up or down in Hie different beams arc proportional to the quantities indicated

by © and G. It has been assumed for simplicity that ft =
ft. = P and factors £ />, and J pip2 have

been omitted.
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physics in which the sign of the polarization is predictable (Marshall,

1955).

The quantity P is by definition the expectation value of the compo-

nent of a in the direction z perpendicular to the scattering plane. If parity

is conserved in the scattering of an unpolarized beam on a spinless target,

the direction of a must be defined by the two momenta p« and p s , which

are polar vectors. However, a is an axial vector, and the only way of

forming an axial vector with two polar vectors is to set

which shows that o must be perpendicular to the plane of scattering. We
conclude that in the case under consideration

P - <<&> = <«>

However, one may have a beam with <o > in an arbitrary direction.

If we want a complete measurement of <o>, we must measure its

three components. Taking the x axis in the direction of the beam, v and z

perpendicular to it, scattering experiments in the xy and xz planes give

<cz> and <oj,>. To obtain <<!*> we deflect the beam magnetically or

electrically so that the spin rotates (sec Sec. 2-13). In the deflected beam

the original (ax y has transversal components, which can be measured by

a scattering experiment. In this way one determines the vector <o>.

To understand the left-right asymmetry produced by nuclear scat-

tering of polarized protons, consider the density distribution p of nuclear

mailer and a nucleon traveling through it. Nuclear forces are short-

range, and the net force acting on a nucleon within the nucleus is 0. Near

the surface, however, the nucleon is subject to a net force, because it has

nuclear matter only on one side. In this region the energy (scalar) may

depend only on a, p, and Vp through the scalar that can be formed with

the axial vector a and the two polar vectors p and Vp. This scalar is pro-

portional to

o.(V /> x p) (10-7.9)

Here

VP-*''? (10-7.10)
r dr

where r is a vector from the center of the nucleus to the point considered.

This is the expression for the spin-orbit coupling energy. It may be re-

writlcn as

1 dp
.V = const. - — cl

>- dr
(10-7.11)

where 1 = r x p is the angular momentum.
According to the shell model of the nucleus, ihe sign of the coeffi-

cient of the spin-orbit coupling should be negative (Figs. 10-14 and

10-15).

Now let us use an optical model (see Chap. 11), adding the spin-

orbit coupling to the complex potential (U\ + iU-i). For a first approxi-

mation use Born's method, which makes the scattering amplitude from



each poinl of the scatterer proportional to the local value of the potential.

If the incident wave has the equation <"Vr and contains only particles

with spin up, the wave scattered through a certain small angle 9 has differ-

ent amplitudes when scattered from the right and left side of the nucleus;

for on one side the spin-orbit coupling V increases the scattering potential

and on the other side decreases it.

The scattering from the two sides of the nucleus also has a phase

difference of ±kR9 from the scattering produced by the center of the

nucleus. As a result, the wave scattered through a small angle 9 has an

amplitude

((A + 1U2) exp (/At) - D exp [Ik (r - R9)) + D exp [ik (r + R9)]

= (Ui + iU-i + 2iD sin kBR) exp (ikr) (10-7.12)

where D is the volume of the potential depression and rise near the nu-

clear edge, relative to the total nuclear volume, multiplied by the poten-

tial prevailing at the nuclear edge. This potential may be considered real,

since for waves originating near the nuclear surface the absorption path

is very small. R is the nuclear radius. In this expression we have taken

into account the phase differences and the amplitude of the wavelets

originating in the scattering nucleus. The intensity of the scattered beam,

obtained from the modulus square of Eq. (10-7.12) is proportional to

f/i
2 + U2

2 + 4Z)Z sin 2 kBR + 4U2D sin kBR (10-7.13)

It is the last term that generates a left-right asymmetry in the scattering

intensity. Note that in order to produce an effect, Uz must be different

from zero (i.e., there must be nuclear absorption), and that the sign of D
determines whether particles arc scattered more often to the right or left.

At small angles, particles with spin up go to the left if the sign of the spin-

orbit coupling is the one required by the shell model.

The considerations given here to show the mechanism by which the

asymmetry arises arc mainly qualitative. A more refined theory is beyond

the scope of this book. However, Appendix F gives methods for treating
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Figure 10-14 Beam of polarized protons (spin up)

impinging on nucleus. The shaded area represents the

region where the nuclear potential is distorted by the

spin-orbit coupling. The figure is purely schematic.
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polarized beams with a greater detail than that discussed above. It is

shown there that the scattering of a spin \ particle on a spinlcss center is

described by three numbers, each a function of energy and scattering

angle. One could take as three such numbers, for instance, the differential

scattering cross section, a number <<t> measuring the degree of polariza-

tion a scattered beam when the incident beam is unpolarized,and one of

the Wolfcnstcin parameters shown in Fig. 10-16. These require in prac-

tice a triple scattering experiment: the first scattering polarizes the beam,

the second is the scattering to be studied, and the third analyzes the final

beam. Tn Fig. 10-16 the first and last scattering arc omitted because they

are not necessary in principle.

• Nucleon-nucleon scattering experiments, involving two particles of

spin |, arc much more complicated to analyze than the scattering of a

nuclcon on a spinless center. To completely describe the scattering, one

requires in general eleven parameters that are functions of energy and

angle, instead of the previous three. The number is reduced to nine if the

nucleons are identical, or if one assumes charge independence. To obtain

them one has to perform a number of experiments to determine the scat-

tering cross section, polarization, Wolfenstein parameters, and, possibly,

the correlation coefficients. Correlation coefficients may be obtained by

starting with an unpolarized beam and unpolarized target and determin-

ing the expectation values of quantities such as <<Tii<72t> = C**, where

Figure 10-15 Deformation of the nuclear potential due to spin-orbit coupling for a spin-up particle

directed perpendicularly into the drawing: (a) without spin-orbit coupling, (b) with spin-orbit

coupling.



1 and 2 refer to the incident and scattered particles, i and k, to the direc-

tion in which the polarizations are observed (see Fig. 10-17). For in-

stance, Cpn gives the expectation value that the projectile is polarized in

the/> direction and the recoil in the /; direction. The quantities Cm form

a tensor that also determines the cross section when a beam polarized in

direction i impinges on a target polarized in direction k. To completely

determine the nine parameters mentioned above, it is possible to choose

different sets of measurements: for an unpolarizcd beam on an unpola-

rized target a theoretically possible set is: dajdw, P, D, R, A, A'; Cnn,

4*3
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Figure 10-16 Definition of the

Wolfenstcin coefficients. In this

figure 7T2 is the plane of scatter-

ing. Planes ni and ^3 contain

the incident and scattered beam

and are perpendicular to -nz-

n, pi, p8 arc unit vectors. Remem-

ber that n = pixps and define

unit vector t = nxp*. Assume

always |<Oi>| = 1. In (a) <a<>

is in the n direction, and <o*> • n

= (P + />)/(! + P) defines D.

Here P is the polarizing power

of the target. Note that for a

spinless target D is always 1.

In (b) <0(> is in the direc-

tion of pt. A is defined by

<cts > • t = A. One can also meas-

ure A' defined by <os >- pt = A'.

In (c) <a<> is in the direc-

tion of pt X n. R is defined by

<af > • t = R. One can also mea-

sure R' defined by <a, > • p„ = R'.

To observe quantities such

as <a«> • t one must perform a

scattering in a plane containing

ps and perpendicular to t. To ob-

serve components of <o g > paral-

lel to ps one must first turn o« (for

instance, by magnetic deflection;

see Sec. 2-13), so that they be-

come transversal to p5 .
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Cgp , Cpp , Cqq . With a polarized beam and an unpolarized target, or an

unpolarized beam and a polarized target, it suffices to measure fewer

quantities, and still fewer with a polarized beam and a polarized target.

(For a detailed discussion see Bethe and Schumacher.)

To give an idea of the type of experimental data obtainable, Figs.

10-10 and 10-1 1 show the differential scattering cross section as a func-

tion of for neutron-proton and proton-proton. Figure 10-18 gives the

total (elastic + inelastic) cross section as a function of energy for the

same systems. Figure 10-19 shows typical polarization curves in proton-

proton scattering. Figures 10-20 and 10-21 show results of measurements

of A and ./?.

In analyzing nuclcon-nuclcon scattering, all available data are used

to compute a set of phase shifts, as functions of energy, for the different

component waves. This is done usually by starting from a random set of

phase shifts and calculating back from them (using high-speed compu-
ters) the observable quantities, then changing some phase shifts and sys-

tematically improving the initial set in each trial. Such studies often

produce at the end several sets of acceptable phase shifts and it may be

difficult to obtain unambiguous results.

The connection between theory and experiment usually occurs at the

computation of phase shifts. For instance, meson theories of nuclear

forces or potentials are tested to see whether they reproduce the selected

phase shifts and hence the experimental data. There arc reasonably satis-

factory sets of phase shifts up to about 300 MeV, where waves up to

L = 5 and/ = 6 have been calculated. Another approach, different from

the calculation of the phase shifts, entails the calculation of a "scattering

matrix" (see Chap. 1 1) having 4 x 4 complex elements, which, however,

are not independent and reduce, as we said, to 9 numbers. Each of

them is a function of energy and angle. The two approaches have

different advantages and supplement each other. •

Figure 10-17 Unpolarized beam
of nucleons (1) hits unpolarized

target (2) and escapes with mo-
mentum p. The target recoils

with momentum — q. CVQ is de-

fined as the value of <aiPG2n >,

where a\v is the component of the

spin of the scattered nucleon (1)

in the p direction and <i2„ is the

component of the recoiling target

nucleon (2) in the n direction.

The figure is drawn for the labora-

tory system.
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sections as a function of energy. All curves shown are empirical. The inelastic-cross-section curve

has been obtained by subtraction of the elastic-cross-section curve from the total cross-section curve.

The curves for pure /-spin states T = 1 and T = arc shown also. How is the T = curve obtained?
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10-8 Capture of Slow Neutrons by Hydrogen

Among the two-body problems that can be treated with good,

simple approximations are the capture of slow neutrons by hydrogen and

the reverse reaction, the photodisintegration of the dcuteron, at least

at low energies. They arc interesting not only for their significance as

two-body problems, but also as examples of electromagnetic nuclear

phenomena. The reactions treated are

n + p^d + hoi (10-8.1)

Read from left to right one has the photodisintegration, from right to left,

neutron capture. When slow neutrons are captured the energy of the

gamma ray htu is 2.224 MeV.
In the capture reaction we must reach the only bound state of the

deuteron. which is almost entirely 3Si, starling from an s state of the con-

tinuum. Only s states are to be considered, because we limit ourselves

to slow-neutron capture. The 1
5"o state of the continuum can pass to a

3S\ state by magnetic dipole radiation according to the selection rules of

Chap. 8. The 5Si states of the continuum do not give rise to radiative

capture, as we shall see shortly.

The following is a classical model of the physical mechanism of the

capture: The magnetic moment of the deuteron is not pointed in the

same direction as the sum of the spins, because the two spins carry differ-

ent magnetic moments (see Fig. 10-22). Hence, in an rx-p system in the

3Si state, there is a resulting magnetic moment which precesses around

the fixed total angular momentum and can, therefore, radiate. The radi-

ation by a magnetic dipole (cf. Chap. 8) is completely analogous to that

of an electric dipole moment, and the transition probability per unit time

is

4i7
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A -3W iw' ;! (10-8.2)

Figure 10-21 Proton-proton

measurements of A(6) at

different energies.
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whereby; is the matrix element of the magnetic moment between the ini-

tial and final states. The energy of the transition is 2.224 MeV, the ki-

netic energy of the neutron being neglected.

The final state has three cigenfunclions corresponding to the three

possible values of the z component of the spin,

a(«)«0?) Sz = 1

[a(/»)0(/>)+aQ>)0(/»)] Sz = (10-8.3)
r

I V2
|8(«)0(A>) Sg = - 1

where a(«) means neutron spin up, /?(«) means neutron spin down, etc.,

and, approximately [see Eq. (10-1.6)],

/ y \
1/2

w(r) =
( 2J e->* (10-8.4)

with

y = (1M)(A/|£;)1'2

(where - £ is the binding energy of the deuteron and M is the mass of the

nuclcon), as discussed in Sec. 10- 1.

The eigenfunction of the initial state is asymptotically, for large r.

j(r) -^ -sin {kr + S )

(10-8.5)

(10-8.6)

where S is the phase shift for the s wave, produced by the singlet poten-

tial (sec Appendix D).

This expression is valid for r > radius of potential well. The nor-

malizalion of <fn is such that in the incident wave there is one particle

per unit volume (p = 1). The matrix element is then

V-if =
J

0*/wfa (10-8.7)

where the magnetic-moment operator \j. is

(X = /j.pop + nn a„ = \ (/t„ + /ip) (a„ + oP) + J (/i,, - fiP) (o„ - av)
(10-8.8)

Figure 10-22 Angular momenta
and magnetic moments in the

neutron-proton capture. The
whole figure rotates around the

/ axis.



with \j.v and /*,, the magnetic moments of proton and neutron and a the

Pauli spin operator. Clearly p operates only on the spin-dependent part
of the cigenfunction. Note that the term containing the factor /*„ + nP
vanishes in a singlet state because there

on + o„ = (10-8.9)

The second term also would vanish if ^„ were equal to nP, as we should
expect according to the simple physical picture given above. As an
example we now calculate the z component of |x. We have

ffnB)a(/;) = a(«) a,, <*>£(/?) = - 0(n) etc. (10-8.10)

Hence

(«k« - *p<»)^-
2
[a(«)j3(/>) - «0>)ftn)]

1

V2
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M"W(p) I <p)M.n) + «.(n)fi(p) + a(/;),8(/,)]

= -7Z bi'iMp) + *(p)P(n)]
\ -

(10-8.11)

In words, <r»<*>- ap<*) applied to the spin part of the singlet eigenfunction
gives twice the cigenfunction for 3Si, Sz = and is orthogonal to those
with Sz = ± 1

.

The matrix element is, therefore,

M*/
IS) = (m« - y-p)

J c

u*(r)j(r)
4-nr2 dr (10-8.12)

Note that «*(r) is calculated with the triplet potential prevailing in the

ground state andy'(r) with the singlet potential for the continuum. Thus
they are not orthogonal. If the state in the continuum were a triplet state,

j{r) would be orthogonal to «*(/•) and the matrix element would vanish,
as we stated at the beginning of this section. The calculation of /ix and^
in the case of unpolarized neutrons and unpolarized target gives the same
result as that of \j. z .

Using the relation between A and the cross section (apv = A) and
the normalization p = I, we obtain from Eqs. (10-8.2) and (10-8.12)

16tt* o,3

(10-8.13)

where / is given by Eq. (10-8.14) below.

Here we have introduced the factor J because only one-fourth the
initial n-p systems are in the singlet state, three-fourths being in the triplet

state. Another factor 3 derives from the fact that

<(tfp - Vn)x)
2 = ((Vp - t«n)v>

2 = ((Vi> - Vn)z)
2

and that the transition probabilities add to each other, without inter-

ference terms.
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(10-8.14)

Wc must still evaluate the integral

/= f u*(r)j{r)dr
J o

Replacing the expressions for u(r), j(r), we have

1 / y VW
f
»

1 / y \
I/2

A: cos So + y sin S

~Jfc\2W &2 + y2

To obtain a formula directly comparable to experiment, it is convenient

to introduce the singlet scattering length a s, which is related to the phase
shift So by

(10-8.15)

k cot S = (10-8.16)

[see Eq. (10-2.14)]. Expressing sin S and cos S through cot So, we obtain

1 - yas
(10-8.17)= MM"2

\2W (v

(10-8.18)

/ = (10-8.19)

(y
2 + fc*) (1 + &W)i'2

For orientation remember the numerical values

k =~ = 2.20 x 109
(Eeyy:2 cm-i

n

y = 0.232 x 1013 cm *

a, = - 23.7 F

yas = - 5.5 F

Up to a few keV, k <$ y, ka s <£ 1 ; therefore, approximately

y v i/8
i _ yas

. 2tt I y
2

Substituting this expression in Eq. (10-8.13) and measuring the magnetic
moments in units ehjlMc, we obtain the approximate formula

(4tt)2 w3
/ eh \ 2

y (1 - yas)
z

Note that hoi, the center-of-mass energy of the photon, is related to the

laboratory velocity of the neutron captured by a proton at rest by

where |jE"| = 2.224 MeV is the binding energy of the deuteron. It is clear

that, for low-energy neutrons,

hto ~ \E\

A*jfca

s l£l (10-8.22)



Remembering also that y = (M\E\)V2/h we obtain from Eq. (10-8.20) the

expression

6.2 x 10'1 b
o = (10-8.23)

(10-9.1)

i'(cm sec
-1

)

which agrees very well with experiments at low energy.

10-9 Photodisintegration of the Deuteron

In the process

hw + d -> n + p

at low energy, we have transitions from the bound 3Si state to the state

of ] So of the continuum. These are inverse transitions from those con-

sidered in Sec. 10-8. They are especially important at very low energies

(up to a few tenths of an MeV above threshold) because the/; states of

the continuum require too high a relative velocity to be attained near the

threshold. As the energy of the gamma ray increases, the electric-dipole

transitions from 3Si to 3/>o,i,2 become predominant. The simple consid-

erations to be developed here arc valid only for energies up to about

10 MeV. At higher energies there are further effects difficult to evaluate.

The photodisintegration due to magnetic dipole radiation is obtained

from Eq. (10-8.23) by applying the rule (see Chap. 11) relating inverse

reactions

a(l ->2) a(2 ->1)

gipr- gipr
(10-9.2)

where g and p arc the statistical weight and momentum of the final state

for the cross section in the numerator of Eq. (10-9.2).

In our case, for capture, the final state has photons of momentum
ftwjc; for photodisintegration the final state has nucleons of momentum
hk. Thus we have

C2
<TC Odls

gph+df,^) 2 gn i
ptPk2

(10-9.3)

Now we express cc through Eqs. (10-8.13) and (10-8.15), taking the exact

value of /given in Eq. (10-8.14), and we obtain

Odl

and
3 -hc\Mc)

Klin Mp;
\(k* + 72

)(1 + **a.*)I
a

(10-9.4)

_ lit e*h (o> )
1/2 (*> - to )

1/2 [(*to )
1/2 + W2

]
2

° d '8- T M&^ ~ ^
o,[*(to - too) + W9 ]

where Wo is defined by
(10-9.5)

h
*« =

(MWo)vz
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Figure 10-23 Photoelectric and photomagnetic cross sections of the dcuteron. The inset shows the

region near threshold energy much magnified.

justas I/7 = 6/Ol£|)'-"2
and/;«u = \E\. The electric-dipole part requires

the consideration of S

—

P transitions. We omit the calculation, limiting

ourselves to the final result,

or

a(El) =

a{E\) =

Stt e- k*y

3 he (k2 + y*f

%rr e2 V<;>t)(w — coq) "| 3/2

3 Mccoq L to
2

These cross sections are illustrated in Fig. 10-23.

(10-9.6)

(10-9.7)
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Problems

10-1 Show that if deutcrons arc scattered by protons the maximum
scattering angles in the center-of-mass and laboratory systems are 120° and
30°, respectively, but that if protons arc scattered by deutcrons, the maximum
angle is 180° in both systems.

10-2 Plot m = nji for the neutron-proton system at the positive energy

of 1 eV in the triplet slate. Indicate in the same figure the eigenfunction of the

ground state of the deuteron and the corresponding rectangular potential.

10-3 Verify that for a potential in the neutron-proton system

Vi(r) + ^(r)oi-02

I
2
,
parity, L2

, and S- arc constants of the motion.

10-4 Show that the expectation value of the electric quadrupole moment
for a neutron-proton system in the state 3

6"i is zero.

10-5 If neutron and proton were bound in the deuteron in the lPi or

3Pi state, what would be the magnetic moment of the deuteron?

10-6 Calculate the effective range ro for a rectangular well of depth Vq

and width a.

10-7 Starting from the equation kt cot ktr = —7, and assuming E < VQ ,

show that

cotA^o^-flfl/T,)1'2

and
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K</-
2

ft*

AM
10-8 Assuming n-p and n-n forces to be identical, what would be the n-n

scattering cross section at low energy (0 to 1,000 eV)?
10-9 Show that for ft > ro (range of forces)

(7 -
y'- + W

10-10 Show that for £ = 10 McV this value agrees with experiment,

but that for E = 1 cV there is no agreement. Explain, why.
10-11 By what factor would the neutron capture cross section of hydro-

gen change if the singlet scattering length were positive (i.e., the singlet state

were bound)?

10-12 Calculate the phase shift 8 for an impenetrable sphere of radius
R. Compare its cross section to its geometrical area.

10-13 Neutrons of 100-eV energy, polarized with spin in the z direction,

move along the x axis hitting protons having spin in a direction a. Find the

total collision cross section.

10-14 For a proton-proton system there exist only the states 1 S, SP, 1D,
etc. Prove this statement and give the i spin of each state. Do the same thing
for a neutron-proton system.

10-15 List the states with J — 4 for the proton-proton and neutron-
proton system and classify them according to spin and parity. Indicate states

that can mix with each other.

10-16 Prove Jacobson's inequality [Eq. (10-4.17)].

10-17 Show that the energy of two magnetic dipolcs of moments jn, H-2 is

r.[3(m-r)({i2 -r)
- JXl'fi'i

1

where r is the distance between the two dipoles. Calculate Kfor the n-p system
and show by an ordcr-of-magniludc estimate that it cannot account for the
experimentally measured mixing of s and d states.

10-18 Show that if Sn is the tensor operator, then

512/(r)a(l)a(2) =/(/){* )V>a(l)a(2)

+ iy2
l[«d)P + /3(l)a(2)] + cyg2j3(l)/3(2)

where Yim (6,<p) are spherical harmonics and determine the coefficients a, b, c.

10-19 Using Horn's approximation, calculate the scattering cross

section of protons for 100-MeV neutrons. Also give the total cross section

and the cross section as a function of angle.

10-20 Show that

and that
Pb = 1(1 + oi-az)

PH - - Pr - - JO + TL-T2)

where P r is an operator that exchanges only i spin between the nuclei [Eq.

(10-6.16)].

10-21 The potential (Serber, 1949)



with g
2 jtic = 0.405 and 0.280 and k~ l = 1.2 F, has been extensively used. 425

Show that it gives no force in odd states.

10-22 Show that for a spin J particle scattering on a spinless center the

spin component normal to the scattering plane cannot change. (Consider Problems
simultaneous conservation of parity and angular momentum.)

10-23 Show that in a time-reversible scattering of a spin J particle on a

spinless center,

/>(-L + ) =/>( + £-)

10-24 Show that D = 1 for a nucleon on a spinless target. Show that

-1 + 2\P\ < D *S 1.

10-25 Show that RIR' = -cot(8 - 0) and A]A' = tan(y - 6); 6

is the scattering angle. Angles 8 and y should be found from Fig. 10-16.

10-26 Draw diagrams illustrating complete experiments to measure

Cpg and C^p.

10-27 Show that Cnp = C„t = 0.

10-28 Consider scattering between protons. Define suitably Cf* co-

efficients and show that Cvq = — Cqp.

10-29 Calculate the mean life of slow neutrons in water, assuming that

they are absorbed only by radiative capture by the free protons.

10-30 Show the equivalence of Eqs. (10-9.4), (10-9.5), (10-9.6), and

(10-9.7).





CHAPTER XI

Nuclear Reactions

T.he study of nuclear reactions is one of the largest areas

of nuclear and subnuclear physics. The threshold for forming pions is a

suitable energy boundary between the two fields. Below this threshold

we deal only with nuclear reactions in the strict sense of the word,

above this threshold mesic and particle phenomena become increasingly

important until in the multi-BeV region, nuclear features become of

secondary importance and the interplay between pions, single nucleons,

and other particles such as K mesons are the most prominent features,

while the nuclear composition of targets becomes of secondary impor-

tance.

11-1 Introduction

At any energy, the conservation of energy and momentum imposes

certain restrictions, improperly called "kinematic" restrictions, on the

reactions. Although this part of the study is simply an application of

mechanics, it is very important. Tt is considered in part in this section

and also in Appendix G.

There are general formalisms, such as the phase-shift analysis,

the scattering-matrix theory, and the Breit-Wigner theory of resonance,

which are broad enough to accommodate nuclear and subnuclear

phenomena. These general methods and their nuclear applications are

described in this chapter, whereas the nonnuclear applications are re-

served for Chaps. 14 and 15. Actually, the general methods find applica-

tion even in fields apparently remote from nuclear physics (for instance,

electrical engineering), thus demonstrating the deep formal interrelations

between different areas of physics.

From the experimental point of view it is possible to generate

beams of neutrons, protons, deuterons, helium ions, and ions of light

nuclei such as C12 ranging over a tremendous energy interval. In the

case of neutrons we go from less than 10~2 to 1010 eV. Charged particles

cannot effectively react unless they have an energy comparable to the

Coulomb barrier zZe2/R ~ zZ/A 1 '* (in MeV) of the target which sets

the lower limit of usable energy. The upper energy attainable with

accelerators is of the order of 1010 eV, but cosmic rays in rare cases give

particles having as much as 1020 eV. Laboratory beams can be polarized

and even polarized targets have been developed. These techniques give a
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hint of the variety of problems presented by the study of nuclear reac-

tions.

Tn particle physics a severe limitation in the use of beams comes
from the short life of many particles; nevertheless, there are available

beams of muons, pions, K mesons, etc. Very often the most interesting

target is liquid hydrogen.

The information obtainable from reactions is applicable to many
kinds of questions. For instance, in nuclear-physics proper a few of the

subjects treated are the assignment of quantum numbers to specific

levels, nuclear models, and reaction mechanisms. Almost all the infor-

mation in subnuclear physics comes from reactions. The answers to the
most basic questions, such as mass determinations and the assignment
of quantum numbers to particles, are derived almost exclusively from
reactions studies, involving reaction kinematics, angular distributions,

cross sections, polarization, etc.

Nuclear reactions at low energy arc mostly of the type

A + a-*B + b + Q (11-1.1)

where A is a target nucleus, a the impinging particle, and B and b the

products; b is usually a light nucleus or a gamma ray. The reaction rep-

resented in Eq. (11-1.1) is often described in a very convenient notation

devised by Bothe:
A{a,b)B

where the first letter is the target and the last letter the residual nucleus,

those in parentheses are, first, the projectile and, second, the lighter

escaping particle or particles. In this notation clastic proton scattering is

represented by A(p,p)A, neutron capture followed by gamma-ray
emission by A(n,y)B, and so on.

The Q of the reaction is the rest-mass difference multiplied by c2 of
the left side minus the right side of the equation. If Q is positive, the

reaction is exothermic; if Q is negative, the reaction is endothermic. In
this case

[ Q I
is the minimum energy we must impart to the two particles

at the left, in their center-of-mass system, if the reaction is to occur.

In a bombardment represented by Eq. (1 l-l.l), with A at rest in the

laboratory, we must impart to the incident particle a an energy larger

than \Q in order to obtain the reaction, because not all the kinetic

energy of a is available inasmuch as the momentum of the center of mass
is conserved.

Nonrelativislically, in the center-of-mass system, the velocities of
a and A are related by

muv* + m AvA = (11-1.2)

and for the minimum kinetic energy at which an endothermic reaction

(Q < 0) occurs we have

KmuVa2 + mAVA l
) = \Q\ (11-1.3)

In the laboratory system (primed quantities)

»J = (11-1.4)



and the minimum velocity v'a at which the reaction occurs is obviously

V'a =va -vA (11-1.5)

Equations (11-1.2) to (11-1.5) give for the kinetic energy of a in the

laboratory system

l/»a< 2 = imata2 (l + —) = \Q\
\ m,\l mA

The threshold is thus obtained for a velocity v'n such that

/ m a + "'a

(11-1.6)

(11-1.7)

The particle must have a velocity v'a such that a particle having the re-

duced mass /x = mam Ai(ma + m A ) and traveling with velocity v'a has

kinetic energy \Q\.

In much work on nuclear reactions, kinematic considerations arc

of paramount importance. In low-energy nuclear physics the non-

rclativistic approximation is usually adequate. In high-energy nuclear

physics, on the other hand, exact relativistic formulas are needed in

almost every case (see Appendix G).

The experimental study of nuclear reactions constitutes in itself a

large part of experimental nuclear physics. To give a general idea of

the methods, we shall mention some of the experimental approaches,

without entering into technical details.

By bombarding a nucleus, say, for example, Al 27
,
with protons, we

may produce a nuclear reaction, and the product may be radioactive.

In our example the reaction (p,y) would give the stable nucleus Si28 ; the

reaction (p,n) would give the positron emitter Si27 ; the reaction (p,d)

would give the positron emitter Al28
. A chemical or mass spectrographic

separation of the products will show the type and yield of the reactions.

Using a proton beam of known intensity and a known target thickness,

and measuring the yields, one obtains a reaction cross section from the

relation

<fc,J- = N (11-1.8)

where <p is the number of projectiles crossing the target,. I " is the number

of target nuclei per unit area, a is the cross section for the reaction

considered, and N is the number of nuclei produced. This relation is

valid for a target absorbing only a negligible fraction of the beam.

In our example (p could be measured by collecting the protons in a

Faradaycage and thus obtaining the numbcrof protons from theircharge

;

Jr would be obtained from the thickness of the aluminum foil and N
from the radioactivity accumulated in the target, corrected for decay.

By stacking a pile of foils and considering the energy loss of the protons,

we may obtain a as a function of energy, or "excitation function." The

aluminum foils may also be coaled (e.g., by evaporation) with a different

substance, and comparison between the activity induced in the aluminum

and in the substance gives the excitation function of the substance,
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once that of aluminum is known. Figure 11-1 shows such an arrangement,

and a typical excitation function obtained by a stacked-foil experiment

is given in Fig. 11-27.

To observe a scattering cross section, we could detect the scattered

protons with a counter, as in Fig. 1 1-2. We might want to measure the

number scattered per unit solid angle as a function of 6, thus obtaining

the differential cross section da/dco. We may further measure the proton

energy, in order to check whether the scattering is elastic or not. The
energy may be obtained by measuring the range of the protons entering

the counter, for instance, by putting over the counter a scries of windows

of increasing thickness. Wc thus obtain a differential cross section

d2a/dw dE.

If we are interested in the polarization of the scattered protons, we
must scatter them once more and look for a possible left-right asymmetry

(Fig. 10-13). Similar measurements can be made for incident neutrons

or other particles, and the flux is then measured by an integrating neutron

counter such as the one described in Chap. 3 or by other suitable

methods.

In the case of neutrons we arc often interested in the total cross

section, which is determined by a measurement of the attenuation of

the primary beam. If / is the intensity of the incident beam and / — A/
the transmitted intensity, we have, for A/// small,

A/— = aJT
I

(11-1.9)

However, normal neutron beams contain neutrons of different velocities.

Often the velocity dependence of the cross section is of paramount

interest. The primary beam must then be passed through a velocity

selector, which may consist of two shutters, separated by a known dis-

tance d, opening in succession at a time interval t. The neutrons threading

the two shutters must then perforce have the velocity djt.

11-2 General Features of Cross Sections

The following considerations apply in general only to cases not in-

volving resonances, i.e., where there is no single special nuclear level

beam
Figure 11-1 Schematic diagram

of an experimental arrangement

for an activation cross-section

measurement. A, absorbers; d,

detector foils; F, Faraday cage.



which plays a prominent role. Later we shall consider a treatment based

on a generalization of the method of partial waves for collision processes

(Appendix D). Here we shall be able to account for important character-

istic features of some types of reactions by very simple considerations

based on golden rule No. 2 (see Appendix A). This rule is derived from

perturbation theory; however, many of the results we shall obtain are

exact. This may be proved by more advanced methods than are available

here. In particular, to obtain a rigorous formula the matrix element

used in Eq. (1 1-2.1) must be defined somewhat differently from the way

it is here.

In the reaction described in Eq. (11-1.1) we start from a definite

state, specified by the initial particles, momentum, angular momentum,

and polarization. On the other hand, the final accessible states form a

continuum, because the conservation theorems do not suffice to single

out one accessible state only. A similar situation occurs, in atomic

physics, in the emission of a photon by an excited atom: the photon

may escape in any direction, and this alone gives a continuum of final

states.

Transitions of this type are best analyzed by using golden rule No. 2,

-t<w>! (11-2.1)

where w is the transition probability per unit time, dnjdE the density of

the accessible final states, and (\Ht/\
2
) an average value of the square

of the matrix element connecting the initial and final states. We shall

assume here that |//</|
2 does not vary widely for the different accessible

states. The density of the final states for a continuum is infinite, and at

first sight Eq. (11-2.1) seems to give a divergent result. This is not the

case, as can be verified by a limiting process. Enclose the system in a

box of finite volume Q. Then the levels of a free particle b, corresponding

to the final state, do not form a continuum so long as 9. is finite; but we may
still speak of a density of states, which is known to be (see Appendix B)

dn 47rfi
„ 2

dpb

dE (lirft)3
'" dE

(11-2.2)
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Figure 11-2 Measurement of the

differential scattering cross sec-

tion by the detection of scattered

neutrons. The principle is based

on the assumption that the sam-

ple is thin, and hence docs not

attenuate the incident beam
appreciably. /, incident beam, T,

target; 0, scattering angle; d,

detector.
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The matrix element lUf is

Hi/ = /*/*£% <fr (11-2.3)

where U is the interaction energy, which will be appreciable only in the

region occupied by the nucleus. However, we shall need at present only

some very simple qualitative features of //*/, which are obtainable by
general considerations.

Although in general it is not possible to calculate Htf explicitly,

since it depends on the nuclear structure, we may say something about
its form. The wave functions <pf*> fa are normalized in the volume Q.
In the center-of-mass system and for the relative distance r ^> range

of nuclear forces (neglecting for a moment Coulomb forces) we can
think of ifn as a product of a function eikr/Ct1,s describing the relative

motion of a and A and two functions, one representing the internal co-

ordinates of a and the other the internal coordinates of A. A similar

expression holds for />/*. The matrix clement Hif is thus proportional to

1/fi and Hi/ of Eq. (11-2.1) goes to as 1/J2. The contributions to Hy
come only from the small region occupied by the nucleus. The remainder

of the volume £2 does not contribute to the integral, because initial and
final states are orthogonal. We can thus estimate Hi/ as

Hif ~ —f<P/*U<PtjT (11-2.4)

where the integral is extended over the nucleus and the <? are functions

only of the internal coordinates. Approximately,

<£/> x (volume of the nucleus)
Hlf

-
Q

where <£/> is an average over the nuclear volume.

For the case of charged particles, <//, at the nucleus, is reduced by the

Coulomb repulsion. Thus, if particle a is positively charged, there will

be in ipi a factor e 6'°, where

Ga =- f [2ma(Va - Ea))^dr ~
rrZAZae

2

(11-2.5)

(see Chap. 7). This will give a factor e~-G° in <j//y/|
2
>. Similarly, if particle

b is charged, we shall have a reduction by a factor e~G" in >pf*. We thus

have, for charged particles,

<C/> x (vol. nucleus) (11-2.6)
Htf ~. - - exp(-G» -Ob )

To calculate a reaction cross section starting from w of Eq. (11.2-1)

we note that

faAHaOA->B = IV (11-2.7)

where na is the number of particles a per unit volume and v„.a is the vel-

ocity of a relative to A. In fact, vaAna represents the number of particles

of type a crossing a unit surface per unit time, or, in short, the flux of a.



This quantity multiplied by the cross section <ja-*ii for the reaction of

Eq. (11-1.1) gives by definition the number of transitions per unit time

w. With the normalization of one particle a in Q, na is 1/Q, and Eqs.

(11-2.7), (11.2-1), and (11-2.2) give

1 27T 477 clOb
(11-2.8)

As it should, the volume D. disappears from this formula if we remember

that Hi/ is inversely proportional to Q.

Next we replace dE by Vb dpi, where for brevity va .\ and vtn are

designated va and Vb, respectively. Measuring pb in the center-of-

mass system and using the matrix element aPq = O-Hif, which is inde-

pendent of the normalization volume Q, we obtain

trie1 vaVb
(11-2.9)

In practice one ordinarily wants the cross section averaged over all

initial states of polarization and summed over all final states of polari-

zation, such as would be found by starting with an unpolarized beam and

observing outgoing particles with a detector insensitive to their polari-

zation.

Equation (1 1-2.9) must then be slightly modified to take into account

the statistical weights of initial and final states if the particles involved

have spin. In our definition <Jf</> »s an average of stales that are not

degenerate. If we take into account the spin degeneracy only, the aver-

aging as far as spin is concerned means

<]*VI
2>-— II-*Via

gigf if

(11-2.10)

where the sum is extended over all possible combinations of / and /
generated by spin orientation. The statistical weights gi, gf are, respec-

tively, (2IA + l)(2/a + 1) = gi and {21B + l)(2/6 + 1) = gf.

Experimentally the initial system is a uniform assembly of different

spin states, but it is so normalized as to have weight 1. In the final state,

however, we do not discriminate different spin orientations and thus we

must multiply <|jf<jr|
2
> byg/. We thus have

Pb
°A>B = -S <ljr'/|

2
>— - <2/« + W21* + ') ("-2 - 11 )

7/i* VuVb

where the prime specifies the particular type of cross section measured.

Ordinarily we shall omit the prime, and unless otherwise specified a

indicates the cross section for an unpolarized beam on an unpolarized

target.

Equation (11-2.11) permits several simple and interesting applica-

tions to specific cases, giving general features of the cross-section versus

energy curves for some types of reactions:
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1. Elastic scattering (n,n) (both particles uncharged). v
tt
= v b ,

therefore, pbz/vaVb = (A/neutron)
2
, a constant. At low energy |,-Jfy|2 is

approximately constant; therefore a ~ constant at low energy (Fig.

11 -3a).

2. Exothermic reaction. Low-energy uncharged bombarding particle as

in («,«), (n,p), (n,y), (n,f) (neutron-induced fission) reactions. Q is usually

positive and of the order of millions of electron volts, while neutron

energy is ~ electron volts; therefore, vi ^ constant, and pb2jvaVb
cc l/va . Now |.ar</|

2 cc e
-2 <c»+G«>. However, Gn is for a neutral particle

and e G- is ~ constant, since it depends on the almost constant energy

of the outgoing particle. Therefore, o ~ I/oB. The famous "1/w" law
obtains (Fig. 1

1 -3b).

3. Exothermic reaction—charged incoming particle, as in (p,n), (a,n),

(*>y)> (p,y) reactions. For incident energies <^ Q, the factor pb2/vav b

cc l/va and the barrier factor e-G> are operative and a cc (l/va)e 2G"

(Fig. ll-3c).

(a) (b)

F F
threshold c

threshold

(d) (e)

Figure 11-3 Behavior of cross sections at low energy as a function of the velocity v or energy E of
the incident particle, (a) Neutron clastic scattering («,«): a = constant, (b) Exothermic reactions,

for example, («,a), (n,y): a cc \jv. (c) Exothermic reaction with Coulomb barrier for projectile, for
instance, 0,n),(a,K),0,y),(a,y): a oc (l/w)exp [-2G (incident)], (d) Behavior of cross sections near
threshold. Endothcrmic inelastic scattering, for instance, (n,n') :acc(E-E threshold)

1 '2
, (c) Behavior

of cross sections near threshold. Endothermic reaction with Coulomb barrier for outgoing particle,

for example, (n,a.),(n,p): a cc (E - E threshold)
1 '2 exp [-2G(outgoing)].



4. Inelastic scattering; {n,n') reaction. The nucleus is left in an

excited state. The process is endothermic. Q is negative and - Q is the

excitation energy of the nucleus. For incident neutron energies slightly

above the threshold, v„ ~ constant, since the fractional change in in-

cident energy is small. But vn> changes arc great in this region: v„-

oc (excess of energy above threshold) 1 '2
. Therefore, p„-2/Wir cc (energy

excess) 1
' 2

. Hence near the threshold a cc (energy excess) 1
'2 (Fig. ll-3d).

5. Endothermic reaction; charged outgoing particles as in (n,a),

(n,p) reactions. The reaction is exactly like that in case 4, except that the

factor e'c- operates and is dominant, a cc (energy excess) 1 ' 2 x e~2c«

(Fig. 11 -3e).

In all these reactions, no account has been taken of possible varia-

tions of .Jf ,yas shown, for instance, in resonance phenomena.
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11-3 Inverse Reaction—Detailed Balance

Equation (11-2.1 1) allows us to establish a very important relation

between the cross sections of reaction Eq. (11-1.1) when it proceeds to

the right or to the left. Let us call the first cross section gA -,b and the

second <jB ->a- Under very general assumptions //</ is hermilian, which

means that

HV - Hfi
* (11-3.1)

and hence

<|//v |

2 > = <|ffy»|*> (11-3.2)

Here the two matrix elements are obviously evaluated at the same energy

in the center-of-mass system. We can then write, using Eq. (11-2.11),

«a.h pb*(2IB + D(2/6 + 1)

ob~a Pa* QIa + l)(2/„ + 1)

(11-3.3)

The two reactions are considered in the center-of-mass system, and the

velocities and momenta are measured in that system. Relation (1 1-3.3) is

the principle of detailed balance.

The principle of detailed balance may appear to be related to per-

turbation theory. Actually it is valid rigorously, provided that the two

processes A > B,B > A are related by time reversal. We must pay special

attention to this condition when we deal with particles with spin.

The result of Eq. (1 1-3.3) may be obtained from statistical mechanics.

Consider a box containing a mixture of A, a; B, b at equilibrium, the

total energy of the system E being given. States of the system are de-

scribed by giving the position and momenta of all particles and stating

whether they are A, a or B, h. It is postulated that all states in the small

energy interval A£ near E have equal probability of being occupied.

The justification of this postulate is one of the objectives of statistical

mechanics and will not be considered here. Now divide the states into

the Aa and Bb types. Our postulate asserts that the probability of an
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Aa-typt state being occupied is the same as that of a Bb-type state being

occupied; hence the ratio

No. ofAa states occupied No. of possible Aa states in A£
(11-3.4)

No. of Bb states occupied No. of possible Bb slates in AE
Now the number of possible Aa states in the energy interval AE

is equal to the maximum number^' of Aa pairs (obtainable from the

number of particles) multiplied by the number of possible states for

one pair. This last quantity is the volume of phase space available to Aa
pairs divided by (2nh)3 , that is,

47rQ/>„2 dpa
AA

(iTthy dE

Thus the number of possible Aa states in A£is

"**.*,* '

dpa
because— =

dE

1

(2t7«)3 va

Similarly the number of possible Bb states in AA is

Jf
4ttQ Pb

O*)3 Vb
'—AE

(11-3.5)

(11-3.6)

100

* C 12(».rf)N'«

70 «0 90

cm. angle, deg

Figure 11-4 Angular distribution (center of mass) for the inverse reactions C12 + i^N 11 + d at

matched energies: Ea = 41.7 McV, Ed = 20.0 MeV (lab). Probable errors on experimental points

include statistical errors and estimated uncertainties in the subtraction of small background contri-

butions to the measured counting rates. [From Bodansky, Eccles, Farwell, Rickey, and Robinson,

Phys. Rev. Letters, 2, 101 (1959).]



At equilibrium the number of transitions A -* B per unit time must be

equal to the number of B -> A transitions per unit time. The first number

is equal to the number of A states occupied times the transition probabil-

ity for an A state, and similarly for a B state. Equations (1 1-2.7), (11-3.5),

and (11-3.6) give

Pa*
S.I -II = Vb

Pl_

»6
<T« -A or ^ = ^ dl-3.7)

<->13 -.1 Pa*

We have omitted statistical weights. If we take them into account, we

obtain Eq. (11-3.3) again. This equation is also valid for the differential

cross section dajdea (Fig. 11-4). To make it valid we need essentially

only invariance under time reversal. The transition A -* B must be the

reversed of 5-> A.

Wc have applied the relation between direct and inverse reactions

to the photodisintegration of the deuteron and to neutron capture by

protons (Sec. 10-9).

Another important application is the determination of the spin of

the pion by the reactions

p+p^n^ + D- 137 MeV (11-3.8)

The statistical weight on the left side would be 4 if the protons were not

identical, but Pauli's principle eliminates half the states and thus we

put 2 as the statistical weight. On the right side the statistical weight is

3(2/„ + 1). Thus in the center-of-mass system we have

°vv-.*» 3(2/
ff
+ l)p„2

<*„/)-, pp Pp*

The result from the measurements of the cross section is /„+ = (see

Chap. 14).

Equation (11-3.4) applies if the beams involved are unpolarized.

Otherwise more complicated relations must be used.
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11-4 Reaction Mechanisms. The Compound Nucleus (Qualitative)

There are formal, rigorous theories based on quantum mechanics

that are in principle adequate to describe nuclear reactions under very

general assumptions (Kapur, Pcierls, Wigncr, and others). However,

they are complicated and beyond the scope of this book.

Since the great variety of phenomena occurring in nuclear reactions

precludes a unified treatment simple enough to be of practical use, it is

necessary to use different models and approximations according to the

nature and energy of the projectile and of the target.

Table 1 1-1 gives a survey of the most common reactions for inter-

mediate (25 < A < 80) and heavy (A ^ 80) nuclei. Light nuclei have

somewhat different reactions.

Following Wcisskopf (Fig. 1 1-5) we shall try to give first an intuitive

picture of a nuclear reaction, later describing in more detail special
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aspects of the phenomenon. We may consider the target nucleus as seen

from an incoming particle as a region with a potential and an absorption
coefficient. However, we must remember that this potential is due to the
single nucleons composing the target nucleus. When the incoming
particle hits the target it may be diffracted by the potential without losing
any energy (elastic scattering). If the energy of the impinging particle is

high and the absorption of the nucleus is such that it appears as a black
sphere, we have the typical diffraction pattern exemplified in Fig. 11-6.

If the energy of the incoming particle is low and can form standing waves
in the target because it is absorbed only slightly, we shall find large

scattering cross sections for the values of the nuclear radius (and cor-
respondingly of A) that match the wavelength permitting the particle to

form standing waves in the nucleus.

If the incoming particle enters the nucleus it may hit one nucleon

Table 11-1 Tabic of Nuclear Reactions

Intermediate nuclei (30 > A > 90) Heavy nuclei {A > 90)

Energy of

incident particle

Incident particle

Low, 0-1 kcV n(cl.) Xo appre- No appre- No appre- y No appre- No appre- No appre-

V ciable ciable ciable «(el.) ciable ciable ciable

(res.) rcactior reaction reaction (res.) reaction reaction reaction

Intermediate, »(cl.) n ii P n(el.) Very small Very small Very small
1-500 kcV y v y n y reaction reaction reaction

(res.) a P (res.) cross cross cross

(res.) (res.) section section section

High, 0.5-10 n(d.) n n P "(el.) n n p
McV n(inel.) />(incl.) P n n(inel.) /.(inel.) /' n

P a a(incl.) pn P y y !"

a 2n 7 2a
(res. for (res. for (res. for

lower lower lower

energies ) energies) energies)

Very high, 2n 2n 2n P 2/i 2n 2/i /'

10-50 McV n(inel.) n n 2/i n(inel.) n. n 2n
"(el.) //(inel.) P pn »(d.) //(inel.) P "/>

P »P »/•> 3n P np np 3n

nfi 2p 2p </(incl.) pn IP 2P dfiatL)
lu a a(incl.) tntons 2p a a(incl.) tritotis

Three or Three or Three or Three or Three or Three or Three or Three or

more more more more more more mora more
particles particles particles particles particles particles particles particles



and lift it to a higher energy state or even to an unbound state and still

preserve enough energy to leave the nucleus. This process is called "direct

interaction." A typical example is given by collisions of high-energy pro-

tons in Li, where two protons emerge preferentially at 90° from each

other and with energies roughly corresponding to those of a free proton-

proton collision (Fig. 11-7).

The incident particle may lose so much energy that it cannot escape

the struck nucleus. If this energy is transferred to a nucleon leaving it,

however, bound, we have the case of formation of a compound nucleus.

No nucleon can leave the nucleus until by further collisions the energy

reconcenlrates in one nucleon. The compound nucleus gives rise to a

typical energy spectrum for the emitted particles having nearly a Maxwell

distribution of velocities and a practically isotropic angular distribution.

In contrast, the direct-interaction mechanism gives strong angular

dependences, and characteristic maxima of the cross section as a function

of energy (see Fig. 1 1-30).

Diffraction scattering and direct interactions are expected to occur

in periods of the order of 10 20 sec. The compound nucleus, on the other

hand, is expected to decompose in periods of the order of 10-16 or 10 -17

sec. Present-day techniques do not permit the measurement of such short

time intervals.
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shape elastic

scattering
direct inelastic

scattering
V-iW

compound
nucleus

scattering

same particle leaving

t.
no collision 1st coll. 2nd coll, 3rd coll

«>» I

other particles leaving

shape clastic

scattering

direct

reaction

I compound
f-*

—

nucleus
s\

compound
nucleus

reaction

Figure 11-5 Graphic representation of the course of a nuclear reaction. As long as no collision takes

place, only shape elastic scattering is possible. A first collision may produce direct reactions; later

on, after many collisions, a compound nucleus is formed. [After Weisskopf.]
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Some general results were obtained in Sec. 1 1-2 by a simplification
of Eq. (11-2.1) on the hypothesis that \j?i$ was approximately constant
in the energy interval considered. However, this is not always the case.
Thus, for the (n,y) reaction produced by slow neutrons there are very
important cross-section oscillations called resonances, as shown, for
instance, in Fig. 11-8.

The fact that the cross section is so large only in small energy
intervals suggests that there may be a sort of quantum state of the system
in which the reaction occurs. This quantum state is not truly stationary.
Actually, the fact that the energy region in which the cross section is

anomalously large has the width A£ suggests, according to the uncer-
tainty principle, a mean life t for the state, given by

I

s
o

I

8 10

2kRa sin(0/2)

Figure 11-6 The observed clastic scattering cross section for alpha particles on magnesium divided
by k2

, plotted as a function of x = 2kR sin (0/2). k is the reciprocal de Broglie wavelength and R
the nuclear radius. For a black disk da/dw = (Ari? 2

)
2

[/i(x)/*P [cf. Eq. (6-3.3)]. All data refer to
center-of-mass system. [From Blair, Farwell, and McDaniel, Nucl Phys., 17, 641 (I960).]



MeV

BL = Br

Figure 11-7 The energy carried away by each of two coincidence protons from (/>, pp) reactions in

Li6 bombarded by 450-MeV protons has been measured. To the extent that the collision is quasi-

clastic the difference between the sum of these energies and the incident energy gives the bindmg

energy of the struck proton in the nucleus. In part (a) the abscissa gives the difference between the sum

of the energies of the escaping protons and the incoming proton. The two peaks correspond to the

ejection of an sVz and ap3* proton bound with 22.3 and 5.2 MeV, respectively, (b) and (c) show the

angular correlation between the escaping protons. 9L = Or are deflections left and right. For protons

at rest the curve would be a delta function at 45°. The broadening is due to the momentum of the

struck proton. Note the difference between collisions with 5 and /> protons and the minimum in the

center of distribution for p3 ;-> protons. [Courtesy Tyren, Kullandcr, and Ramachandran.J
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T

(11-4.1)

Such unstable states arc called virtual states, and the energies at which
they occur are called resonance energies.

The discovery of these resonances gave rise to the physical model
of the "compound nucleus" (Bohr, 1936) mentioned above. Bohr
assumed that the nuclear reaction proceeds in two steps: (1) the forma-
tion from A + a of a compound nucleus C, which survives a relatively

long time and (2) later decomposes into B + b. It is assumed that the
motions in the intermediate slate C are very complicated and that the
compound nucleus "forgets" how it was formed, except for its total

energy, parity, and angular momentum. The main reason for the long
duration of the compound slate is that the energy initially concentrated
in one particle is soon shared by many other particles of the struck
nucleus, because they interact with each other. Only when, by a fluctua-

tion, the energy concentrates again on another particle, does the latter

one escape. In the meantime the energy may also be lost by emission of
gamma rays, which thus "compete" with the other process. The time
for a particle to cross a nucleus is, in order of magnitude, given by the

10,000

1,000 r

E, eV

Figure 11-8 The total cross

section of indium for neutrons,

showing prominent resonances.

The peaks are assigned to In113

(4.23 per cent) and In116 (95.77

per cent) by the triangles on the

abscissa, which indicate also the

resolution of the instrument.

[V.L. Sailor and L. B. Borst, Phys.

Rev., 87, 161 (1952).]



nuclear radius divided by the velocity of the particle, which is approxi-

mately 0.1c ~ lO'cmsec" 1
. This interval is ~ IO

-22 sec, and is called

the "characteristic nuclear time." The time for emission of gamma rays

is typically of the order 10 13 sec; to account for competition then, it

becomes necessary to explain why a particle may stay in a nucleus 1010

characteristic times. The sharing of the energy by many nucleons

provides such a reason.

With this simple picture we may split the collision into a first-phase

formation of the compound nucleus for which we have a certain cross

section ac , followed by a decomposition of the compound nucleus, with

emission of the different particles /;, p, y, a, etc. Calling the probability

of emission of each of them I\, we may formally write the cross section

for different processes as

r,

i

(11-4.2)

The program implicit in this formula must be implemented by the evalua-

tion of <tc and of V t , which is a difficult problem. However, in its great

simplicity, the formula gives a useful insight.

As an immediate application of the general ideas involved we shall

first give an example in which compound-nucleus formation and decay

seem to be directly verified. Consider the bombardment p + Cu63 or

a + Ni80
. The same compound nucleus Zn 6<l is formed in both cases,

and if the proton and the a have suitable energies, the compound

nucleus also will have the same excitation energy. Its further "destiny"

must be independent of the mode of formation according to the com-

pound-nucleus hypothesis, and hence the ratio between the cross

sections for emission of one neutron, one neutron and one proton, etc.,

must be constant (Fig. 11-9).

For the formation cross section ac (if the virtual states are separated

by energy intervals large compared with their width), Breit and Wigner

(1936), on the basis of a theoretical calculation stressing the analogy with

light absorption, suggested the following form

:
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o c
=

A/v

(£ - £o)2 + P/4
(11-4.3)

where v is the velocity of the incident particle, E its energy, £b the reso-

nance energy, T the level width, and A a constant depending on the specific

reaction. This formula will be further discussed in Sec. 11-10.

In the case of light nuclei the levels of the compound nucleus arc

often widely separated, and their quantum numbers are known. The

investigation of light nuclei is now well developed, and there arc impor-

tant summaries of this work (sec the Bibliography).

We shall briefly review Be8 as an example of an unstable light nu-

cleus and its levels (Fig. 11-10). This nucleus may decay from its ground
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state, whose energy we shall assume to be 0, into two alpha particles
according to

Be* = He* + He* + 94 keV

The mean life for such a decay is very short because, although the re-
action is barely exothermic, the Coulomb barrier is low. Calculation
and indirect measurements put the mean life in the range of 10 15 to
10-16 sec-1

, corresponding to a width of 0.66 to 6.6 eV.
Information on the excited levels is obtained from reactions such as

Li 7 + H* > Be* -> 2He4

Li 7 + hi - > Be7 + n

and from alpha-alpha scattering. For the last process the cross section
should show a resonance at 2 x 94 keV (laboratory system), but this

has thus far been unobservable because it is very narrow. A second
resonance is seen at 2.90 MeV (in the center-of-mass system). It is broad

energy of protons, MeV
255 9 13 17 21

1

1 i i
i r

0.9 -
Cu«(p,/w)CuM /

O.g -

0.7
Ni«°(a,n)Zn 83

Ni«°(a,/,fl)Cu«

0.6
CoM0>,fOZn« 3

/[ \

0.5 -

0.4
*// \ \ /

0.3 -

1 A
0.2

0.1

&_l_ i 4r •/

1

Ni«°(a,2n)Zn«

VCu 93(/>,2/j)Zn»s

12 16 20 24 28 32

energy of a particles , MeV
36

Figure 11-9 Yields of the decay

products of the compound nucle-

us Zn61 according to Ghoshal.

The proton energy scale has been
shifted 7 MeV to the right. [S. N.

Ghoshal, Phys. Rev., 80, 939

(1950).]



(1.2 MeV), corresponding to the short life of the excited state before it

decomposes into two He4 nuclei.

Another level corresponding to an alpha-alpha state in Be8
is to be

found at about 1 1.4 MeV (center of mass). It is several MeV wide. There

are, however, levels in Be8 that are stable with respect to disintegration

t
21.440

20.809 He*«-He
5

Li*+Li*-ti

Tl8.9l2 -£

yBe'tttf-qfiy,

%787 ^'
Lft*^-t> 16.002

Li"

0"+/-2a

Figure 11-10 Energy levels of Be8 with nuclear reactions leading to their formation. [From NRC-
NAS Nuclear Data Sheets.]
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into two He4
. This is best understood by noting that, for a system of

two identical particles, interchange of the particles is equivalent to re-

flection about the center of the line joining the particles. Alpha particles

are bosons; hence interchange must leave the wave function unaltered.

The corresponding states must thus be of even parity and have / = 0, 2,

4, 6, 8, etc. We conclude that only even-parity states of Be8
, with / even,

can decay into two He4
. Odd-/ states of Be8 can decay into even or odd-/

states of Be 8 by gamma emission, according to the type of radiation:

El, E2,M],c\c.

The reaction Li 7(/?,y)Be8 has a prominent narrow resonance at 441

keV proton energy, giving rise to a narrow line of gamma rays of 17.64

MeV and a broad one of ~ 14.7 MeV. The lines correspond to transi-

tions from a state at 17.64 MeV, reached by proton capture in Li 7
. This

state has / = 1, and it decays to the ground and first excited stale of 2.9

MeV by emission of gamma rays. It does not directly break up into two
He 4

. The ground state of Li 7 has character pz ;i \ the resonant state of

Be8 0.441 MeV above the ground state of the Li 7 + H system has / = 1

and is even: it is probably reached by absorption of a proton in the p
state. Li7 + H has other resonances, too; for instance, one at 1.03 MeV
corresponding to 18.15 MeV excitation above the ground state of Be8

associated with inelastic proton scattering. The reaction Li 7(/;,a) He4

does not show sharp resonances but a broad maximum for a proton
energy of 3 MeV, corresponding to a broad level at 19.9 MeV for Be8

.

The Li 7(/v/)Be 7 reaction shows a resonance at 2.25 MeV, corresponding
to an odd / state of Be8 at 19.2 MeV. The Li 6

(</.a)He
4 reaction shows a

peak corresponding to an even / level of Be8 at 22.5 MeV. Other reac-

tions and their interpretation are indicated in Fig. 11-10.

Well-separated energy levels occur in heavy nuclei for slow neutron

capture, in light nuclei for proton bombardment, and in many other

cases. Often, however, there arc many resonances close to each other,

i.e., separated by distances comparable to or smaller than I'. The cross

section ac is then a smooth function of E. For instance, at high energy,

where many levels are involved, ac may be described by the hehavior of

a wave in the presence of a potential well (see Sec. 1 1-7).

For an uncharged particle, on the hypothesis that an ingoing neutron

does not scatter elastically without entering the nucleus, one obtains

for s waves

a, = 7J-A
2

4kK

(k + A)2
(11-4.4)

where k = 1/A and K is the wave number inside the nucleus. This equa-
tion will be derived later [see Eq. (11-6.32)]. Numerically, for nucleons
impinging on heavy targets, ttA2 = 0.65 x I0-18£"_1 (eV) cm 2 and
K = 2.2 x 10» [£(eV)]i/2 cm '.

In the case of a uniform potential well of depth V{) we have

k2 + K 2 = K2 (11-4.5)
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2M
= V°

Equation (1 1-4.4) gives for K ^> k (slow particles)

4ttA 1

<7C = —- CC - (11-4.6)

Equation (1 1-4.6) for high energy gives oc -* 0, but we must remember

that this refers only to the s wave and not to the total cross section for

the formation of a compound nucleus (Fig. 11-11).

For charged particles Eq. (11-4.4) must be completed in order to

take into account the Coulomb repulsion. This is obtained by multi-

plying the right side by a transmission factor T ~ e~G , where G is the

Gamow barrier factor. Detailed numerical calculations for this are given

by Blatt and Wcisskopf (see also Fig. 1 1-12).

At still higher energies, when the de Broglie wavelength of the

incident particle a is small compared with the nuclear radius, the cross

section for the formation of the compound nucleus by neutral particles

may be considered classically as the geometrical cross section

<T C
= 77*2 (11-4.7)

For charged particles, the projectile, in order to touch the nucleus, must

have (1) enough energy to overcome the potential barrier, and (2) a

suitable impact parameter. We obtain by an elementary consideration
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Figure 11-11 Cross section for the formation of the compound nucleus by neutrons. The abscissa

is x = kR = 0.218/T 1 - if E is given in MeV and R in fcrmis. A"o = KoR and is roughly equal to the

nuclear radius in fermis. [(BW 52).]
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=

for E > V

for£< V
(11-4.8)

where V = Zze2/R is the Coulomb barrier and £ is the kinetic energy
of the projectile (in the center-of-mass system).

For further evaluation of Eq. (11-4.2) we note that in some cases

the qualitative behavior of I\ may be easily understood. For instance,

for a heavy nucleus and an incoming slow neutron of a few electron

volts energy, it is clear that F
y will not depend on the energy of the bom-

barding neutron. In fact, on capture there are several MeV of excitation,

owing to the neutron binding energy, and the effect of the kinetic energy

of the incoming neutron is negligible. On the other hand, for neutron

remission VM is proportional to v, as can be seen by an application of

Eq. (1 1-2.1), keeping in mind that under the circumstances dNjdE cc vn .

Moreover in this physical situation r_ P P„.

The combination of Eq. (11-4.2) and Eq. (11-4.3) for a c and the

evaluations given above provide a qualitative justification of the Breit-

Wigner formulas,

Ate

(£ - £o)2 + r*/4

A

(£ - £ )
2 + T2/4

which will be discussed more thoroughly later on.

(11-4.9)

(11-4.10)

1.2

1.0

0.8

Q
--0.6

0.4

0.2

oc for protons

Z = 30
R = 6F
5 = 7.17 MeV

nRzy

0.2

continuum theory

v

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

channel energy

barrier energy

Figure 11-12 An example of the cross section for formation of the compound nucleus by protons.

The solid curve represents the best theoretical value, the broken curve represents the approximation
ac ~ tt(R + A) 2

{1 - [V(R + X)IE]}, and the dotted-and-dashed curve represents the classical value

[Eq. (1 1-4.8)]. The asymptotic value, ttT?2 , is also shown. [(BW 52).]



However, there are conflicts between some experimental facts and the

compound-nucleus picture. In proton bombardment, (p,p) reactions are

often favored over (p,n) reactions, even when the opposite should be

true, because of the barrier effect on the outgoing particle. In inelastic

scattering, small energy losses are favored. Angular distributions favor

the forward direction in reactions such as {p,y), etc. These facts point to

the existence, already mentioned at the beginning of this section, of

reaction mechanisms different from compound-nucleus formation.
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11-5 Formal Developments- Scattering Matrix

To give a slightly more formal description of a large number of

complex phenomena in a unified way, let us return to the theory of

scattering of a spinless particle by a center of force (Appendix D) and

generalize it so as to encompass the case where the impinging particle

reacts with the scattering center.

Now we introduce the "channel" concept (Wigner), which is

useful in considering nuclear reactions. Suppose that we have a particle

a impinging on nucleus A, the whole system being specified completely

from the quantum-mechanical point of view (i.e., in a definite quantum

state). After this collision we may find the same particle and nucleus

in a different quantum state, or even a different particle and a residual

nucleus. The initial state is called the "entrance channel." and any pair

of possible residual nucleus and emerging particle, each in a definite

quantum state, is called a "reaction channel." A special channel is that

of the elastic collision.

To generalize collision theory to the nonelastic case, consider again

an incident plane wave, which may be expressed asymptotically as

alkz _>

Tkr
2(2/+ l)'

,,+1{exp[-f(*r-J)]

[/(*! -y)]) P| (COS0)— exp (11-5.1)

where k represents 1/A = Mvjh = pih, M being the reduced mass of the

system and v the relative velocity of projectile and target, and where

z = r cos 0.

The nuclear reaction changes expression [Eq. (11-5.1)] by acting

on the outgoing wave only (i.e., on the coefficient of e tkr/r). The asymp-

totic expression for the wave function is thus

*» -£ far + «« {*»[-<* -f)]

-ijjexp ilkr -
t!

Pi (cos 0)

The scattered wave is obtained by observing that

iji{r) = elkz + </r scattered

(11-5.2)

(11-5.3)
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^*c -=- 2(2/ + l)i«m(I - r)i) e«*r-»vv

P

t (cos
Ikr

i

which can also be written

</'Sfi =
oiler

2
2/ + 1

*(1 - r)i)Pi(cos S)

(11-5.4)

(11-5.5)
r 7 V 2&

In the case of purely elastic scattering t]i = e2**', where S; is the usual
real phase shift and hence \-q t \

= 1. In the case of nonelastic scattering,

\-qi\ < 1, because some of the particles from the entrance channel are
diverted to different channels. Then Eq. (11-5.5) is not a solution of a
Schrodingcr equation for a stationary state in the ordinary sense,

implying the conservation of particles, because it describes only part of
the phenomenon, namely, elastic scattering. We can easily find from
Eq. (11-5.5) the elastic-scattering cross section, but we shall also find

that the flux removed by the target from the impinging wave is greater

than the flux corresponding to the particles scattered clastically. The
difference is due to particles that have disappeared following inelastic

collisions, nuclear reactions, and, in general, diversion from the elastic-

scattering channel.

The scattering cross section is obtained by dividing the flux cor-

responding to </< by the flux incident on the unit surface, which for the

plane wave elkz is v.

The flux corresponding to SC through a sphere of radius r is,

according to the rules of quantum mechanics,

By taking into account the relation

(11-5.6)

J
PiPr du> =

4n

21+ 1

Sn (11-5.7)

Eqs. (11-5.5) to (11-5.7) yield, for the partial elastic-scattering cross
section of angular momentum /,

f„J = wA2(2/ + 1)| 1 - i/i\» (11-5.8)

The total flux entering a large sphere of radius r may be computed
from Eq. (11-5.6) now, by using </j(r), not fe. We obtain a formula
similar to Eq. (1 1-5.6), and on evaluation we find, for the wave of angular
momentum /, a net ingoing flux of

ttA\(2I + I)(I - |^|2) (H-5.9)

particles per second. These are lost to the incident beam and do not re-

appear in the scattered beam. They have "reacted" with the target, and
the corresponding reaction cross section is

ar l = uNQl + 1)(1 - |^|2) (11-5.10)



Note that if |rj,| = 1, this cross section vanishes, because the scattering

is purely elastic. Obviously |Vi
2 < '! otherwise there would be a nega-

tive reaction cross section or creation of particles.

The total cross section is the sum of ar
' and osc ' and is given by

at 1 = 2tt*2(2/ + 1) [1 - Re(ijj)] (11-5.11)

These expressions give rise to interesting and important limiting cases

(Figs. 11-13 and 11-14). For instance, to maximize the total cross

section we must have r,i = - 1 ; the cross section is then entirely due to

elastic scattering and becomes

o8c ' max = 477*2(2/ + 1) (11-5.12)

For s waves

<rsc
° max = 4rrA2 (11-5.13)

Equation (11-5.10) admits of a semiclassical interpretation. For angular

momentum between / and / + 1, particles in the incident beam must

have an impact parameter between bi - Ih/p and 6m i = (/ + l)?i/p.

The area between the two circles of radii bi and bi+i is

h2(2l+l)

45
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= 77*2(2/ + 1) (11-5.14)

Complete removal of all the impinging particles from this ring gives the

maximum reaction cross section for the partial wave and is obtained for

Tji = 0. In fact, according to Eq. (1 1-5.10), ^ = means that the nucleus

absorbs the partial wave completely; in other words, it acts as a black

disk. However, even in this case there is scattering. Equations (11-5.8)

and (11-5.10) show that the elastic cross section is then equal to the

reaction cross section.

Figure 11-13 Values of a,,/" and

a/" as functions of '

-qi
|

and of

arg 7)j. The coefficient fi is

Jfc*M2/+l). [(CO 58).
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If a nucleus acts as a black disk of radius R (that is, for all particles

of impact parameter b =s R), the partial waves for which R ^ fil/p =

^max will give r/i = and Eq. (1 1-5.11) gives

7 ™ fff X

at = 2nW 2 (2/ + = WWW
J-0

max + I) 2 = 2ttA2— = 2tt/?2

*2

"A2

(11-5.15)

which is twice the geometrical cross section. At first one would expect,

thinking macroscopically, that a reaction cross section equal to nR2

should not be accompanied by clastic scattering. However, from a wave
point of view, in order to suppress completely the incoming wave
behind the obstacle, we must place on it a source of the same amplitude,

but opposite phase, uniformly spread over the obstacle. This source

gives a beam, in a cone of angular aperture ~ A/7?, of intensity approxi-

mately equal to that intercepted by the obstacle. Hence, the true absorp-

tion giving rise to a cross section nR 2 is accompanied by a "diffraction

scattering" corresponding to about the same cross section. The dctect-

ability of diffraction scattering depends clearly on the relative values of

R and A. It is observable when R is a few times A, as in neutrons of a few

MeV (Fig. 11-15). On the other hand, for macroscopic objects in the

optica] case, A//? is so small that the diffraction scattering is hardly

observable.

At very high energies the wavelength of the projectile becomes
small compared with R, and collisions occur with single nucleons in

the nucleus. Between these two limiting cases, nuclei show a relative

transparency for nucleons; they act as gray obstacles.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(21+ 1)7T#

Figure 11-14 Upper and lower limit of the elastic

scattering cross section for a given reaction cross section.

Values inside the shaded region are possible; those out-

side the shaded region are impossible. [(BW 52).]



Scattering Matrix

• There are some formal features in the scattering problem which

allow us to draw general conclusions. These are important for their wide

range of applicability, including atomic, nuclear, and subnuclear

phenomena. We shall discuss here the barest principles of this approach,

which is presently being developed very actively.

For the sake of simplicity we shall treat only s waves and spinless

particles. Consider a system of sufficiently high energy so that it can

decompose according to several channels a, jS, y, etc.; for simplicity

also, we shall assume two particles in each channel. In a given channel,

for instance, a, the wave function will be

*. = <AMxa ("-5.16)

The first factor is the relative coordinate of the particles in channel a,

and Xx is a function describing the internal coordinates of the particles.

For distances ra large compared with the range of nuclear forces,

<fi(ra ) has the form

0(r«) = [A*cxp(-ik xrx ) + ALexp (+ikar^]ra-H4m>a)-m (11-5.17)

where the first term represents an outgoing wave and the second an
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Figure 11-15 Experimental and

theoretical differential elastic

scattering cross sections for 7-

MeV neutrons. The qualitative

behavior is that of a diffraction

curve from a sphere of radius

R = \AA 1 '3 F, but to obtain the

detailed fit the sphere has been

assumed not to be completely

opaque and to have a fuzzy edge.

[From S. Fernbach, Rev. Mod.

Phys., 30, 414 (1958).]
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incoming wave. The wave numbers ka and the relative velocity va

depend on the total energy of the system and on the state a. For a given

total energy they will thus be different in different channels. The last

factor of Eq. (1 1-5.17) has the purpose of normalizing the wave to flux

one when A x , A x are one.

Consider a wave function containing an incoming wave only in

channel x, not in the others (Fig. 11-16). It will have outgoing waves,

not only in channel a, but also in other channels. The outgoing wave in

channel a corresponds to elastic scattering; the waves in other channels

correspond to inelastic scattering and include reactions. The asymptotic

behavior of the waves corresponding lo reactions is obtainable by looking

at <A* in the region of configuration space near channel ,8, y, etc., and
of course for relative distances r

fi
, r

y , etc., large compared with nuclear

dimensions; there

with
& _

'Aa/.'MX/? (X 1-5. 18)

0, A") - S
Kfi

exp{lk
fi
r
fi
)(4iw

fi)
v*r,-t (11-5.19)

where SaB is a complex number function of the energy.

At a given energy one may form as many >px as there are entrance
channels

:
call this number A. There are thus N &,, which may be assumed

to form a set of orthogonal, degenerate functions. The quantities S afl are

A'2 in number, and they form a matrix, called the 5 matrix (or sometimes

the U matrix). The 5 matrix completely determines the asymptotic

unit flux

for A'„ =

« unit flux

for A. =

black box

J and parity

conserved

3.4

>a/l

Figure 11-16 Symbolic figure and

notations relative to scattering ma-
trix. In channel x, particles 1 and

2; r„ their distance; x(a) their

internal coordinates. In channel

;S, particles 3, 4; in channel y,

particles 5, 6.



behavior of the wave function. In this sense it represents the total in-

formation on the collision: the processes occurring at distances small

compared with nuclear dimensions may, for instance, even in principle

be unobscrvablc, owing to the existence of a "fundamental length."

but the results of experiments are always observed at distances from the

collision site large compared with nuclear dimensions, and the 5 matrix

would predict the observations.

Effective calculation of the scattering matrix is in practice impossible.

However, it has some very important properties which can be derived

from general principles. Although we cannot go into their derivation,

the most important properties are as follows:

Unitarity is expressed by the relation
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IStySfir = 8
*t

(11-5.20)

(note the order of the subscripts). In particular the relation

T I ^ |2 = 1Zl^ayl - *
(11-5.21)

means that the sum of probabilities of ending in some channel is 1. In

other words, when the incoming flux is one, the sum of the outgoing

fluxes must also be one.

Time reversal. Consider in a process the incoming wave exp ( - ik xrx)l

(47re
a)
m and the outgoing wave S

xfl
exp ( + ik

/l
r

fi

)j(47rv
/1)
V2

. In the

time-reversed situation consider the normalized incoming wave

exp(-/A;
/
jr^)/(4irt>)1/2 and the outgoing wave Sfia

exp (ikara)l(4m)ay
u2

.

If time reversal is permissible and there is no spin, the relation

S afi
= S0m (11-5.22)

obtains. If there are spins, one must be more careful in considering a

situation and its time reversal. Without spin all we have to do to invert

the direction of time is to invert all momenta. Tn the presence of spins,

if we think of them as due to rotations, we must also invert the sense of

rotations (i.e., the direction of the spin). If we define the channel -a
— j8 by inverting all momenta and also all spin directions, one has

S xfi
= S-a-, (11-5.23)

The time-reversal relations are similar, but not identical, to the detailed

balance conditions.

The conditions of unitarity and time-reversal invariance impose

restrictions on the 2/V 2 real numbers entering into the scattering matrix.

Other limitations come from information on the analytical properties of

the S a/? considered as a function of energy.

The diagonal elements of the scattering matrix are the 17 = 5aa of

this section. By arguments similar to those already used for 17, one can

show that the cross sections are given by

Oat = *K2
\°afl - S *l>

2 (11-5.24)
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For a = |8we have the elastic cross section. The reaction cross section

is obtained by summing over all /? ^ a,

at , = m*J\l - S„|2 (11-5.25)

or = 7rAa
2 ^\SX/I \

S (11-5.26)

or, using the unitarity relation,

a r = ttV(1 - |Saa |

2
) (11-5.27)

identical to Eq. (11-5.10).

The "optical theorem" (Appendix D) can also be derived by use of

the scattering matrix. The theorem relates the imaginary part of the

forward-scattering amplitude /(0) to the total cross section

O, t = -^Im/(0) (11-5.28)

where k is the wave number of the incident particle. •

11-6 Resonances

To maintain a reasonable simplicity of treatment, we shall consider

only 5 waves. This restriction does not affect the very extensive and im-

portant case of slow neutrons, where only the s waves are important.

We shall also neglect spin effects. For a more general treatment we must

refer to the book by Blatt and Weisskopf or to the original literature.

(From this point on, the subscript for the 5 partial wave will be omitted.)

It is obvious that Eq. (1 1-5.8) for / = and -q = e2ii becomes

asc = ttA2|1 - ,?|2 = 4jt*2 sin2 S (11-6.1)

which is the equation used in treating low-energy neutron-proton scat-

tering. Similarly,

or - 77*2(1 - |,|8) (H-6.2)

and

at = 2ttA2(1 - Re v) (11-6.3)

We see from these formulas that a knowledge of -q is all that is required

to find the three cross sections. However, a detailed knowledge of what

happens inside the nucleus is not necessary in order to determine rj.

Assuming that the nucleus has a well-defined surface, i) is determined

by the value of

(-) "-/ (11-6.4)

at the surface of the nucleus. Here u = rip, and R is the nuclear radius.

The wave function outside the nucleus, limited to s waves only, is

Outside = „,-(e_ar ~ ve
ikr

)
ikr

(11-6.5)



and the logarithmic derivative of u must be continuous everywhere,

including R.

Everything happening inside the nucleus is transmitted to the out-

side by this logarithmic derivative u'/u. From Eqs. (1 1-6.4) and (1 1-6.5)

we have

\llJr R R
f -ike-ikn - 7]ike(kn -ik(l + ije»**)

,-ikii qeikR 1 _ ygitkH

or

/ + ikR
n = J- - e 2ik

R

(ll-6.6a)

(11 -6.6b)
/ - ikR

We recall that kR for nucleons impinging on heavy nuclei is

3.2 x lO-M^fteV)]!'*.

• If/is real, |ij| = 1 and there is no reaction. In general/will be com-
plex, and we indicate its real and imaginary parts by/r and/-,

f = fr + ifi (11-6.7)

Note that, to have |ij| < I, ft must be negative.

After some reductions, substitution of Eq. (11-6.6) in Eqs. (11-6.1)

to (11-6.3) gives

and

a8 = 4rrA2 eiks sin kR +
kR

(11-6.8)

(11-6.9)
i{kR-fi)-fT

We see again that for /real a T = and os takes a form that may be
easily interpreted if sin kR is very large or very small compared with
kR'XikR -fr)\.

In the first case

a, = 4tM2 sin2*/?

and, if also kR < I, (11-6.10)

as = 4nR2

which is four times the geometrical cross section. This type of scattering
is called potential scattering.

In the second case

og = 477-A2
(kR)*

This scattering cross section has a maximum value 4?rA2 when fr =
(resonance) and depends critically on/r . Assume that, for a certain value
Eq of the energy of the incident particle, fr = and call/; the value of
the derivative of/r at £ = Eq. We may then write

ME) = (£ - E )f'r (11-6.12)
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It can be proved that /r'is always negative. Inserting in Eq. (11-6.11) we
have

or calling

as
= 4tt*2

(kRf-

{E - £ )
2
/;

2

2kR

{kRf

r, = -
/;

where the subscript s on T s indicates "scattering," wc obtain

ps
a

as = ttA2

(11-6.13)

(11-6.14)

(11-6.15)
{E - £ )

2 + IY/4

This equation shows again that the maximum possible cross section is

at max = 4ttA 2

In a region near the energy Eo, the scattering cross section shows

the typical resonance shape common to many phenomena, notably the

refractive index of a medium near an absorption line. The physical

meaning of Ts is the full energy width of the resonance peak at half its

maximum value. More fundamentally, F4 is connected with the duration

r of the scattering process by hjT» ~ r, which, being finite, introduces

an uncertainty in the resonance energy Eq. It is convenient to introduce

rg in the form of Eq. (11-6.14) in order to obtain Eq. (1 1-6.15) in the

typical resonance form. Note that since f'r , is constant, \\ is proportional

to k or to the velocity of the impinging neutrons. •

A more refined treatment of scattering takes into account the full

Eq. (1 1-6.9), which contains scattering coherent with the incident wave,

caused by the nuclear surface. This coherent scattering is given by the

term eikR sin kR of Eq. (1 1-6.9). The result is that the amplitudes of the

scattered wave add, and Eq. (11-6.13) is replaced by

as = 4-nX1
rs/2

(E - Eo) + iiy2
f R/\\ (11-6.16)

when R/X <^ 1. In the vicinity of the resonance, Eq. (11-6.16) reduces

to Eq. (11-6.15), while at greater distances from the resonance, potential

scattering prevails. We note that the potential and resonance scattering

can interfere and give rise to characteristic dips in the cross section for

energies just below resonance, as is shown in Fig. 11-17.

We must now extend our treatment to /complex in order to encom-
pass the case where there are reactions besides elastic scattering. As
pointed out earlier, we are no longer dealing with the ordinary stationary

slates of Schroduiger's equation. Left to itself, the nucleus decays,

showing in the time dependence of the square of the modulus of its wave
function the factor e~Xt

, where A is the decay constant. I n order to produce

this time dependence, we formally introduce a complex value for the

energy,

E = e - ^r
(11-6.17)



where the subscript r on V reminds us that T r refers to "reaction." The

time-dependent factor of >p, e(-<£/ ft», then becomes exp - [(/«//*)

— (Vrt/2h)], and the exponential decay of i/ji/i* follows the correct law if

We have, numerically, for the lifetime (in seconds)

1 6.6 x 10-™

A
=

(11-6.18)

(11-6.19)
Tr(eV)

This complex energy is analogous to the complex refractive index of

optics, in which the imaginary part is connected with the absorption

by the medium.

Thus we have a complex/which is a function of a complex variable

E.

Assume that wc have determined /by using a Schrodinger equation

with real eigenvalues and that we have found

fr(E ) =

When we use a complex eigenvalue, as required by the physical situation,

we must introduce a complex/.
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Figure 11-17 The scattering

cross section for In115 , an isotope

with a resonance near thermal

energy; the dip in cross section

below the resonance corresponds

to interference between the nega-

tive resonance amplitude and the

positive potential amplitude.

Compare also Fig. 11-8. Ordi-

nate logarithmic scale.
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There will be a value of the complex variable near E for which /
will be zero. We call this value Er

- \iTr and we assume that both

(Er - E )jEo and Vri2E are < 1. The suffix r in Er and rr stands for

"resonance." It is desired now to have/in the vicinity of its zero and for

real values of the energy E. Expanding/in a power series and taking the

first term only, we have, since f(Er - §flV) = 0, f{E) = (E - Er +
\iTr) f'{Er - i/ry). The imaginary part of f'(Er - |jTV) is small com-

pared with the real part, as can be ascertained by using the definition

Eq. (11-6.4), and in sufficient approximation f'(ET - JjTr) can be re-

placed by Re f'(Er), which we indicate by f'r (Er). Our expansion thus gives

/(£) =
(
E - Er +

n\
f'r (11-6.20)

where f'r is calculated for E = Er and is real.

Using Eq. (11-6.14) we have for the real and imaginary parts

2kR
fr(E) = - (E - Er)

r»

ME) =
-kR\\

(11-6.21)

(11-6.22)

Inserting these values in Eqs. (11-6.8) and (11-6.9) we obtain in the

vicinity of a resonance

IV
CTsc = ttW

(£" - Erf + P/4

and

ar = 7rA2
ivr s

(11-6.23)

(11-6.24)
(E - Er)

2 + H/4

where Er — £0 and V = Tr + IV
Equations (1 1-6.23) and (11-6.24) should also contain a factor g on

the right-hand side to lake into account the spin of the target and of the

projectile. For instance, in the case of slow neutrons, where the incident

particle has no orbital angular momentum but has spin -i, the compound

nucleus will have 2(1a + J) + 1 stales if the neutron spin is parallel to

the spin Ia of the target nucleus, and 2(Ia — •') + 1 states if it is anti-

parallel. The total number of states is thus 4/,i + 2. The probability of

finding the spins parallel is

HIA + I) + 1 IA +
= S-\

41a +2 2IA + 1

and the probability of finding them anliparallcl is

2(1A - -i) + 1 I

A

47 A + 2 21a + I

- 8-

(11-6.25)

(11-6.26)

The factor g has the value g+ if the spins are parallel and g_ if they are

antiparallel.



In the case of slow neutrons Eqs. (11-6.23) and (11-6.24) may be

specified further by noting that (with few exceptions, notably B and Li

and fissionable nuclei) r r corresponds to the emission of a gamma ray

and can thus be called I\. It is essentially independent of the energy of

the incoming slow neutron (Fig. 11-18). T s corresponds to the remission

of a neutron and is proportional to the velocity of the impinging neutron,

and we write for it IV
The fact that Pn is proportional to the velocity of the neutron

suggests the introduction of a reduced width r„<°> corresponding to a

specific velocity of the neutron. Usually the reduced neutron width is de-

fined as the neutron width when the neutron has an energy of 1 eV,1 or

iyo) = ry>/[£r(eV)]1/z . Dimensionally iy°> is an energy, as is IV
Also, T„A = ryr

>A r, where rn <r> denotes Tn at the resonance energy

£7, and A r is the corresponding de Broglie wavelength.

Consideration of Eqs. (11-6.23) and (11-6.24) and the foregoing

remarks give the famous Breit-Wigner formulas, which are of great

importance in neutron work.

1 Other definitions of neutron widths arc also used. For example, Wigncr

calls reduced width the quantity y defined by r = 2ky* = 4.4 x 10' [£(cV)]"V and

Weisskopf the quantity y defined by T = IkRy = 6.4 x 10" 4 A 113 [£(eV)]"V.
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Figure 11-18 Measured radiation widths plotted against atomic weight, revealing the slow decrease

of radiation width with atomic weight, as well as a sharp discontinuity at the closed nuclear shells

near -4= 200. [From D. J. Hughes, Neutron Cross Sections, Pergamon, London, 1957.]
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a(/7,«) = 7rAr

ry>2

TxST2/4 + (E- Erf

a(">y) — Trfar
r
yr„

(rJ

n/4 + (£ - £,)*
£

(11-6.27)

(11-6.28)

Classical examples of the (n,y) resonance are illustrated in Figs. 11-8,

11-17, 11-19, 11-20, 11-21, and 11-49. If there are several resonating
levels near each other, the cross section lakes a more complex form.
Many examples of neutron cross sections arc to be found in the atlas

of Hughes.

Equation (11-6.28) contains a liv factor, implicit in A, multiplying
a curve having the typical resonance shape. If the resonance is very broad
with respect to the difference E - Er, that is, if T2/4 p (E - Er)

2
, or

ifET > E, so that variations of£do not affect the denominator, the reso-

nance factor is almost constant and a(n,y) obeys the famous \jv law.
This happens for instance in the reaction Bi0 (n,a), which is governed
by a relation similar to Eq. (11-6.28), in which \\, is replaced by \\.

Boron (normal isotopic composition 19.8 per cent B10
) shows a neutron-

absorption cross section given by

a{v) =
a(v )v (755 ± 2)(2,200)

Figure 11-19 The energy depen-
dence of the cadmium total cross

section and the ratio between
scattering and absorption cross

sections for neutrons below 1 eV.

Log-log scale.



where v is expressed in meters per second. This relation is valid for

energies ranging from 10 3 to at least 102 eV. The absorption in boron

is a good way of measuring the energy of neutrons.

As wc have seen, the quantities r\ or /in Eqs. (11-5.8) to (11-5.11)

and (11-6.6) completely describe scattering and reaction cross sections.

One of the main problems in the study of nuclear reactions, therefore,

is to calculate -rj from a model. At present any attempt to analyze the

nuclear dynamics in detail (and thus obtain *;) is hopeless. However,

it is possible to devise some extreme conditions under which t] should

behave in a simple, predictable fashion.

We shall consider two examples. Suppose first that the particle

entering the nucleus moves inside it with a kinetic energy much larger

than it had outside, and that it is subject to strong interactions inside

the nucleus so that it exchanges energy rapidly with the other nucleons.

Under these assumptions an entering particle would have a very small

probability of leaving the nucleus once it penetrated its surface. The
wave function inside the nucleus would have approximately the form

ui x e~ (Kr for r < R (11-6.29)

without an outgoing wave, and with K the reciprocal wavelength inside

the nucleus. From this expression we obtain immediately
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10,000c

Figure 1 1-20 Total neutron cross

section of Rh as a function of

energy. Log-log scale. E, eV
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f = -iKR

and from Eqs. (11-6.6) and (1 1-6.2) we obtain

K - k
V =

K+ k
a-tlkR

(11-6.30)

(11-6.31)

and

Or = 7tA2
AkK

(K + kf
(,1-6'32)

We may consider this expression as the product of the cross section

n-A2 and AkKj(K + k)2 , which has the meaning of a transmission factor

varying between and 1 . We have already seen Eq. (1 1-4.5) that (roughly)

&K* &kz

= + V (11-6.33)
2M 2M v ;

where the last term corresponds to an energy of about 30 MeV.
The analysis for / > and for charged particles is more complicated

and will not be discussed here. The situation described above applies to

neutrons with energies of several hundred keV up to some MeV.
In our second example the energy of the incident particle (e.g., slow

neutron) is such that no other channel except the entrance channel is

open; the compound nucleus can reemit only the incident particle with

the incident energy. The wave function inside the nuclear surface is thus

"in
,-lKr + eUKr-rU) (11-6.34)

1,000

.0

ic.ee:

Figure 11-21 Total neutron crofs section of cobalt as a function of energy. Log-log scale.



with incoming and outgoing waves of the same amplitude but generally

shifted in phase. We then have

/ = - KR tan (KR + ft (11-6.35)

the phase £ depending on the energy e of the incident particle. At the

values of e for which/becomes 0, there is a sharp maximum for the scat-

tering cross section. In the vicinity of this maximum the scattering

cross section shows a resonance shape, and its width is

2kR
r
~-w. cu-"6)

Actually the zeros of/correspond to virtual energy levels. The reson-

ance levels occur according to Eq. (1 1-6.35) whenever

KR + $ = Z(t) = nir (11-6.37)

with /; integral. If dZkh were constant, the levels would be separated by

an energy interval D* such that

dZ

c/e

(11-6.38)

The true average distance between levels D is of the same order of magni-

tude as D*, and from Eq. (1 1-6.36), observing that at resonance

df _ KRdZ
dt

"

dt
(11-6.39)

we obtain the interesting relation

(11-6.40)v =
4kD*

' K 2n

which shows that the width of the levels is small compared with their

distance as long as kjK <£. 1.

We can give a physical interpretation of Eq. (11-6.40) by noting

that Yjh is the reciprocal of the mean life of a level. Now our compound
nucleus, in order to decay, must return to a suitable configuration, an

event that occurs approximately periodically (period T). The probability

of decay from this configuration is the transparency or transmission co-

efficient of the surface given by Eq. (1 1-6.32).

The periodic time T may be estimated, according to Weisskopf,

from the following argument: Let us attempt to describe the motion of a

particle semiclassically. For this purpose we shall construct a wave

packet, and this can be done only by superimposing a number of states,

say, N. The energy of the states will not be too far from Eq, and for the

sake of argument we shall assume it to be

En = Eo + nD (11-6.41)

where n is an integral number and D is the distance between neighboring

energy levels. The levels arc thus assumed to be equally spaced, although

this assumption is not essential.
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The <ji of the system is then

JV JV

^(t) = ^a^ri'B.'"!' = e-UEDl/h) ^ an(pne-i(nDt/Jl)

tt-0

(11-6.42)

and \tp\ 2 has a period

T =
~D

as can be verified immediately from Eq. (11-6.42).

The transparency is given by Eq. (1 1-6.32), which for k/K < 1 can
be written AkjK, and hence

T 1 D 4k— = transparency x — = (11-6.43)

Introducing for convenience the reduced neutron width 1V°>, we rewrite

Eq. (11-6.43) as

*"i*®" (11-6.44)

where V is the depth of the effective potential well for a neutron inside

the nucleus, which amounts to about 30 MeV, and En the neutron energy

outside is 1 eV. Thus, very roughly,

IY0)

D
= 1.1 x 10-i

Resonance scattering governed by the considerations developed

above is observed in light nuclei and at relatively low energies up to

1 MeV according to the A of the target or for very low energy neutrons

incident on intermediate nuclei. An example of the latter case is shown in

Fig. 11-21, giving the resonance of cobalt at 132 eV. For this we have

ry < I eV r„ ~ 4.9 eV

Finally we have very important cases of resonance when radiative capture

or fission competes successfully with the rc-emission of a slow neutron,

that is, T y > T„ or I> > r„.

11-7 Optical Model

A further step in developing nuclear models based on simple hypo-
theses consists in applying (he same basic idea involved in the shell

model to nuclear reactions. The impinging particle enters a potential

well similar to the well used in the shell model. Because the projectile

dissipates its energy we must add to the real part of the potential an

imaginary one. We thereby obtain the "optical model" (Bethe, 1940;

Feshbach, Porter, and Weisskopf, 1954). For example, for neutrons

between and 41 MeV, one can take

Ko = /(/-)(! + m (11-7.1)



where /(r) is assumed to be a rectangular well of the form

f(r) = K = -40 MeV r < R
fir) = r > R

R = 1.45/1"3 x 10-13 cm

$ = 0.03

For more refined calculations a form (Woods and Saxon, 1954) often

used is

/(r) = V*

1 4. e+(r-rt)/a
(11-7.2)

with

Ko = -42 MeV

f = 0.7 - 0.13

a = 0.6 x 10-13 cm

/? = 1.35/1 1'3 x 10 ""cm

The parameters given above are to be considered only as typical

examples. The constants of the model vary according to the nature and

energy of the incoming particles.

The main feature of Eq. (1 1-7.2) is that it introduces a continuously

changing potential, with a zone of rapid variation of thickness a at the

nuclear surface (r = R). The imaginary part $f{r) gives the absorption

of the medium. This model has been called the "cloudy crystal ball."

Formal solution of the Schrodinger equation with the complex potential

allows the evaluation of the logarithmic derivative of the wave function

at the nuclear surface and hence the determination of the scattering and

reaction cross sections.

The results of this model can be expected to give only the average be-

havior of the nucleus over many resonances; consequently the results

do not reproduce the region of separate resonances. However, at higher

energies where individual resonances are not resolved, the model gives

good agreement with the experimental findings for total and elastic

nuclear cross sections up to an energy of a few MeV (as shown in Fig.

11-22). Waves with / $ 5 must be considered, and in Fig. 11-22 waves

with / ^ 5 have been included. The calculations practically require the

use of high-speed computers.

Above 4 MeV the parameters given for Eq. (11-7.2) yield cross

sections with an accuracy of 10 to 20 per cent up to about 10 MeV.
The model may also be used to calculate angular distributions in neutron-

nucleus scattering and it provides a good insight into more basic nuclear

properties, such as the ratio I\,/Z>. We have previously seen that Tn/D
is approximately constant, but with the optical model we can take a

further step and calculate it as a function of A and £,, (Fig. 1 1-23).

Above about 50 MeV the optical model can be used again in a

simple fashion by considering Fraunhofer diffraction from the cloudy
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Figure 11-22 (a) Total neutron cross sections (calculated from the optical model) vs. x* - (J?/A)-

and A for different choices of the imaginary part of the potential, (b) Measured total neutron cross

sections, averaged over resonances vs. £ and A. (c) A similar plot using x* - CW m place of£.

[Feshbach, Porter, and Weisskopf, Phys. Rev., 96, 448 (1954)].
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crystal ball (Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor, 1949), although the constants

of the well are somewhat different from those of Eq. (11-7.2), with

V decreasing and £ increasing with energy.

The optical model can be extended to charged particles, but we shall

omit this complication. The usefulness of the optical model can be seen

in many other studies of nuclear reactions, such as pion collisions and

antiproton-nucleus collisions. Once the potential is supplemented with

a term proportional to a-1 (angular momentum and spin of the incident

particle), it also gives a satisfactory explanation of the polarization phe-

nomena observed in proton-nucleus scattering (cf. Chap. 10).

The cloudy crystal ball model can be related to the shell model by

arguments of the following type, which, however, are not unambiguous.

If the imaginary part of the potential were absent, we should have an
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Figure 11-23 Neutron strength

function at zero energy as a func-

tion of the mass number. Theoret-

ical curve (a) corresponds to opti-

cal model with Saxon potential

and constants indicated in the

figure (FPW). Curve (b) corre-

sponds to a spherical nucleus with

trapezoidal potential and surface

absorption (CWE). Curve (c)

corresponds to a spheroidal

nucleus according to Chase,

Wilets, and Edmonds. [After

J. A. Harvey, Proc. Intern. Conf.

Nucl. Structure, Kingston, I960.]
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ordinary Schrodingcr equation and corresponding stationary orbits. The
shell model shows that such an approximation has considerable merit.

One would then expect resonance levels of a compound nucleus to be
determined by the characteristics of the well. With any of the well param-
eters ordinarily used, such resonances would be widely separated.

Moreover, considering the levels available as a function of A, we should
expect to find (for a given energy) a resonance for a narrow region of A
values, because the energy considered is a resonance energy for the

nuclear radius corresponding to a particular A. Suppose that we wanted
to calculate V from the shell model. We could observe that a certain

level (e.g., the 3s level) is barely bound for a certain A ; in this case A ~
150. This means that for k = (2mV

)
1/2 the 35 wave function at r = R =

r Am is 0, or that kR = 2.64n, this being the third zero of the Besscl

function /i/a(x). From this, given R, we could find K . The agreement
between Vq calculated in this fashion and the value derived from scatter-

ing experiments is good if realistic forms of wells are used.

The resonance effects are indeed observed, however, not on single

levels, but rather on groups of levels, clustering around certain energy

regions because the single level obtainable from the shell model is highly

1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i

independent particle model

mi

w
\

intermediate model

llllllllll 1111 I

uniform model

E

Figure 11-24 Figure from Lane, Thomas, and Wigncr illustrating how the intermediate model is

related to the strict independent-particle model, and to the uniform model. On the strict independent-
particle model there is no coupling between individual particle states, so that the only resonances seen
in neutron scattering arc those for a single particle in a spherical potential well. In the uniform
model the coupling between individual particle states is so strong that all configurations of the same
spin and parity have, a priori, equal strengths for neutron-induced processes. In the intermediate
model the coupling of many nuclear excited states to the incoming channel single nuclear excited
state is such that the average strength function for nuclear levels of proper spin and parity displays
a broad resonance behavior of width W peaked at the energy of the single-nucleon excited-state

energy. Sum rules act to maintain the summed contribution of the strength function at a common
value for all models.



degenerate. The main factor determining the position of the level is the

well, but other interactions split the one level into many. Experimentally,

either the energy-resolving power of the instrument used to observe

scattering is insufficient to resolve the single resonances or the levels

actually overlap. The groups of resonances arc then observed as rela-

tively slow variations of the cross section as a function of energy. This

is called the "giant resonance" phenomenon (Fig. 11-24).

A more fundamental problem is how to relate the optical-model

potential to the nucleon-nucleon interaction. This is a complicated sub-

ject. Suffice it to say that a connection between the forward-scattering

amplitude in the nucleon-nucleon system and the constants of the optical

model has been found (Riesenfcld and Watson, 1956).
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11-8 Compound Nucleus—Level Density

The density of nuclear levels depends strongly on the energy of

excitation and on A. Near the ground state of light nuclei the levels may

be about 1 MeV apart, and in heavy nuclei about 50 keV apart (except

for the magic numbers of neutrons or protons). This may be observed

in scattering experiments.

At an energy corresponding to the binding energy of the neutron

(8 McV), slow-neutron resonances for a medium-heavy element are a

few eV apart. The density of nuclear levels, or more precisely of nuclear

levels of spin / ± A, has thus increased by a factor of the order 105 .

This has been explained in simple fashion by Bohr. Suppose that the

nucleus resembles a collection of oscillators with the proper frequencies

on, u>2, . . ., cu.v. The energy levels are

jv

E = *£.*n tw t
(11-8.1)

(-1

with rii integral and hon ~ 10
5 eV. The various wj are also different from

each other.

At the lowest energies the levels are about flo>i apart from each other,

because only very few n{ are * and in any case the rn have small values.

However, to obtain an excitation energy of several MeV, many oscillators

must be excited, and the n t are also large. One may thus obtain many

values of £ in a small energy interval. This qualitative explanation of the

rapid increase of the level density with energy can be refined, as we shall

see later.

The region corresponding to slow-neutron capture is among the

best explored. The level density increases with A in passing from light

elements to A ~ 100. For higher A the binding energy of the neutron

decreases from 8 MeV to ~ 5 MeV, and hence the compound nucleus is

less excited than lighter nuclei. This effect tends to increase the level

spacing and to compensate for the effect of increasing A, which has the

opposite action. Nucleons bound following the closure of a shell have

levels especially wide spaced, because their binding energy is small.

This is reflected in small cross sections.
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11-9 The Nucleus as Fermi Gas

The results discussed above in qualitative terms may also be ob-
tained from another point of view, which introduces into nuclear
physics some of the concepts of statistical mechanics and thermo-
dynamics, mainly temperature. The nuclear system, when A is not too
small, is complicated enough to warrant the use of these ideas, provided
one keeps in mind that under ordinary circumstances the ensembles of
fermions considered are in a state of extreme degeneracy and thus need
to be treated by Fermi statistics. Consider a nucleus as a collection of
free neutrons and protons enclosed in a sphere of radius R or volume 0..

The neutrons and protons are fermions and thus two identical particles

must be in different quantum states according to the exclusion principle.

The number of states corresponding to a momentum smaller than PF for

protons or for neutrons is

n =
(2di)3 3

4
(11-9.1)

which is obtained by dividing the phase space into cells of volume
(2tt#)3 and assigning two particles to a cell, in order to take into account
the statistical weight of states of particles of spin i. At complete de-
generacy (i.e., for the ground slate), we have

/Z\ 1/3
p^proton = (3^2)1/3^ |_ (11-9.2)

p^ncutron = (3^2)1/3^
A - Z\V*

Q
(11-9.3)

In crude approximation Z = N = A/2; furthermore if one puts
£3 = (4/3)7ri?3

, with R = r Am, one has Q =
4.18/i and expressing

ro in fermis one finds

1.59 x 10-14 297
"f = cgs = iMcV/c

ro n
(11-9.4)

independent of A. The corresponding kinetic energy (PF*/2M = EF) is

called the "Fermi energy." For r = 1.3 F, EF is 28 MeV. This is the
maximum kinetic energy of a neutron bound in the nucleus. If the binding
energy of the last nucleons is 8 MeV, the potential energy must then be
36 MeV (Fig. 11-25).

For protons the situation is similar except for the potential barrier.

However, a nucleus contains fewer protons than neutrons and hence the

maximum kinetic energy of the protons is less than that of the neutrons.

The total energies for neutron or proton are the same; otherwise the
nucleus would transform a neutron into a proton, or vice versa, by a
beta process. We must thus conclude that the potential energy for protons

is smaller than that for neutrons, an effect in part due to Coulomb
repulsion.



The expression of the kinetic energy of all protons in a nucleus,

considered as a degenerate gas at the absolute zero, is

20 fPr pi tt4'335/3 /Z\2 '3 h2 3

m(2t7«)3J 1m
" r ~* 10 VO/

with a similar formula for neutrons.

If we excite a nucleus, the gas heats up and we may connect its

excitation energy to a "temperature" of the gas, using the formulas valid

foraperfect gas of fermions in the case of high degeneracy. 1 For neutrons

we have

(kiy
(11-9.5)(ET - E )

neu,ron8 = — {A - Z)
4 EF

By using Eq. (11-9.3) for PF , Eq. (1 1-9.5) becomes

/ttV /3 &M iA - Z\ 1/3

(ET - £„)™»™» = (-] — (-Q-) (kT? (11-9.6)

and, similarly,

/AW HM /Z\i /3

(£r - Eo)"°™* =
(72j

~ (-] (A:708 (U-M)

The total energy of the nucleus is obtained by summing the two:

ET - E = 0.08A 2 '3 [Z1
'

3 + (/i - Z)"3](A:r)2 = a(kT)2 (11-9.8)

where AV, £ , andjfc7arcin MeV. If A = 1 00 and Z = 44, £V = ll(£r) 2
.

Then kT = 1 McV corresponds to Et - Eq = 11 MeV. If the gas were

not degenerate, each degree of freedom kinetic energy would have an

1 See, for example, P. M. Morse, Thermal Physics, rev. cd., Benjamin, New York,

1964, as a reference in statistical mechanics.
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Figure 11-25 Potential well for neutrons and protons in a heavy nucleus, showing the Fermi level.

Note the difference between neutron and proton wells.
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energy §fcT. In our case A = 100 would give 3A = 300 degrees of
freedom, and &71 = 1 MeV would correspond to ET - E = 300 MeV.
Note that the total energy of a degenerate gas depends quadratically
on the absolute temperature, in contrast to the total energy of a normal
gas, which is notoriously proportional to the absolute temperature.

The density of nuclear states at a certain energy, p(E) = 1/Z>(£), is

related to the nuclear entropy S by

5 = k log
P(0)

or P{E) = p(0)es /* (11-9.9)

In fact, the statistical definition of entropy is S(T) = k log [w(T)j w(0)],
where a>(T) is the number of quantum states available to the system at

the specified temperature, and this number is proportional to p(E).
The thermodynamical definition of entropy,

S{T) =
J a

in the specific case of a nucleus gives

• T TdT

dE

T

S = 2ak2

L = 2ak2T = 2 (ak*E) 1/2

(11-9.10)

(11-9.11)

and we obtain from Eqs. (11-9.9) and (11-9.11)

P(E) = ^(0) e2 te£'" !

(11-9.12)

For A = 100 and Z = 44, a = 11 MeV-1
, as seen above. To test this

equation, consider slow-neutron capture. Here E ~ 8 MeV, and Eq.
(11-9.12) gives

P(E)~ p(0)e19 = /5(0)10a (11-9.13)

Assuming that p(0) ~ 10 5 (eV)-i, we obtain p(8McV) ~ 103 (eV)~i,or a
distance between levels of 1 meV. This is too small, even if wc take into

account the fact that experimentally only a small fraction of the levels

is observed, namely those with spin / + \. Better estimates of p(E) are

obtained by considering a and p(0) as functions of A, as shown in Table
11-2. Experimentally the density of nuclear levels may be obtained by
measurements of the average neutron-capture cross section in a certain

Table 11-2 Parameters for the Level Density

Formula

A 40 120 230

pP) 0.4 0.02 0.005 (MeV)->

a 1 8 12 (MeV)-'



energy interval. The Breit-Wigner formula Eq. (11-6.28) integrated in

an energy interval containing one resonance only gives

A2f„r
r
dE

|2 + n/4 * r
(11-9.14)

To derive this formula, we have considered the isolated resonance as a

sort of 5 function having an area it and located at E = Er . Consider now

a neutron beam with an energy spread covering many resonances. We
have, for the average capture cross section <o>> over a certain energy

interval A£, the value given by Eq. (11-9.14) multiplied by the number

of levels in the interval AE/D divided by the interval; that is,

<r„><r
y > <n°>><i\>

For heavy elements at low energy <ry > > <r„>, and

(11-9.15)

(11-9.16)
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Figure 1 1-26 The observed level densities (number of levels per MeV) extrapolated to 7 MeV versus

atomic number. The data are obtained from: the total level density of light nuclei (A < 60) the

spacings of slow-neutron resonances (A > 60), and from the 1-MeV neutron cross sections, • even-

odd, odd-even, or even-even compound nuclei, 6 odd-odd compound nuclei. The full line in the

density of levels at 7 MeV is given by Eq. (1 1-9.12). The errors are derived either from the number

of levels used in determining the density or from errors involved in cross-section measurements.

[From E. Vogt, BNL 331.]
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<«r> - 2*W<*>—-«! (11-9.17)

F
r
depends little on energy and can be measured directly (T

y
~ 0.1 eV).

It is then possible to obtain D from Eq. (11-9.17) (see Fig. 11-26).

The thermodynamic approach can be extended by considering the

emission of neutrons or of other particles by the excited compound nucleus

as an evaporation process. The evaporated neutrons have an energy

distribution corresponding to a Maxwellian distribution at the tempera-

ture of the residual nucleus. This has been demonstrated, at least quali-

tatively, by experiment (Gugelot, 1949). In the case of charged particles

the Coulomb barrier prevents the evaporation of low-energy particles;

it thus changes the energy distribution by multiplying the Maxwell dis-

tribution by the Coulomb barrier penetration factor.

If the initial excitation energy of the compound nucleus is sufficient,

the evaporation of one particle leaves enough energy in the residual

nucleus to permit the evaporation of a second particle, and so on, until

the nucleus is left with so little excitation energy that only gamma emis-

sion is possible. We may thus have, for example (a, xri) reactions, with

x = 1, 2, 3, etc., up to six or seven. The excitation functions for these

processes and Figs. 11-27 and 11-28 give typical examples in which the

competition of the different modes of decay of the compound nucleus is

clearly seen.

60 8040 50

EP, MeV

Figure 11-27 Excitation functions for the proton bombardment of bismuth, showing a statistical

behavior of competing reactions. The calculated cross section for formation of the compound nucleus
is indicated by ac . [R. E. Bell and H. M. Skarsgard, Can. J. Phys., 34, 745 (1956).]



11-10 Direct Reactions

In the qualitative description of nuclear reactions we have briefly

mentioned direct interactions. An incoming particle hits a specific nucleon

in the target and the remainder of the nucleus acts as a "spectator." If the

nucleon is excited, the collision is inelastic. Such are, for instance, (p,p'),

(n,ri), and (o,oc') reactions. Characteristic for all of them, as opposed to

compound nucleus formation, is the anisotropic angular distribution and

the energy distribution.

The analysis of the angular distribution of the inelastically scattered

particles gives important information about the quantum numbers of

the initial and final states of the scattering nucleus. To see this qualita-

tively, write the vector angular momenta and spins of the particles and

of the target. Referring to Fig. 11-29 representing an inelastic collision,

for instance (/>,/>')> we write

It + 1« + s« = 1/ + 1/ + S/ (11-10.1)

where 1 and s arc the orbital and spin angular momentum of the proton

and I is the total angular momentum of the target, in the initial and

final states, measured in units ti.

From this we get, by constructing the extreme cases of orientation

of the vectors,

h + // + 1 > |V - 1*| > |I/ - If - sj + s/lmm (11-10.2)

Moreover, // - /< s A/ must be odd if initial and final states of the

target have opposite parity or even if they have the same parity.

Now A/ is caused by the change of angular momentum of the im-

pinging proton. If we can localize the collision, for instance by assuming
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tions for alpha particle bombard-

ment of bismuth [E. Kelly.]
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it occurs at the nuclear surface at a distance /?o from the center of mass
of the system, we have

A/ =
!
k/ - k«

|
R (11-10.3)

where Hk^ $k/are the initial and final linear momenta of the proton.
Calling hk the momentum transfer II kt - k/| we have for A/

A/ = kR (11-10.4)

Now from the cosine rule we have also

k* = kt2 + kf
2 - 2kikf cos 6 (11-10.5)

If A/ must have one or few values determined by the conditions of Eq.
(1 1-10.2) there are only a few corresponding scattering angles that are
preferred. For these the differential scattering cross section will show
maxima. This qualitative semiclassical argument can be made into a
theory, of varying degrees of accuracy. The following is a simplified

treatment of a special example to give an idea of the procedures used.

• We shall treat the case of inelastic alpha scattering in Born plane-
waves approximation (see Tobocman).

initial

My,

i

v v "V
spin /

(b)

®v®>
I

\

\ W/
spin lt

spin h

final

(a)

m\ &
10/

spin /'

(b)

®\ &
©;

spin //

(c)

\ /

spin //

Figure 1 1-29 Schematic diagram

for notations used in direct-

interactions calculation. The nu-

cleus NC has total angular mo-
mentum / or /' and its compo-
nents N and C have orbital

angular momentum / or /'. (a)

Inelastic scattering, (b) knock-on

reaction, (c) dcutcron stripping.



The differential cross section is given by (see Appendix B)

M * kf
\A 12— T\Aif\

(2ir*«)S k (

'

(11-10.6)

With reference to Fig. ll-29a, in which we now label the incident

nucleus P with the symbol a and N is also an alpha particle,we find that

the matrix clement A if is the sum of two integrals originating from the

cuN and aC interactions. We assume that these interactions are spherically

symmetrical and represent them by the functions VaN(raN) and KaC(raC),

respectively. Here rxC means the distance between the center of mass

of the a particle and of body C, and a similar notation is used for other

r's.

To treat a simple case we shall assume that the initial target nucleus

of eigenfunction <pn{rNC) has orbital angular momentum / = and

total spin /. The final nucleus has an orbital angular momentum /'

and a total angular momentum /'. Its eigenfunction is <pr(rNC)- The

function q>o{ryC) is thus spherically symmetrical; the function

<Pi-(r>\c) has an angular dependence given by a linear combination of

spherical harmonics Yym (6,<p), with m - /', /' - 1 • • • - /'. The

part of the matrix element due to Vasi^ax) is written

Aax {Vas) = f(pr*(rNC) exp (-/k/ • raI)VxN(r xn) exp ( + /ki • r a/ )

x <Fo(.r,vc) dr xt drNc (11-10.7)

The integral Eq. (1 1-10.7) is simplified by a change of variables that

permits us to decompose it into the product of two integrals. Replacing

raI by its expression

M°
(11-10.8)Ta l = TaN + TNC

Ms + Mc
we have

A*AKn) = fdraN exp(-ik • raiV)Ka.v(ra .v) f dryc exp (-/k' r.vc)

x?o(r,vc)9V*(rA-c) (11-10.9)

where

k = k/ - k (
(ll-io.io)

and

Mc
k' = k

My + Mc
(11-10.11)

Now the calculation of each factor can be carried further. Consider

first the integral in dr,\c- Assume as the z axis the direction of k' and

expand the plane wave in spherical harmonics according to the known

relation (Appendix D)

eik* = 24tt(2L + \)iLjL{kr)Yl {cos B)
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where jL(x) is the so-called spherical Besselfunction.

The integration over angles gives zero unless L = I' and m = 0,

because of the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics, and the in-
tegral in drNC is proportional to

fMk'r)(po(r)<pr*(ry2 dr (11-10.12)

where k' = |k'| and by <p/>*(r) we mean here only the radial part of the
nuclear eigenfunction. Both <p {r) and <p,\r) decrease very rapidly
beyond the nuclear surface corresponding to r = Ri. We may thus
assume that the chief contribution to the integral comes to the region
near the nuclear surface where the integrand is largest and conclude
that the integral is proportional io jv {k'Ri), which will thus appear as a
factor in the final expression of A a }>:

The evaluation of the other factor in the integral, Eq. (11-10.9),

containing Vm, requires knowledge of this last function. One can give

it different semiempirical forms—for instance, the Yukawa form
Ka,v° e-w/r—and compute it. In view of the short range of the nuclear
forces, we shall assume VxN = VxN°8(ra s), where B(r) is the tridimen-
sional Dirac delta function. It follows immediately that the integral

reduces to Fo .\< .

The integral corresponding to KaC can now be written in analogy
to Eq. (1 1-10.9) using the expression

MN
rai = raC - — — rTC (11-10.13)

Ms + Mc
However, when we write the expression corresponding to the second
factor of Eq. (1 1-10.9) we find

jdrNC exp{-i[Mx/(MN + Mc)]k • r.vcJ^o^-vcV/^^.vc) (11-10.14)

Now the exponentional is nearly constant whenever MN <€ Mc (as we
shall assume), and because of the orthogonality of <p to <p,-, the integral
vanishes. For this reason we have neglected it.

In conclusion, we find that the matrix element At/ depends on 6

only because k' appears in the Bessel function of Eq. (1 1-10.12). In fact

we have

- k* + k* - 2k*t cos =
(

M*+
e

Mc
)
'kt* (11-10.15)

where 6 is the angle of scattering. The spherical Bessel functions are
shown in Fig. D-l of Appendix D. They resemble damped oscillations

and this behavior determines the oscillations in the cross section.

It is apparent that if / had been different from zero there could have
been many more terms in the matrix element, namely, those for which
7 - /'| < L < / + /', and correspondingly more Bessel functions. The
formulas thus become complicated, but they preserve the structure.

AppiVNP)x 8mm - 2BNp{Ll'lm)jL{~ kR,)
l \Mi I

(11-10.16)



with

k = k, - k, (11-10.17)

The values of L over which the sum is to be taken are restricted by the

conditions

\l - l'\ < L < / + /'

|/ - r\ < l < j + r

parity of L = parity of/ + /'

(11-10.18)

(11-10.19)

(11-10.20)
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Figure 11-30 Theoretical elastic and inelastic scattering of alpha particles on Ni58
. The angular

distribution is calculated by direct-interaction theory and shows the influence of the angular momen-
tum of the levels excited. Upper curve (elastic) gives the ratio of the differential scattering cross

section to the Rutherford value. Lower curves correspond to excitations of rotational levels. For

meaning of jS2, a nuclear deformation parameter, and parameters used in calculation, see original

paper. Existing experimental data (0 < 60°) agree well with theory. [Basscl, Satchler, Drisko, and

Rost, Phys. Rev., 128, 2693 (1963).]
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These are often sufficient to leave in the sum only one or very few values
of Z. (Fig. 11-30). For the case / - explicitly treated, we have seen in

fact only one value of£ appearing in the sum. From the angular distri-

bution of inelastic scattered particles we may thus extract information
concerning the spin and the parity of the final state.

Similar to inelastic scattering are knock-on reactions, in which the
incoming particle hits a particle of another kind and ejects it without
forming a compound nucleus; for example, (a,p) (n,p) may go through
this process (see Fig. 11-29). An evaluation of the cross section in Born
approximation similar to that given above for inelastic scattering leads
to a formula of the same structure as Eq. (11-10.16) and to the same
selection rules, except that k in the Bessel function now means the
magnitude of

Mi
k = k< - —- k, (11-10.21

)

Mp
and that Eq. (11-10.19) is replaced by

L < Ip + In + h + If • (H-io.22)

As an example we mention here an elegant application of direct

interaction to the (p,n) reaction. Consider, for instance, the bombard-
ment of V5i in the reaction VM (p,n) Cr51

. V51 contains 23 protons and

I

"<3

:;.!

1 1

V"0?,n)Crs >

£»= 14.5 MeV
6 = 23° lab

10 12

E„ lab, MeV

Figure 11-31 The proton-neu-

tron reaction V51 (p,«) Cr51
. The

neutrons show an evaporation

spectrum and superimposed on it

a peak at energy 6.4 MeV. The
energy left in the nucleus (14.5 —
8.1) MeV represents the energy

difference between a neutron and
a proton in the same type of orbit

and corresponds to the energy

difference between the two bot-

toms of the wells of Fig. 11-25; it

is all ofcoulombic origin. [Court-

esy Anderson, Wong, and Mc-
Clure.l



28 neutrons. Outside the 20 neutron-20 proton core are 3 protons and

8 neutrons in/7/2 orbits. In the final state there are 4 protons and 7

neutrons in the/7,2 orbit of Cr51
. The collision can be represented as

changing a neutron into a proton without any change of orbits. The Q
of the reaction must then be equal to the difference in Coulomb energy

between V51 and Cr51
. In the spectrum of neutrons in this reaction one

finds in fact a distinct peak corresponding to the incident proton

energy minus the difference of the Coulomb energies (8.2 McV calcu-

lated independently), and which emerges above the background of evap-

oration neutrons (see Fig. 11-31 and compare also with Fig. 1 1-25). In

Fig. 1 1-25 the neutron or proton orbits, with the same quantum numbers,

have the same energy measured from the bottom of their respective

wells. This is a consequence of the charge independence of nuclear

forces. The energy difference between a proton and a neutron orbit is

then the same as the difference between the bottoms of the two wells.

Reactions initiated by deuterons show some interesting features

attributable to surface effects and to the loose structure of the deutcron

(see Chap. 10). These reactions often pass, not through an initial compound
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stale in which the whole deuleron would be absorbed, but through a

"stripping mechanism," where the reaction may proceed at energies

considerably below the Coulomb barrier (Oppenheimer and Phillips,

1936). The deuteron, without entering the target, is stripped of one of

the nucleons (at very low energy, preferentially the neutron) and the

other nucleon continues more or less along its initial trajectory. This

process is predominant in the excitation function (d,p) of Fig.

11-32; a comparison of Figs. 11-31 and 11-32 shows the difference be-

tween the dcuteron-initiated reaction and a reaction passing through

the compound-nucleus process.

At low energy, but above the region in which Coulomb effects are

important (3 to 14 MeV depending on Z of the target), (d,p), and (d,ri)

reactions behave quite similarly. Consider first (d,p) reactions, where

the escaping protons show characteristic angular distributions, which

can be explained by attributing them to deuterons that lose their neutron

(stripping) without the proton entering the field of the nucleus. The
analysis of the angular distribution of these protons provides informa-

tion about the angular momentum of the captured neutron and on the

20 40 60

scattering angle, cm. system

80

Figure 11-33 Angular distribution of protons from CI35 (d,p) CI36 . Curves are Butler curves for

/ = and / = 2. The broken line is the curve for / = reduced in scale by a factor 20.



spin and parity of the final nucleus (Butler, 1951) (Fig. 11-33). The fol-

lowing qualitative argument is very similar to the argument given above

for the (p,p') reaction.

In the stripping reaction at low energies, up to a few MeV, we must

consider the initial and final states of the nucleus with angular momenta
Ij, I/, the orbital angular momentum of the deuteron with respect to

the target nucleus Id and the deuteron spin sd .

In the collision the neutron is captured, with orbital angular momen-
tum ln , and the proton escapes at an angle 6 with respect to the initial

direction of motion of the deuteron. There is an interesting relation

between 1„ and the angle 0. To see this, we first note that

1/ - Ii + U + *a - h - «p = h + in + s„ (11-10.23)

which simply expresses the conservation of angular momentum. The
orbital angular momentum of the captured neutron In is thus restricted

by the inequality

Ij + Ii + * > U > 1 1/< - //I
- 1

1

(11-10.24)
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and also by the fact that, since the parity of the initial and final states are

given, /„ must in some cases be even and in some cases odd, in order to

satisfy parity conservation. For instance, starting from the ground state

of C12
, /j = (even), if we want to land in the ground state of C13

,

// = i(odd), I„ must be ^ 1 and odd; that is, /n = 1.

The linear momentum associated with the neutron and delivered

to the capturing nucleus is

h (k d - kp) = £k„ (11-10.25)

and this momentum gives rise to I„. Since the capture must occur at a

radius not greater than the nuclear radius R, wc have

|(kd - kp) x R
I
- |k„ x R| > /„ (ll-10.26a)

or

(k,; - kp) 2 ^
In

2

/?2

or, squaring and rearranging,

In
2

2kvka cos < kp
2 + k<? - —

(11-1 0.26b)

(11-10.27)

In a given transition k/ and Ard
2 are constants, determined by the con-

servation of energy, and Eq. (11-10.27) shows that the preferred angle

of scattering will increase with increasing /„. Actually, this scmiclassical

argument is vastly oversimplified.

The calculation of stripping in Born approximation may be done on

lines similar to the calculation for inelastic scattering; however, this is

appreciably more complicated, because it is not possible to factor the

integrals in the matrix element by simple changes of variables and be-

cause the large size of the deuteron prevents the use of a zero-range

potential.
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The final result, however, is again very similar to that for the in-

elastic and knock-on reaction, but even simpler because the sum of

Eq. (11-10.16) contains only one term. One finds

with

AoPiVnp) * BmoDXp(lMkR)

Mr
k — k(j — -—— kp

Mi-'

(11-10.28)

(11-10.29)

Here / is the orbital angular momentum of the final bound state. The
inequality of Eq. (11-10.24) also obtains.

Stripping processes occur not only with deulerons but also with

H :i and He;t
. The (/,</) or (lw*,d) reactions show many analogies with

deuteron stripping. Stripping reactions arc eminently suitable for deter-

mination of / and parity of nuclear levels from the angular distribution

of the reaction products. In many cases, the results can be simply

interpreted by the shell model. A different type of information concerning

nuclear structure comes from the absolute value of the cross section.

At very high energies the stripping phenomenon may be described

semiclassically (Serber, 1947) by considering one of the nucleons (e.g.,

the proton in the deuteron) as absorbed by a nucleus and the other as

continuing along its trajectory almost unperturbed, with the initial

velocity of the deuteron and, hence, half its energy. In this way, the ex-

tremely nonadiabatic collision gives rise to neutrons with an energy and

angular distribution obtainable from the addition of the internal momen-
tum of the deuteron to half the momentum of its center of mass. The
energy spread and the angular spread of the neutron beam are

(11-10.30)A£ = 1.5(6d£d)i' 2

1/2

A0 = 1.6(^ (11-10.31)

where ea is the binding energy of the deuteron and E4 its kinetic energy.

The converse of the stripping process is the "pick up" (n,d), (p,d)

process in which, for example, a neutron entering a nucleus finds a

proton with the right momentum and distance to form a deuteron, and
the pair escapes as a bound deuteron. These reactions have been fre-

quently observed and their cross sections are connected by detailed

balancing with the stripping cross sections.

11-11 The Fission Process

Among nuclear processes fission is very spectacular and of the great-

est practical importance. A heavy nucleus such as uranium, under bom-
bardment by a number of projectiles, splits into two large fragments

such as Ba139 and Kr 97
, which fly apart with an average energy of 170

McV. The phenomenon is called fission (Hahn and Strassmann, 1939),

and since it is accompanied by evaporation of neutrons, which can stimu-

late further fission, it offers the possibility of a chain reaction.



Occasionally, heavy nuclei undergo fission spontaneously, without

outside stimulation (spontaneous fission; Flcrov and Petrjak, 1940).

Actually this mode of decay, which is negligible compared with alpha

decay in nuclei having Z ~ 92, such as uranium, already shows for Cf252

a branching of approximately 0.03 and for Cf254 it becomes the main

decay channel.

We shall now discuss the fission process without reference to whether

it is spontaneous or stimulated. Consider first the mass formula of Chap.

6 or a table of masses. Let us inquire whether a nucleus of mass number

A and atomic number Z, M(A,Z), is stable with respect to its splitting

into two equal parts of mass M(A/2, Z/2). Wc have

M(A,Z) - 2M(A/2,Z/2) = 17.2 A*'\l -21/3
) + 0.70

Z2

x — 0-2-2 '3) McV (11-11.1)

This is positive for heavy nuclei and gives an energy of about 169 McV
for U 236

. However, the original nucleus of mass M(A,Z) is stable for small

deformations from a spherical shape, as can be determined by the type

of considerations used to establish the mass formula. In order to see this,

assume that we slightly deform the spherical nucleus into an ellipsoidal

one. If the potential energy increases, the spherical shape is stable. There

arc two contributions to the potential energy affected by the deformation

:

the surface energy Es and the electrostatic energy Ec . We consider

deformation at constant volume, assuming that nuclear matter is in-

compressible. We merely change the nuclear spherical shape into an

ellipsoid of semiaxes a and b. To ensure the constancy of the volume

we take the major semiaxis a as

a = R(l + e) (11-11.2)

and the minor semiaxes b as

b = R{\ + «)-w (11-11.3)

The volume V = i-rrab2 is thus constant. Now Es , the surface energy,

is proportional to the surface area of the ellipsoid, which is given by

5 = 2ttZ>2 + 2rr — sin-ie (11-11.4)
e

where e = (1 - IP/a3)
1'2

. Approximately, up to terms in e 2 , one has

)
(11-11.5)S = 4tt/?2(1 + |«2 +

Using Eq. (6-3.1) we have

Es = 17.5,42/3
(1 + U* ~ •) (11-11.6)

The electrostatic energy is given by \ p
2
J (clvi dv-ijrn), where do\,

ch-z are volume elements, ru is the distance between them, and p is the

charge density. For a sphere this integral gives the main term of Eq.

(1 1-1 1.7). Its correction for an elongated ellipsoid may be calculated as

3 Z 2c
2 a + (a2 - ft

8
)

1 -

10 (a2 - tf
2
)
1 '2 °g a - (a* - Vf*
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which for small elongation reduces to the term in «2 of Eq. (11-11.7):

ED = -
3e2Z2

5 R
. (I + •) (11-11.7)

The total change of energy in MeV is then

A£ - A£, + A£c - £2 [(2/5) 17.M«* - (1/5) M\ZPAr**\ (11-11.8)

with the constants suggested by Green (see Sec. 6-5) and where A£s and
AEC are the differences between the surface and Coulomb energies for

the ellipsoid and for the sphere. If AE is positive, the spherical configura-

tion is stable. From Eq. (1 1-11.8) it is clear that AE > 0, for Z 2jA < 49.

This is a criterion for stability.

The curve of the potential energy versus nuclear distance for two

nuclei thus has the qualitative aspect of Fig. 1 1-34. The point for e =
is given by the nuclear mass; the region from r = Ri + R2 to infinity

(/?i = R-2 = sum of the radii of the fragments) is a hyperbola of equation

„ ZiZ2<?
2

V = — (11-11.9)
r

as required by Coulomb's law. The region between and r = R\ + R2

is unknown, but the difference between the energy at ;• = and r = co

is obtainable from a table of masses, because it is the difference between

the mass of the original nucleus and that of the two fragments. It is thus

possible to trace the energy curve except for the region mentioned above.

The difference between the energy at r = and at r = Ri -f R2 is the

energy that must be supplied to the nucleus to provoke its fission, that

is, the activation energy for the fission reaction.

The tunnel effect of quantum mechanics has the consequence that

there can be a small probability of fission even below the activation

energy, owing to the zero-point energy of the nuclear motions. This is

Mi + Mi
at co

fragment separation

Figure 11-34 Energy of a fission-

ing nucleus as a function of the

distance of the fragments.



the reason for spontaneous fission. In Fig. 11-35 we have plotted the

spontaneous-fission probability for heavy elements as a function of

Z2jA, which according to Eq. (11-11.8) is the parameter that determines

stability under small deformations. The zero-point energy of collective

motions of the nucleus produces a deformation that has a definite

probability of leading to fission by the tunnel effect. This probability is

greater the closer Z'ljA is to the critical value.

Fission is a probable process (t ~ 10 14 sec) for a nucleus excited

above the activation energy. However, its probability decreases very

rapidly with decreasing energy. One thus has an apparent threshold for

fission, as shown in Fig. 11-36, and one commonly speaks of fission

thresholds. The binding energy of a neutron to a nucleus having an

odd number of neutrons is greater by about 2 MeV than it is to a nucleus

having an even number of neutrons (see Chap. 6). Hence a slow

neutron captured by a nucleus with N odd, such as U 235 or Pu239
,
gives

rise to a compound nucleus that is more excited by about 2 McV than

the nuclei obtainable by slow-neutron capture in U238 or other even
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Figure 11-35 The probability of

spontaneous fission per unit time

is 0.69/7, where T is the "half-

life" for spontaneous fission. The
figure gives T as a function of

Z 2jA on a semilog scale.

a

c
c

c
5

c

10 -'
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Table 11-3 Neutron Fission Thresholds

Target nucleus Thm U 233 U 234 U 23& U23« U238 Np237 Pu239

Compound nucleus Th233 U 234 U 235 U 236 U 237 U Z3,) Np238 Pu 240

n-Fission threshold, MeV 1.3 <0 0.4 <0 0.8 1.2 0.4 <0

nuclei. The excitation of about 7 MeV obtainable on capture of a slow
neutron by an even-odd nucleus is sufficient to produce fission. Table 1 1-3

gives the threshold for neutron-induced fission in a number of elements,

and confirms the influence of the even or odd number of neutrons.

The fission fragments produced by slow-neutron fission in U235

show a yield as a function of A, given in Fig. 1 1-37. It is most remarkable

that fission tends to occur with unequal fragments. The fragments that

clearly have an excess of neutrons revert to stability by a succession of
beta decays, forming chains of isobars decaying into each other. As an

i

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.5 1.0 3.0 3.5 4.015 2.0 2.5

E, MeV

Figure 11-36 Neutron fission cross sections ofTh23*, U234
, U236

, and U 238
. f(WW 59).]
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0.001

76 82 88 94 100 106 112 118 124 130 136 142 148 154 160

mass no.

Figure 11-37 Abundance of different mass numbers in slow-neutron fission of U233,U235,andPu239
.

[(WW 59).]
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example, we shall mention among the heavy fragments the famous
chain of mass 140,

v (16s) (66s) „ (12.8d) (40h)
54Xe—> 55CS —> 5eBa > 57La —> 5sCe (stable) (11-11.10)

in which fission was discovered. Among the light fragments we mention
the chain of mass 99,

44R11 (stable) (11-11.11)

(30s)
XIU(3.8m) w (67h) ^ (2.12 x lO^y)

40Zr—> 4iNb - > 42M0 —> 43TC

which is an important source of the artificial element technetium. Both
these chains are among the most probable modes of fission for U235

bombarded by slow neutrons. Each occurs in about 6 per cent of the
fissions.

The asymmetry of fission (i.e., the difference in A of the fragments)
has been the object of many investigations, but until now a completely
satisfactory explanation has not been established.-

Fission occurring in highly excited nuclei of the heaviest elements as

obtained by high-energy bombardment shows decreasing asymmetry
(see Fig. 11-38), until for very high excitation fission becomes symmetric.
For the behavior of lighter nuclei see Fig. 11-39.

-a
- \
projectiles and energies

60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

fragment mass no.

Figure 11-38 Shapes of mass
distributions toshowtheirdepend-
ence on the nature of the fission-

ing species and on the energy of
the projectiles. [From I. Halpern,

Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., 9, 245
(1959).]
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Table 11-4 Probabilities for the Emission of n

Neutrons per Fission in U 235 Bombarded by

Neutrons of Energy E

E 1 2 3 4 5 V

80keV

1.25 MeV

0.02

0.02

0.17

0.11

0.36

0.30

0.31

0.41

0.12

0.10

0.03

0.06

2.45

2.65

Data from R. B. Lcachman, Phys. Rev., 101, 1005 (1956} ; B. C.

Diven, H. C. Martin, R. F. Taschek, and J. Terrell, Phys. Rev.,

101, 1012 (1956). (WW 58.)

Fission is also accompanied by an instantaneous emission of
neutrons, which are of decisive importance for a chain reaction. The
average number of neutrons emitted per fission is called v. It varies

according to the excitation energy (Fig. 11-40) of the fissioning nucleus

because each evaporation neutron carries away a certain amount of
energy and enough must be left to permit the evaporation of the next

neutron. The apparent dependence of v on the fissioning nucleus is

primarily caused by its excitation energy on neutron capture. The proba-
bilities for emission of n neutrons are given as an example in Table 11-4

5 10

incident neutron energy, MeV

15

Figure 11-40 The average number of neutrons emitted per fission in neutron-induced fission plotted
as a function of the bombarding energy. Each curve is labeled according to the compound nucleus

formed. The point at the left for Pu240 refers to spontaneous fission. [From R. B. Leachman, Proc.
Intern. Con/. Peaceful Uses Atomic Energy, Geneva, 1958.]
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Figure 11-41 Experimental number of neutrons emitted per fission plotted to show the probability

of emission of v neutrons versus v - <v>. [From J. Terrell, Phys. Rev., 108, 783 (1957).]

and in Fig. 1 1-41. The energy spectrum of fission neutrons is represented

by the semiempirical equation

(0
775£\ 1/2

___j g-0.775K (11-11.12)

wheref(E) dE is the probability that a neutron has its energy in interval

1,000,

a loo-
c
a

i—
IS

g

. cloud chamber
o time of flight
• photographic plate

n(E) ~ VE[cxp(En.29)]
t^n(E) ~ [exp(-£/0.965)] sinhV2.29£

10 -11
1 2 3 4 5 6

E, MeV

Figure 11-42 Fission neutron spectra from U235
. [(WW 59), after Leachman.]
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dE and E is measured in MeV (Fig. 11-42). It can be interpreted as an
evaporation spectrum from the moving fragments, an interpretation

confirmed by the study of the angular correlation of direction of motion

of the neutrons and of the fission fragments, at least for fission produced

by slow neutrons (Fig. 11-43).

In addition to the neutrons promptly emitted in fission there are

delayed neutrons associated only indirectly with the fission process.

They are mentioned here only for completeness. A fission fragment of

atomic number Z, with a large neutron excess, may beta-decay to an
excited state of an isobar of atomic number Z -i- 1. This state may be
above the binding energy of the neutron and hence susceptible to emitting

a neutron instantaneously. However, the emission of the neutron follows

7gj5:__?0°2L[0;.25°

Figure 11-43 Contour diagram in polar coordinates of observed neutron density distribution a (v, 6)

as a function of neutron velocity and angle. The contour lines are lines of constant neutron density.

The average velocities of the light and heavy fragments are shown also. [From E. Hyde, UCRL 9036
(rev.).]



Br87([i3-) 55.6s (22s)

Figure 11-44 Origin of delayed

neutrons in the fission chains of

mass 87 and 137.

Kr 8'(Xc' 3 ')

neutron
emission Rb"(Cs ,;") 1 ly (33y)

Kr 8»(Xe' 38
)

stable

Sr" (Ba13')

stable

the beta decay of the preceding nucleus. For this reason neutrons appear

to be emitted according to an exponential decay law with a decay constant

corresponding to the beta decay of the preceding nucleus. Delayed

neutrons are associated with the fission fragments and have the abun-

dance indicated in Table 11-5. Outside the fission fragments the same

mechanism of emission of delayed neutrons is operative in N 17
,
which

decays by beta emission into an excited O17 *. This last nucleus transforms

instantaneously into O 16 by losing a neutron. A level scheme showing

the situation in two cases is reproduced in Fig. 11-44. A similar mecha-

nism in the case of neutron deficient isotopes leads to the emission of

Table 11-5 Delayed Neutrons

Half-life,

Decay
Energy,

Number per 100 fission neutrons

constant.

sec sec-1 McV Th»* U*88 U- 35 TJS38 Pu»»

54 (Br") 0.0128 0.25 0.085 0.020 0.03 0.015 0.01

22 (I"') 0.0315 0.56 0.35 0.075 0.18 0.17 0.06

5.6 (Br»»-»') 0.125 0.43 0.45 0.105 0.22 0.28 0.045

2.12 0.325 0.62 1.20 0.075 0.23 0.71 0.085

0.45 1.55 0.42 0.45 0.025 0.07 0.42 0.03

0.15 4.5 0.09 0.02 0.15

yed neutrons per

2.6 0.30 0.75 1.75 0.23

Number of dcla 6.3 0.78 1.80 4.4 0.67

100 fissions
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Figure 11-45 Fission tracks with a secondary alpha
particle. [K. T. Tittcrton.]

800

energy, MeV

Figure 11-46 Energy distribu-

tion of long-range alpha panicles

from pile neutron fissions of U 235
.

[After C. B. Fulmer and B. L.

Cohen, Phys. Rev., 108, 370

(1957).]
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delayed protons. Thus, for instance, Si25 by positron decay goes to an

excited state of Al25 which emits protons.

Occasionally fission is accompanied by the emission of long-range

alpha particles (up to 20 MeV). In U 235 this occurs about once for every

500 fissions. The alpha particles show a definite tendency to escape in a

direction perpendicular to that of the fragments (Fig. 11-45). Their

energy spectrum is a continuum (Fig. 11-46).

Finally an emission of "prompt" gamma rays occurs at the moment

of fission, within the resolving time of experiments. It is to be assumed

that the prompt gamma rays are emitted within 10~u sec of fission, and

thus mostly after neutron emission, as in all nuclear reactions. The

gamma rays show a continuous spectrum (Fig. 11-47) with an average

energy of 1 MeV; their total energy is about 6 MeV per fission.

We may thus establish the energy balance for an average fission

produced by a slow neutron in U 235 (Table 1 1-6). The fluctuation around

the average for the first item is demonstrated in Fig. 11-48, which is
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0.000!

energy, MeV

Figure 11-47 Spectra of prompt fission photons. The spectrum obtained in the thermal fission of

U 235
is apparently similar to that in the spontaneous fission of Cf252 . [From E. Hyde, UCRL 9036

(rev.).]



160 170 180 190 200

total fragment KE, MeV

210

Figure 11-48 The distribution

of total fragment kinetic energies

as a function of the fragment

mass ratio according to the

measurements for spontaneous

fission of Cf488. [J. C. D. Milton

and J. S. Fraser, Phys. Rev., Ill,

877 (1958).]

obtained by measuring the energy lost through ionization by the corre-

lated fission fragments, light and heavy.

Fission may be induced by many particles, and in general by any

agent that can supply the activation energy to a heavy nucleus. In the

practically important case of slow neutron-induced fission, we have for

the fission cross-section formulas of the Breil-Wigner type:

Table 11-6 Energy Balance for an Average Fission

MeV

Kinetic energy of fission fragments (2 nuclei

:

A ~ 95, A ~ 140}

Prompt y rays (5 y rays)

Beta decay of fragments (7 /3 rays}

Neutrinos related to above

Gamma rays related to above (7 y rays)

Kinetic energy of neutrons (2 to 3 neutrons)

165 + 5

6 t 1

a ± 1.5

12 ± 2.5

6 ± 1

5

204 ± 7

500



Figure 11-49 Observed total

fission and scattering cross sec-

tions of U 235 from 1.0 to 5 eV.

The fission cross section was

normalized to 500 at 0.0253 eV.

[From F. J. Shore and V. L.

Sailor, Proc. Intern. Conf. Peace-

ful Uses Atomic Energy, Geneva,

1958.]

c
c

J

Of = 7rA2
r,r«

(11-11.13)
(£-£r)

2 + T2/4

where 1/ is the partial width for fission and V = l\ + Ty + Tn . By

direct measurement of the capture and fission cross sections, it is possible

to obtain the practically important quantity,

. .^ („.„.„)

In the immediate vicinity of a resonance this is the same as T
7/Tf.

Different resonances have different Vf, T y , and T,,; as an example, we

give some data relative to U235 in Fig. 1 1-49. The great complexity of

the overlapping resonances is apparent. The value of I> gives the decay

10 15

E„ MeV

Figure 11-50 The fast-neutron fission cross section in U 238 according to Smith, Henkel, and Nobles.

The inset is an idealization to show how the fission cross section o/ increases suddenly at definite

thresholds. By comparing o/ to the total reaction cross section a r one can, in principle, determine how

fissionability varies with excitation energy. [From I. Haipern, Ann. Rev. Nucl. ScL, 9, 245 (1959).]
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constant for fission directly. It is through the measurement of the fission

width that the value of 10-14 sec for the order of magnitude of the dura-
tion of the fission process was obtained.

Among other features of fissions we shall mention a few miscel-

laneous items. In neutron-produced fission, excitation curves such as
those of Fig. 1 1 -50 are obtained on increasing the energy of the neutrons.

The striking steps observed originate at the energies at which new proc-
esses leading to fission become possible. Thus the first step is due to

U238 (niV) t U239 when the neutrons have enough energy to leave U239

with sufficient excitation to fission. The second step occurs when the

neutrons have enough energy to excite U238 by an (n,ri) reaction to

undergo fission. The next step occurs when the (n,2n) reaction leaves

U237 with enough energy to undergo fission, and so on.

With projectiles of sufficiently high energy it is possible to fission

nuclei as light as Cu. Fission then competes with the process of spallation,

the disintegration of the nucleus into a large number of free nucleons or
very small fragments such as alpha particles, deuterons, etc. (see Fig.

11-39).

neutron direction

Figure 11-51 Angular distribution of fission fragments. [Data from Hcnkel and Brolley, from
E. Hyde, UCRL9065.]



When fission is induced by neutrons there are correlations between

direction of motion of the projectile and of the fission fragments (see

Fig. 11-51) depending on the energy of the neutrons. For fission produced

by gamma rays the directions of the gamma ray and of the fission

fragments tend to be perpendicular. A graphic summary of the time

sequence in the fission process is given in Fig. 1 1-52.

The total activity of all fission products is of interest in many
practical problems. There are empirical formulas that give the beta-decay

activity and the gamma activity of all fission products. If fission has

occurred at time 0, the energy emitted as beta and gamma rays is given

respectively by B(t) = 1.26 r 1 -8 MeV sec" 1 and T(/) = 1.40 /
12 MeV

sec- 1
, where 105 > t > I sec (Fig. 11-53).
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11-12 Heavy-Ion Nuclear Reactions

In recent years machines have been developed which accelerate ions

of Li, C, N, etc., up to Ne, to energies of approximately 10 MeV per

nucleon contained in the ion. These ions show a variety of interesting

phenomena, and the study of their behavior in nuclear collisions forms

a small but interesting chapter of nuclear physics.

At sufficiently low energy the ions undergo Coulomb repulsion and

thus only show Rutherford scattering. If, however, they touch the target

nuclei, they react. Now, calling b the impact parameter and p the relative

momentum, we have, by conservation of angular momentum,

fragments have

90% of their

kinetic energy

0— lO-" sec

excitation

of nucleus

1.3 x 10 "sec—1|*-

L
4
L

Figure 11-52 Graphic representation of the fission process. The events are: 0, excitation of nucleus;

1. fission: 2, fragments acquire 90 percent of their kinetic energy; 3, emission of neutrons; 4, emission

of gamma rays; 5, fragments stop. The horizontal scale indicates the duration of the process: two

events separated by the time / are 20 + logio 1 units apart horizontally. The vertical scale indicates

the distance of the fragments from each other: a distance r is indicated by 13 + logio r units; p is the

density of the material in which the fragments travel, and the diagram is drawn for p = 1. [From

(WW 59).]
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pb = lh = p'X (11-12.1)

where lh is the angular momentum, A'lhe minimum distance between the
ions, and p' their relative momentum at that distance. We have also, by
conservation of energy,

Pz „ R P'
2

r_ Er— = —
2m " X 2m

(11-12.2)

where m is the reduced mass and En = Zze2jR is the potential energy
when the nuclei are in contact. From Eqs. (11-12.1) and (11-12.2),

calling p2j2m = £, we have as the condition for contact of the nuclei

2mW(E - En) > l/# (11-12.3)

The elastic scattering has been calculated (Blair, 1954) by taking the
Coulomb scattering amplitude and subtracting from it all the partial

waves with / < lc , assuming that these arc absorbed in the collision.

The only parameter available in this calculation is /?, written in the form

R = roW* + A-2 1 '3
) (11-12.4)

where A\,A2 are the mass numbers of the two nuclei. Such a simple
semiclassical method gives good results, as can- be seen from Fig. 1 1-54.

The value of ro thus obtained is near 1.45 F. Note the high values of lc .

Thiscalculationcan be improved by taking into account thenuclearsurface.

In distant collisions, where nuclear forces do not play a role, one
often obtains nuclear excitation by the electromagnetic interaction

(Coulomb excitation; cf. Sec. 8-7). In the case of heavy ions the Weiz-
sacker-Williams method gives a good picture of the phenomenon. A

10

10

a

1 10 <

%
l0~*

| io-«

3 io->

+ io«

S
S io-'

io-«

io-«

10

3B(r) + r(r) theoretical

l'(0 experimental

10 10s 10*

days

Figure 11-53 Energy release from fission products. The neutrino energy is assumed to be twice the
beta energy. B(t) and T(t) energy released as beta and gamma radiation, respectively. [(WW 59).]



characteristic effect occurring among the heavy ions is the excitation of

high rotational levels. In cvcn-cvcn heavy nuclei, such as U238
, highly

developed rotational bands have been found, with only even levels

/ = 0, 2, 4, 6, . . ., 12 (Fig. 6-42). All these have been excited by Coulomb

interaction. The excitation process is multiple. The nucleus is excited by

quadrupole transitions in successive jumps produced by the electro-

magnetic field of the same projectile.

What happens when the colliding nuclei touch each other? There are
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9<?.m., deg

Figure 11-54 The ratio of the clastic to the Coulomb scattering cross section for C 12
. N14

, O16
,
and

Ne20 scattered from gold at an energy of about 10 McV per nucleon. The solid lines are the sharp

cutoff calculations with the appropriate lc indicated in the figure. [Data of Reynolds, Goldberg, and

Kcrlcc, from A. Zucker, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., 10, 27 (I960).]
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frequent simple reactions corresponding to the transfer of one nucleon,
for instance

Mg26(N 14N 13)Mg27 (1M2.5)

Such reactions occur in peripheral collisions without formation of a
compound nucleus, with cross sections up to approximately 50 mb
(Fig. 11-55).

At higher energies there occur more complicated reactions, corres-
ponding to the formation of a compound nucleus. Here a peculiar effect
is observed in the angular distribution of the evaporation particles. The
compound nucleus frequently has very high angular momentum ( > 50h),
necessarily directed perpendicular to the trajectory of the incoming par-
ticle. The evaporating particles then escape in a plane perpendicular to
the angular momentum and, with equal probability, at an angle d with
the line of impact. As we rotate this plane of escape of the particles, it is

apparent that the angular distribution will have a 1/sin 6 shape peaked
in the forward and backward direction with respect to the line of impact.
This has been observed in the alpha particles emitted by Ni bombarded
by 160-MeV oxygen ions.

e
E

O.lOr

0.05-

0.02-

0.0I0_
-6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 1.0

E** = Ec .m.-E„ + QfZ
Figure 11-55 Total neutron-transfer cross sections of the type Mg 5* (Ni4 N i3) Mg2? for eleven light
elements plotted as a function of£** = Ec .m .

- EB + 2/2, where Ec .m . is the incident kinetic energy in
the center-of-mass system, ER is the barrier energy, and Q is the reaction energy. Note that £** + Q/2
is the energy available to the two nuclei at the moment immediately after the transfer has occurred.
[From Fisher, Zucker, and Gropp, Phys. Rev., 113, 542 (1959).]



Similar effects appear in fission, where the fission fragments tend to

escape in the line of collision for fission induced in Au197 by 100-MeV
C12 ions (Fig. 11-56).

Another remarkable type of reaction has been observed in C I2-C12

collisions at 90° ( Bromley, Kiihner, and Almquist, 1960). The cross section

shows rapid fluctuations as a function of energy, and this has been attrib-

uted to the formation of a C12-C12 (Mg21
) nucleus, strongly elongated

and having rotational levels like a diatomic molecule (Fig. 11-57).
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11-13 Photonuclear Reactions

Many reactions initiated by gamma rays are known to occur, for

example, (y,n), (y,p), (y,/), (y,a), etc. They are observed by directing a

beam of gamma rays at the target and detecting the emitted particles or

the radioactivity of the product nucleus. Monochromatic sources of

gamma rays are available from the rays emitted in some disintegrations,

for instance, ThC, Na24
, and Co60

, which however, are in the l-3MeV
energy region. Thep + Li reaction gives a gamma ray of 17 MeV, which

has been used extensively. Electron accelerators give a continuum of

gamma rays from the bremsstrahlung (see Chap. 2). The upper limit of

5.0

I
b

*

~T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 *~

Au 1" + 123-MeVC ,s

— experimental curve

1

sin 8

Oc.c

180

Figure 11-56 Angular distribution of fission fragments in the center-of-mass system for fission of

Au 197 induced by C12 ions of 123-MeV energy. [Gordon, Larsh, and Sikkeland, from E. Hyde,

UCRL 9065.1
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the continuum is well determined, and it is possible to measure cross sec-

tions for photoreactions as a function of energy by using a bremsstrah-
lung spectrum and varying the energy of the electrons that produce it.

However, this procedure is difficult and laborious. Effects similar to
those produced by gamma rays also result from electron bombardments,
not through the bremsstrahlung generated by the electrons, but by a
direct electron-nuclear interaction of electromagnetic nature. The
effect of this interaction, as an order of magnitude, is e2/fic - a times
that of a gamma ray of the same energy as the electrons. The cross sec-
tions for electron interaction are thus about 100 times smaller than those
for photon interaction.

The photodisintegration of the deuteron is the simplest photo-
nuclear reaction. It has been treated in Chap. 10 for the relatively low
energy region, for which a simple theory is adequate. Figure 11-58
shows an over-all view of the photon absorption of an idealized nucleus.

A remarkable phenomenon in photonuclear absorption is the maxi-
mum shown by the cross section at energies around 20 MeV (Figs. 1 1-59

and 1 1-60). The shape of the curves and the positions of the maximum
depend on A. A simple model accounting for this "giant resonance"
has been proposed by Goldhaber and Teller. They consider a collective

motion of all protons with respect to all neutrons in a nucleus. This

"i
1

1 1

r

heavy-ion elastic scattering

cm. = 90°

1 z

4
i

116 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17

E»M. MeV
Figure 11-57 Differential cross sections at 90° cm for the elastic scattering of O 16 from oxygen, C 12

from carbon, and O 16 from carbon as a function of energy. The dashed lines are Rutherford scatter-
ing cross sections. [Bromley. Kuehner, and Almqvist. Phys. Rev. Letters, 4, 365 (I960).]



motion gives rise to an electric-dipole moment, which should account for

the absorption. The frequency of the motion has been estimated by

Jensen and others by means of a model in which neutrons and protons

move in a fixed sphere in such a way that nuclear matter changes its

composition from point to point, although the density of nuclcons

remains constant. The change of composition causes an increase in

potential energy that is estimated from the nuclear-mass formula [Eq.

(6-5.8)]. This energy produces a restoring force, and the consequent

vibrations may be calculated hydrodynamically, yielding approximately

the right frequency for light nuclei.

A theorem that is valid in the absence of exchange forces gives for

the integrated dipole photoabsorption cross section the sum rule:

rJ c

h NZ NZ
*abs(£„) dEy

= 2tt%2 = o.058— MeV b
inc A A

(11-13.1)
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A-2

A-\

photon energy

process H«- o(y, y) + (n y')- -o (y, n) + a(y, y') + a(y, y)-*-r*-o(yy In) + „{y, n)

o(v, yO + o(r. y)

Figure 11-58 The photon absorption cross section for an idealized nucleus. Region 1 is that part of

the energy scale below the particle thresholds where the absorption is into discrete energy levels. Region

II is the energy range above the binding energy where Structure may still exist in the absorption cross

section. In region III the absorption cross section is smooth. The processes that can take place arc

indicated along the abscissa; 0(7, n) here stands for the cross section for nucleon emission. The energy

levels in the nucleus A, A-\, and A-2 arc illustrated at the top of the diagram. The binding energies

for one and two particles are designated by Ex and LW. The level Pi in A-\ represents a parent of

the ground state of nucleus A. [From E. G. Fuller and E. Hayward, in (En 62).]
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where N, Z, and A are the number of neutrons, the number of protons,

and the mass number of the nucleus. M is the mass of a nucleoli. The
giant resonance accounts for most of the integral, the high-energy cross

section contributing little to it. The sum rule expressed by Eq. (11-13.1)

will now be proved from general principles.

In the case of E\ radiation (A of the radiation §> dimensions of the

nuclear system), the transition probability from the ground level i to a

level /induced by an electric field <f cos cot directed in the z direction is

I

|fl/(0|"rf«-^»— |zv i

2
/

line 2ft-
(11-13.2)

where zif is the matrix element of the coordinate z and |fl/(f)|2 is the proba-

bility of finding the nucleus in state / at time /. This relation may be

obtained by time-dependent perturbation theory (Appendix A).

The cross section for the photon absorption is by definition the

transition probability per unit time divided by the photon flux per unit

surface, t?2c/%nhto. That is, limiting ourselves to a small frequency interval

Aw containing the absorption line of frequency.

Ef - Et = hwfi (11-13.3)

__J_|__ . _____ „„
|
ZI/|- 4. . <0 *„ (11 .13.4)

200

100

o

13 14

ys9

oo = 190 mb

E (threshold)

Yp = 7.3 MeV
Yn = 11.5 MeV
yp« = 18.4 MeV
ym = 20.8 MeV

15 16 17

Ey , MeV

18 19

Figure 11-59 Cross sections for

photo-neutron production in YS9

showing giant resonance. IP. F.

Yergin and B. P. Fabricand,

Phys. Rev., 104, 1334 (1956).]



Introducing the dimensionless quantity

2m
fit = -j- "ft kf/|

2 (11-13.5)

called oscillator strength, we may rewrite Eq. (11-13.4) as

2ne2

a Ao> = fif (11-13.6)
mc

If we want the total absorption of our system, we shall integrate Eq.

(11-13.6) on the left side and sum over all final states on the right:

2ttV _
fodu, = — 2/v (11-13.7)

A remarkable theorem states that the

Ifii
i

of all oscillator strengths starting from one state / and ending in all other

states is 1. Note that oscillator strengths may be positive or negative

according to whether
Et > Ei or Ei < Ei

This theorem is proved by starting from the fundamental commutation

relation for conjugate variables,

h
pq - qp = - (11-13.8)
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E

Figure 11-60 Giant dipolc resonance for tantalum, a strongly deformed nucleus, showing two peaks.

The separation of the two peaks reflects the quadrupolc deformation of Ta {Qo = 6.3 b), while the

relative integrated peak strengths yield a factor close to 2 in favor of the higher energy peak which

is associated with the smaller nuclear dimension, pointing to prolate deformation; axial symmetry

is favored by the absence of a third peak. [E. G. Fuller and M. S. Weiss, Phys. Rev., 112, 560 (1958).]
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Writing this in matrix form for the z coordinate and its conjugate
momentum pz = m'z, we obtain

v / "
m z,{?)tzi} - Zjtzij) =

.

i i

(11-13.9)

Now, if we use a representation in which the energy is diagonal,

*ll - - » (£> - Ei) Zfi = iwuzn (11-13.10)

Remembering that zn = z,f and substituting Eq. (11-13.10) into Eq
(11-13.9) we have

1 o>ji \zn \- = —
i Im

(11-13.11)

Inserting Eq. (11-13.11) into the definition of/,, [Eq. (11-13.5)] gives
immediately

1/ti = 1 (11-13.12)
i

Equation (1 1-13.12) is the famous sum rule of Thomas and Kuhn (1924),
which had great importance in the early development of quantum
mechanics. In the present form this rule gives

fa d<» =
2-?e°-

mc
(11-13.13)

In order to apply this result to a nuclear system containing many
nucleons, we must replace ez by

A

where et is the proton charge for the protons (/ varying from I to Z) and
for the neutrons (i from Z + 1 to A). We write this sum as

z Z * Z A4 f
* z 4. z a,

t I i A z+i A z+i

= eU\ Zi ~ A ?*
z 4 z v
A x-i A ffi

(11-13.14)

The sum of the first and third term on the right is the z of the center of
mass of the system, <z>, times the atomic number. We can thus write

A 7. A

l 1 Zil
(11-13.15)

where e'
p = eN/A, e'n = -eZjA are called effective charges of the protons

and neutrons, respectively.

Under the action of the external field the charges will move, and
we may consider the motion as the sum of the motion of the center of
mass, combined with a motion relative to the center of mass. It is this



second motion that is important for nuclear reactions. The first motion

gives rise to Thomson scattering of the nucleus as a whole. Applying the

sum rule to the internal motion only, we have

f ada> = —- (Ze'p
> + Ne?) =—— (1 1-13.16)cm mc A

which isEq. (11-13. 1).

Exchange forces increase the value of the integral. More refined

sum rules have been developed, and they are useful in analyzing reactions

started by photons. Equation (1 1-13.16), when compared with the experi-

mental results, shows that the observed cross section in the giant reso-

nance exhausts the integral. There is also some evidence from the angular

distribution of the photoneutrons and photoprotons showing that the

transitions involved in the giant resonance are indeed electric-dipole

transitions (Figs. 11-58 and 11-59).
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11-14 High-Energy Reactions

We shall arbitrarily and conventionally set our limit for "high

energy" reactions at the pion formation threshold (140 MeV cm.).

100

90K
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.o
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E
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O
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Figure 11-61 Excitation function for the reaction C 12 (p,pn)Cu . The smooth curve is used as a

basis for calculating cross sections. [From J. B. Cumming, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., 13, 261 (1963).]
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In the study of these reactions one of the first important technical prob-
lems is the calibration of the intensity of proton beams generated by ac-

celerators. The cross section of the C12 (p,pn) Cu reaction has been
measured and is given in Fig. 11-61; this together with the cross section
given in Fig. 1 1-62 may be used as a standard. These curves already show
a form that is hardly reconcilable with compound-nucleus formation
and there are many other signs pointing to direct interactions. For
example, many more charged particles escape that can be accounted for
by compound-nucleus formation.

Surface phenomena also occur; for example, the abundant high-
energy inelastically scattered nucleons. These are attributable to periph-
eral collisions in which the incident particle chips off nucleons from
the nuclear surface without compound-nucleus formation. The direct-
reaction interpretation is corroborated by a study of the angular distri-

bution of the inelastically scattered particles. Those of high energy are
mostly scattered forward, as expected in a direct collision. Those of low
energy are isotropically scattered, as expected in an evaporation process.

In a very high energy collision (E ~ 400 MeV) a good picture is

obtained by following the collisions of the impinging nucleus (nucleonic
cascade). This has been done by the Monte Carlo method (Fig. 11-63),

and part of the observed effects are thus accounted for. The struck
nucleus after the nucleonic cascade is finished may be left in an excited
state, from which an evaporation process takes place. However, this

picture is certainly oversimplified. Figure 11-64 shows the mass yield

obtained by proton bombardment of bismuth. At 40 MeV the reaction
products have a mass number close to that of the target and are mainly
accounted for by evaporation processes. At 480 MeV the yield curve

S

30 MeV 1 GeV

proton energy

Figure 11-62 Excitation functions for the production of Na24
, by proton bombardment of AI. The

dashed curves indicate the estimated (± 6.5 per cent) standard deviation of the solid curve. [From
J. B. Cumming, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., 13, 261 (1963).]



shows two peaks. The peak around A = 190 is due to the primary proc-

ess, which knocks off many nucleons or small aggregates of nucleons

(d, He4
, etc.). This process is called "spallation." It ends by leaving a

variety of excited nuclei, some of which may have enough energy to

undergo fission into two fragments having mass near 100; this is the

origin of the second peak. At still higher energies of 3,000 MeV, the

yield curve changes character. Products with 6 < A < 30 appear, which

at lower energies are absent. These light nuclei are probably formed in the

primary process (fragmentation).

At 10 to 20 BeV one sees a diffraction scattering of the nucleus as a

whole and, superimposed on it, interactions with single nucleons. It is

remarkable, for instance, that using protons in beryllium one finds a

narrow peak due to the single nucleons (Fig. 1 1-65). Moreover, the energy

dependence of the total cross section for protons, pions, etc., parallels

the energy dependence of the nucleon cross sections for the same pro-

jectiles.

Even at an energy of 30 BeV, pick-up reactions are manifest, as

demonstrated in bombardment of beryllium (Fig. 11-66).

At still higher energies, in the hundred BeV region, the phenomenon

ofjet formation appears. An impinging particle produces a narrow beam

of secondaries in the forward direction (laboratory). The secondaries

are mostly pions; sometimes the struck nucleus also evaporates nucleons

of small fragments.
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400 M&

(b)

Figure 11-63 (a) A two-dimensional diagram of the Monte Carlo method, showing the develop-

ment of a cascade. The entering nucleon has 400 MeV of kinetic energy; the numbers indicate the

energy of the nucleons involved. The path of each nucleon is shown until it leaves the nucleus or

until its energy becomes less than 35 MeV, indicated by a broken line and arrow. An open circle

indicates the position at which a collision would have occurred but was forbidden by the Pauli

exclusion principle. In this collision three cascade particles emerge in the forward hemisphere and

the nucleus is left with a thermal excitation of 66 MeV. (b) A two-dimensional diagram for the Monte

Carlo method, which illustrates a case where a quasi-elastic scattering interaction developed. [From

Bcrnardini, Booth, and Lindenbaum, Phys. Rev., 88, 1017 (1952).]
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Cosmic rays are the only available source at present for energies
greater than 30 BeV and they extend to 1019 to 1020 eV. The detecting
technique most widely used is the photographic emulsion (Figs. 1 1 -67 to

69). The tracks emerging from a star are usually divided into two types:

1. Shower particles which give a grain density < 1.4, the mini-
mum grain density; these are relativistic particles, pions for the most part.
Their number is indicated by n s .

2. Heavy ionizing particles with a grain density > 1.4 minimum;
these are subdivided into black tracks, with an ionization > 10 times
minimum, and gray tracks, with a density of ionization between 1.4

and 10 times minimum. A proton of 25 MeV is about at the limit of the
black tracks. The number of black tracks is indicated by Nb, the number
of gray tracks by Ng . The star is represented by

{Nb + Ng) + n s(p) (11-14.1)

where (p) means the primary. Thus the star in Fig. 1 1 -68a would be indica-

ted by 4 + 50a, meaning that it has four heavy ionizing particles,

fifty shower particles, and a primary alpha particle.

It is obviously of great interest to determine the energy of the pri-

mary particle. An approximate method is based on the observation of
the secondaries. Call ye and j9c the y and p of the primary in the
center-of-mass system and yp , fip the corresponding quantities in the lab-
oratory. Assume the primary to be a nucleon of mass M, colliding with a
particle of mass N. One has

Vc =
(Myp + AO2 -il/2

(A/2 + #2 + 2MNyv).

Myv\ u2

IN I
(11-14.2)

1,000

100

E

120 140 160 180 200

A

Figure 11-64 Mass-yield curves

for the proton bombardment of
bismuth. [From J. M. Miller and
J. Hudis, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., 10,

159(1960).]



where the approximation is for yv > 1. If one knows the nature of the

target particle and yc, one then finds the total energy of the projectile

Myp .

A determination of yc may be attempted by assuming that in the

center-of-mass system the secondaries are emitted at angles 8 broadly

distributed around the collision axis in the center of mass. Call y s , /3S ,

and 8s the quantities relative to a secondary and referred to the center-

of-mass system. One has

tan*--
, T* ,

(H-14.3)

y c (cos 8 + MP,)

If two secondaries 1 and 2 arc emitted at angles 6 and v - 8 and with

equal momenta, one has for the tracks in the laboratory
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Figurc 11-65 Angular distribu-

tion of protons produced by the

collision of high-energy protons

with Be nuclei. [N. R. Steenberg,

Nucl. Phys., 32, 381 (1962).]
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tan d'i x tan 0i =
sin2

(11-14.4)
y«a[-cos*0+ ($Ss?)

Given many secondaries distributed in such a way that, for each 9U
there is its corresponding d2 , we have, since pc x fis =s 1,

or

< tan 0i tan 62 > = —
Yc2

(11-14.5)

log yc = 2 log tan (11-14.6)
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Figure 11-66 Momentum spectrum of various particles produced at 90° by 30-BeV protons incident
on a Be target. [Fitch, Meyer, and Piroue, Phys. Rev., 126, 1849 (1962).]



If we remember that ye is large and 6 correspondingly small, Eq. (1 1-14.6)

may be approximated by

r. -± PM4.D

where <0> is an average value of 8 for the particles in the jet.

Another important parameter of a collision is its inelasticity K,

defined in a nucleon-nucleon collision as the fraction of the initially

available energy radiated as newly created particles (pions, nucleon-
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antinucleon pairs). The inelasticity may be determined from photo-
graphic-emulsion experiments. For extremely high energies it proves to be
small (0.20). Thus an incident particle of many thousands of BeV energy
preserves about 80 per cent of its energy after a collision.

The highest-energy phenomena observed are colossal showers formed
in air by incoming cosmic rays. These showers may contain as many as

109 particles and may cover areas of some square kilometers. The total

energy has been found to reach 10ia eV. The jets noted in photographic
emulsions may be the initial phase of such high-energy interactions, but
the full development occurs outside the stack. The observations are made
by covering an extended area with counters and measuring the location

and time of arrival of the particles (Rossi, 1959).

11-15 Statistical Theory of High-Energy Nuclear Collisions

Fermi proposed a model for treating high-energy collisions which,
although extremely crude, is also extremely simple and brings out
some of the features that must of necessity be present in nuclear col-

lisions. The idea is that when two nucleons collide, they suddenly
release all their kinetic energy in a small volume of the order of magni-
tude of the cube of the range of nuclear forces. In spile of the small
duration of the collision, it is assumed that the strong interactions are so
strong as to allow the establishment of a statistical equilibrium in this

small volume. The subsequent course of the reaction is then dominated
by phase-space factors for the final states.

It is at once apparent that this type of consideration excludes all

processes slower than those determined by strong interactions. For ex-
ample, the very existence of electromagnetic radiation is ignored. On
the other hand, the only parameter involved in the model is the volume
Q, in which equilibrium is established.

The distance at which nucleons interact is approximately the

Compton wavelength of the pion h\m vc (see Chap. 14); therefore the
volume in which equilibrium is established must be reasonably near to

" = tW (11-15.1)
3 \ m„cl

or relativistically to

n 4
Q = -ir

3

h \*2mp(?

wm.c
(11-15.2)

The last factor, valid in the case of nucleon-nuclcon collisions in their

center-of-mass reference system, represents the Lorentz contraction of
the volume in which equilibrium is established. W is the total energy in

the center-of-mass system.

The model is especially suited to the treatment of multiple produc-
tion of strongly interacting particles such as pions. An increase of Q.

tends to increase the multiplicity in production phenomena.



The conservation laws that are valid for strong interactions must be
satisfied, and this condition puts additional constraints on the statistical

equilibrium. In practice, conservation of energy and momentum are

always taken into account. However, in many calculations some of the

other conservation laws have been omitted for the sake of simplicity.

Statistical equilibrium means that all single states are equally

probable. Hence the probability of obtaining a certain physical result is

proportional to the number of single states (statistical weight) corres-

ponding to it. For example, the statistical weight S(n) of n independ-
ent spinlcss particles, with momenta px

-

pn and total energy W, in a
volume Q inside a large box of volume V, is computed as follows: Desig-
nate Q(W) as the volume in momentum space inside the surface of
constant energy W . Then the number of states per unit energy inter-

val is

dN dQ 1

dW ~ dW (277/S)3"
(11-15.3)

The first factor comes from the momentum space; the second comes from
the normalization volume V\ the third is the volume of the unit cell in

phase space.

The probability of /; independent particles being all in volume i\

is (il/Vy, and the statistical weight of the state where all n particles are

in Q with the specified momenta is

S(/i) =•
£2'< dQ(W)

OV> *w (
"-,5")

However, the conservation of momentum effectively reduces the number
of degrees of freedom of the system. The momentum space is 3(« - 1)-

dimcnsional, hence the exponent n is replaced by n - 1 in Eq. (1 1-15.4).

Other factors in S(n) may come from the spin of the particles and
from the identity of some of the particles. The isotopic spin conservation

may also affect the number of accessible states. Finally the conservation

of angular momentum should be taken into account. This last condition
introduces considerable complications in the calculations but usually

affects the results by relatively small numerical factors and is largely

neglected.

Once the S(n) are computed, the cross sections for different proc-
esses arc obtained by multiplying a geometrical cross section

Ttot = W?z = ir(——) s 6 x 10-a» cm8 by -^- (11-15.5)

• As a very simple example, let us consider (following Fermi) a
nucleon-nucleon collision slightly above the threshold for pion produc-
tion. The competing processes are elastic collision, with a statistical

weight S(2), and pion production, with statistical weight S(3). In

order to compute S(2), consider the two nucleons to be nonrelativistic;

one finds
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5(2) =
Clp2

2ir*fflivi + v2)

(11-15.6)

where p is the momentum of one nucleon in the ccnlcr-of-mass system
and vi, v2 are the magnitudes of the velocity of the nucleons. Calling

T + m/2 the kinetic energy of the two nucleons in the center-of-mass

system, we have in the case of elastic collision

m„c2 + T =
mm

(11-15.7)
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Figure 11-68 "Jets" from high-energy nuclear collisions, (a) is 4 + 50a and has an energy of
~ 3,000 BeV. (b) has an energy of ~ 600 BeV. For an analysis sec (PFP 59), p. 526.



and, fromEq. (11-15.6),

Q/H lV
3 /2

(11-15.8)

The statistical weight for three particles 5(3) in the nonrelalivistic

approximation is

5(3) =
Q2

16^6 \mi

niim&nz ,3/2

+ »/2 + «J3/

7-2 _ fi2

16^6
/ m^m n \**

T2
\2m.v + /«„/

(11-15.9)
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where m\, mi, m$ are the masses of the particles and T is the total kinetic

energy in the center-of-mass system.

Near the threshold for pion production,

5(3) < 5(2) (11-15.10)

Moreover, T <^ m„c2 in Eq. (1 1-15.7) and we neglect m„ versus 2my in

the denominator of Eq. (11-15.9), obtaining

5(2) 1 / T

5(3)
~
6V2 L„cV

(11-15.11)

The cross section for pion production then becomes

a = A 1 7-7x( n)
(11-15.12)

\m,cJ 6V2 \m„cV

where the first factors represent the geometrical area determined by the

range of nuclear forces and the last factor represents the ratio given in

Eq. (11-15.5). •

It is noteworthy that Eq. (11-15.12) gives even an approximately

correct answer, because it docs not contain any constant characteristics

of the strong interactions except the pion mass.

The model can be extended and simplified at extremely high energy

when the volume Q can be treated as a small volume heated at a tempera-

ture t. This volume in very relativistic cases closely resembles the black

body of radiation theory, except that the light quanta arc replaced by

pions or nucleon-antinucleon pairs. The particles formed must also be
extremely relativistic. These conditions obtain for energies > 1012 eV.

An extensive statistical study at the laboratory energy of 25 BeV, as

in the CERN accelerator in Geneva, has been performed by Hagedorn
and Cerulus (1960). They have also tried to take into account some
further experimental results not contained in the fundamental statistical

hypotheses. For instance in /;-/; collisions at 6.2 BeV cm, they consider

the T = 3/2, J = 3/2 resonance of the pion-nuclcon system in the final

state, the nucleon-antinucleon annihilation. Moreover, they have also

varied the interaction volume for heavier mesons. The results agree well

with the experimental data available thus far and arc very useful, at least

in providing orientation for planning experiments.
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Problems

11-1 Find the threshold (lab) for the reaction

Na23
(p,n) Mg23

given that the upper limit of the positron spectrum emitted by Mg23 is 3.0 MeV.
11-2 Fifty grams of copper containing a gold impurity bombarded with

a thermal neutron flux of 10 8 n sec-1 for 7 hours gives 100 counts per second

due to Au 198 in a certain apparatus. What is the percentage of gold in the

sample, by weight? a th of Au = 96 b. 7i/2 = 2.7 days. Plan the details of

the experiment including calibrations and possible chemical operations

required.

11-3 The reaction N 14 (d,%) C12 has been studied in order to verify

detailed balance [Bodansky, F.ccles, Farwell, Rickey, and Robinson, Phys.

Rev. Letters. 2, 101 (1959)]. The dculerons used had 20 MeV of energy (lab),

what was the corresponding lab energy of the helium ions'? If in the direct

experiment one observed helium ions escaping at 20" in the lab. at what angle

did the corresponding deuterons in the inverse reaction escape? (See Fig. 11-4.)

11-4 The reaction

He3 (n,p) H3

has a cross section in barns of 5,000 x (2,000/V) (e in m sec >)• Calculate

the cross section for the inverse reaction and specify the energy of the incoming
proton (neglect Coulomb barriers).

11-5 Prove classically that for a charged particle

Tc = *r/?2 (l - Vj F.)

=

for F. > V

for F. < V

where V = Zze-'-R (R = nuclear radius).

11-6 If only elastic scattering is possible, the scattering matrix contains

only one element, SM . Relate it to ij.

11-7 Using Breit-Wigner formulas show that the corresponding scatter-

ing matrix is for two channels (elastic scattering and reaction):

T = I

( - i \{x(l - x)}

x [x(i - X)y*\

- x)Y« 1 - X )

where x = I',,/!' and e = (2/r)(^r - E). Show that all complex matrix

elements are represented as a function of energy by vectors from the origin

to a point of a circle passing through the origin and having its center on the

imaginary axis.



11-8 Plot in Fig. 11-14 lines of constant S and variable 77. In particular,

discuss the cases S = and 8 » 90° and interpret them physically.

11-9 The reflection factor r
lf may be averaged over a certain energy

interval, giving
jr. Show that the corresponding average elastic and total

cross sections are

©«,«> = irA*(2/ + 1){| 1 - tj,\* - fo|« + ]^j2}

g*«> - w**(2/ + 1){I1 - 5jj|« + 1 - |5j,|2}

[Feschbach, Porter, and Weisskopf, Phys. Rev., 96, 448 (1954).|

11-10 Prove that (/-0)'/>0 must be a continuous function of r.

11-11 Cd113 has a capture cross section (n,y) given in the following table:

527
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£(eV) 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.70 1.00

°(".y) 3,500 2,700 2,500 2,500 2,800 3,600 7,000 7,000 1,500 300 150 50 22

Find the constants for expressing it through a single resonance Breit-Wigner

formula.

11-12 Find the constants of the Breit-Wigner formula for slow-neutron

absorption of In from the experimental data plotted in Fig. 11-8.

11-13 Using the following data referring to Xe135
, plot its slow-neutron

absorption cross section versus energy in the energy interval 10~ 2 to 1 eV.

Use the Breit-Wigner formula with one resonance at

/ = 3/2 £ = 0.082 cV l£5 = 24 meV \\ = 86 meV

11-14 Show that the maximum possible scattering cross section due to a

resonance is

0.65 x 10«
,

osc max = 4g ——— (barns)
£r(ev)

What relation is required between ry and T„ ?

11-15 Show that the maximum possible slow-neutron reaction cross

section according to the Breit-Wigner formula is

0.65 x 10"
a r max = g— (barns)

£r(cV)

What relation is required between Vy and Tn ? Apply this to Xc135 (/ = 3/2).

11-16 Show how one can find r„/rr by a measurement of ar at a reso-

nance.

11-17 Calculate t„ in the case/ = - iKR.

11-18 Verify that if/ = -KR tan (KR + f) the scattering cross section

has a resonance shape in the vicinity of its maximum and calculate P.

11-19 Show that from Eq. (11-9.7) one obtains the numerical relation

<«,(£)> =
1.8 x 10"/ r,

£12
| r + 0.44 x 10 10/O£i'2

£ in cV, and/ = (A/2)(rn /Z)) in cm [(WW 59), p. 57].

in 10-2 4 cm2
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11-20 The Breit-Wigner formulas may also be derived by a second-

order perturbation calculation [see (Fe 50)].

11-21 Find the threshold energy for forming a ir meson by bombarding

proton with proton, carbon with proton, and carbon with helium. For the

last two cases take the Fermi energy into account.

11-22 Show that in a degenerate gas the average kinetic energy per

particle is \ of the Fermi energy.

11-23 Plot the probable number of neutrons that a nucleus will emit

as a function of excitation energy [see (Fe 50)].

11-24 Prove that for high-energy dcutcron stripping the energy E of

the escaping neutrons (lab) is E<t/2 with a spread

A£= 1.5 («£<*)' 2

and that they escape with an angular spread

\e = 1.6 (efEa)vs

where e is the binding energy of the deuteron.

11-25 Estimate how much Tc09
is produced in a natural uranium pile for

every kilogram of Pu 230 produced.



CHAPTER XII

Neutrons

1 he NEUTRON affords an interesting example of a major

scientific discovery. Its existence had been hypothesized by Rutherford as

early as 1920. His arguments, however, were purely speculative, and until

1932 no experimental evidence supporting them was available. In

1930, Bothe and Becker bombarded beryllium with alpha particles and

Figure 12-1 Recoil proton observed by Curie and Joliot before the discovery of the neutron. [I.

Curie and F. Joliot, Compl. Rend., 194, 867 (1932).]
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observed a very penetrating radiation; they then showed that the pene-

trating radiation was composed of gamma rays. Further study by I.

Curie and F. Joliot gave the surprising result (1932) that this "gamma
radiation" also had a component that was capable of imparting energies

of several MeV to protons in a cloud chamber (Fig. 12-1). At first Curie

and Joliot interpreted the observed energy transfer as a Compton effect

on protons. The correct explanation, however, was soon provided by
Chadwick, who showed that the recoil protons observed by Curie and

Joliot had been hit by a neutral particle of approximately protonic mass,

which he called the neutron. Chadwick bombarded with neutrons not

only hydrogen but other light nuclei as well, and measured the range of

the recoil particles. From the conservation of energy and momentum
and range-energy relations he was able to determine the mass of the new
particle "as very nearly the same as the mass of the proton."

12-1 Neutron Sources

The simplest neutron source is a mixture of a suitable radioactive

substance and a light element such as beryllium or boron. Neutrons arc

generated by the (a,«) or (y,n) process. These sources are weak compared
with other types, but they are small and constant (Table 12-1).

Reactions produced by accelerators give rise to neutrons, and here

we find large intensities. Moreover, it is possible, by using a thin target

and by selecting the neutrons emitted in a given direction, to obtain a

fairly monochromatic beam of neutrons. For example, the reaction

Li 7 - H 1 -> Be7 + n — 1.647 MeV (endothermic) can produce neutrons

with energies a few keV and up, as shown in Fig. 12-2. The reactions

H3 + H2 = He4 + n + 17.6 MeV, W l H2 = He3 - n + 3.27 MeV can

Table 12-1 Yields of (a,/?) Neutron Sources

Measured yield, Calculated yield,

neutrons per 10« neutrons per I0 n

Source a particles 7. particles

Po-a-Li 2.4 2.6

4.7 2.5

Po - a - Be 73 70

Po-a-B 20 24
Po-a-Bl-'j 13.5 15.4

I'o-a-F 10.4 12

Pu-a-Bc 42 35

Ra-a-Be" 1.1- x 10' 1.35 x 10' neutrons per sec

neutrons per sec per g Ra
per g Ra

This yield is for a source containing 4.5 g of Be and 1 g of Ra.



(b) 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4

£p, MeV
Figure 12-2 (a) Neutron energies from a thin lithium target as a Function of the difference A£„

between the energy of the bombarding proton and the threshold energy, for various angles of emis-

sion in the laboratory system, (b) Yield of neutrons at 0° from the L\(p,n) reaction as a function of

the proton energy. Target thickness 40 keV. [Hanson, Taschek, and Williams, Rev. Mod. Phys., 21,

635(1949).]
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give high-energy neutrons (Fig. 12-3). Photoneutrons are also fairly

monochromatic; the main photo sources are listed in Table 12-2.

Finally, nuclear reactors generate high neutron fluxes, 1014 n cm"'2

sec" 1 being a typical neutron flux in a large machine. The total number of

neutrons generated in a pile is approximately 6 x 1013 n (sec kw)" 1
.

Neutrons from reactors can be thoroughly thcrmalized with a thermal

column, and special energy regions can be selected by crystal reflection

and other means.

Very high energy neutrons (from 50 McV upward) are best ob-

tained by dcutcron stripping or by charge-exchange collisions of protons

with light nuclei. A typical example of the resulting energy spread is

shown in Fig. 12-4.

Table 12-2 Anergics and Yields of Photoneutrons

Neutrons per sec

per curie (1 g of

(y,«) Calculated Observed target at 1 cm) x

Sources energy'. MeY energy, McV 10-'

Na« + Be 0.966 0.83 14

Na« + D 0.261 0.22 27

Al» + Be 0.103

Al« + Be 0.103

CI 38 + Be 0.430

Mni( + Be 0.092, 0.350,

1.076

0.15,0.30 2.9

Mn58 + D 0.320 0.22 0.31

Ga" + Be 0.181, 0.484,

0.750

5.9

Ga'« + D 0.140 0.13 6.9

4.6

As™ + Be 0.080, 0.350

Y»« + Be 0.166, 0.972 0.22

0.16

10

Y«« + D 0.265 0.3

In 119 + Be 0.377 0.15,0.30 0.82

Sb"" + lie 0.031 0.025, 0.035 19

I.a""> + Be 0.747 0.62 0.31

Ln'-i" + D 0.140 0.13, 0.15 0.8

MsTh + Be 0.119,0.475,

0.848

0.83 3.5

MsTfa + D 0.196 0.197 9.5

Ra + lie 0.021, 0.084,

0.137,0.377

0.475, 0.670

1.2

Ra + D 0.096 0.12 0.1
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Figure 12-3 The energies of the neutrons emitted from the W\d,n) He 1 reaction for various values

of Ed as a function of the angles of emission in the laboratory system. [Hanson, Taschek, and Wil-

liams, Rev. Mod. Phys., 21, 635 (1949).]

140

neutron energy, MeV

Figure 12-4 Energy distribution of neutrons obtained by stripping a 190-MeV dcuteron on a

1.27-cm-thick beryllium target. The curve is from the stripping approximation.
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12-2 Slowing Down of Neutrons

Neutrons in reactors and in many nuclear processes are generaicd at

energies of the order of one million electron volts. However, in penetrat-

ing mailer ihey undergo a characteristic process of energy degradation

(moderation). Whereas in the case of charged particles or of gamma rays

the energy loss is mostly due lo electromagnetic effects (e.g., ionization

for charged panicles or the Compton effect for gamma rays), neutrons

are slowed down by nuclear collisions. These may be inelastic collisions,

in which a nucleus is left in an excilcd stale, or elastic collisions, in

which the colliding nucleus acquires part of the energy of the neutron

as kinetic energy. In the first instance the neutron must have enough
kinetic energy (of the order of I MeV) lo excite the collision partner.

Below this limit only elastic collisions can slow down the neutrons,

a process effective down to thermal energies (1/40 eV). At this stage

the collisions, on the average, have no further effect on the neutron's

energy: a state of thermal equilibrium has been reached (Fig. 12-5).

In order to analyze clastic collisions, consider a neutron (in the labo-

ratory system) impinging on a nucleus of mass A, and let the velocity of
the neutron be V\. In the centcr-of-mass system its velocity is then

v, = [Aj{A + l)]Vi; the velocity of the target is v2 = [-l/(A - l)]Vi

(Fig. 12-6). After the collision the velocities in the center-of-mass system
are unchanged in magnitude. However, in the laboratory system the
neutron velocity Vj is the vector difference of \[ and the center-of-mass

velocity of the target [-\j(A + l)]Vj. The law of cosines gives

cos (tt - 0) = - (A2

<A + 1

VA -2VM
A + 1

1 + 2A cos (12-2.1)
(A + If

where 6 is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass system. The ratio

of the neutron energies in the laboratory system before and after the col-

lision is therefore

E

~e7

I

(A + iy
(A2 + 1+2,4 cos B) (12-2.2)

captured

cm

Figure 12-5 Schematic representation of the slowing down and diffusion trajectory of an initially

fast neutron, from birth to capture, in a hydrogenous medium. The scale indicated corresponds
approximately to the case of a water moderator.



which yields immediately the interesting inequality

IA - I \2 E
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Wc can also calculate for future reference the relation between 9 and L ,

the laboratory scattering angle. We obtain from Fig. 12-6

V
'-{7T,

)'-">'+ flTV "»*»!•»*

Slowing
Down of
Neutrons

(a)

equal masses

cm. velocity I before: vi,v»

(after: v'i,v't

lab. velocity I before: Vu V% =
\ after: V\, V'%

\V% m

particle 1 , mass 1 ; particle 2, mass 2

velocities

momenta

momentum diagram

for the same collision

Figure 12-6 (a) Collision between particles of equal mass. At left, center of mass; at right, laboratory

system (velocities and momentum), (b) Collision between particles of mass 1 and 2. At left a velocity

diagram (in laboratory Ky, in center of mass t<); at right, momentum diagram (in laboratory P<, in

center of mass pi). Unprimed quantities are before the collision; primed quantities arc after the

collision.
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which gives, when combined wilh Eq. (12-2.2).

A cos + 1

cos Hi, =

(A*+ 1
- UcosB?*

(12"2 " 4)

For neutrons up to at least a few hundred keV energy, scattering is

due only to the s wave and hence is spherically symmetrical in the center-

of-mass system. The probability dW that the scattering occurs within a

solid angle dw is thus proportional to dot, that is.

dm sin dO _ _ d(cosO)dW = (12-2.5)
2 2

Hence, after collision, we have equal probabilities of reaching equal inter-

vals of cos independently of 0. Differentiation of Eq. (12-2.2) gives

dE 2/1

Yr jATw dkQO%S) (12-2-6)

which shows that equal intervals of cos correspond to equal energy in-

tervals. We conclude that after one collision the probability of reaching

equal energy intervals anywhere between Eq and [{A - l)/(A + l)]2£o =
c.Eo is the same (see Fig. 1 2-7). For A = \, that is, collisions with hydro-
gen, any energy between Eq and is equally probable.

One can determine the average energy after n collisions, which in

the case of hydrogen is <£„> = (1/2*) E . However, this average arises

from a distribution in which high energies are very rare. The median and
the most probable energy are well below <£„ > (Fig. 1 2-8).

In treating the slowing down of neutrons it is convenient to operate
with the quantity u = log (E /E), where E = 10 MeV, called the

"lethargy." This definition gives a different scale for measuring the energy
(Fig. 12-9). Wc calculate first the average value of log (£o/£i) after one
collision, a quantity which we shall call £. We have

log - -tttcIEx

£ = log
£« Ei dE

x

f
''« dWy

~dK
dEi

(A + l)2 f*
4AE xE,

log -</£: = 1 - V— -log
Ei 2A A

A - 1

(12-2.7)

HE)

(l-«)£o

o-Eo ':„

Figure 12-7 Distribution of the

values of ihe neutron energy E
after one collision in the case of

isotropic scattering in the center-

of-mass system for a neutron of

initial energy /T . The quantity

* = (A - iyi(A + 1)2.



Table 12-3 Average Value of the Decrease

of log E per Collision (f)

A = 1

{ s l 0.725

12

0.158

14

0.153

Large A
2 (A + 2 3}

Each collision decreases the average value of log £ by f , and hence, after n

collisions we have
(log En > = log £ - ni (12-2.8)

The quantity £ as a function of /I has the values given in Table 12-3.
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P(E) 5 -

Figure 12-8 Energy distribution

of neutrons of initial energy £o
after four collisions with protons.

Note the average energy <£> and

the median energy Em .

.0.1\0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Em <£>
£/Eo
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Equation (12-2.8) can be used to calculate the number of collisions

needed to thermalize neutrons of a given energy. For example, for Eo =

1 MeV the number required to reach thermal energy (1/40 eV) is 17.6

collisions in hydrogen or 1 10 collisions in carbon. Actually Eq. (12-2.8)

breaks down for values of En near thermal energies because there, since

the energy of the scattering nuclei is comparable to that of the neutrons,

the collision may imparl energy to the neutron instead of subtracting it.

Moreover, for a molecular or crystalline moderating medium, when an

energy comparable to that of the chemical bond is reached, the collision

partner is no longer a free atom but a larger unit (molecule, lattice, etc.),

and the laws governing energy loss become quite complicated.

12-3 Energy Distributions of Neutrons from a Monoenergetic Source

Tn several problems of neutronology we shall use the cross sections

per unit volume (i.e., the product of the nuclear cross section and the

number of nuclei per unit volume), which we shall call X. The dimensions

of 2 are [L
-1

]. We may distinguish a scattering E or £« and an absorp-

tion 2, 2 tt . The scattering mean free path A is clearly 1/2*, and the ab-

sorption mean free path is A = l/2a.

Let us now consider the total number of neutrons in a certain leth-

argy interval clu = - dEjE and the current of neutrons q along a u axis.

The dimensions of q are [T~ 1
]. This is illustrated in Fig. 12-10. At a cer-

tain time each neutron is represented by a point on the logarithmic energy

scale. Collisions move the points from left to right, and we obtain the

"current" by multiplying n(u), the number of neutrons per unit u, times

their rate of change of u. This definition of q at once gives the relation

a ob n• - 1 = m>S £
A *

(12-3.1)

Figure 12-9 Relationship be-

tween energy and lethargy.



because r/A is the number of collisions undergone by a neutron per unit

time and £ is the increase in lethargy per collision.

We now ask the question: What is the number of neutrons in a

given energy interval in a neutron-moderating medium? We consider a

steady-state situation. Let Q be the production rate of neutrons at the

source; Q has the dimensions [T' s
]. We shall treat first the simpler case

of no absorption. In a steady state, then, Q neutrons per second must

pass any given lethargy, or
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and

q(u) = Q = n-i

«(«) du = - Q
A
/5- ~ E 3 - dE

r€ E

(12-3.2)

(12-3.3)

if A is energy-independent.

In most practical cases one is interested in the neutron flux nv in a

certain lethargy interval, rather than the neutron density n in the same

lethargy interval. Using Eq. (12-3.3) we can write

QX dE
—nv an = ——

—

(12-3.4)

which is the total neutron flux along the u axis of neutrons in the lethargy

range du. This is, for example, approximately the energy distribution of

epithermal neutrons in a reactor. Epithcrmal refers here to energy greater

than 1/40 eV and less than the first resonance of the moderator.

If absorption takes place, q(u) is not constant, because neutrons dis-

appear by absorption, and for an increase in the lethargy du the current

q decreases according to

nv
dq(u) = du

\

(12-3.5)

Remembering Eq. (12-3.2), which defines q, wc may write

— gdfnv'Z.s) = n— du = nv£.a du
A

(12-3.6)

or

nr1d t Z's

(12-3.7)

Figure 12-10 Representation of

the slowing down of a neutron in

a logarithmic scale (lethargy).

$i is log {L( i/£,).

r—

Hi
-I

—

HJ
H

—

in
H

—

h U ft
u = log-
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This equation can be integrated between the initial lethargy and an
arbitrary lethargy value,

- f log (m>2,)
u J u S«

</«

and, byEq. (12-3.2),

- ^ Io
g(-f-)

+ ^iog(TO ss) = P ;v«

from which

(12-3.8)

(12-3.9)

(12-3.10)

Implicit in Eq. (12-3.10) is the necessary hypothesis that £« varies slowly
with energy, or, better, A£a/Sa. < 1 if A£ a ££

12-4 Mean Distance from a Point Source vs. Energy

In this section we shall calculate <fl 2(E)>, the mean-square distance
between a monoenergetic point source and all the neutrons of energy E
generated by slowing down the neutrons from that source. If the mean
free path were energy-independent and the scattering one-dimensional,
either left or right, we should argue as follows: In order to go from
energy E to energy E, we need N collisions, where

AT— log- (12-4.1)

We then have N steps of a random walk, each step of length A. Hence

(12-4.2)
S E

In order to prove the last relation, that is, <J?2> = AA2 for random walk
in one dimension, consider the end points after .'V = Ni + N2 steps,

where A'i is the number of steps to the right and Nt the number of steps

to the left. The displacement to the right of the origin of the walk is

JTjv = A(/V, - NS) = A(A' - 2.Y2) (12-4.3)

Since the probability of a step to the right is equal to that of a step to the
left, or <M> = <A'2 > = IN, we have <XV > = 0. For Ar

large, the end
points of any samples will have a gaussian density distribution around
(,XN y = 0, with a square of the standard deviation

<J« - HXs - <Xn»*> - N» (12-4.4)

as can be seen by noting that in Eq. (12-4.3) XN gives rise to a standard
deviation

rr%Xx) - tf<*(2Jlfe) (12-4.5)

and that

°~(2N2) = <2A2 > = N (12-4.6)



In three dimensions the displacement in the X direction is

x = x 2
f

c°s *< (12-4.7)

and

<(Af - <A-»2 > = A2 2,, cos a, cos a, = A2y (12-4.8)

where a,- is the angle between the A' axis and the direction of the Ah step.

The last step of Eq. (12-4.8) depends on the fact that Xi^cos ajcos a*

averages to and that the average value of cos2 a* (on a sphere) is if. The
same reasoning also applies to the Y and 7. components of the displace-

ment; and, since they arc independent and lie in orthogonal directions,

we have

</?2 > = ax - <at»>2 - <(r - <r»>2 + <(z - <z»>2 = <as;,v

(12-4.9)

In Eq. (12-4.9) we have replaced A2 by <A2 > in order to take into

account the variability of the free path between collisions.

We now compute <A2 > from A. The probability of a free path of

length between x and x - dx is the probability of no collision between

the origin and x, which is e~x,x , times the probability of a collision in dx,

dx/X. The average of the square of the mean free path is, therefore,

I

J i

Zo-X/X
dx

x-e
, dx

g-x A

o A / J o A

We thus have from Eqs. (12-4.9) and (12-4.10)

= 2A2 - <A2
;

<*>-f.ogf

(12-4.10)

(12-4.11)

This equation must be corrected to take into account the persistence of

velocity (i.e., the fact that in the laboratory frame neutrons tend to con-

tinue to travel in their original direction after a collision). The persistence

of velocity is inferred by averaging cos Bh as given by Eqs. (12-2.1) and

(12-2.3). We have

1 f+»
<cos0£ > = - r/(cos0)

2 J -i

A cos 9 + 1 2

37(A2
• 2A cos 9 l l)1/2

(12-4.12)

and not 0, as would be the case if there were no persistence of velocity.

The effect increases </? 2 >. Moreover, the mean free path is a function of

energy, and Eq. (12-4.11) therefore is modified to

<R 2
> =

[1-(2I3A))$ J Bf,

dE
(12-4.13)

Even Eq. (12-4.13) is only approximate, but it is useful in many cases

and is simple to interpret.
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An interesting application of Eq. (12-4.13) is the experimental deter-

mination of (R 2
) as a function of energy. A detector containing a thin in-

dium foil sandwiched between two cadmium foils is very sensitive to neu-

trons of 1.44 eV energy, because indium has a sharp resonance at this

energy and cadmium absorbs all neutrons of lower energy. When the

detector is immersed in a tank of water at a distance R from a neutron

source, it acquires a radioactivity by the (n, y) reaction, proportional to

the density of the 1.44-eV neutrons, and one obtains the curve of Fig.

12-11, from which one computes <J?2 > by graphical integration.

Using a substance / with a different resonance energy one obtains a differ-

ent curve from thai in Fig. 12-11. If A does not vary with energy, as is the

case for water and energies between 1 and 100 eV, we can write, from
Eq. (12-4.13),

<R2i„> - <R2,} = 6A«log-'
£'rcs (III)

Ert-s (/)

(12-4.14)

indium resonance (1.44 eV) x lO"

thermal neutrons x 10-7

28 32 364 8 12 16 20 24

distance from source, cm

Figure 12-11 Distribution of slow neutrons from a Ra-ac-Be source in water. The ordinate
is the activity x r- of a thin indium foil. The curve labeled "indium resonance" represents the activity

of a cadmium-covered foil; the curve labeled "thermal neutrons" represents the activity of a bare
foil minus 1.07 times the activity of cadmium covered foil. The source intensity was 13.2 x 10°

neutrons per second. The ordinate scale can be converted to a scale of thermal neutron flux (nv) x r2

by multiplying by 1.6 x 10". [From (Se 59).

J



Such experiments were among the earliest performed by Fermi (1936) 543
in order to determine resonance energies.
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12-5 Diffusion Theory—Introduction

We shall now treat the slowing down and diffusion of neutrons in an {• $e

infinite medium (moderator). The process involves two steps. First the

neutrons change their average energy and diffuse, until they reach ther-

mal energy. The density of the neutrons is thus a function of the coordi-

nates and the energy. In a second phase the thermal neutrons diffuse

without changing their average energy; the density is a function of the

coordinates only. We shall consider steady-slate problems, and the

sources or sinks of neutrons will appear as boundary conditions. The
elementary theory for the first phase is most applicable when f <g 1, that

is, when many collisions are needed to slow down the neutrons, and when
the mean free path does not vary too much with energy. For these rea-

sons the theory is a much better approximation for a graphite moderator
than for a water moderator. In a water moderator 17 collisions only will

slow a 1-MeV neutron to thermal energies, and the mean free path

changes from about 4 cm to 0.4 cm. Note that this last value of the mean
free path does not correspond to collisions with free protons, but is

affected by the chemical bond of the hydrogen in the molecule.

12-6 The Age Equation

We shall now derive the neutron diffusion equation for energies

above thermal. This procedure is known as the Fermi age method.

Let «(r,«) be the number of neutrons per unit volume per unit u.

This is the same as the previous n(u) except for the addition of "per unit

volume." The dimensions of n(r,u) arc [L~3 ]. Let q(r,u) be the current

density along the u axis. This is the previous q(u) per unit volume. It is

called the "slowing-down density" and is related to n(r,u) by

g(r,u) = «(«-.«)\t (12-6.1)

Its dimensions are [L 3T~ 1
].

Consider now a volume element of the medium and the neutrons

with lethargy between u and u + du contained in it. This number can

vary for two reasons: (1) Neutrons of this lethargy diffuse into the vol-

ume element considered; changes due to this cause are indicated by d'.

(2) Neutrons of lower lethargy reach the lethargy under consideration by
collisions; changes due to this cause are indicated by 0".

For the first mechanism the fundamental diffusion relation

j = -Dgradn (12-6.2)

(where j is the current density of neutrons and D the diffusion coeffi-

cient) gives, by a well-known argument, 1

1 See, for example. Sir James Jeans, Introduction to the Kinetic Theory of Gases,

Cambridge University Press, New York, 1940, or P. M. Morse, Thermal Physics,

rev. ed., Benjamin, New York, 1964.
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C''n(r,u)—ii-i = /)V2 «(r, w
)

ct
(12-6.3)

The difTusion coefficient D is defined by Eq. (12-6.2) and is related to A

and », as kinetic theory shows, by

Xv
D

3[1 - (2/3,4)]
(12-6.4)

the quantity in brackets in the denominator originating from the per-
sistence of velocity.

The second mechanism mentioned above gives another reason for
a time change of n. Actually q{u) neutrons enter the lethargy interval
in question, but q(u + du) = q(u) + (Sq/cu) du leave it per unit time and
per unit volume. Hence,

~8t

cq

cu

In the stationary state d'n/dt + d"njdt = and therefore

DV*n =
eq

hi

(12-6.5)

(12-6.6)

II is now advantageous to introduce a new variable, called "Fermi
age," defined by the relation

-r—Jua 3£[1

X*(u)

w-OMi*"J fc

M (12-6' 7)

the last equality deriving from Eq. (12-6.4) and du - £(vj\)dt. For A
constant, Eq. (12-4.13) shows that

A2

c«- wo) - i <m (12-6.8)
3fll - (2/3.4)]

where (/?*> is the mean-square distance between the neutron and its source
in passing from lethargy u to lethargy u. From this relation it is clear that
the dimensions of t are [L'% Its physical significance is also evident—one-
sixth the mean-square distance from the source. Introducing the new
variable r, we can write

<:q ct 8q A2

rv Yu ~
ct~3Z[1 -~(2j3AJ] (12-6.9)

and Eq. (12-6.6) becomes

Xv A2

8q

du

Vhi - -? = (12-6.10)
3[1 -(2/3/1)]

'

3|[1 - (2/3/1)] or

which by remembering Eq. (12-6.1) yields immediately the age equation,

Ct
(12-6.11)



Mathematically this is the same as Fourier's heat-conduction equation,

(12-6.12)
pc ct

All the mathematical techniques developed for this equation are appli-

cable to the age equation.

In particular a point source at the origin of the coordinates, emitting

Q neutrons per second of energy E corresponding to t = in an in-

finite medium, gives as a solution to Eq. (12-6.1 1),

q{r,r) = r'/Ar (12-6.13)
(4ttt)32

Equation (12-6. 1
1
) being linear, a sum of solutions is still a solution,

and hence it is possible to construct a general solution of Eq. (12-6.11)

by superposition of solutions of the type of Eq. (12-6.13). From the

singular solution [Eq. (12-6.13)] we obtain the mean-square distance

reached by neutrons of age t,

</?2 > =
.1

r2 e-f/irfrrt dr

l

= 6t (12-6.14)

e f'*r4>rr* dr

which agrees with the result of Eq. (12-4.13).

Equation (12-6.1 1) can be solved by the classical methods of mathe-

matical physics. As an example of practical importance we shall con-

sider briefly a monoenergelic source at the center of the base of a square

prism of base side b and indefinite length z. The variables in the age

equation arc first separated by putting

q = Q(r) T(r) (12-6.15)

and obtaining

V*0 1 (IT—- = = -k'1 (12-6.16)

Q T dr
K '

The boundary conditions for q are that it is on the lateral faces of the

prism, that it has a singularity at x = y = b/2, z = 0, and that it vanishes

for z -> oc. The conditions on the faces can be fulfilled only for a dis-

crete set of numbers k-, the eigenvalues of the problem. We have the

general solution as a series of functions

q = lanQn(r)T„{j) (12-6.17)

the constant coefficients a,, to be determined by the initial conditions,

i.e., by putting

2flnQn(r)Tn(0) = F(r) (12-6.18)

where F(r) is the q of the source of neutrons at age 0. The development

of this calculation is to be found in standard texts on heat conduction, the

final result being
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Table 12-4 Fermi Age of Neutrons

of 1.4 eV and

Thermal in

Various Moderators

T ;i.4cv; TUl

H,0 31 cma 33 cm'
DoO 109 120

Beryllium 80 98

Graphite 311 350

<l(r,r) =
2Q

Z'fir

b^T)1/2 1 "(-I) <m 1 « >/2

m,n odd

. imrx n-ny
x sin —— sin— exp

7r2

~ 7^ (m2 + n
'l
)T (12-6.19)

where m, n are odd integral numbers and Q is the source strength. For a
sufficiently large r only the first harmonic corresponding to m = n = 1

is important.

The boundary condition assumed, n(r,r) = at the boundary of the
moderator, seems reasonable, because free space should act as a perfect
sink inasmuch as no neutron will ever be reflected by it. A more refined

consideration, however, shows that the neutron density near the surface
varies linearly with depth and that for a medium filling the half-space
X > it would vanish at x = - jA (Fig. 12-12) or, better, at
-v - 0.7

1
A. The correct boundary condition, therefore, is that n

vanishes at a distance of 0.71A outside the moderator.
The particular example treated here was very important in the so-

called sigma experiments that were used in testing materials for the first

nuclear reactor. By using an indium sandwich detector to measure
(?(0,0.r,i/ros) one obtained T(«o,wres ) for the source and medium under

-BjA = -/

Figure 12-12 Schematic repre-

sentation of the neutron density

in the vicinity of the medium-air
boundary (v = 0). The solid line

is the solution of the elementary

diffusion equation: the broken
line is its extrapolation. The dash-

dotted line represents the actual

neutron density in the region

x < A lr .



investigation. If llie source is not monoencrgeiic, it may be considered
as the sum of several monoencrgeiic sources (multigroup methods).

In the important case of fission neutrons the values of t(I.4 eV) and
of r(thcrmal) for several moderators are given in Table 12-4. These
numbers are obtained by averaging over the fission neutron energy
spectrum.

The diffusion theory gives a neutron density depending on r as

c '
'•' for large r. However, neutrons arrive occasionally at large dis-

tances from the source without a collision, the probability of this event

being e- r/A
. It is clear that when e

r/X > e~ r ' " there will be more neu-

trons than calculated by diffusion theory.

In these developments we have neglected absorption. In fact, ab-

sorption may be important, especially for moderators mixed with fission-

able material showing strong resonances, as we shall sec later.
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12-7 Diffusion of Thermal Neutrons

Let «(r) be the density of thermal neutrons, let

Xv
D = (12-7.1)

be their diffusion coefficient, and let A be their absorption mean free

path. I/E«. The mean life of a thermal neutron, T, is A.r. If !„ is pro-

portional to l/f, as is often the case, 7" is independent of velocity. Ther-

mal neutrons arc generated in a medium when higher-energy neutrons

are thermali/cd by a collision. Call f/u,(r) the number of neutrons per

cm3 becoming thermal per unit time. The quantity </ih(r) is the slow ing-

down density considered previously for - = thermal age.

We shall now establish a steady-state condition. We have, per unit

volume, an increase in neutron density caused by

Diffusion: £>V2/j

Slowing down: qr

Absorption: - n/T

Summing these up, we have for the stationary slate

<n n— =,0=D F*/i - r/r

it T

or, using the expression of D [Eq. (12-7.1)],

The quantity

AA\i«

-(t)

(12-7.2)

(12-7.3)

(12-7.4)
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is called the "diffusion length." Equation (12-7.3) must be solved with

the boundary condition n = on the surface of the moderator. The in-

homogeneous term q r must be obtained by previously solving Eq.( 12-6.1 1)

with its sources and boundary conditions.

The mathematical formulation of the slowing-down and diffusion

problems is thus complete in the approximation when diffusion theory is

valid. Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (12-6.1 1) and (12-7.2) with the pro-

per boundary conditions would give the complete answers. As an
example of the solution of Eq. (12-7.2) we shall first give, as in the case

of Eq. (12-6.11), the solution for a point source of thermal neutrons,

located in the origin and emitting Q neutrons per second,

«(/•) = Q
4-rrDr

o—rIL (12-7.5)

Note that this solution decreases less rapidly as a function of r than does
the corresponding solution of Eq. (12-6.11).

As a second example we shall treat again the square column of side

b in the x and y directions and of infinite height. With the boundary
conditions n = for x = and x = b, y = and y = b, the solution is

7T/.V vky
n{x,y,z) = £ fl#(z) sin —- sin -

i~j.ic b b

and

iijk (z) = c exp & + *—»-)

(12-7.6)

(12-7.7)

withy, k integral numbers. The mode of slowest decay in the z direction

is the one withy = k = 1, for which

n(x,y,z) = c sin — sin - ex

p

b 1*
(12-7.8)

Here the thermal neutron source is on the plane z = 0. The arrangement

we are considering here, called the thermal column, can be realized in

practice by putting a graphite column on a reactor. Essentially the same
purpose is served by the sigma pile, in which a fast neutron source is

located at the base of a graphite prism. Provided that one is far enough
from the source (z2 > 4rth ), the slow neutron density decays on the axis

as

exp
/;••

f
w)

(12-7.9)

and thus measurement of the slow neutron density gives L, the diffusion

length. Naturally the measurements are sensitive to L2 only if

2rr 1— ^
b* L2

or L<- (12-7.10)

C2*)*
1"

Such measurements are suitable for determining the absorption coeffi-

cients of the weakly absorbing materials used in nuclear reactors and



Table 12-5 Density, Diffusion Length, and

Mean Free Path for Scattering

and Absorption of Slow Neutrons

in Important Materials

I-(AA 3
; :.

p, g cm c m A. cm A. cm

ri2o 1.00 2.70 0.43 51.8

D*0 1.10 102 2.4 1.34 x 10'

Be 1.84 22.2 2.1 705

Graphite 1.G2 47.2 2.7 2480
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were of great importance in the development of the first pile: Kcrmi

called them exponential experiments.

/circulating

pump
'heat
exchanger

HsO in

"D20 reflector

storage

Figure 12-13 Pictorial assembly of Argonne National Laboratory research reactor (CP-5).
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Table 12-5 gives data for important materials obtained by the com-
bination of exponential experiments and measurements of total cross

sections.

12-8 Chain-Reacting Pile

In Sees. 12-5 to 12-7 we have studied the moderation and diffusion

of neutrons in an inert medium. If wc add to this medium a fissionable

material, for example, UZ3S
, neutrons are occasionally captured by it,

fission results, and more neutrons are generated. The process may be-

come divergent, giving rise to a chain reaction. A reactor is an apparatus

in which fissionable material is accumulated (or piled, hence the name
"pile") in such a way that a chain reaction develops (Figs. 12-13 and

12-14).

By a "generation" of neutrons we mean the processes from the pro-

duction of a neutron to its final absorption. By "generation time" t we

mean the time required for this succession of processes. Naturally indi-

vidual neutrons have different life histories. In a "generation" and

"generation time" wc consider suitable averages over all neutrons. Wc
call k, the "multiplication constant," the number of neutrons produced

by a single neutron in a generation in an infinite medium, or the ratio

between the number of neutrons produced and the number of neutrons

absorbed per unit time in an infinite medium. For a chain reaction to

occur it is necessary that A: > I. The neutron density in the medium then

grows according to the equation

whose solution is

dn _ n(k - I)

dt
~

r

/»(/) = *»(0)e (*-i>"'

(12-8.1)

(12-8.2)

In a reactor of finite size, some neutrons are lost by escape through

the walls. To attain criticality, wc can compensate for the losses by using

a medium with a k sufficiently larger than 1. It is useful to define a num-
ber ketI = average number of neutrons produced in reactor per unit

time 4- (average number of neutrons absorbed in reactor l average

number of neutrons escaping from reactor per unit time). Clearly

k > ke rt. The number k is a function of the medium only, and kejt is a

function of A; and of the geometry of the reactor. The condition k e1! > I

is the criticality condition for a finite reactor.

We shall first study k for a homogeneous mixture of uranium, pos-

sibly enriched in U886
, and a moderator (graphite). Wc define the follow-

ing:

oA.U) = absorption cross section for thermal neutrons by

all processes, excluding fission; mostly (n,y) re-

action
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of = fission cross section for thermal neutrons

oy + <rr = aa = total absorption cross section

Nc = number of atoms of species C per unit volume

Or/ Of = « - {oa.
- Of)/of

v = average number of neutrons produced per fission, is

a nuclear constant depending slightly on the energy

of the neutrons producing fission. Unless otherwise

specified, v refers to fission produced by thermal

neutrons

r) = average number of neutrons emitted per thermal

neutron absorbed in fissionable material (fuel)

We have by definition

1) = V
°f(U)

Of(U) + ar(U)
(12-8.3)

Table 12-6 gives numerical values for the quantities mentioned above.

The neutrons generated on fission are absorbed in part by the fuel,

in part by the moderator. The fraction absorbed by the fuel will depend

on the energy interval considered. For thermal neutrons it is called the

"thermal utilization factor" and is indicated by the letter/! The quantity

/is a function of the composition of the medium. Precisely, for a homo-
geneous medium

/ =
Nuo(U)

^A't-a(C) + NC:o(U)
c

(12-8.4)

If we could neglect all phenomena occurring before thermalization,

the result would be that one neutron has a probability /'of being absorbed

in the fuel and will, in such a case, generate rj neutrons. Hence

k = r,f (12-8.5)

This relation would be approximately true in a reactor operating on a

homogeneous mixture of U235 and a moderator.

Table 12-6 Values of Nuclear Constants Important

for Chain Reactors"

{v m 2,200 m sec- 1, a in 10 ;; cm*)

U nat. Tjfsa TJ*M Pu«a»

"a 7.68 588 694 1,025

"t 4.18 532 582 738

"scat 8,3 10 9.7

V 2.47 2.52 2A7 2.91

V 1.34 2.28 2.07 2.09

* From (WVV 59).



For natural or slightly enriched uranium we must consider the

possibility of producing fission with fast-fission neutrons. By the "fast-

fission factor" « we mean the ratio of neutrons produced by fast and

thermal fission to those produced by thermal fission only. In the case of

lumped materials the number e is appreciably different from 1. A fission

neutron crossing the lump produces fission in about 1 per cent of the

cases, giving typical values of e between 1 .02 and 1 .04.

In natural uranium a neutron has an appreciable probability of

being captured by U238 in the resonance region, before thcrmali/.ation,

without producing fission neutrons. We designate by p the probability

that a neutron will escape resonance capture. Both « and p depend on

the composition and geometrical arrangement of the fuel and the mod-

erator. The important invention of distributing the fuel on a lattice em-

bedded in the moderator (lumping) has four effects: (I) It increases c,

which is advantageous. (2) U 238 has strong resonance absorption, and

it is therefore desirable to accomplish the moderation in a uranium-free

region; the lumping of uranium acts in this advantageous direction.

(3) Resonance capture in uranium occurs essentially at the surface of a

lump. Neutrons in the uranium resonance-energy region have a very

large c, and do not penetrate the uranium lumps; hence the uranium

inside a lump does not tend to lower />. Consequently we want large

lumps in which the surface-layer volume is small compared with the total

volume. (4) On the other hand, large-volume lumps tend to lower/, be-

cause the neutron density in or near the lumps tends to be smaller than

in the moderator, favoring neutron absorption in the moderator, which is

detrimental. It is clear that the requirements for optimum values of/and

p conflict with each other and must be resolved by compromise. Of the

four effects mentioned above, the most important is (3).

When we take into account fast neutron fission and resonance cap-

ture, k becomes
k = vfep (12-8.6)

a famous formula called the "four-factors formula."

For the calculation of/; and e we must refer to the special literature.

Only for a diluted homogeneous mixture can p be approximated by

p£ source (IE
X{E)av(E)—/,(£) = eXP [-—J* E (12-8.7)

where A is the mean free path in the medium and fff.-(£) is the capture

cross section of the fissionable material. For very dilute natural uranium

A may be considered energy-independent and determined entirely by the

moderator. It is thus convenient to evaluate/? by using the "resonance

integral"
rB« dE

[ = I au = 240 x I0-M cm2 (12-8.8)
J 0.3 eV E

Then p is given by

/>(0.3 eV) = exp f - — l\ (12-8.9)
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The effect of lumping drastically reduces the resonance capture. For
instance, the resonance integral for lumps of natural uranium is given
empirically by

, CB° dE S
1 - <*ett— = 9.25 + 24.7 — (10 W cm 2) (12-8.10)

J th E M
where S is the surface of the lump in square centimeters and M its mass
in grams. The term o-Cff indicates the cross section for the uranium atom,
which gives a resonance integral, and this, when inserted in Eq. (12-8.9),

gives the correct p.

We are now ready to consider a reactor of finite size, for which the
effective multiplication factor keU may be written

kea = kP (12-8.11)

where P is the probability that a neutron will not leak out of the reactor.

Table 12-7 Neutron Economy for Homogeneous System of U235 and
Diluent

1 neutron absorbed in U 235

J*^
Of

a, + aj

fissions occur

m.
I/OJ

1 = —I

—

"r + °S

fission neutrons produced

tjP = r/P/Pt

neutrons do not leak out

teff = V/P

neutrons absorbed in U'2as

)

Or + Of

atoms ofUa*« formed

2 fission products, heat,

and -/ radiation produced

r?(l - P)

neutrons leak out

V'J -f)P

j
neutrons absorbed by diluent

From (WW 59).



Tables 12-7 and 12-8 show diagrammatically the neutron economy in a

finite reactor.

To determine the minimum critical dimensions for a reactor material

of a given k > I, and on the assumption (for the sake of simplicity) that

the neutrons are thermal throughout their life, we return to Eq. (12-7.2)

and consider the neutron balance, including multiplication. Equation

(12-7.2) is then replaced by

D V2/i + -i '— + qlh = — (12-8.12)
T dl
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Table 12-8 Neutron Economy in Natural Uranium Chain Reactor

I thermal neutron

absorbed in uranium

V
1(U}

neutrons produced by L" 236

fission

iC
T

fission neutrons produced

by all fissions

qtP/ neutrons enter U 234

resonance region

±L
V'p*P/Pr

thermal neutrons produced

-^d

V<p*P/PrPt = vtp*P
thermal neutrons absorbed

V
kett

= i) <p*J*P thermal neutrons

absorbed in uranium

>

J

^*

-£

°„(28)

«c„(25) + <7 (28J

atoms of U 23° formed

/eo„(25)

««.(25) + .(28) 1 + a

atoms of U 230 formed

r,,(\ - P,)

fast neutrons leak out

ytP/P,{\ />*) neutrons

Captured in L'
238 resonance

V<Pr (l - Pr)

resonance neutrons leak out

Vtp*P,P,ll - P.)

thermal neutrons escape

i) €p*P( I — /"*) neutrons

absorbed in moderator

From (WW 59).

Ji is the atomic fraction of U 235 in uranium. For natural uranium R = 0.007205

p*,f* lake into account the influence on the resonance escape probability and on
the thermal utilization factor of the geometry of the reactor. In practice, p*~p,/*~/
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and the criticalily condition is characterized by a civet - 0, even in the
absence of sources q, that is, by

k - 1

DV2/i „ =
T

(12-8.13)

Introducing for D its value from Eq. (12-7.1) and remembering Eq.
(12-7.4), we have

* - ]

V2/j + - —— n = (12-8.14)

This equation is to be solved with the boundary condition n - on the
surface of the reactor.

Equation (12-8.14) gives rise to an eigenvalue problem, and the low-
est eigenvalue gives the criticality condition. Thus, for a cube of side a
and with a corner in the origin of the coordinates,

n — C sin — sin -sin
a a a

and

3*r*

~cfl

k - 1

L2

(12-8.15)

(12-8.16)

In general the nuclear characteristics of the material determine (A- - 1)/L2

(material buckling), and the geometry of the reactor determines
-(V2

«)/« (geometric buckling). The criticality condition is

V2« k -
1

= B"- =
n L a

(12-8.17)

The considerations developed here are oversimplified and do not cor-
respond to any real reactor, because fission neutrons are not generated
at thermal energy.

In media to which the age theory is applicable we can still give a
simple, fairly accurate theory.

Let us start again from Eq. (12-7.3):

Xv

3

and the age equation

v en
-7- n + qvt = —
A (i

or

(12-7.3)

(12-6.11)

We recall the meaning of qlh as the number of neutrons per unit
time per unit volume becoming thermal at the position x, y, z. Appro-
priately, q is called the "density of nascent thermal neutrons." Assume,
as before, a cubical pile of side a. The boundary conditions require that
the functions n,q vanish on the surface of the pile. Moreover, we assume
that the neutrons are generated at an energy E (average energy of fission



neutrons). We develop n, q in Fourier series and limit ourselves to the

first harmonic writing.
557

. *"
.

*r .if
n = n sin - x sin - y sin - z

a a a

77 77 77

<7(.icj',z,t) = @Q(t) sin x sin - y sin - r
a a a

(12-8.18)

(12-8.19)

Note that the space dependence of q is the same as that of/;, irrespective

of age. By Q we mean a constant to be determined, such that for r = 0,

q becomes the q corresponding to the fission neutrons generated in the

pile.

From Eqs. (12-6.11) and (12-8.19) we have separating variables:

from which

- 3-*e-*

(-) (t) = 0(O)<?-«
5
'

(12-8.20)

(12-8.21)

with -B2 = - 3*8/0* and 0(0) = 1, because for r ^ the function q
is Q sin (rr/a) x sin {nfa)y sin (it/a) :.

We obtain now from Eq. (12-7.3) by substitution

A n

I Ar 377* eO v in

\ 3 a 1 A n la (12-8.22)

However, the ratio of Qjn can be determined from the reproduction

factor of the pile. In fact, if n is the density of slow neutrons, then

nv/.\ neutrons per second and cubic centimeter are absorbed. Of these,

the fraction/is absorbed in the fuel and each generates r? fission neutrons.

The fission neutrons arc multiplied by e in escaping from the lumps, but

only the fraction /; escapes resonance absorption.

In conclusion, remembering the four-factors formula [Eq. (1 2-8.6) J,

we find

km:

Substituting in Eq. (12-8.22) we have a criticality condition

o r

where

to- 3tt2 o Ax
H e-Brm =

3 a2 A A

- UB2 - I + k e "''•- =

(12-8.23)

(12-8.24)

(12-8.25)

AA 3tt8

Z.2 = — B- = - = geometrical buckling (12-8.26)
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Solving for k we find

k = (l + L*B*)e**» (12-8.27)

which, as expected, for - = gives the same result as Eq. (12-8.17). If,

as usual, the exponential is near I , we can write Eq. (1 2-8.27) as

W2
k - 1 +

and, remembering Eq. (12-8.12),

(L2 + Tth)

k -
I

(12-8.28)

(12-8.29)
II Tth + IJ

The similarity between Eqs. (12-8.29) and (12-8.17) is obvious: The
diffusion length L has been replaced by the "migration length,"

(La I- T lh )
1 '2 = M (12-8.30)

For a finite pile one often uses the "effective multiplication constant"
Arerr defined by

ke~B
'
, 'c

k™ = TTm* (12-8 '3,)

The criticalily condition expressed through /c,, rf is then kett > I.

Table 12-9 gives typical figures for a low-enrichment thermal reactor and
affords a quantitative idea of the relative importance of the effects con-
sidered thus far.

To show the effect of distributing fissionable material in lumps, we
note that for a homogeneous natural uranium-graphite mixture the maxi-
mum obtainable k is 0.78 for a ratio of 400 carbon atoms to 1 atom of
uranium. It is therefore impossible to render such a mixture critical. On
the other hand, for a lattice of uranium bars 2.5 cm in diameter, placed
at a distance of 11 cm from axis to axis, in a graphite matrix,

6 = 1.028 p = 0.905 /= 0.888 v = 1.308 k ~ 1.0625

Tth = 300 cm2 Ll = 350 cm 2

and a "bare" cube measuring 5.55 m on a side would be critical.

Tabic 12-9 Neutron Balance—Large, Low-Enrichment Thermal
Reactors

Virgin fast neutrons from thermal fissions + 100.0
Fast neutrons lost by fast absorption — to 3

Fast neutrons gained by fast fission + to fi

Fast neutrons lost in leakage _ 2 to 10
Resonance capture in fertile material _ 15 io 25
Thermal neutrons lost in leakage _

\ to 5
Thermal neutrons captured in structural materials, moderator.

reflector, coolant, control _ 5 lo jg
Thermal neutrons absorbed by fission product — 2 to 5
Thermal-neutron capture in fertile material - 1() to 20
Thermal neutrons captured parasitically in fissionable material - 6 to fi

'Thermal-neutron fission captures _ 40



The reactors considered up to now arc "bare." In practice most re-

actors are surrounded by a reflector. This is a layer of moderating ma-

terial free of fissionable material. The reflector reduces the critical mass

of the core, because neutrons that would escape from the bare core are

reflected back into it by the surrounding material.
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12-9 Pile Kinetics

Up to now we have considered the critical condition of a reactor

without regard to the lime dependence of the neutron flux. In practice a

pile must be controlled; i.e.. the operator must be able to vary its ke tt-

"Control rods" usually serve this purpose. These arc rods of a strongly

neutron-absorbent material, such as cadmium or boron-containing steel,

which can be introduced or removed from the pile structure. The intro-

duction of the rod decreases A: Pf f, because neutrons arc lost to the rod

and also because the neutron distribution is altered, thereby affecting the

leakage from the pile.

We must study now the behavior, with respect to time, of a pile when

k is changed. For a neutron in a thermal pile most of the time is usually

spent in diffusion after moderation; e.g., moderation may require a few

microseconds and diffusion a few milliseconds. It is therefore clear that

in 1 sec there would be hundreds of generations, and, considering Eq.

(12-8.1), we recognize that control of a pile would require prohibitively

fast action. The situation is greatly cased by the delayed neutrons, as we

shall see shortly. At first, however, let us neglect their presence. Equa-

tion (12-8.12) gives, for the time dependence of the neutron density, and

taking Eq. (12-8.30) into consideration as well.

DV*n
D(k I) in

n = —
M* it

(12-9.1)

which is valid ifM <? pile dimensions. Note that, if k were 0, M 2JD = t

would represent the mean life for absorption of a neutron introduced in

the pile [cf. Eq. (12-7. 2) J. Separating the variables, we find from Eqs.

(12-9.1) and (12-8.17) that

with

n = n{r)e< T

1 k - 1 - B*M* ket, 1

T M*ID TO

(12-9.2)

(12-9.3)

where T is the pile "relaxation time" and B2 is the geometric buckling

for the fundamental mode. Actually a more accurate expression is ob-

tained by using for t the expression

to =
/.
2

0th
(12-9.4)
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In a graphite-moderated reactor to is of the order of 10~ 3 sec, and hence

even kett
~ 1-001 already gives a doubling time for the reactor flux of

only 1 sec (approximately), which is too short for comfortable operation.

The delayed neutrons, however, change the situation radically, and

we shall now consider their effect, although our treatment is oversim-

plified. The number of delayed neutrons per fission in U 235 amounts to

about 0.016 neutron per fission. We shall call |3 the ratio of this number

to v; for U288 ]S = 0.0064. The half-life of the delayed neutrons in U 235

range from 55.7 to 0.23 sec. Here we shall assume that they all have the

same mean life ra-

It is clear that k may now be considered as the sum of a reproduc-

tion factor due to prompt neutrons only, kp , and a reproduction factor

due to delayed neutrons only. kj. We thus write

k = kp + ka = kp ~ flk (12-9.5)

or

kp = *(1 - P) (12-9.6)

If the reactor is critical on the prompt neutrons only— i.e., if ken >
1 or kp,ett > 1/(1 - P)—the kinetics is practically unaffected by the de-

layed neutrons. On the other hand, if the pile is subcritical on prompt

neutrons only, but supercritical on prompt plus delayed neutrons, the

time constant of the pile is obtainable as follows: First Eq. (12-8.12) is

replaced by

_, kp -

1

C in
DV2„ + — n + — - —

TO Trf (I

(12-9.7)

in which C'(r)is the density of the "pregnant" nuclei, as the delayed neutron

emitters are called. The quantity C is simply related to n by

iC

cl

= //

TO

c

Td
(12-9.8)

One then solves the two coupled equations [(12-9.7) and (12-9.8)] by

assuming n(r,t) - no<\
r
(T)e' ' and C(r,/) = CoN{t)et/T, with N(r), a

function of the coordinates only, and //o,Co constants, to be eliminated.

From the coupled equations one obtains the connection between the

period of the pile T and the excess reactivity p.

k,-u - I T x . ptri .

P
-

kT ^< T - t,

(12-9.9)

Equation (12-9.9) is called the "inhour" (inverse hour) equation. It re-

lates the excess reactivity p to the parameters of the delayed neutron emit-

ters and the period of the pile.

Substituting numerical values in Eq. (12-9.9) and defining as 1 in-

verse hour the amount of excess reactivity that would give rise to a period

of I hr, we find

(Avrr - I) for 1 inhour = 2.6 ± 0.2 x 10~5



The relation between the excess reactivity in inhours and the period

of the pile in seconds, as set forth in Eq. (12-9.9), is shown in Fig. 12-15.

An interesting physical application of Eq. (12-9.9) is the measure-
ment of small-neutron-absorption cross section. A sample of the absorber
is introduced into a pile, and the control rods arc moved so as to com-
pensate for the change in T of the pile produced by the absorber. The
effect of the rod's position on p can be calibrated with known absorbers
such as boron (<r„ = 755 x 10~21 cm at 2,200 m/sec) and by using Eq.

(12-9.9) to interpolate or extrapolate the experimental data.

n6r
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12-10 Breeding and Converting

In a uranium pile part of the neutrons are absorbed by U238 and yield

ultimately Pu239 . The pile thus "converts" some U235
, which is used to

keep it going, into Pu239
. The ratio of the desired nuclei generated to fuel

nuclei destroyed is called the "conversion ratio" and is indicated by the

letter C; the conversion gain G, or breeding, is C - 1 = C.

Indicating by / the neutrons lost by leakage or absorption in all

but fissionable material we have

C = 7) - 1 - / (12-10.1)

C = r, - 2 - I (12-10.2)

At thermal energies i) is only slightly greater than 2 for all known nuclei

except U233
, and hence a thermal breeder is likely only with this sub-

stance. At higher energies conditions are more favorable, because -q in-

creases with energy, owing to the decrease of aa and to a lesser extent

to the increase of v. At 1 MeV -q is estimated to reach 2.45 for U 233
, 2.3

for U235
, and 2.7 for Pu239

.

12-11 Fusion Reactions

We have seen how heavy elements may liberate large amounts of

Figure 12-15 The inhour formu-

la in graphical form. A measure-

ment of the reactor period can be

converted into an inhour of

reactivity by referring to this

graph.
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-\ 1 1 1 1 r

25 50 75 100 125 150 175

period 7", sec
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energy on fission. Light elements can do the same on "fusion," i.e., by
forming heavier nuclei through nuclear combinations of lighter ones.

For example, if we could bind together two neutrons and two protons to

form an alpha particle, wc should set free 26 MeV.
Such fusion reactions arc of colossal importance, because they are

the source of solar energy. On the earth they occur in hydrogen bombs,
and great effort is being devoted to produce them at a controlled rate.

Wc shall treat briefly some of the astrophysical reactions. Only
binary reactions are of any practical importance; the collision of four

particles cited above does not occur in actuality. However, the same
result is achieved through a series of reactions which form a cycle, re-

constituting some of the participating nuclei, which act only as catalysts.

There are two notable solar cycles. The first is

C12 + H i -vNis + y 1.93 McV
Nia _>. Ci3 + e-r + „ + y 1.20 MeV
Ci3 + hi >N 14 + y 7-60 MeV
N 14 + H 1 -> O15 + y 7.39 MeV
Oi5 _+ jsju + e- + „ + Y 1.71 MeV
N'5 + H 1 -> C12 + He4 4.99 MeV

(12-11.1)

This is called the "carbon cycle" (Fig. 12-16; Bethe. 1938), and its net

effect is to combine four protons to form He 4
, gamma rays, and neutrinos

(the two excess positrons will ultimately annihilate) and to liberate about

26 MeV of thermal energy, the neutrinos escaping. Note that the carbon
is not destroyed in the process but acts only as a catalyst. The other cycle

is

H 1 + H 1 -> H2 + e" + v 0.41 MeV
H* + H1 -> He» + y 5.51 MeV (12-11.2)

He3 + He3 -> He4 + 2H* + y 12.98 MeV

which also ultimately combines four protons to make an alpha particle.

Figure 12-16 Carbon cycle on a Y.-N diagram.



Temperatures at the interior of the stars are in the range 10 to 20

million degrees centigrade, and the nuclear kinetic energies are of the

order of 1 keV. All atoms are ionized, and there arc no free neutrons.

The cross sections for the nuclear reactions between the charged

particles involved show, at low energies, a very strong energy dependence

on the Gamow factor (Fig. 12-17). Thus, in a gaseous mixture at a

certain temperature 7, the fastest particles in the Maxwcllian distribution

will react preferentially. The number of particles in a given energy inter-

val, however, is a strongly decreasing function of energy, and the result

is that the reactions will occur in a rather narrow energy interval around

an optimum energy. More precisely, the Maxwellian distribution of

velocities introduces into the reaction rate a factor e K;kT
, and the effect

of the Coulomb barrier gives the factor e~z 'z 'e>' hv
, where Z\Z2 are the

atomic numbers of the nuclei colliding with relative velocity v. After

integrating over all velocities, the reaction rate is approximately pro-

portional to

r°-e
'

(12-11.3)

with t = 3(Tr,im&lZi 2Z2
2/2fikT)V3 , where m is the reduced mass. The

main contribution to this integral comes from the region where the

function has a maximum which, under stellar conditions, corresponds

to E between 3 and 50 keV (Fig. 12-18). The absolute rates in Table
12-10 are reported from a paper by Salpeter.
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12-12 Effect of Chemical Binding of Hydrogen Scattcrcr

In the remainder of this chapter we shall discuss some properties
of slow neutrons and some typical problems that have been investigated
by slow neutron techniques. The chain-reacting pile has been the pre-
ferred neutron source for the investigations we shall report here.

Table 12-10 Mean Reaction Times
in Proton-Proton Chain and
Carbon-Nitrogen Cycle for

Typical Stellar Conditions"

Reaction

H' + H' -> H* + «+ + ,

H- +• H» -+ He3 + Y
He* + H + e* -» He" + 2H>

Oil + H" > \l:> - y

N> 3 -»C'H*+ + V

C' 3 + H1 -> X 1 ' + y
X"1 + H' -*0» + y
O's -* N«s + e* + „

N" + Hi -* C'2 + He1

7 x 10" years

4 sec

4 x lu3 years

10''' years

10 min

2 x 1
5 years

< 3 x 10; years

2 min
10'' years
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« Mean reaction time I, for a temperature T of
15 x 1062K, density or 125 g cm-3, hydrogen concentra-
tion vu of 0.8, and total concentration *CN of C and X
of 0.01 (by mass).



When a neutron of energy much greater than the molecular binding

energy strikes a hydrogen nucleus in a molecule, it knocks this proton out

of the molecule; and it loses, on the average, one-half its energy to the

proton (assuming elastic .y-wave scattering). However, if the energy of

the neutron is less than the hto of the molecular vibration, it cannot lose

any energy to vibration or to freeing of the hydrogen. Consequently the

proton acts as if it had the mass of the whole molecule. This makes it

hard for the slow neutron to lose energy. Thus, as the thermal region is

approached, neutrons find it increasingly difficult to lose energy. For

these reasons, at energies below fiw the reduced mass of a neutron and

proton approaches /x = M rather than n = M/2. As a consequence the

scattering cross section increases by a factor of 4 in passing from large

energies to energies small compared with that of the chemical bond.

By the Born approximation (see Appendix B), the differential scat-

tering cross section is

..2 ,. 2

(12-12.1)•M-saril***!
where i/j/ and ifri are plane waves normalized for unit volume. Thus, in

Eq. (12-12.1) obound = 4arrec , because ptHmnd is twice as large as /xfrcc .

Although the ordinary criterion for the applicability of the Born approxi-

mation is not satisfied for thermal energies, it can be shown that Eq.

(12-12.1) is still valid.

The fact that the total cross section for a bound proton is four times

larger than for a free proton may also be proved by a simple argument

developed by Blatt and Wcisskopf. The incident slow neutron has a

wavelength A large compared with the dimensions of the molecule in

which the proton is bound, and hence we have spherical symmetrical

scattering (s wave only) in the center-of-mass system, which practically

coincides with the system in which the molecule is at rest,

da

~dQ
= c (12-12.2)

In scattering by a free proton, the scattering is also spherically symmetri-

cal in the center-of-mass system, which, however, moves with half the

velocity of the neutron with respect to the laboratory. If we call a the

n-p incoherent scattering length [a = (Jfl*
2 - fc*»

8
)
v2

; see Sec. 10-3], we

know from Eq. (10-2.8) that in the center-of-mass system

da

dot

(12-12.3)

where clw is the center-of-mass solid angle. In the laboratory with the

scattering angle, this gives

da da dot d cos 20 „,„.— = — = az = *<a l cos (-) (12-12.4)

dtl dto dQ. rfcosO

In the forward direction (cos = 1) the two cross sections must be

equal, because the collision does not impart any momentum to the
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proton and thus cannot be affected by the proton being free or bound.
Hence

c = 4ci 2

and the total cross section

"tot bound = 4ttC = 1 6rra2

(12-12.5)

(12-12.6)

is four limes as large as

"tot free = 47702 (12-12.7)

To estimate the energy at which the cross section increases because
of the chemical bond, note that for the carbon-hydrogen bond in paraffin
the longitudinal vibration is 3,000 cm-1, or 1/3 eV. The transverse vi-
bration is 600 cm \ or 1/15 eV. Samples of the scattering-cross-section
curve are shown in Fig. 12-19.

This type of argument can be extended from molecules to crystal
lattices, and the results are closely related to the recoilless processes of
gamma emission and absorption (Sec. 8-8; Lamb, 1939).

12-13 Low-Energy Scattering from Complex Nuclei

Let us first consider the scattering of a slow neutron from a free
isolated nucleus. Only s-wave scattering will be important, because the
de Broglie wavelength of the neutron is very large compared with the
range of nuclear forces. The asymptotic expression of the wave function
of the system (see Sec. 1 1 -5) is

eikr
pikz + Co

and

A h

(12-13.1)

(12-13.2)

The constant Co is (i/2k) (1 - , ) of Eq. (11-5.5). It is related to the
y-phase shift 8 by

A
Co - — (**» -1) = Ae« sin S ~ AS (for S small) (12-13.3)

For pure elastic scattering, 8 is real, and we have for the total scat-
tering cross section

a s = 4ttA 2 sin2 8 (12-13.4)

We now use the scattering length (see Sec. 10-2) defined by

A sin 8 = - a (12-13.5)

The scattering length in the case of

a
|- =

| sin 8
|
«= 1 (12-13.6)



represents the intercept of the tangent to np at r = R (nuclear radius) with

the r axis. The total elastic cross section is then

aa = 4tt
I
a p (12-13.7)

The order of magnitude of a is usually 10 '-cm. If there is a reaction be-

sides scattering, we can use a complex 8 and a complex a defined by Eq.

(12-13.5).

However, for slow neutrons the real part of a is large compared with

the imaginary. On the assumption of a real, the scattered wave according
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to Eqs. (12-13.1), (12-13.3), and (12-13.5) may be written -atfirfr. It

has no phase shift with respect to the incident wave if a is negative and a

phase shift of n if a is positive. In most cases, a is positive, but there are

a few exceptions, notably n-p scattering in the singlet state.

12-14 Determination of Scattering Lengths

Clearly the scattering length for slow neutrons is a function of the

scattcrer and of the mutual orientation of the neutron and scatterer spin

if the latter is not 0.

Experimental determination of the scattering length rests on the

scattering by material systems composed of many nuclei. The result of

scattering by bulk matter depends not only on the scattering lengths of

the nuclei involved but also on the arrangement of nuclei in the scatterer,

because there arc interference phenomena between waves scattered by
different nuclei. These interference phenomena determine many im-

portant physical effects such as Bragg reflection, scattering from poly-

atomic molecules, index of refraction, etc. They are also essential for

determining the relative sign of scattering length of different nuclei.

The fundamental idea is expressed mathematically by considering an
incoming plane wave traveling in the z direction and scattering centers

having the scattering length aj. The distance of pointy from the point of

observation, at a great distance from the scatterer, is called Tj. The sum
of incident and scattered waves has an amplitude, with multiple scatter-

ing neglected,

A - e ikz _ y G>
e iklzr r.:,

r,

and the scattered intensity is obtained by taking

(12-14.1)

/= y"1
eikiz.+r,)

in
(12-14.2)

where Zj is the z coordinate of they' scattering center.

In the scattering of slow neutrons (a similar situation occurs with

X rays), often only part of the amplitudes scattered by different centers

interfere with one another and with the incident wave. The correspond-

ing cross section is called the "coherent cross section." The scattered

waves that do not interfere either with one another or with the incident

wave form the "incoherent scattering." Note that in the forward direc-

tion the scattering is always coherent, because rj + Zj in Kq. (12-14.1) is

the same for all centers.

To visualize coherent scattering, we may think of centers set in vi-

bration in phase with the incident wave. For incoherent scattering we may
think of centers that frequently and suddenly change phase with respect

to the incident wave.

In a gas the interference terms due to waves scattered from different



molecules cancel out, and the scattered intensity is the sum of the inten-

sities scattered by single molecules. Thus, in the case of a simple mono-

atomic monoisotopic gas the scattering is spherically symmetrical in the

ccnter-of-mass system, and the scattering cross section is

a = An\a * (12-14.3)

Note that a simple scattering experiment is insufficient to determine the

sign off/.

Even in this case we must apply a small correction depending on

whether we want a for a free or a bound nucleus. In the first case the

reduced mass is given by l/n/ = I + (l/A). In the latter case the re-

duced mass for the target nucleus bound to a molecule of mass M is given

by l/w> = 1 + (1//W), and using, for example, the Born approximation,

we see that

Abound —
1 + (1//4)

or

I + (IIM).
fffree (12-14.4)

flhoti

MlA I.

nA
~~A \M- \)

Otrve (12-14.5)
A + 1<

KM - 1/

A nucleus is to be regarded as bound when the energy transferred

in the collision is small compared with the binding energy of the mole-

cule. For nuclei bound in solids or liquids M tends to infinity.

Let us now consider a gas of diatomic molecules of a substance hav-

ing two spinlcss isotopes and assume that A of the neutron is very large

compared with the interatomic distance in the molecule, so that for scat-

tering purposes we may sum the amplitudes scattered by the two nuclei

of each molecule. Let the relative abundance of the two nuclei be pi, p>

(p\ + pz = I), and their scattering lengths a\ and a%, respectively. In the

gas there are molecules having both nuclei of species I, both nuclei of

species 2, or mixed nuclei. Their relative abundance is

pi
2

, pi
1

. 2p\p>

The average cross section for scattering per molecule of the gas is then

given by

a = 4tt [pi
2(2a,)2 + pZ(2a>)* + 2p t p>(a i

i efe)
2
]

= 4tt [4(/;ifli + pzaz)2 + 2p\p>(u\ - Og)2 ]
(12-14.6)

The scattering is thus the same as that produced by two equal nuclei

scattering coherently, each with scattering length u - p\U\ + p>a>, and at

the same time scattering incoherently, with a cross section

cine - 4-/;i/>o(fl! - a-,)- (12-14.7)

If we define

ffcoh = 4w(/>|0| + p-a-z)
2

the scattering from the molecule takes the form

a = 4(7co i,
— 2<Tmc

(12-14.8)

(12-14.9)
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the factors 4 and 2 pointing to the fact that for coherent scattering we
have summed the amplitudes and for incoherent scattering the intensi-

ties. Note also that

Ccoh I Cine - 4ir(/»iaj.z + p->a-i-) (12-14.10)

These results may be generalized. If we have N nuclides randomly
mixed with relative abundance/?, the scattering length

a = J,Pm (12-14.11)

determines the interference properties of the substance. In the absence
of nuclear polarization one isotope with spin / acts as a mixture of two
isotopes with relative abundance (/ + l)/(2/ - 1) and scattering length
a+, relative abundance 7/(2/ + /) and scattering length a , respectively.
Here a. and a are the scattering lengths for parallel or anliparallel
neutron and nuclear spin and the /factors express the statistical probabi-
lities of the corresponding spin orientations.

From what we have said we discover, at least in principle, methods
for determining the relative sign of the scattering amplitude of two
nuclear species. Measuring a phenomenon where the waves produced by
the two scatterers interfere, we can measure (ci] + u>)1 . Measuring the
scattering by the two species separately, we have ai* and a-2

2
. From this,

one obtains the relative sign of a L and a-z.

A notable property of scattering is that when neutrons scatter flip-

ping their spin, their waves cannot interfere; the spin-flip scattering is

incoherent. To see this, note that if wc scatter a neutron from a system of
nuclei in such a way as to produce interference, we cannot specify on
which nucleus the scattering has occurred. Interference can arise only
when scattering occurs on more than one nucleus. On the other hand, if

we have spin flip in the neutron, we can specify the scattering nucleus by
observing which nucleus has changed its Iz . To treat this situation, we
must generalize Eq. (12-14.1) in order to take into account the wave func-
tion of the scattercr as well.

To discuss this question in mathematical terms, consider an incident
plane neutron wave with spin up, traveling in the z direction, and the scat-

tered initial wave function q>. The system is then represented by

Call <py the wave function of the scatterer when they nucleus has flipped
its spin and by a\ a indicate the scattering length with or without spin
flip. Wc look for an asymptotic solution of the form

The scattered intensity is obtained by taking the modulus square of the
scattered part of the wave, integrated over the scatterer coordinates. By
definition.

J
<p*?/ dq = h ik (Sa is the Dirac delta function)

(12-14.12)



and this eliminates all terms of the sum containing pfy,
leaving those

with \<p\* and \<n\
2

. The scattered intensity has the form

K °L e lklr,+is )

'•-

I + 2J4P

The first term is the scattering without spin flip and shows interference

between scattering from different centers. The second is spin-flip scat-

tering and is incoherent.

12-15 Scattering in Ortho- and Parahydrogen

Scattering from ortho- and parahydrogen is another important

example of the application of the ideas of Sec. 12-14. We shall consider

only scattering at very low temperatures and for neutron wavelengths

large compared with the internuclcar distance (0.74 A). We cannot apply

the formulas of Sec. 12-14 directly, because at very low temperatures,

in the presence of a catalyst, all hydrogen molecules are in the zero rota-

tional state, which has antiparallel nuclear spins. The spins are thus not

distributed at random. We shall calculate the scattering cross section

for such a molecule and also for a molecule in which the spins of the two

hydrogens are parallel (orthohydrogen).

To do this we write the neutron-proton scattering length formally as

a = flj7rs + atut (12-15.1)

where cis and at are the ordinary singlet and triplet scattering length cor-

rected for the mass effect

Ot.t = 3 "s,t froe (12-15.2)

and 7rs is an operator which has the values 1 for singlet states, for triplet

states. The operator ir< has instead values for singlet states, 1 for triplet

states. Such operators (projection operators) arc, as we can derive imme-

diately from the calculation at the beginning of Sec. 10-5

and

** = 1 (1 - o„-op)

vt = i(3 + on -<jp)

(12-15.3)

(12-15.4)

with a a Pauli spin operator. To compute the scattering from our mole-

cule, we write the scattering length of each atom as ai, at, using Eq.

(12-15.1). The scattering length for the molecule is

ai + a% = a s tts i + awn + dsTsi + awn.

= a,[i - J o„-(opi + aP2)\ + a t

x [I + i o«-(«»i + 07.2)] (12-15.5)

Now \{av \ + avi) is the spin S of the two hydrogen nuclei; for ortho-

hydrogen 5 = 1, and for parahydrogen 5 = 0. Substituting in Eq.

(12-15.5) and rearranging, we have

a = Qa t + la s) + (+*a, - |fl.) («»-S) (12-15.6)
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572 For parahydrogen the scattering cross section is thus

n-pava = 4tt Qa, + la,)' (12-15.7)

CHAPTER 12 For orthohydrogen Eq. (12-15.6) gives, on squaring, linear terms in

Neutrons °" " S which for unPolarized beams and target cancel. The term contain-
ing (a„-S)* averaged gives S(S + 1) = 2. We thus obtain

owtho = 47r[(|«; + 4-os)
a + \{at asf\ (12-15.8)

The cross section of parahydrogen depends very strongly on the re-
lative sign of a„ a,, as was pointed out by Teller (1937). According to
experiment, oorUxo = 125 b, asvira = 4 b; this result is explainable only if
as, at have opposite signs. The quantitative interpretation, i.e., deriva-
tion of the scattering lengths from the scattering by molecular hydrogen
requires numerous refinements that arc beyond the scope of this book.

12-16 Interference Phenomena in Crystals

Since the slow-neutron de Broglie wavelength is

A = 2.86 x 10-9/£"2 cm (£ in cV) (12-16.1)

it reaches 1.81 x 1()-8 cm for thermal values. It is then comparable to
the interatomic distances in solid lattices, and the neutrons will show

indium

pile shield

«

collimating shield

r_^ ±TnT

(b)

-30in.-

±==
^

\

'/ 2* in.

X-ray film

crystal

Figure 12-20 (a) Lauc photo-
graph showing neutron diffrac-

tion by an NaCl crystal. [From
Wollan, Shull, and Marney, Phys.
Rev., 73, 527 (1948).] (b) Sche-
matic diagram of the Laue cam-
era used to obtain the neutron
diffraction pattern.



many of the phenomena characteristic of the interaction of X rays with

crystals, such as Laue and Bragg diffraction, a small refractive index, and

others.

The experimental techniques employed are similar, and crystal spec-

tographs and similar instruments arc used for both radiations. Figure

12-20 shows the similarity of the photographs obtained by diffraction

with neutrons and X rays. Strong monochromatic neutron sources are

usually obtained by a mechanical velocity selector (Fig. 12-21), by crys-

talline reflection, or by some other device. However, there are impor-

tant differences between the two types of radiation. In many respects

they supplement each other very usefully in solid-state investigations.

For instance, hydrogen, which is most difficult to detect by X-ray dif-

fraction, has a large a and is easily observable by means of neutrons. We
shall treat briefly some of the most important topics of this aspect of

neutron physics.

We shall begin with the scattering by a crystalline lattice, giving

rise through interference phenomena to Bragg reflection. Consider a set

of parallel planes having a distance d between successive planes and con-

taining identical spinless scattering nuclei of scattering length a. The

scattered neutrons originating at depth mdv/\\\ give rise to an amplitude

(see Fig. 12-22).
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.v

^ _ V _ q eiikmi cos (12-16.2)

where TV is the number of layers involved. Performing the sum. which is

a geometric progression, we find

1 _ e2ik.\d cos

A = -a{- tttt —

}

2Ucd cos

J
_ e2ikd cos

The intensity is proportional to \A\ 2, where

ur-br
*^" 00'*

11
'

;

sin2 (/W cos 0)

(12-16.3)

(12-16.4)

Figure 12-21 An example illus-

trating the principle of a mechan-

ical monochromator for slow

neutrons. The selector is trans-

parent to neutrons of velocity

v = (A2/Ax)to, where to is the

angular velocity of the selector.

Az the distance between the disks,

and Aa is the angular shift of the

window from one disk to the next.

Neutrons of this velocity will

thread, for instance, slots 1,2,3,4. Gd
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which is the famous Bragg relation (W. Bragg and L. Bragg, 1913). If
the crystal contains several isotopes, we must use in Eq. (12-16.4) the
weighted sum of the scattering lengths in order to determine the effective
scattering length for coherent scattering. Naturally such a crystal is not
a "perfect" crystal, because the isotopes are randomly distributed in the
lattice and, in addition to the coherent scattering, incoherent scattering
must be present.

Consider now the case of atoms of two kinds, as inNaCl. The (1,1,1)
planes are equidistant and consist alternately of sodium and chlorine.
In the first-order Bragg reflection the optical path for reflection from
sodium planes differs by A/2 from the path for reflection from chlorine
planes. Consequently, if sodium and chlorine nuclei cause the same
change in phase of the scattered neutron wave, their contributions will
subtract and the order will have low intensity; the contrary will happen
if they scatter with opposite phase change.

The situation for the second order is reversed. High intensity here
is connected with scattering by sodium and chlorine, when both produce
the same change in phase. On these effects is superimposed a continuous
decrease of intensity from order to order, as in X rays.

In more complicated cases the intensity of the various orders is

determined, as for X rays, by the form factor, defined as the effective co-
herent scattering amplitude per unit cell of the crystal,

F = 2 Oj exp (12-16.5)

where d is the spacing of the lattice planes, n is the order of the Bragg

(111) planes

o_- d

Figure 12-22 Neutron diffrac-

tion from the (1,1,1) planes of a
cubic crystal.



reflection, and fy is the perpendicular distance of they'th nucleus to one

of the planes of reflection assumed as reference. The sum is extended to

all nuclei in the unit cell. It is clear that F depends strongly on the signs

of aj, and an analysis of the intensities for the different orders may lead

to the determination (Fig. 12-22; NaCl) of the relative sign of the scat-

tering lengths for the different nuclei of the lattice.

An interesting application of the Bragg condition is the preparation

of beams of very slow neutrons. By passing a beam of neutrons of differ-

ent velocities through a polycrystallinc medium, the neutrons that satis-

fy the Bragg relation for some crystal arc reflected out, and soon only

those of A > 2d, which can never satisfy the Bragg condition, are left in

the beam. We have thus a cutoff at high neutron velocity. The intensity

falls off at low neutron velocity because of the original velocity distri-

bution in the beam (Fig. 12-23).

Bragg reflection can also be used to investigate the magnetic prop-

erties of a material. We shall see that the scattering length is affected

by the orientation of a neutron with respect to the electronic magnetic

moment of an atom. In a saturated ferromagnetic material there will be

a strong dependence of the reflecting power on the neutron polarization,

and thus Bragg reflection can be used to polarize neutrons.

In a different application the Laue patterns for neutrons, produced

by ferromagnetic substances, depend on the magnetization of the scat-

tered Finally, we have the interesting case of antiferromagnetic com-

pounds. These are solids in which the spins of the atoms are aligned,

but always in pairs with opposite directions, as in two saturated ferro-

magnetic lattices with equal and opposite magnetizations, superimposed

on each other. These substances do not show macroscopic properties
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Figure 12-23 Spectral distribu-

tion of cold neutrons from a

beryllium oxide filter (Fermi and

Marshall).
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such as ferromagnetism but reveal their structure in neutron diffraction
analysis (Fig. 12-24).

Another interesting application of very slow neutrons has been in
the investigation of properties of liquid helium II. This liquid at very low
temperatures may be described by a system containing quanta (excitons)
of a certain energy and momentum. The relation between energy and
momentum of the excitons may be investigated experimentally by scat-
tering very slow neutrons (A > 4A ) in liquid He II. A neutron scatters,
producing an exciton in the liquid, and the energy and momentum of the
exciton must be equal, by the conservation of energy and momentum
laws, to the loss of energy and momentum of the neutron. These losses
arc measurable, and ihus one obtains the relation between Eandp of the
excitons. This function is of great importance for the theory of liquid
He II. The applications of neutrons to molecular and solid-state prob-
lems are rapidly increasing. The examples cited should give the reader
an idea of the possibilities of this most elegant tool of investigation.

12-17 Index of Refraction

Another application of the theory of coherent scattering is the
atomic explanation of the refractive index. The forward scattering of

-;
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C
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Figure 12-24 Powder diffraction patterns for crystalline manganese oxide at 80°K and at room
temperature, due to Shull and Smart [Phys. Rev., 76, 1256 (1949)]. The additional peaks, in the low-
temperature pattern, are characteristic of a magnetic unit cell of twice the dimensions or the chemical
unit cell, clearly indicating the antiferromagnctic structure of manganese oxide.



neutrons, light, X rays, etc., is always coherent, and its interference with

the incoming beam gives rise to the refractive index of the scattering

material.

The connection between scattering length and refractive index is

obtained by the following calculation: Assume for the sake of simplicity

that the scattering is spherically symmetrical, and consider a thin slab of

material of thickness T, containing N nuclei per unit volume. A plane

wave >/jo = eiU impinges normally on the slab, and we calculate the ampli-

tude of the wave at the point P (Fig. 12-25),

j, = e tkz _ 2ttNT f -e ikrxdx (12-17.1)
Jo r

where we have neglected the absorption in the slab. Now x- + r2 = r2,

whence x dx = r dr and

ff = e ikz _ 2nNTa (" e ikr dr (12-17.2)

The last integral can be evaluated either by using the artifice of the Fres-

ncl zones or by adding a small positive imaginary part to k and passing

to the limit for this small part vanishing, the result being that the value

of the integral at the upper limit vanishes. We thus obtain

/ 2m NJa\
,ikz (12-17.3)

Now consider the effect of attributing a refractive index n to the slab.

The propagation vector in the material is nk versus k in vacuum; hence

fa ~ etkU
-T) + *»** = e«««<*<»-lW (12-17.4)

and for k(n - \)T<$ 1

01. = e***[l + ik(n - 1)7] (12-17.5)
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Figure 12-25 Plane wave of

slow neutrons impinging (from

the left) on an infinite slab of

scattering material. The symbols

arc those used in the calculation

of the connection between the

index of refraction and the scat-

tering length.
e'*i
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Comparison of Eqs. (12-17.3) and (12-17.5) gives

n = 1

2irNa A2

nr ' l - s* (12-17.6)

For positive a the index of refraction is thus smaller than 1. Its value is
very near I for slow neutrons; in fact, typical values would be, for ex-
ample, A . 10-8 cm, N = 10a»cm-3,a = 10

*

2 cm,/, - 1 = ±2 x 10-6
In the case n < 1 total reflection from a surface is possible- it
occurs whenever sin ic > „. Since n ~ 1, ic

~ 90°, and calling 90° -
ic= e, we have sin ic = cos e ^ 1 -

(e2/2), or

- -

2
>H - 1

Remembering Eq. (12-17.6) we thus have the limiting angle

a
1/2

= A T otot\

4*7

1/4

(12-17.7)

(12-17.8)

Clearly total reflection occurs at a given angle only for A greater than
a critical Ae defined by Eq. ( 1 2-17.7). We therefore have a way of obtaining
a neutron velocity selector (Fig. 12-26).

Even more interesting is the reflection on magnetized mirrors. It can
be shown (see Sec. 12-18) that the refractive index of a neutron for a fer-
romagnetic substance depends on the relative orientation of the magne-
tization and the neutron spin. More precisely,

H-nB
(12-17.9)

,
X2Na

n£ = 1

2-n 2EK

where the + refer to the orientation of the field with respect to the neu-
tron spin, pn is the magnetic moment of the neutron, E„ its energy, B the

thermal CaF2

hV
column

mirror Figure 12-26 Experimental ar-

rangement of Fermi and Marshall
[Phys. Rev., 71, 666 (1947)] for
the determination of the critical

angle for reflection of monoen-
ergetic neutrons from various
mirrors.



magnetic flux density in the mirror in the direction of the mirror plane,

and a the scattering length of the mirror material. Hence from Eq.

(12-17.8) it can be seen that neutrons of opposite spin direction may have

different limiting angles. Total reflection from a magnetized mirror then

affords a method of polarizing neutrons.

Finally, total reflection from hydrocarbons of different C/H ratio

provides an important means of measuring the ratio of the scattering

amplitude of carbon to that of hydrogen, or, more precisely, to thai of

|a8 + \a\ = an (12-17.10)

the weighted average of singlet and triplet scattering lengths (Hughes,

Burgy, and Ringo, 1 950). The carbon scattering length (practically mono-

isotopic, spinless C 12
) can be measured directly from free-carbon cross-

section measurements, and one obtains

ac = - 6.63 ± 0.03 x 10~13 cm

an = 3.78 ± 0.02 x 10 13 cm

This is probably the most reliable measurement of au . It is interesting

to compare it with the value of

<xM 20.4

1M8 + IN2 = - =

477

10-21 cm2 (12-17.11)

obtained from incoherent scattering on hydrogen. Equations (12-17.10)

and (12-17.1 1) are compatible only if ai and a3 have opposite signs, an

important result that shows again that the singlet state of the deutcron

is virtual (sec Sec. 10-2).
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12-18 Polarization of Slow-Neutron Beams

Since the scattering lengths a- and a_ are not generally equal, a crys-

tal with all its nuclei oriented in the same direction will have different

cross sections for the two directions of the spin of the incident neutrons.

If a+ > a^, more of the neutrons with spin parallel to that of the scat-

terer (spin up) will be scattered away, leaving a transmitted beam which

is predominantly "spin down." The polarization would approach 100

per cent if the path through the crystal were made sufficiently long.

However, this method is not very practical, since one has to line up the

nuclear spins, which is generally difficult.

In ferromagnetic materials, the atomic magnetic moments can be

lined up. Wc shall now show how this can give different cross sections

for the two possible neutron orientations, by considering the scattering

using the Born approximation for the amplitude.

Let U = bh(r) ± n#Be represent the interaction potential between

the neutron and the Fe atom in its lattice position. The upper sign ob-

tains for the magnetic moment of the neutron parallel to B, the lower

sign for the magnetic moment of the neutron antiparallcl to B. (Remem-

ber that spin and magnetic moment in the neutron are antiparallel.)

Using the Born approximation, one obtains
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m 1-

,,(0) =
/

£/e«k'-k>-r d-r

m*

4ttW
W f Bz{r)e

1^ -k)-r Jt (12-18.1)

where the region of integration is that part of the lattice belonging to one
Fe atom. For slow neutrons A is of the order of the lattice distance, and
the exponential is ~ 1 over the region of integration. Thus

<**) =
m*

4nW b + nN I Bz(r) dr (12-18.2)

where the integral is extended to the lattice volume occupied byan Featom.
To give the reader an idea of the order of magnitude of the magnetic-
field contribution, we shall take b as in the following estimate. Let

b =

A > atomic dimensions

Bz = 23,000 G (saturated Fe)

lBt dr = 2.7 x 10 19 G.cm3

Then a = 4.9 x I0~'
24

.

The experimental result for thermal neutrons on magnetized iron

is a = (12 + 3.15) bora =(12 - 3.15) b; the first value, a = 15.15 b, ob-
tains for the neutron spin parallel to B; the second value, a = 8.85 b,

corresponds to spin antiparallel to B. Naturally, if we filter neu-
trons through magnetized iron we shall obtain a polarized beam with an
orientation such that a = 8.85 b, the opposite orientation being preferen-

tially removed from the beam.

A disadvantage of this method is that it happens to be very sensitive

to incomplete polarization of the iron. Iron is completely polarized in

each domain, but in the small number of domains that are not properly

oriented, the neutrons will precess about B and undo most of the work
done by the previous "good" domains.

Let us call aa ± am the cross sections for neutrons with spin parallel

or antiparallel to the magnetization, and let us assume complete satura-

tion of the iron. If we pass a beam of incident unpolarized intensity /()

through a slab of thickness (/containing N atoms of iron per unit volume
the emerging beam will have intensities /,, polarized with spin parallel

to the magnetization, and /_, polarized antiparallel.

The following relations are immediately derived:

/+ = i /o
*-<«+«*.WW

h - I-
= -tanh Ncmd ~ -Namd

(12-18.3)

(12-18.4)

(12-18.5)
/

:
+ I-

A second slab of magnetized iron may then be used as an analyzer;



depending on the direction of its magnetization, we have, for the inten- 581

sity passing through both slabs,

/ = /oe-*"»Mi+*> cosh Nam (di ± d2) (12-18.6)

where the upper or lower sign refers to parallel or opposite magnetiza-

tions of the slabs.
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Problems

12-1 Devise methods for producing neutron beams within an energy

range from 10~3 to 108 eV and for measuring their energy and intensity.

12-2 How many neutrons per second are emitted by 1 g of Ra enclosed

Problems
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in a Be sphere having an internal cavity of 0.75 cm radius and an external ra-

dius of 2.5 cm?
12-3 Prove that for large A the average lethargy increase per collision

tends to 2/[A + (2/3)].

12-4 Find the number of collisions with D, lie. Be, U necessary to re-

duce the energy of a neutron from 106 to 1 eV.

12-5 Show that the energy distribution of neutrons of initial energy

£o, after n collisions in hydrogen, is given by

(« - D! £o

12-6 A neutron of initial energy £ has reached by elastic collisions in

hydrogen the energy E. Show that the probability /;„(£) of the number of col-

lisions suffered being n is given by

Pu{E) =
[log (£b £)]"-' E

(M - 1)! Eo

12-7 Give the physical interpretation and explanation of the different

factors of Eqs. (12-4.1) and (12-4.2).

12-8 Show that the diffusion coefficient is given by

3[1 -(2.3,4)]

12-9 Assuming A constant, find the relationship between the "age" of

the neutron and the period of time that has passed since its birth. The neu-
tron diffuses and passes from an initial energy Eo to an energy E.

12-10 High-energy neutrons are produced in the upper atmosphere. In

the high-energy range they are slowed down by both elastic and inelastic

scattering. Call Q the number crossing the 10 3-eV energy per second. How
many reach thermal energy? Assume a, = 1 1 b for N, 4.2 b for O, and cr

for N - 1.78 b x (2,200/w in m sec-1). [See (Fe 50). p. I84.J

12-11 Develop Eq. (12-6.19). [See (Fc 50), p. 190.] The source is

a 8 function.

12-12 Calculate the diffusion length in graphite if at = 4.8 b and <ja =
4.5 mb. Compare this with the actual distance traveled by a thermal neutron
before capture.

12-13 An isotropic source of thermal neutrons is placed at the center

of a beryllium sphere of 10 cm radius. Calculate the flux distribution if the

source emits 100 neutrons per second, assuming the sphere is surrounded with
cadmium so that all neutrons leaving the sphere are lost by radiative capture.

What fraction of the source neutrons will be captured in the cadmium?
Suppose that in the case of beryllium i^o were equal to zero. What fraction

of the source neutrons would leak out under these conditions? Explain the

difference.

12-14 How much fuel would be consumed by a nuclear-powered sub-

marine traveling at an average power of 30 MW for 1 month?
12-15 Calculate the critical size of a sphere of pure U235

.

12-16 Calculate the critical thickness of a slab of material having a
certain k. Repeat the calculation for the slab sandwiched between two layers

of material having the diffusion coefficient D and thickness T.



12-17 Calculate the critical mass of a pile having a given k and a cylin- ^83
drical form. Find the most favorable ratio between height and radius.

12-18 What is the minimumconccnlrationof uranyl nitrate in heavywater
which can go critical? Assume pure U235

. Problems
12-19 A reaction of current interest in the application of thermonuclear

processes to power production is the following:

D + D = He3 + n

(a) If the deuterium nuclei interact at rest, calculate the total final kinetic

energy of the neutron and of the helium nucleus (in MeV). (b) Calculate the

momentum of each (in McV/c). (c) If the deuterium nuclei must come within

10~u cm of each other, what energy must be supplied to overcome the electro-

static repulsion? (cl) If this energy is supplied by heating the deuterium to a

very high temperature, what order of magnitude of temperature is required?

12-20 Show that if neutron scattering is due to the effect of a single

Brcit-Wigner resonance level then the scattering length is given by

-a =
E-Er + iT

where Tn and T are the neutron and the total half-width at half-maximum,

and Ar and En refer to the resonance.

12-21 Represent a heavy nucleus by a potential well of radius R = 1.2 x

10-13-4 I/3 cm and a depth of 30 MeV. Thermal neutrons will have several waves

of np inside the well. As a consequence (draw a figure) it is unlikely that the

intercept of the tangent to r>p at R cuts the x axis on the negative side. More-

over, the scattering length is likely to be comparable to the nuclear radius.

12-22 Show that for a complex scattering length a — ar + iat with

aT > at one has ar/at — A(o 5)
1/2/7r1/2ca.

12-23 Show that the probability of spin flip per scattering is given by

_ 2 (Tine

3 CTj

[G. C. Wick, Phys. Z, 38, 403, 689 (1937).]

12-24 Find the probability that an n-p scattering is accompanied by
spin flip.

12-25 Show that on the scattering of neutrons in liquid He II the

energy and momentum of the exciton are given by

=
rm 2 - A/-2 )

2/H.Y

pi = tfi (Ar2 - V2 - 2A«-'V-1
cos 9)

assuming 2ir\x = 4A and £ = vp (v = 240 m/sec). Plan an experiment to

verify this relation [Yarwcll and others, Phys. Rev.. 113, 1379 (1959).]

12-26 For NaCI on (001) planes make a table of the wavelengths reflec-

ted in 1st and 2nd order at angles 1.5, 10, 20, and 40'. What is the relative

intensity of the first- and second-order beam assuming a distribution ~ i^

e-mv-nkT for the neutrons?



584 12-27 Derive the relation between refractive index (complex) and scat-

tering length for a complex.

12-28 Derive the relation between refractive index and scattering for a

CHAPTER 12 scattered wave amplitude f(6).

Nputrnni
12-29 Calculate the polarization of a slow-neutron beam from the in-

tensities measured in a double absorption experiment in magnetized iron.
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LIn this and the following two chapters we shall treat particle

physics. The study of subnuclear entities, which we shall loosely call

"particles," takes us one step beyond the nucleus in analyzing the struc-

ture of matter. The situation is similar in some respects to the step from

atomic to nuclear physics. To study the atom it was sufficient to assume

the validity of Coulomb's law and the existence of the nucleus and periph-

eral electrons. The structure of the nucleus could be neglected to a

large extent. We needed to know its charge and its approximate size, but

little else was necessary except for very detailed investigations. In the

next step, the study of the nucleus, it was sufficient to know that its con-

stituents are neutrons and protons and to have an idea of the range and

strength of nuclear forces in order to derive a fairly complete picture.

Beta decay introduces new problems and a new type of force: the so-

called weak interaction or Fermi force. However, until one asks detailed

questionsaboutnuclearforces,it is sufficient in describingnuclearphcnom-

ena to consider only neutrons, protons, electrons, neutrinos, and

gamma quanta.

From the theoretical point of view, a deeper study of nuclear forces

was the starting point of the next development (Yukawa, 1935). A paral-

lel development was the experimental discovery of numerous particles,

many of them first detected in cosmic rays. The technical development

of large accelerating machines made it possible to generate these particles

in the laboratory and thus to study them in detail.

13-1 Introduction to Particle Physics

The whole concept of "elementary particle," including its definition,

is not clearly settled. Attempts have been made to classify particles in

various ways, attributing to some of them a more fundamental role than

to others. There have also been attempts to put them all on equal foot-

ing, introducing a single field which should describe them all. This field

obeys a nonlinear equation which contains a fundamental length as a

parameter. The different particles and their properties should be deriv-

able from this field (Heisenbcrg). Other approaches consider the obser-

vable collision phenomena in terms of a "scattering matrix." This matrix

becomes the main object of the theory, and its study should provide the

ultimate information. Until now, however, none of these ambitious
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theories has been able to make enough predictions to establish itself

solidly.

We shall limit ourselves to a semiphenomenological approach, des-
cribing the experimental facts, their immediate consequences, and the
theoretical interpretations which seem solidly established.

Many of the relevant concepts have already been introduced in pre-
vious chapters. For instance, spin and statistics are treated in Chap. 6
and / spin is treated in Chap. 10. The whole chapter on beta decay has
many arguments in common with the following chapters. For the con-
venience of the reader we shall first give some general nomenclature and
classification.

One may consider four families of particles in order of increasing
rest mass: the first contains only one member, the photon, a boson of
spin 1. The second family, leprous, contains fermions of spin i, lighter

than the proton. Leptons are subject to electromagnetic and Fermi inter-

actions only, not to the strong interactions. The third family, mesons,
comprises bosons of spin 0. These arc heavier than the leptons, lighter
than the protons, and subject to all three types of interaction. The fourth
family, baryons, comprises the proton and heavier fermions. Baryons
are subject to all three types of interaction; those heavier than the neu-
tron are called hyperons.

The discovery and classification of these particles is one of the major
achievements of the decade 1950-1960. In its progress, it has given rise

to a complicated nomenclature, which is now falling into disuse, just
as the study of natural radioactivity left us with a complicated nomen-
clature for the natural radioactive substances. Table 13-1 lists the
particles and their principal characteristics as they are known today,
with the pertinent nomenclature, although there are strong indications
that this nomenclature may not be the final one. We need note in this
respect only that even in the recent literature both K and 8 are used for
the same mesons (called K here) and that the r mesons of the literature
are K mesons, decaying into three pions. Measurement of the mass
of the different particles is made by observations of reactions in which
they transform into other particles of known mass, as will be seen later.
The assignment of spin is for the most part indirect; in the arguments
used, in general high spins are ruled out a priori. From the decay modes
of the particles we know with certainty whether they arc fermions or
bosons and hence whether they have integral or half integral spins.

The table comprises only particles that cannot decay by strong inter-
action and thus have mean lives long compared with the characteristic
nuclear time 10 22 sec.

• Each particle has its own antiparticle. For the electron and for fer-
mions of spin | this derives from Dirac's equation. For an electron in an
electromagnetic field

:

W + a 'V + im
fy

= fe C«*A - V)<l> (13-1.1)



where * = c = 1, A and V are the vector and scalar electromagnetic

potentials, and a and j8 are Dirac's matrices, obeying the relations

(13-1.2)
a.
M
«v + a,^ = 28

A„
(/x,v = 1 , 2, 3, m)

<*-m — p

It is possible to choose a and such that all the matrix elements of a are

real and those of f$ are purely imaginary. The <// has four components.
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Table 13-1 Masses and Mean Lives of Stable and Scmistable Particles

Mass

(errors represent Mass

standard deviation), difference, Mean life,

Panicle Spin MeV MeV sec

Photon Y 1 Y y Stable

Lcptons * < 2 x 10 < prob. V y Stable

*> s < 4 prob. V v Stable

e* 1 0.511006 + 0.000002 c
T e~ Stable

1*
1

2
105.659 ± 0.002

1 -33.94 ± 0.05

^ (2.2000 ±0.0015) x 10 °

Mesons *< 139.60 ± 0.05 J ir* (2.55 ± 0.03) x 10-"

1 4.59 ± 0.01

-> n 135.01 ± 0.05 A ** (1.8 ± 0.5) x 10-"

K± 493.9 ± 0.2 K
'\

-3.9 ± 0.6

AT- (1.230 ± 0.008) x 10- 8

K» K° K°50%/CI ,50%A'2

K. 497.8 ± 0.6 x,l

(-0.47 ± 0.2)«/t(/C,)

Ki (0.92 ± 0.02) x 10->°

K2 K, Kt (6.2 ± 0.8) x 10-»

V 548 ± 1 , > 10" (prob. ~ I0-")

Baryons p
1 938.256 ± 0.005

'} -1.2939 ± 0.0004

p Stable

'I
2

939.550 ± 0.005 J n (1.013 ±0.029) x \0*

A * 1115.45 +0.13 \ A (2.62 ± 0.09) x 10- 10

i>
1

1189.40 + 0.15 tfl S- (0.79 ± 0.03) x 10- 10

£ \ 1197.6 ±0.5 £-

4.45 ± 0.4

X- (1.58 ±0.05) x 10-1°

E« \ 1193.2 ±0.7 V- 20 < 10 n (prob. 10->»)

E ? 1321.2 ± 0.3 -

6.8 ± 1.6

S" (1.74 ± 0.05) x 10-»°

E> ? 1314.4 + 1.6 £< 1 E° (3.0 ± 0.3) x 10-'°

n- J 1686 ± 12 n~ 0.7 x I0- 10 (1 event)

"The antiparticles are assumed to have the same spins, masses, and mean lives as the particles listed.
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If we take the complex conjugate on both sides of Eq. (13-1.1) we
obtain

\3t
+ a 'V + impy* = -"K«-A - V)</j* (13-1.3)

That is, >p* obeys the same equation as <£ except that the charge e has been
changed into -e. If Eq. (13-1.1) has a positive energy solution >/, ~
e E\E > 0), then Eq. (13-1.3) has a negative energy solution, and vice
versa. •

It is clear that the negative energy solutions of Eq. (13-1.3), whose
meaning may seem at first sight questionable, correspond to positive
energy solutions of Eq. (13-1.1), provided the sign of charge is reversed.
They correspond to the motion of positrons.

Dirac interpreted the positrons as "holes" in a distribution, with
almost all states of negative energy filled, but here Dirac's theory is for-
mulated in a perfectly symmetrical form in which the electron and posi-
tron are treated on an equal footing. This is important because it shows
that the symmetry between electron and positron is not related to their
statistics, as one might think from the "hole" picture, in which the ex-
clusion principle plays a fundamental role.

The concept of charge conjugation can be extended to bosons. One
finds that for each charged particle an antiparticlc exists that has the same
mass and spin as the particle. Their electric charge and magnetic mo-
ment are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

For neutral particles, if they have electromagnetic properties (e.g.,
a magnetic moment, as in the case of the neutron) the same relations
apply as for charged particles. Thus for instance a neutron and an anti-
neutron with parallel spins have equal and opposite magnetic moment.

If they have no electromagnetic interactions, the particles may be
self-conjugate like the tt° or they may have distinct antiparticles like the
neutrmo. Whether one case or the other occurs can be decided by ex-
periment; for instance, in the case of the neutrino, by observation of the
inverse beta decay. The relations between particle and antiparticle are
summarized in Table 13-2.

In the case of fermions, particle and antiparticle must be generated
or annihilated in pairs. This can be looked upon as a consequence of the
hole theory of Dirac and it has been experimentally verified in every
case It is also required by the principle of conservation of leptons and
nucleons.

Annihilation occurs in a variety of forms. For electron-positron
pairs annihilation is always electromagnetic, and light quanta are emit-
ted. In the case of nucleons-antinucleons, pi mesons are the most fre-
quent annihilation product (Fig. 13-1) but occasionally K mesons are
also emitted. Electromagnetic annihilation into gamma rays or electron
positron pairs is expected to occur only seldom in comparison with
pion-produc.ng annihilation. Particle and antiparticle have the same
i spin but opposite T-i.



As important as the acquaintance with particles and relative nomen-
clature is a knowledge and classification of the interactions to which they

are subject. Although this topic has been touched upon in other chapters

we shall again summarize its results.

The interactions between elementary particles can be classified in

four groups

:

1. Strong interactions. This group comprises the Yukawa inter-

action and its derivatives, such as the nucleon-nucleon force. It

is characterized by a coupling constant/, called g in Sec. 14-1. The
dimensionless constant Pjftc is found to be of the order of 1.

2. Electromagnetic interactions. These are characterized by the cou-

pling constant e^jhc = 1/137.

3. Weak interactions such as the one causing beta decay or the decay

of the K meson into three pions. Their coupling constant (see

Chap. 9) may be expressed in a dimensionless form by the Fermi

constant of beta decay g divided by the rest energy of the pion and

the cube of its Compton wavelength. Its value is G2
/fic ~ 5 x

10- 1* ^ ^(mc^i-h/mc) 6
.

4. Gravitational interaction. A dimensionless coupling constant is

Km*/hc ~ 2 x 10 :, 9, where K {K = 6.67 x lO"8 dyne cm2 g~2)
is Newton's constant and for m we take the mass of the proton.

This interaction is much weaker than (3); it will not be considered

here.

To understand the meaning of the numerical values of the dimen-

sionless coupling constants, first consider the electromagnetic inter-

actions. In estimating the cross section for a process, (e.g., Compton
scattering), one finds orders of magnitude by taking a dimensionally

correct natural unit and multiplying it by e2/hc as many times as the
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Table 13-2 Relation between Panicle and Antiparticle

Particle Antiparticle

Mass Same
Spin Same
Charge +9 -1
Magnetic moment /' — v-

Mean life (free decay) Same
Annihilation In pairs

>For fcrmions only

Generation In pairs
J

i spin Same
Third comp. of i spin r. -T

Same for bosons

Intrinsic parity

(sec Sec. 14-4) Opposite for fcrmions
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order of the process. Thus, in the case of Compton scattering one could

take (h/m ec)
2 (e2!hc)2 . The last factor is squared because the photon is

absorbed and reemitted. In the electron-positron annihilation one would

take Qijm ec
l
) (ezjhc)2 as the mean life for two-quanta annihilation, etc.

Naturally these crude estimates have to be taken with great caution and

are valid only for allowed processes.

For the strong interactions the constant

/

2/#c can be estimated from

the pion-nucleon cross section. If we lake the cross section to be (fi/

mcyXP/ftcf, with in equal to the nucleon mass, we have /*/ifte =* 15.

However, this order of magnitude depends on the specific form of the

interaction. The theory is often formulated in such a way that the fun-

damental coupling constant to be considered is {j"1lh'c)(,m,\2mvf - 0.08.

The value 1 quoted above is a sort of compromise between the different

definitions. According to some modern ideas the strong interactions

might even be "as strong as possible." By this it is meant that if one had
a complete theory considering all strong interactions between all particles,

the scattering matrix elements would be as large as permitted by the

unitarity and other analytic properties of the matrix. According to these

ideas no special constant may be attached to the strong interactions,

and the / here considered originates from our considering only a part

of the total scattering matrix. The constant /is an empirical parameter

describing the neglected interactions. In a complete theory it would
vanish. However, f 2

ffic is, in any reasonable definition, considerably

larger than e
2
jtic.

The constant g of weak interactions is dimensionally different from

e and/". To derive a dimcnsionlcss constant from g one must introduce

a characteristic length and energy. Using the pion Compton wavelength

and rest energy, one obtains the value given above. However, even the

proton gives a number small compared with critic.

Tn conclusion: Although in establishing the numerical values of the

coupling constants for the different types of interactions, there is a certain

amount of arbitrariness, depending on the specific form given to the

theory; nevertheless, the strengths of the interactions are so different that

the classification is useful. A sharper and more precise criterion of classi-

fication is given by the conservation laws of Table 13-3. Whenever
necessary we shall indicate strong interactions by ->, electromagnetic

interactions by-*, and weak interactions by ->-.

Note that the electromagnetic interaction is strictly proportional to

the charges. There are no electromagnetic interactions besides the usual

ones between charges and currents. Anomalous magnetic moments and
such phenomena arc not to be attributed to special couplings but can be

reduced to interactions produced by an electric current due to mesons.

Gell-Mann expresses this by saying that there is a "minimal electromag-

netic interaction."

The conservation laws listed in Table 13-3 have all been verified em-
pirically. The conservation of energy, momentum, and angular momen-
tum are fundamentally related to the invariance properties of space-time.



The conservation of charge is related to the so-called gauge invariance

of the electromagnetic field [see (Ja 62)]. Strangeness will be defined

in Sec. 15-2. For other conservation properties we have no "theoret-

ical" justification. This is especially true of the conservation of nucleons

and of leptons. The experimental data, however, argue very strongly

for their validity. For instance, the half-life for a hypothetical disintegra-

tion of the proton is greater than 1028 years; there must thus be a very

powerful selection rule preventing it from transforming into lighter

particles. This selection rule is the conservation of nucleons. The quan-

tities conserved and the relative quantum numbers behave in two radically

different ways when one considers a system formed by the combination of

two other systems. For instance, the angular momentum of the whole

is the sum of the angular momenta of the components. The correspond-

ing quantum numbers are called "additive" quantum numbers. On the

other hand, the parity of a compound system is the product of the parities

of the components. The corresponding quantum numbers are called

"multiplicative" quantum numbers. The last column of Table 13-3

indicates the character of the quantum numbers by A (additive) or M
(multiplicative). The character of the conservation laws is ultimately an

experimental question. For instance, we have listed among the conser-

vation laws one for the number of leptons (additive). There are theoret-

ical schemes in which the conservation of leptons is further subdivided,

giving rise to a multiplicative or to an additive conservation law for

muons; the question of which is valid is still undecided.

• We give here some additional selection rules for strong and electro-

magnetic interactions mainly as a summary of results. To be complete,

the explanations given here, admittedly inadequate, would require theo-

retical knowledge beyond the level of this book. The relevant materials
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Table 13-3 Conservation Laws and Their Validity

Electromag-

Conservation of Strong netic Weak Character

Encrgy-momcn i urn Yes Yes Yes

Angular momentum Yes Yes Yes A
Parity Yes Yes No M
i spin Yes No No A
Strangeness Yes Yes No A
Number of micleons Yes Yes Yes A
Leptons Yes Yes Yes A
Electric charge Yes Yes Yes A
Invariance under charge

conjugation Yes Yes No M
Invariance under time

reversal Yes Yes Probably

yes

M
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can be found in the article of Wick or in Marshak and Sudarshan (see
Bibliography). However, the results can be understood to a certain
extent without proofs and they are practically useful.

We shall sometimes use here, for convenience, the Dirac notation
and indicate by \K > the eigenfunction corresponding to the quantum
number K, in particular to a particle K. In ordinary notation 4>K would
be used for |AT>. The symbol < K'\K} means ^K-*^Kdr. It is thus
the Fourier coefficient of the development of

<fjK in <!>K - eigenfunctions.
An operator G operating on |AT> gives as a result the function 0|AT>.

For instance, the parity operator applied to a pion

P\n> = -|t7> (13-1.4)

because the pion has negative intrinsic parity. The parity operator
applied to a wave function labeled according to orbital angular momen-
tum gives

The charge conjugation operator C gives

C|7r0 > =
J77° >

(13-1.5)

(13-1.6)

indicating that the tt" is self-conjugate and that |tt° > is an cigenstate
of C with eigenvalue + 1.

On the other hand, \n+ > and \rr~ > arc not eigenstates of C,
because

C>- >«J«±> (13-1.7)

The result follows from the fact that C changes tt+ into n ; and that
C 2 = 1. The sign in front of |tt~ > is to some extent arbitrary: we shall

I CM —\

50 m

Figure 13-1 Proton-antiproton

annihilation in a photographic

emulsion. The annihilating pro-

ton is bound in a nucleus. The
nucleus is disrupted and tracks 1,

4, and 6 are fragments of the

nucleus. The other tracks are

charged pions coming from the

annihilation. Neutral pions are

invisible. The total visible energy
released is 1,300 MeV > 938

McV (the mass of the incoming
antiproton) proving that annihi-

lation has taken place. A study of

the primary antiproton track per-

mits the determinations of the p
mass with an accuracy of a few

per cent.



assume C|7r* > = l^). For one light quantum C\y > = — \y >,

and for n quanta the eigenvalue of C is ( — 1)".

The operation of charge conjugation gives important results for

systems containing equal number of particles and antiparticles plus any

number of self-conjugate particles. These systems are eigenstates of C
with the eigenvalue

(-D/is (13-1.8)

where S is the total spin and / the total orbital angular momentum. Thus,

for positronium in the 3Si state (/ = 0, 5 = 1) the eigenvalue of C is - 1

and thus it cannot decay into two quanta whose eigenvalue for C is +1.

In strong interactions C and the total / spin T arc constants of the

motion. The two operators do not commute, however; therefore the

simultaneous conservation of both gives interesting results. These are

best found by investigating the effect of the operation: (charge con-

jugation) x (rotation by rr around the 2-axis in /-spin space). The effect

of the rotation operation above, indicated by 7"
2(180°) for i spin i, is

to transform

fa
4>

into

Thus, for the nucleon 7s(180°)|/> ) -+ -\n )

For i spin 1 the same operation transforms

and r2(180°)|«> ->\p).

fa
fb into —

-Ac I fa

or

r2(180°)|7r-> = - |tt-> 72(180°)|ir°) = - |ir°>

7XI80°)|7r-) = -|,r+>

From these rules the product operator C •
7"

2(180°) = G has the property

CT2( 1 80°)|/j) =- \n); CT2( 1 80°)| tt
+

) |*-+ ), etc. This shows

that pions are eigenstates of the operator G, but nucleons are not, be-

cause a baryon is converted in an antibaryon. Systems composed of equal

numbers of nucleons and antinucleons may be simultaneous eigenstates of

G and T. The corresponding eigenvalue i\c is then

„c = (-l)r-<-* (13-1.9)

Systems of pions have

7jG = (-1)" (13-1.10)

where n is the number of pions.

For instance, a proton-antineutron system in the
3
S\ state has T = 1,

/ = 0, S = 1, vc = + I, and it cannot annihilate into three pions for

which rjc = - 1- The G quantum number is derived from charge con-

jugation and /-spin conservation and needs to be constant only in strong

interactions.
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For electromagnetic interactions, on the assumption of "minimality"

(that is, that the electromagnetic field is proportional to the charges), one

also finds a selection rule for /' spin. The charge may be written as

q = T» +
Y

2

(13-1.11)

It is therefore a linear function of the third component of the /-spin vector

(see Chap. 15 for definition of 7). When vectors appear in an inter-

action one obtains the selection rule

Ar= ± i,o (13-1.12)

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to muons. These are the

heaviest leptons; however, some of the topics, such as the determination

of mass, provide examples applicable to the study of all particles. Other

topics are peculiar to muons only. Chapter 14 is devoted mainly to

pions. These are better known than other mesons and deserve a separate

chapter. The new quantum number, strangeness, introduces an essen-

tially new concept in particle physics. This justifies lumping together all

the strange particles in a single chapter (Chap. 15).

13-2 Muon Production

Muons were first discovered in cosmic rays about 1936 by C. D.

Anderson, S. H. Neddermeyer, and others. Previously, particles of ap-

proximately the muon mass had been postulated by Yukawa (1935) as

quanta of the field responsible for nuclear forces. It turned out, how-

ever, that the particles of intermediate mass (mesons) first seen in cosmic

rays were not the particles postulated by Yukawa; for, although they

have about the right mass, they do not interact appreciably with nucleons

(Conversi, Pancini, and Piccioni, 1947). These particles, now called

muons, in many ways resemble heavy electrons. They belong to the

lepton family comprising particles that are not subject to specific nuclear

interactions, but only to electromagnetic and weak interactions. For

historical reasons the muon is sometimes called, rather improperly,

mu meson. The word meson should preferably be reserved for bosons.

Leptons resemble each other very closely except in the mass. Thus,

they have the magnetic moment predicted by Dirac's theory (as later re-

fined). Tt is one of the unsolved problems of particle physics to find the

reason for the difference in mass between leptons. and which other quan-

tum numbers, of an undiscovered nature, characterize them.

The charge of muons (positive and negative) is equal in magnitude

to the charge of the electron. There are no neutral muons. As we shall

see, muons are unstable. They are usually obtained as a decay product

of the pion (see Chap. 14) according to the reactions

n

77"

(13-2.1)

(13-2.2)



It is noteworthy that the neutrino appearing in this reaction seems to be

different from the neutrino of beta decay. This is demonstrated by bom-

barding nuclei with v„. One occasionally gets muons (<r ~ 10

1 BeV) which arc interpreted as the product of the reactions

88 cm 2
at

+ p

+ n

(13-2.3)

(13-2.4)

However, the reactions

v, + n -* e~ + p (13-2.5)

vi + p -* e + + n (13-2.6)

(the inverse of beta decay) are known; under the conditions of the bom-

bardment one would also expect to produce electrons, provided the two

kinds of neutrinos are identical. In fact, no electrons have been found,

leading to the conclusion that there are two different kinds of neutrinos.

By this, we do not mean neutrinos v, and antineutrinos v, but two totally

different kinds of particles, which we have indicated by v e and iy Apart

from this phenomenological distinction implied by the experiment des-

cribed, we do not know what the difference between the two neutrinos

is.

Although the most common source of muons is the pion decay,

muons appear as branchings in other decays such as

S^^ + ^n (13-2.7)

A -+p- + v +p (13-2.8)

K-*-lt + v,ctC. (13-2.9)

Muons can also be generated in pairs by photoproduction. The cross

section for this process is similar to that for electron pair production,

except that the mass of the muon replaces the mass of the electron in

the formula.
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13-3 Mass of the Muons

The example of the muon will illustrate the methods available for the

determination of the mass of particles. Many of the techniques and

principles involved are well known; however, the instability of the muon

and the conditions for its production bring about some peculiarities

worth discussing.

The fundamental idea is always to measure two quantities on the

same particle, such as energy and momentum and to derive the mass.

This method was applied to the muons found in cosmic rays and gave a

first measurement accurate to about 5 per cent of the muon mass. The

quantities measured were momentum (from the curvature of a cloud-

chamber track in a magnetic field) and the specific ionization (from the

number of droplets condensed along the track) (sec Fig. 13-2). In photo-

graphic emulsions one can count the number of grains from the end of

the range, thereby obtaining the energy of the particle and the grain

density obtaining the velocity. From these one finds the mass.
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When particles are produced in the laboratory more precise methods
become feasible. These methods measure the ratio of the mass of a par-

ticle to that of some standard, for example the proton. They are based

on the observation that many quantities, for instance momentum, energy,

range, total ionization, and others have the form

Figure 13-2 An early cloud-

chamber picture showing the

velocity (from the ionization, i.e.,

the number of droplets per unit

path length) and momentum
(from the curvature) of a meson.

Pressure in cloud chamber 1.5

atm of Na. Magnetic field 800 G.

Expansion occurred 0.5 sec after

particle had crossed the chamber
to give time to the ions to diffuse

and make droplets countable.

[Courtesy R. B. Brode and D. R.

Corson.]



p = mr(v) E = me(v) R - mp{v)/z2
etc.

(1 5-3. 1)

where m is the rest mass of the particle, and n,(,p are functions of the

velocity only (cf. Sec. 2-3).

If two different kinds of particles 1, 2, having the same velocity,

are stopped in a photographic emulsion, then the momenta are in the

same ratio as their ranges and this common ratio is the ratio of masses.

This relation derives from the equations

p\ mi tt(vi)

P2 im 7r(l'2)

R\ _ mi p(vj)

R-i m% p(?i)

which are immediate consequences of Eq. (13-3.1).

Experimentally Barkas and co-workers (1956) measured the ratio

of the pion-muon mass and of the pion-proton mass. The variables
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cyclotron

Y primary proton

\trajectories

\

photographic plate

shielding

;vs
Figure 13-3 Determination of the masses of w mesons by a method independent of the rangc-

encrgy relation. The primary protons bombard the two targets, Tp and Tn , which serve as sources of

protons and 7T mesons, respectively. The two types of panicles, in certain intervals of momenta, enter

the photographic plates, where their ranges can be compared. At any point in the plate, the ratio of

Hr~ momentum for the two types of particles has a certain value which can be determined. At the

same point, the ratio of the ranges can also be measured. The experiment consists in determining

the point where {Hr)pi{Hr)„ and RV 'R„ have the same values. This common value is also equal to the

ratio of the masses, mp!m„; it occurs at thai point in the plate where the two types of particles enter

with equal velocities. [Barkas. Birnbaum, and Smith, Phys. Rev., 101, 778 (1955).]
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measured were the range (in emulsion) and momentum (see Fig. 13-3).

These measurements give the masses with an accuracy of about one part

in a thousand.

There are other, less direct ways of measuring the muon mass. When
muons are generated according to the reaction n ->/*+ v

;i
measurement

of the momentum /?,, with which they are produced from pions at rest

gives (provided the rest mass of v
/t

is zero)

2mJm„ p„m*- m* = t i \ , t
— (13-3-2)

(mjmj + 1 c

One measures pt
,
directly and finds 29.80 ± 0.04 MeV/c or 4.12 MeV

energy. By combining the measurement of the pion-muon mass differ-

ence with that of their mass ratio obtained from another experiment,
we can determine the two masses.

A completely different way of obtaining the muon mass is offered

by the study of radiative transitions in mu-mesic atoms. Mu-mesic
atoms are systems of one nucleus and one negative muon, resembling a

hydrogen atom. In first approximation the energy levels of such a mu-
mesic atom are given by

£ =
1

mc- (*)"[- (*)'(£
-3] <»••

with Z = atomic number

in -
c

a = e^jhc

n = integral

(/ + 1 fory = / + i

for 7 = / - i

Thc main term is the Bohr energy and the bracket gives the correction due
to spin in the Sommerfcld- Dirac approximation, assuming that the muon
has spin J- and magnetic moment equal to efi/m^c. The mass m is the re-

duced mass of the muon and nucleus. Small corrections in this formula
are needed to take into account the finite nuclear size, the screening by
electrons, and other effects. The energy of the radiation emitted by mesic
atoms is thus about 206 times greater than that of ordinary X rays emit-
ted by the same atom. It has been possible to detect mesic X rays and
measure their energy by critical absorption (see Chap. 2). In particular,

careful work on the 3 £3/2.5/2 - 2/>
3/2,i/2 multiplel in phosphorus has

shown that the strongest line (D5/2 - Ps/z) has an energy of 88,000

± 10 cV. This gives a precise value of m^/m, -- 206.77, accurate to a

few parts in 104 .

In this section we have assumed that the charge of the muon is

exactly equal to that of the electron. This is hardly debatable, and
direct experiments have confirmed the equality of charge to one part

in 20,000 or better. Also, the zero rest mass for v e is reasonably certain.

Although it is likely that v
/t
also has a zero rest mass, the upper limit ob-

tained in direct experiment is 4 MeV.
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Free muons decay into electrons and neutral particles. The electron

spectrum is a continuum; thus more than one invisible neutral partner

is required to conserve energy and momentum. The form of the spec-

trum agrees with the predictions of a reaction

It- -* e~ + Up + Ve (13-4.1)

proceeding by weak interaction and completely similar to beta decay

(see Sec. 9-10). Of the two neutrinos, one is believed to be of the kind

found in beta decay, and the other of the kind found in pion decay.

Direct experiment failed to reveal any sizable amount of gamma radia-

tion associated with muon decay. The maximum momentum of the decay

electrons is given by m„c2 = (pic
2 + /M e

2
c
4)" 2 + pec (pe = 52 MeV/c).

The continuous energy spectrum of decay electrons has the form

indicated in Fig. 13-4. The energy of the electrons is greatest when the

two neutrinos escape in the same direction, opposite to that of the elec-

tron. The probability of this occurrence, in the case of identical neutri-

nos, is 0. The qualitative reason for this is related to Pauli's principle,

which prevents two identical neutrinos from moving into the same

quantum state. Thus, if the two neutrinos were identical, there would

be no electrons with the maximum possible energy, and the energy spec-

trum would look like the line p = in Fig. 13-4. We conclude, there-

fore, that in muon decay two different neutrinos are emitted. These were
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0.2 1.00.4 0.6

lEjm^ = x

Figure 13-4 Energy spectrum of electrons emitted in the decay of the mu meson. Maximum energy

is 52 McV. The equation of the curve is N(x) = 4x2[3(l -a) + ff>(4x - 3)]. Curves for the Michel

parameter p = and p - 0.75 (see Chap. 9) are shown, as well as a dashed curve representing

the statistical phase-space distribution. Experiments indicate a spectrum with p = 0.76 ± 0.02.
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Table 13-4 Table of Lcptons

Vc vt '."

I.eptonic number
Helicity

Muonic number

' -1 1-1 1-1 1-1
(-/») (+« (-/») (+.8) -1 +1 -1 +1

1 -1 o 1 -I

fl = v/c.

once supposed to be panicle and antiparticlc. Now it is assumed that
they belong to the two different species of neutrinos. This in turn gives
two possibilities for ihe neutrino pair: it could consist of an electron
ant.ncutr.no vt and a muon neutrino v„ or of a vt and a v • in any case
their comb.ned helicity is zero. The choice ,e + 5 is preferred because it
associates the er with the ve as in beta decay.

Consider now the component of the angular momentum in the
direct.on of motion of the electron. For electrons having the maximum
possible energy, the neutrino pair has zero angular momentum in that
direction, and the electron must have the same angular momentum as
the decaying muon. The angular momentum of the positron has actually
been measured in the case of positive muons and found to be parallel
to the direction of motion, which indicates that the spin of the muon itself
is preferentially parallel to the direction of emission of the high-energy
positrons (see Fig. 13-5).

The orientations of all spins arc thus consistent with the assign-
ments of decay,

r*~

•M P

Ve + V /i+ -><?! + ve -r P.

(13-4.2)

(13-4.3)

helicities in

~> n - > c decay

"* -* f' + 'n /* ->-c+i., + ;

Figure 13-5 Schematic diagram
of momenta and helicities in the
decays

+ V
fi
+ ve .

p>* + v„ and (*
+ ->



which in turn arc equivalent to the conservation of leptons and of muonic

number, provided that one defines e~ as a lepton and assigns the leptonic

and muonic numbers as shown in Tabic 13-4 (cf. Sec. 9-10).

The mean life of the free muon is important for comparing the

coupling constant of muon decay with that of beta decay. First consider

positive muons. Their mean life was first inferred from their disappear-

ance in cosmic rays traversing the atmosphere, but a direct measurement

was performed by Rasetti (1940), who observed their arrival and stop-

page in a carbon block and the subsequent emergence of a positron.

This experiment has been repeated under improved conditions with

machine-generated muons (see, for example. Fig. 13-6); the accepted

value of the mean life, for positive muons, is

t
/(
= (2.200 ± 0.0015) x 10~6 sec

It is noteworthy that calculation of t
;
,
based on the beta-decay

theory with a V-A interaction gives this mean life within 3 per cent, pro-

vided one assumes the same coupling constant for the ^ decay and the

beta decay. This is one strong argument for the universal Fermi inter-

action.

Free negative muons have the same decay constant as positive

muons. The determination of this result, anticipated by the particle-

antiparlicle relation, has a precision of about one part in one thousand.

Negative muons stopped in matter may decay freely, but they may

also interact with nuclei of the stopping substance and disappear by
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it, p. beam

polythene

moderator

Figure 13-6 A typical apparatus used in measuring the /*
;

lifetime. A mixed beam of pions and

muons enters the polythene moderator, which stops the pions. The arrival or a muon is signalled by

a Si,Sz coincidence. The successive decay of a muon stopped in the target is detected by S3. The

average time interval between arrival and decay gives the mean life of the muon; S, scintillators;

L, light guides. [After Astbury, Hattersley, Hussain, Kemp, and Muirhcad (RoC 60).]
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capture. In very light elements they show about the same mean life as

positive muons. This important fact, discovered by Conversi, Pancini,

and Piccioni in 1947, demonstrated that they interact only weakly with

nuclei and la-id the foundation for the distinction between pions and

muons.

When negative muons are stopped in substances of a given Z, their

mean life is

1 1 1

- = — + — (13-4.4)

The first term on the right corresponds to the free decay and the second to

the disappearance caused by interaction with the nucleus of the stopping

medium.

For Z = 11 the two terms are almost equal. This fact throws an

interesting light on the capture process. We try to estimate 1/tc , assum-

ing an interaction that produces the process

\>- n + v

(cf. Chap. 9).

The matrix element for this interaction is simply a characteristic

constant g^* divided by a normalization volume il. The rate for the

process is calculated by golden rule No. 2 as

The density of final states p in this case is

Q.p* 1

P =
2lfl& (c + vN)

(13-4.5)

(13-4.6)

where/? is the momentum of the neutrino and w.y the velocity of the recoil

neutron, which is given by

mx1 = cp +

and
2Mx

(13-4.7)

p = mNv#

For a muon bound to a nucleus, the normalization volume is replaced

by the volume of the mesicatom. We may think of the muon as enclosed

in a box of volume -ncPjZ'6, where a is the radius of the hydrogen Bohr

orbit divided by mjme. We multiply the result by Z, in order to take

into account the fact that there are Z protons in the nucleus, obtaining

I 1 E^Z
T C 7T2 fi

4cz(c + vx) \ a

Z\ 3

(13-4.8)

Equation (13-4.8) is not intended to be quantitative. An important

correction is introduced by the exclusion principle, which rules out

transitions in which the neutron would go into an occupied orbit. This



correction is estimated to introduce a factor \. Moreover t^, of Eq.

(13-4.4) is only approximately equal to the decay constant of the free

muon, because at least three factors affect the decay constant of a bound

meson: the energy available for the decay is decreased by the binding of

the meson and this affects the density of final states; the wave function

of the escaping electron is influenced by the nucleus; relativity has a kine-

matic effect on the mean life. It would, theoretically, be simpler to

observe muon capture in hydrogen (Hildebrand, 1962) and calculate

from this the coupling constant g^. However, the experimental diffi-

culties are considerable (Fig. 13-7). One of the most informative studies

on (j. capture involves capture in He3
. Here the experimental difficulties

are less than for capture in H, and theory is still manageable. One finds

that the branching ratio between decay and capture corresponds to within

about 1 per cent to the value predictable on the basis of a weak inter-

action having the form ,^.v( V-A), with the value ofg^ very close to the

Fermi constant of beta decay. A refined calculation comparing the best

information available in beta decay and in muon decay establishes the

equality of the constants to within a fraction of 1 per cent.
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Figure 13-7 A muon is captured

in liquid hydrogen according to

the reaction n~ + p -* n + v.

The neutron recoils with an

energy of 5.2 MeV and collides

with a proton giving a track

about 2.5 mm long (in the orig-

inal). [Courtesy R. Hildebrand.] .

*
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There are several processes which are known not to occur, or at
least one has very small upper limits for the branching ratio between the
mode considered and the regular free decay. For example:

H+ .».£+ + g+ + e- branching < 1.5 x 10-7

fi* + e~ >2y branching < 5 x 10-6

H+ -*-e- + y branching < 2 x 10'8

Their importance for establishing the existence of two types of neutrinos
has been mentioned in Chap. 9.

13-5 Spin and Magnetic Moment of Muons

The spin of the muon is I. The proof came from experiments which
also showed the nonconservation of parity in muon decay. Assume that
a 77- comes to rest and decays, emitting a neutrino anda^' in opposite
directions. The pion has no angular momentum, and hence the/x ; has
an angular momentum equal and opposite to that of the neutrino. If
the neutrino is polarized with the spin antiparallcl to the direction of
motion, so is the muon. This has been verified by direct experiment
(Hyams ct al., 1961). The mu meson comes to rest in a very short time
compared with its half-life; if the polarization is not destroyed in the
moderation process, we have the emission of a positron and two particles
of zero rest mass from a polarized source. This process shows a marked

85 MeV
* beam

V

carbon absorber

to stop pions

L

' ~"
J

magnetizing

///r^^~ current

magnetic

shield

C target

Figure 13-8 A beam of pions
and muons passes scintillator Si.

The pions but not the muons are

stopped before reaching scintil-

lator 52 . Thus, I and 2 coinciden-
ces signal the arrival of a muon
which will be stopped in the

carbon target. The positrons from
the muon decay arc revealed by
a coincidence between counters 3

and 4. The magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the figure, acting in

the target area, produces a pre-

cession of the muon spin. The
correlation between spin direc-

tion and preferred direction for

the positron emission is shown
in Fig. 13-9. [After Garwin,
Lcdcrman. and Wcinrich.]



asymmetry in the sense that the positrons lend to travel parallel to the

spin direction (Figs. 13-8 and 13-9).

Suppose now that wc apply a magnetic field to the muon at rest.

The field produces a rotation of the direction of polarization with an

angular velocity

w = g
eH

2m,,c
(13-5.1)

where g = nil is the gyromagnctic ratio, that is. the magnetic moment
in natural units eft/2/n.c, divided by angular momentum in units //. This

rotation is observed as a change of the direction of preferential emission

of the positrons. These phenomena were observed in experiments by

Friedman and Tclcgdi and by Garwin. Lederman, and Weinrich, who

foundg- 2x(1.0020 ± 0.0005), very close to xhcg value of the electron.

This result is a strong, if not binding, argument for a spin -J- of the muon.

Indeed, if this spin were :j or larger, \hcg value would be very odd indeed.

Another argument comes from mu-mesic atoms, whose spectra

show structures consistent with the assignment of spin -J- and g ~ 2 for

the muons.

A very direct proof comes from the study of muonium, a system

composed of a positive muon and an electron, resembling a hydrogen

atom. Muonium is obtained (Hughes et al., 1960) by stopping muons in

argon. To reveal it, one observes the direction of emission of positrons

coming from the decay of the muon. This direction, in a magnetic field,
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Figure 13-9 Variation of gated 3-4 counting rate with magnetizing current. The solid curve is com-

puted from an assumed electron angular distribution 1 - £ cos 6, with counter and gate-width

resolution folded in.
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precesscs with a characteristic frequency. Hughes et a!, have observed
the fine structure of the ground state of muonium (Figs. 13-10 and 13-11)
and have measured spin and magnetic moment of the muon.

The experiments mentioned here are complemented by another
experiment of considerable precision (CERN, 1961), giving the quantity
g - 2. The principle of the method used is as follows (Fig. 13-12). A
muon moves in a magnetic field that is constant in time but variable in
space, and perpendicular to the initial velocity of the muon. The tra-
jectory of the muon is plane and cycloidal. The velocity vector of the
muon then rotates with an angular velocity:

eH i p»\-i«
W =^ Y ' V "

-J) < 13
-5 -2 >

Under these circumstances, the spin, supposed to be initially parallel to
the velocity, rotates with an angular velocity:

J.-. 7 I (13-5.3)

After a certain / spin and velocity make an angle in the rest frame of the
muon

8-2
9 ioyt. (13-5.4)

Ap = 4,463.1 Mc sec
-1

Figure 13-10 Energy-level diagram for the ground
obtained from the Breit-Rabi equation:

(mj, mH)

251/2 state of muonium in a magnetic field H

WF
I !

MV AW
r - + mx,,Hm ± (1 + 2mx + .v-')

1 --

AWis the zero-field hfs separation between the states F= I and F = 0, x = (g -s Uufi/AW *,

A %EV
h

T,

e,fT and
,
mU°n

*
Va,UCS " Un " S " WhiCh *' ~ Z « = Bohr magneton, and

ZZ.££: * T d?8nalcd ^ bolh their weak-field quantum numbers (F,m) and their
strong-field quantum numbers (mJtmM ). The transition observed is indicated by the arrow at v-36



microwave
power
input magnet coils

So Si

meson beam

microwave cavity

S:t n Si

stainless-steel

pressure tank

H

|
lead-and-brass shield

H carbon absorber
feet

2
-j

Figure 13-11 Apparatus used by Hughes for detection of muonium. A muon is stopped in purified

argon at high pressure and is subject to microwave magnetic field. A stopped muon is indicated by
a 123 count; a decay positron is indicated by a 342 count and recorded as an event if it occurs in the
time interval between 0.1 /*scc and 3.3 ^sec after the 123 count. The number of events and the num-
ber of 123 counts arc measured, with the microwave field off and with the microwave field on, as a
function of the static magnetic field. The ratio R is then computed, where

R =
(events, 1 23)microwave

(events 1 23)mlcroWavcs off

At resonance the transition should be observed as an increase of R to a value greater than 1. [From
V. W. Hughes (RoC 62).]
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This angle can be measured by injecting into the field muons with spin
parallel to the velocity, and then observing the direction of preferred
beta emission of the muons emerging from the field. The time t themuons spend in the field is also measurable, and from the combination ofthe two measurements one obtains g - 2. On the basis of pure electro-dynam.es one should have, for a Dirac particle,

g - 2 a 0.74 „ -g~^~ =
2^

+ ^T a + - = 0.001165 « = £. (13-5.5)

The experiment gives 0.001 162 ± 0.000005. The result is notable in that
it indicates that a muon obeys Dirac's equation very closely.

mmJ t"

6 °f any "anoma,ous" P^t in the muon magneticmoment is an argument to indicate that the muon is subject only to weakand eleetromagnenc interactions. The "anomalous" magnetic momentsof neutron and proton are in fact ascribed to the strong interactions towhich they are subject (see Chap. 6).
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Problems

13-1 Of the following decay processes, state which arc strictly forbidden,

which are weak, which are electromagnetic, and which are strong; give the

reasons for your decision.

(a) p ->e~ + y

(b) 3Li 8
- > 4Bc8 + e+ + v

(c) -" -* im
: + y

(d) y -* e~ + e~ (in vacuum)

(e) p -* n + e* + v (for free proton)

(f) K*-*-it*+y

(g) \°->p+ + e~ + v

(h) AO—n + •/

(0 &--* X" + K-

13-2 If the spin of the K° meson were 1 , the decay mode K° ->-2- wou!d

not be allowed. Why not?

13-3 Show by comparing the energy released in beta decay of the neu-

tron and in muon decay on the one hand, and the mean life for the two pro-

cesses on the other, that their coupling constants are of the same order of

magnitude.

13-4 Estimate the mean life for annihilation of positronium and com-

pare it with the experimental value. Try to do the same for muonium (/x + e f
)•

Experiment shows that the mean life for annihilation is much larger than the

mean life for spontaneous decay. Try to find an explanation.
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13-5 Prove Eq. (13-1.8) for the case of 2t:°.

13-6 Prove Eq. (1 3-1.8) for a k+* system.
13-7 Consider a system composed of a nucleon and its antinucleon in

the Sq, *Si, Pi, 3P6tm states. Find their possible parity, i spin, G-quantum
number, and charge-conjugation quantum number.

13-8 Try to prove as much as possible of Table 13P-1.
13-9 The conservation laws of Table 13-3 give rise to constants of the

motions. These are quantized with discrete values, except energy and mo-
mentum. Why? Note that if the system is enclosed in a box, energy and
momentum also have only discrete values.

13-10 Prove that a system of two -° cannot have an i spin of !

.

13-11 Prove that a two-pion system with 7" = 1 must have odd angular
momentum and odd parity and that two pions with T - must have even
angular momentum and even parity.

13-12 Find the i spin of all 2- systems.
13-13 Show that a tt-tt - system under the CP transformation is un-

changed (eigenvalue of CP = +1).
13-14 Devise a method for measuring the pion mass solely from obser-

vation of photographic emulsions. (Protons have been stopped in the same
emulsion.)

13-15 Molecular ions containing a dcuteron and a proton bound by one
muon, corresponding to the ordinary molecular ion HD+-, are occasionally
formed by stopping pr in liquid hydrogen containing a small amount of
deuterium. Estimate the internuclear distance in the ion and show that the
nuclei may react to form He3

. In this case what happens to the muon?
Discuss, in qualitative terms, possible life histories of muons in liquid hydrogen
containing small amounts of deuterium in solution (see Feinberg and Leder-
man, 1963).

13-16 Calculate the energy of X rays emitted in mu-mesic transitions
in O and S and plan an experiment to measure them. Consider especially
any doublet due to the muon magnetic moment.

13-17 In muon capture there is emission not only of X rays but also of
Auger electrons. Estimate the fluorescent yield in a specific case'



Table 13P-1 Strong-Interaction Decay Properties of N-N Combinations

Spin

and

parity T c G

Possible decays

state 2* 3* t, + y's (ly)mln a: - A'

'So 0-

+ + No (P)" No (G)* also no 4w *»+ 2y

t' + tt~ + y

2

No (P)

1 + - Xo (P,G)

1 «*2ir«

Yes
(

\ 3»« *'

t, + 2y

(no 2*°)

No (P)

tt, 1
-

1 +

— — No (G) Yes (no 3*") tt° + y

3

*<:$-*)

1
- + Ycs(no2r,o) No (G) n + y MSS5-0

»Pj

- - No (P,G) Yes (no 3w») ff° + V

3

No (P)

1 - + No (P) No (G) tt + y No (P)

3Pa +

+ +
tab-- 2

) No (P,G) 7,0 + 2y

2

Yes Lno KK+ it] (P)

1 + - No (G) No (P) n + 'ly

2* + y

Yes [no KK + ir](P)

*P, 1 +
+ + No (P) No (G) 7,0 + 2y

4

No (P,G)

l +

+

- No (P,G) Yes (see «S )

t, + 2y

ir± + y

2* + y

(no2r,°)

No (P,G)

2 +

1

+ Yes (sec SP )
No (G) *° + 2y

2

Yes

3Pz

+ - No (G) Yes (sec >S
)

«* +y
„o + 2y
17++TT +>

Yes

"(P), (G) means forbidden by parity or G-parity conservation.
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CHAPTER XIV

Pions

JL his chapter is devoted to pions and their interactions. We

have discussed before how Yukawa postulated, as the quantum of

nuclear forces, a particle with mass approximately m = hire, where r is

the range of nuclear forces, and how these particles were found in cosmic

rays by Lattes, Occhialini, and Powell in 1947 (see Fig. 14-1). Soon

thereafter, when the Berkeley cyclotron reached sufficient energy to

produce pions (Lattes and Gardner, 1948), beams ofcharged pions became

available in the laboratory. The neutral pion has such a short life that it

is practically impossible to obtain neutral-pion beams. However, its

decay into two gamma rays of about 70 MeV in the center-of-mass

system is so characteristic that from this radiation it was possible to infer

the existence of the tt° and to determine several of its properties (Bjork-

lund, Crandall, Moyer, and York, 1950). The pions are bosons of spin

zero.

14-1 Yukawa Interaction

In 1935 Yukawa tried to develop a theory of nuclear forces. The

most important experimental feature of these forces is that they have a

"range." That is, nuclear forces decrease extremely rapidly when the

interacting particles are at a distance greater than about 10~13 cm. Ex-

periment shows that in practice there is a critical length beyond which

the interaction does not extend. In this it differs fundamentally from

a 1/r2 force such as the electric force. We must thus expect that, if there

is a nuclear potential, it will contain a parameter with the dimensions of

a length. Actually such a potential was first proposed by Yukawa in the

form

j/(r) = #— (14-1.1)

where k is the reciprocal of the length which can be assumed to represent

the range of nuclear forces.

Although field theory is definitely beyond the scope of this book, it is

necessary at this point to introduce, at least qualitatively, several prin-

ciples of field theory. The electromagnetic field is classically described

by Maxwell's equations. Planck's constant does not appear in the equa-

tions and they do not describe any of the quantum phenomena. However,
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it is possible to subject the expressions of the fields or of the poten-
tials to a process of quantization somewhat similar to that by which
Schrodingcr's equation is obtained from a classical hamiltonian. One
finds that the energy of the field is quantized; i.e., it has the expression

E = Jhu> s{n, + i)
(14-1.2)

where the to, are the classical eigenfrequencies of the radiation field and
the ns are integral numbers >0. This expression for the energy is inter-
preted as a manifestation of light quanta of energy

e s = #<«* (14-1.3)

The energy of the electromagnetic field is the sum of the energies of its
quanta. A momentum is also associated with a light quantum, its direc-
tion being that of the propagation of the light and its magnitude being

Any field in general shows quantum properties, and the process of quan-
tization connects the wave with the corpuscular aspects.

When we try to apply this type of idea to nuclear forces, the first
problem to arise, by analogy with the electromagnetic force, is that of
finding the properties of the quanta of a field that is associated with the
Yukawa potential of Eq. (14-1.1). Table 14-1 shows a very suggestive
correspondence. In the first line we note that for the electromagnetic
field the expression of the static potential does not contain any charac-
teristic length, whereas the opposite is true in the case of nuclear forces.

Table 14-1 Comparison between Electromagnetic and Yukawa Fields

Electromagnetic field Nuclear field

Static potential
V= g-

V = g{e- k
'lr)

Eq of propagation X*V - (1 /**) {SWjdfi) =0 VW - kW - (1 &•) (B*Vjm =0
for the potential

'

Plane-wave solution V = V «cp{-*r.(^ -
«,<)]} y = y exp { _;r(^ _ ut)]}

Relation between A — 1

and **
+
7»

=0

Relation between /> —jfi £2
and E pr + 5v - °

or E = cp

-1
+ A 2 =

-p* E*

(c*p* + *««%«)1W = E



The second line gives the well-known wave-propagation equation in the

case of electromagnetic field and for the nuclear forces the natural

generalization (Klein-Gordon equation). The third line gives the rela-

tion of to, A, and k to one another in the plane-wave solution of the pre-

ceding equation.

Note that according to de Broglie we have the relation

h
A = -

P
(14-1.5)

between the momentum of a particle and the de Broglie wavelength of

its associated wave. The relation hco = E is also valid. With the help of

these expressions we write line 6. The relation

c2pZ + #>c2fc2 = £2 (14-1.6)

immediately suggests a connection between ffik 2c2 and a rest mass rrfi for

the quantum of the nuclear force. In fact, if

*"T (14-1.7)

the expression for the energy becomes

E = (m*c* + cy-)vz (14-1.8)

the well-known expression for the total energy of a particle of rest mass

m and momentum p.

We are thus led to expect a connection between the range of nuclear

forces and the rest mass of its quanta. Numerically, if we assume that

k = 1013 cm \ we find that m - 0.3 x 10 M g, approximately 300 times

the mass of the electron, in very good qualitative agreement with the

pion mass (273/;/,).

From a different point of view an argument due to Wick (1938)

justifies Eq. (14-1.7). The interaction between two nucleons is transmit-

ted by the field of nuclear forces and is accompanied by the emission and

absorption of the corresponding quanta. If a nucleon emits a quantum

of a certain rest mass m, the energy of the system is increased at least

by mc-\ and if we could measure it between the lime of emission of the

quantum and its absorption by the other nucleon, we should find a crea-

tion of energy in the amount of at least mc-. However, in order to per-

form this measurement, according to the uncertainty principle, we require

a time

h
t ~ — =

£ mc2
(14-1.9)

Unless the quantum lasts a time comparable to t, no violation of the con-

servation of energy can be ascertained. Now, during such a time, the

quantum may travel a distance of up to

ct = ro - — (14-1.10)
I)1C
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and thus interacting particles must be closer than r , which is then by
definition, the range of nuclear forces.

The existence of exchange forces for which the interaction brings
about the transformation of a neutron into a proton, and vice versa
(Chap. 10), leads to the expectation that quanta of nuclear force may
carry an electric charge of magnitude e. On the other hand, there must
also be neutral quanta in order to explain ordinary forces, and in fact
there are pions of charge + e and 0.

What we have said thus far brings us to a consideration of the proc-
ess by which a nucleon (N) transforms into a nucleon plus a pion,

N->N' + tt (14-1.11)

as the elementary step of the nuclear interaction, similar to that of the
emission of a quantum by an electric charge; this is called the Yukawa
process. Nuclear interactions come about by a succession of Yukawa
processes in which a nucleon emits a pion, thereby changing its momen-
tum; the p.on is then absorbed by another nucleon. In the process there
is over-all conservation of energy, momentum, and electric charge.

The nuclcon-nuclcon interaction is then a process of the second
order according to the scheme

N + N -> N' + n + N > N' + N" (14-1.12)
where the primes on the symbol indicate its charge and momentum.

The matrix element corresponding to the process of Eq. (14-1 11) can
be established as an order of magnitude from simple considerations
based on the elements of field theory [see (Fe 51)]. It is

he

where g is a constant characteristic of the Yukawa interaction. Its value
must be derived from experiment; w, indicates the total energy of the
pion that has been created or destroyed in the Yukawa process. In this
connection we note that the Yukawa process does not necessarily con-
sider the creation or destruction of real pions. The process may be a "vir-
tual" one, descnbable formally as a real process but with any value ofw s ,

even those incompatible, for the single step, with the conservation
laws, a JS a normalization volume which disappears from the final for-
mulas.

The process represented by Eq. (14-1.12) is a second-order process
and the matrix elements corresponding to a transition between the
initial and final state are calculable by second-order perturbation theory

For a second-order perturbation the effective matrix element has
the form

where the Him , Hnl are the first-order matrix elements relating the ini-
tial state of energy Wt to an intermediate state of energy Wm In the
specific case of the Yukawa interaction, the intermediate state is the one



in which a pion is created, and in which Wi - Wm = — W — —

(m/c* + c2
p
2
)
v2

, at least approximately. Substituting the first-order

matrix elements in Eq. (14-1.14), we obtain

1

//,/ = -
ghc

w .(2Qiv)1/24 -
- g 2ffic1

2Q{m*t* + c2p2
)

(14-1.15)

The momentum p is equal to the momentum of the pion emitted by the

first nucleon m, because in the intermediate states momentum (not neces-

sarily energy) is conserved. When the pion is absorbed by the second

nucleon, this momentum is transferred to it.

Appendix B shows that the matrix element of the transition from a

state of momentum p to a state of momentum p" is the Fourier transform

of the potential U(r). We must then have

(14-1.16)_ = -L [v(r)e-^" h dT
p*) Q J2Q(m„2c4 + c2p2

)

where p is the momentum transfer. This equation can be solved to yield

dp = *- e-m.erlh (14-1.17)

°»-i55j= 2,-2C2 + p2 %nr

This potential is then equivalent to the Yukawa interaction. Experi-

mentally a collision process may be interpreted cither as a transition

produced by the Yukawa interaction or as a deflection resulting from a

nuclcon-nucleon potential. Thus we again find the relation among

nuclear forces, their range, and the mass of the pion, from which we

started.

All the considerations discussed in this section are qualitative only.

Their quantitative development is mathematically complicated and not

yet completed. In particular, since it is not legitimate to use perturbation

theory for strong interactions, different approaches are being studied.

Furthermore, the pions are not the only particles involved in the nucleon-

nuclcon force. Heavier particles, corresponding to shorter radii of action,

enter the picture. For instance, in the case of the repulsive core of the

nucleon, groups of pions especially associated to each other play a role

(sec Sec. 14-7).
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14-2 Mass and Decay Modes of Pions

The mass of the charged pions is determined by the methods dis-

cussed in connection with muons (Sec. 13-3). The result is

M„ t = 273.33 x me = 139.69 ± 0.05 MeV = 2.4898 x 10"*6 g

The neutral pion decays spontaneously, by electromagnetic inter-

action, into two gamma rays. The observed reaction

„ + p _>,r0 + „ (14-2.1)

2*r
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is particularly important for the determination of the tt" mass. Assume
that the ir is captured at rest. The *•» and n acquire a relative kinetic
energy equal to (m„ + mv - m no - mn)c*. This energy can be directly
measured by the observation of the gamma spectrum of the decaying *«.
The two-decay gamma rays have equal and opposite momentum in the
coordinate system in which the wo

j s at rest . In the ]aboratory systcm
they appear at an angle to each other, and their frequency shows the
Doppler shift due to the motion of the tt°. The spectral "line" of the
decay radiation is transformed into a band with a maximum and mini-
mum frequency (Fig. 14-1). The mass difference between n~ and **

is
thus obtainable. The experiment was carried out by Panofsky Steller
and Steinberger (1951). They stopped rr~ in hydrogen and observed the
spectrum of the gamma rays emitted, using a pair spectrometer. Two
reactions occur,

w- + p -*-n f- tt" (14-2.2)

ir~ +p-+n + y (14-2.3)

The second gives rise to a monochromatic gamma ray and the first to a
continuum from which one can derive the mass of ttO, as explained above.
The probability of reaction (14-2.2) relative to reaction (14-2.3) is 1 56 +
0.02 (Panofsky ratio).

More direct, but experimentally difficult, is the measurement of the
neutron velocity in reaction (14-2.2) by a time-of-flight method. The
result (Crowe, 1959) is

m„- - m „ = 4.59 ± 0.01 MeV (14-2.4)

60

fu», MeV-

Figurc 14-1 Gamma-ray spec-

trum resulting from the capture
of negative 77 mesons in hydrogen.
Note that the values or the in-

tensity, for hw < 100 MeV, have
been increased fivefold to dis-

play the features of the distribu-

tion due to the reaction w + p
>n° + /,. [K. M. Crowe and R.

H. Phillips, Phys. Rev., 96, 470
(1954).]



From the evaluation of all experiments the value of the mass of the ttO

results,

m w
> = 264.20/we = 135.0 ± 0.05 MeV (14-2.5)

Charged pions decay spontaneously into muons and one particle of

rest mass 0. This mode of decay is proved by the fact that the muons

deriving from pions at rest always have the same energy, as shown for

example, by their range. This decay is due to the weak interaction.

A careful search for gamma rays coincident with »-/* decay shows

that the decay partner is not a gamma ray.

Pions may also decay according to the reaction

„± _> ei + Ve (14-2.6)

This mode of decay is rare (Fazzini, Fidecaro, et al., 1958), occurring

about 10~4 as frequently as the normal decay. Even rarer (10
-8

) is the

decay, perfectly analogous to beta decay,

77' ->tt° + e' + ve (14-2.7)

The significance of these modes for weak-interaction theory is discussed

in Sec. 9-11.

We pass now to the discussion of the absolute decay constants of

pions. The neutral pion decays with a mean life of about 2 x 10 16 sec

into two gamma rays. The mean life is obtained from photographic-

emulsion experiments. There are several methods. Occasionally, for

instance, one of the decay gamma rays is replaced by a pair of electrons
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Figure 14-2 Electron pairs, ap-

parently emerging directly from

nuclear disintegrations attributed

to the decay of the neutral -n-

meson into a Dalitz pair and an

invisible gamma quantum. [From

(PFP 59).]
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of oppos.te sign (Dalitz pair, 1951; Fig. 14-2). The probability of this
event occurr.ng is approximately «•/**. Suppose that a neutral pion
emerges from a star in the photographic emulsion and decays into a
Dalitz pair and an invisible gamma ray. It is possible to infer the time
interval between emission and decay of the neutral pion from the distance
between the star and the origin of the Dalitz pair and from the momen-
tum of the decaying pion. This momentum is also derived from a study
of the pair (see Fig. 14-3).

Application of detailed balance to the reaction

irU^y - y

also gives the mean life of *•«. The inverse reaction, or its equivalent, is
obtained by using high-energy photons to produce w° in the clcct'ric
held near the nucleus of a heavy element. The cross section for produc-
tion is proportional to the decay constant of the pion, and experiment
again gives a mean life of approximately 2 x 10- |fi sec.

For positively charged pions the mean life is best obtained by elec-
tronic measurements of the following sequence of events: arrival and
stoppage of a pion in a scintillator, emission of the muon, and much
later, decay of the muon into electron and neutrinos. The sequence
of events is characteristic enough to enable one to recognize pions The
time interval between the arrival of the pion and its decay gives the mean

Figure 14-3 Dalitz pair seen in
a hydrogen bubble chamber. A
it makes a charge-exchange col-

lision with a proton generating
a Ti-o which decays into an invis-

ible gamma ray and a Dalitz
pair. [Courtesy Lawrence Radia-
tion Laboratory.]



life directly (Wiegand. 1951): the best value at present is 2.55 ± 0.03 x

10_8 sec (Fig. 14-4). This method is applicable to positive pions, which

decay freely. Negative pions interact with nuclei, and their disappearance

is dependent on other phenomena. However, it is assumed that their

mean life in vacuum is identical to that of positive pions, because they

arc charge conjugates of each other.

The great difference in the decay constants of neutral and charged

pions depends on the different interactions effective in the decay. Neu-

tral pions decay electromagnetically, charged pions decay by weak inter-

actions.
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The neutral pion decays into two gamma rays. This fact limits the

possible spin values to integral multiples of k and establishes the -na as

a boson.

More subtle arguments, based on transformation properties

Figure 14-4 Measurement of the

n' mean life, (a) The photon

beam generates ir+ in the poly-

ethylene target T. These mesons

arc slopped in target No. 2 after

crossing 1; the resulting 1, 2 co-

incidence signal starts the sweep

of the oscilloscope. This signal

appears in (b) as the large

pulse. The it -> /<. decay gives the

succeeding pulse. The average of

time interval d is the mean life

of the v*. [From C. E. Wiegand,

Phys. Rev., 83, 1085 (1951).].

photon beam

(a)

inches 6

(b)
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under rotation and reflection of the wave function describing two gamma
rays, rule out odd spins. Spins 2, 4, 6, etc., arc not ruled out by gamma
decay, but in view of a vast number of indirect arguments they appear
to be extremely unlikely. We thus conclude by assigning spin to the
«» meson. As a consequence it must also have magnetic moment.

For the n+ meson there is direct experimental evidence for spin
Consider the reaction

p + pr=* ir+ + A (14-3.1)

0(£,)
l-»2

2 >i

and its inverse. Going from the left to the right, the reaction is the pro-
duction of 77- and dm p-p collisions; proceeding in the opposite dirction
11 is the absorption of ^ in deuterium. We may apply the principle of
deta.led balance (see Sec. 11-3) to the two reactions and obtain the rela-
tion, valid for an unpolarized beam on an unpolarized target,

£2 Prr
'

gTp^ <***
where the cross sections and the momenta are measured in the ccnter-of-
mass system and g2 and gl are the statistical weights of the final states

g2 = (21„ r 1) (21* + 1) = (2/„ + 1)3 (14-3.3)

because the spin of the deuteron is J . One the other hand,

Si = (i) (2/P + IP = 2 (14-3.4)

because the spin of the proton is I. The factor
J in gl originates from

the fact that wc have identical protons; and the states obtained by inter-
changing them, m a classical sense, are not distinguishable. This argu-
ment has been mentioned in a different form in Sec. 11-3 The cross
sections for the reactions of Eq. (14-3.1) may be either total or differen-
tial; in the latter case the center-of-mass scattering angle must be the
same in both the direct and the inverse process. The energies £j and £>
must also be the same in the ccntcr-of-mass system. Thus to the collision
of a slow 7T- (kinetic energy 0) corresponds a kinetic energy in the p-p
system given by the mass difference «h + d - 2p - 138 MeV.

Evaluation of the experimental results gives I„- = 0. The spin of
the n is also 0. Although there is no direct evidence for this, the indirect
evidence is overwhelming.

In conclusion, all pions have spin 0, are bosons, and have no mag-
netic moment.

14-4 Intrinsic Parity

A full treatment of intrinsic parity is beyond the scope of this bookWe shall limit ourselves to the most elementary notions, which are how-
ever indispensable even for a first introduction to the subject.

The principle of conservation of parity may be stated crudely by say-
ing that the mirror image of a natural phenomenon represents another



possible physical phenomenon. We can rearrange our apparatus, sub-

stances, etc., in such a way as to realize exactly what we see in the mirror.

Then, performing an experiment with the original apparatus or with the

rearranged apparatus, wc obtain as the result of our observations certain

numbers, e.g., differential cross sections. If the numbers obtained arc

identical, we say that the phenomenon obeys the principle of conserva-

tion of parity, or that it is reflection-invariant. This invariance is true

only if wc limit ourselves to strong and electromagnetic interactions.

For weak interactions, the invariance holds only if the reflection is ac-

companied by the simultaneous replacement of each particle by its own
antiparticle (Fig. 14-5 and see Chap. 9).

Instead of the operation of mirroring, we may consider the opera-

tion of changing the sign of all coordinates, or the reflection on a point

(Fig. 14-6). In both mirroring and reflection, the right hand changes into

the left hand. Again the two physical situations must be equivalent as

far as strong and electromagnetic interactions are concerned.

The requirement mentioned above has important physical conse-

quences, such as selection rules forbidding certain reactions which, at

first sight, would seem possible. For example, consider slow neutron

capture in Be 7 according to the equation

Be 7 2Hc4 (14-4.1)

On the right hand the system of two identical bosons must have / even,

and hence positive parity, because a spherical harmonic of even / does

not change sign on reflection. On the left hand Be 7
, according to the

shell model, has an odd neutron in a p stale. Hence, over-all parity of Be7

in the ground slate is the same as that of a neutron in a p stale, i.e., nega-

tive. A slow neutron is necessarily in an s state. Therefore the total

C)2-'
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Figure 14-5 Symbolic drawing

(C. N. Yang) of the beta decay of

matter and antimatter. The oper-

ation of reflection and charge

conjugation is illustrated by rep-

resenting antimatter by white

lines against a black back-

ground. In this figure the reading

of the meter on the left is L, that

of the meter on the right is R.

Experiments show that these two

readings arc the same.
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parity on the left hand is negative. We conclude that the reaction is for-
bidden by the conservation of parity, and indeed it has never been ob-
served experimentally. Note the assumption that neutrons and protons
in a state of orbital angular momentum / have a parity (- 1)'. The con-
servation of parity imposes many conditions on nuclear reactions. These
conditions are always satisfied when the forces involved are nuclear or
electromagnetic.

A special consideration is needed when we extend the rule to process-
es in which new particles are created.

When a particle is emitted or absorbed, e.g., when a nucleon emits a
pion, we must study the influence of this absorption or emission on the
parity of the system. For some particles such as pions we find that the
parity of a system composed of a nucleon and a pion in an even orbital
angular momentum state is the opposite of the nucleon parity; and we
then say that the pion has negative, or odd, intrinsic parity. If the parity
of a nucleon is not changed by emission of the particle in even angular
momentum state, the emitted particle is said to have positive, or even.

mirror plane

6

(b)

P
o Figure 14-6 Reflection on a

plane (a) and reflection on a
points (b). Part (b) (reflecting on
a point) may be obtained by re-

flection on a plane as in part (a),

followed by a rotation of 180°

around the axis y.



intrinsic parity. In other words, in a reaction involving strong inter-

actions, wc postulate that parity is conserved. We check the parity on

the two sides of the equation by measuring the usual orbital angular

momentum, we assign positive parity, by definition, to nucleons, and if

the final result seems to violate the conservation of parity, a case occur-

ring only when new particles such as pions are created, we ascribe to the

pion an "intrinsic parity," thereby reestablishing the conservation of

parity rule. This procedure has a physical significance— it is not a play

on words, as one might think. First of all, the result is always the same

for a given particle, no matter which reaction is used. Furthermore it

prevents the superposition of even and odd slates by strong interactions

and thus establishes special symmetries in angular distributions, gives

selection rules, and so forth.

To take an example of determination of intrinsic parity consider the

emission of a pion by colliding nucleons: Is the parity of the system

changed when the pion is emitted in a state / = 0, 2, 4 or when it is emitted

in a state / = I, 3, 5. etc? The question is answered by considering the

reverse process, the capture of v in deuterium. Here wc have the re-

action

r~ + d -> n + n (14-4.2)

The iT slow down by ionization until they are practically at rest; an

analysis of the capture process shows that it occurs from an s orbit

(/ - 0).

The total angular momentum on the left is thus given by the spin of

the deuteron, because the pion is spinless. Hence, the total angular mo-

mentum has the value 1 . On the right hand, the two neutrons can only

be in states 'So, 3^oi2,
l
Z>2, etc., other states being ruled out by the exclu-

sion principle. The only allowed state of spin 1 is thus 3P\, which has

parity - 1. Wc must conclude that a pion plus a deuteron in an s state

has negative parity. This state of affairs is then expressed by saying that

the pion has a negative intrinsic parity, assuming conventionally that a

nuclcon has a positive intrinsic parity.

The experimental evidence for reaction (14-4.2) is based on the

branching ratio between the reactions

7T~ + d -> 2/7

it- + d ->2n + y

ir- + d -> In + tt°

For pions at rest one finds

probability of ir~ + d > 2/7

(14-4.3)

(14-4.4)

(14-4.5)

= 2.35 ± 0.35 (14-4.6)
probability of it- + d -* 2n + y

and no evidence for the third reaction n - + d -* In + it . The absence

of this reaction confirms capture in the s state. Tn fact, when capture

occurs in the s state, J on the left side of (14-4.5) is 1. On the right side

there is very little available energy and the orbital angular momentum of
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the two neutrons is bound to be zero, which means that the two neutrons
are in the lSo stale. The pion also has insufficient energy to go into a state
of angular momentum 1 in the center of mass of the system. Conse-
quently there is no possibility of balancing angular momenta. The
experiment is accomplished by observing the gamma rays emitted when
the 77- are stopped in deuterium. Only gamma rays corresponding to
reaction (14-4.4), i.e., with energy approximately equal to the rest energy
of the it , are found. The two-neutron reaction is difficult to observe
directly, and its intensity is measured indirectly by replacing deuterium
with hydrogen in the experimental setup and comparing the results.

The qualitative fact of the high probability of reaction (14-4.3) is
sufficient to prove that it is allowed and hence to establish the negative
intrinsic parity of the w~

In the case of electromagnetic radiation, the parity of a system
changes on emission of El, E3, £/(odd), etc., or Ml, MA, Ml(cven), etc.,
radiation. It does not change on emission of £2, EA, £/(evcn),' etc.,'
or Ml, MX M/(odd), etc., radiation. The angular momentum carried
away is always /. We may summarize the results by saying that the
parity of the radiation is

where ll inl is I for all electric radiation, - 1 for all magnetic radiation
(cf. Sec. 8-2).

Some of these assignments, such as the intrinsic parity of El radia-
tion and the intrinsic parity of the proton, have the character of conven-
tion. Other assignments of intrinsic parity then follow from experimental
facts and the initial conventions. For instance, a system of spin 0, decay-
ing into two gamma rays, gives rise to quanta with parallel polarization
planes if the original system has even parity, or with perpendicular
polarization planes if the original system has odd parity. In the case of
positronium in an ]5 state, which annihilates into two quanta (cf. Chap.
2), experiment shows that the system has odd parity. We conclude that
the electron and the positron have opposite intrinsic parities. For the
case of the tt° the experiment mentioned above has not been performed
directly, but the decay into Dalitz pairs gives a direct determination of
the intrinsic parity. If the planes of two Dalitz pairs originating from
the same pion tend to be parallel, the intrinsic parity of the pion is posi-
tive; if they lend to be perpendicular, the intrinsic parity is negative.
Enough cases of this rare type of decay have been observed to show that
the intrinsic parity of 7r« is negative. In fact the intrinsic parity of all
pions is negative.

Note an interesting consequence of this property for the Yukawa
interaction:

N > N + 7v (14-4.7)

This interaction conserves parity and angular momentum. On the left
hand, the parity is even by definilion, and the angular momentum is the



spin I of the nucleon. On the right hand, in order to have angular mo-
mentum i, we may consider only the state / = or / = 1, where / is the

orbital angular momentum in the ccntcr-of-mass system of the pion and

nucleon. But only the state / = 1 is odd; hence in the Yukawa inter-

action the pion is emitted (virtually) in up state.

A remarkable relation between the intrinsic parity of a particle and

its antiparticle, provable in the same sense as the relation between spin

and statistics, is that such parity is the same for bosons and opposite for

fermions.
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We have already introduced the concept of the isotopic spin for the

nucleon (Chap. 10). The same concept is extended to pions by assigning

them a coordinate susceptible of three values only, similar to the 2 com-

ponent of a spin-1 vector. We shall consider this new variable as the third

component of a vector t in "isotopic spin space." The physical interpre-

tation of t-3 is given by its relation to the charge q of the meson,

e
(14-5.1)

The complete cigenfunction of a meson will thus be the product of

a part depending on the space coordinates and of a part depending on

/ spin. The i spin obeys the same commutation relation as ordinary

angular momentum and for spin 1 is easily represented by eigenfunctions

having the properties of spherical harmonics of order 1

.

These formal considerations are important because,as discussed in

Chap. 10, nuclear forces are charge-independent or, more precisely, the

behavior of nuclear forces is determined by the total i spin of the system,

not by its third component. Moreover, strong interactions conserve /

spin; i.e., the initial and final states of a system undergoing a transition

produced by strong interactions have the same i spin. These statements

are based on experimental facts, as we shall illustrate by examples. The

conservation of i spin is formally similar to that of angular momentum

for an isolated system, except that it is only approximate when there are

interactions other than strong ones, because neither electromagnetic

nor weak interactions conserve 1 spin. Hence, there can be transitions

between states of different / spin, but their probability is in general

much smaller than that of transitions due to interactions involving

nuclear forces.

The eigenfunction of a particle will contain a factor depending on i

spin. We shall indicate this part symbolically for a proton as p, and for

a neutron as n with a similar notation for other light nuclei. This nota-

tion is analogous to the x,/3 notation for ordinary spin. For pions we

use a superscript +,°, -, according to the charge of the pion. Thus,

p* means proton and positive pion, dp means deuteron and proton, etc.

For a system of two or more particles we define a total /' spin
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T = t<i> + t«> + -

and
(14-5.2)

7-
3 = tzv + /3 <2> + • • (14-5.3)

The eigenfunctions corresponding to a physical system such as p° arc
not always eigenfunctions ofT2 and T3 . Generally we have to make linear
combinations with appropriate coefficients (Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients), in perfect analogy with the composition of angular momenta
(Table 14-2) (and see Appendix I). Remember that one often calls, for
brevity, an eigenfunction of 1* with eigenvalue K{K + 1) an eigen-
function corresponding to a state with T = K. We shall write, according
to the usual conventions, the eigenfunctions of T2 and T3 as X*>, where
for brevity the subscript is twice the / spin and the superscript twice its

third component. Thus

n— — -, 3P~ = X3 (14-5.4)

meaning that the physical situation p+ corresponds to an eigenstate of T2

and T3 with eigenvalues »
(f + 1) and - I.

Using a table of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we can write Table
14-2 for the nucleon-pion system. The relations can be solved by expres-
sing the six functions p+, po, p~, n+, rfi, and n through the x 's. Note that
we can experimentally realize the pure T = | slate by bombarding pro-
tons with positive pions or, at least in principle, by bombarding neutrons
with negative pions. The pure state T = |, however, cannot be realized
in a nucleon-pion bombardment.

We list the following examples of experimental facts demonstrating
the conservation of i spin.

1. The equality between pp and np interactions was discussed in
Chap. 10.

2. Consider now the reaction

p + d = He3 + 77°

= H*
(14-5.5)

Table 14-2 Eigenfunctions for the Nucleon-Pion System

T = 3/2 T 1 It

T%

-i f,-i= y( S
)„o + V($p- _j Xl_, = + v

,

(
, jn0 _

V{s)/>
_



The left side of this equation has i spin 3 and T3 = i, because the i spin 631

of the deuleron is and that of the proton is \ with T% = £. The / spins

of H3 and He3 are J, as can be seen by considering them as a deuteron

plus a neutron or a proton. The third component of the i spin is - \ and
+ £ for H3 and He3

, respectively. An eigenstate of T and Ta with eigen-

values
-i
and -1

I, respectively, is obtained by combining the eigenfunc-

tions of the n and of He3 or H3
, respectively.

X11 = - V(i)A*° + V(f)A+ (14-5.6)

as can be seen by analogy with the state T =
I, T3 = £ of Table 14-2.

Here he and h replace p and /;, respectively.

Now the /-spin part of the state pd is unchanged by collision and is

X1 1 (Table 14-2). The amplitudes with which he and /r
4" are represented

in this state are in the ratio 1 : y/2. The probabilities of ending in the

states A 1 and he are proportional to the square of these amplitudes and

hence the differential cross sections for reactions Eq. (14-5.5) must be

in the ratio 1 : 2. This has been well verified (Fig. 14-7).

3. The conservation of /' spin gives selection rules for photonuclear

reactions, which are verified experimentally.

4. Light nuclei show energy levels that are well explained on the

charge-independence hypothesis (cf. Chap. 10).

5. One of the most striking "instances" of charge independence is

the nucleon-pion scattering, which we shall discuss in the next section.
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14-6 Pion-Nucleon Scattering

There are the following observable scattering processes between

nucleons and pions:

Figure 14-7 The differential

cross sections for the reactions

p + d ->ir* + II3 and p + d >

it + He3 with 450-MeV protons.

The measured cross sections for

the second reaction have been

multiplied by a factor of two to

facilitate a direct comparison.

The cross sections are given in

arbitrary units, which are, how-
ever, approximately microbarns

per steradian. [From Crewe, Gar-

win, Ledley, Lillethun, March,

and Marcowitz, Phys. Rev. Let-

ters, 2, 269 (1959).]
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(14-6.1)

(14-6.2)

(a) 77 I" 4- /; -> 7T+ + p

(b) 7T + /; > n- + p
(c) n~ + p -> 7T° + n

In addition there are the processes

TT° I- /? -> 7T° + p

and the processes obtained from Eqs. (14-6.1) by replacing the proton

with a neutron and the tt 1 with a w- . These are difficult to observe and
have not yet been studied experimentally.

The experiments on pion-nuclcon scattering have been performed

by using beams of mesons produced by the bombardment of targets

with protons. Neutral pions are also generated at the target, but they

\'.':,'''{ Do

sh \' •. '! r% * .*[ concrete

iron

Figure 14-8 Cyclotron for producing many beams which arc selected according to particles and
momentum. Sh, concrete shielding; Do, door; P, pumps; Pr, probe; VB, vibrating blades condenser;

D, dee; AD, auxiliary dee; Is, ion source; M, steering magnet; Q, quadrupolc magnets; /;, proton

beam; n, neutron beam; II, hole (30 ft. deep); M, magnet leg; it, pion beam; pL, proton, laboratory;

ttL, pion laboratory; mRR. medical research room; Bp, beam plugs; Sf, strong-focusing element

for beam extraction; R, regenerator for beam extraction; HS, hot storage for radioactive samples.

(184-in. cyclotron, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Berkeley, Calif.)



decay within less than 10-15 sec. Charged pions are collimated, deflected,

and focused so as to permit the selection of a beam of particles of a single

momentum (Fig. 14-8). A typical beam of positive pions with a momen-

tum definition of 1 per cent at an energy of 300 MeV may have a flux of

5 x 10' cm-8
sec

-1 over an area of 25 cm 2
. The intensity of negative

pions is about ten times smaller. Mu mesons coming from pion decay

and electrons are also present in the beam. Sometimes they can be dis-

tinguished by their range. The targets used are Dewar vessels full of

liquid hydrogen, and the detecting devices can be counters, photographic

emulsions, cloud or bubble chambers, and spark chambers. The meas-

urements give the differential scattering cross section for processes

(14-6. la, b). We assume that we are operating with unpolarized targets

and are not observing the polarization of the scattered nucleons.

Let us now introduce the scattering amplitudes j\,fz for the isotopic

spin states 7 = \, \, respectively. An incoming plane wave described by

e***X. (14-6.3)

gives rise to a scattered wave /do, and an incoming plane wave e
ikz

Xz

gives rise to a scattered wave/jxs. In these statements we have expressed

implicitly the /-spin conservation, because, according to the statements,

scattering docs not change Xi into X3, or vice versa. The scattering ampli-

tudes /i and/3 are functions of the energy and of 6, the scattering angle.

In the scattering of positive pions on protons, p\ only the /-spin-f

state is involved, and hence the scattering amplitude is/3. For the case of

scattering of negative pions on protons, p~, the initial state contains a

mixture of Xi _I and X3 ', as can be seen immediately.

Solving the equations in Table 14-2, wc have the physical state

1 _ VWr 1 (14-6.4)

(14-6.5)

* visim- 1 - vim*!- 1

Similarly we have

«° = van-1 + VWr*
The p~ scattering is thus described by

p-e<** = {vtDV1 - Vd)*!" 1}*'**

(14-6.6)

We now express Xj-1, Xr 1 through physical states n°, p and obtain

rem > v(j)[v(i)«° + vmp-v* + v(i)[- va>° + va)p-].n

= #i«V2 (f3 - /1) J + r V* + 2/0 h (14-6.7)

We see that (/3 + 2/0/3 is the amplitude for elastic scattering (p- goes

into p~) and V"Kh ~ /0/3 is the amplitude for charge-exchange scat-

tering (p goes into n°).

The processes of Eq. (14-6.1) must have cross sections in the ratio of

the squares of their amplitudes. It has been found that at energies up to

about 200 MeV/3 > f\. Then, if we neglect/1 compared with/3 , we have,

for the ratios of the cross sections, total as well as differential, p+ -*-p+ :

p~ -> n°: p~ -* p~ = 9 : 2 : 1. In fact the measurement of these ratios
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led to the conclusion, theoretically predicted, that the important scat-

tering amplitude for energies below 200 MeV corresponds to T = f and
verified in an impressive way /-spin conservation.

The measurements of cross section and angular distribution for the

p', p~ scatterings [Eq. (14-6.1)] suggest a resonance process (Fig. 14-9),

and the question arises as to what the total angular momentum ofthe wave
involved in the resonance is. Several arguments indicate that it is / =

I.

First, the maximum value of the scattering cross section for a state of
given J and / is

"max - 277*2(2./ + 1) (14-6.8)

where 2rrX is the de Broglie wavelength of the pion in the center-of-mass

system. This formula is an extension of. Eq. (11-5.12) to the case of
particles with spin and is proved, for instance, in (BW 52). The value of

ffmax for 7 = i would definitely be smaller than the experimental cross

section at 195 MeV (laboratory), which is 195 x 1()--7 cm 2
. This value is

very close to %nk2
, which is the maximum obtainable, according to Eq.

(14-6.8), for 7 = f. Moreover, the angular distribution in/?+ elastic scat-

tering, a(0) ~ 1 + 3 cos2 6 (Fig. 14-10) shows that the scattering occurs

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

r„ lab, BeV

Figure 14-9 Total pion-proton and pion-neutron cross section analyzed according to isotopic spin:

CI3/2 » a(ir+p); ui/a - |c(w P) - iff(w+/j).



in a J = f state, and in view of the energy this is a /?3/2 and not a cfe/2

state. Now J = / ± \ for the pion-nucleon system, and we conclude

that the resonance corresponds to a state with T = f, / = 1, J = I-
An-

other experimental argument confirming this assignment is the energy

dependence, at low energies, of the total cross section on the relative mo-

mentum, at
~ pA

, a dependence characteristic of />-wavc scattering.

The total scattering cross section for the T = \ state may be des-

cribed very well by a single-level resonance formula (Brueckner, 1952).

r2
(14-6.9)

where E = 159 MeV (center-of-mass system) and V is given by

2{plm„c? (0.88P
r = (14-6.10)

1 +{plm rcf (0.88)2

Here y
2 = 58 MeV, and m n is the rest mass of the pion (Fig. 14-11).
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Figure 14-10 The angular dis-

tribution for the elastic n i -pro-

ton scattering in the center-of-

mass system. Differential cross

section and scattering angle in the

cm. system. Curves arc labeled

according to the laboratory kin-

etic energy of the pion.
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TabJe 14-3 Nomenclature of

Phase Shifts

I =

7 = i

i = I

7=1 7=1

Tin Si s>, 8ia

Tm a., fa Sjj

A more refined analysis of the nucleon-pion interaction involves the
measurement and calculation of the phase shifts of the scattered partial
waves. Great effort has been spent on this important task. At low energy
only s and/? waves are important, the/? waves dominating, as mentioned
above. The states are now classified according to T, 7, and /. The usual
notation for the phase shifts, introduced by Fermi, is given in Table 14-3.
The rule is: For s waves the subscript is 27*. For/? waves the first figure
of the subscript is IT, the second 27.

The results of the analysis for energies below 100 MeV are

S a = 0.17 -£-

§3 = -0.11
m„c

hz = 0.235 f-^-V
\m„c J

(14-6.11)

320160 240

r„ lab, MeV
Figure 14-11 A one-level resonance formula for the tt+ - p scattering.

400



Table 14-4 Pion-Nuclcon Resonances

Total

energy, Width, Q,

McV T State Parity McV McV

1,238 i Pa/t + 90 160

1,512 1 03/2 _ •> 150 434

1,688 J Fsnl.Dm) + ? 100 610

1,920 i Fiit f 200 842
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and 8n, 53 i, 813 are approximately 0. Above 100 MeV 833 passes through

77/2 (resonance) at about 195 MeV in the laboratory system.

Note that phase shifts near threshold depend on the (2/ + l)th

power of momentum. This dependence is required by theory, if the inter-

action has a range small compared with the de Broglic wavelength of

the pions.

The T =
I , / = I is the most prominent and best-studied resonance

of the pion-nucleon system. However, there are other resonances, which

have appeared at higher energies and which are under study (Fig. 14-12).

Their characteristic quantum numbers are derived from angular distri-

butions and, if necessary, by the study of the polarization of the recoil

nucleon. The results available are summarized in Table 14-4. The

-a

B

if
3

1 1 1 r

N«"Kl r
) A,»W)

1,500 1,700 1,900 2,100 2,300 2,500

mass of *p system, MeV

Figure 14-12 Pion-nucleon cross section showing resonances known to 1963. The symbols Ny , Na
TI

,

etc., refer to a nomenclature proposed by Chew, Gell-Mann, and Rosenfeld. (See Sec. 15-7.)
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higher resonances are not as prominent as the f, I resonance, and the

interpretation of the experimental data required mixtures of several

states.

The phase shifts should be derivable from meson theory, provided

that one knows the correct form of the meson-nucleon interaction and

can solve the mathematical problem involved. Approximate forms of

the interaction are known, and calculations of phase shifts based on them
have been developed in close analogy with the effective range expressions

in n-p scattering. For instance, for the S33 phase shifts (Fig. 14-13) one

has approximately

q
z cot aM _3_

«* 4/*
U

"
>*r33) (14-6.12)

where q and oj = w* - (q
2/2M) (M of the proton) are the momentum

and total energy of the pion in the center-of-mass system, in units m„c
and m„c2

, r33 is an "effective range" for the N-tt interaction in the T— f,

J = -| state, in units fi/m„c, and/2 is the fundamental pion-nucleon coup-

ling constant.

From an experimental plot of this formula one derives f2 and r33 .

The data of Fig. 14-13 give/2 = 0.088 ± 0.002; / M = 0.65 F.

The same value of the constant/2 is obtained from several other

phenomena, e.g., pion photoproduction and nucleon-nucleon scattering.

Note that dimcnsionally [/
2
]
= [e

2
], where e is the electric charge.

In the same units, e2 = 1/137 = 0.0073.

7"„, MeV

6 -

4

; 2
3

-2

100 200

N.

—
1 1

o-o°o

°b«0

1 I

0.5 1.5 2 2.17 2.5

Figure 14-13 Effective range
plot for the 3,3 phase shift.

(q
3 cot 83s) Iw* is plotted as a

function of o>* = wq + q
2/2M.

The intercept at co* = implies

a coupling constant /'2= 0.088 +
0.002. [From Barnes, Rose,

Giacomelli, Ring, Miyake, and
Kinscy, Phys. Rev., 117, 226

(I960).]



14-7 Nuclear-Collision Production of Pions—Photoproduction

Pions may be produced by nucleon-nucleon collisions. The simplest

case is when only one pion is produced according to the reaction

N + N ^2N + it (14-7.1)

This reaction can assume many forms,

p+p-+p+p + TT°

-* p + n + tt~

n+p-+p+p + n- (14-7.2)

-> n + p + it

-> n + n + tt+

etc. Moreover, the neutron and proton at the right may escape as a

bound deuteron. The conservation of i spin allows us to express all the

cross sections of Eq. (14-7.2) as a function of only three of them (Rosen-

feld, 1954). The experimental verification of these relations is another

confirmation of the conservation of i spin. As a very simple example,

consider the reactions

(a) p + p -> d + tt~

(b) n + p * d + tt°

(14-7.3)

In Eq. (14-7.3a) the / spin ofp + p is 1, the / spin of d is 0, and the i spin

of the pion is 1. We have a pure state of/ spin 1 on both sides. In re-

action (14-7.3), on the right side, we have a pure slate of / spin 1, but

on the left side the np state is not an eigenstatc of i spin. It can be ex-

pressed as

1 / np + pn

V2l V2
+

np - pn

V2 .

(14-7.4)

and hence the system has equal probabilities of having T = 1 or T = 0.

Only in the first case can the reaction occur, and then with the amplitude

corresponding to T = 1 . We have thus

a(pp -*difi
) = 2a(np -> dn°) (14-7.5)

(14-7.6)

Turning to pion photoproduction, processes such as

y + p -> p + tt°

y + p -> n + 7T+

have been observed.

The source of gamma rays is generally the bremsstrahlung of elec-

trons accelerated by machines. The spectrum is thus continuous. How-
ever, determination of the momentum vector of the pion or nucleon in

one of the reactions of Eq. (14-7.6) is sufficient to reconstruct completely

the kinematics of the process and thus to determine a unique gamma-ray

energy.

Near the threshold only the lowest angular momentum states arc
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640 Table 14-5 Classification of the Photoproduction of Pions

Type of Parity of ./of Momentum

CHAPTER 14 radiation final final dependence

absorbed stale /ol pion state of

Pions
Ml + 1 5 g*

Ml + 1 I ?
3

E\ —
i ?

El - 2 * ?S

El + 1 I r
El 4- 3 | 1

7

involved, and we can analyze the reaction according to Table 14-5 (we

must remember that the nuclcon has J = % and even parity and the pion

has odd intrinsic parity; Fig. 14-14). The momentum dependence of the

cross section at threshold is q
ni

, and hence at low energy E\ is the dom-
inating process when it occurs. When it does occur, photoproduction

depends on the electric dipole moment of the nucleon-pion system, and

we see from Fig. 14-15 that for the same distance the dipole moments for

a nucleon and a pion are in the ratios

dipole 1 + —M 1
-^

:M
for tt~p\ w*/7; tt°p; ifln

Near threshold we expect the cross section for photoproduction to be

250

1 1 1 1 11'

200

J

\

"i 150
0"

I
\

100

I \
Mi

1 tA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

hm, BeV

Figure 14-14 Reaction y + p -* w° + p ; total cross section as a function of energy.



in the same ratio as the square of the dipole moments, and this is approxi-

mately verified.

14-8 Pion-Pion Interaction

Collisions between free pions are practically unobscrvablc, but

several phenomena demonstrate, indirectly, a strong pion-pion inter-

action. The simplest and clearest of these is the occurrence of strong

correlations between pions produced in proton-antiproton annihilation.

Maglic, Alvarez, Rosenfeld, and Stevenson (1961) examined a great

number of annihilation stars corresponding to a given number of pions,

say, five. For each star they combined pions three at a time, and for each

triple of pions they plotted the expression

A/c2 = [(?£.)' " (£<P*)*] (14-8.1)

which is the total energy of the three pions in their center-of-mass system

(see Appendix G). This energy may vary from a minimum of 3m„cz to

a certain maximum. The relative probability of finding a certain value

of the energy contains phase space for the final state as a factor. How-
ever, the experimental curve shows characteristic narrow spikes. These
indicate sharp maxima for the transition matrix clement, corresponding

to given energies, or "states," of a system that decays into three pions.

Sometimes such states are called "resonances" because the matrix ele-

ment has a Brcit-Wigner form (cf. Chap. 11) at a specific energy and
most of the considerations developed for resonances are applicable to

these cases.

We thus have a system lasting a long time, on a nuclear time scale,

which decays and gives rise to three pions. The energy of the system is

indicated by the position of the spike in Fig. 14-16; it is 787 MeV, cor-

responding to 5.74/?i„. The mean life is indicated by the width of the

"line" in the same figure, according to the uncertainty relation,
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Figure 14-15 Electric dipole

moments for a nucleon-pion

system: (a) ir+n, (b) ir~p, (c) tt°/j,

(d) TT°n. The moments are in the

ratios 1:1+ (mJM): mJM: 0.

Dipole
moments:
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&E (14-8.2)

These states have also a definite i spin T, total angular momentum J, and
intrinsic parity. For these reasons they are also often called "particles."

The relevant quantum numbers may sometimes be found from re-
latively simple observations. For instance, a three-pion system may
have i spin 3, 2, 1, 0. The peak, however, is observed only when the de-
caying system is neutral (*+*->), although there is no constraint forcing
this condition by charge conservation only. This rules out at once that
the resonance has any 1 spin except 0. In order to determine the spin

2 03 04 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 I.I 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 I 8 I 9 20 2 I 2 2
~~

I
I I

I I I I

1
1 1

I
1 1 i r r-

100
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40

1 20
2

<*-

2

I
§ 80

60

40

20

Q

One triplet
(A) + +-,-- +

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Q6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 I.I 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 IS 2.0 2.1 2.2

effective mass M3, BeV
Figure 14-16 Evidence for the o> meson. Number of pion triplets versus effective mass (M3) of
the triplets for reaction p + p -> 2^ + 2*- + n°. (A) is the distribution for the combinations of
charge i

;
(B) for the combinations of charge 2; and (C) for the neutral combinations [Maglic

Alvarez, Rosenfeld, and Stevenson, Phys. Rev. Letters, 7, 178 (1961).]



and parity, one makes a Dalitz plot (see Chap. 15); the density distri-

bution of its representative points gives / = 1 and negative parity. The
annihilation reaction may then be interpreted, in the case considered

here, as producing an intermediate step

p + p -* a> + 2ir

'->37T

Thus the three-pion resonance is also called the u> meson.

Similarly, at least one two-pion system, called the p meson, has been

identified in proton-antiproton annihilation. Its rest energy is 755 McV,
corresponding to 5.50/?;„. The width of the resonance is 110 McV. It

has J = 1,7"= 1, and negative intrinsic parity.

Evidence for pion-pion interactions appears as well in so-called

peripheral collisions similar to direct reactions of Chap. 11. Consider

the reaction

-f p -> it + rr- (14-8.3)

in the limiting case in which the final nucleon receives a very small mo-
mentum. We may interpret this reaction as a collision of the initial tt

with a meson in the mesonic cloud around the proton, with the latter

acting as a "spectator." If the spectator receives a very small momen-
tum, the collision corresponds almost to that between free pions. Such

collisions are said to be peripheral. The intuitive, qualitative argument

given here can be made precise (Goebel; Chew and Low, 1959) and

quantitative. Studies of reactions of the type of Eq. (14-8.3) gave the

first experimental indications of resonances in the pion-pion system.

(Anderson, Bang, Burke, Carmony,and Schmitz,at Berkeley). The method

of peripheral collision was used to establish the p meson (Erwin,

March, Walker, and West, at Wisconsin, 1961; Stonchill, Baltay,

Courant, Fickinger, Fowler. Kraybill, Sandweiss, Sanford, and Taft,

at Yale, 1961) in the reactions

ir~ + p -> p~ + p
-»7T- + 77°

(14-8.4)

7j— •(- p -> p° + n

> 7T+ + 7T~
(14-8.5)

A recent illustration of this type of observation is demonstrated in

Fig. 14-17. The ;' spin of the p, assigned from the branching ratio (1 : 2)

between reactions [Kqs. (14-8.4) and (14-8.5)] is 1. The angular

momentum must then be odd. The angular distribution of the line of

flight of the two pions formed in decay, with respect to the line of flight

of their center of mass, gives the value 1 for the angular momentum.
Indications of pion-pion interaction have been found in reactions

other than those mentioned above. Abashian, Booth, and Crowe (1960)

studied the reactions

p + d -> 2tt° + He3

-> 7T+ + 7T- + He3

-> 7T+ + 7T° + H3 (14-8.6)
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They found that in the first reaction the He* tends to recoil as if the two
pions escaped in a bound state. This effect is prominent near the thresh-
old for two-pion production. No similar effect is found in the second
reaction. The authors concluded from this that the matrix element for
two-pion production is unusually large near the threshold for T =
states. A possible interpretation is that the two-pion system in the T = 0,
J = state has a strong interaction that can be represented by a scat-
tering length (sec Chap. 10) of about 2h/mnc. This is relatively large. The
situation is in this respect similar to that of the n-p system in the sinelet
state.

Pion-pion interactions appear in still other phenomena. In fact the
first indication of dipion states occurred in the analysis of nuclear form
factors (Chap. 6). We can give only a qualitative idea of the line of argu-
ment. The form factors are interpreted as a consequence of the presence
of a meson cloud around a central bare nucleon. The size of the cloud is

directly measured by experiment and is related, according to the argu-
ment of Sec. 14-1, to the mass of the particles present in the cloud; the

40

20-

5
i. o

a
e

1460 PAiRS

,610 PAIRS

-850 PAIRS J

300 500 700 900 MOO 1300
(a) r* it' MASS IN MEV

>
s
6 80h

300 500

(b)

700 900 1100
77*77" MASS IN MEV

1300 900 1100 1300
7T* 77" 77 'MASS IN M£V

Figure 14-17 Evidence for the P mesons and o> mesons. Positive pions of momentum ~ 2
impinge on protons generating two, three, or four pions. The pions produced arc often associated
as P ,

r, or <o mesons. This is shown in (a), where the mass distribution (in their own center or mass)
for x+* pairs from *+ + p -» T . + no + p is givcn . The peak corrcsponds l0 p+ ,„ (fa) thc mass of
77 rr from the reaction rr - + p - n+ + ^ + p + „- is plotted. Thc peak corresponds to «o. In (c)
the mass of »+«V triplets originating from w++p-*.^ + »* + ^- + -wfl is given. The peak cor-
responds to ««. The smooth curves correspond to phase space. [From AlrT et al. (Columbia and
Rutgers Universities), Phys. Rev. Letters, 9, 322 (1962).]



Table 14-6 Strongly Decaying Particles

Quantum numbers"

5 Y
Mass,

MeV MeV
Mass 5

,

(BcV)*

Decay charade

ModeParticle

Possible

assign-

Established mem
rUPG

) tupg
)

ristics

%

Ui 0(1") 783 9 0.697 77+77" T7»

JT'lT-

tr°y 1

7T°7rO y|

88

<2

10

KiKl °a;;n )
°(o* +

> 1,020
•>

1.08 KK{KiKi or KiK*

not K\Ki)

•* o(7o«rd> °o -) 1,019 6 1.038 K1K2

K+K-
p-

25

61

8

6

u 0(3s2—) 0(2 ++ ) 1,250 75 1.109 2t7

4t7

KK (not KiKt)

Large

8

Kit* (?) 0(1+") 1,410 60 1.99 AA77 Large

r> 1(1-+) 755 120 0.570 vn 100

B 1(?) 1(?) 1,220 100 1.49 coir

KK
--

Large

Small

A ?(?-) 1(?) 1,200 350 1.44

3tt

Large

K* i(l~) + 1

+ 1

+ 1 891 46 0.794 AV
A! 7777

KT

-100
<0.2

<0.2

K 1(?) ? + 1 723 <12 0.523 A'77 100

Nuz (1,512)

(600 MeV *p)

«i -) + 1 1,512 125 2.286 A'tt

ATinr

79

Njz (1,688)

(900 MeV *p)

i(l) i(i +) + 1 1,688 170 2.849 A'77

Mr*
91

N*z (2,190)

(2.08 GcV 77/,)

4(?) }(?-) + 1 2,190 200 4.80 A'77

AW
SA

30

?

A'3/ 2
* (1,238)

Isobar
3(3

f
) + 1 1 ,238 125 1.533 A'77 100
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Table 14-6 (continued)

Nz\ (1,920)

1.35 GeV *p
i(i+) + 1 1,920 ~200 3.68 30

A'3 *2 (2,360)

2.51 GcVnp
l(?) W) + 1 2,360 200 5.57 AV

Others
[lOO

Y* (1,405) f(?) o(i -) -1 1,405 50 1.97 £* 100

F? (1,520) 0(1") -1 1,519.4 16.4 2.309 Sir 54.6

R.V 29.3

A.mt 16.2

4(1,815) 0(7^ 1) 0(|+) -1 1,815 120 3.29 Rn

A.TOT

82

6

12

F? (1,385) mn -1 1,383.5 47 1.914 -96
-4

F* (1,660) 1(f) H3 )
-1

-1

1,660 40 2.76 K.\r

A*

fanr

9

27

32

18

[•!

y,* (1,765) 1(?) ? 1,765 50 3.12 JCA' -60
Others -40

3* (1,530) 1(1+) -2 -1 1,530 <7 2.34 H17 100

H* (1,770) i(?) :

J _2 -1 1,770 <80 8.13 i_- 100

_ S»w

« In this column the numbers at the left and it, the center are observational, the numbers at the rieht
are theoretically assigned on the basis of Slf, symmetry and Regge recurrences (sec Sec. 15-7).

I - empirical full width at half-maximum with background subtracted.

cloud is so large that these particles cannot be anything heavier than
pions. The anomalous part of the magnetic moment of the nucleons has
the same origin. From the measurement of the magnetic moment and
charge form factors it has been possible to conclude That they arc associ-
ated with the virtual emission or absorption of pion pairs. However, the
probability of emission or absorption of virtual pions is calculable from
the value of the constant/of Sec. 14-7, and it is insufficient to account for
the experimental magnetic properties of the nucleons if we consider the
pions as independent. To resolve this difficulty a strong pion-pion inter-
action was postulated and the energy and quantum numbers of a reso-
nance of the 777T system were assigned, in fair agreement with those of the
not yet discovered p meson.
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The multipion states known up to April 1964 are summarized in 647

Table 14-6 and in Fig. 15-5, which, however, also contain strange par-

ticles to be discussed in Chap. 15. The data come from compilations of

Dr. A. H. Rosenfeld. For the nomenclature of the first column see Problems

Sec. 15-7.
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Problems

14-1 Show by an argument of the type developed by Wick [Nature, 142,

993 (1938)] that the quanta corresponding to Coulomb's law have zero mass.

14-2 Assume that a neutron and a proton have an interaction

V= ±gi e-kr 'r

Using the Born approximation, calculate the total and differential scattering

cross section. Do the same for a potential

V = -{Vj2){l + P)

where P is the neutron-proton exchange operator.



"4° 14-3 (a) Calculate the maximum electron energy emitted in ^i-meson
decay, (b) Calculate the /x-meson energy in the decay *•+ -*-p+ + v and the
electron energy in the decay n+ > e+ + v.

CHAPTER 14 14-4 Calculate the threshold energy for the process

Pions
y + p>7To +p

14-5 Consider the reaction tt- + p -> n + 77°, where the initial 77 - and
proton are at rest. Calculate (a) the velocity of the emitted 77°; (b) the
maximum and minimum energies of the gamma rays emitted in the tt" decay;
(c) the spectrum of the y emitted.

14-6 Plan an experiment to determine the mean life of 77°, using the
decay

A> 77 + tt"

and the formation of Dalitz pairs from the »<>.

14-7 Calculate the energy for a ir beam impinging on d which is to be
used to study detailed balance in the reaction p + p = d + tt at Tp = 450
MeV (laboratory system).

14-8 Why does the reaction 77- + d = In + n° not occur for pions at
rest?

14-9 Show that if capture occurs in an s state, the reaction tt- + d >

In + 7T° is forbidden.

14-10 The reaction d + d = He + rr<> has never been observed. Why ?

14-11 Show that isospin invariance for nuclear forces is sufficient to
ensure the equality of np, nn, and np interaction in all states antisymmetrical
in spin and space.

14-12 Show that for pion-pion states symmetric in space, isospin invari-
ance does not require that the interaction be the same in all states. Show that
there are two independent interactions.

14-13 Show that the interaction of the electromagnetic field with a
system of neutrons and protons can be written, nonrelativistically, as

// = S &i-A(.vt) (1 + 2t3'»)
mc i

+ 2 {*/*»( 1 - 2t3«») + fei^] + 2t3(0)}o« )-V x A (jr,)

where p4 is the momentum or the /th nucleon, A(x s ) the vector potential
at its position, a«> its Pauli spin vector, and t<« its i spin.

From this show that if Ta is a constant of the motion, the selection rules
AT = 0, ± 1 obtains. {Hint: The interaction may be divided into a part IIs
independent of i spin and a part Hv proportional to T3 .)

14-14 Given that the total cross section for 77+ — p reactions at energy
£b is 00, what specific prediction can you make purely on the basis of charge
symmetry?

14-15 What would be the ratio between the cross sections of the follow-
ing reactions; if/3 =/i or if/3 = 0,/i ^ 0?

77+ + p -J-ir 1- + p

77~ + p > TT' + p

TT~ + p -> 77° + fl



14-16 Prove that the phase shift on a pion-nucleon collision at low 649
energy is proportional to piM , where p is the momentum and the angular

momentum of the colliding particles is hi.

14-17 A cu particle (three-pion state) of kinetic energy 100 MeV is Problems
generated in a p-'p annihilation process, (a) How far does it travel before

decomposing into three pions? (Use the resonance width to find the mean
life.) Compare this distance with nuclear dimensions, (b) Show that the fact

that only neutral <u particles are known indicates that w has i spin zero,

(c) What is the maximum momentum in the laboratory for an u> meson
generated in proton-antiproton annihilation at rest? (d) What is the maxi-

mum momentum, in the laboratory, of one of its decay pions?





CHAPTER XV

Strange Particles

In 1947 Rochester and Butler obtained cloud-chamber

photographs of two cosmic-ray events in which the tracks had the

configuration of a V (Fig. 15-1). A careful analysis indicated that the

tracks originated from the decay of two new species of particles, now

called K and A. Subsequently emulsion photographs of other cosmic-ray

events showed particles decaying into three pions (Brown, Camerini,

Fowler, Muirhcad, Powell, and Ritson, 1949) (Fig. 15-2). More new

particles appeared in cosmic-ray events during the following few years.

Figure 15-1 First picture showing a neutral particle decaying into a pion and a proton. Such a

neutral particle is now called a A particle. Originally the authors called them V part.clcs. [From G. D.

Rochester and C. C. Butler. Nature, 160. 855 (1947).]
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The determination of their masses and modes of decay was one of the
major achievements of the early 1950s.

When accelerators reached an energy sufficient for producing these
particles in the laboratory, it became apparent that there was a discrep-
ancy between the relatively large cross section for production and the
long decay period. This led to the discovery of associated production
and to the introduction of the "strangeness" quantum number (Gell-
Mann and Nishijima, 1953).

*
*

• i

<̂ •}

1 • 1 1 1 1

Figure 15-2 Decay of a r meson into three pions. [Hodgson, 1951, from (PFP 59).]



The particles considered in this chapter are subject to strong inter-

actions and thus /spin and intrinsic parity are valid concepts for them.

The particles can be divided in groups formed by particles having ap-

proximately the same mass, but different charges. This suggests to assign

to them an isotopic spin as in the case of the nucleon and the pion,

and to group them in /-spin multiplets. Particles belonging to the same

multiplet have the same 7"; however, the charge determines T3 . The ordi-

nary spin and the intrinsic parity of particles belonging to the same /-spin

multiplet is the same. Each particle has an antiparticle.
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15-1 Associated Production—Strangeness

If we examine the decay constants of the hyperons (Table 13-1),

we find that they arc all of order of magnitude 1010 sec l
, except for

S°, which, however, decays by gamma emission and transforms into

another hypcron, the A. K mesons have similar or smaller decay con-

stants.

Production cross sections for hyperons and K mesons at about 1.5

BeV are about one tenth the nuclcon-pion scattering cross section. On

this basis we could try to estimate the decay constant of the hyperons,

attributing the decay to an interaction

A => p + 7T (15-1.1)

Its matrix element could be approximately calculated from production

if the production reaction were

n + p => A + ir (15-1.2)

(which it is not). This, however, leads to a discrepancy, showing that

the decay is very strongly forbidden.

From the production cross section wc conclude that the matrix

element for A production is of the order of 10~1/2 or one-third that of

the Yukawa interaction. If we use this datum to estimate the decay con-

stant of the A, wc arrive at 10
22

sec""
1

, a number 10
12

larger than the ex-

perimental one. A similar contradiction is obtained if we compare the

reactions .....
K° => 2tt° (15-1.3)

and
p + it- => n -f K° (15-1.4)

In other words, the decay constant is much too small if we assume

that the production occurs according to Eq. (15-1.2) or (15-1.4) (which

it does not). In Eqs. (15-1.1) to (15-1.4) we have used (for purposes of

argument) the strong-interaction symbol =>. Actually all these reactions

arc forbidden for strong interactions, as wc shall see shortly.

Several hypotheses have been put forward in order to resolve this

apparent discrepancy. However, the fact is that the reactions by which

A and K are formed are not those of Eqs. (15-1 .2) and (15-1.4) but

rr + p => AO + K° (15-1.5)



Figure 15-3 Bubble-chamber picture showing the following reactions

n- +p -» A" + K"

A°-**r- + p

[Courtesy Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif.]
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or similar reactions, in which, starting from pions and nucleons, two
particles of the A, K, ~L, and E families arc formed simultaneously. For

instance, the large cross sections for production occur only for "associ-

ated production" of a A and K°, starting from n~ + p (Figs. 15-3 and

15-4). Which particles are to be associated will be seen shortly.

The decay and production processes thus involve different panicles

and cannot be simply related (Nambu, Nishijima, Yamaguchi, 1951;

Pais, 1952; Fowler, 1954).

This whole subject is systematized by introducing a new additive

quantum number called strangeness (S) (Gell-Mann and Nishijima.

1953) and by postulating that, in strong interactions, strangeness must

be conserved. At present, these concepts are unrelated to other ideas in

physics, and we have no profound "explanation" of their meaning, but

shall employ them as very useful semiempirical rules.

The strangeness S of a particle is defined by the relation

„ ~ N S
e " n+ T +

2
(15-1.6)

where Q is the electric charge in units of +e (proton charge), Tz is the

third component of the /spin, and N is the baryon number (the number
of nucleons that ultimately appear in the decay or in the final products

of a chain of decays of the particle). The quantity N + S = Y is called

hypercharge and one may also write Eq. (15-1.6) in the form
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2 = 7-3 • -

In order to assign the strangeness to a particle, we must know its

73. Since particles appear in multiplels—ihree pions, two A" mesons, two
nucleons, one A, three 2, etc.— it is possible, from the very multiplicity

of these particle multiplcts, to assign a T, because IT + 1 particles

appear in a multiplct, although this criterion is not always sufficient.

(Thus, both pions and K mesons appear in three charge states, positive,

neutral, and negative, but pions have /spin 1, whereas K mesons form
two doublets of /spin J.) The strangeness of antiparlicles is assigned in

a similar manner (considering that one antinucleon is counted as - I

nuclcon) and is equal and opposite to the strangeness of the corre-

sponding particle. Strangeness cannot be defined for particles which do
not have strong interactions, because i spin is not defined for them.

Analysis of the empirical material yields the classification of

Fig. 15-5, which illustrates only particles stable against decay by strong

interactions. The assignments were made as follows:

1. A appears only in one charge state, neutral; hence, it is an
/-spin singlet; T - = 7~

3 . It decays, producing a proton; hence N = 1.

Equation (15-1.6) then gives S = - I.

2. £~, 2°, Z~. Here T = 1 because we have a charge triplet with

Ta = 1, 0, — I. 2 particles decay into one nuclcon plus bosons; hence,

N = I. Equation (15-1.6) then gives S - -1.
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Figure 15-4 Bubble-chamber picture showing the following reactions

;

«•- + p > 2- + K*

Z~ -* 7T
_ + n

K+ -S- 77+ + 7T° + 7T°

I »e+ + v + x>

[Courtesy Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif.]
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3. H° and 2" have been observed, indicating that T = \, Tz = h, - 1.

The decay gives rise to one nuclcon, and Eq. (15-1.6) gives S = -2.

This is confirmed, once the strangeness of the K is assigned, by the

observed production reaction (Alvarez, Ebcrhard, Good, Graziano,

Ticho, and Wojcicki, 1959), for example;

p + K S + K

4. K mesons. From their decay in pions only, we conclude that

N = 0.

We know three charged slates of K, and we could think that T — 1.

However, the charged K have different strangeness, as shown by the

forbiddenness of n~ + p = K + 2+, whereas n + p => K+ + X is

allowed. Furthermore there are two kinds of K° (see Sec. 15-6). The

K+
, K~, and the two K°, respectively, arc then interpreted as charge

conjugates of each other. We have thus two /-spin doublets: K+ and K°
with 7" = 1, Tz = i, -

,i respectively, and hence by Eq. (15-1.6), S=l,
and their charge conjugates K~ and K° with 7* =*

J, 7i = — i, + i,

respectively, and S = - 1.

5. Pions with T = 1, N = have 5 = 0.

6. Nucleons with r = J, AT = 1 have S - 0.

7. The Q- formed by the reaction Kr + p =» Or + K' + K° has

strangeness —3,N= I, and hence Tz = 0. It is expected (see Sec. 15-7)

to be an /-spin singlet. Since leptons do not interact strongly, the concept

of strangeness is not applicable to them.

The conservation of strangeness immediately gives selection rules that

forbid Eq. (15-1.2) and allow associated production. This was the starting

point for the establishment of this quantum number. However, it also

gives other selection rules that have been verified experimentally. Thus

reactions such as

n + N > K + Z or N + N -> A + A

do not occur, while reactions such as

7T + N => K + X or - A' =>K + A

(15-1.7)

(15-1.8)

are observed. It will be noted that, if strangeness were a multiplicative

quantum number, it could not account for the difference between reac-

tions (15-1.7) and (15-1.8).

Besides strangeness, T is also conserved in strong interactions, and this

gives relations that are directly verifiable, similar to those mentioned in

n-p interactions. For instance, in the reactions

K-+cl~A + n + 7T° (15-1.9)

- A + p + 7r- (15-1.10)

the / spin on the left is £. The eigenstate of T = i, Tz — —\, on the

right, is
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+ y/\ An - V§ Ap~ (15-1.11)
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(compare Table 14-2). Hence, the cross section for the second process

[Eq. (15-1.10)] is twice as large as for the first.

Finally wc wish to comment briefly on the intrinsic parity of strange

particles. Remembering the definition (Sec. 14-4) and the strangeness

properly, we see that in strong interactions only particles with the same

strangeness participate in a reaction such as

p + K~ -> A + TT (15-1.12)

Even if we knew all the angular momenta on both sides of the equation,

we could conclude, by an argument similar to the one used for pions,

only that the A and X have the same intrinsic parity or opposite intrinsic

parity. In other words, the parity of the (JT.A) system with respect to

the nuclcon is defined, but not that of each separate particle. The same

is true for the (X,X) system and for the (X,A) system. These three

parities, however, are not independent, and two of them determine the

third. Thus, if (S,X) and (2,A) have the same parity, (A,X) must have

parity -1.

The case of the E is simpler. Its strangeness, -2, permits reactions

such as

S- + p =;- A + A (15-1.13)

The intrinsic parity on the right side is obviously positive, and hence the

S- intrinsic parity with respect to the nucleon is in principle measurable.

The practical methods for determining intrinsic parities are rather

indirect. The results are

(AX) system odd

(£X) system odd

(IA) system even

The E parity is not yet known.

As an example of methods for determining the relative parity, con-

sider the AX system. The reaction X l He' 1
=- AHc' + - - leading to the

formation of the A He
4 hypcrnuclcus (see Sec. 15-4) has been observed.

Now assume that the spin of AHe4 is 0. Then since the orbital angular

momentum on both sides of the formation equation must be the same,

the X- and A have opposite parity. In other words, the XA system is

odd with respect to the nucleon. The weakness of the argument lies in the

assumption that AHe' has spin and that it is formed in the ground

state. Although both assumptions are very probable, they arc not

proved.

Particles that are prevented by some selection rule from decaying by a

strong interaction can still decay by electromagnetic interaction or by a

weak interaction. There are only three electromagnetic decays, including

the tt°.

_o.~»2y t = 1.8 x 10 16 sec

'_ t probably ~ 10 19 sec
(15-1.14)
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The other observed decays of strange particles occur through weak
interactions and do not conserve strangeness. Sometimes the decay
products comprise neutrinos and other leptons, but at other times they
comprise strongly interacting particles only.

15-2 Strong Interactions of Strange Particles

With modern large accelerators it has been possible to generate beams
of strange particles. Usually a target of beryllium or platinum, according
to whether a light or heavy clement is preferred, is bombarded with a
primary proton beam. A great variety of nuclear reactions occur in the
target, cither directly or through the formation of intermediate pions
The target becomes a source of particles of different momenta, mass and
charge. Production of a beam of specific particles requires systems of
magnets and electrostatic fields (see Sec. 4-9).

Such beams are used in experiments. If the particles are unstable, they
decay in flight and one has spontaneous attenuation in space with amean flight distance /,

/ = re
V

(15-2.1)VU ~ ,82)1'*

where t is the mean life in the rest system.
Neutral particles obviously cannot be deflected clectromagnetically

They arc sometimes formed at the place of observation by charge-
exchange processes. For example, antineutrons are formed by the proc-
ess (Fig. 15-6)

F

p +>-*« + n (15-2.2)

and A - A pairs have been formed by bombarding protons with nega-
tive pions (Fig. 15-7).

6

The particles of the beams are, for the most part, made to interact
with protons or dcuterons, often in the form of liquid H* or D*. The latter
is used to study the interaction with neutrons, since free neutrons are
not usable. Observations are made by means of bubble chambers, counter
arrays, photographic emulsions, spark chambers, etc. The study of
interactions of strange particles is at present progressing rapidly. We
shall g,ve only the barest outline of the subject, limiting ourselves to
relatively low energies, below the threshold of more complicated
processes. r

The simplest reactions are those of A' with protons and neutrons,

A
- + p => K + p clastic scattering

A/1 + n > A+ + n elastic scattering (15-2.3)

K+ + n -> A + p charge exchange

This is in agreement with the strangeness of + I assignment of the K*No other particle of strangeness + I can be formed except A"
On the other hand, the A

, in addition to elastic and charge-exchange



Figure 15-6 Formation of an antineutron (by charge exchange) observed in a propane bubble

chamber. The antiprolon undergoes charge exchange p + p :> n + n at the spot indicated with an

arrow. The annihilation star of the n is also indicated. [Courtesy Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,

Berkeley, Calif.]
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Pr0duCtI0n and decay of neutral lambda and antilambda pair in a hydrogen bubblechamber. The A was produced with a momentum of 720 MeV/c (laboratory). It went backward inthe center-of-mass system. The/, from the decay annihilates forming four chareed pions. [Courtesy

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif.]
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scattering with formation of K°, gives rise to the following exothermic

reactions:

Z- + 7T- + 103.1 McV

X° + 77° + 105.6 Me

V

S- + 7T+ + 96.6 MeV

A0 + tt" + 181.8 MeV
AO + ,71-

-i- 7T- + 37.6 MeV

A o + ,,0 + ,,0 + 46.7 MeV

K~ + p

K~ + n

(15-2.4)

(15-2.5)

With a neutron, the corresponding reactions are

v.- + 77° + 102.4 MeV

X° + 77- + 102.3 MeV

A° + 77- + 178.5 MeV

A0 + tt- + 77° + 43.5 MeV

The A° hypcron gives rise to hypcrfragments (Sec. 15-4). No hyper-

fragments corresponding to the binding of a 2 hyperon arc known. On

interacting with protons S" gives A" + n or S° + n.

The charge-independence assumption applied to the branching

ratios of the reactions mentioned above gives results substantiated by

experiment.
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15-3 Spin Measurements

The determination of spin and intrinsic parity is one of the funda-

mental tasks in the study of particles. In previous chapters wc have

described methods that solve this problem for the nuclcon. pion, electron,

muon, and neutrino. For strange particles there arc add.t.onal criteria,

which wc shall describe in this section.

For K mesons the spin is zero. This value appears plaus.ble on the

basis of the analogy between the decay

A> -^/x^+ v

and the decay

77
+ -> ix

'• + v

The polarization of the y.' has the same value in both decays. If the spin

of A" is zero this result is necessary because of the definite hcl.ciiy

of the neutrino and the analogy between the reactions, hor a nonzero

spin of the K, the result would be a strange acc.dent. However, this

argument is clearly not binding, and the existence of two kinds ofneulr.no

further weakens it. •_•••*
Dalitz in 1953 devised a very ingenious method for obtaining infor-

mation on the spin and intrinsic parity of a charged particle decaying

into three other particles. The method depends on the analysis of spin

and parity of the final state and on the conservations laws. If the decay
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occurs by strong interaction it will give information on both spin and
parity. Tf the decay occurs by weak interaction, the information is

limited to the spin.

Consider, for example, a K+ meson decaying into two positive pions
and one negative pion. A statistical study of many such decays in which
one measures the energies of the pions and the angles between their
trajectories leads to several important conclusions.

Consider the decay in the center-of-mass system of the two equally
charged pions, the three momenta of the pions appear as in Fig. 15-8.
The pions have negative intrinsic parity and no spin. The system of the
two indentical pions, these being bosons, must have an even angular
momentum L. Assume that the third (negative) pion has an angular
momentum / wiih respect to the center of mass of the identical pions
The total angular momentum of the system / is limited by

L + / 2* J > \L- l\

Its intrinsic parity is (-l)1
" 1

, because the two identical pions neces-
sarily have positive parity; and the odd pion, with negative intrinsic
parity, determines the parity of the system (Fig. 15-8).

If we limit ourselves to the smallest possible values ofL and / we have
the possibilities given in Table 15-1 of realizing a eiven J and parity with
given L and /.

"

The question now is how to distinguish the different cases experi-
mentally. If one applies golden rule No. 2 to the disintegration it is
possible to derive, from the observed momentum distribution of the
products, information on the spin and parity of the decaying particleTo apply golden rule No. 2, we need the density of final slates. After
some calculation, this factor alone gives for the energy distribution of the
negative pion (nonrelalivistically)

£1/2
(£o - E)v*

Where E fa
I
the energy and E is the maximum possible energy of the

77
(^-o = § Q = 50 McV).
However, we can also say something about the matrix element if the

Table 15-1 Decomposition

of the Total Angular
Momentum in

Three-Body Decay

Jp L,l

0+

o- 0.

1+
0. 1

1-
2, 2

2'
2, 1



Figure 15-8 Momentum vectors and definitions of /,

/-. Pu Pi, Pa momenta of w', it+ , it- in the laboratory;

P\* P2> Ps' momenta of ir
+

, ir+, ir in system in which

center of mass of v+,it* is at rest. p x

'

,
p-<" give angular

momentum L; p3
' gives angular momentum /.

linear dimensions of the region in which the interaction takes place are

small compared with A of the escaping pions. Then the eigenfunctions

of the latter, near the interaction region, vary as p,- L, p.-
1

, where the

pw+ , p,- are the momenta of the pions. The transition probability then

contains factors p T J', pr
~'ih from the matrix element. In particular, for

a particle having/ = 0. /and L arc zero, the matrix element is constant,

and the transition probability depends on E only through the density

of final states.

Similarly the angle (see Fig. 15-8) may enter into the transition

probability w. For »v(/f.0), the calculation yields expressions that

depend on the spin and parity of the system (sec Table 15-2).

Experimental realization of this analysis is obtained by plotting the

kinetic energies of the three pions of a disintegration as distances from

three lines in an equilateral triangle (Fig. 15-9). The sum of these dis-

tances is constant within the triangle, the height of which is Q. Conser-

vation of momentum restricts the allowed zone to the circle inscribed in

the triangle. In view of the identity of the positive pions, we use the con-

vention of plotting the smallest kinetic energy of the positive pions as a

distance from the right side of the triangle and the kinetic energy of the

negative pion as a distance from the base of the triangle. Consequently, all

Table 15-2 Probability Distribution

as a Function of

Energy and Angle

for Three-Body Decay

.Spin parity w(E,B

0- /> *{Ea - £)><*

I' E«*(Eo - £)"*

1
- /•> *(£•<, - A')*' 2 sin 3 8 cos* 9

2 E*i*(Ea - EY'- sin' 9
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representative points are confined to a semicircle. The angle 6 may be

also read from the figure as

cos =
FN

The factor [£(£ - £o)]
1/2

, taken from the density of final states, gives

a uniform distribution of points in the Dalitz plot. In fact, this factor

depends on £ alone; furthermore, the area between £and £ 4- dE in the

allowed circular zone of the Dalitz diagram is given by [£(£ - £o)]
1/2 dE.

Thus, for a system having 7 = the representative points are uniformly

distributed. For a system 1
+ there is an accumulation in the upper part

of the semicircle, as can be seen from Table 15-2.

It is sometimes possible to understand the behavior of a Dalitz plot

qualitatively, without having to resort to calculations. For instance, the

probability of emission of a pion with vanishing kinetic energy goes to

for a system of odd spin-odd parity or even spin-even parity. By this

we mean that the matrix element vanishes independently of the phase-

space factor. In fact the pion of small momentum must be produced

in an s state of odd parity, and then the two other pions must have the

same angular momentum but opposite parity than the initial system.

For instance, if the initial system is l
-
or 2~, the two pions should be 1

!

or 2", respectively. But these slates are not possible for two pions, and

hence the transition is forbidden for low energy pions.

As an example Figs. 15-10 and 15-11 give the density of points expected

for particles having J1' = 0" or 1 and the experimental result based on

the observation of the o» meson (see Sec. 14-9) showing that it is a 1~

meson.

In these considerations we have used a nonrelativistic approach for

the sake of simplicity. Relativistic corrections are small if the energies

involved are small compared with the rest mass of the pions.

There are other ways of plotting the energies of disintegration prod ucts

of a particle, which are equivalent to the Dalitz plot and yield the same

type of information. For example, consider the reaction

y = TJQ

O V
jc = V3(T+' ~T+)/Q

Figure 15-9 Dalitz plot. PL', PL
kinetic energies of *r

+ = 7+'« 7+
(T. has the lowest energy). PU,
kinetic energy of ir~. Circle con-

tains zone permitted by energy-

momentum conservation. The
coordinates of a representative

point referred to the axes marked

in the figure are x = \/3(T+
'

—

T+)/Q and y -- T./Q.



J- = 1-

Figure 15-10 Density of points expected in a Dalitz plot for a Jp = 0" or 1" system decaying into
three pions.

K~ + p -» K° + 77- + p (15-3.1)

Call E the total energy and E\, £2 , Ez the energies of the three particles

formed.

Instead of the triangular plot, one plots (on rectangular coordinates)

Ei against Ei. Lines of constant E3 are clearly inclined at 45° to the axes

because Ei -I- E2 = E - Ez. On a line E\ = constant the particles 2

and 3 are constrained to have, in their own center-of-mass system, a

given rest mass and a given momentum p. The only free variable is the

angle between p and the direction of flight of the center of mass of

particles 2 and 3.

Figure 15-11 Application of the Dalitz plot to the o> meson. At the right only points at the resonant

energy have been used, at the left the background. The figures correspond to Fig. 15-10, seen from
above. Line OE corresponds to AB.
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The region in the EiEz plane containing possible representative points

for a given E is limited by a curve. On its boundary the three particles

move on the same straight line.

If two of the three particles, for instance 2 and 3, lend to emerge in a

state (resonance) of fixed energy in their center of mass, the representa-

tive points line up on lines of constant Ex. Often one uses as coordinates

the square of the masses (in their center-of-mass system) of couples of

particles. For instance, in the example of Fq. (15-3.1) the square of the

mass M 2
(/C°ir

-
) and M 2

(pn ) may be used instead of Ep and Ek°. The
two sets of variables are linearly related because, as in our example, one

calculates that

M2
(Pt ) - E2 + WS*2 - 2EEK» (c = 1)

which for E constant shows the linear relation between Ew> and M\pw ).

Figure 15-21 is an example of this type of plot.

Dalitz plots permit us to assign the spin and parity of the disintegra-

tion products. From this data we obtain the spin of the initial particle

and if the decay conserves parity (strong interaction), its parity (see

Sec. 14-4).

Another method of determining the spin of hyperons, due to

Adair (1955) (Fig. 15-12), is the following. Consider the reaction

tt + p > K + A

and assume that the spin of K is 0. For the ccnter-of-mass system con-

sider those cases in which the line of flight of K and A is parallel lo that

of 77 and/;. The component of the angular momentum in this common
direction n\j is -', coming—on the left side of the equation—from the

spin of the proton and on the right side of the equation—from the

component of the A spin in the direction of the line of flight. Orbital

angular momenta are directed perpendicularly to the line of flight and

(a) /«

(b)

Figure 15-12 Momentum vec-

tors in Adair's model for spin

measurement, (a) Center-of-mass-

sysicm momenta of reaction -n \-p

=> K + A. (b) Rest system of A.

Angle of decay 0.



thus do not contribute to mj. The A decays into a proton and a pion.

Designate by 6 the angle between the proton and the line of flight of the

A in the rest system of the A. If the A has spin = £, we shall have an
isotropic angular distribution of the decay proton. (An anisotropic

angular distribution would indicate a spin > i.) The experiment indicates

spin A. Essentially the method furnishes a sample of aligned (not

polarized) A and examines their decay. No alignment without polarization

is possible if J = £. In practice, it is necessary to examine A escaping at a
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Figure 15-13 First hypcrfragment observed by Danysz and Pniewski, 1953. The fragment / was

produced in star A and decayed nonmesonically at point B into three particles: 1, 2, 3.
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small angle from the line of flight wp. This introduces a certain probability

of observing A with nij_ * %, but it is possible to correct for this effect,

Particles with a spin different from zero may have a magnetic moment.

However, the only measurement of magnetic moment attempted up to

1964 has been for the A hyperon. There are two results giving one

pA = — 1.5 ± 0.5, the other /xA = 0.0 ± 0.6 in nuclear magnetons.

15-4 Hyperfragments

In 1953 Danysz and Pniewski found a fragment, emerging from a

high-energy nuclear star formed by cosmic rays, which they interpreted

as a nucleus in which a neutron had been replaced by a A (Fig. 15-13).

Many similar fragments were found later, and the name of hyperfrag-

mcnls or hypcrnuclci has been adopted for such particles, together with

the notation AHe4
, etc., indicating a He4 nucleus in which a neutron has

been replaced by a A°. Hypcrfragmcnts arc formed on capture of strange

particles by nuclei. For instance, capture of K at rest by He gives rise

in a few per cent of the cases to AHe4 or AH*.

Hypcrfragments are unstable and decay, emitting either nucleonsand

a pion (mesonic decay) (Fig. 15-14) or only nuclcons (nonmesonic decay)

(Fig. 15-13). The mesonic modes of decay can bethought of as the normal

decay of the A inside of the nucleus according to the elementary process

A -> p + tt~ or A -+ n + it . The nonmesonic decay corresponds to the

elementary processes A + p > p - n or A - n -> /; + n. Examples of

mesonic decays are AH 4 -* *" + He4
; v + n + He3

; t~ + H 2 + H 2
; etc.

Examples of nonmesonic decay are ,,Be
8 -» He3 - He4 + /;.

The mean life of hypcrfragments has yet to be measured accurately.

For AH4 there is a measurement giving (1.2 + 0.6) x 10 ,0 sec, com-
parable to the mean life of the free A"; the same order of magnitude is

found for other hyperfragments.

The binding energy of the A°in the nucleus can be measured by suitable

energy cycles (Fig. 15-15). For instance, we observe a ABe9 hyperfrag-

ment disintegrating into two He4
, a proton and a -n , releasing the total

kinetic energy of 30.92 ± 0.5 MeV. The energy released by A in the

pir disintegration is 37.56 MeV. Starling from 2He4
, a proton and a

Figure 15-14 A A Bc 9 hypcrfragment was produced by

the nuclear absorption of a negative /C-meson from

rest. The star produced by the K~ meson absorption is

indicated by arrow B. The hyperfragment A I3c'J decayed

(at the point indicated by arrow A) into a ir~ meson of

26.6 + 0.6 MeV, a proton, and Be8 . The two alpha

tracks of Be s begin to separate near their end. [Fry,

Schncps, and Swami, Plus. Rev. 101, 1526 (1956)].



negative pion, reassemble the A from the proton and tr spending this

energy. We reassemble the two He4 nuclei to form Be 8
,
gaining 0.10 McV.

We now have a A and Be8 and have spent, altogether, 37.46 MeV. On
binding the A to Be8, we must obtain 37.46 - 30.92 = 6.54 MeV,
which is the binding energy of A to Be8

, for form ABe 9
.

The results of an analysis of the available experimental data are sum-

marized in Fig. 15-16, which gives the binding energy of the A in several

light nuclei. It is clear that Bs is approximately proportional to A. This is

in striking contrast to the binding energy of the nuclcons, which fluctuates

considerably in the case of light nuclei, owing to the exclusion principle.

The single A is not subject to such special limitations. Thus, for example,

whereas ordinary nuclei with A = 5 arc unbound, there are hyperfrag-

ments of mass 5. On the assumption that the A°-nucleon forces are

charge-independent, it has been possible to analyze the experimental

data, the main conclusions being that the A°-nuclcon force is comparable

in magnitude to the nucleon-nuclcon force and is spin-dependent. The
evidence also favors the value of -\ for the A" spin.

The ratio between mesonic and nonmesonic decay gives another argu-

ment for this spin assignment (Chcston and PrimakofT, 1953; Ruderman
and Karplus, 1956). The mesonic decay of a hyperfragment is considered

similar to gamma emission by an excited nucleus. The nonmesonic decay

represents an additional channel in the same way that the emission of

conversion electrons represents another mode of dc-excitation for nuclei.

The ratio between mesonic and nonmesonic decays is, then, analogous

to the internal conversion coefficient. The calculation indicates a strong

dependance of the ratio on the orbital angular momentum / with which

the pion is emitted and points to / = and to a spin -J for the A°.
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He* + He« + A Be8 + A

Figure 15-15 Energy balance of

the A^e 9 hyperfragment disin-

tegration, shown in Fig. 15-14.

Energies in MeV. P + r- + He" + He4
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15-5 Spontaneous Decay of Strange Particles

Strange particles maydecay by weak interaction. Weshall first consider
baryons. Here we have two types of decay: decay into nucleons and pions
and decay into nucleons and leptons (Ieptonic decay). The branching
ratio favors the first type of decay overwhelmingly (see Table 15-3).

Consider a typical decay of a strange particle into a nucleon and
a meson:

The cases

2 ->jV

A -> p + TT~

E >A : 77

with all charge variations, are similar.

In the A decay one has observed nonconservation of parity, although
all particles involved are strongly interacting. This fact is important be-
cause it demonstrates that the violation of parity conservation is not
connected exclusively with the neutrino and its single helicity.

Consider A particles polarized in (Indirection and at rest at the origin
of the coordinate system and assume that the spin of the A is £. The decay
products p - rr must be in a state of angular momentum -J, thai is,
either in a S1/2 QtPm state. Also a combination of the two is permissible
it, and only if, parity is not conserved in the decay.

• Call/, and/, the complex amplitudes of the s- and p-wave functions
in the decay products and call and f the polar angles of escape of the
proton. The Sys, P1:2 wave functions are, for Jz - -

J,

>
o
?-

m
pa

10 11 12 13 14

Figure 15-16 Binding energies of
A in hypernuclei as a function of
atomic number A. The points
are labeled with the Z or the

hyperfragment



Yo°

and

VI Ki 1 - V] yx
o

and similar expressions for /* = — J (sec Appendix 1). Since the initial

A has Jz = h the wave function after decay is

^/.W y,[vs >v -Vi y,o (15-5.1)

The complex amplitudes

/

s,/p contain four real numbers; however,

one phase is arbitrary. These numbers may be found by measurements on

the angular distribution and polarization of the decay proton.

To find the angular distribution of the decay protons, one takes t/i\
2

.

Taking into consideration the orthogonality relations for spin functions,

and introducing the explicit expressions of the spherical harmonics, one

obtains

4«W -|/.-/» cos 0|2 + |
- fp sin 0P

= l/«l
2 + \fv

2 - 2Re/*../P cos 6 (15-5.2)

Given the definition

7. -
2Rc/:/„

\r*\
l + \fp

2

the angular distribution is

dw{0) = i(1 - a cos 0) </(cos 0)

(15-5.3)

(15-5.4)

It is clear that an asymmetry of the decay occurs only if/s and/P are

both different from 0, which means that parity is not conserved. •

Tn practice one does not have polarized A at rest. The experiment is

then carried out as follows: A arc produced in the reaction

it- + p -> A + K° A -+ vr + p (15-5.5)

The conservation of momentum restricts the trajectories of the incident

7r, A, and A" in a single plane; and the A may be, and actually is, formed

with its spin preferentially oriented perpendicular to this plane. Actually

this is the only direction in which the A can be polarized by the process

of Eq. (15-5.5), because parity is conserved in strong interactions and the

argument given in Sec. 10-7 on the direction of the polarization applies

here as well. On decay of the A the proton produced may escape pref-

erentially up or down with respect to the K — A plane if, and only if,

parity is not conserved in the A decay (Fig. 15-17).

Looking from a system in which the A° is at rest, we find that it is

partially polarized and that the direction of emission of the proton is

correlated to the direction of polarization, in a way similar to that which
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Table 15-3 Dynamics of Strange-Particle Decays"

Momentum

!>i ?, Branching

Q MeV/c usee ratio

/"* -1- a- 219.3 205.2

»*+ + v 388.2 235.6

a-' +»+ + „- 75.1 125.5

125.5

/22-4%

*+^ I 132.3

(^,+ = 493.9 McV) "* + "° + -° 843

133.1

"° + e* + v 358.3

288.5

288.5

63%

5.1%

12.3

215.2
«• +/» + v 253.2 215.2

1-8%

3.0%

4.7%

p" + tt" 227.8

f- + it" 218.6

209.1

206.1 0.09

[31% of A',

69% of A',

t° -r tt° + rr" 92.8 139.3
I

—
'19% of Kt

(A/K o = 497.0 MeVj

w+ + w" + tt" 83.6

132.9

132.1

62

11 % of K,

f + *** + » 252.5

216.1

216.1

31% of A,

a- + * + v 357.7

229.3

229.3
39% of K,

A°-

P + T~ 37.59

+ e- + v 176.68

(MA = 1, 11 5.45 MeV)
-,

100.23

163.12

163.12

p + p- + y 71.54

130.77

130.77

n + >7°

0.262

64%

40.89 103.64

»?o

36%



(M£+ = 1,189.4 MeV)

(p + »° 116.1 189.0

71 + IT 1 110.3 185.1

n + n* + v 144.2

202.4

202.4

n + «- + v 249.3

223.G

223.6

A + e* + v

i

73.4

71.7

71.7

51%

49%

0.079

Partly

forbidden ?

I probable

event

1 probable

event

-0.01%
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s° ->• a + y

(jWeo = 1,193.2 MeV)
77.8 75.2 ~10-5 -100%

(A/v- = 1,197.6 MeV)

In + r 118.5 193.2

n + p~ + v 152.4

209.8

209.8

n + tr + v 257.5

230.3

230.3

A + r + »

1

81.6

79.3

79.3

0.174

-.100%

0.09%

0.2%

-0.01%

3»-+ A 4- 7T°

(A/=o = 1,314.4 MeV)
63.9 134.8 0.3 *wl00%

(Afs~ = 1,321.2 MeV)

/A + «- 66.2 139.2

A + «- + ~v 205.2

189.7

189.7

II — w-

1

242.1 303.3

r~i00%

0.17
-0.3%

Forbidden?

l<0-5%

n >

{Ma- = 1,686 MeV)
(1 event)

/S° + n 232 306

E- + tfi 230 302

A +iC~ 77 234

/ ?

For three-body decays (e.g., /*-»•* + 5 + *) the quantities tabulated arc the

maximum momenta attainable by the first two product particles.
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occurs in beta decay. The experiment measures the product of the polari-

zation of the A and the asymmetry coefficient a. If the A has been formed

by the reaction in Eq. (15-5.5), escaping at an angle x (cm.) from the w - p
direction, it has a polarization p(x)- Now let 9 designate, as before, the

angle between the momentum of the decay proton and the perpendicular

to the K-i\ plane in the rest system of the A. The probability for the direc-

tion of escape is given by

w(x, cos 6) dcos 6 = A[\ - p(x) « cos 0] dcos d (15-5.6)

We can interpret />(x) as a measure of the polarizing efficiency of the

production process and a as a measure of the analyzing efficiency of the

decay process. The experiment measures pa.. In actual experiments it

has been found that |pa| = 0.8. It is also known that the protons tend

to escape parallel to the spin of the A (py. < 0).

In decays of strange particles by weak interactions into nucleons

and pions there seems to be a selection rule

A7 = ± I (15-5.7)

for the isotopic spin. This selection rule applies, naturally, only when the

final products all have a well-defined isotopic spin, and it is like all /-spin

selection rules, subject to exception due to electromagnetic interactions.

A convenient method of treating the selection rule A7" = ± k has
been devised by Wentzel (1957). Assume that in the decay of strong-inter-

acting particles a new particle, the "spurion," is emitted, with no spin,

momentum, energy, or charge, but with an i spin }2
and T3 = ± l

a . The
statement that in such decay i spin is conserved is then equivalent to the

selection rule

AT" = i (15-5.8)

As an application of this selection rule, consider the branching ratio

in the decay.

A° ->p + 77-

-* n + 7T°

(15-5.9)

The i spin of the A is 0. On the right the pir~ system and mr° system are

described, as in Eq. (14-6.4), by wave functions containing T = £ and
T = % components. Only the former counts, for in the latter case A7" =

},

and transitions to them are forbidden. The amplitudes of states with

T = \ in p + ir- and n + it are in the ratio V2 : 1 . Hence, the branching
ratio must be 2:1, in agreement with the experimental result (65 ± 5):

(35 ± 5).

The rare leptonic decays of hyperons (Table 15-3) are about an order
of magnitude less frequent than one would expect if they are calculated

as ordinary beta decays, taking into account the available energy.

K mesons show a great variety of decay modes (Fig. 1 5-3). These have
been observed in photograph emulsions and in cloud or bubble chambers.
The decay modes of the charged K so far observed arc given in Table 15-3

with their branching ratios.



The decay constant of AT* is 0.813 x IO8 sec
-1

, corresponding to a

mean life of 1.23 ± 0.008 x 10~8 sec. It has been measured in photo-

graphic emulsions and with counters. That all modes of decay have the

same mean life has been verified, indicating that they are due to the

disintegration of the same particle. The magnitude of the decay

constant indicates that it is due to weak interactions.

Other conceivable modes of decay, such as

K+ -> 7r+ + y

K+ -> v + v + »r+ (15-5.10)

K+ -+ e+ + v, etc.

have never been observed. Experiments show that they have branching

ratios smaller than about 1 per cent. Their absence is important in order

to establish some of the properties of K- mesons. For example, the

absence of the decay

K+ _>w-r + y (15-5.11)

is a strong argument for the assignment of spin to K+.

The decays of K~ are more difficult to observe than those of K+,

because the K~ interact strongly with nuclei. For K~ the coulomb

attraction favors nuclear interactions at the expense of free decay, while

the free decay of the K v is favored by the Coulomb repulsion, which

prevents them from approaching nuclei, furthermore strangeness
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(b)
"

(c)

Figure 15-17 Schematic diagram showing the momentum vectors important in the polarization and

decay or a A. (a) Laboratory system. Note that the momentum ofwj-, K, and A are in plane m (pro-

duction plane). Spin o is perpendicular to plane in. The momenta of A, p, ir~ are in plane / (decay

plane), (b) The production in the cm. system of tt,- and/> 4
. (c)The A decay in a system in which the

A is at rest. The angles x- ° correspond to angles \'. &' 'n tne 'ab-
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conservation prevents many * reactions. However, we must expect that
freeKr mesons decay with decay constants identical to those of A' in the
charge conjugate modes, e.g.,

-*ir~ + it + 7T '-, etc.

have the same decay constants as

K+ > 77+ + 77"

-> 7T+ -l- tt+ + 7f- etc. (1 5-5.1 2a)

The case of K° is more complicated and will be discussed later.

AcloseexaminationofTablel5-3raiscsmanyquestions.Forinstance:
Why docs SO decay into A" + y , rat her than into n + 77° or n + y
directly? Why do the S hypcrons decay into A + V) rather than into
nucleon plus p10n? What prevents K» from decaying into 2y? These and
similar questions are left to the reader.

Finally we mention a selection rule that seems at least approximately
valid for leptonic decays of strange particles:

AS = AQ
where ASand AQ arc the change in strangeness and charge of the strongly
interacting particle.

15-6 The Ko, K« Doublet

JVe shall assume in what follows that the A" mesons are spinless. TheK
,
Ko particles are generated by strong interactions in which strangeness

is conserved, and hence they must have a well-defined strangeness
Typical production reactions arc

K~ - p->K° + n S - -\

r I p > Ko + A" S -
(15-6.1)

The strangeness of^ is - 1, that of & is 1 1. and because of this
they act differently in subsequent strong interactions. For instance K°
may interact according to the reaction

K° \ p=>K~ -m
but not according to the reaction

K° I p *- 2+ + 770 or Ka + n > K~ -

whereas K° may react according to

K* + p => S+ + n° or K° + n > K - p
but not according to

KO
1 p => K- - ,, (15-6.5)

, L- T- !"ox
y tKUS distinguish a K° from a A"" by a strong interaction

(Fig- 15-18).

P

(15-6.2)

(15-6.3)

(15-6.4)



Figure 15-18 Bubble-chamber pictures showing the reactions

„- + p-> A° + K°

A° -*tt + p

K° — 1&

& + p -* S+ + *°

2+ ^> w+- + /;

Note the invisible transformation tf> -> K» evidenced by the subsequent formation of a 2* in a

K° collision.
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In the decay determi ncd by weak interactions the important conserva-
tion law is the CP law (charge conjugation times parity transformation).
Now the operator C changes |AT°> into ,*<>>, and P leaves it unchanged,
except for a possible change of sign. In any case, C 2 and P- are identity
operators. For convenience we shall use the notation due to Dirac and
indicate by \K~) the eigenfunclion corresponding to a A" particle (see
Sec. 1 3-1). We may define the |X»> state as giving

CP
j
K° > =

|
K" > and we have CP A? > =

| K° > (15-6.6)

It is hence clear that K° and K° are not eigenstates of CP. However, the
linear combinations

1

1*!° > = --(|#<>> + |tf° »V2

W > = — fljpo > - KO »
V2

(15-6.7)

are eigenstates of CP, as can be seen by applying Eq. (15-6.6) to them
and precisely

CP |AT,o >-[£,«) CP |A2« > . -\K2
o
>

We can also express |A:«> and |£5> through |Ai»>, |JT2o> as

V2

(15-6.8)

1^°)-— (W-|AT2»»
V2

(15-6.9)

We can then say that the production of a *<> is equivalent to the produc-

Z !rl w
3 *! Wkh CqUal amplilude and a Prescribed Phase

relation (Gell-Mann and Pais, 1955).
The phenomenon is similar to that of the superposition with a given

fi
e£l°f h8ht inMr

!f
P° lariZCd '" Pedicular directs

It he phase difference is ±n/2t the result for equal amplitudes is circu-lar* polarized hght (left or right). Conversely the superposition of leftand right circularly polarized light gives rise to linearly polarized lightthe direct™ of the plane of polarization depending on the phase differ-'
enceol the two rays of equal amplitude. In general the results discussed

DosShiT 7 1
y par

f
' the propcrties of po,arizcd *** and jt ««poss Me to develop optical analogies for these phenomena. An important

difference, however, appears in the spontaneous decay of the AT" mesonsfor which there ts no analogy in light quanta.
From the fact that K°, K° are eigenstates of strangeness and *,o Kzo

are e.genstates of CP it follows that we should consider K° and A- whenwe study strong interactions, and ft. #2o whcn wc considcr weaR^actions. In the decay produced by weak interactions fco may go only in



states for which the eigenvalue of CP is - 1 and K-t° only in states for

which the eigenvalue of CP is — 1. We now apply this to the decay into

pions.

The Or+n-) or (VV ) systems have CP = + 1 . In the latter case this

is immediate, because the eigenfunction of two identical bosons is un-

changed when the particles are interchanged, an operation which, in the

centcr-of-mass system, is clearly equivalent to P. Moreover, the n° is

unaffected by charge conjugation, and hence CP =» 1. For the (77,77-)

system the same result obtains. From this it is clear that Ki° can decay

into 77° + 77° or 77+ + tt~, but K-P cannot. The decay constant of K\°

is about 1.08 x 1010 sec '. The K2 decays in three pions or by leptonic

decays, and its decay constant is about 1.6 x 108 sec
-1

.

If wc form a beam of K° by strong interaction [Eq. (15-6.1)], after a

few tenths of a nanosecond the A"i° component has disappeared and we

are left with a beam of half the initial intensity consisting purely of Kza
.

This can be proved by verifying that the beam composed of "old" par-

ticles can now produce strong interactions characteristic of both K°

and K°, which was impossible for the "young" beam composed only of

K°. Moreover, the beam of K2 in passing through matter changes the

relative amplitudes and phases of its K°, K° components because K°

and K° behave differently with respect to strong interactions, and emerges

with a K\° regenerated component, which would appear as a short-lived

component decaying into two pions (Pais and Piccioni, 1957; Fig. 15-19).

K\° and Ko° have very different decay constants. As a consequence

wc may expect a tiny mass difference between the two particles. The

situation is analogous to that of other particles, for example, tt , 77-;

n, p, which differ in their electric charge, and as a consequence in their

mass by an amount which can be crudely interpreted as being due to

the electromagnetic energy e2 lr = c2 Am, where r is the "radius" of the

particle. Tn the electromagnetic case c2 Am thus appears as a measure of
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Figure 15-19 Schematic diagram

showing the regeneration of A"i°

events in a multiplate cloud cham-

ber. The symbol < indicates the

decay:

W 77~ + 77

In target A, pions generate K°.

The K\° component decays fast

and only K*° reach the regenera-

tor B. In crossing it some of them

undergo strong interactions and

emerge as K° having a re-

generated Ki° component. [From

A. Pais and O. Piccioni, Phys.

Rev., 100, 1487(1955).]

A B
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the electromagnetic energy of the particle. Similarly, for weak interactions

we expect a mass difference related to a difference in energy. We may try

to guess the order of magnitude of this mass difference by a purely

dimensional argument. If the electromagnetic interaction gives a mass
difference of the order of 1 McV, the weak interaction which is lO"12

times smaller might give a mass difference of the order of 10 « eV.

We shall now discuss briefly a situation in which the mass difference

mi - m-z (/ni = mass of Ki u
, m* = mass of K2

a
) would be observable

(Treiman and Sachs, 1956). Suppose that we generate a beam of K°
by strong interaction and write the tp(t) as

|M) > -— \Ki* > exp -{tmx&ffl cxp -(IV/2)
V2

1
,

+ — l**° > cxp -(im->c2t/h) exp (IV/2) (15-6.10)
V2

where r]i2 = 1/n.e, the reciprocal of the mean life of #1.2°. The ifi is such
that for / = it represents, as it should, K°. At any time ty(/)> can be
resolved into a K° and a K component. The former, for example, is

<K°>(0> = if exp \(-innc2t/*) - IV/2] + exp \(-im**tfr) - iy/2]!

(15-6.11)

and its modulus square

i|exp(- ry) + exp(- IV) + 2expl-(r,- Vjt/2) cos [bmc'-l/ti]
}

(15-6.12)

gives the number of K° in the beam. The number of Y° is given by the

same expression, except that the cosine term has a minus sign. If/m = im,

~i r

4 6

time, in units of ti

10

Figure 15-20 The intensity of the

K° component is shown as a

function of time for three values

of the mass difference in units

fic2ri. For/ =0 the beam is a pure
A-0

beam, [from Camerini et al.

(Wisconsin), Birge et al. (Berke-

ley); I'hys.Rev., 128, 362 (1962).]



Eq. (15-6.12) represents a combination of decreasing exponentials, but

if mi 5* m2, there are very peculiar oscillations in the number of K° or

K° in the beam (see Fig. 15-20). The quantitative aspects of the effect

depend on the magnitude of the ratio

Anu-n _ r lC%
(is_6j3)

I'l h

(we know already that Y» < Tj) and their experimental investigation is

expected to give the mass difference. Equation (15-6.12) does not give

a method for finding the sign of (/m - mi); however, there arc other

experiments thai give this sign. The best results available indicate that

(m2 - mi) c2 = (0.47 + 0.2) h/n - (3.3 - 1.4) x lO"6 eV.
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15-7 Excited States of Strange Particles and Their Classification

We have seen in Chap. 14 that pion-nucleon collision cross sections

show strong fluctuations reminiscent of the resonances occurring in

ordinary nuclear reactions. The most prominent example is the T = \,

/ = f resonance in the pion-nucleon collision. It can be interpreted as the

formation of an excited nucleon with the angular momentum f, and /spin

\, The duration of this excited state is, as usual, estimated from the width

of the resonance.

Arc there similar resonances for other systems involving strange

particles? The answer to this question comes from experiments on such

reactions as

K-+p=>A. + ir* + n (15-7.1)

If one interprets this as a genuine three-body reaction, the kinetic energies

of the two pions plotted in a Dalilz plot of T„. versus TV- should

uniformly occupy the kincmatically permissible region. This is equivalent

to saying that in golden rule No. 2 the matrix clement is constant and

the probabilities of the different final states are proportional to the cor-

responding phase space available. If. however, the reaction proceeds in

two steps through the formation of an excited hyperon Y* of short life,

K- + p > Y*- + 77-

B» A + tt= (15-7.2)

The first pion will have a fixed energy in the K~p center-of-mass system,

because it results from a two-body reaction. The second pion will also

have a fixed energy in the center of mass of Y*, and this will give an

energy band in the K p center-of-mass system. The band width depends

on the Q of the Y* disintegration. The short life of Y* produces an

uncertainty in its total energy. Figure 15-21 gives a plot of the kinetic

energies of the two combinations A.if* and Att~ in Eq. (15-7.1) when the

Kr have a momentum of 1,220 MeV/c lab. It is apparent from the figure

the (Att 1

) or (Aw) system has preferentially the mass 1,385 + 5 McV in

its own cm. system.
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We have evidence, therefore, of a resonance in the hir± system with
a total energy of 1,385 ± 5 MeV. The Y* of energy 1,385 has been
observed not only positively and negatively charged, but also neutral.
The next step is to assign quantum numbers to the Y*. The i spin is 1,
because F* is clearly an /-spin triplet, as can be seen from the three
possible charges. The spin J is shown to be >f bya consideration of the
angular distribution of the F* production in the K p center-of-mass
system.

Similar consideration of the reaction

K-+p=>2,° + 7r+7r (15-7.3)

indicates the existence of an excited hyperon of / spin at mass 1 405
MeV. Ih.s subject is being rapidly developed. Table 14-6 summarizes
the results.

There have been many attempts to develop a classification of particles
on the assumption that some are more "elementary" than others For
instance, as far back as 1949 Fermi and Yang tried to consider the pion

1.50

mass squared of Kw* pair, BeV2

2.00 2.50 3.00

1,300 1,400 1,500 1,600

mass of A*+ pair, MeV

1,700

>

n
S
i

i--

<
Figure 15-21 Dalitz plot of
Air+w- events from K~p interac-

tions at 1.22 BeV/c laboratory.
The square of Air* effective mass
is plotted against the square of
Air- effective mass. Scales giving
the masses in MeV are also
shown. If the matrix element for
the reaction were constant, the
area within the oval would be
uniformly populated. Projection
of the events onto the A»r+ mass
axis is displayed to the right of
the figure. The curve represents
the fitting of Breit-Wigner res-
onance expressions to the Air+
and Air- systems. [From Shafer,
Murray, and Huwc, Pkys. Rev.
Letters, 10, 179 (1963).|



as composed of a AW pair. More recently Sakata assumed the neutron,

proton, and A as the fundamental particles and tried to consider all

others as formed by these. However, up to now none of these attempts

have been successful.

Other attempts have been made to discover symmetries among

particles. It has been remarked by S. Sakata, Y. Ne'eman, Gell-Mann,

and others that it is possible to collect all presently known particles and

resonances in families containing cither 1, or 8, or 10, or 27 members.

These numbers form the basis of a classification based on the hypo-

thesis of the invariancc of the interaction with respect to two newly

introduced quantum numbers, U, V, similar to the known /-spin invari-

ance of the strong interactions. The two new quantum numbers have

commutation properties similar to angular momentum vectors and arc

called £/spin and Kspin.

The three spins T, U, Kare not independent and their interrelation

forms the subject of a group theoretical study (unitary symmetry, SU3

group, eightfold way) beyond the scope of this book.

However, these group theoretical hypotheses bring us to some

simple conclusions, some of which have had predictive value and have

been strikingly corroborated by experiment. One classifies all particles

having the same J and parity and approximately the same mass in a
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Figure 15-22 Classification of particles and resonances according to the octet and decuplct scheme
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abscissa T3 , ordinate Y or S. All particles in a multiplct have the same J1'.
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mulliplct plotting on the abscissa TA and on the ordinate the hypercharge

Y. This procedure yields the diagrams of Fig. 15-22. These diagrams
are symmetrical with respect to three axes inclined by 120° to each other.

Thus, if we turn the figure by I20°.wc have Fig. 15-22b,'fn which the

abscissa is now Us, the third component of the V spin, and the ordinate

Q, the electric charge.

Note that at the center of the diagrams there is more than one
particle and that different linear combinations arc to be used in Fig.

15-22aand b.

If U spin were exactly conserved in strong interactions, as i spin is,

all particles in the same mulliplct, except for electromagnetic effects,

would have the same mass. This is not so and one must assume that U-
spin invariance of the strong interactions is only approximately valid.

An indication of accuracy or inaccuracy of the approximation is given by

the relative mass dilTcrence of particles in the same multiple! differing in Y.

The interaction that breaks the symmetry has an analogy with the

electromagnetic interaction which is not invariant with respect to /-spin

rotation (a change in Tz means a change in charge, even when T is

constant). As an hypothesis it has been assumed that this symmetry-
breaking interaction bears the same relation to V spin that the electro-

magnetic interaction bears to i spin. With this assumption it is possible

to establish relations between masses of some particles. In particular,

Okubo and Gell-Mann have proposed a mass formula based on the

hypothesis of U and T invariance of strong interactions.

The formula is, for hypcrons,

M = Mi + MzY + Ms \t(T + 1) -

where Mi, M>, Ms arc constant in one multiplet.

For bosons it is

T(T-\ 1)-

a (15-7.4)

— un't

M" = H-o W (15-7.5)

where /x 2
, /<.i

2 are again constant in one multiplet. As an application of
Eq. (15-7.4) it is easily seen that, assigning the particles as in Fig. 15-22,

or reading their T and Y from Table 14-6, one should have that the

masses of

N-*, Yf-, %*-,Z-
are equally spaced. In fact, their masses are 1.238, 1,385, 1,530, and
1,676 MeV.

Furthermore, the hypothesis of Si/3 invariance requires the existence

of a particle marked Z in Fig. 15-22. It should have Y = - 2,/-= 0, and
according to Eq. (15-7.4) mass approximately 1,680 McV. These pre-

dictions have been strikingly fulfilled by the discovery of the LI (Brook-
haven, 1964), which is the particle indicated as Z~.

Similarly Eq. (15-7.4) gives

J (n + S°) = I
(vo + 3.\)

where the symbol of the particle stands for the mass of the particle. The
agreement with experiment is within a few MeV.



Many olher predictions of this hypothesis are accessible to experi-

ment. For instance, there arc predictions on the electromagnetic prop-

erties, magnetic moments, and electromagnetic mass splittings which

agree with the limited amount of experimental material available.

Another set of hypotheses, associated with the name of T. Rcgge,

predicts the "recurrence" of a particle if, all other quantum numbers

being unchanged, two units of angular momentum are added. The Reggc

recurrences have an analogy to the levels of an atomic system, having

the same radial quantum number but increasing /. Think of a hydrogen

atom (neglecting spin); the energy, assuming as zero the energy of the

electron and proton at great distance and at rest, is then given by

- R/(n, + /)
2

, where R is the Rydbcrg constant. It is possible for an

atomic system to generalize the energy formula and to define the energy

as an analytic function of/, considered as a complex variable. However,

physical stales correspond only to / real and integral. All levels having

the same n r lie on a "Reggc trajectory" and arc called "recurrences" of

the first. A Rcgge trajectory may contain stable (negative energy) and

unstable points. The last ones appear physically as resonances.

In particle physics one has to add two units of angular momentum

to obtain a recurrence. This is related to the behavior of exchange forces

which change sign for even or odd angular momenta (Sec. 10-7). The

recurrences of an octet should then form a new octet.

These ideas on classification of particles arc embodied in a nomen-

clature and symbolism especially suited for them, proposed by Chew,

Gcll-Mann, and Roscnfeld. Mesons are all 'indicated by lower-case

Greek letters, baryons by upper-case Greek letters. Each letter is given

for a combination of the quantum numbers A, Y, T, according to

Tabic 15-4.

To completely characterize a particle, the electric charge, connected

to T3 by

Y
a = n *

3

the mass in MeV, and the spin and parity are indicated separately thus:

ttO (137, 0-) is the ordinary neutral pion

A++ (1,238, 2 + ) is the S, I resonance of the y^r system

With this nomenclature Reggc recurrences have the same Greek letter.
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Tabic 15-4 Key to Nomenclature of Particles

Mesons A y T Baryons A Y T

1/
A

H 1

:•' 1

K +1 1
N + 1 i

K -1 1

a

-1
-2
+ 1

1

3
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90 Another nomenclature often used (for instance in Table 14-6) gives
to baryons of hypercharge [,0,-1 the names NT*, YT*ST *, respec-

Chaptfr IS
tlVe,y

'
and indicates lhe '" SP'" by the subscript; thus the g, | A'-pionJ resonance would be indicated by N;

* (1,238).

SJran
Zf

Fi§ure I5'23 should leave a fitting last impression to the patient
Particles reader of this book.
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Problems 69 1

15-1 On the basis of phase space and energy considerations alone,

calculate the branching ratio ol'the decay Problems
vo = A" + y

= n + y

Compare your results with the experimental data.

15-2 What will be the absolute minimum energy necessary to form A

mesons by bombarding hydrogen with protons? Consider separately strong and

weak interactions.

15-3 How could one produce a H in the laboratory? Find the threshold.

15-4 Find the threshold for the production of A' and A'" in w_ -proton

collisions.

15-5 What isotopic spin states are involved in the reactions:

(a) «- + p -> Ao + A"

(b) w* +/)->i: + K-

(r) rr + p -»• 2- + A-

(</) A + (/ > A + p + n~

15-6 hind methods and threshold energies for the production of A~

and A .

15-7 Suppose that you are studying reactions produced by high-energy

protons incident on a hydrogen target. Write a strong reaction which can lead

to each of the following products: {a) a A°. (h) a A , (r) a Z . (</) an anti-A°.

15-8 Show that the reactions

(a) A- + He» » £- + He3

(b) -- X° -I- H^

(a) A- + He 1 > A + ir + He3

(b) > A.° + / + H3

have branching ratios a :b = 2:1.

15-9 Consider the S — w interaction. There arc nine possible charge

combinations. How many independent interactions may exist under the

isospin invariancc hypothesis?

15-10 Develop the argument showing that the absence of the decay

A" --• n' + y indicates a spin zero for K .

15-1 1 Develop the properties of a plot of a three-body reaction (e.g.,

decay or a t meson). Tor which one uses as abscissa and ordinate in cartesian

coordinates the kinetic energy of two of the particles.

15-12 Show thai in the Dalilz plot in I ig. 15-9. P\ NG = cos 0.

15-13 Show that for nonrelativistic particles the points describing the

decay A->2tt' + -n arc confined to a circle inscribed in the Dalitz triangle.

15-14 Show that the representative points in a Dalitz plot for extremely

relativistic particles arc confined to an equilateral triangle inscribed in the

Dalitz triangle.

15-15 Show that for two pions the eigenfunclion with 7'3 = are

1

90.0 = -
v3

, (I) ^"(2) -^(l)^ (2) -;•*-(!) 7T"(2)| r =
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91,0 =
l

V2L
t*(IK(2) -*-(J)w*(2) r= 1

9>2.0

V6-
tt
+
(1) w-(2) + 2^(1)^(2) + ,-(!) w +(2)

15-16 Prove lhat three pions cannot be in a state Jp = 0~.

15-17 Show that the /"-spin eigenfunction of a system of three pions with
T = is antisymmetrical with respect to the exchange of the coordinates of
any two pions. Show that as a consequence the coordinate eigenfunction must
also be antisymmetrical with respect to the exchange of pions.

15-18 From the neutron mean life, r - 1 ,000 sec, make a rough estimate
of the decay rate (in sec" 1

) you might expect for the decay £- -* Y.0 + e~ + v.

(S~ - 1"° mass difference = 4.5 MeV.)
15-19 {a) A subject or considerable interest is the beta decay of the A

particle A» -*./» + e + v. Assuming that the matrix element is one, the cou-
pling constant is the same as in neutron decay, and neglecting (as in neutron
decay) the A recoil energy, calculate the expected beta decay rate of the \°
II the usual Ao decay (A<> -* p + v ) has mean life 2.5 x 10 10 sec what is
the branching ratio for the beta decay? (b) What is the A" maximum recoil
energy? (The mass of A" = 1,115 MeV.)

15-20 An excited hyperon state Y* has been found which decays as
follows:

Y* -> A" + 7r

It has a total energy of 1380 MeV with a full width of hair-maximum of about
30 MeV. Calculate (a) the mean life or the V* and (b) its strangeness.

15-21 The -n ' and w have precisely the same mass, whereas the S and
S do not. Why? Would you expect the K* and K~ to have the same mass.
II so, why?
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Perturbation Theory

VVi: shall give here a summary of the treatment of time-

dependent perturbations, which arc of great importance in the

application of quantum theory to nuclear phenomena.

Given a system with a hamiltonian

H = //o /' (A-l)

where the operator Hq is time-independent but '/( may contain the time

explicitly. We assume the solution of the unperturbed Schrddinger's

equation, corresponding \x>-% = 0, to be known:

ibpa = //o>//o (A-2)

By separating the lime putting

0o = «o (-v, >', z) exp (-iEot/fi)

we have

<Ao - 2W°WW exp ( - iEnPkfh) (A-3)

where

H Unm = £» (0W0> (A-4)

with the u„">) orthonormal and the constants a,,
(0) independent of time.

We try now to solve the perturbed Schrodinger equation

Hj, = ;/7«/i = (Ho +.#)</, (A-5)

by putting

0=2 an(t)u„
<°

> exp ( - iE„ «»//*) (A-6)

with the a\ now functions of time (method of the variations of con-

stants).

Inserting (A-6) into (A-5), multiplying by u, (0) (the bar super-

script indicates complex conjugate), and using the orthonormality rela-

tions for the «n
,0)

, we obtain

as = - ~ ZnanJFm exp {/[/rs
'°> - £„i°> \t/h] (A-7)

ft

where
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is the matrix element of the perturbation between states s, n. The integral
in eh is extended to the space variables of which the u arc functions.
liquation (A-7) is exact. We approximate the solution by substitutes
on the right side an (0) for an{t); setting (£,»J - EH®W = m tu we then
have

a s(r) = a,v(0) - i y (l„(0)
j

.//-,«(/) cxp {mtH f) dt (A-8)

An important special case arises if the system at lime zero is in
the stale n\ then o„(0) - 1 and all- other ax(Q) are zero. liquation (A-8)
then gives

- i r l

«4f) =
% j

^sn(l) Cxp (/<«,»/) eft (A-9)

for s # /?.

The perturbation induces iransitions from the initial slate n lo any
of the slates s; and the probability of finding the system in the state v at
time /is aAt)-.

If // is lime-independent, Eq. (A-9) can be integrated explicitly
and we obtain, since a3 (0) = 0.

- as(t) - - .# m
and, correspondingly,

[a,(f)P = 4| ;#

,

cxp (iatgt) - I

sin- (a..,„//2)

*2%'

(A-10)

(A-ll)

This formula as well as the previous one is valid for \a, (t) ] ^ I, that is,

for only a short time after the onset of the perturbation.
A very important case is the one in which the levels s form a con-

tinuum, such would be the case for the emission ofa light quantum under
the perturbation caused by a variable electromagnetic field, or the
elastic collision of two particles, in which the incident particle can be
scattered in any direction. We consider the continuum as the limiting
case of many levels very near each other in an energy scale (sec Fia
A-l).

The probability of transition to each one of the levels is given by
Eq. (A-ll). The total transition probability is obtained by summing
the probabilities of transition to each level, not their probability ampli-
tudes, because the transitions are incoherent. We call p(£) the density

Figure A-l Energy levels for Eq, (A-9).



of the levels (that is. the number of levels per unit energy interval), and

we assume that //«» is the same for all of them. This means thai if there

are selection rules (e.g., those due conservation of angular momentum),

we must count among the final levels only those accessible from the

initial one, and that P(K) is the density of the accessible final states.

We can then write for the transition probability

/>(') = V fls(')l
2 -4<|jr«,|«>S

sin- a>m//2
(A-12)

Here we have taken an average value of \Jt «„\
2

-

We transform the sum into an integral. The number of states in

energy interval dE, - hdtaM is p{K,) dEs, and we have

/»
(/ )

= 4<|JT„|«>fKE^^^dfi^ (A-13)

The last integral is extended from - x to • oo? however, for large values

of / the contributions to the integral come from values of wtH vcry near

zero, and indeed it can be written, remembering that /[(sin
2

a.v) .\-\tl.\ -

irx, as

P(&)^ (A-14)

We have then from Eq. (A- 13)

/>(*) = 4 <|jr„|*>/>(£,)^ (A-15)
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or

Z7T

rate of transition = — <[ Jf »B|
2 >p(£«)

n
(A-16)

This formula is most important and was called "golden'rule No. 2" by

FefmL-

Anothcr important application of Eq. (A-9) is obtained when 3tf

has the time dependence e'""
!

. For instance, in electromagnetic dipole

transition induced by an electric field directed along the x axis, of the

form

6a
6 = So cos cot = — (etul + e~iMl)

we have

XU) = &qxc (eiat + e M )

This expression introduced in Eq. (A-9) gives

(A-17)

n J a

If co„, / w the integral averages out to zero. If w s„ ~ co one finds

|fl.(0l
2 =

e2c?„2 _ sin2 (//2) (<o - co^,,)

y*
2 (w - <u gur

(A-19)
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Equation (A-19), when treated in the same way as Eqs. (A-ll)

through (A-15), gives for the transition probability by absorption of
radiation having frequencies in an interval containing wen

JW)i2

J Ino

dm - «Vo*|x„;*--/
lit1

(A-20)

The absorption rate given by Eq. (A-20) can be related to the rate

of spontaneous emission from the state s by a famous equation due to

Einstein (1917). He proved that the transition rate due to spontaneous

emission A SH is related to the transition rate due to absorption B„ fu{oj)

in an electromagnetic field having unpolarized and isotropic radiation

of energy density, u(ot) dot in the frequency interval dm, by

„3h of
^sn = —

,, B„
cs*-s rz

(A-21)

(A-22)

Now the rate of absorption, according to Eq. (A-20), is

1 -rr

where we have introduced a factor | because u corresponds to un-

polarized radiation and our system absorbs only radiation polarized

in the x direction. The energy density is. according to electricity,

cfo2

u =
8tt

Hence from Eqs. (A-22) and (A-23)

4 -2
,

Bm = -7, e2\xsn
2

3 hl

(A-23)

(A-24)

and from Eq. (A-21)

Am = -
3 he3

e2 \xsn \2 (A-25)



APPENDIX B

Born Collision Formula

An interesting application to collision problems of the method out-

lined in the previous appendix leads to the famous Born approximation

for scattering processes. Let us consider scattering by a fixed center. This

center will exert a potential t/(r) on the incoming particle of momentum

p = /(k. The potential will act as a perturbation and change the direction

of the momentum of the particle. The final momentum will then bep' =

hit.', with p|
= p'| because the collision is assumed to be elastic.

To simplify the calculation we shall enclose the system in a box of

volume O (12 will disappear from the final formula). The initial state is

described by the normalized eigenfunction

gflw (B-l)

The final state will have the normalized eigenfunction

e'h'r (B-2)
Ql/2 v '

The matrix element of the perturbation is, by definition,

Uvv' =
l

JV<
k -•<'>•'£/(/•) dr (B-3)

which is proportional to the Fourier transform of U(r).

We must now compute the density of the final states. Consider a

free particle in a cubic volume of side a. The conditions of quantization

give

_/-. -t. ~r.

(B-4)
irh irh nfl

nx— = a II,

i

- a rit — = a
*1px 2p,, 2pz

with nx , nv, n z positive integral numbers.

From Eq. (B-4) we get, immediately,

Pz* + p,,
2 + pc = t rW + "•/ + "/) = P- (R-5)

4a-

Consider a sphere of radius lap/irh in a representative space and the

points of integral coordinates within this sphere, lying in the octant

where all coordinates are positive. Each point will give a triple of num-

bers representing a solution of Eq. (B-5) and hence a quantum state of
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momentum ^ /;. The number of these states is thus numerically equal

to the volume of the octant of the sphere of radius 2ap\-nh,

y{P) =
AircPp*

3(2-#)3

and the number of states with momentum between/; and p

4ttu*p2 dp A-nilf dp

{2-nhf ~ (2nhf~

dp is

dJf = (B-6)

But the energy of the particle E is related to its momentum by dE = o dp,

which is also true relativistically. From this it follows that

dJT
- P

4ir£2p2
(B-7)

dE (2-nhf-o

or, for the number of final states belonging to scattering into a solid

angle dw,

, p doj =
J2p2

(2Trflfv
d(u (B-8)

Now the rate of transition to final states having momentum in the

clement of solid angle du> is also equal to the incident flux o/Q multiplied

by the differential cross section dajdeo, and we have

1 da 2ir
-v-j-clo) = -r-
Q do> ti

Uvv
1 up 2

tytcfSfv

From Eq. (B-9) we obtain

da 1

do>

P-
|Je

i(k- k')-r C'(r)t/rj2 -

(B-9)

(B-10)

which is the famous Born formula for the collision cross section. Non-
relativistically pjv = m, and we can write

da m2

dco AifW

The limits of validity of the approximate formulas (B-10) and

(B-ll) have been discussed in great detail in quantum mechanics. Here

wc shall give only the result. If the potential has a finite range Land a

depth U, the relation

|Je
*(k-k-)-r l!(i)dr 2 (B-ll)

-L|(/?z + 2mU)v2 - p\ 4 1

n
(B-12)

is sufficient for the validity of Born's approximation.

Born's formula gives the right result even for a Coulomb force, a

case in which one cannot speak of a range of the potential. In

many instances Born's formula gives a simple and rapid means of

evaluating scattering cross sections, and it has several applications in

the text.



APPENDIX C

Form Factor

Bom's formula (Appendix B),

da I m \
2

.

gives the differential scattering cross section as a function of U(r). In

the case of a Coulomb field due to a point charge U = Ze2/r and one

obtains the Rutherford formula. For an extended charge distribution we
can transform the scattering formula in such a way as to obtain from
dajdio the charge density p(r) instead of the potential. Moreover the

final result [Eq. (C-10)] is expressed in the simple form

da da

dui f/wituth (C-2)

where q is the momentum transfer in the collision

q = |k - k'| = 2* sin - (C-3)

Starting from Poisson's equation for the electrostatic potential V(r)

V2F= -4t7P (C-4)

we transform the integral of Eq. (C-l) by observing that the function

ei<k-k').t = M (r) (C-5)
obeys the equation

Vhi + |k - k' 2
i/ = (C-6)

Applying Green's formula to u and V, we have

f(ut 2 V - Wht) dr = (C-7)

or, using Eqs. (C-4) and (C-5),

J yet<k-tf >.r dr = 4tt9
-2
/P(r)e<

'"-•«' >
• * dr (C-8)

In the case of a point charge Ze located at the origin of the coordi-

nates, the integral at the right of Eq. (C-8) is clearly Ze. In this case

substituting Eq. (C-8) into Eq. (C-I), taking into account Eq. (C-3), one

obtains Rutherford's scattering formula. On the other hand, for an

extended charge distribution one will have

do da I 1 f
2— =— x - P(r) jwrdr (C-9)

(iio "CURuth /<'.'
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The expression

F(q) =
Ze JP{x)e^^-rdr (C-10)

is called the form factor. It gives the modification of point scattering
caused by the form of the charge distribution.

Expanding the exponential under the integral in Eq. (C-8) wc have

/w-IJ^(i + a -*>.-^-^ + ...i*

and for a spherically symmetric nucleus

m = i
-
6Ze fr>P(r) dr +

(C-ll)

(C-12)

A measurement of F(q) for small q (large de Broglie wavelength) gives in
successive approximations the momenta of the charge distribution,

fr»p(r)dr (c-13)

The expression F(q) crudely represents the charge effective in the colli-
sion, or the amount of charge in a sphere of radius A = l/q.



APPENDIX D

Scattering from a Fixed

Center of Force

Wc assume that the potential U decreases faster than 1/r and is

central. The scattering center is located at the origin of the coordinates.

The Schrodingcr equation is

*v + 7jjrC*- w = o (D-i)

Wc shall try to find a solution of Eq. (D-l) with an asymptotic

behavior for </< given by

eikr

0(r) = e ik* + f(0) (D-2)
r

p kh
k = l- or v = — (D-3)

n m

Physically Eq. (D-2) represents a plane wave eikz of amplitude 1 and a

spherical outgoing wave of amplitude/^).

The outgoing flux through a large sphere centered at the origin is

given by

hk

9
hk r

= -|l/(0)i
2^ (D-4)

777 J

as is seen from the expression for current in quantum mechanics. By
definition the differential cross section is then

\M\2 = ^~ (D-5)
(101

We shall now calculate this quantity. We first need an identity

tV2_-

with the spherical harmonic

e ikz =
,l-JDi 2 *& + D 1 '2YUWMiMr) (D-6)

(2/ + 1)
1/2

Y'-°W= ,a u/2
^(cosg) (D-7)
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and Pi (cos 6) a Legendre polynomial. The y*,o(0) have the orthonor-

mality property

fY,, {d)Yr,o(0)doj = S,, r (D-8)

The Ji+i/z{x) are Bessel functions with the asymptotic expressions

Jl+l/z(X) = -7=— 7— X <^ 1 (D-9)
Vn(2l + 1)!!

Ji:n(x)=
(—J

sin^-yj x>l (D-10)

The identity can be proved by developing e lkz in a series of Legendre

polynomials by the usual Fourier method. Figure D-l shows the first

Mx) = (w/2*)1 '2 Jt+m(x).

We now also develop f(0) in spherical harmonics,

AO) = Ia,.P,(cos 0) = (4«.)i« Y ^i—- y/iO(0) (D-ll)
i

' (It - l) L -

and insert this expression into Eq. (D-2), obtaining asymptotically

Mr) = >YK ' kr f (2/ + 1)
1/2

»**» I _ ai
i 2/ + 1

2 fc

2 A:

(D-12)

The coefficient of e (*r represents the amplitudes of outgoing waves of

Figure D-l The functions (pftxP-PJuyafoc) = ji(x) for / = 0, I, 2. They can be expressed also as

sin a- sin x cos a- / 3 1 \ 3 cos x
Mx) = -;ji(x) =— ;ji(x) = — sin* —

x x2 x Vx3 a-/ a-
2



different angular momenta /, and similarly the coefficient of erm reprc- 703

sents the amplitude of ingoing waves. In a stationary state they must be

equal in modulus for each / separately in order to ensure conservation

of matter; however, they may have different arguments. We thus have

Z K m
or

*-P£V*-i>

(D-13)

(D-14)

The real quantity 8; is called the phase shift of the /th wave. The 8; are

not determined, by the conservation theorem, but by the asymptotic

behavior of 4>{r). The radial part R(r) of </<(/•) can be written u(r)/r. Inser-

tion in Eq. (D-l) shows that the asymptotic behavior of «(r) for r ->oo

is

«,(r) = sin Ikr - — + SA (D-15)

if, as assumed, U(r) vanishes rapidly enough. On the other hand, for r

small, we have

ui"{r) - ^-^ Ul + g [E - U(r)] ux = (D-16)

Near the origin m(r) = rl+1/(2l + I)!!, and if we can integrate Eq. (D-16)

we find, by joining the solutions for r small and r large, the values of 8/.

Once the 8, are known, we find from Eqs. (D-14), (D-l 1), and

(D-5),

' =
JTi I

2,(2/ + l)Pi(cos *)(*««' - 1)|
2 (D-17)

dw 4k2

This can be integrated over the solid angle, and recalling Eq. (D-8), we

have

a = 4ttA2 2(2/ + 1) sin2 8, (D-18)
1

We also have the important relation

APPENDIX D

Scattering
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Fixed
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Force

Im/(0) = — er

4nA
(D-19)

which is obtained from Eqs. (D-l 1), (D-14), and (D-18), remembering

that Pi (1) = 1. Equation (D-19) is sometimes called the "optical

theorem."

At low energy 8 alone is important; the scattering is spherically

symmetric, with a cross section

a = 4ttA2 sin2 80 = 47ra2 (D-20)

where a, called the scattering length, is susceptible to a simple and

important geometrical interpretation (see Sec. 10-2).
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When the potential has a range r the phase shifts different from arc
only those for which hl<pr . Semiclassically, consider the impact param-
eter b. For a collision to occur, b must be smaller than r ; otherwise
the particle passes outside the potential well. Now the angular momentum
with respect to the center of scattering is hi = bj>, and this gives

hi— < r

P
as a necessary condition for a collision. If

- = A > r

P

only waves with / = will be scattered.

(D-21)

(D-22)



APPENDIX E

Effective Range

In Chapter 10 we determined the phase shift of an s wave on being

scattered by using a square-well potential. We shall discuss here a more

general method, which gives a very good approximation for this phase

shift and at the same time docs not require a specified form of the

potential V(r). Our final result will be Eq. (E-9).

We begin by writing Schrodinger's equation for an s wave and

positive energy for the relative motion. Setting rtfi = u as usual, we have

££j+ (*-*>-<) (E-l)M dr2

or calling MVjh 2 = U and ME/h2 = k\

d-u
-I- k 2u - U(r)u - (E-2)

dr*

Taking two different values of the energy E„, Eb , we have

d'""
+ kahta - U(r)Ua = (E-3)

dr 1

C

^-
b

-r kfat, - U(r)ub = (E-4)
or2

Multiplying the first equation [Eq. (E-3)] by ub and the second by ua ,

taking the difference, and integrating, we obtain

(WfcWa - ulna) **(kb*-k**)fuau b dr (E-5)

The functions ua , ub satisfy the boundary condition

««(0) = u b(0) = (E-6)

Solutions of Eq. (E-2) for U(r) = (free particle) are of the general

form
v = A sin (kr + 8) (E-7)

We look for solutions of this type which for large r are identical to u and

for r = reduce to unity. This last condition determines the constant

A = sin 3. The identity of the asymptotic behavior determines S.

For the two values of A:, ka and kb , we then obtain in the same way

as for ua , »b

(V„V' - v'bVa) = (fco
2 - ka2

) t vav„dr (E-8)

Jo
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We subtract Eq. (E-5) from Eq. (E-8). The u and -c coincide at infinity

and thus disappear from the difference; at 0, remembering that «(0) =
and v(0) —

1 , we have

<(0) - <(0) = k» COt 8„ - ka COt 8 a = (k,? - ka 2
)

(vaVb - UaMb) dr (E-9)

This equation is exact and is the fundamental equation of the effective

range theory.

Consider now the case when ka = 0, that is, the case of zero energy.
By definition

ka col 8a =
lim k„ -, a

(K-10)

where a is the Fermi scattering length; substitution in Eq. (E-9) gives

kb cot 8 b = + kb2
a

(vavo - uauo) dr

Dropping the suffix b and calling

hp(0,E) =

we have

(•vat'o - uauo) dr

k cot 8 = - - - - k"-P{G,E)
a 2

(E-ll)

(E-12)

(E-T3)

The integral £p(0,E) has an integrand that vanishes for / greater than
the range of nuclear forces. On the other hand, within this range ua
and u are practically equal because the behavior of the function is

dominated by the potential, with little influence from the energy as long
as ;&

2
, < \U\. If ua and uo are practically the same, va and r , which are

determined by the asymptotic behavior of ua and u , are also the same
and we may replace, with good approximation, k/>(0,E) by

! p(0,0) = P (*o
a - wo2

) dr =
J r

J o

(E-14)

The constant r is called the effective range. Substituting in Eq. (E-13),
we have

1 1

We have indicated by
mate.

k cot S = -
(E-15)

the fact that Eq. (E-15) is only approxi-
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Description of Polarized
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A perfectly polarized beam of particles of spin
J-
may be repre-

sented as superposition with the proper phase relation of two beams

having as spin eigenfunctions

.4 =

respectively.

1

+ a-i (F-l)

Here the a\ which can be complex, contain all coordinates except spin.

In the case of a free beam of momentum l/k, for instance, we can

write

ai =

and the intensity of the beam is

,(k.r a2 =—
fl/2

,(k.r

|«l|
2 + |«2

2 = / (F-2)

We define as the degree of polarization in the z direction the difference

between the probability of finding the spin parallel or antiparallcl to z,

that is,

Pz = ^-^—
- |a*|2 M2 - |a2

|

s

+ |02|
2

(F-3)

A beam represented by Eq. (F-l) always has, in a suitably chosen direc-

tion, the polarization 1, that is, the maximum obtainable value.

In order to treat the partially polarized beam, we introduce a

"density matrix"; for the system described by Eq. (F-l) it has the form

P =
ai«r a\ao"

(Jim* 0202*
(F-4)

or

Pi] = aiaf (F-4a)

The density matrix affords the symbolism suitable for treating the case

of unpolarizcd or partially polarized beams. In the first place, remem-
bering that the sum of the diagonal terms of a matrix is called its "trace,"

we have another way of writing Eq. (F-2), that is,

TrG>) = / (F-5)
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The degree of polarization Pz of Eq. (F-3) can also be expressed through

1

the density matrix. Remembering that oz =

Tr(Pa z)

-1
, we have

Tr(p)
= Pz (F-6)

Thus far the density matrix has represented only a concise way of writing

formulas. However, if we superimpose several beams incoherently, we
may define a density matrix for this system by summing the density

matrices of the components, which we call p(x),

.v

hi = 2py'* ),v'(a) (F-7)

where w(y.) is the weight of each state, proportional to the intensity of the

beam in the specific case. Note that the density matrix corresponding to

the coherent superposition of two beams is Eq. (F-4) and not Eq. (F-7).

The intensity of the resulting beam is again

/ = Tr(p) = 2>(«)

and the expectation value of an operator 6 is also given by

Tr(Cp)
<<?> =

TrfcO

1

+ />r

1

+ by
0-i

~ hr
I

1 1 i -I

The 2 x 2 matrix p can always be written as

P = a

if suitable a, bx> b,h bz are chosen. For instance,

pn = a be, pvi = bx - ibv , etc.

and we can rewrite Eq. (F-9) in a more compact form as

P = a\ + b- o

(F-8)

(F-8a)

(F-9)

(F-10)

where a is the Pauli matrix vector of components
1

1

(F-ll)

= (TX, etc. This

way of writing has an especially simple physical interpretation.

Wc have

Tr p = la = / (F-12)

which gives the physical meaning of a in Eq. (F-l 1). The direct calcula-

tion of <aj- >, (ay >, (gz > according to Eq. (F-8a) gives

i
, bx by bz

Wx) = - W = - (az) = - (F-13)

The vector b is thus directed parallel to the expectation value of the spin,

and the polarization P is simply

a
(F-14)



Hence the density matrix, is, from Eqs. (F-9), (F-l 1), and (F-14) related

to the directly observable quantities, intensity and polarization of the

beam,

p = i 7(1 + P. o) (F-15)

Note that an unpolarized beam has a density matrix multiple of the unit

matrix.

How do we describe the effect of scattering on polarization? Sup-

pose that the initial beam is in a pure state t/r
t [Eq. (F-l)], and consider

the scattering from a spinless target. The final state will be if//, also a

two-row function. Now we define a 2 x 2 matrix operator S such that

Sfo =
<ff and >/>} = fJSt (F-16)

The matrix S is a special case of the "scattering matrix," and the dagger

means "transposed" and "conjugate." Similar methods are applicable,

not only to clastic scattering, but also to nuclear reactions or even to

the creation of particles. The scattering matrix allows us to calculate

the final density matrix />'/' from the initial density matrix p
lt)

. By the

definition and Eq. (F-16),

Plm ii) = ,/W>t (F-17)

Plm <f> = fcV^W (F-18)

S^«>^«'tSt . SPlm <»S* (F-19)

If we normalize </'"> in such a way as to represent a beam of unit inten-

sity, the differential scattering cross section da/duj is

Trp</> da

doj

and

(F-20)
Trp<"

The matrix 5 will depend, for an unpolarized or spinless target, on the

scattering angle and energy of the incident beam. Like any 2x2
matrix, S can be written

S = g-l+h-a (F-21)

This way of writing is especially convenient, and we shall see the physical

effects of the complex functions g and //. The vector quantity h, which

is a function of k«", k (f\ the initial and final momentum of the particles,

must be an axial vector in order to give a scalar by multiplication with

the axial vector a. Thus it must be expressed as

|k (° x k ("|

where 6 is the scattering angle. The unit vector n perpendicular to the

scattering plane will now be assumed as the z axis. We then have

g + h

g-h
and g -i h, g - h are the scattering amplitudes for a perfectly polarized

beam with spin parallel or anliparallcl to z. An unpolarized beam with

the density matrix

S - = g\ + An- (F-23)
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p = U
becomes polarized after one scattering,

\g + h 2

(F-24)

Pi = SpoS* = i

\g - *p
(F-25)

and the amount of polarization is given, according to Eq. (F-6), by

gh* + £*/; 2Re (gh*)p = l\g + h\2-\g- h\*

T& J. W + [*P w (F-26)

On the other hand, if the initial beam is totally polarized perpendicular
to the plane of scattering,

po = I

On scattering by an angle d we obtain a(6),

Tr pi
3(6) =

Trpo

(F-27)

(F-28)

S

where P1 = SpoSt [and 5 is given by Eq. (F-23)]. If we scatter by an
angle -6, the corresponding S, according to Eq. (F-22), is

g - h

g + h

The resulting cross sections are

<<± 0) = (|£|
2 + |/?2)[1 ± P(0)]

where P is given by Eq. (F-26). From these cross sections the asymmetry
can be immediately calculated.

To characterize completely the scattering of a particle of spin §from a spinless center, we need to know the two complex quantities g
and h, that is, four real numbers, for instance \g , \h\, the phase difference
P between g and h and the phase of h, x.

These numbers can be obtained, for instance, by observing

(F-29)

(F-30)

IK8) + «(-8)] = \g\* + h (F-31)

Observation of P gives another relation. According to Eqs (F-26)
and (F-30)

!* + *1 = M*)(l H P)]m (F-32)

|g - A| - [v(0)(] - P)Jl/2 (F.33)

The phase factor g» can be determined (possibly with a sign
ambiguity) from a triple scattering experiment; for instance, a measure-
ment ot R (Fig. 10-16) gives through the relation

*-(! - P*)™ cos (/3 - 0) (F-34)

where as usual is the scattering angle. Equations (F-32), (F-33), and
(F-34) give thus completely g and h except for the phase a, which is not
observable in scattering experiments from one center only.



These results can be extended to more complicated cases, but

already the case of two nuclcons (spin £) gives a fairly complicated

4 x 4 scattering matrix, his

M = a-l-f- /3(oi-n)(o9*n) + y(a\ + a2)-n + S(ai-q)(a2 -q)

+ «(°i-p)(°2-p) (F-35)

where p and -q arc unit vectors in the direction of the momentum of the

projectile (1) and of the target (2) after scattering. The a,
fi, y, 8, e are com-

plex functions ofE and 6.
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APPENDIX G

Change of Reference

System in Collisions

In this appendix we shall give some formulas frequently used in the

study of nuclear collisions and disintegrations. We shall employ energy

units for mass, energy, and momentum. This means taking the velocity

of light as the unit of velocity. For practical numerical work measure

masses in MeV, momenta in MeV/c.

For a single particle we then have

(G-l)
£ = my T = m(y — 1)

p = mfo E = (/h* + /J2)
1 ''2

where E is the total energy, T the kinetic energy, m the rest mass, and

a „ y = (I - ft-Vl (G-2)

Quantities referred to the center-of-mass system will be asterisked,

whereas quantities referred to the laboratory system will not be so

marked. Barred quantities /3, y, etc., refer to the velocity of the center of

mass with respect to the laboratory.

We shall consider a collision in which a particle of mass mi collides

with a particle at rest of mass m<>, giving rise to particles m^, m±. The

conservation ofenergy and momentum gives

The quantity

Ei + Ei = £3 + £4 = E
Pi + P2 = P3 + P4 = P

N = (£2 - P2) 112 = — = £*

(G-3)

(G-4)

is the length of the quadrivector energy-momentum and as such is an

invariant in any Lorentz reference system. Tn particular, in the centcr-of-

mass system, where p* = 0, by definition Af = £*. We have also

/»--£

y =

P

E

E_

E*

(G-5)
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The collision problem may be solved graphically, according to Blaton
(1950), as follows: Given mu mz, Tu first obtain

E* = Km + m2f + 27iw2
]i/2

7 =

=

E mi + m-i + Ti

E* E*

Pi
(G-6)

mi + m2 + 7i

V = Py = Pi

E*
In the center-of-mass system we have

E* = E3* + Ei*

\P»*\ = \PA*\ = (£s*2 - >«32)
1/2 = (£.1*2 - W42)l/2

Eliminating £4* and/?4*, we obtain

(G-7)

is' =
-g*2 + ffls2 - /K42

2E* (G-8)

In the nonrelativistic case the vector p3* starting from the origin
with the center-of-mass angle 0* is transformed to the laboratory
system by adding to the component parallel to the direction of p, a
vector of magnitude mrf (Fig. G-l). In the rclativistic case the corres-
ponding construction is more complicated. We must draw an ellipse of
semiaxes y/;3* and p3* concentric with the circle of radius p3

* We then
mark on the major axis of the ellipse the points of abscissas ~vE3

* s N3and + VEA* = Nt . The vector p3 (laboratory) is obtained by joining
point ft with point Q, where Q is the intercept of the ellipse with the
parallel to its major axis passing through the end of p3*; p4 is obtained
by joining Q with N4 (Fig. G-2). This construction is proved by the
transtormation rules of the energy-momentum four-vector

Figure G-l Transformation
from laboratory to center-of-

mass reference system in a binary
collision. Nonrelativistic case.



Analytically the ellipse construction gives the relation between 6t

and 6t*,

tan (
=

1 sin Bi*
(G-9)

yKEflPi*) + cos tit*

From this we can derive the important transformation between differen-

tial scattering cross sections. We have first

a
t(6t,?i) d cos 8 t

= a*(O t*,?t*)d cos Of (G-10)

where a(6,<p) are differential scattering cross sections. It is then possible

to find the relation between d cos 8 t
* and d cos 6t through Eq. (G-9).

We note also that

1 d*c

pdEdQ.

is a relativistic invariant.

We add here for convenience the transformation formula for four-

vectors such as

(Xl, Xi, X2, ict)

E-
(G-ll)

[pi,pz,p-i> i—-j

from a system moving with velocity j3 with respect to the given system,

y ifiy

10
10

-ipy 1 y

Xl Xl

X2 A
X3 *3

ict ict'

(G-12)

This formula is the Lorenlz transformation written in matrix form.
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Figure G-2 Transformation from laboratory to centcr-of-mass system in a binary collision. Rela-

tivistic case.
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Problems

C-l Show that the laboratory threshold energy for producing new
particles of mass m3 + m, + .. . = M by colMiQg & partide of mass on
a particle of mass m2 at rest is

„ Ml M
1\ = —\mi +/«H

n>2\ 2

G-2 In a nucleon [Mi), nucleus (Mz) elastic collision, one has the (non-
rclativistic) formulas

v

M2 sin h*
tan 0i =

Mi + Mi cos 0i*

M2 Ei

dQ* =

Ei* =
Mi + M2

[Mi cos fli * (M2
2 - A/i2 sin2 fli)i/2p

Mi (M2* - Mi 2 sin2 0,)''2

G-3 In a nucleon-nucleon elastic collision, one has the following
relalivistic formulas (m 2 at rest)

Tt = 2m(y - 1)

tan 6i = - tan—
7 2

, a
l *'*

tan 0> ^ - tan

V 2

0l* = T, - Of
Find the angle between pi,p2 after the collision.

The kinetic energies after the collision are

7j cos 2 el: , 1 +—-
and one has the relation

T2 sin 2
di 2

\-i

d cos B2

d cos 0i*

Y*

2m

- ,8
2"cos2 2\

2

COS 62

G-4 Justify the following mnemonic device given by Crawford to write
an approx.matc relalivistic (R) formula if one remembers a nonrelativistic
one (NR). Write the NR formula and add to the rest energy of each moving
particle

j of the total kinetic energy in the centcr-of-mass system, T/2.



Examples: 7 r 7

a. A particle mi incident on m 2 at rest has in the ccnter-of-mass the NR
kineticenergy

Problems

V"i + mil

Relativistically,

71 = riW + mi + T/2jV/1J2 + mi + J/2/

6. A particle at rest disintegrates into two with total kinetic energy T:

T=Ti + T2
Tm-i

NR:

R: Ti =

m% + mi

7Xm2 + Til) T(mz + 772)

mi + 7"/2 + M2 + 772 mi + m2 + 7"

G-5 Find the threshold (laboratory kinetic energy) for forming anti-

protons in proton-proton collisions.

G-6 A particle has a mean life r. A beam of these particles of speed p

is formed in the laboratory. How does the intensity vary along the beam?





APPENDIX H

Motion of Ions in

Electromagnetic Fields

We give here some results from electricity and mechanics which

are helpful in charged-particle orbit problems.

Maxwell's equation in vacuum,

1 8E
III IN

c dt

V x E = — (H-2)
c dt

V-B = (H-3)

V-E = (H-4)

as is well known, can be solved by introducing a vector potential A and

a scalar potential V such that

B = V x A (H-5)

E= _ vV --— (H-6)

C dt

Many accelerating machines have cylindrical symmetry and also sym-

metry with respect to a plane. It is thus convenient to introduce cylin-

drical coordinates r, 0, z, where z = defines the plane of symmetry

perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. Expressing Maxwell's equation

in these coordinates for a field with cylindrical symmetry, we have

A = A {r,z,t),

Br = - —

-

(H-7)

8z

B = (H-8)

lf^) (H.9)

r Br

E _ _iif£_ -L1L (H-io)to -
dt r 88

1 cA n 1 8V

c

In order to study the motion of a point of rest mass m ,
relativistic

7*9
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mass m, and charge e in such a field, we write the rclativistic equation,
corresponding to the classical equation

F = w a = e|E + - x B

d{m\)

dt
- = ,(e + : xB

)

(H-ll)

(H-12)

It is convenient to write this equation in the more sophisticated
hamiltonian form. The rclativistic hamiltonian is

r / e \ 2-1 1/2& = eV + c\m#<* + (p--AJ (H-13)

where the canonical momentum and the coordinates px , py, pz, x y z
are independent variables and A(x,y,z,t), V(x,y,z,t) are the vector and
scalar potentials.

That this is the correct hamiltonian may be seen from the following.
We write Hamilton's equations,

= x
CPx OX

From Eqs. (H-13) and (H-14) we have

= Px

x = (*-H 4"-H
?-

e

-A*f]
VS

*-'V

or, in vector form,

v c[p - (elc) A]

c MJ - eV
from which, using Eq. (H-13), we get

M 2
/ m c2 \ 2

1 -

Upon introducing

m =

a \.-/e - eV)

m 3tf - eV

Eq. (H- 15a) gives

Hence

[I - (zflft*)]"* C2

p A = mv
c

(H-14)

(H-15)

(H-15a)

(H-16)

(H-17)

(H-18)

p = «iv f -A
c

(H-18a)

which defines canonical momentum p in the presence of a vector poten-
tial.



The equations of motion are

z.yir

Px = -
a*

" e
r

',

a S2-.1/2

[mfi* + (p
-

\
A)

]

dv
— e

e I ZA X 8A„ dA z\ 8V
= - (*— + y— + z— - e——

•

c \ ex 8x ex J 8x
(H-19)

and similarly for py, p z . We want to show that they are the same as

Eq.(H-12).

From Eq. (H-18) we have

d e
- (mi = px A x
dt c

dA x 8A 3e l8A x 8A X dA x 8A X\- px— — * h y h * + -r~

1

(H-20)

Using Eq. (H-19),

From Eqs. (H-5) and (H-6) this is seen to be the x component of Eq-

(H-12).

The equation in the hamiltonian form can now be expressed in

cylindrical coordinates for a field having the symmetry indicated above,

with r, 0, and z used as variables and

pr = mr p = r ImrO + - A $ \ pz = mi

used as canonical momenta. The hamiltonian for V = is

X = c \m#c* + Pr
2 + (— - ~

c
A ] + /> z

2

]

and Hamilton's equations give, after some calculation

1 tp g eSA e\/p e A e \

pg = or Pe — constant

and

e8A,t-i^-^m

(H-22)

(H-23)

(H-24)

(H-25)

(H-26)
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These are the equations of motion. They can also be written, by using
Eq. (H-22),

and

d e— (mr) = mr6* 4- - r0Bz
at c

Tt(
mr*6 +rA*) = Q*

d , ^ e
„— (mz) = - rUBr

at c

(H-27)

(H-28)

(H-29)

?m° ?/^
a P°Ssible external torq"e, usually due to applied electric

iields. If Q„ = the equations have the generalized angular momentum
integral

mr2 6 + -rA e = constant (H-30)

If A depends on time explicitly, we have a change in the mechanical
angular momentum mr2$ of the particle, as shown by Eq. (H-30)

The total energy of the particle may be obtained by multiplying
Eqs. (H-24) through (H-26) by f, 6, and *, respectively, and summing
them up. We obtain

— (mcz
) = - - r& + OQ,

dt c dt
(H-31)

The integral^ = constant is particularly interesting in many applica-
tions, including cosmic rays and plasma physics. In the absence of Fand
if A is directed tangentially,

A = A «*e (H-32)
where (e is a unit vector in the tangential direction); remembering that
the electric field is

we have

d

dt

1 SA

cJt
(H-33)

— mc2 = rt
e

c
+ 6Q0 or

dt
(wc2) = ey-S + 6Q (H-34)

which expresses the conservation of energy, dQ dt being the work per-
iormed by the external torque.



APPENDIX I

Composition of Angular

Momenta

We give here, without proofs, a summary of the rules for obtaining

the eigcnfunctions of a system composed of two parts having angular

momentum properties. These rules are the quantum-mechanical transla-

tion of the vector-model rules of composition of angular momenta. The

components have eigenfunctions labeled according to their value of the

total angular momentum h and 72 and of the z components of 71 and/*:

mi and m. The compound system has eigenfunctions labeled according

to the value of the total angular momentum of the compound system

J and of its z component M. The eigenfunctions of the compound system

are linear combinations of products of the component eigenfunctions.

The coefficients of these linear combinations arc called Clcbsch-Gordan

coefficients.

For the components one has the possible values of mi, '"2:

m\ = 71, j\ - li Ji - 2 • , - j\

mi = jt, Jz - li ji - 2- , - ji

and yi,72 arc positive integral or half-integral numbers. For the resultant

system one has

71 + ji > J 2 \j\ ~M M = 7, J - 1
,

• • • - J

All this is well known from the vector model and from quantum mechan-

1CS

Now call |/imi> and \jim 2> the eigenfunctions of the components

corresponding to definite values of 71, ™i and ji. mt. The resultant

eigenfunctions labeled according to / and M have the form 1

\JM > = 2 <hJV*\mt\JM y\j\m\ )\jmt >

i»i+bj,- M

The coefficients (jxjim„m\JMy (Clcbsch-Gordan coefficients) arc given

for some of the simplest cases in Table 1-1, where each rectangle is

labeled 71 x ji. As an example we see that if 7. = Uh = I
wc usc tnc

1 The sum must be extended over all values of i»i, mt, such that mi + »h = M-

7 23
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rectangle labeled 1 x \. Jean have the values -J or f. For J = -§, M can

take the values \, h, — §, — f. The corresponding eigenfunctions are1

lit> = in>;u>

It i> -VH10>|||> +VT'l 1>|| -|>

If - 1> - vf|i o>ji - h > + vTii - OH h)

II -l>- |i-i>|l-t>
These mathematical formulas apply to any other set of operators (to

/ spin, for instance), obeying the same commutation relations as the

angular momentum.
We give here also, for reference, the first spherical harmonics that

are (as well known) explicit forms of eigenfunctions of angular momen-
tum labeled according toy and m torj integral number (Table 1-2).

1 These, except for notation, are the same as given in Table 14-2.



Table 1-1 Clcbsch-Gordan Coefficients

1/2 x 1/2 l x i.'2

mi

J 1 1

M +\
»I2

1

-1

1:2 + 1/2 1

1 1/2

-1/2
-1 2 Vl/2

1/2 VW2
Vl/2

-Vl/2
-1/2 -1 2 1

mi

J

M
m3

3/2 3/2
• 3 2 +1/2

1 !2 3/2

+ 1/2 —1/2
1.2

-1/2
3 2

-3/2

-1 ; 1 ,2 1

-1 -1/2
+ 1/2

VW3
V2.'3

V'2/3
-VI/3

-1
-1/2
+ 1/2

\ - 3 V'/3
- v'2/3

-1 -1/2 1

3/2 x 1/2

»ll

/ 2 2

M +2 +

1

OI2

1 2

:
1

1 2
-1

1 2
-1 -2

+ 3,2 H/2 1

3 2

+ 1'2

-1/2 % I 4

(1/2 V3/4
V3/4

-%/l/4

• 1/2

- 1 /2

-1/2
•! 1 2

Vl/2
Vl/2

yi/2
-Vl'2

-1/2
-3/2

-1/2
- 1/2

a/3/4
VI/4

x 1
4

- \ 3 4

-3/2 -1/2 1

2 x 1/2

in,

J
M
012

5/2

•r5/2

5.2 3.2 5/2

3;2 i
3/2 +1/2

3/2 5/2

+ 1/2 -1/2
3.2 5.2

- 1 2 -3/2
• 2

-3/2
5/2

-5/2

+2 1/2 1

+2 -12
-1-1/2

Vl/5 V4/5
V4/5 -v/ l'5

-1 1 -1/2
-1/2

N -2.5

V3/S
\/3;5

-V2/5

-1
-1/2
11/2

V'3/5

V2/5
V2/S

-V3/5
-1
-2

-h2
-

1 a
V4/5
v'l/5

Vl/5
-V4/5

-2 -
1 ;2

1

1 X 1

Oil

J
M

2 2

f2 -1
1

•
1

2 1 2

-1
1 2

-1 -2

+1 + 1 1

1

-rl

VI '2

v/1/2

\ 1 2

-v 1.2

+ 1

-1

-1

+ 1

v'1/6

V2/3
\ 1/6

Vl/2

-Vl/2

v 1 3

-Vl/3
VI '3

-1
-1 V/2

Vl/2
V/2

-V/2
-1 -1 1
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Table 1-1 (continued)

3/2 x 1

/
M

5/2

-5/2
5/2

-3/2
3,2

3/2

5/2

1/2

3/2

1/2
5/2 3/2 1/2 5/2 3."> 5/2

1-1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -3/2 -3/2 -5/2

•3/2 +1
-3/2
M/2 + 1

+ 3/2 -I
•1-1/2

-1/2 +1

V2/S V3/5
v'3/5 -V2/5

+ 1/2 -1
-1/2
-3/2 +1

v'l.lO v'2/5 v/l/2
V'3/5 v'l/15-\/l/3
V3/1Q-V8/I5 v^l/6

-1/2 -1
-3/2 +0
-3/2 -1

V3/10 v'8/15 VI/6
V3/5 -\/l/I5-Vl/3
V 1/10 -\/-2/5 Vl/2

V'3/5 \/2/5

V2/5 -y/3,'5

2 x I

y 3 3

M —3 -2
3

I

2
1-1

-: 2

+ 1

+ 2 -
+1

H 1

o

-l
-

-I
-2 +
-1
-2

I 3

-1
2

-1
1 3

-I -2
2 3

-2 -3
1

VI/3 V'2'3
-v/2/3 -VI/3

VI /1

5

V'8/15
\/6/15-

V'l/3 V'3/5
Vl/6 -V3/10
Vl/2 Vl/10

VI/5 Vl/2 V3/I0
V3/5 -V2/5
VI !i -Vl/2 v'3.10

V'6,15 v 1.2 yl'IO
vsns-vw -V3/io
V1/I5-VI/3 v'3/5

-2
V'2/3
v'1/3

Vl/3
- \/2/3

(e.g., Schiff, Bcihe, and de Hoffmann) use different convenes
tdm°ndS> R°Se> Condon a"d Sh°«'ey. «c. Other authors

Table 1-2 The First Spherical Harmonics

4V 2ir

1 /1 05

4V2,
(}»* = (-i)m y,-»

4 V2 »
Mn

•

cos * ***' y*
3 - ~ 2 Jr sin3fl e84*4Vtv
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Subject Index

A and B of Einstein, 696

Absorption coefficient, 11, 17, 18

Accelerators, classification, 124

linear, 142

voltage scale, 125

Adair method, 668

Adiabatic principle, 26, 151, 322

Alpha decay, fine structure, 279

hindrance, 282

stability against, 274

systcmatics, 282, 286

Alpha particle, emitted on fission, 498

long-range, 280

spectra, 279

Alpha stability, 274

Amplifiers, 105

gain, 105

noise, 106

rise time, 105

Angular momenta, composition, 723

Antiparticles, 336, 588, 613, 625, 660

Associated production, 653

Asymmetry (in scattering). 409

Atomic number, 4, 189

Atoms, mesic, 205. 600

Attenuation, 1

1

Baryon, 588

Beta decay, double, 341

energetics, 335, 342

examples, 357

Fermi constant, 344, 370

Fermi's theory, 348

Fermi transitions, 359, 364, 368

Gamow-Tellcr transitions, 359, 365, 368

main features, 371

parity conservation, 346

of pions. 376

Betatron, 122, 125

biased, 127

focusing, 128

oscillations, 129

Bevatron, 139

Biological effects of radiation, 163

Boson, 209

Bragg curve, 18

reflection for neutrons, 568, 573

Breeding and converting, 561

Bremsstrahlung, 32, 62

Bubble chamber, 101

Buckling, material and geometric, 556

Canonical momentum, 128, 151, 720

Carbon cycle, 562

Carbon dating, 180

Ccrenkov radiation, 28, 36

counter, 93

Chain reaction, 551

critical dimension, 555

generation time, 551

multiplication constant, 551

Charge conjugation, 594, 625, 680

Clcbsch-Gordan coefficients, 630, 723

Cloud chamber, 99

continuously operating, 100

Cloudy crystal ball, 467

Cockcroft-Walton accelerator. 1 25

Coincidence method, 1 1

1

accidental, 1 12

circuit, 109

delayed, 178

Compound nucleus, 442, 514

Compton scattering. 51

angular distribution, 55

intensity, 54

polarization. 73
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Compton wavelength, 10

Confidence level, 173

Conservation of i spin, 629

Conservation laws, 593

Conserved vector current, 373

Conversion, coefficient, 3 1

2

electrons, 115, 311

external, 115

internal, 311

Correlations, angular, 234, 320

between momenta and helicitics in beta decay,

366

coefficients in nucleon-nucleon scattering, 412

Coulomb excitation, 321, 504

Counter, Cerenkov, 93

Geigcr-Muller, 86

neutron, 90

plateau. 87

proportional, 86

scintillation, 91

solid-state, 85

Counting loss, 174

Coupling constants, 344, 370, 592

beta decay, 592

electromagnetic, 592

gravitational, 592

in strong interactions, 592, 638

CPT theorem, 367, 678

Creation operators, 349

Critical dimension, 555

Critical mass, 557

Criticality condition, 557

Cross section. 10, 430

Cyclotron, 121, 130,632

rclativistic, 131

Dalit* pair, 621

Dalitz plot, 663, 667, 683

Dead time, 80

Decay constant, 2, 153

for alpha emission, 274, 281

for beta decay, 355

measurement, 177

of muon, 603

of pion, 619, 621. 623

of strange particles, 672

Deformation, nuclear, 263

Delayed neutrons. 496, 560

Delayed protons, 499

Delta ray, 38

Density of final states, 351, 421, 431,520
Density matrix, 707

Destruction operators, 349

Detailed balance, 421, 435, 437, 622, 624

Detector, parameters, 80

types, 79

Deuterium cycle, 562

Deuteron radius, 206, 382

binding energy, 380

electric quadrupole moment, 380, 397

magnetic moment, 243, 380

mass, 190

photodisintcgration, 421

reactions, 483

stripping, 485, 532

Diatomic molecule. 210

Dichotomic variables, 392

Diffusion coefficient (of neutrons), 544

length of neutrons, 584

of thermal neutrons. 547

Dipole (see Electric or Magnetic dipole)

Direct interactions, 439, 441, 477

Displacement law, 4

Dual decay, 155

Effective range, approximation, 385, 705

in neutron-proton scattering, 386

in pion-nucleon scattering, 638

in proton-prolon scattering, 389

Eightfold way, 685

Electric dipole (static), 221

Electric dipole radiation, 294

in n-p system, 421

in pion-nucleon system, 640

sum rule, 509

Electrometer fiber, 85

Electron, absorption, 35

charge, 189

classical radius. 52

conversion, 3 I I

drift velocity, 38

energy loss. 32, 57, 59

mass, 190

mean free pass. 38

mobility, 38, 82

spin, 217

Electronics, amplifiers, 105

coincidence circuits. 109

discriminators, 109

scalers, 106

Equilibrium, radioactive, 158

secular, 159

Error probable. 172

Excitation functions. 429
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Feather relation, 34

Fermi age, 543

Fermi energy, 472

Fermi gas, 472

Fermi temperature. 473

Fcrmion, 209

Fission, 486

asymmetry, 492

barrier, 488

competition, 501

correlations, 503

energy balance, 499

fragments, stopping. 29

by heavy ions, 507

neutron emission, 494

products activity, 503

spontaneous. 487

threshold, 488

yield, 491

Fluctuations, Gauss formula, 165

in ionization current, 174

Poisson formula, 165

in radioactive decay. 164

Fluorescence, nuclear. 323

Fluorescence radiation, 50

Form factor. 201,699

Four-factors formula, 553, 557

Four-vector, 7 1

5

Ft value, 356

nomogram. 358

Fusion (see Reactions, nuclear)

Gamma emission, angular momentum. 303

multipole. 297

probability. 305

selection rules, 301

symmetry, 299

Gciger-Muller (see Counter)

Gciger-Nuttall law, 279

Golden rule No. 2, 313, 349, 431, 695

Gray-Bragg relation, 162

Gyromagnetic ratio. 219

Half-life (see Mean life)

Helicity. 71

of electron in beta decay. 360, 371

of neutrino, 336, 340, 360, 363, 371

Hindrance, in alpha decay, 282

Hypercharge, 655, 686

Hypcrfine structure. 222

selection rules, 228

Zeeman effect, 226. 228, 608

Hyperfragments, binding, 672

decay, 670

spin, 671

Hyperon. 588, 653

i spin (see Isotopic spin)

Identity, effects in scattering, 387

of electrons, 1 90

of particles, 206

Impact parameter, 22

Inhour, 560

Interactions, classification, 343, 591

direct (see also Direct interactions), 439

minimal electromagnetic, 592

Ionization chamber, 81, 85

for alpha particles, 84

for fission, 84

for neutrons, 84

saturation, 81

Ion mobility, 38, 81

drift velocity, 38, 82

sources, 122

Isobar, 10

chains in fission, 490

Isomer. 10, 317

islands. 319

Isospin (see Isotopic spin)

Isotone, 10

Isotope, abundance. 180, 193, 197

definition, 10

mass, 190

shift. 203

systematics, 197

Isotopic spin, 390, 629, 653

supermultiplcts. 396

Jets, in nuclear reaction, 515

K particle, decay, 682

discovery, 651

intrinsic parity. 659

mass doublet, 683

regeneration, 681

strangeness, 657

Lambda particle, discovery, 651

intrinsic parity, 659

magnetic moment, 670

spin. 668

strangeness. 657
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Lepton, 370, 587, 602

conservation, 370

number, 372

Lethargy, 538, 539
Level width, 290, 459, 465, 642, 645
Level spacing, 465, 471, 474
Liquid-drop model, 188, 211, 487

Magic numbers, 246

Magnetic dipole moment (static), 219, 240

energy, 222

Magnetic dipole radiation, 303, 417

in n-p system, 421

Magnetic resonance, 231

Bloch method, 232

Purcell method, 234

Magneton, nuclear, 219

Mass, decrement, 191, 212
defect, 190

determination, 192

doublets, 196

excess, 190'

formula for nuclei (Weizsaecker), 215

of particles, 589

of pions, 619

Mass number, 5

Matrix S, 453, 709

unitarity, 455

Matrix element, in beta decay, 355, 356, 368

in gamma emission, 297, 305, 307

Maximum likelihood, 76

Mean life, 154

reduced, in alpha decay, 282

in beta decay, 355

in gamma decay, 307

of muons, 603

of particles, 589

of pions, 619, 623

Mesic atoms, 205, 600

Meson (see also Pion), tj meson, 589

K meson, 589. 678

p meson, 643

o) meson, 643. 667

Michel parameter, 601

Minimal electromagnetic interaction, 592
Mirror nuclei, 206, 391

Molecular-beam method, 229
Mossbauer effect (see Recoilless emission)

Multipole radiation, electric and magnetic, 297, 300

in pion production, 640

selection rules, 301

symmetry properties, 299

Multiple scattering, 39

in photographic emulsion, 98

Muon, capture, 601, 604

decay, 601

magnetic moment, 600, 606

mass, 597

mean life, 603

production, 596

spin, 606

Muonic number, 373

Muonium, 608

Neutrino, detection, 339

magnetic moment, 334

mass, 334

recoil, 337
spin, 334

Neutron, balance in reactor, 558

beta decay, 369

capture by hydrogen, 417

detection, 83, 90

diffusion, 543

discovery, 529

emitted on fission, 494

Fermi age, 544

interference phenomena, 572

magnetic moment, 231, 241, 242

mass, 190

polarization, 579

reactor. 551

reflection, 575, 578

refraction, 576

scattering (see Scattering)

slowing down, 534

source, 530

spin, 241

thermal, 538

Nomenclature of particles, 588, 589, 687, 690
Nordhcim rules, 251

Nuclear forces, 379

charge independence. 390, 394

exchange, 399

range, 379

saturation, 379, 398

Nuclear matter, 244, 248. 406

Nuclear models, collective, 25

1

comparison, 187. 266

optical, 188, 410

shell, 244

Nuclear reactions (see Reactions, nuclear)
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Nucleon, 10

Nucleus, compound {see Compound nucleus)

Omega particle, mass, 686

prediction, 686

strangeness, 657

OPEP (one-pion exchange process), 403

Operator, charge conjugation, 594

creation, 349

destruction, 349

exchange, 410

projection, 571

Optical model, 188, 410, 466

Optical theorem, 456, 703

Orbits in accelerators, 126

bunching, 134

equilibrium, 133

instantaneous, 126

synchronous, 133

Orientation, nuclear, 239

Packing fraction, 190, 212

Pair production, 54, 63

Pairing effect, 249

Panofsky ratio, 620

Parity, conservation, 344, 410, 672, 680

of electromagnetic radiation, 628

intrinsic, 624, 659

of states, 301

Particles, tables {see also Meson, Neutron, Proton,

K particle, Lambda particle, etc.), 589, 637,

645, 674, 678

Pauli matrices, 392, 708

Peripheral collision, 506. 643

Phase-shift analysis, in pion-nucleon system, 636

in scattering, 414, 701

Phase stability, 121, 132

Photodisintcgration of dcuteron, 417

Photoelectric absorption, 49

Photographic emulsion, 95

composition, 97

dosimetry, 163

Photomultipliers, 92

Photoncutron, source, 532

Photoproduction, of muons, 597

of neutrons, 532

of pions, 639

Pion, beams, 633

decay, 619, 621, 623

discovery, 7, 615

intrinsic parity, 627

mass,' 599, 619

in nuclear reactions, 515

pion-nucleon system, 630, 631, 633

pion-pion interaction, 641

production, 639

spin, 623

Polarization, circular, of X rays, 70, 74, 360

in electrons, 71

of lambda particles, 676

of neutrons, 579

in nucleon scattering, 407

in Raylcigh scattering, 48, 53

of spin- 1/2 particles, 707

Polarization, nuclear, 239

Positronium, 69

Potential barrier, nuclear, 274

in nuclear reactions, 434, 447

transparency, 276, 287

Propagation of errors, 1 72

Proportional counter, 86

Proton, magnetic moment, 231, 242

mass, 190

spin, 219

Pscudoscalars and scalars, 346

Q in reactions, 428

Quadrupole electric (radiation), 296

Quadrupole electric (static), 221, 235, 240, 261

energy, 238

intrinsic, 262, 323

Quadrupole lens, 145

matrix method for calculating, 147

Quantum number, additive and multiplicative, 593

G, 595

of particles, 589, 645, 655, 687

strangeness, 596

Radiation length, 57, 64, 66, 95

Radioactive branching, 155, 160

Radioactive decay, data, 2, 153, 179

chronological and geological applications, 179

Radioactive families, 156

equilibrium, 158, 179

Radius, deutcron, 206

electron (classical), 52

neutron, 202

nuclear, 197, 279

proton, 202

Random walk, 540
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Range of particles, 1

7

Reactions, nuclear, chain reaction (see Chain reac-

tion)

channel, 449

competition, 442, 501, 502

endothermic, 434

excitation function, 429

exothermic, 434

fusion, 561

by heavy ions, 505

high energy, 5 1

3

inverse, 435

jets, 515

kinematics, 427

knock-on, 482

photonuclear, 507

pick-up, 485

resonance (see Resonance)

statistical theory, 520

stripping, 485, 532

table, 438

Reactor, nuclear, 551

control of, 559

criticality condition, 557

relaxation time of, 559

Recoilless emission, 324

Doppler effect, 327

scattering, 566

Zeeman effect, 235

Recurrence of particles, 687

Reference system, change, 715

Resonances, as elementary particles, 641, 683

Resonance in nuclear reactions, 456

Brcit-Wigner formula. 443, 448, 461, 475, 501

capture escape, 553

integral, 554

in pion-nucleon scattering, 635, 637

Resonance giant, 31 I, 471, 508

Roentgen unit, 161

Rotational levels (nuclear), 254, 283, 323

Rutherford scattering, 19, 23, 200, 699

Scalars and pseudoscalars, 346

Scattering, Bhabha, 72

coherent and incoherent. 568, 579, 708

diffraction, 199,440, 453

clastic, 430, 434

inelastic, 434

magnetic, of neutrons. 580

matrix, 449, 453, 587, 709

Mwller, 72

Mott. 72. 386

multiple, 39

of neutrons in parahydrogen, 571

optical theorem, 456

phase-shift analysis, 414

plural, 39

polarization, 407, 707

Rayleigh, 48, 53

Rutherford, 19, 23, 200, 699

spin-flip, 570

Thomson, 48

triple, 412, 710
Scattering length, 384, 566

determination, 568

and refraction index, 577

Scattering, neutron-proton, 383, 395, 564

coherent and incoherent, 568

length, 386

polarization, 711

spin dependence, 383, 396

proton-proton, 386

length, 389

Schmidt lines, 243, 245

Scintillation counters, 89

Scintillator, characteristics, 91

liquid, 92

Selection rules, in beta decay, 351, 359

for gamma emission, 301

parity, 302

Semiconductor, as detector, 39, 85

Shell model, 244, 255, 285, 469

Showers, 65, 113

Sigma particle (see Strange particles and Lambda
particle)

Spallation, nuclear, 502, 515

Spark chamber, 102

Spectator, 477, 643

Spectrograph, alpha, 114

beta, 115

Doppler, 327

gamma, 116

mass, 193

pair, 118

Spherical harmonics, tabic, 726

Spin and magnetic moment, 217

Spin-orbit coupling, 222, 249, 397, 407

Spin and statistics. 209

Spinthariscope, 89

Spurion, 676

Standard deviation, 167, 170, 172, 177

Statistics and spin, 206

Stigmatic system, 147

Stopping power, 18, 29

scaling relations, 29
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Straggling, 18, 42

Strangeness, 596, 652, 654

Strange particles, associated production. 653

beams, 660

decay, 672

quantum numbers, 657, 659, 663

spin, 663

strong interactions, 660

Strong focusing, 139

SU„ 685

Sum rule, 509

Synchrocyclotron, 137

Synchrotron, 122, 137

Unitary symmetry, 685

Units, atomic, 8

of nuclear mass, 190

radioactive, 160

(V-A) interaction, 366, 369, 373. 605

Van De Graaff accelerator, 122

Velocity selector, 148, 192

Vibrational levels (nuclear), 256

Virtual binding, 285

emission, 618, 629

states, 289

Voltage multiplier, 125

Tensor forces, 396

Thermal column, 548

utilization factor, 552

Thomson scattering, 51

polarization, 53

Time reversal, 367, 455

Tolerance dose, 1 64

Triangular inequality, 396

Width, reduced, 461

Wicn filter, 148, 192

Xi particle, intrinsic parity, 659

strangeness, 657

Yukawa interaction, 615, 629

fields, 616
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